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PREFACE 

THE acknowledgement of indebtedness to many scholars and friends 
in the Preface to Part I applies equally to Part II. I have to add 

@ special expression of gratitude (1) to Mr. Head and the other officials 

of the Numismatic Department in the British Museum, together with 
M. Imhoof-Blumer, whose help has often guided me to truth or 

saved me from error: (2) to M. S. Reinach’s Chroniques d' Orient 
which I have used far more than the quotations would suggest (for he 
has very often guided me to obscure. sources of knowledge): (3) to 
M. Radet, whose study En Phrygie, acute and ingenious like all his 

work, was published after Part I was out of my hands. I have 
learned more from M. Radet’s essay than from any other book on 

Phrygia with the single exception of Hamilton’s Travels; but Hamil- 
ton is the prince of travellers in Asia Minor. While M. Radet seems 

to me in several cases to reason on incorrect principles! in topography 

(in which department he appears to me less successful than in history), 

and while the subject often assumes under his treatment a show of 

simplicity, which is attained by leaving all the difficulties out of 

sight, yet in a number of cases I have had the pleasure of following 

his views, sometimes unreservedly, sometimes with modifications in 

details. If I have conjoined this acceptance of some views with 

absolute refusal of others, I hope that the reasoned and free-spoken 

criticism by which the refusal is justified will be taken by him as at 
least proving that I have deliberated carefully before dissenting *. 

1 See pp. 580 n., 634 7., 635, &e. jecting many of his older views lies in 
2 M. Radet’s firm belief, reiterated in determined prejudice, is hardly worthy 

his review of my Part I (Rev. Univ. Midi of him: see also his words quoted 
II p. 115), that my sole motive for re- Part I p. xvi note. 
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The second part of this work is, I hope and believe, better than 
the first: it treats of more important subjects, e.g. Apameia and 
the Christian Antiquities, and it was written and printed in more 
favourable circumstances, Part I was set up from the MS. in pages, 
and hence improvement of the text was not yossible except in a 
very limited degree: of Part II I had proofs in slips, so that 
additions and explanations could be incorporated. Part I was 
nearly completed before Oct. 1893, a whole year was spent in im- 

proving the ponderous MS., and the pages were corrected Dec. 1894 
to Febr. 1895, when I had lost command of the subject during 

the long interval since writing, and was immersed in college duties. 
Every sentence of Part IT has been written (or rewritten) since 
May 1, 1896; and the correction of the early chapters was contem- 

poraneous with the composition of later chapters, so that the whole 

subject was fresh and complete before me. I have also had most 
valuable help from Mr. J. G. C. Anderson, Wilson Fellow, Aberdeen, 

and Craven Fellow, Oxford; and Mr. A. Souter, Caius College, Cam- 

bridge, has again aided me with many useful suggestions, and compiled 
the index, 

The two parts do not cover nearly half the territory of Phrygia, 

but they form probably the larger half of the book. Few cities remain 
which will furnish much material for discussion (unless excavations 
are made before the book is concluded); and only one large subject 
awaits treatment, viz. the art and monuments of the old Phrygian 

kingdom. In Northern Phrygia I expect material aid from Dr. Korte 
and Dr. Preger, and in Western Phrygia from Dr. Buresch’, if (as 
I hope) their explorations are published soon. 

I take this opportunity of confessing a fault. In 1883 the plan of ~ 
operations which had been agreed upon between M. Foucart, Director 
of the Ecole Francaise d’Athénes, and myself, at his suggestion, was 
disturbed by the sudden illness of one of the two travellers sent out 

by M. Foucart; and the other followed the line which had been 
marked out for me. This was, as I am sure, done through pure 
inadvertence by the less experienced of the two French scholars. The 

result was that through considerable part of our first journey (begin- 
ning in May) we heard in many villages that a French traveller had 
come there a week or two before us; but I refused to believe that he 

' His premature death is a great sorrow and loss. 

ay 
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was & travelling student of the Ecole Francaise, until, when I reached 

Smyrna in July after a journey of ten weeks, I found the Bulletin 

de Correspondance Hellénique with an article containing the best 

set of inscriptions which we had found. I received the impression 

that my journey had been wasted, and that the Asia Minor Fund, 

which had been raised to enable me to travel, had been spent in vain. 

I can now smile at my own apprehensions; but at the time I thought 

that the Fund and I had been ruined. In the Academy of August, 

1883, a letter from me was published, criticizing with unjustifiable 

asperity the article in the Bulletin. I have for many years re- 
gretted deeply that I wrote that letter; I had been received at the 

French School of Athens with kindness unusual] at that time (though 

it is now customary, as I understand) ; and, at least, I ought to have 

first written privately to the Director. In extenuation I may plead 

that I had only a week in Smyrna to spend between two long 

journeys, and that the fever from which I suffered much weakens 

the system and sharpens the sense of injustice or neglect. I can 

now only record my regret and apology. 

My punishment has lain in the writing of my Historical Geography 
and of the present work. The inadequacies and errors which are 

found in them as discovery progresses offend every one: and few 
will remember more than the faults. Through the newer maps, and 

in other ways, the results that are proved beyond dispute pass into 

the stock of common knowledge, whose origin none remember: the 

views which are less certain (some of which, as I know well, must | 

prove erroneous) are the only ones that are associated with the 

author’s name. I might mention many places where views first 

stated by me are adopted, but the only reference to me is to express 
dissent from some detail. That is the way of the world; and 

I mention it, not to complain, but merely in justification of this large 

work, which would grow to double the size, if I were guided by 

critics, who blame my omissions. Even this book overtaxes my 
unaided strength amid college duties. 

Critics who add to or correct my work are true friends ; but the 
value of their help is sometimes impaired. (1) Many blame me 
for not holding some view, which I advocated 6 or 12 years ago, 

1 In 1884, on the advice of M. Wad- him, which, it was hoped, might pro- 
dington, I wrote a letter, approved by duce peace. It had the opposite effect. 
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and afterwards abandoned owing to the progress of knowledge. 
(2) Sometimes my views are combated and rejected for reasons which 
are entirely or partially erroneous, springing from insufficient know- 
ledge of the country and the obscurity of this whole subject}. Yet, 
when I point out the erroneousness of such statements, some of my 
foreign critics inveigh in no measured terms against my malignity in 
trying to belittle others, who write on the same subject. (3) After 
I have examined minutely almost every village and corner of a 
district, and concluded that the only ancient sites were at certain 
places, critics, who have seen the district either not at all or insuf- 
ficiently, suggest in a casual way that the sites are at villages which 

I have rejected as purely modern. (4) The subject is in process of 
growth, and many of my views have rested on mere balancing of 
probabilities. In such cases the subjective element is marked by 
the use of the first person; but this personal form of expression, 
which is really a danger flag warning the reader not to take subjective 
estimate for objective scientific certainty, is blamed by many English 
crities as an egotistic piece of self-assertion. The present part con- 
tains less of this element, because certainty is oftener reached ; and 
there would be still less of it, were it not that M. Radet’'s ingenious 
study Zn Phrygie warns me that some opinions, which I was inclined 
to treat as certain, were not so esteemed by all. 

If the views stated in Ch. XII, XVII, are even approximately cor- 

rect, the Christian Antiquities of Phrygia will no longer be a field 

for vague guessing: especially the ‘North-Galatian Theory’ of St. Paul’s _ 
travels will be banished from scientific works, and the Christian 
origin of the ‘ Grabschrift des Aberkios’ will cease to be a matter of 
controversy. Two additional notes, pp. 788, 790, mention newer dis- 

coveries in confirmation of the views in these two chapters. 
In the chapters on Christian Antiquities my obligation to M. Le 

Blant is, I hope, clearly marked: I have often quoted from him 
opinions which I might have founded on the original documents 
published by De Rossi; but here and always I have preferred to 
quote, wherever possible, in proof that my opinions are not a priori 
theories, but the natural inferences which the facts demand. Caesar’s 

1 An example from a review, other- real additions to my lists of bishops, 
wise well-informed and judicious, occurs which are far from complete. 

p- 787. I should be grateful for any 
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useful work on the dating of Christian Inscriptions and Dietrich’s 
fantastic paper on Aberkios reached me after my pages were sent to 

press. On the latter, see p. 788. 

After Part I left my hands, occurred the sad death of Prof. G. 

Hirschfeld. Few could feel more regret than I did at his death ; for 

I had always hoped he might learn that he had no ground for his 

accusations of gross plagiarism, which prevented any direct com- 
munication between us. I take no blame for having used without 

acknowledgement the work of any recent explorer: I have been 

scrupulously careful in that respect, however careless I may have 

been in some ways. I believe that the dread disease to which 

Hirschfeld fell a victim caused some morbid misconceptions on his 

part (a symptom of the disease); and, if I had properly realized that 
probability, I might have been able to do more than I tried in the 

way of removing them. Personal acquaintance would probably have 

prevented the mutual misunderstanding, which will be to me a lasting 

regret. Any traveller in Asia Minor is my valued friend, if he will 

allow me to say so. 

On the maps see preface to Part I. In the general maps, many 
details are omitted, in order to bring others out more clearly. I hoped 

at one time to give detailed maps for every district (similar to that 
at p. 353); but the sum allotted for illustrations must be economized, 

until the chapters on Phrygian Art are finished. At present I usually 
follow Kiepert, sometimes unwillingly. 

The list of inscriptions does not profess to be complete: it gives the 

authorities for statements in the text. If Mr. Hogarth had not been 

prevented (to my great regret) from executing his former design of 
publishing all the inscriptions of the Asia Minor Exploration Fund, 
I should have referred to his work for all epigraphic texts. The 

classification is sometimes faulty, having been necessarily made before 
the text was written. 

It is intended to give full indices at the end of the completed work. 

I am much indebted to the care of the Press reader. 

W. M. RAMSAY. 
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Inkeof Ws = Menasies Greoques, F. aboof-Bizuer. 

JHE = Jsernal of Hellemic Studies. 
Ieecr. refers to the numbered teecriptaoes qucted m the <ppendsces of this book. 

Rachei = Inscriptiones Greeeae. Scileae ct Easane. Ke. 

Kanei Ep. + Lepp. = Epiqremmets Greece « Leyedibes comeects 18; 8. 

Koepert refers sometimes to his appendix to Fraaz Fee’ Imchrviten und funf 

Side Kicisenens. sometime: to kin map: erpeccacy the latest large 
sea.2 map of Wesera Asa Minor’. 

Le Biant I o¢ Dl = Ines. Chretiennes di la Genie. E. Le Beant. 

Le Bisat TT = Seeeese Recued det Inzr. Chrd. da la Geals. E. Le Bisat. 

Le Qaien = Orwnz Christienes Vol L 

Liermann = Analects Epigrephice ct Agenisticn, QO. Lacrmann im Dissertationes 
Philsteqices Halenses V TIL 

LW = same a6 Wadd. see below. 

Mae = Mieapier : Magnesa Mae = ai Macandrun\ 

Maryeardt = Riesach: Sasteerweltung V ol I Organtsatien det Reichs. J. Marquardt, 
Ed IL 

Menmiier = Gus condiciones Kphenti uss sint inds ob 1100 in Formmam provincia: redacte, 
Jams Menadier. 

Mous. Eun. = Messer cat Bu Discbgay res Exeyp Types ret & Yaaprz. 

Ko. refers to the numbered imscription: quoted im the Appendices of this book. 

Petersen = text in Count Lanckoroaski's Sit Pemphyhens und Pirdien:. 

Phil — Philelegus. 

Remach = Chromiques d Orient .as re-pablished®. S. Reinach. 

Kh. Mus. = Kieinisches Musrum fer Philelegie. 

Ramart = d4cts Sincere Mertyrum, Rainart : Ratton 18591 

Sauith. see AHS. 

Sterrett RJ = An Kpigraphic Jeurncy in Asia Miner, ) being Vols Il IIT of Sudice 
Sterrett WE = The Welfe Expedition to Asia Miner, ( © Mt Amwrican School at 

Athens (J. ROS Nerrett). 
Str. = Strabo (rare, araally Strab.). 

Tomaschek = Zur histerischen Topographic ven Kicinasien im Mittelaler | Sitrungs- 
berichte d. Akademie d. W iseensch. in Wien 1S$91). 

Wadd. = le Bes Voyage Archéslegique en Ane Mineure (the inwriptivas from 31 
onwards were edited by M. Waddington). 

All imecriptions which have been transcribed by the writer from the original 
stone are indicated by ‘: BR. date)” coming immediately after the number. 
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THE LOCAL HISTORY OF PHRYGIA 

CORRIGENDA. 

eae 

P. 461, no. 294, 1. 17; and p. 462, 1.19. Dittenberger accents Aeda, Acdas (Jnscr. 
Olymp. no. 228); but Schubart Pausun. V. 21, 15 Aidas. 

P. 510, 1. 7, for three and twelve, read two and thirteen. 

P. 588, no. 399. See p. 788. 

See p. 788. 

P. 548, no. 410 zs, 1.8. M. Laurent BCH 1896, p. 245 reads ff’ évrfcewr. 
P. 568, 1. 30. See p. 792. 

- P. 566, no. 467-469. See p. 790. 

P. 601, n. 2, 1. 2, for Myvéxprra read Myvixpros. 

P. 606, no. 495. See p.791. 

P. 615, no. 537, 1. 2. Compare ol wepi abrovs (o)arrapo, Ath. Ait. 1896, p. 100 
(where the word is given as dAraprot). 

P. 716. n. 1, ll. 3 and 5, for 57 and 15, read 58 andi4. See p. 788. 

P. 728, no. 657, verse 19. Compare dvaywwanovres etfacre iwtp éuov, AE Mit. 
_ 1896, p. 33. See pp. 788, 791. 

P. 753, 1. ro. This line ought to make more explicit reference to M. Radet’s view 
(that Melissa was at Atli-Hissar) as a possible alternative. 

Ramsay's Phrygia, Vol. 1, Pt. 2. 

*ArrdAov xaXécayros amd Evpevous rov 
@daddAgdov. Attalos II also founded 
Dionysopolis (p. 126) and Philadelpheia, 
which lie in very similar situations on 
the lowest outer slope at the base of 
hills which command the city. In 
such situations, they cannot have been 
founded for military reasons: they 

‘ VOL. I. PT. Ul. 
ca 

mercial advantage was the only con- 
sideration. Attaleia in Pamphylia was 
founded by Attalos II, and probably 
also Attaleia in Lydia (Radet BCH 1887 
pp. 168 f). 

2 On the geography see pp. 235 f, 
218 f. 
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THE LOCAL HISTORY OF PHRYGIA 

CHAPTER X 

EUMENEIA 

§ 1. Foundation and Situation p. 353. § 2. The Religion of Eumeneia p. 356. 
§ 3. Early History and Monuments of the Valley p. 360. §4. History and Monu- 
ments of Eumeneia p. 364. § 5. Magistrates and Government p. 368. § 6. 
Encroachment of the Central Government p. 369. § 7. Tribes and People 
p- 371. § 8. The Turkish Conquest p. 372. 

Appendices: I. Inscriptions p. 374. II. Bishops p. 395. 

§1. FoUNDATION AND SITUATION. Eumeneia was founded by 
Attalos II Philadelphos (159-138 B.0.)': evidently his intention was 
to make it a stronghold of Pergamenian influence in the upper 
Maeander valley in opposition to the Seleucid colony of Peltai, about 
nine or ten miles distant. A situation of the kind favoured during 
the Pergamenian period was found on a gentle slope at the extreme 
northern apex of the valley”. Close above it on the north rises 
a sharp conical peak to a height of about 1000 ft. above the valley: 
this peak is a prominent point in the view from far south of Lounda. 
I have never ascended the hill, judging from the report of the natives 
that it was not used as an acropolis of the Greek city, though perhaps 

? Stephanus says E. rédXts Spvyias, 
*ArrdAov xadégavros dnd Evtpévous rov 
PiradérAgov. Attalos IT also founded 
Dionysopolis (p. 126) and Philadel pheia, 
which lie in very similar situations on 
the lowest outer slope at the base of 
hills which command the city. In 
such situations, they cannot have been 
founded for military reasons: they 

: VOL. I. PT. I. 
a 

belong to peaceful times, when com- 
mercial advantage was the only con- 
sideration. Attaleia in Pamphylia was 
founded by Attalos II, and probably 
also Attaleia in Lydia (Radet BCH 1887 
pp. 168 f). 

2 On the geography see pp. 235 f, 

218 f. 
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it may have been a stronghold at an earlier or a later period. 
Beneath this peak, and occupying part of the site of Eumeneia, is 
the modern village Ishekli. 

From the base of this peak, at the eastern edge of the city, spring 
very copious fountains, which run south into the plain, and cause 
enormous marshes, being unable to find a way to the Maeander across 
the almost dead level. In the flourishing period of the Roman 
empire, the marshes were no doubt drained, and a channel kept in 
good order to carry off the water to the Maeander!: the stream was 
apparently called Kloudros. The Glaukos was perhaps the Kufu- 
Tchai, a tributary of the Maeander which drains the Sandykli-Ova 
(the Phrygian Pentapolis) and passes about two miles west of 
Eumeneia and two east of Peltai. But it is possible that the names 
should be transposed ?. 

It is improbable that the Attalid colony was the earliest settlement 
on the site of Eumeneia. Such a fine situation must have been 
occupied from time immemorial: the bountiful fountains would 
attract the peasantry of a primitive time. But the pre-Greek settle- 
ment was doubtless constituted on the primitive Anatolian village 
system 5, and was dependent on the central hieron of the valley. 
The property of the god and of the hieron* probably extended as far 
as the fountains of the Kloudros, for the priests generally had the 
finest land, and these fountains were marked out by their natural 
character as the gift of the god. Now, as we have observed already 
in several cases, the Greek kings used part of the great temple-estates 
‘to plant colonies which should be personally attached to themselves, 
garrisons to hold the country, and centres of Greek civilization ’5; 

1 At Smyrna the Meles flowed in an 
artificial channel: Aristides says (I p. 377 
Dind.) MéAns 6 émavupos Siwpvxny Nup- 
dav ex mnyav (ocappec?) eis Oadarrav, 
atrais r eivat AovTpoy purdv kai Nnpni- 
das mapa Nypews Séfacba & dXr{iyou 
(Reiske inserts noret): this difficult sen- 
tence seems to describe an artificial 
channel conducting the water from its 
origin and allowing the Nymphs of the 
springs to swim down to the sea, from 

which the Nereids can ascend. That is 
true, see Hist. Geogr. p. 115. 

2 Pliny V 108 Est Eumeneia Cludro 
flumini adposita,; Glaucus amnis. The 
Glaukos is named on Eumenian coins. 
The term adposita in Pliny suggests 

that the Cludrus was closer to the city 
than the Glaucus. Paton suggests that 
on coins only streams that flow through- 
out the yearare named: this, if correct, 
would prove that the Glaukos must be 
the Ishekli water, for Kufu-Tchai is dry 
throughout summer in the Eumenian 
valley (though never in its upper 
course). 

® See pp. 102, 124. 
* yopa iepa p. 102. 
5 See p. 131; and cp. pp. 10, 103, 

256 f, 259, 281 ff, 293 f. A remarkable 
corroboration of the theory stated in 
those pages has since been published 
by Mr. Grenfell: in B.c. 262 the ‘ sixth 
of the produce of all the vineyards and 
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and Eumeneia seems to afford a further example of the same practice. 
Just as Dionysopolis was built near the hieron of Leto and Lairbenos, 
so Eumeneia was built by the same king near the temple of Men 
Askaénos at Attanassos; and both were situated on land that had 

been the property of the god. At the same time it would appear that 
the consent of the priests was obtained at Dionysopolis!; and the 
Pergamenian policy seems to have been on the whole more in 
accordance with the Anatolian sentiment, while the Seleucid policy 
had more the character of a foreign domination*. Doubtless the 
Eumenian foundation partook of the same character; and we should 
therefore expect to find that a close connexion existed between the 
Pergamenian city and the hieron. The foundation of Eumeneia 
represents the revival of native feeling, or rather of the Asiano- 
Hellenic type characteristic of the Pergamenian kingdom, in opposition 
to the Seleucid spirit of the ‘ Macedonians of Peltai’ (p. 241). 
When the rich coinage of Eumeneia under the early emperors and 

the later republic is compared with the absence of Peltene coinage 
under the early emperors and the existence of Peltene coins of types 
resembling Seleucid coins and earlier in style than any Eumenian 
coins, the inference is clear that Peltai suffered while Eumeneia 

flourished. It was not until 138-161 a.D. that Peltai became once 
more rich enough to coin money, profiting by the prosperity of the 
country under the peaceful rule of the Roman empire (p. 241 and 
no. 86). 

The fact that Attanassos struck no coins, while even small places 
like Bria had their own coinage, is explained by its close connexion 
with Eumeneia: the deity of Attanassos was regarded as their own 
god by the Eumenian people. His temple was in full view from 
the city, about four miles distant; and inscr. 195, 196, show that the 
citizens reverenced him as ‘ Apollo-before-the-Gates.’ But, while they 
called him by a Greek name, as they used the Greek language °%, his 

to Hercules, meaning the German Donar 
(Domaszewski Religion des +m. Heeres) ; 

orchards in Egypt, hitherto given to 
the gods of Egypt, and apparently de- 
livered by the husbandmen atthe nearest 
temple,’ was transferred to Queen Ar- 
sinoe: Revenue Laws of Ptol. Philad. 
Oxford 1895. 

1 See p. 126: cp. p. 33. 
2 See p. 60. 
5 Similarly the FEquites Singulares at 

Rome (mostly from Gaul and Germany) 
in the time of Hadrian erected altars 

Zangemeister explains Mars, Hercules, 
Mercury, on the soldiers’ altars as Ziu, 

Donar, Wodan (2. german. Mythologie 
in N. Heidelb. Jahrb. V); and Doma- 
szewski considers the triad Silvanus, 

Apollo, Diana, on these altars as 
Thracian, and Liber as the supreme 
Dacian god (Haug Berl. Phil. Woch. 
1896 p. 564). 

B 2 
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symbol was the double-headed battle-axe; he was the horseman-god! ; 
and he may be confidently identified with Men Askaénos of inser. 
197 (88). Apollo with the symbols of Men suits the mixed Graeco- 
Asianic civilization of the Pergamenian kingdom. 

Thus a close relation between Eumeneia as the city and Attanassos 
as the hieron evidently existed ; and the latter place did not develop 
into a city, because all the tendencies towards city life were directed 
towards the development of Eumeneia. During the three centuries 
following the foundation of that city, the Graeco-Phrygian union 
between Eumeneia and Attanassos quite threw into the shade the 
Seleucid Peltai. 

§2. THe RELIGION OF EumMenz1A. In Eumeneia, if we may argue 
from the paucity of inscriptions of the Greek political type, municipal 
life had little real vigour. The city was evidently rich and flourishing ; 
but it was occupied far less with municipal politics than with religious 
duties (among which the preparation of the grave was reckoned, § 4). 
In its religion there is observable very little of the Greek spirit. We 
have seen that ‘ Apollo-before-the-Gates’ was merely Men under 
a Greek name. Zeus Soter, a Pergamenian title, is mentioned ; but 
on coins, besides some more hellenized types of Zeus, there appears 
a barbarous Phrygo-Carian form (like Zeus Labraundeus at Mylasa), 
holding in his right hand a double-headed axe, and in his left hand 
a spear, with a stag behind him. This type shows that the funda- 
mental conception of the god at Eumeneia was native Anatolian ; 
whether under the form of the horseman-god as Men-Sabazios, or the 
standing figure more akin to Zeus, he is the old native deity, bearing 
the axe as his symbol *, though a Greek external aspect was some- 
times imparted to him. 

This Phrygian god, enthroned at Attanassos before the gates of 
Eumeneia, was, a8 in all other cases, the adviser as prophet and the 

healer as physician. The medical side of the Eumenian god is attested 
by the types of many coins. On one of the commonest classes of the 
earlier coins, the tripod of Apollo is the central type on the reverse 
and beside it are a bipennis (round which twines a serpent), three 
stars, and a festooned palm-branch, while the obverse bears a head 
of Dionysos crowned with ivy. This type is illustrated by a coin 
struck A.D. 161-180: it shows the nude Apollo standing, holding in 
his right hand a branch and in his left a bipennis resting on a tripod 

1 See notes on no. 32, 103, and’ by the Pergamenian titles Soter As- 
pp. 263, 294, with no. 195 and Mionnet _klepios (no. 35), Zeus Soter .no. 61). 
no. 571. S Compare the following note. 

2 So the Dionysopolitan god was called 
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round which twines a serpent, while a raven sits on it!. Prophetic 
power is indicated by the tripod and the raven, purificatory power 
by the branch, curative power by the serpent, and divine authority 
by the axe; and these are the main elements in the Phrygian concep- 
tion of the divine nature (pp. 87 f, 104, 136 ff, 263 f, 294 f). 

At Dionysopolis we saw abundant proof that Asklepios, Dionysos, 
and Apollo types on coins like these express merely different aspects 
of the one ultimate divinity, not different gods. In ordinary life the 
medical power of the god was naturally the one most frequently 
appealed to?; and we may feel certain that, as at the hieron of 
Men Karou, a medical establishment was attached to the temple at 
Attanassos. It would even appear from inscr. 196 that the medical 
school of Men Karou, which was directed by leaders named Philalethes, 
had a representative also in authority at Attanassos*. At the more 
primitive hiera cure by charms and incantations was practised ‘*; but 
Eumeneia was a more educated city, where medicine was practised 
as a science. 

Tho Carian type of Zeus, which is seen on some coins of Eumeneia, 
was an androgynous conception, corresponding to that double character 
of the divine nature, which was more commonly represented, even in 
Caria, by the divine pair, e.g. at Stratonicea by the pair Zeus Kan- 
nokos and Hera*, or Zeus Panamaros and Hera. The goddess, the 
mother (pp. 51, 89 ff.), the female element in the divine pair, is repre- 
sented on coins of Eumeneia sometimes as Artemis Ephesia with her 
stags at her sides®, sometimes as Cybele enthroned’, sometimes in 

1, FOUNDATION AND SITUATION, 

1 Mionnet Suppl. no. 356. The essen- 
tial parts of the type are seen in a 

was an alliance between Eumeneia and 

Attouda, the city of Men Karou; such 
simpler form on @ coin, A.D. 54-67, 
showing a nude youthful god, standing, 
with a bird perched on his right hand, 
the axe in his left hand, and a chlamys 
hanging over his left arm (Imhoof GM 
p. 211). An enigmatic type mentioned 
in Head p. 564—‘ Apollo playing lyre, 
in car drawn by goat and panther; on 
the goat's back sits Eros playing the 
double flute ’—illustrates further the 
complex character of the Phrygian 
conception. 

2 This side of the divine power is 
carefully discussed by Prof. J. H. Wright 
on Artemis-Anaitis in Harvard Studies 
VI 1895. 

* If the coin described by Mionnet 
Suppl. no. 205 is correctly read, there 

alliances under the empire related 
chiefly to common rights at religious 
and festal ceremonies. But it is not 
certain that Sestini’s reading can be 
accepted, until the coin has been seen 
by some better authority. 

‘ 8. Reinach Chroniques d’ Orient p. 216 
(1886 p. 156) quotes an example from 
the Katakekaumene. 

5 MM. Deschamps and Cousin BCH _ 
1888 p. 262: cp. Strab. p. 659, Paus. 
VIII 10, 3 f, CIG 2693, 2700, LW no. 

361, 415. 
6 So at Dionysopolis, inser. 32. In 

Mionnet no. 577 the image stands within 

a temple. 
7 Imhoof GM p. 211: at Dionysopolis 

p. 126. 
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a more hellenized type, either as a goddess of Peace and Abundance 
bearing in her hands ears of corn and a horn of plenty’, or as the 
huntress Artemis standing inside her temple*. Hera hardly appears 
on coins; and the existence of a tribe Herais points rather to a temple 
of the Argive Hera within the city (p. 371). 

The cultus of Attanassos was old-fashioned; but even on its con- 

servative priesthood history left some traces, as we may see in inscr. 

197. There the god appears as the Pergamenian Zeus Soter®, and 
the Greek Agathodaimon and Apollo, as well as the old Phrygian 
Men Askaénos, various identifications by which the manifold divine 
nature was expressed at different periods in Eumenian history ; while 
the goddess is styled not merely Mother Angdistis, but also Isis, and 
Imperial Peace. The influence of Egyptian religion on Asia is shown 
by the identification with Isis‘; and the Imperial cultus has been 
received into the old Phrygian temple, and the goddess of Peace and 
Abundance is identified with Pax Augusta. 

The evidence at Eumeneia shows that the male partner of the 
divine pair was ranked as the more important at least in the 
exoteric form of the cultus (whatever may have been the case in 
the Mysteries); and this was the Phrygian character as contrasted 
with the Lydian (p. 9). ~ 

The priest who officiated in the cultus of these various imperso- 
nations of the divine nature is called the Lampadephoros (no. 197), 
obviously from the part which he played in the Mysteries, which 
formed a part of the Phrygian ritual®. There was indubitably 
a college of priests® connected with the temple and the Mysteries ; 
and it is doubtful whether the Lampadephoros priest was the supreme 
priest ; but analogy would tend rather to show that he was only the 
second, and that the chief priest was Stephanephoros’. The ceremonies 
at the temple of Zeus Panamaros may be taken as a parallel case ; 
and there the entrance of the priest into office was styled ‘ the taking 
over of the crown’ or ‘of the god®,’ and his exit from office was 
amrddecis tay orepaver. 

1 Mionnet Suppl. no. 359. 
2 Ibid. no. 357. 
5 Cp. Zeus Soter near Dionysopolis 

no. 61. 
“ So Sarapis on a coin, Mionnet 559, 

must be taken as an assimilated form 
of Zeus. 5 See pp. 92 ff, 51, 293. 

* See pp. 293, 288. 
7 See pp. 56, 103, 110; yet at Eleusis 

both the Hierophantes and the Dadou- 

chos wore a diadem, while the Hiero- 

keryx and the Epibomios wore garlands 
of myrtle, and the Hierophantis a gar- 
land of poppies. On the Chrysophoros 
see no. 203. 

8 mapaAdnWis tov oresbavou Or Tov Oeow : 
he became the guardian for the year of 
his office of the édavoy of the god. See 
MM. Deschamps and Cousin BCH 1891 
pp. 172 ff. 
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There is no evidence as to the method of appointment to the 
priesthood or the term of office. The priesthood of Zeus Panamaros 
was annual, and the office was elective ; but the choice usually (perhaps 
regularly) fell within a certain small number of families. In earlier 
times there is every probability that the office was hereditary in all 
the great hiera ; and the title ‘ hereditary priest!’ was used even after 
the rule of succession was modified. The priests not merely superin- 
tended the upkeep of the temple and the ritual, but also provided, 

according to their individual fortune and spirit, for the splendour of 
the festivals and entertainments”. 

Dances formed a part of the ceremonial in honour of the god and 
the goddess. In Ionia and Bithynia, especially, these dances developed 
into a public show, approximating to mimesis, though wanting the 
thoroughly dramatic element. In those regions, as Lucian * mentions, 
the people would spend day after day at the regular season in watch- 
ing Titans and Korybantes* and Satyrs and Boukoloi; and we need 
not hesitate to extend the custom to Phrygia, though in Phrygia it 
continued more a purely religious ceremony and was not elaborated 
into an artistic exhibition. The Boukoloi, worshippers of Dionysos 
Kathegemon the df:os raipos, formed a society at Pergamos which 
contained, besides 18 ordinary Boukoloi, an Archiboukolos, two 
Hymn-teachers, two Silenoi and a Choregos®: here the elements of 
mimesis are present, a chorus of worshippers instructed in singing 
and choral movements, with two Silenoi. The Korybantes had 
a Phrygian origin; and their dancing is represented on coins of 
many Phrygian cities, e.g. Laodiceia, Apameia, Akmonia. The modern 
dervish establishments at Konia and Kara-Hissar, with their music 

and their instructors and directors in the dance, preserve much of the 
character of the old Phrygian corps of dancing Korybantes, which 
doubtless existed at such hiera as Attanassos °. 

In the close connexion between Eumeneia and Attanassos, there 

must have been officials (probably Neopovor') of the city regulating 

? fepevs dsa yévous at Dionysopolis no. 
35- Compare p. SI. 

* Hence the regular commendation 
of a priest of Panamaros is leparevoas 
evoeBas pev mpos rous Oeous, pidoreipaws 8€ 
apos rous avOparovs BCH 1. c. 

3 xard rov reraypévoy Exagrot Katpoy ... 
coasts xa@nvrat 8: npépas Trravas kai 
KopuBavras xat Sarvpovs xai Bovxddous 

épavres de Sult. 79. 

‘ A priest of the Korybantes at Hali- 
karnassos BCH 1880 p. 399. 

5 Frinkel Inschr. Pergam. II 485. 
6 This paragraph is introduced here 

to complete the picture of the hieron: 
it would suit Apameia or Akmonia, 
where coins prove the existence of 
Kory bantes. 

7 On Neopoiot see Hicks p. 80. 
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the relations between the hieron and the city. Almost the only trace 
that remains of such a body of officials is the Architekton in no. 259. 
At Pergamos the Architect is mentioned in a religious connexion’: 
at Delos he was an important official in close relations with the 
Neopoior (perhaps even attached to the board), who seem to have done 
nothing without consulting him: he was a salaried official, receiving 
at Delos 720 dr. per annum *. 

The Chrysophoros in no. 203 (if that inser. belongs to Eumeneia) 
is probably also an official (or perhaps a member of a college) con- 
nected at once with the hieron and with the city. The precise character 
of the Chrysophorot is obscure. At Ephesos there was a body of 
‘gold-wearing priests and victors, who joined in processions and in 
the expense of holding the Hadrianian games, and who passed decrees 
in honour of emperors: these evidently wore a sacred dress, which 
marked them as engaged in the service of the goddess®. The expres- 
sion in no. 203 marks the ‘gold-wearer’ as engaged in the service of 
the state, and seems to designate an official analogous to the Stephane- 
phoros, who bore in the grecized city the dress of the god, and repre- 
sented in a modernized form the authority of the god within the city. 
The college of ‘ gold-wearers’ at Ephesos was probably analogous in 
some respects to the colleges of Hymnodoi found there and elsewhere *: 
the old pre-Greek bodies of persons connected with the great hiera 
lasted in various slightly hellenized forms in the Graeco-Asianic cities. 
The Neopoioi of Aphrodite at Aphrodisias were also Chrysophoroi 
(CIG 28366 add). It may perhaps be discovered hereafter that the 
Stephanephoros was the chief of the college of Chrysophoroi. 
§ 8. Earnty History AND MONUMENTS OF THE VALLEY. The title 

Askaénos carries us back to the remotest period of Phrygian history. 
It is found in various parts of Phrygia, and Lydia, and Caria, at 
Dioskome no. 506, at Pisidian Antioch 5, at Apollonia ‘*, at Sardis’, at 
Aphrodisias®, In the old Phoenician geographical tradition Genesis 
X 3, Ashkenaz, grandson of Japheth, denotes the Phrygian country 
and people. 

1 Frinkel Inschr. Perg. II 486. 
2 Homolle BCH 1884 p. 309, see also 

pp. 325, 437, BCH 1882 pp. 24, 51-54, 
78 &c. 

5 Hicks no. 481 1. 308 ot xpucoopovrtes 
77 Oeg iepeis nai iepoveixat (cp. |. 327, 290, 
399, and no. 571, 604, 618, with his 
remarks p. 85): the same body seems 
to be meant CIG 2963 of rédy [iepdr 7] 

We have recognized that, when a divine name has 

xéopov Baora[{ovres] rijs peydAns Oeas 
[’Aprés]8os HpordA[ew]s lepeis [kat lep]o- 
veixat, 

* See Ch. XIV § 3 (3) and no. 549. 
® According to Waddington’s certain 

emendation for 'Apxaiov or ‘’Acxaiov in 

Strab. pp. 557, 577. 
° JHS 1883 p. 417, no. 32. 
7 Head p. 553. ® LW 1601. 
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stamped itself on geographical and on native personal nomenclature, 
it belongs to an early period in the history of the country (pp. 141, 
153, 294): personal names connected with Askaénos are unknown in 
inscr., but the name Askania, which is widely spread in western 
Asia Minor, applied to a lake S.W. from Apameia and to another 
beside Nikaia Bith., is obviously related, and the mythic leaders of the 
Phrygian allies at Troy were Phorkys and Askanios from Askania 
(Jl. IL 862). 

The only monument in the Eumenian territory that seems to be 
older than the city is a sculpture carved on the rocks at the extreme 
apex of the triangular plateau which borders the Maeander valley on 
the left bank, near the village of Sondurlu?, and about six miles due 
south from Ishekli. On the front rock facing north, on a perpendicular 
surface formed by cutting the sloping surface, is carved in low relief 
a human figure driving to the right (west) in a one-horse car, preceded 

BLOCK INSERTED 

oO £0 co] @ 

SCALE OF INCHES 

by one horseman, and followed by another. The men are not repre- 
sented as warriors. On the hill behind is a tumulus; and it seemed 

to me that the relief stood in relation to the tumulus, and was there- 

fore sepulchral. The interpretation which first suggested itself was 
that the figure in the car was the Mother-goddess, and that the 

1 Sondurlu is a station on the railway 
near the bridge over the Maeander. 
Sterrett and I first observed this monu- 
ment in 1883; I made a rough sketch 
of it, and especially of the curious car, 
but never published it. In 1891 Mrs. 
Ramsay photographed the monument. 
I mentioned the monument to M. Le- 
grand who with M. Chamonard was 
about to travel in Phrygia in 1891, and 

asked him to photograph it. It hap- 

pened that our photographs, though 
of smaller size, were more successful ; 
Mrs. Ramsay used a hand camera, while 
M. Legrand could not place his stand 
in a satisfactory position. Ultimately, 
therefore, M. Chamonard found it better 
to publish her photographs in the excel- 
lent article which he has devoted to 
this monument BCH 1893 pp. 39 51 
(to which readers who desire further 

information are referred). 
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two horsemen are to be compared with those in the relief accom- 
panying inser. 32; but the impression grew that the figure in the 
car is male, and that the scene is a procession, representing the deity 
making a progress through his territory. Such a procession is a 
known feature in the religioni of Asia Minor. 

The very bad preservation of the monument makes it difficult to 
judge of its character and age. The human figures, which would be 
most indicative of artistic style, are unfortunately worst preserved ; 
but the figure in the car, which has suffered least, appeared to me to 
belong to a pre-Greek style of art!. Though the head has entirely 
disappeared, yet the body seemed to be a rude and lumpy mass from 
which a hand protruded at right angles just above the high side of the 
car, and the reins seemed to meet the hand without being held in it. 
The car has a high back, while the sides rise above the waist of the 
person who sits inside of it. The wheel is large, and has six spokes, 
like the car in which Apollo is borne on a Melian vase, and like the 

Roman triumphal car (which was, doubtless, adopted from Etruria) ”. 
The Greek and Persian wheels have generally four or eight spokes ; 

' but M. Chamonard points out that the cars and wheels on the gates of 
Salmanasar at Balawat (860-824 B.0.) are identical in shape with this. 
Its oriental character, therefore, is beyond dispute. 

The horse which draws the car 1s much defaced. The other two 
horses are in excellent style, spirited and natural in action, the work 
of a sure and skilful hand: the legs, however, are too long, though 

in other respects good*. The tail stands out very prominently from 
the body like the tail of horses of Arab breed. The horsemen sit as 
represented on many early Greek vases, which is the only fact that 
can be distinguished with certainty about them ‘. 
We are then in presence of a work, in which the animal figures are 

decidedly superior in style and power to the only human figure that 
permits a judgement. That is the character of early art®, which 

1 T use this term to indicate a style 
older than the Greek art which was 
established in Phrygia by the conquest 
of Alexander. In this book we treat of 
Greek only in the phases in which it 
affected Anatolia. 

2 See Daremberg et Saglio fig. 2204, 
2222, 2225 (but ten spokes no. 2223). 

5 One horse ia 22 inches high and 22 
in length, the other 23 high and 22 in 
length. — 

‘ The figure of the front horseman 

was probably a simple flat relief. The 
other was carved on a separate piece of 
stone which was fastened to the rock 
and has now fallen away. M. Chamo- 
nard rightly describes this, and observes 
that the device was practised by Greek 
sculptors. 

® The central figure taken alone would 
be consistent with the work of a country 
stone-cutter in the Roman period; but 
the horses preclude such a view. 
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attains a mastery over the human figure last of all. The first 
monument that rose to the memory both of my wife and of myself, 
when we were studying this sculpture, was an unpublished rock relief 
in northern Phrygia, near the tomb of Midas, on which are represented 
two horses in excellent style and a standing human figure of rude and 
helpless type !. 

Other analogous monuments have been pointed out by M. Cha- 
monard: they are early Lycian. Particularly striking is the resem- 
blance to a monument at Xanthos?, on which there is a horse with 

similar tall legs, and the tail springing sharply out from the body. 
The parallel examples, then, prove that the Eumenian monument is 

a work of the Anatolian art, older than the time when Greek art 

became dominant in the country. As it is in the heart of Phrygia, 
we may speak of it as a work of Phrygian art. To what period of 
Phrygian art shall we attribute it? In studying this subject, I was 
led to the view that the period of the great Phrygian monuments 
ended with the destruction of the Phrygian kingdom by the Cim- 
merians about 680°: among them are two groups, (1) sculptures in 
relief under the influence of the older Oriental civilization whose 
centre was at Pteria, (2) monuments with geometrical ornamentation 
and often with inscriptions. After the Mermnad kings had opened 
up the Lydian kingdom to western influence, and had extended its 
bounds to the Halys in 585, Greek art began gradually to exercise 
an influence on Phrygia. We have no means of saying when that 
influence began; but it is almost certain that by trade and peaceful 
intercourse it was exercised long before Greek armies entered the 
country; and probably Alexander’s conquest was facilitated by the 
existence of a grecizing party in the great cities of the interior‘. But, 
besides Greek art, Persian also perhaps exercised some influence on 
Phrygia after 546. The Persian analogy is marked in the architec- 
tural tombs of the later Phrygian period, though generally it is 
difficult to determine whether the non-Greek characteristics should 
be called native Anatolian or Persian: doubtless both kinds existed 
side by side. 

1 This relief is so difficult of access, 

and in such bad preservation, that it 
has escaped the attention of most tra- 
vellers. Mrs. Ramsay made a sketch of 
it in 1884: it is unfortunately inacces- 
sible to the photographer. 

3 Perrot Art dans U Antig. V fig. 279. 
M. Chamonard also mentions certain 
Cypriote sarcophagi (whose resemblance 

to the Lycian monuments is marked) 
published Perrot III fig. 415, 416, 421 
(the car-wheel on one sarcophagus has 
six spokes, on another ten). 

3 696 Eusebius, 676 Africanus. The 
following sentences are quoted nearly 
verbatim from my article in JHS 1882 
pp. 28 f. 

‘ No direct evidence exists. 
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This is probably the period to which the small Eumenian monu- 
ment should be ascribed’. Studying it on the spot, and observing 
that Xenophon passed close in front of it, I expressed the latest 
probable date of its origin by the words? ‘it must have looked on 
the march of the Ten Thousand along the road from Celaenae to 
Peltae.’ I still think that the fifth century is the latest to which this 
work can be assigned; and M. Chamonard on the whole appears to 
come to a similar conclusion, though in some places he seems inclined 
to place it later. 

If the monument belongs to the fifth century, how is the remarkable 
resemblance of the car to the Assyrian cars of the ninth century to 
be explained? It must be supposed that the same old style of car 
was employed in ancient Phrygia and in Assyria, and that this kind 
of car was used in the upper Maeander valley as late as the fifth 
century, either generally or at least in the service of the god *. 
§ 4. History anD Monuments or Eumeneta. The inscriptions, 

numerous as they are, are singularly devoid of information about 
the city or its history. Inasmuch as a copy of the decree of the 
province Asia (i.e. the Kuinon of Asia) was erected in Eumeneia, 

* In essentials M, Chamonard is in 
agreement; but he seems to me rather 
to exaggerate the Greek element in the 
relief, while I seem to him to exaggerate 
the native Anatolian character. In his 
article he has quoted from the Archaeo- 
logical News in Amer. J. Arch. 1891 
p. 504 a brief notice of my opinion as 
stated in a letter to the Athenaeum 
15 Aug. 1891: and has given his readers 
the impression that our opinions con- 
tradict each other, It would have been 
better, if M. Chamonard had consulted 
my own letter, or written to ask me 
whether the words used by the Editor 
(professedly as a mere abstract ex- 
pressed in the third person) fully re- 
presented my opinion, before founding 
on it a polemic against a view, which 
I had never entertained or dreamed of, 
Writing to the Athenaeum a letter con- 
taining my first impressions, | tacitly 
‘argued against the only other view that 
seemed to me possible, viz. that the 
relief was of the Greek or Roman period ; 
and M.Chamonard gathered from the 
abstract given in the Amer. Journ. the 

impression that I had attributed the 
work to the remotest period of Ana- 
tolian or ‘ Hittite’ art. 

? Athenaeum Aug. 15, 1891, p. 233. 
® T was disposed to see a reference to 

the Phrygian car in Philostratus Vit. 
Soph. 1 25 avris & émi (evyour dpyupoya- 
Kivov pvyiov rivos f KeArixov mopevouro. 
M. Chamonard however objects that 
a pair of silver-bridled Phrygian horses 

or Gallic horses is here referred to; 
and certainly (eiyor in the strictest use 
refers to the horses alone. But the 
use of eri suggests that.the car and 
trappings, 1.e. the entire equipment, 
are referred to; and that the intention 
is to describe the luxurious style of 
foreign car, Phrygian or Gallic, drawn 
by silver-bridled horses, which Polemon 
employed, and which brought glory to 
the city which he condescended to visit. 
A pair of Phrygian horses seems hardly 
sufficient to produce so much effect, 
even with their silver bridles. This 
sense of fevyor might be justified by 
parallels, given in the lexicons. See 
also p, 428 n. 6, 
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no. 345, the city evidently claimed to rank among ‘the leading cities 
of conventus (dioecesevs) '1; and Marquardt therefore places it, though 
with some hesitation, in his list of conventus?. But from the list of 

Pliny, it is evident that Eumeneia was in the Apamean conventus'. 
In truth Marquardt's reasoning about the conventus rests on a mistake: 
he argues that, since Cyzicos, Philadelpheia and Tralleis were places 
at which the meeting of a conventus was held, therefore they were 
the heads of distinct and separate conventus. But it is clear from 
Pliny that Cyzicos was in the Adramyttian conventws, Philadelpheia 
in the Sardian, Tralleis (Caesareia) in the Ephesian; but meetings 
were held sometimes in one, sometimes in another city of a con- 
ventus*. There were several ‘ first cities’ in each conventus; and the 

place of meeting varied. Hence Dio Chrysostom says that the first 
cities shared by turns in the advantage of the meetings °. 

The cultus of the Emperors has left little trace in Eumeneia. The 
goddess of Attanassos was identified with Imperial Peace (§ 2). 
A priest of Rome is mentioned no. 199; but this cultus was perhaps 
founded before the Empire began, and certainly not later than the 
time of Augustus. Hence the inference drawn by Franz from CIG 
3884 (see no. 478), that Eumeneia took the name Sebaste for some 
time during the second century, is very improbable. The inscription 
certainly belongs to Sebaste, though Pococke saw it at Ishekli. It 
may be a memorial of some old connexion between the cities: perhaps 
at a conventus in Eumeneia the Sebastenoi placed the inscription there. 
But, more probably, the stone has been transported in modern times. 
Ishekli was formerly a much more important town than it is now; 
and in a town of any size there is a steady demand for good blocks 
of stone in the masons’ and gravestone-cutters’ yards. Persons who 
have little experience of the facts of Turkish life will ask why 
a heavy stone should be carried so far to a place like Ishekli, where 
so many stones can be got by digging. The explanation is that an 

1 gy sais adnyoupevas trav sioKnoewr 
srdXeow. 

* So Monceaux de Comm. Asiae p. 26 
(doubtfully p. 38). 

* He does not actually mention Ku- 
meneia; but as Dionysopolis, Akmonia, 
Peltai, Silbion are given in the ftertius 
conrentus, it is obvious that Eumeneia 
also Apameam vadit, V 106. 

* Laodiceia, likewise, was an ordinary 
meeting- place of the Cibyratic con- 

ventus; but that does not imply that 
the conventus never met at Cibyra. 

5 péereors 8€ avrov rais mporas médeow 
év pépec map’ éros XXXV 17. He adds 
that the report goes that each conventus 
will in future meet only at longer in- 
tervals than a year; as people feel it 
too burdensome to assemble, often from 
great distances, once each year. See 
Ch. XI §$ 19. 
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ox-wagon on a return journey is often loaded with a stone in order 
not to travel empty: a good block has always some value, and the 
Turks do not love digging. JI have seen an altar of great size, 
weighing near two tons, in a stonecutter’s yard at Kutaya, the site 
of a larger and richer city than Eumeneia. The inscription indicated 
that the stone did not belong to Kotiaion; and on enquiry I found 
that it had been brought from Karagatch-Euren (east from Altyntash), 
a journey of eleven hours over a hilly road'. See pp. 583, 698. 

One foundation at least in Eumeneia may be traced back to the 
Pergamenian period. Coins struck under Gallienus (253-268 a.D.) 
mentioned the games PIAAAEADIA. The name evidently com- 
memorates the fraternal affection of Attalos and Eumenes: the city 
Philadelpheia was founded by Attalos in the same spirit*. It is 
remarkable that the sole memorial of the festival should be of so late 
a date; we have seen a similar case at Aphrodisias (p. 188), where 
the ATTAAEIA are never mentioned until the third century after 
Christ °. 

In a city so rich and so important as Eumeneia, there must have 
been a theatre or an amphitheatre‘, and perhaps both; but I have 
not observed traces of either. The ancient remains have suffered 
much during the Middle Ages, when the town was larger and more 

- prosperous than it is now. The modern town of Ishekli is even more 
ruinous in appearance than most Turkish towhs; and since Tchivril 
has been selected as the railway terminus, the prosperity of Ishekli 
is not likely to revive. It is an interesting fact that, when Tchivril 
becomes the chief town of this valley, the centre of power will have 

1 Stones from Antiocheia (no. 73 and 
Errata) and perhaps from Eumeneia 
(no. 203) have been carried to Tralleis. 
A large and heavy block, copied by me 
at Afion-Kara-Hissar, had been brought 
across the hills from Synnada; and 
since then it has been carried to Smyrna 
in hope of gain. Hence the opinion 
expressed by Petersen, Stddte Pamphy- 
liens I p. 158, that a stone now at Adalia, 
which I regard as carried from Perga 
(four hours distant by an easy road), 
would not be transported so far, rests 
on insufficient knowledge of the manners 
and facts of Turkish life. The stone 
is not so heavy as those from Synnada 
and Karagatch-Euren. 

2 [Iédts Avdias, “Arradov xrigpa rov 
PiradeAdov, Steph. Byz. 

8 Cp. CIG 2801, CIA III 129, L 31. 
Eckhel’s opinion that the Attaleia were 
a Pergamenian foundation is confirmed 
by the Eumenian Philadelphia; and 
Liermann p. 156 inclines to the same 
view. Boeckh on CIG 2139 b add, 
2758, thinks they were named after 
some Aphrodisian citizen Attalus, who 
founded them; but the various names 

Attaleta, Attaleia Gordiana, Attaleia Gor- 

diana Capitolia, Attaleia Capitolia, point 
to a long-standing city festival, which 
was modified in name from time to 
time. 

* What was called in Asian cities 
an amphitheatre was often really a 
stadium of the Roman form, see p. 47 
and no. 3. 
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returned almost to its original position in early Phrygian time. 
Tchivril lies very near the site of Attanassos. 

The spread of Christianity in Eumeneia is the most interesting 
fact in its history: it is discussed in Ch. XII. | 

It suits the ruinous character of the modern town that almost 
the only relics of ancient history are the gravestones. As these 
present several points of interest, most of them have been given in 
App. I. The epitaphs of this district are mostly engraved on stelaz 
square in (horizontal) section, with heavy capitals and bases; this 
form is called ‘ Altar’ (Bwpds) in the inscriptions’. In many cases the 
‘Altar’ was placed on the flat top of a structure made of concrete 
or small stones imbedded in mortar, and containing a sepulchral 
chamber*. When the structure was of any height, there were steps * 
to approach the altar. The Bomos, though bearing the inscription, 
was a real altar, on which the cultus of the departed heroes or 
heroines might be kept up (no. 226). The sepulchral chamber, the 
home‘ of the deceased, had a door in the side of the structure. The 
door of communication between the world of death and of life was 
an essential part of the Herodn ; and in some cases, where the tomb 
was simply a grave in the earth and an altar above it, the word ‘ Door’ 
was engraved below the inscription or on another side of the ‘ Altar’ 
(no. 280). At Hierapolis a similar structure and door is common: 
on its flat top are placed sarcophagi with inscr. The under-structure 
is there called the bomos >. 

The other chief class of Phrygian gravestones, those of the ‘ Door’ 
type, is hardly found in the parts of Phrygia most exposed to Greek 
influence. I have observed none in the Lycos valley or at Eumeneia 
or Apameia; but they are the commen style further north and east. 
See Ch. XIIT § 5. 

There seems no doubt that the common Eumenian sepulchral monu- 
ment is a degeneration from the full form of a temple, which is found 
sometimes elsewhere : e.g. in northern Phrygia we see the complete 
pronaos of a Doric temple cut in the rock ®, while on entering the 

1 An example is reproduced in no. 
654. Sometimes the capital is sur- 
mounted by a triangular pedimental 
top, as in no. 372, 380; but the name 
Bopés is applied to this shape also. 
The ‘ Altar’ was often very ornate, 
especially that of the architect no. 
259. 

3 Hence the name cuvepovoroy no. 212, 

213, 220, 268, 272: good building stone 

was scarce in the fertile Eumenian 
valley. The generic term npeoy is far 
commoner than ovrepovoroy, see 209 &c. 

8 ypados no. 212, 213, 268, 277. 

* olkos no. 210 (ep. p. 100). 
5 6 Bwpos xal 7 émexetpévn copds is the 

customary formula CIG 3912, 3919, 3928, 
cp. 3915 (LW 1680-1683): but Badpexdy 
is the name in no. 28. 

§ Perrot [Art dans l' Ant. V p. 137. 
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doors, we find a family tomb, The dead man is conceived as identi- 
fied with the god of the country; his grave is a temple; and the 

epitaph is a dedication (p. 101). The Phrygians carried this belief 
and custom wherever they went. A case occurs at Rome, where 
a Phrygian slave, named Midas, who was set free by his master 
M. Annaeus, erected a little temple, 5 ft. high, 2 ft. broad, and 3 ft. 
long, as the grave of a little foundling girl whom he had brought 
up (CIL VI 11685). 
§ 5. MAGISTRATES AND GOVERNMENT, The usual public assemblies, 

Boule and Demos, existed at Eumeneia (no. 204). Members of the 
senate are buried, no. 204, 210, 219%, 359, 361, 364, 371; the 
title probably implying that there was an ordo senatorius of the 
Roman type (p. 62 7.2). Fines were made payable to the senate, 
no. 228, 3801. 

Associations of Epheboi or Neoi are not mentioned in the inscrip- 
tions. Geraioi in no. 361, 364 perhaps indicates members of the 
Gerousia. 

The supreme board of magistrates at Eumeneia seems to have con- 
sisted in the early empire of three archons, no. 201 ; but in later time 
the Strategoi were apparently more important, forming a board with 
a City-strategos as president *. It seems probable that the difference 
is merely in name. The name ‘archon’ was more commonly used 
in early time, and was understood rather in the general sense of 
‘ruler’ than as a special title; whereas in later time the specific title 
‘Strategos’ became more common (see no. 472 and Ch. XIII § 10). 

The common magistrates, agoranomos (p. 629), eirenarch (p. 68), 
and grammateus (pp. 66f), are mentioned in no, 197, 203, and the 
paraphylax (p. 68) in no. 197. 

At Eumeneia there was a Record Office called ypewpudAdxior (tabu- 
laviwm), and the official in charge of it was ypew@’Aat. In it were 
preserved public documents of all kinds, both financial and legal, 
as well as copies of important private documents, title-deeds, wills, 
records of the sale of real property, mortgages, loans, or deeds of gift, 
When the copy of any sale or gift was formally made and deposited 
in the Record Office, the bargain was said to have taken place dia ray 
dpxetwv"; and the building where the archives were kept was called 
far more frequently apyeiov than ypewpvAdxioy (thus even in Eumeneia 

4 If no. 203 belongs to Eumeneia, the * See no. 20, Dareste BCH 1882 p. 241, 
president of the senate was styled Sov- who treats the subject with admirable 
Aapyos. clearness. The following remarks em- 

® See no, 197, 88, and pp. 67 and 600. _— body his results. 
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we find the dpyeiov mentioned, no. 220, 234, 357). Before a copy 
of any such deed of sale or gift was accepted and stored in the Office, 
its legality and validity were verified ; and thus the ypew@vAc§ played 
an important part in the business of the city. The existence of 
a certified copy of a deed in the Record Office was accepted as full 
proof of legal right to the property in question; and this simple 
guarantee of right greatly facilitated the borrowing of money on the 
security of property, besides making the transfer of property and the 
verification of titles very simple. On the other hand the burning 
of the dpyeia at Jerusalem in A.D. 66 paralysed business by destroy- 
ing the evidence of loans and preventing recovery (Josephus Bell. 
Jud. II 427 [17, 6]). 

§ 6. ENCROACHMENT OF THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT: LOGISTAI. 
The office of Auditor (éyAoy:orys) is mentioned in inscr. 197 (probably 
of the third century). We assume that it corresponds to the commoner 
logistes or curator'!. During the second century, the loyistes was 
not a mere municipal official: he was a financial overseer, appointed 
in special circumstances by the central government (i.e. by the emperor) 
to regulate expenditure, to prevent extravagance and misappropria- 
tion of funds, and to put the finances of the city on a sound basis. 
The appointment of these logistaz is one of the earliest signs of that 
tendency to centralize government?, which increased steadily, until 
all municipal self-government disappeared. At the same time the 
need for extra-municipal logistaz shows that municipal government 
was proving 4 failure in the Empire. The officials of the cities evi- 
dently were found to be corrupt or incompetent or extravagant; no 
sufficient check on them was exercised by public opinion; and they 
had too little experience and training. The Imperial government 
abandoned all attempt to improve and educate the municipal govern- 
ment, and step by step degraded it from all real power, until at last 
there was nothing left except a gigantic bureaucracy of the central 
government and its representatives or instruments in the cities. 

At first the logistaz were regularly selected from a different city : 
commonly they were Roman citizens; often they belonged to the 
equestrian or the senatorial order ; they were men of experience, who 
ranked far above the mere municipal magistrates ; they did not take 
up residence in the cities where they acted, though doubtless they 
occasionally visited them. For example, the citizens of Aphrodisias 

1 Curator rei publicae qui Graeco roca- 2 No proof of their existence earlier 
bulo logista nuncupatur (Cod. Just. I than Nerva is known, 

54, 3): 
VOr.. I. PT. If. C 
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had to consult by letter M. UJpius Eurykles of Aizanoi, the logistes, 
before they could apply a bequest of Philemon to the institution of 
games!; and among their logista’ occurs a citizen of Tralleis ; while 
a citizen of Aphrodisias acted as logistes of Cyzicos ?. 

From the first the office of curator (logistes) was felt by the cities 
to be an encroachment on their liberty and autonomy, and was 
resented accordingly. Already in the time of Nerva, it is the unpopu- 
larity of a logistes in Smyrna that leads Philostratus to mention him °. 
In the second century the state of Apameia devoted a capital sum 
of 34,000 den. to saving themselves from the tyranny of curators 
for the future (p. 464). 

Not merely cities, but whole provinces (especially those adminis- 
tered by the senate) were found to require a special financial manager 
from the emperor. Pliny was sent to Bithynia on a mission of this 
kind; but, in general, the emperor sent in such cases a corrector 

(dtopOadr7s). 
During the third century the /ogistes was an ordinary and regular 

official of the city, selected from among those citizens who had already 
held office : the selection was sometimes made by the emperor, but in 
other cases it was made by the municipal senate, which became more 
and more a mere instrument for executing the will of the central 
government. The logistui of the early fourth century appear as 
keepers of the lists and valuations of property of the different classes 
of citizens ; sometimes a provincial governor, officiating at a trial of 
a Christian, is represented as appealing to a logistes for information 
about the rank of the accused‘. It is clear that the /ogistaz encroached 
steadily on the powers of the supreme board of magistrates, taking 
the entire management of the finances and property and public 
works of the city, deciding questions between the state and any 
individual citizen, and becoming, together with the municipal senate, 

the means whereby the central government controlled and taxed 
the cities. 

Logistaz were appointed by the emperors, not merely for a city, but 
also for the Gerousia of a city, which often had the control of large 
sums (p. 112). At Ephesus Hadrian sent a logistes®, a citizen of 
Keramos in Caria, to the Gerousia, which seems to have become some- 

1 CIG 2741, BCH 1885 p. 71. * Acta SS. Didymi et Theodorae 
2 CIG 2790, 2782. 28 April p. LIII, Acta S. Sebastianae 
® dyvjp Smaros, @ Svopa ‘Poudos, trois 7 June p. 7*. 

Zpvpvaiovs éAoyioreve mixpas Vit. Soph. 5 CIG 2987 b (restored). 
I 19. 
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what embarrassed about the recovery of large sums due to it’. The 
management of the money which was entrusted to it for various 
purposes, and lent out by it at interest, required both ability in 
finance and scrupulous honesty among the officials. In an inscrip- 
tion of the third century, no. 535, a logzstes of the Senate and Gerousia 
(perhaps of Akmonia) is mentioned; we may understand that he 
was Auditor of the two bodies which controlled public money ; but, 
in the third century, he was a citizen of the city where he acted as 
logistes. 

§ 7. TRIBES AND PEOPLE. Herais (no. 358, 357), Argeias (207, 206, 
378), Athenais (208), and Hadrianis (364), are known. 

The worship of Hera was not characteristic at Eumeneia; and 
the tribe Herais should probably be explained by comparison with 
the tribe Argeias and the epithet applied to the citizens on coins 
.€YMENEQN AXAIQN®. It seems clear that a body of colonists who 

claimed to represent the old Achaean stock formed part of its original 
population. It is improbable that they were actually drawn from 
Greece proper, Achaia or Argos; but Aeolic Cyme boasted its Achaean 
origin, among its early kings occurs the Argive or Mycenaean name 
Agamemnon, and Aeolis generally ranked as Achaean. It seems there- 
fore probable that Acolic settlers may have been enrolled in two 
tribes Argeias and Herais (the latter named after the Argive goddess, 
whom probably they worshipped in a temple within the city). 

The hellenized cities of Asia Minor were exceedingly fond of con- 
necting themselves with old Greek history and legend. Thus the 
people of Eumeneia called themselves Achaioi, of Synnada Dores and 
Iones, of Isinda Jones. 

Athenais was probably named after the Pergamenian goddess Athena 
Nikephoros: the head of Pallas wearing the Attic helmet, a common 
Pergamenian type, is often found on autonomous Eumenian coins. - 
Probably the soldier-element, which was doubtless introduced to give 
strength to the new foundation, may have been enrolled in the tribe 

Athenais. That element in a Pergamenian colony seems generally 
to have consisted of mercenaries, Thracian, or Mysian, or Paphlago- 

nian *, or Galatian °. 

1 Hicks no. 486. 

2 Droysen III 2 p. 69 doubts whether 
these coins and those mentioning the 
river Glaukos belong to Eumeneia: the 
doubt is unjustified. 

° The Seleucid Athena-type on coins 
wears aCorinthian helm. A tribe Athe- 

nais at Laodiceia p. 60. 
* See pp. 180, 34 f. 
5 Smertorix is mentioned on coins of 

Augustus. This rare name is Gaulish ; 
and may have been introduced by some 
Galatic mercenary in the Pergamenian 
service. 

C 2 
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The prominence of Apollo in the religion and the coinage of 
Eumeneia suggests that a tribe Apollonis probably existed! and that 
the native element in the composite foundation was enrolled in it. 

Hadrianis was doubtless an old tribe baptized anew; its former 
name is unknown, but if a tribe Dias existed, it would naturally be 
selected to bear the name of Hadrianus Olympius. No evidence is 
known that Hadrian visited Eumeneia; but he was of course honoured 

by many cities which he did not visit. 
Kleon Agapetos, mentioned on coins of Augustus and Livia, was 

probably father of [C.| Julius Kleon, Archiereus [Asias] on coins of 
Agrippina. Bassa, High-priestess [of Asia], was wife of Julius Kleon * 
(BACCA - KAEQNOE may bear that sense, p. 150). 
§ 8. Toe TorktsH Conquest of the Eumenian valley is obscure ; 

not a single fact is recorded; and we are reduced to inference from 
the history of the districts around. By the arrangement made with 
the Turks about 1072, Eumeneia remained part of the Byzantine 
territory, But the easy route down the Maeander to Eumeneia, and 
thence into the Banaz-Ova, must have been peculiarly tempting to 
the nomad Turks", who were henceforth masters of Pisidia and 

probably of the Apamean valley. In 1097 the arrival of Ducas at 
Lampe re-established Byzantine authority in the district*. But in 
1146 an incidental reference of John Cinnamus brings before us one 
of the Turkish marauding bands in the valley between Eumeneia and 
Apameia; though Manuel had believed that in this district he was 
safe from any attack ®. In the following years such raids must have 
been frequent. In 1158 Manuel Comnenus doubtless traversed the 
Eumenian district, when he advanced by Philadelpheia into the Pen- 
tapolis", which seems already to have been permanently occupied by 
the Turks; but this spasmodic attack produced no good result. In 
1175 Manuel refortified Siblia; but his attempt to recover his hold on 
the district proved a failure. The fortifications of Siblia were dis- 
mantled in 1176; and probably no Byzantine force ever again entered 

1 Apollonis at Laodiceia p. 60, at 
a Bithynian city LW 1183, at Dorylaion 
Radet en Phrygie p. 140, Ath, Mitth. 
1895 p. 18. 

* Imhoof GM p. 211. Bassa is men- 
tioned on a coin attributed by Borrell 
to Domitia; but Mr. Head says that 
the Empress’s name is not legible, and 
assigns the coin doubtfully to Agrippina. 
M. Imhoof-Blumer, to whom I commu- 

nicated this, writes that Mr. Head must 
be followed, and he withdraws his 
published inference from Borrell’s 
reading. 

* On the gradual nomadization of Asia 
Minor by the Turks see pp. 15 ff, 215 f. 

* See pp. 17, 227 (date wrongly given 
1092 in latter place). 

® See Ch. XI § 25 and App. I. 
* See pp. 19, 598. 
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the upper Maeander valley. In 1178 we learn that the nomads were 
in possession both of Baklan-Ova (Lounda) and of Banaz-Ova; and, 
although Manuel advanced in person, and drove them out, he seems 

_ not to have penetrated as far as Eumeneia, and probably the nomads 
returned as soon as his army retired. The hurried march of Bar- 
barossa in 1190 could produce no effect on the Turkish occupation 

(pp. 23, 219). 
As to the process whereby a Christian population ceased to exist 

in the Eumenian district, nothing is known. The part played by 
slaughter in the numerous raids, by emigration of the Christians, and 
by acceptance of the religion of the conquerors, must be left to con- 
jecture. It is certain that the whole country, Ishekli, Dineir, Daz- 

Kiri, Hambat-Kiri, Baklan, and Tchal, was purely Mohammedan, when 
western travellers began again to penetrate into the district. Between 
Ushak on the north, Sparta and Olu-Borlu on the south-east, and 

Khonas on the south-west, no Christian body seems to have preserved 
a continuous existence, though in recent years Christian immigration 
has begun (pp. 25 ff). 

Note. M. Imhoof-Blumer tells me that he now reads on the coin published in 
his Monn. Gr. p. 400 no. 104, M-KA-OYAAEPIANOY - APXI.- ACIAC : 
EICANTIAANTOC: see inscr. 203. 



APPENDIX I. 

INSCRIPTIONS OF THE EUMENIAN DISTRICT. 

Amone the following inser. some certainly may belong to Peltai, Siblia, 
and Attanassos ; but precise assignation is impossible (see note preliminary 
in App. I to Ch. XV); and it would have been almost better to place 
here the whole of the inser. under no. 75-82 and 84-88. 

195. (R. 1887). Kotchak. Tpipeyévns "AméAAwm TIporvaAal edxnv. 
A /ipennis is appended under this votive inscription as the symbol of the 
power of the god (see pp. 149, 263, and nos. 42, 103), who, therefore, is 
not the true Greek Apollo, but the Phrygian deity, Men-Sozon-Sabazios 
(who is often identified with the Greek Apollo). He is represented on 
Eumenian coins as the horseman god carrying a bipennis over his left 
shoulder (Mionnet 571), the type which is often described incorrectly as 
‘an Amazon.’ 

The god ‘in front of the gates’ must be a native Phrygian deity, who 
had his own seat in the valley before Eumeneia was built, and was rever- 
enced by the inhabitants of that city alongside of, and even before, the 
deities proper to the new foundation, whose temples were within the city. 
This native god of the valley had certainly his seat at the Azeron of Atta- 
nassos (pp. 242, 356), where from time immemorial he had guided his 
Phrygian worshippers, advised them as a prophet, and cured them from 
diseases. 

196. (R. 1887). Ishekli. Ti(Béprov) KAavdsioy Tpigpwvos vidv, Kuplva, 
"AOnvodorov [P}iA[aiAnOn, tepéa Mpozmvadjaiov ’Amd|AAwvos. Ti. Claudius 
Athenodotus Philalethes, a Roman citizen, must have been a man of 

standing in the city; and the last name suggests that he belonged to 
the line of physicians of the famous medical school connected with the 
hieron of Men Karou in the time of Augustus (see p. 52), viz. Zeuxis 
Philalethes (mentioned on coins of Laodiceia), succeeded by Alexander 
Philalethes, whose pupil was Demosthenes Philalethes. Athenodotos 
Philalethes was doubtless trained in the same school; he may have 
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taken the surname either to mark his training or because of an actual 
connexion by blood; and it is highly probable that he conducted 
a medical establishment at the Aieron of Attanassos in the Eumenian 
territory, where a god similar in character to Men Karou was worshipped. 
In that case he lived in the first century after Christ ; and he or his 
father got the civitas from Tiberius. Plutarch Symp. VIII 9 § 1 quotes 
Athenodorus, a physician of that period. 

197. Published with very different text in CIG 3886, Letronne 
Journ. d. Savante 1825 pp. 330 ff, Franz Fiinf Inechriften, M. Paris BCH 
1884 p. 237, Hamilton II p. 470: the text is given above as no. 88 

p.- 246'. See § 2. 
The long series of deities in whose cultus Monimos is described as 

priest in this inscription (Zeus Soter, Apollo, Men Askaénos and Meter 
Angdistis, Agathos Daimon and Isis and Imperial Peace) should not be 
considered as distinct gods each having his or her own priest. Monimos 
was the priest of a pair of gods, embodying the divine nature as male 
and female, who were worshipped in the same temple and on the same 
altar as ovvvac. cal cdvyBwpor: their complex nature, and the historical 

vicissitudes of their worship, are expressed by a series of identifications 
with Greek and Egyptian and Imperial Roman divinities (pp. 34, 104, 
263 f, 293 f, no. 98, 100 f). Monimos, as one of a college of priests 
(pp. 288, 293) attached to this cultus, is specified as ‘ lampadarch priest: ’ 
in the sacred mysteries he filled a ré/e corresponding to that of the 
Dadouchos at Eleusis. 

The Greek moralized representation of the pair of deities under such 
forms as Eirene and the child Ploutos, shows how the Mother and the Son 

are here called Peace and Agathodaimon. 
In illustration of the complex priesthood mentioned here, a Roman 

epitaph may be quoted (Kaibel 1449): xeiuar AtpyAcos ’"Avrdmos 6 xai 
lepeds Tay TE OeGy TavTwY, TPGTov Bovadins, efra Mnrpds OeGv cat Arcovicov 

Kal@]nyepdvos * rovrous éxreAdoas pvotipia xrA., where it is obvious that 
the Latin Bona Dea and the Phrygian Mother of the Gods are identified ; 
while Dionysos Kathegemon, the Pergamenian god, corresponds to Men- 

Agathodaimon in no, 88. Another illustration is found in no. 466. 

1 In 1. 10 M. Paris reads |HC: Hamil- and he first caught the correct run of 
ton’s KHE gives the true restoration the text in i[epéa Ards] and Myvis ‘Acxa- 
[xeewpuAa]xnoavra. M. Paris also reads yvov. I would delete the comma between 
in 1.10 EKAOPIC, where Hamilton’s Adapraddpxny and iepéa in his text and 
ETA is confirmed by Pococke’s ETTA. my former text (no. 88). 
Otherwise M. Paris’s copy is the best; 2 Kaibel reads xai'Hyepdvos. See no. 546. 
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_Zeus-Oromasdes and Apollo- Mithras-Helios- Hermes and Artagnes- 
Herakles-Ares were the three gods whose statues accompanied those of 
the king himself and of Kommagene on the monument at the top of 
Nemrud-Dagh. 

The date of this inscription would be fixed not earlier than Caracalla, 
if the restoration [Aur] Afonimos could be trusted. But it is rather short, 
while [Aurelius] would be too long. There is no clear evidence of date; 
the lettering seems good (to judge from the type used by M. Paris), and 
I was disposed on that account (see no. 88) to consider the reading Avp. 
wrong. But I now believe that the date is under Caracalla (see below), 
and the name should be restored M. Adp. 

It is doubtful whether the é¢yAoy:orys is to be identified with the Aoy:- 
orjs. The latter was originally a Roman imperial official appointed by the 
emperor himself to regulate the finances of a city, and selected almost 
invariably from some other city. But the position of the curator was 
afterwards changed : beginning, perhaps, about A. D. 200, he was a regular 
officer of the city, selected from the citizens who had already held high 
municipal office: see p. 370. In this inscription, the eg/ogista is a citizen 
of Eumeneia; and therefore the date is not earlier than the third century 

(if we assume his identity with the /ogista). The title eg/ogista is rare: 
it occurs at Ilium (CIG 3599 '), and in Egypt 4956, 4957. See § 6. 
A xpewpvAdkioy (see p. 370) existed at Aizanoi LW 845, Apameia 

no. 333, Tiberiopolis? Phr. LWro11, Aphrodisias LW 1630 &c., CIG 2826 
&c., Chios Ps, Arist. Oec. TI 12, Cos Paton-Hicks p. 249, Philadelpheia 
CIG 3429, Akmonia no. 549, Smyrma CIG 3282. 

This office was also called ypapparetoy at Nysa CIG 2943, ypapparo- 

gvAdxioy at Pessinus CIG 4094, Tlos CIG 4247, gvdaxi) rav ypapparwv 

at Mylasa CIG 2693, while dpxetoy is very widely used. The names 
pntpopvAdxioy (Suidas), svyypadodvAdxioy (Memphis in Egypt), Odecpo- 
gvAdxtoy (Boeotia) have not been found in Asia Minor. Deeds of all 

kinds were sometimes executed in duplicate (47A@ dw CIG 3509), one of 
which was deposited in the Record Office; but commonly a copy was 

made for the Office (avriypagoy or éxogppdyiopa, if an impression of the 
seals was taken). See § 5 and M. Dareste quoted there, 

The Eirenarch and Paraphylax are often mentioned together, and were 
evidently connected with each other (p. 68). The Paraphylax was prob- 
ably head of a body of policemen (rapagvAaxira nos. 115,116); and the 
Eirenarch had a general contro] of peace and order extending probably 
further than the limits of a single city. 

1 Second or third century B.c.. denoting a Greek official. 
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198. (Mordtmann in Kwvor. Pidod. SUVAA. 1884 mapapr. p. 65 no. 12). 
Kuplo AoxAnme@ Xwripe cat ‘Tyelq Oeois éxnxcoss. 

Asklepios Soter occurs also at Dionysopolis (p. 146). 
This pair is obviously a mere hellenizing identification of the god and 

the goddess at Attanassos. Qn the title xupios see p, 150, on émyjxoos 

Pp. 304, 306. 

199. CIG 3887. 6 8. ’Enlyovoy Mevexpdrovs PiAdmatpw, tov tepea 
tis ‘Pauns, swrjpa kal evepyérny 814 tpoydvwv', Epigonos Philopatris 
is mentioned on a coin of Augustus (Imhoof GM no. 680), which dates 
this inscription. He was perhaps the earliest priest of Rome in Eumeneia, 
A cultus and a priest of Rome existed in Smyrna as early as 195 B.C., 
in Alabanda 170 B.c.,in Pergamos 98 B.c.?_ Both in Eumeneia, no. 199, 

and in Apameia, no. 302, there was a priest of Rome, and doubtless 

a temple. Reasons are given on p. 479 for thinking that the decrees 

relating to the calendar were engraved on the walls of the temple of 
Rome at Apameia. Now another copy of these decrees existed at Ku- 
meneia ; and it is possible that the Eumenian temple of Rome was built 
at the same time and for the same purppse. A third copy of these 
decrees seems to have existed at Dorylaion, Radet ex Phrygie p. 136. 

200. (R. 1883). Ishekli: letters five inches high. [dalaros ro 8’. 
Fragment of some emperor's titles. 

201. (R. 1887). Aidan. Published with differences by M. Paris BCH 
1884 p.245°. Sterrett’s copy 1883 read F'Aavxwvos, but otherwise agrees 
with mine. 6 8. xaOtépwoev [Tleppavixdy Kaloapa traro[y, olwrijpa Kat 
evepyeTny THS TOAEWS’ eTipEeANOevTWY ‘Eppayévous tod MeAlrwvos cat Myn- 

aGéov rod Pawinmov Kal ‘Apreutddpov tod “Apreuidcpov trod TAvcwros | 
apxdvtwy. Germanicus was twice consul, 12 and 18 a.p. Though there 
seems to have been no &(s or 8 after daaroyv, yet probably the inscription 
belongs to 18, while Germanicus was on his eastern mission. Greeks 
were often careless and ignorant of propriety in Latin titles. Perhaps 

Germanicus visited the city, or at least he conferred some favour on it. 
Another Meliton no. 259. See p. 368. 

202. CIG 3902 6. This inscription comes under APAMEIA no. 345. 

? In CIG an unintelligible line is put kel’s note): O. Hirschfeld Berl. Sitz. 

at the beginning, which is simply the 1888 p. 835. 
first line of no. 237. > The double Artemidoros has de- 

* Tac. Ann. IV 56, Livy XLIII 6, ceived M. Paris, who omits the second. 
Inschr. Perg. IT p. 203 no. 268 (cp. Friin- 
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203. (Hous. Sm. no. p&y’) brought to Tralleis from Ishekli. A line 
containing the other names of Bereneikianos must have been lost at the 
beginning ; but in the published form the inscription is given as com- 
plete. (M. KAavd.ov ?} Bepeverxtavdv, vidy M. KAavdiov Netxnpdrov Kepea- 

Alov *Aotdpxov, avdpa ayaddv, TvOtovelxnv, xpvcopopnoavta tH marplte, 
ypapparevoavta, dyopavouncavra, elp(nlvapxnoavta, BovlAalpyjcavta «at 
éy cettwriats moAAats Kat érépats trnpeclas yxpijoysov tH marplds 

yevdpevor. | 

As the name Ishekli occurs more than once in the country, it cannot 
be asserted positively that this inscription belongs to Eumeneia; the rare 
name, M. Claudius, which occurs in this inscription, was used at Eu- 
meneia; whereas the praenomen Tiberius was almost universally used in 
Asia with the zomen Claudius. M. Claudius Valerianus, High-priest of 
Asia 84-96, was perhaps of the same family as Cerealis. But the titles 

BovdAapyos and yxpvoodépos, characteristic of Tralleis, suggest that the 
inscription belongs to that city'. The Chrysophoros was, like the 
Stephanephoros, named from his official dress, see § 2. At Aphrodisias 
(CIG 28368 add) the Neopoioi were Chrysophoroi; and they are 
entitled veorotol ris “Adpodirns (CIG 2811). 

204. CIG 3885. 7 B. x. 6 8. er. Kata Ta yevopeva Weplopara (sic) 
"lovAcavoy ’Apreudwpov dvdpa BovdevTny Kai afiddvyov, Tas Kopypatordras 

dpxas Kat Aetrovpyias duéunros éxreAdoavta «tA. This belongs to the 
emptiest class of honorary inscriptions. It is on the basis of a statue 
erected by Claudia (daughter of Diokles) and Claudianus, wife and son 
of Julianus, We may assume that Claudius Diokles was the full name 
of Claudia’s father. 

An Artemidorus also no. 201, Joulianos 226. 

205. (R. 1887). The only other inscr. which has any appearance of 
being a decree is a mutilated fragment, in small fine lettering and long 
lines at least 12 in number: I could make nothing of it: 7-10 ry méAe 
Unjtp éavrod] cat rod violé A?| Atxevljov Tepelyriov - + -jsavod matdds 

|s wévre els dp[ ] vectwvex]dv ad[por ? [pence lvov [_—— Unmexo| 

2c6. (Hogarth 1887). Savrantcha. BCH 1893 p.244% "Ayaérpepos 
Atovuciov pvdjs ’Apyetddos xareo[klevacev 1d pryipjetov cal tov én’ [adjr@ 
Bwpoy éavte cat yuvatkt [adjrod Taria éx r[Gy lidiwy p. x. Cyoas nat tpudn- 
cas éy TH Blo xjaflas eldws Gre dwloOlavety Set. See CIG 3827 8. 

1 See CIG 2929, 2930 b add, Ster- 2 In BCH the wife’s name is read as 
rett Ath. Mitth. 1883 p. 329, or better Tara, and the copy ends abruptly at 
Papers of American School I p. 108. that point. 
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207. (R. 1887). Eidir. There is another inscription, no. 236, on a 
different side of this stone. [6 detva] pu(Atjs) "Apysddos ris ald|rns Kat ra 
téxva ait@ éavte Kal Trois mpoxexndevpévors viots Tariava cat Xpvodpwrt xat 
Anuntpig cai re Cavte Adre~avdpm "Adio kal 1H vivon el Bé tus Erepos! 
émyeipyot, Ojoe [ls 76 Taptoy 3nv. [,A]p’ 

One line (or perhaps more) of this inscription was engraved on the 
capital of the Bomos, now broken. The construction at the beginning 
is obscure; and probably a different restoration is needed. 

208. (CIG 3902 d). Tid(mAtos) AtAcos ’Axriaxds, onpecoypddos, pvdAis 
’A@nvatdos, for himself and his wife Parthenope and children Antonia and 
sweetest Ammia. 

P, Aelius Actiacus was a shorthand wniter (xolarius): he probably was 
born under Hadrian. It is possible, but not necessary, to connect onpeco- 
ypados dvAjjs, as in CIG. 

Personal names, especially feminine, were often adopted in Phrygia 
from Greek mythology and Epos: Parthenope here, Lais no. 210, Hip- 
podameia 227, Kyprogeneia and Nereis 244, Deidamia 358 (Chr.), Atalanta 
385 (Chr.). See no. 35, 186, 358. 

209. (RB. 1887). Isheklh. CIG 3898* ’Aya6y Tuxn. To apgov cat 

tov én atrod Bwydy Katecxevacey (dios) "lovBévrios “Poddos orpariwrns 
éavte xal TH yevouevn abrod yuvatkt Lenriula Aov«lddAn’ els 6 adrot xndev- 
Onoovrat, érepos 8& ovdels Tapa yrapuny rod ‘Povdou 7 di:atayyny’ 6 Be em- 

xetpnoas Kydedoa Erepdy tiva, avorelce els tov lepwrarov dloxoy byv. Bd, 

dioxtAca wevraxdota. 

It is remarkable how many Roman soldiers belong to the Eumenian 
district. The list is as follows (roughly arranged chronologically) : 

1 (no. 209). T. IovBévrios “Potghos otparidrns *. 

2 (212). K. OvtBros ‘Podos overpavds. 
3 (213). M. SHios Anpaydpas overpavds. 

4 (210). T. IovAtos MupriAos ovetpavds Bovdevrys. 

5 (211), (I?) lovAtos Tamtas ina. orAogvaag onelpns mp. ‘Pairwv. 

6 (214). Ilus Gemelus eg. armorum custos. 
7 (217). (T.?) BA. Atddwpos orparisrys. 
8 (216). II? AW.? Pavoriavdy? trib. coh. VI + Hsp, .. trib. coh. I 

Rhaet. 
9 (215). "Avrwvetvos omelpns mp. ‘Palrwr. 

1 The E beginning érepos is engraved inscription. 
twice. 5 R for B perhaps implies a later date. 

2 Beta has always the form R in this 
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10 (218). Adp. Atordotos orpatidtys xal Betpavds (third century). 

11 (373). Atp. Mdwvos tareds caytrrdapts dpaxwrdpts (¢. 300). 
Nothing similar to this occurs in any other district of Asia Minor; 

and perhaps Eumeneia was for some reason a favourite recruiting 
ground. M. Le Blant Manuel p. 15 gives some statistics. In three 
collections of Latin inscr., containing 10,050, he finds 545 epitaphs of 

soldiers, an average of 5-4 per cent. In this Phrygian valley in a sena- 
torial province we should expect a smaller average ; but there are 11 soldiers 
in 138 (reckoning some unpublished fragments), giving an average of 
8 per cent. P. Aelius Faustianus (8) differs from the others: he was an 
officer of rank; and it is not certain that he was a Eumenian, as the 
others seem to have been. 

The Cohors I Rhaetorum occurs three times (5, 8, 9). As the auxiliary 
cohorts were recruited regularly in the imperial provinces!, there is here 
again something unusual. This cohort contained cavalry (cohors equitata), 
as we see from (5). It was stationed in Rhaetia in a.p. 108 (CILIII D 24), 

and 166 (Eph. Ep. I1 p. 460), and both (5) and (g) must have served in 
that province, though that is contrary to the rule that the Western armies 
were recruited from the Latin-speaking provinces. 

210. (R. 1887). Aidan. BCH 1893 p. 242? Taios “IovAtcos Muprfdos 
[ovlerpavds BovAevrijs ths Eipevéwy médews éavT@ KatecKevarey diuynorov 

oixoy éy @ TeOnoopat, mpoxgimevys pov Ths yuvatkds Aatdos Tis yAvKuTatys, 

mpos TO pyddva tore emyerpjoat pnde Kewjoa’ el dé ris dv havelyn pera 7d 
éue reOqvat, drevOuvos ~orar t~ lepwrdtw rapelp Snv. Bd. “Tyraivw be 

A€yw Tact Tots mapodelrats. Ovpa. 
On 6vpa see no. 280 and pp. 99 f, 367. 

211. (R. 1883, 1887). Ishekli. “IovAcos Tlamlas tameds drdopvaag 
onelp'ns mlparns ‘Pairwy (Gv éavt@ xarecxevacev [lat Mevexpd[rer rob 
Talov ro d[vew)ip pov xa ofs dv 6 Mevexparn|s| BovdAndh. 

If the restoration here given is correct, the phrase Mevexpd[re r]od 
Tafov is an inaccurate form, in place of the right expression r@ Talov 
(with vie understood). See no. 514. 

‘OmdogvAa€ is a translation of armorum custos, keeper of the armour 
(no. 214), the title of a grade among the principales (officers intermediate 
between centurions and privates): the cvs/os armorum ranked above curator 
turmae and below signifer > (Marquardt II pp. 559 f). See no. 214. 

1 Mommsen Hermes XIX p. 44; Cag- for overpavds, and KEIMHCATI for xe- 
nat Dilectus (in Daremberg et Saglio vio (transcribing «[ndet]oa). 

Dict. d. Ant.) note 201. 3 ‘OndopiAaé was u title of Herakles 

2 BCH omits Idios, reads érnfoijos(?) in Smyrna. 
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212. (R. 1883). Baljik-Hissar, Published in part BCH 1893 p. 243. 
"Aya6y Téxn. K. OviBtos ‘Podos ovfer|pavds 1rd civKpovoroy Kat rév én’ 
airo[t] ypddov obv te Bowl] (Gv éavr@ xal ’Applig 717 yuvatki xé “Povdivy 
6u{ylarpt xarecxevacen els tppov" odde[»]t érépw eLovota éor[ar] reOjvar wAHY 
€u00 x[al] tis yuvauds pov’ éla'y 8[€] ris erepos emyxetp[noles twa Oetvat, 
anodeéloe els tov rav Kuplwv ploxlov dnv. Bd. 

The words xarecxevacey els are engraved in smaller characters over an 
erasure and #poov ovde- are interpolated above the beginning of the next 
line. Xvyxpovoroy was probably a basement of concrete (doubtless con- 
taining a grave-chamber): on it stood the altar with the inscription ; 
and one or more steps in the side of the cvpvxpovoroy led up to the altar 

(see p. 367). 

213. (R. 1883). Ishekli. CIG 39027 gives part, BCH 1893 p. 242 
the rest. M. Zyros Anpaydpas overpavds 1d otvKpovaroy Kat roy ypadov 
avy tT) Bopp éEavt@ kat Medurlyyn rip yvvacni (av ézoincer. 

214. (CIG 39029). Ishekli. Ilus Gemelus eq(ues), armorum custos, 
Eutaxiae coniugi merenti fecit. "IAos Pépedos inmeds, dmAopvAa€, Ettagia 
coup Blo p. x. €& 

The name Gemellus occurs at Kumeneia in no. 361. Compare no. 211. 

215. (CIG 39024, better Fev. drch, 1876 I p. 281). TIGAAa ’Avro- 
veivp otpariatn onetpns mpworins ‘Pairwy ldlm avdpi p. x.” ls 5 Hp@ov odderr 
érépp eféorat reOjvalt|’ ef tis 8& emyxerpnoes, Onoe is tov ploxoy inv. Bd’. 

TIGAAa the Latin Polla. 

216. CIG 3902 ¢ with different restoration. [i 8. cat 6 6. éreliun'o'av 
(1. AtA}ov Pa'voriadv! yxe[tAiap|xov y@iprns] Exrns ‘Io[mayady] Kai yetrl- 
[apxor] [x|]dprns [rpalrns [Paira[y rv] éavrdy evelpyérny). 

217. (R. 1883). Tchivril. M. Paris BCH 1884 p. 244%. Auddwpos 
®A. Avwoddspe otpariotn réxve prijuns xapw et tis avopt&er Td "ur7lpa, 
Ojnoe. ls [rd ralpetov (Snvdpra) .€. 

Diodorus served in the Roman army. The late form of ® shows that 
he did not take his name from the Flavian dynasty: he perhaps lived in 
the third century: cp. the inscription on a coin of Otacilia (244-249) 

EM. D- DIAI[K:OY » APX1-€YMENEQN 3 

1 The name is quite uncertain ; per- 2 At the end he reads 5 denarii. 
haps [I. ‘lovA]Jeo» (but the copy, a bad 5 Doubtless Philikos was <Archiereus 
one, has AION): @a[Bwpilvov, ba[y- Asias; but it is strange that ACIAC 
nalvév &c. would suit the relics of the should be omitted at that late period. 
cognomen. 
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218. (R. 1888), Yamanlar. Published differently by M. Paris! BCH 
1884 p. 253. (A). Erous te’, pn(vds) 0’, at’. Acoviotos otpariatys 6 xal 
Betparvds. (B). [Attovictos orpatiarns xalt] Srpdrwyv xarecxevaloar| 7d 
npgov éavtois.  (C). [Adp]. "lota[r]a SeBalornvy cat pedi, yovy 
Altovvatov, Av'p. Atov[vatm tro avdpl, cal ZItpdrov re yAvkutaro [zlarpt 
Aip. Acovvoip (Berpalve, xlat Urpalrwly rp ddedlpo. 

Dionysios and his brother Straton prepared their grave (B). Dionysios 
died first a.p. 236, on the eleventh day of the ninth month (A); and 
his brother, his son, and his wife, united in his burial (C). This in- 

scription shows that the praenomen Aur. is sometimes added, sometimes 
omitted, in writing a name (as has been pointed out above p. 314). 

The epithets attached to the name of Justa are remarkable: Justa was 

connected with two towns, Sebaste and Preiza?. Now between Sebaste 

and Eumeneia (or Peltai) liés a city Bria, whose name (meaning ‘city’ in 
Phrygo-Macedonian languages, p. 577) is connected with an interesting 
and wide-spread series of words. The goddess of Pamphylian Perga is 
named on coins Wanassa Preiia%, ‘the Pergaean Queen’: this implies 
that there existed a by-form Pria (or Preia) alongside of Perga, and we 
remember that Ahrens long ago explained [lpiauos with its Aeolic equi- 
valent [léppapos (i.e. épyayzos) as forms of the name [Iépyayos. Now 
in this series of names there was a dialectic variation between initial 
TT and B (zvpyos and Burgh) *; and hence we see that alongside of Bria 
there must have been a form Berga, like Pria with Perga. Further the 
modern name of Bria is Burgas, which we now see to be a’survival of 
the ancient name. Again as Perga-Pria and Berga-Bria are equi- 

valent forms, so Brioula in Lydia and Bergoula in Thrace are equivalent 
diminutive forms® of the same name; and hence it is natural to find 

Bergoula still called Burgas, preserving the ancient name. See no. 489. 
Now we return to the form [penyvds. Fick has shown that in 

1 The differences are too many and 
serious to enumerate; in (C) M. Paris 
begins ‘lo[v]Aia S¢Balorn). 

2 Two ethnics are often attached to 
& man’s name, rarely to a woman's. 

8 An explanation given in JHS 1880 
p. 246, and now widely accepted. 

* The variation is due to varying 
treatment of double aspirate bh and gh. 
With the variation in the vowel, com- 

pare Seiblia-Soublaion, Derbe-Doubra 
(Expositor March 1895 p. 224); and 
above p. 222. 

5 It is interesting to find the most 

characteristic Latin diminutive suffix 
employed also in Phrygo-Thracian 
nanes. We notice, too, that the Latin 

word pergula is of unknown origin. In 
Asia Minor a solitary house in the 
country is called Kula (the Castle, see 
Hist. Geogr. p. 212): in this sense Kula 
would correspond in Latin to Pergula, 
and it may be suggested that Pergula 
is a borrowed foreign word, which 
means ‘the little fort,’ and that it is 

the same word as the Thraco-Phrygian 
Bergoula-Brioula (where ov is the Greek 

rendering of the vowel 1). 
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Phrygian ¢ often represents an original y before «; and I think that 
ITpecCnvds must go back to an old form [lIpéya or [[plya, which 1s 

obviously equivalent to Perga-Pria. Thus [TIpes¢y) in this inscription 
may be accepted as a local form of the ethnic of the city Bria. The wife 
of Dionysius the Eumenian belonged to the two neighbouring towns 
Bria and Sebaste, probably owning property in both: Sebaste was barely 
six miles north of Bria. Bria is called Brozos, p. 616. 

219. (R. 1887). Yakasimak. A mere fragment of an epitaph (at 
least twelve lines long), broken right and left. érovs] coun’ pn(vds) 

“Y\wepBepraiov! 8'?. *AA€~alvd[plos B’ [BovAevT7s Ev'uevéwy [xarecxed|acev 
TO npeloy éavt@ Kal Trois yovetow atirov........ ] "AAe£dvd[p@ ’Apre 7]- 
wéous [kal ...... I] ?jAwriqg [kal rH éavrod] yuven't ef 3€ tes] rxvdn[oet, 
Swoec KTA. A.D. 164. See no. 661. 

220. (Hogarth 1887). Budjak. ‘AdAéfavipos 'Are€dlvdpou riod Oeco- 
yévous [éroljncey ev tome ldip éx [rlév llwy Td ovvKpove[rioy ctv Te Pope, 
éavr@ xt tH yvvatkt adrod Tariq xt réxvp yunoio’ el 8€ tis a[pjrimolejoee 
9 émxwdioe f Erelpldv tiva Once, Onoe [eis tov diocxoy trav Kuplo(r] 

Syvdpia dioxiAsa xe ls z[ylv tefplay BovaAny dbyrd'plia ducxidra. Tovrwy 
dvrlypapoy anereOn els ta dpyeta. Compare ra ldta éx tr. 2. no. 361. 

221. (R. 1888). Aidan. The first half is published BCH 1893 p. 243. 
"Adld€avdpos xalrlecxevacey 7d jpgov éavtp (Gv xai To vi pov ‘E!pluoyérn 
kat tH yuvlelxi abrod “Aupla Kat tots réxvois avrod: érepw dé ovdert efor 

Gora teOjvar xwpils] tov mpoyeypaluluevwy bs bé av emeyeltlpyoer, Onoe 
is rnv lepwrdrny BovAty mpocrelyov dyv. \€. 

222. (R. 1888). Omar- Keui. AMeoE Spos Tiatjov ? rod ’ArrdAov éavut[@ 
Ke TH yuyvatkl pov TleprvAAn xal tots réxvots dAlwA dow] cat rh parle 
[Amp] xareo[xevace tov ypa\d[oly xrA. fine to fiscus. 

223. (R. 1887). Yakasimak. érovs 13’, pn(vds) //// Adp. ’Ar€Eavdpos 
xe ’"Apptas 7 yur) atrod éavrots (Gvtes éndioay xé Oceayévn téxvy p. x. 

A.D. 219—20. 

224. (R. 1887). Ishekli. "Avipdvlecxos éxol]noev 1d [Hpwov Cav] dpordv 
élaur@ xat rq] twarpi Tally. 

} If this name is correctly restored, 2 T[ai]ov uncertain: the inscription 
it must have been written in a con- is very faint, and [IA|OY was the 
tracted form. doubtful appearance. 
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225. (R. 1887). Aidan, M, Paris BCH 1884 p. 246'. Ammia to 
her husband Damas and children Euandros and Stratoneike, xai ef rt- 

vit avjri) (Gola cvxwpycw, Fine to Fiscus. See no. 380, 

226. (R. 1887). CIG 3889. Ishekli. ‘Aveixnros *lovAtavod ésoiqren rd 
penpetoy Teptia Aovxlov rod Taiov jpwli cal éavre (Ov. Any dead 
person, even a slave or freedman (see Deneken Heros in Roscher's 
Lexicon), may be a jjpws or jpwis; but the use of the title in an epitaph 
probably implies the institution of some cultus. Here the husband 
intends to institute such a cult to his deceased wife: in a Roman epitaph 
a father makes the grave for his son Faustus jaw. creparypdpw, where 
he evidently regarded the son as identified with the erowned god, and 
probably he placed over the grave a statue or statuette of the son 
represented as Stephanephoros*. Typical examples of the foundation of 
a cultus to a dead person as hero may be found in CIG 2448 (the 
testament of Epikteta, probably in Thera), and in Rer. Ev. Gr. 1889 
pp. 19 ff (to the daughter of Antipater, son of Gaius, at Amorion); but 

all those bequests given for the performance of ceremonies at the grave 
are devices to secure the permanence of a heroic cultus (see pp. 100, 
367 f). There are cases, especially at Cyzicos and Aphrodisias, in which 
the title jjpws is applied to a magistrate. M. Waddington considers that 
they had died in office, LW 1639, and explains the surprising mortality 
of magistrates by the supposition that the title was often for life. This, 
however, does not suit the facts. M. Th. Reinach, on the other hand, 
simply remarks that at Cyzicos the title was often given to living men and 
women *, without suggesting any explanation. Perhaps the meaning is 
that persons were sometimes appointed after their death: Canon Hicks 
considers that a tutelary god or a hero was often appointed to an 
eponymous office, e.g. Stephanephoros at Iasos and Priene*. Heroes 
may have been appointed at Aphrodisias in the same way. ‘This 

seems to be one of the many ingenious fashions in which marks and 

titles of honour were invented for the dead and made a matter of sale in 

1 M. Paris has the fine rightly dy». } 
in his copy, but wrongly restores dnp. 

Bp. 
® Kaibel 1343: compare the title as 

applied to a magistrate, who was ori- 
ginally the priest of the crowned god 
(e.g. 'Amd\Auy orethaynpip ¢ at Tasos) 

p. 56. 
* BCH 1890 p. 537. His examples 

are not all good: BCH XII 193 is en- 

graved on a tombstone and clearly refers 
to a dead man: Ath. Mitth. VII 254 is 
on the basis of a statue, but the statue 
may commemorate a dead man. 

* Hicks in JHS 1887 p. 99: Th. Rei- 
nach in Rev. Et. Gr. 1893 p. 156 con- 
siders the suggestion as not deserving 
even of refutation. See also Hicks 
Inser. Br. M. III pp. 19, 31, 32. 
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Asian cities. Such a title as hipparch in Cyzicos, stephanephoros in 
Aphrodisias', was given to the dead man or woman, by the fiction of 
election for the ensuing year; and of course a sum was required in 
payment. Similarly there can be no doubt that the presentation of 
crowns, inscriptions, statues, &c., by the state was a matter of regular 

traffic. 

227. (CIG 3899). Ishekli. Ad(Bios) “Amos xateoxevace[y] (Gv éavre 
TO [npkpov nal ry ylulvacxt Ad{[py]n Kai rots rékvois adrod "An[le kat 
[‘Hrmodalule(lq «Jat “[Plwudyn érépp d[2] ovx e[félorar reOjvar [el] be 
[ye], «TA. 

On another side @vpa?. See no. 280. 

228. (R. 1883), Emirjik. “Amqiov Terpwviov [. .Jvp ’AAekdvdpou rdly 
Bopor 7] p. x., xare[oxevacer], fines to fiscus and senate *. 

229. (R. 1887). Yakasimak*. Avdp. “Aplorwy xareoxevacey Td jpgov 
éavrp xal tH yovaini ’Apiorn cai tw vig ’Aplotw cat ti Ovyarpt ‘Hpa- 
kA[ew]dcav7y kal rats Ovyarpdow [T]avavy xai ‘Hpaxrediary érépp 8% ovdert 
éfov gorar reOhvar’ ef ris 5@ emyerpyoes Erepoy Oeival twa, Oijoes ls rov 

dloxoy n°. 

230. (Sterrett 1883). Ishekli. “Arrados éav(r)@ xat ry yuvatkt Kal ry 
TECK) V@ fh. X- 

231. (R. 1888). Ishekli. Published rightly by M. Paris, BCH 1884 
p- 233. Adpyaros Tdtos ’AnleA]AG xarecxevacey 7d pvnuetoy éavt[@] cal tH 
yuvatkt avr[od] xat ty pntpl Kai x[pn'ore hiro ’Ovnolup Kai rH yuvalelxi 
atrod: ef 8€ Tis emyepyoe dvalo|xevdoat Tov rémov, ~otw aire xar{d|pa 
réxvey réx[vots] kat Tp ovpBovdc|v|oavre . 6 Blos ratra. 

As in no. 232, 236, friends are admitted to the grave. This text has 
something unusual about it, and may be compared with no. 565, 567 °. 

1 At Cyzicos BCH 1889 p. 518; Ath. $M. Paris BCH 1884 p. 247 reads 
Mitth. 1881 pp. 42, 121, CIG 3665. In ATI®IONTIETPONIO (sic), adding 
a Carian city BCH 1890 p.607; at ‘la premiére ligne seulement est lisible.’ 
Aphrodisias CIG 2827, 2850 c, LW 1636, * Yakasimak consists of two divisions 
1639. (mahale) : the northern of these is called 

2 Below this CIG addstwo more lines, Ulujaka by M. Paris BCH 1884 p. 251. 
which in reality is the beginning of a 5 The number is not quite certain. 
fragment in honour of some emperors, Thesymbol for dn»apia was not engraved. 
published BCH 1884 p. 236. ° See p. 532. 
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232. (R. 1883), Emirjik. Published very incompletely by M. Paris 
BCH 1884 p. 2401. On three sides of a large Bomos. 

A. wis éay rodrov ripBov tis érev€ev éavrg, 

Movoats doxnOeis, Taios mpaypatexds, 

q0 GAodxp prim Tarin réxeoly re roOnrois?, 

4 of pa tov aldoy rotrov é[x]wor ddpor, 
civ “PovBn peyddoto Oleod] Oepdmovt.. . . . 

[xai pera name of a second friend] 
aoe . {vox 8 ab6s] ladynqos dvat rovrots 

8 “Téios @s dytos, as dyads, mpont yee * ; 
B. od)]x €rxov mAotroy moAty els Blov, od moAd xpipa, 

ypappacs 8 yoxnOny exmovéras perpiots* 

éf Sv roics [p]iAoww emij[p|xeov as ddvapls jor, 

12 onovdiy hy elxov maou xapi(opevos. 

TOUTO yap WY por Tepmvoy emapxety ef Tis expnce, 

@s GAAwy dABos tépyuw dyer xpadin. 

pndels 3° ody tAOUTY TuPrAwOels [Kod]pa dpovelra, 
16 mact yap els “Aténs wat ré(O)Aos* eorly Tov. 

“Eorw tis péyas dv ev xrjpacw; ov mAdov otros, 
TAUTO peTpoy yains mpos Tdpoy éxdéxerat. 

onmevdere, THY Wuxi evppalvere mdvrore, [O]yn[rol 5, 
20 @s ndvs Biloros, Kal 

Tatra, dito.® perd raira 

mérpoy éore Coijs. 

tl yap mAédov ; ouKért Tadra’ 

oTHAAn Tatra AaAel Kai AlOos, ob yap éyd. 

C. Ovpar pev évOa cat mpds “Arday doi 
24 avetddevtor 3 elaiy és dos rplBor 

ol bn —B[etA Jaron 
-Ax---++ OYCTT:: 

(Ga iambics illegible). 

aavt[es| 
TO 

els G[valoracw 
Siem ante ese EAC 

The tomb was erected by Gaius for his own family and for two friends, 
Roubes and another. 
(no. 211, 224, 226, 231, ete.)?. 

1 M. Paris calls the village Emeldjik. 
In 1883 Sterrett helped me. In 1887 
Hogarth and I recopied it; but we 
added nothing, and in our copy I find 
in ]. 2 ypapparixéds transcribed, appa- 
rently a slip. Both copies confirm some 
of Dr. Zingerle’s emendations Philologus 

1894 p. 345. 
2 The stone clearly has aAdy@ qrAin. 
® Lines 7, 8 are engraved at the top 

of the stone, separated from 1. 1 by 

The name Gaius was very common at Eumeneia 
The admission of any persons outside 

a festoon. Apparently there was no 
room for them at the bottom of the 
stone, and they were put in the blank 
space at the top. 

* réOAos on the stone: 
TéXos. 

5 gym[ow] or ovm[ce] might also be 
suggested. 

6 M. Paris reads raira daoi. 

7 Compare Gaiana no. 387 (Chr.) and 
229. 

an error for 
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of the family to the tomb is not in keeping with the strict old Phrygian 
feeling (p. 98), and indicates wider education and freer philosophic 
thought: see also no. 231 (which has other traces of difference from the 
common Phrygian type) and 380. 

Gaius was a lawyer or attorney ', and a man of education (1. 2), On 
his tomb he inscribes, during his lifetime, a remarkable epitaph in verse, 
in which he records something about his own life and sentiments. He 
allows his two friends admission to the same grave ; and in the lost lines 

5-7, he apparently mentioned that they had influenced his thought, ‘and 
now, equal in franchise® with these two, I, Gaius, as a pure, as a good 
man, announce publicly.’ Then he proceeds to give on sides B and C 
a statement of his principles, his education, his generosity to his friends 
and to all men. The chief interest of this text lies in the question, what 
are Gaius’s principles. The term &yos, the designation of Roubes as 
‘servant of the great God,’ the fine sentiment of 13-14, might suggest 
that he was a Christian. But the general tone of 9 ff is distinctly that 
of Greek philosophy, and 19-20 in particular are of the Epicurean tone ; 
while 21-23 seem to be the beginning of a sneer at the idea of a Re- 
surrection of the dead and the poor fanatics who cling to it*. M.Cumont 
writes® to me, ‘zd me semble méme surprendre dans ce morceau une véritable 

polémique contre les idées nouvelles qui se repandaient dans lentourage du 
défunt’'; and I agree fully with his view, for in 9-22 the tone seems 
pointedly adopted to vie with and surpass, as well as to contradict, the 
Christian morality and its point of view. 

The term peyddoto O[eod] Oepdtwy is taken by Dr. Zingerle in PdAzlol. 
1894 p. 345 as a proof of Christian origin ; and M. Paris refused to admit 
the restoration 6{eod], because it would be a sign of Christianity. Dr. 
Zingerle proceeds to state the view that in this tomb a Christian and 
a pagan were buried together; and regards the whole as a proof of the 
gentle and easy development of religion in Asia Minor, where Hellenism 
lived on in Christian garb ® This view seems to me untenable in view 
of the general character of the whole epitaph. As Dr. Zingerle recog- 

1 A mpaypareds of the Gerousia at 
Magnesia Mae. (homme d'affaires, inten- 
dant, gérant, MM. Cousin and Deschamps 
BCH 1888 pp. 207, 213). 

2 ypapparixds, in One of my copies, is 
tempting. : 

* Holding the same sentiments. 
* References to Hades, and similar 

mythological ideas, as in 23, are not in 
themselvesinconsistentwith Christianity 
as expressed in verse, see LW 2145 with 

Waddington’s note, Duchesne BCH 
1879 p. 145, Le Blant II p. 406. 

° I sent him the additional lines of 
the inscr., which are the most decisive. 

* Wo Hellenismus in christlichem Ge- 
wande in weitem Umfange weiterlebte. 
That this is true, I am quite agreed 
with Dr. Zingerle, and we shall see 
some examples of the influence of the 
common philosophical tone in Christian 
inscr., NO. 354. 

D 2 
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nizes, the form ‘the god’ was widely used by the pagans: at the same 
time I must so far agree with him that this ‘servant of the great god,’ 
with his Semitic name, does not seem to be the adherent of any local 
cult. In the mutilated lines 7-8, he seems to be marked as a sort of 
missionary, whose convert Gaius had become. Yet the name Roubes 
does not seem Christian: it has not the type of the Christian no- 
menclature of the period: it seems to be Jewish, and to represent a 
grecized form of Reuben (‘Povfjv). The ‘ great god’ is Jehovah, called 
iyuoros eds in a Jewish inscr. of Athribis in Egypt 1, and often in the 
Septuagint. See no. 563. 

Thus we find in this remarkable inscription two sides, (1) philosophy 
in pointed opposition to Christianity (as in inser. 466, 635), (2) the 
mixture of Judaism and Hellenism, pointing to a fusion of the two 
in Phrygia (see p. 675). The age of Caracalla or Alexander Severus is 
in all probability the time when this inscr. was composed. 

233. (Hogarth 1887). Ishekli. CIG 39024 with some differences. 
TAvcwy érince 1d jpwov éavrep Kal ty yuvatkt abrod ’Apulg xal rots réxvots 
érépp 88 0(d dent eféorat reOjvat. 

234. (R. 1887). CIG 3892 with some differences after Laborde, who 
does not record the loss of nearly four lines in the middle. “Erovs o70’, 
pyvos 6’? Atovdatos TAvxwvos E[d]ueveds (Gv 1d fpdov [nalreoxevaca euavte 
x(al] rn yuvatcl pov ’Andun =[xv]uvov xai tots réxvos pov [three lines erased 
rovlrov ro dvtlypadov ameréOn els Ta Evpevewy dpxeia. A.D. 205. 

The penalty is erased, as in no. 235, cp. 243. 

235. (R. 1887). Isheklii BCH 1884 p. 235, Rev. Arch. 1876 I 
p. 279. “Erovs od. Atp. Acovdctos B' [r]od Néyepos MapxeAAewds xare- 
ax(e)vacev Td Hpwov Ap. AovdAlw cai Zap (line blank) réxvois ° adrév’ ef 
b€ tis Erepoy emixerp. A.D. 229-230. See no. 236. 

This inscription was never completed: possibly the penalty was 
intentionally not engraved. CIiA must be a mistake for TIA; a.p. 130 
is an impossible date for an inscription where Aur. is a praenomen, The 
nomen Aurelius came into use in the provinces under M. Aurelius ; about 

161-220 provincials often bear the name M. Aurelius. Under Caracalla 
the custom of using the praenomen Aur. became almost universal in 
Phrygia, and evidently rose from the extension of the Roman franchise 

1 See BCH 1889 p.179 with S. Reinach’s 3M. Paris reads Zav[Oip nai] réxvors. 
commentary: the term is common in Between ZAN and TEKNOIC there 
paganism (see p. 33 note). is a space for one line left blank on the 

2 Laborde has C where I read 9. stone, not noted in BCH or Rev. Arch. 
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to the whole empire: I pointed this out in JHS 1883 p. 30, and have 
since that time found it an almost infallible criterion of date: any ap- 
parent exceptions are easily explained’. The full name M. Aurelius may 
be used in an inscription engraved later than 210-215; but the person 
who bears it was a provincial Roman citizen born in 161-180: the prae- 
nomen Aur, was assumed by those who gained the civi¢as in virtue of 
Caracalla’s extension. At a later date the praenomen FI. came into 
occasional use, probably under Constantine ; and it is sometimes difficult 
to distinguish the late use of the praenomen from the use of the nomen 

(with praenomen omitted), which became common in 70-96, and lasted 
long. De Rossi user. Chr. Urb. Rom. pp. cxii f and Le Blant II p. 537 
consider that the use of Aur. as praenomen is rare after Constantine; and 

my experience confirms this view. See also no. 651. 

236. (R. 1887). Eidir; engraved on another side of the stone which 
bears inscr. no. 206. Avp. AovAlwy xareoxevace Td p@oy éavT@ Kai Trois 
réxvots kal Tarla pera tréxvwy Tpidv. 

Aur. Doulién also no. 235. See no. 231, 380. 

237. (CIG 3887 after Pococke: attached wrongly to no. 199). Part 
of an inscription, either mutilated or undecipherable, which Pococke in 
his notebook left undistinguished from the next, no. 199. Al[w|pdde[o]s 
Taly. 

238. CIG 3893. ‘Epps *Axpoveds cat Etpeveds rp vig pop Evxdpzy 

kal éalulr@ Kat rp yuvackt "Adpodiwelg] 
éuod Oaydvros xat [ylvvatxds cal réxvap 
ds av dviges rUpBov 7 BArAdWe radov 

nolvjwy adpwv tepindolo[ijro (oluypopai|s] 
6 3’ émyetp[joas] e[rloloe re picky dnv. Bd’. 

The species of curse contained in the iambic lines was characteristic of 
the more rustic and less civilized parts of Phrygia; and the only instance 
of this kind of curse in the civilized Eumeneia is in this epitaph of a 
stranger from Akmonia, who had received Eumenian citizenship. 

239. (R. 1887: Sterrett 1883). Aidan. M. Paris p. 247. Euxenos 
to his parents Euxenos and Apphia, 

Se 

1 In an inscription of Smyrna Atpy. probably the real praenomen M. has 
"Adpodeicrosismentioned, probablyabout been omitted by a Greek author. The 
200-210, BCH 1882 p. 291; but here the Greeks never properly understood the 
strict use of Atvp. has not begun, and Roman system of naming. 
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240. (BCH 1893 p. 245). Between Todju and Doghlu. Zotikos to 
his wife Balbi(llja '. 

241. (CIG 3894). Odtvopna Zwrixos elut, warnp Kdéopos, rarpls {ec} *. 
This is probably the opening of a longer inscr., ep. no. 656 f. 

242. (R. 1883, 1887). Ishekl. JHS 1884 p.251. Zwrixds "Avrorig 
77 (ld}lq yuvarni cat éavte pryj(yn)s xaptv. Underneath the inscription is 
the word OYPA (no. 280). 

243. (R. 1883). Omar Keui. CIG 39028. Adp. Zwrixds Tpodlnov 

éxryncaro Td Hpwor, ev @ kndevOjoeras adrés Kai H yuvyn abrod Tpvpwriary xe 

@ dv abrés cuvywpyoe’ érép 82 otk eféorat [xnded|oat. 
Zotikos seems to have purchased the monument ready made. Penalty 

omitted, see no. 235, 234. 

244. (R. 1887). Ishekli. Adp. Zwrexds ’Amo[A]|Awviov xarecxevacer 7d 
jppov kal roy ém at’r@ Bopuov éaur@ cal ry yuvnkt adrod Kumpoyevig xat r7 
kewévn Ovyarpt Nypeelds wat rots Aotmots réxvois’ érépw de ovdent [efeore 

(sic) reOjvat d's 8)] Aly elaxecpyoes Octvac xwpis Tis cvvywpyoews, Onoe els 
riy tepwrdrny BovAny dnv. p’. The misspelling y for at is rare. 

245. (CIG 3902 4). Aur. Zotikos to himself and wife Tatia. 

246. (R. 1887). Ishekh. CIG 3895. Qedqidros Nelkn cupBly pw. x. 
kat éaurp (Ov errolycev. 

247. (R. 1883). CIG 3902 / (imperfect), JHS 1884 p. 252 (complete). 
Julia to her husband Damas, and daughter Juliana, and son-in-law Gaius, 

and their daughter Severina. On another side of the domos OYPA. 

248. (R. 1887). Rev. Archéol. 1876 I p. 280, BCH 1884 p. 236. 
"lovAla Mdpxp EvBovaA@? dio davdpt p. x. ls b pv. eéoras rebfvar rH ’I. 
kat rots téxy. airns. ef 58 xrd (fine Bd). There is added a clause of 
which I know no other example, 3s dvopvfer* amd reccdpwy today tod 

punpelov, Ojoe Kat avtos is rov Kalcapos ploxoy dynv. Bh’. eGéoras 8 TH 
"I. wat Erepov «nd. dv dy airy Bovdnd7. 

249. (R. 1887; Sterrett 1883). Aidan. BCH 1884 p. 246. “lovAla 

* BAABIAvy MM. Legrand and Cha- in BCH, and omitted in Rev. Arch. 
monard l.c. My copy has Mdpxq. 

2 HAH in the copy. * Perhaps és dy cpvgea (for dpugn). 
* The name is given Mapxi» EvBovdp 
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Mnrpodépov Evpeveris, to Faustus! her husband, Zotikos and Alexander 
her children, and their wives (rés for rats). 

250. (Sterrett 1883). Emirjik. “IovAtos Aoperiavds cat KAaviia Ao- 
petla "Avrwvip Mdpxg. 

I do not know whether the inscription is complete: but probably the 
continuation was illegible. The Roman name of the son is wrongly 
expressed. 

251. (R. 1887). Eidir. KaddAclotn KadAclorp rp avdpe xal éavry 
pe. X. oddevi Be érépp ekérar (i.e. e&éorat) Oetval riva H réxvots airay’ el dé 
tis Erepoy emlxelpyoe (!) Otval twa, Ojoe. rp Ta[y Klaodplwv plop 
dnv. p’ 7]. | 

On the back of the same stone is engraved OYPA. See no. 280. 

252. (R. 1888). Ishekli. KadAlory "OQedtwves xrrdA. I copied no 
more, thinking I had copied it in 1887. 

253. (R. 1883). Kara-Agatchlar. Kazérwy Mnyvodlrov Adurvn ti 

paupn py. xX. 

254. (CIG 3902 m). Ishekli. Kdovos Tepodéov (Gy éavr@ ro npwor 
kateoxevacey Kal ty yuvatkl avrod "Amplq’ ovdevi be érépw eéorat rePfjvat ? 
xwpls el py te 7dOn 4 Ovydrnp pov “Amgioy mpd tis HAtKias-xrA. (fine 

dnv. BO’). 

255. (R. 1887). Ishekli. Kooplwv (av éavr@ cat Teprla rp yvvait 

puns xdpwy. 

256. (R. 1883 and 1887). Ishekli. CIG 3896 inaccurately. “Erovs 
tia’, un(vos) «, A’. Avp. Mapxla xai Aip. Zwrixh xarerxevacay 7d hp@ov 
éavrais xal Kpdrart te ovvBlp ris Mapxlas xal ef rim (Goat cvvywpyoover 
pera dt Thy TovTwy TercuTHY Erép 5e3 ovdfelvt eLov Eorar Lévw xyndevOqvac' 
el 32 pny, oloe 76 Gpiouévoy mpdcremoy *. A.D. 227. See no. 356, 380. 

Markia and Zotike were probably sisters. The fifth month in the 
Asian year had only 28 days; and this inser. (of which the text is 
certain) corroborates our supposed Phrygian year, p. 204. 

1 The stone has @aorw, and the Yhas comes from the analogy of the common 
been inserted as an afterthought in formula, e.g. no. 229. 
the line above making the word évaur7 * unv for un: cp. rednvev no. 356. The 
in place of éavrg. M. Paris omits this Y. last 14 words are given BCH 1893 p. 242, 

3 re6yjvas in Hamilton’s copy. transcribing py, 6noe, but the epigraphic 
5 Here 8¢ violates the syntax: it copy is almost identical with mine. 
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257. (R. 1887: Sterrett 1883). Dede-Keui. BCH 1884 p. 2421. 
MdpxeAAos Mdpxov Aapg te ddeAd@ cal "Amgly tH pntpl Gdon 7d pynpuetov 

kai Toy Bwuor p. x. 

258. (R. 1887). Ishekli. CIG 3897 gives the first 13 words. Mdpxos 
@yAikos kareoxevacey Td Npgov éavt@ kcal rH yuvatxl “lovAlg? obdert efov 
Zora GAAw TeOjvat, el wy tl por Téxvoy 7H Eyyovov" ef rets emixipynoe Erepos, 

Onor ls Thy Bovdny dnv. BO’. 

The spelling reis for ris is noteworthy. The name Felix is rare in 
Greek. Philikos, which occurs on coins of 244-9 a.D., must be the Greek 

name; and possibly @yAucds should here be understood as nom. for Piexds, 
in which case we may compare the spelling rézos PyAdra (for Pirdra) at 

Magnesia Mae., Ath. Mitth. 1889 p. 105. The neuter form éyyovoy, a 
grandson, is given by Hesychius in the plural only. Can we understand 
7 éyyovov, ‘ unless there be a child of mine in the womb’? 

259. (R. 1883). Emirjik. Published by M. Paris p.241%. (A). On 
the capital MeAlrwvos rot dpyxiré[xtovos]. (B). On the shaft of the stele 

70 pvnpetov Qeoyédvovs cat MeAlrwvos tév Kazlrwvos' rot Bwpod émrebévros 
j7d Tatov B’ Zwrixod émirpdrov, viod rod MeAlrwvos. 

It is difficult to construe the last few words: do they mean that Gaius 
Zotikos the steward was son of Gaius Meliton? or that Gaius, son of 
Gaius, was steward of Zotikos the son of Meliton? See § 2. 

260. (R. 1883). Kara-Agatchlar®. [EJA[mis MeAlrwv[os] rg idle dvdpr 
KaTeoKevacey TO Hp@oy Kai Tov Kat avTod Bwpydy' ef ¢ aity h ’EAnts 

kndevOnoerar kat Evrixns cat MeAlrwp, cal ef twa &dAdov BovdnOy xnde[iojat 
(Soa H ’EAmls: pera 3& rhy redevTiy abris ovdert efdorar rebi[vjac érép@ 

[x]wpis rv mpolyeypap|udvwr bs dé dv ea[rndevoe, Onoe) ls [r]d tep[drarov 
rayetow dyv. ,«. Perhaps Chr., p. 493. _ 

261, (R. 1888, Sterrett 1883), Ishekli. BCH 1893 p. 241. Meno- 
philos to his parents Gaios and Meltine. 

262. (R. 1888). Yamanlar, Published incomplete in BCH 1893 
Pp. 243. Mnvddiros ¢ Tartavds Myvodlap & rq awarpt xe Tdre ty pn[rpi] 
kate[oxlevacen Td 7/p]@ov. 

263. (Sterrett 1883). CIG 3902. Myrismos to his wife Tatia and 
his son Myrismos. 

1 M. Paris reads ’Amdqig for our’ Amdpiy. sounded like Kara-yashilar: the O. R. 
2 M. Paris omits (A) entirely. Survey has Karaishlar. 
5 I could not get this name right: it 
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264. (R. 1883, 1887). Ishekli. Ovardpis Pirddedpos Ovarepig Ad- 
ptavyn tn ouvBly p. x. 

Ovadépis for Ovaddpios is common. This spelling is discussed very 
carefully and fully by Prof. J. H. Wright in Harvard Class. Stud. 1895 

pp. 59 f. 

265. (R. 1883). Omar-Keui. CIG 39027. Néwy Talov Teyodée xat 
Aip. Geopgq pw. x. The names are Chr., p. 500 2, 

266. (R. 1887). Kizilje-Suyut!. M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 248, 
Tanlas ’ArrdAov ‘Opyadcts Targ r[n] ldlq yuvackl, ’Apyllas Ovyarpl, éxoln- 
oev pt. x. Xalpere, wapodeirat. 

Papias was a settler, who had come from the Hyrgalean plain (p. 129): 
this interpretation seems preferable to M. Paris’s supposition of ‘ une 

petite ville riveraine de 0 Orgas. 

267. (R. 1887). Eidir. Elo[x}juvos Anuntp{llov (Gv aire xal tH y- 
vatxt [Map]xéAAn xat rp U[@ + od]devt 5¢ efor Eoralt dAAw] reOjvar dvev ofvy- 
xwpnoews: 7, éxel Ones els roy pliclkoy dnv.s’. See no. 234. 

Eloxvpuvos for Sxvuvos : compare érjxw for rhxw no. 45, lodayérre Ster. 
EJ p. 166, torpartérov JHS 1883 p. 26, also no. 133, éxrnrdépioca no. 418, 

"loxdpvos JHS 1883 p. 26; ARMA. VIL 185, elaropyn CIG 9266, loropy7 
CIG 3857 m, no. 658, lorpAn, (i)orjAAn, Afous. Sm. v«6'., Ath. Mitth. XII 

258, 267 (elcOHAn), no. 658, Iorépavov, Perrot Expl. Arch. 123, lorepaviwv, 

AEMitth. VIII 194, lous. Sm. 242, ‘lomardAns, no. 466 (correction of 

Dr. A. H. Mordtmann, who gives most of these examples 4th. Mitth. 
1890 p. 160). 

268. (CIG 3900). Ishekli. Tepria airy (aca Ket ppovodca xateckeva- 
ce 7d Nppov atv TH a[v|yxpov[a|rp Kal ro ypddw Ke re Boum Ke Alylula 
™ dveyrg efdy e[v]reOjr[alt roy dvdpa avrijs xe’Apptavdy rév doy ald|ris cat 
TH yuvakt avrod' fine to fiscus 100 den. 
Many letters are omitted by the engraver, to judge from Hamilton’s 

careful copy, 

269. (Hogarth 1887). Oghurlu. Published BCH 1893 p. 244. Titus 
to his parents Titus and Apphia. MM. Legrand and Chamonard alone 
read the first name. 

1 Red-Willow,acommonvillagename. pyaews] was engraved. 
M. Paris has Geseljesii. 5 The xe seems connected with airy, 

* It is very doubtful whether o[vyxyw- for herself and for Ammia. 
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270. Kizilje-Suyut. M. Paris BCH 1884 p. 248. Tpvguly Tpide ?1- 
vos énlolnoey] éaure [xé ty yulpatnt "Ayadn ? p.] x.! 

271. (R. 1887). Ishekli. Xaplriov @aolyolev [elldlp dlvdpt] Movoep 
Aaf- e°¢ °| fe X- 

272. (R. 1887). Ishekli. [6 d¢iva Karecxevarey 7d ovy)x[plolvjoror 
ow tp Bopp éar[ro] cal ty yuvaikt abrod ’Aplo}rn x{at] Eagle in relief 
Ovyarpit Lion’s head airdév Lion’s head ’Aplorn cat ’Aaolw ry tarpq tis 
"Aplorns’ érépp & ovdevi [€Eléorar reOqvac’ ds 82 av emyetpjoa, atoreloe 
To hloxw xrA. | 

mdtpa or marpd, which is not in Steph. Thesaur., probably means 
‘sister by the father’s side.’ Suidas and Hesychius have the note adrpn 
i) éx rod avrod marpés yévyno.s, which may be better than a misunder- 
standing of a scholiast’s note on Iliad N 354 (as is generally assumed). 
Or perhaps warpd may be used for warpadéAdn, like adtpws for warpd- 
deAqos, pnrpws for pytpadéAgy : see no. 361. 

273. (R. 1883, 1887). Oghurlu. Imperfectly published BCH 1893 
p- 244. [6 deta] éavr@ 7d Npgor [kareoxedjacev Kal rH yuvaltKi adrod] Tarda 
kal] rn nev ]Oepa “IovA{l]q? cai rots réxvolts avjrod: is & érépw [oddevi] eféorar 
xnd[evOjvat] xwpls rav mpol yeypap|uevev’ ef 32 [repos] ay emtyxetpy[ ret, Oyloee 
ls rov be[pwrarov] ploxoy dnp. [xlrca ?]. Kat ov. 

274. Tchivril. BCH 1884 p. 244. Tomb of 

and his wife Meltine. 

, son of Demetrios, 

275. (CIG 3902 e). Ishekli. [6 detva to his son] Amiantos and his 
grandson Tatianos. 

276. I copied the following, but have lost the original copy. [ detva 
éxolnoev 1d H\ppov é[avjrn cat rp dvdpl Ké [rolis réxvois "Agdlg xat Tarlg 
cal Tall] cat Adgavovon’ [8]s 5% Erepos enftt ndevoes, Onofer ls] rév Kaloapos 
[plox|ov dnv. 8. 

277. (R. 1887). Ishekh. Tov Bolpdy civ tw ypdldp ézolinoey “Ar- 
ta PlAos Ac[uxlamov? tala éav[rod rots réxvots] Atopdy{r@ cai ] wx. 

Perhaps A¢{vxfov]: see p. 460. The phrase mapa éavrod, ‘at his own 
expense’ may be compared with the use of wapd on coins (p. 276). 

i ee 

1M. Paris restores én[eoxevacey](which inscription Christian. 
is too long) and ‘A[rdip] (but his * The words Taria—’lovAig are en- 
copy has Af). The wife’s name prob- __graved irregularly among the ornaments 
ably was one of § or 6 letters, per- on the stone. 
haps *Aydny, which would make the 
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278. (R. 1885). Ishekli. [6 detva MnoiAlov xarec|xevaclev rd 7H lopov 
ojwy re Bolg éar[r@ cal rq] pntpl ad[rod Tdr?]q xal ry a[dedgn]| Evgevtg 
[xai rp] yauBpw Tal ? élrépp 82 ofddevi elféorar xy[deboal] tia as et 
ris xtA, (See no. 262). 

279. (R. 1887). Ishekli. [6 deta "AmeAA ?]ad0s 7d pynpletjov exolnoev 
ait (av + ds dé emyetpnoe Ojoe ls Tov plloxoy bnv. 7}. 

280. (R. 1883). Ishekli. JHS 1884 p. 251. Ona domos the single 
word OYPA. Several examples have occurred (no. 210, 227, 242, 247, 
251) of this word @vpa engraved either below the main epitaph, or on 
another side of the domos; and doubtless in this case also an epitaph 
was intended to be engraved on the stele. The meaning is made clear 
by an inscription on an altar found near the hot springs of Mynkion in 
Galatia, where a man erected to his wife rév Bwpdv cal rv Ovpav (JHS 

1884 p. 253). In these cases the inscription is engraved on a simple 
altar; and the word @vpa is added because ‘ according to Phrygian ideas 
there were two necessary elements in the sepulchral monument; and 
when there was no real door, the word at least was engraved on the 
altar to represent the actual entrance. The door was the passage of 
communication between the world of life and the world of death: on 
the altar the living placed the offerings due to the dead’ (JHS l.c.). 
Doubtless in many cases the ‘ Door’ was plainly visible in the basement 
of the sepulchral monument. See § 4 (cp. pp. gq f). 

APPENDIX II. 

BISHOPS OF EUMENEIA AND A'TTANASSOS. 

EUMENEIA was perhaps united with Attanassos in a joint bishopric 
during the fourth and fifth centuries, 

1. Thraseas xal énloxomos xal pdptus dn0 Etueveias ds ev Spvpyn xexol- 
pnrat Euseb. H. FE. V 24, 5th Oct. c. 160 A.D. 

2. Theodorus per Profuturum presbyterum 381. 

3. Philadelphius ’Aravaccod (or Etravaccoi, Anthemusiae: these false 
forms perhaps arise from a confusion of Evyerefas rot "Atravaccod the 
full title) 451. 

4. The two bishoprics are mentioned separately in the Second Nicene 
Council, a.p. 787: Leontius Evjevelas (in some cases Leon) and Chris- 
topher Atanassi. Philip jyotvpevos Edpevelas was present. 

5. Philotheos ’A@avacac6 869 (?). 

6. Paulus Evpevelas 
Epiphanius Etyevetas \ Ignatian and Photian Bishops 879. 



CHAPTER XI 

APAMEIA 

§ 1. Situation p. 396. § 2. The Rivers of Apameia-Kelainai p. 397. § 3. 
Marsyas (Katarrhaktes) p. 399. § 4. Therma p. 401. §5. Orgasp. 404. §6. 
Maeander p. 405. §7. The Laugher and the Weeper p. 407. § 8. Obrimas 
p- 408. §9. Aulokrene p. 409. § 10. Early History of Kelainai p. 412. § 11. 
Historical Myths p. 414. § 12. Kelainai under Lydian Rule p. 416. § 13. Ke- 
lainai under the Persians p. 418. § 14. Eumenes and the great Landholders 
p- 419. §15. Kelainai and Apameia p.420. §16. The Pergamenian and Roman 
Conquest p. 422. §17. The Romans in Apameia p. 424. § 18. Apameia under 
the Roman Republic p. 427. § 19. Apameia under the Empire p. 428. § 20. 
Public Buildings. (1) Stadium p. 431. (2) Theatre p. 431. (3) The Painted 
Stoa p. 431. (4) Sepulchral Monuments p. 434.  § 21. National and imperial 
cultus p. 434. § 22. Popular Assemblies, Societies, and Guilds. (1) Senate, Deka- 
protoi p. 437. (2) Demos p. 437. (3) Gerousia p. 438. (4) Epheboi, Neoi p. 440. 
(5) Guilds p.440. § 23. Magistrates and Officials. (1) Strategoi p. 441. (2) Gram- 
mateus p. 441. (3) Argyrotamias p. 441. (4) Panegyriarch p. 442. (5) Seitones p. 
442. (6) Gymnasiarch p. 443. (7) Ephebarch p. 444. (8) Other officials p. 444. 
§ 24. Apameia in the Byzantine Period p. 445. § 25. The Turkish Conquest 
p. 446. § 26. Territory of Apameia (1) Limits p. 447. (2) Aurokra p. 449. (3) 
Samsado-Kome p. 450. 

Appendices: I. The Apamean Rivers p. 451. II. Inscriptions of Apameia and 
Aurokra p. 457. III, Aurokra p. 480. IV. Bishops of Apameia and Aurokra 
p. 482. V. Maps of Apameia and Eumeneia p. 483. 

§ 1. SirvatTion. Few places in Asia Minor have been the scene 
of so many events memorable in ancient history as the valley where 
the Maeander rises. It is marked out as the seat of a great city 
by abundant springs, fertile lands', and strong places; and at the 
same time it is a central point at which many lines of communication 
meet. It lies on the great Eastern Trade-Route, the main highway 
of the Greek and Roman periods ; and towards it converge five other 
well-marked natural routes ”, 

1 See Dio Chrysostom’s eulogy in his 
orat. in Celaenis Phr.no. XXXV. The 
history of Apameia has been discussed 
very fully and well by Haase pp. 256 ff, 
and by Prof. G. Hirschfeld Berl. Abhanal. 
1875. To them and to Mr. Hogarth, 
who has placed at my disposal an article 
on the history in Greek times which he 

wrote but never published, I am deeply 

indebted. For the two maps, and for 
much help in other ways, Iam indebted 
to Mr. Purser, Mr. Watkins, Mr. Walker, 
and other officials of the O. R. 

3 (1) Along the Maeander from Eu- 
meneia, (2) from the Phrygian Penta- 
polis and the north, (3) from Pisidian 
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The geographical situation has been already described!. The 
Maeander rises in an oval valley, lying about 2850 feet above the 
sea, bounded on the east by the range called Djebel-Sultan (which 
stretches from Ak-Dagh 8186 ft. on N.E. to Ai-Doghmush 579: ft. on 
S.W.), on the south by the most northerly line of Mount Taurus (a line 
stretching westwards from Borlu-Dagh [over 8000 ft.] through Yan- 
Dagh to Khonas-Dagh), and on the west by a low bare ridge which 
protrudes some distance towards the north from the last-mentioned 
chain. 

Behind Djebel-Sultan on the east lies a higher plateau, Dombai- 
Ova, in ancient time the plain of Aurokra. The ridge of Djebel-Sultan 
marks the boundary between the main mass of the great central plateau 
of Asia Minor and a transitional region which is interposed between 
the higher plateau and the coast valley of the lower Maeander and 
lower Lycos. Through that transitional region the Maeander zigzags 
until at last it forces its way through the extreme outer ridge of the 
plateau’, and enters the lower end of the Lycos-valley. 

The line of Djebel-Sultan, Ak-Dagh, Burgas-Dagh, and the ridge 
that reaches down towards Demirji-Keui-Dagh, is the rim of the 
central plateau. It is broken where the Glaukos makes a way through 
it to join the Maeander, and again where the Maeander passes from 
Baklan-Ova to Tchal-Ova. 

Apameia was founded on the foothills in front of the main Djebel- 
Sultan. Before the walls on the level plain extended the suburbs 
(zpodoreov), whose site is now occupied by the village Dineir and 
its gardens. Rising in a lake amid the hills of Djebel-Sultan, the 
Maeander sweeps round a ridge and flows in front of Apameia, where 
it receives the Marsyas, the tutelary river-god of Apameia, rising in 
the acropolis, and flowing through the midst of the city. 

Apameia is distinguished by the title ‘on the Maeander’ from other 

cities of the same name in an inscription of Lagina®. But commonly 
it is called Apameia ‘of Phrygia *’ or ‘ the Phrygian 5.’ 
§ 2. Tae Rivers or APAMEIA-KELAINAI. The history and topo- 

2 T.e. the Mossyna-mountains pp. 4 f, 
122 f. 

S pds Matavdppm BCH 1890 p. 363. 

Antioch and Apollonia, (4) from the 
Phrygo-Pisidian valley of Konana, Se- 
leuceia Sidera, Baris, Minassos, Pro- 
stanna, &c., (5) from the valleys of Lake 4 rns Spvyias. 
Askania and the rivers Lysis and Tauros 
(Ch. IX). The geographical facts that 
gave Apameia its importance are well 
stated by Prof. Hirschfeld. 

1 See pp. 218 f, 235 f. 

° @pvytaxn, Nic. Damasc. ap. Athen. 
VIII p. 332 (cp. "Ayxvpa @puy:axn Strab. 
p. 567 in contrast to which Arrian Anab. 
4, 1, speaks of ’Ayxupas ris TaAarexys). 
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graphy of the city rests upon the right understanding of the five chief 
streams that rise in the valley. On this subject discord reigns among 
the authorities. We must therefore begin with the rivers, and the 
interesting questions of mythology, literature, and history connected 
with them. The subject has been discussed by many explorers, 
Arundel 1826, Hamilton 1836, Waddington 1850, G. Hirschfeld 1872, 

Hogarth 1887, and Weber 1892'. Since 1888 the problem has occupied 
my attention a good deal; and the following theory, which owes some- 
thing to each of these travellers and differs from all in some respects, 
will, I hope, be found to unite whatever is good in their views. 

A necessary preliminary to the investigation is to fix the acropolis 
of Kelainai; and, fortunately, there is general agreement that no other 
hill can be thought of except the one a little behind the modern town, 
on the east, with the ruins of an early church on the top. 

The clear and precise truthfulness of Strabo’s description of Apameia 
makes him our best authority, and stamps him as an eye-witness. 
Next to him in direct value comes Xenophon. Pliny deserves the 
third place ; though not an eye-witness, he has used some excellent 
authority, probably a Greek. But so striking are the natural features 
that every ancient authority (except Nicetas Chon. and J. Cinnamus) 
gives a recognizable and useful account; and the following theory 
gathers something from them all, and sets them in a more favourable 
light than previous views. 

According to Strabo, the Marsyas, a violent and headlong stream, 
which rises in Apameia itself, flows through the city, descends to the 
suburbs, and there meets the Maeander, which has previously been 
joined by the Orgas, a stream that flows, gentle and quiet, through 
the level plain *. 
A coin of Apameia, struck under Gordian, TA- BAKXIOY- TTANH - 

ATTAMEQN, is also a fundamental witness. It shows the goddess, 
patroness of Apameia, in form closely resembling the Ephesian Artemis, 
but with a small tetrastyle temple surmounting her usual head- 

1 Ar. Seren Churches pp. 107 ff, 242 ff, 
Discov. in As. Min. I pp. 182 ff: Ham. 
Researches in As. Min. I pp. 494 ff: 
Wadd. Voy. Numism. p. 12: Hirschf. in 
Berl, Akad. Abhandl. 1875 on Kelainai- 
Apameia: Hog. in JHS 1888 on a Visit 
to Celaenae-Apamea (see also p. 402): 
G. Weber Dinair-Célénes (Besancon 
1892). Some criticisms of these writers 
are contained in App.I. Haase pp. 238f 
and Kiepert in Franz Fiinf Inschr. u. 

fiinf Stddte p. 30 have treated the sub- 
ject ; theyagree with Ar. and Ham. (they 
wrote before Hirschfeld had published 
his revolutionary views). Wadd. gives 
only a few notes, evidently agreeing 
with and completing Ar., whom he 
quotes. 

2 The authorities are quoted, and 
many minuter points discussed in Ap- 
pendiz I. 
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covering; around her are grouped four river-gods with the names 
beside them MAI, MAP, O€P, and OP. This coin evidently implies 
that four rivers flowed in close proximity to the city, Maiandros, 

Marsyas, Therma, and Orgas. 
§ 3. Marsyas (KaTARRHAKTES) has been recognized rightly by 

Arundel, Hamilton, Waddington, Hogarth, and Weber as the modern 

Dineir-Su, which rushing out in an impetuous stream from a recess 
at the foot of a precipitous cliff, and flowing with headlong current 
down a glen, and through the modern town of Dineir, falls into 
the main stream (still distinguished from it as Menderez) below the 
town. 

The Marsyas is the only one of the rivers of Apameia that is fully 
described by the ancients; it was a rapid and headlong stream (Herod., 

Strab.), of considerable size (Herod., Dio), twenty-five feet broad (Xen.), 
rising in a cave (Xen.), in the agora of Kelainai ? (Herod.), underneath 
the acropolis of Kelainai (Xen.), springing from the acropolis of 
Apameia (Strab., Roman coin '), flowing through the city of Kelainai 
(Xen., Herod.), flowing through the city of Apameia (Strab., Dio, 
Paus.*). Its course was quite short, and it fell into the Maeander 
in the outskirts of Apameia. Its springs burst forth from the earth 
with such strength as to carry stones out in its current (Theo- 
phrastus °). 

All these characteristics are true of Sunun-Bashi, the head-springs 
of Dineir-Water; and they are true of no other fountains beside 
Apameia. I cannot attest that it carries out stones from below the 
ground in its rushing course ; but every visitor can vouch that it rises 
with much stronger current than any other spring at Apameia. I quote 
here verbatim the description of this stream which Mrs. Ramsay and 
I wrote in company at Apameia in 1891, trying to make it as accurate 
as possible. 

‘A little way behind the modern village, at the foot of the hill which 
beyond all doubt was the acropolis of Kelainai, and close under it, rises 
a great spring. The natives have no special name for the stream, 
but call it simply Su or Tchai (i.e. the Water, or the Stream)®. The 

1 This cliff is the western face of the 
Acropolis hill: Xen. says the Marsyas 
rose two TH axpomdAet. 

2 This statement is incorrect, p. 412. 
> Reading with Hirschfeld axporcdews 

instead of réAews. On a coin the Mar- 
syas is represented ‘recumbent in cavern 
beneath rocks and towers’ (Head) ; i.e. 

he rises in a cave underneath the acro- 
polis of the imperial time. 

* Both Dio and Pausanias X 30, 9 
speak of Kelainai, but mean by that 
name the city of their time. 

5 Theophr. ap. Plinium XXXI 19. 
® Dineir-Su in speaking about the 

geography of the district. 
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spring (Sunun-bashi, Water's Head) is now blocked up by huge 
boulders, which look as if they had fallen in from above. The acropolis 
hill rises sharp up behind the springs; and the idea has suggested 
itself to many observers that the boulders lying in the springs once 
formed an overhanging cave. 

‘The stream runs down in a full strong rapid current of varying 
breadth. A good deal of water is diverted from the main stream, 
but still it isin some places quite 25 feet broad’. About 200 yards 
below the head fountains, there is another source in the rock above 

the left bank, which is said to have suddenly appeared about fifty 
years ago. It alone of all the springs supplies good water for drink- 
ing, and most of the water is carried away by a wooden pipe for the 
use of the village. It is called Huda-verdi, ‘‘ God has given *.” 

‘The glen down which the stream flows is always green, fresh, and 
lovely, and in the early summer thousands of yellow irises, growing 
in the water and along the banks, and innumerable other wild flowers 
add to its beauty. Above rise the barren, rocky hills; and the only 
sound heard is the ceaseless sad murmur of the waters or the occasional 
twitter of some solitary bird.’ 

Hamilton’s description (I 499) is as follows. ‘At the base of a rocky 
cliff a considerable stream of water gushes out with great rapidity, and 
flows down the narrow channel with considerable force, the noise of 

which, notwithstanding a wind, I had heard on the hills above. It 
was impossible not to perceive at once that this was the Marsyas or 
Katarrhaktes. ... It appeared as if it had formerly risen in the centre 
of a great cavern, and that the surrounding rocks had fallen in from 
the cliff above.’ 

The Marsyas rises at an elevation of 2985 ft., and after a course 

of a mile® joins the Maeander, 2,840 ft.: the fall is about 1 in 36. 

Dineir- Water is the only stream that flows through the middle of 
Apameia; and therefore it must be the Marsyas, which beyond all 
others was the river of Apameia. To its source the city legends clung ; 
and it alone is said to have flowed through the Greek city, for though 
the Maeander flowed through Kelainai, Strabo makes it clear that the 

1 It is shallow, hence this breadth 
implies no proportionate volume of 
water. 

2 Prof. G. Hirschfeld errs in giving 
the name Huda-verdi to the branch 
which we name Marsyas. That name 
is, I believe, never applied to a spring 
whose water is not reckoned drinkable ; 

and the natives assured me that it was 
not applied to anything except the new 
source. M. Weber p. 29 confirms my 
account. Hirschfeld did not observe 
the difference between this source and 

the main stream which rises above in 
the ‘ Felsengrotte.’ 

> Furlongs 7$ in an air-line. 
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Maeander passed outside, or only through the extreme outskirts, 
of Apameia. Moreover Pausanias, speaking of ‘the river that flows 
through the city,’ implies that there was only one river to which that 
description could apply in his time. 

Prof. G. Hirschfeld originated a theory which differed widely from 
the views of all other explorers before or since. I can understand its 
origin only on the supposition that it occurred to him years after 
his visit, when his recollection of the situation had grown faint. 
I would gladly omit all reference to his theory, and the errors in 
mapping and description on which it is founded; but his high 
authority as a geographer makes it necessary to show that his topo- 
graphical scheme is wrong. Unless this is done, some will cherish 
doubts; and it is best to try to clear up the subject once for all. 
He maintains that Dineir-Su was not the Marsyas, but the Maeander ; 
yet he recognizes that Dineir-Su alone among the branches rises amid 
rocks. He even declares that this stream ‘rushes forth from a lofty 
rock-grotto!,’ which is a stronger expression than I should venture 
to use about the recess, though it is (I think) literally true of the 
situation in the first or second century. If so, how did the cave fall 
in? This might be due to natural causes, either the slow action of 
water in chinks of the rock, or to volcanic action? ; but another theory 
might be plausibly maintained, that the cave, being a seat of pagan 
religion in virtue of its striking situation and surroundings, was inten- 
tionally destroyed by the Christians. No other fountain in the neigh- 
bourhood matches this one in its impressive character ; and any observer 
familiar with the sites chosen for the old religion of Asia Minor would 
at once select this among all the springs at Apameia as probably 
a special seat of worship in early time. The analogy with the holy 
springs at Ibriz is particularly close and suggestive. Further, no other 
spring at Apameia has any appearance of having ever risen in a cave. 

§ 4. THerRMA, still called the ‘Warm Springs’ (Lidja or Ilidja), are 
on the north side of the village close to the road, which leads to E. and 
to N. The water rises with a gentle faint murmur in a small pool, 
apparently at a number of points, but these are not sufficiently well 

1 . - an dem Ursprung des ron mir upper rocks which now lie about the 
80 genannten [i.e. Marsyas, our Therma] 
Flusses die Grotte fehlti—wdhrend die 
Maeanderarme (our Marsyas) freilich heute 
noch aus einer hohen Felsengrotte hervor- 
strdmen, p.20. Hogarth’s expression is 
‘a dark hole which may have formed 
the recess of a former grotto, before 
frost and rain had broken away the 

VOL. I. PT. II. 

point of exit.’ 
* As appears in the sequel, I believe 

the features of Apamean scenery are 
not essentially changed (except by 
human action) since ancient times, 
and that earthquakes have not caused 
alterations of any consequence in the 
interval. 
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marked to be distinguishable as separate springs. The temperature of 
the water on the evening of May 26, 1891 was 68° F, being 6° above 
that of the atmosphere. The temperature perhaps varies; for in 1890 
it felt lukewarm, while in 1891 rain had been falling heavily on a 
colder day, and the water felt cold. It flows away in a small channel 
without any rush or noise through the level ground to join the Maeander. 

The name is sufficient proof that this fountain is the Therma men- 
tioned as OEP on a coin of Apameia. The Thermaia Plateia of inscr. 
296, 297, and 299, must have been a street that ran through the city 
towards the springs, which, as I believe, were in the Proasteion close 

outside the fortified walls. 
Prof. G. Hirschfeld came to the conclusion that the Lidja were 

the old Marsyas ; and I confess that for many years I accepted without 
criticism his results about Apamean topography, and left the city out 
of my sphere of thought and work. But in 1887 Hogarth, who was 
travelling with me, made a hurried run from Eumeneia to see the site 
of Apameia (in which he was interested as bearing on his researches 
about Alexander the Great), and rejoined’me the following day beside 
Sandukli'. I gave him an outline of the topography as settled by 
Hirschfeld in order that he might utilize his short time to the best 
advantage. But when, after seeing the other sources, his guide led 
him to the Lidja, his ‘ first sensation on looking at this prosaic fount 
was one of blank surprise: could this melancholy stream, bubbling 
tamely out of a flat tract at the foot of a naked slope, and slinking 
away more like a drain than a river, be the storied Marsyas, “ Phrygiae 

liquidissimus amnis,” the favourite haunt of nymphs, the seat of one 
of the most famous of myths? Remembering the ‘constant apposite- 
ness of Greek legend, and its close connexion with natural beauty 
or natural grandeur, I had expected to find a notable stream, issuing 
amid beautiful or striking surroundings.’ 

It was a correct instinct led Hogarth to reject unhesitatingly the 
idea that this poor stream was the Marsyas, in spite of the serious 
difficulty which he found in identifying the Maeander; and he was 
demonstrated to be right when it was observed that O€Pyua was the 
name on the coin mentioning the four Apamean rivers *. 

1 Those who have ridden both roads exploration prevented Hogarth from 
in summer can appreciate the activity 
which enabled him and our companion 
H. A. Brown (who since then was killed 
with Major Wilson's party in Mashona- 
land) to interpolate an exploration of 
Apameia between the two journeys. 
At the same time the hurry of the 

acquiring a complete idea of all the 
localities and streams; and his paper 

in JHS, his first study in Asia Minor, 
bears traces of the incompleteness of 
his survey in the gaps it leaves. 

2 Hogarth says ‘Ramsay, in drawing 
my attention to the famous coin of 
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There is not in this poor little stream any feature to recall the 
deseription of the Marsyas. Prof. G. Hirschfeld speaks of its ‘ boisterous 
course ' (wngestiimer Lau), and contrasts its noise with the quiet river 
Sheikh-Arab-Su (§ 5); but such a description in no way corresponds 
with the facts. A certain latent consciousness of unsuitability makes 
him speak several times of the changes which must have occurred * in 
these rivers. He needs an earthquake to explain the want of a cave at 
the Lidja-springs ; but, as Hogarth says, ‘if ever there had been a cave 
at the source, a convulsion quite as gigantic as Nicolas of Damascus 
reports with such miraculous details (Athen. VIII p. 332) must have 
changed the whole face of nature.’ Moreover, there has been no change 
of any importance in the surroundings, for the modern road is carried 

over the side of the fountain by two low arches of Roman work °, 
which proves that the modern road is on the line of a Roman road. 

Apameia (Head Hist. Num. p. 558 fig. 
317) stated that he was unable to read 
the names attached to them as MAI: 
MAP:OBP:OP: but was compelled 
to see OEP in the third place; and this 
reading (which is manifest in the repro- 
duction) has since been agreed to by 
Mr. Head himee‘f.” Prof. Hirschfeld, 

E 

without having seen the coin or asked 
any opinion about the reading, and 
without apparently even looking at the 
fig. 317 in Head's Hist. Num., rejects 
our reading in his review of my Hist. 
Geogr. in Berl. Philol. Woch, 1891, 

+ Pp. 17, 20, 31. 

® Hirschfeld observed these 

2 

two 
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Hamilton alludes to the water of the Lidja (without naming it) as 
‘a small stream’ rising ‘at the foot of the hills, which, after flowing 
a short way through the plain, falls into the Maeander immediately 
below the town’ (p. 501). 

§5. Orcas. Considering (1) the emphatic statement of Strabo, an 
eye-witness, that the Orgas was a gentle and quiet stream flowing 
through the level ground, and (2) the existence of the modern village 
Norgas, which obviously retains the ancient name', on the S.W. side 
of the plain, I see no room for doubt that the Orgas is the stream 
which flows N.E. past Norgas across the level plain to join the 
Maeander. In the rainy season its course can be better traced, but 

the needs of irrigation and of water-supply for Norgas dissipate it 
during the summer weather. 

Its source is thus described by Mr. Watkins, Engineer of the Ottoman 
Railway. ‘The three perennial springs at the head of Norgas-Tchai 
are situated from 50 to 80 yds. apart at the extremity of a picturesque 
glen (Dere), Two of the springs rise on the eastern slope; the third, 
with a discharge of half the quantity of the others, issues from a mass 
of rocky stones terminating the glen rather abruptly. The three 
springs, uniting at a short distance from the head, form a stream 
3 to 4 ft. in width and about one in depth, running towards N. down 
the glen with a strong current and deafening roar, at an inclination 
of at least 1 in 20 for the first half-mile, then with an easier gradient 
(say 1 in 40) to the plain*. In the summer time it is diverted from 
its natural bed just above the village of Norgas, to supply power 

arches; but mistook them for two 
niches for the two sources which he 
describes (but which I could not dis- 
tinguish p. 402): ein paar Quellen, welche 
ganz nah seinem Austritte jetzt aus zwei 
Bogennischen aufsprudelnd alsbald in ihn 
Fallen, p. 21. He calls these two sources 
the ‘Laugher’ and the ‘ Weeper’ (see 
p- 407), without proving in any respect 
the suitability of the names. It is hardly 
nght to speak of them falling into the 
Lidja; the water under the shallow 
arches is part of the small pool. 

? With 'Opyas-Norgas, compare 'leapia- 
Nikaria (i.e. [eis-rj)]v-'Ixapiavy). In Dio 
the MSS. read “OpBas (one NépBSas). In 
Strabo the name is ‘Opyas. It is difficult 
to catch the exact pronunciation of the 
modern.name, which seems to vary 

between Norbas and Norgas (the tra- 
veller in Asia Minor finds many such 
cases of indistinct pronunciation): the 
Railway Engineers give Norgas. Prob- 
ably similar indistinetness in ancient 
time led to the variation between Dio 
and Strabo. It is therefore wrong 
method to alter Dio’s text to suit 
Strabo (as Armim does in his recent 

edition, Berlin, 1893). The Apamean 
coin reads OP, and leaves the point 
undetermined. Anatolian words were 
frequently subjected to great variations 
when spelt in Greek; and, particularly, 

attempts to get a form that seemed to 
be significant in Greek were common. 

? The sonrce, with its three founta, 
is called Haidarli (zee no. 699 note), or 
Norgas-Bunar. 
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to work a corn-mill and to irrigate a considerable extent of land 
in the plain. During winter the stream flows along a gravelly road, 
crossing the plain N.E., and discharges itself into the Sheikh-Arab-Su : 
this road is undoubtedly the natural bed, and must have been so from 

time immemorial, owing to its well defined higher level above the 
adjoining fields through which it passes—a well known peculiarity of 
the silting up of streams in this country.’ The stream has a course 
of about three miles before reaching the Maeander. 

I visited Norgas in 1891, and was struck with the watercourse, 
but did not explore the sources. Then it struck me that this water- 
course had the appearance of a former river; and I remember that 
Mr. Purser in 1882 told me that Norgas-Tchai was the ancient Orgas. 
At that time I was under the impression that Prof. G. Hirschfeld must be 
right; but years of study have justified Mr. Purser and the Railway 
Engineers on this point, and I have come round to their view. 

Probably the Orgas carried a larger body of water in ancient time 
than at the present day. (1) The upper part of the Apamean valley 
and the adjoining hillsides were, probably, better wooded than at 
present: every one who has travelled much in Anatolia learns how 
many forest fires are caused by the carelessness of the nomad tribes, 
and how much valuable timber is thus destroyed!: the denudation 
would affect the Orgas far more than the other branches. (2) The 
drainage is bad, and the Apamean plain is very marshy in modern 
time; in ancient time it was well cultivated and must have been 

well drained ?; and the Orgas would then be a fuller stream. (3) 
The silting up of the bed, described by Mr. Watkins, tends to deflect 
the water. 

None of the earlier travellers mention this stream. M. Weber 
alludes to it, but conjecturally identifies it with the Obrimas*. I 
think that M. Waddington perhaps anticipated this theory as to the 
Orgas; but his words are brief and not quite clear, wn rursceuu se 
jette dans le Méandre, pres de la ville, apres avoir traversé la plaine. 
He probably visited the site in the rainy season, when Norgas-Tchai 
was fuller. 

§ 6. MAEANDER is marked out by the statement of Strabo, an 
eye-witness, that the Orgas flowed into the Maeander‘*. Norgas-Tchai 

1 The goats prevent young trees from Dere is swampy in several places. 
growing, and the loss is therefore irre- ®> On his map he makes it join the 
parable. A Yuruk would burn a tree Maeander a mile too low down. 
to get a pole; and in summer this often * The error in M. Weber's map ob- 
causes a conflagration. scures the reasoning to those who keep 

? Mr. Watkins mentions that Norgas- _ their eye on it. 
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flows into the stream which rises at Sheikh-Arab (behind a ridge 
protruding from Djebel-Sultan into the plain between Dineir and 
Dikeji). This branch issues from a ‘lake which is described by 
Hamilton as ‘nearly two miles in circumference, full of reeds and 
rushes, water-lilies and wild-ducks, and surrounded on almost every 

side by steep and lofty mountains ... no waters flow into it, and it 
is entirely supplied by subaqueous springs.’ There is, however, 
@ distinct fountain of considerable size close to Sheikh-Arab, which 

apparently has not been noticed by Hamilton'; and in a rock beside 
it is the cell of the hermit Nikodemos (inser. 398). 

This lake is 3060 feet above sea-level, and the considerable stream * 

that issues from it rushes down a ravine to the plain, descending 
100 feet in about ? mile (1 in 40). Reaching the plain, it flows gently 
round the outer spur of the protruding ridge (described in the pre- 
ceding paragraph), and is joined by the Orgas. 

Arundel and Hamilton rightly recognized this stream as the 
Maeander. Hirschfeld, followed by Weber and Hogarth, make it 
the Orgas. Hogarth, though approximating to the obvious truth 
in the words, ‘had he ever visited the spot, he would probably have 
been compelled in strict geography to recognize the Maeander in the 
eldest stream, viz. Sheikh-Arab- Water, concludes that ‘ the Maeander 

had in strict parlance no distinct source whatever, but was simply 
the united river formed by the junction of the Marsyas, Obrimas, 
‘and Orgas.’ He recognized the obvious fact that Sheikh-Arab-Su 
is the most important branch and the parent stream ; but was tempted 
to follow Hirschfeld’s mistake about Orgas. 

The description which Pliny gives of the Maeander, as rising in 
a lake® in the Aulokrene mountain, points to Sheikh-Arab-Su ; his 
account of the Maeander from source to mouth is excellent‘, and 
must be founded on a good Greek authority. 

Sheikh-Arab-Sultan, who gives his name to the sources of the 

1 But Hamilton is very precise and 
positive; and he is the most accurate 
of travellers in Asia Ninor. Perhaps 
the lake was higher in level when he 
visited it. These lakes are hable to 

considerable changes in volume and 
level (gee Hirschfeld Retaberveht in Bert, 
Mon. 18Ta p. 301). 

® Much of it is diverted by a canal 
which flows through Dikeji and then is 
used for irrigation purpeseys, 

* Probably he means the lake in 
which the continuous river Maeander 
nes, viz. Sheikh-Arab lake among the 
hills. and not the lake on the plain 
behind where the Maeander appears 
for a bref space before disappearing 
below the mountain and reappearing 
on the opposite side of the mdge among 
the hills. 

* See p. 398. 
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Maeander and his title to the mountain Djebel-Sultan, is apparently 
a Turkish metamorphosis of old Marsyas. It was beside that 
lake that part of the story of Marsyas was enacted; and the death 
of the Sultan was perhaps preserved in local legend, for Arundel 
seems to have heard the name as ‘Sheikh-Arab euldu’ (‘Sheikh- 
Arab is dead’), which in his ignorance of Turkish he reproduced as 
Araboul-dou. See p. 408 n. 3. 

Xenophon mentions that there was a large park full of wild animals 
round the upper Maeander, whose springs rose from the palace of 
Cyrus in the park: Cyrus used to hunt on horseback in the park, 
when he wanted exercise. The country round Sheikh-Arab-Su suits 
this description, being well adapted for wild animals; the park 

included part of the plain, and probably extended nearly to the city. 
§ 7. THe LAUGHER AND THE WEEPER. About half-way between 

the springs of the Marsyas and the Maeander is a source called Duden 
or Menderez-Duden by the natives, who regard it as the primary 
source of the Menderez!. The Duden is a small marshy pool, 
apparently deep in the centre, lying in a recess of the plain like 
a bay among the hills; it is the lowest of all the great sources? 
(2865 ft.), and perhaps contributes a larger body of water than any 
of the others*, for a full, steady, stream issues from the pool, 

and, after a course of about 800 yds., joins the Maeander (elevation 
about 2850). This pool is chiefly supplied by sources at its bottom, 
which cannot be seen; but there are also two distinct sources, 

which fall into it and into the issuing stream. These sources present 
@ special interest. 

The upper source is at the remotest end of the Duden. It rises 
under a low bank at the water's edge. I got off my horse at this 
point in order to observe whether any sound was audible, which 
could be taken as representing either laughter or weeping. Stooping 
down towards the hole under the rocky bank, I saw that the source 
is in a small cave not visible from above, and heard distinctly 
a low, continuous, but faint, murmuring or bubbling sound, varied 

at short intervals by what seemed like choking sobs as of a child 
recovering from a fit of crying. These were apparently caused by 

1 In 1891, writing to the Athenaeum 
Aug. 15, 1891, p. 233, under the influ- 
ence of the local sentiment, I took the 
same view; and so does M. Weber in 
his Dinair-Célénes 1892, quoting my 
view. See Appendix I. 

3 Lidja must be about the same 

elevation. 
® Sheikh-Arab Waterisprobably larger 

at its sources, but much is diverted from 
it. The great springs of Geuk-Bunar 
and Besh-Bunar (pp. 222, 228) perhaps 
contribute more water than all the 
Apamean sources. 
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air struggling with the flow of water in a narrow passage. Mrs. 
Ramsay can also bear witness to the curious sound made by this 
fountain, and its striking resemblance to the sound of weeping. 
After making this experiment, we mounted again and rode round 
the pool to observe the character of any other fountain beside this 
branch of the river. The only other spring that can be seen is the 
one now called Indjerli-Su, which flows into the Duden-Su some 
little way below the pool. When we came within 10 yds. of the 
fountain, we could hear the bright, clear, cheerful sound with which 

the ‘ Laughing Water’ ripples forth from a small hole in the sloping 
hillside and flows down a few yards into the Duden-Su. No one 
who goes to these two fountains and listens will entertain the slightest 
doubt that they are ‘the Laughing’ and ‘the Weeping’; and when 
the city becomes a resort of tourists, the pair of fountains will be one 
of the recognized ‘ sights.’ 

The ‘Laugher’ and the ‘ Weeper’ are described only by Pliny’, 
who after mentioning the strength of the Marsyas source, says, ‘ not 
far from it are two fountains, called ‘“‘ Klaeon”’ and “Gelon” from the 

import of the Greek words’: in this description the two fountains 
are distinguished from the source in which the Marsyas rises, and 
it is quite fair to look for them about a mile distant*, The character 
and sound of these springs were long unnoticed by the travellers who 
have visited Apameia. It was only in 1891, when I resolved to 
go and test every spring at Apameia, that I discovered them. The 
sound of the Weeping-fountain is so low, and its appearance so 
humble and inconspicuous as it wells forth from under a shelving 
rock, that, without examining closely, one is sure to miss it. 

§ 8. Oprimas. Far more wonderful is it that the stream which 
flows out from the Menderez-Duden has been omitted by so many 
travellers and map-makers. Arundel is almost the only one who 
observed it*. He says that 45 minutes after starting from Dineir 

1 Theophrastus, whom he quotes in 
the preceding clause, about the Marsyas, 
is probably his authonty for the two 
fountains. 

2 So Livy speaks of ‘the Marsyas 
rising not far from the fountains of the 
Maeander.’ Moreover Pliny is not giving 
a formal description of Apameia, but 
a scientific account of various kinds of 
spring. 

* Every traveller who goes out from 

Dineir along the road to Dikeji and 
Ketchi-Borlu must cross it; a bridge 
containing many old stones carries the 
road over it. In the following quota- 
tion from Arundel, I have changed his 
nomenclature to make his meaning 
clear. He calls the Sheikh-Arab-Sa 
the Araboul-dou. [Perhaps ‘Sheikh- 
Arab olourdu’ ‘it might be Sheikh- 
Arab’ was the reply to some question 
of his: cp. Karadadiler marked as a 
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‘we crossed by a bridge ! a river which I at first took for the Sheikh- 
Arab Water, but it proved not to be so; this stream, which is 
8 considerable one, must rise from beneath the hill on our left: the 

Sheikh-Arab Water .... flowed still on our right, parallel to our road, 
though occasionally hidden by the intervening elevations. Arundel 
did not observe the Duden, which, in its low reedy pool, is not visible 

from the road. Hirschfeld visited Indjerli-Su, a fountain which falls 
into the stream of the Duden about 100 yds. above the bridge; but 
in his map he omits the Duden, and represents the Sheikh-Arab 
Water as flowing in a great sweep close to the edge of the hills round 
the Duden?, and thus coinciding with the stream that issues from 
the Duden *. Hamilton missed this branch, because he never traversed 
the road or crossed the bridge. Hogarth saw Indjerli-Su, but not 
the Duden. Weber gives the Duden; but indicates the course of 
the stream not quite accurately. In JHS 1893 p. 70% I suggested 
that this stream is the Obrimas; and this theory still seems to me 
probable; but there is too little evidence to prove it decisively. 

The Obrimas is mentioned only by Pliny, who says that it, like 
Marsyas and Orgas, falls into the Maeander in the outskirts of 
Apameia. As all the other descriptions omit the Obrimas, it was 
probably not very conspicuous. Now, when so many travellers, 
eager to examine and settle the topography of Apameia, have failed 
to observe this stream, it is easy to see why Strabo and Xenophon, 

describing the most striking features of the city, should omit it. 
It is however surprising that the Apamean coin of the four rivers 
should mention Therma and omit Obrimas, a far more important 
stream. Probably the sacred character attached to hot springs deter- 
mined the preference. Nonnus mentions the Obrimos, see p. 485. 
§ 9, AULOKRENE. Alike in ancient and in modern times the local 

belief has been that the ultimate source of both Marsyas and Maeander 
is on the higher plain behind the ridge of Djehel-Sultan. On the 

mountain in the map of a modern 
traveller, in which Kiepert ingeniously 
recognized ‘ Kara-Dagh daiorlar’ (pro- 
nounced like dirler), ‘they call it 
Kara-Dagh.’ But a more seductive 
hypothesis is stated in § 6]. 

1 In this bridge is inscr. 386. 
2 See above p. 407. 
® Kiepert in his little plan of Apa- 

meia, founded on Ham. and Ar., gives 
the stream in its approximate position, 

and calls it Orgas. It is marvellous 

that Hirschfeld did not recognize his 
error, when he looked at Kiepert’s un- 
pretentious little plan (Franz Fiinf 
Inschr.) and read Arundel’s description. 

* I said ‘the stream rises in two large 
sources, meaning Indjerli-Su and the 
Duden, and wrongly called the stream 
Indjerli-Su (that name is restricted to 
the fountain, which falls into Duden- 

Su). I also under-estimated the length. 
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eastern side of that plain rises a fine series of fountains called Bunar- ° 
Bashi beside a clump of plane-trees ; these springs flow down a little 
way into a marshy lake’ that rests against Djebel-Sultan; and this 
Jake in its turn is believed to feed the fountains around Dineir by 
subterranean passages. 

One lingers by this beautiful fountain, as loath to quit it as the 
traveller is to leave the shade of its trees and the murmur of its 
waters, and to go on over the shelterless plain on a hot day in 
summer. Hardly in Greece itself is there a spot more consecrated 
with legend. Here Athena sat on the rocks playing her newly 
invented flute and saw her distorted face mirrored in the water; 
here she threw away her flute, and Marsyas picked it up; here Mar- 
syas contended with Apollo, and on that large plane-tree he was hung 
up to be flayed; in the plain below Lityerses was slain by the sickles 
of the reapers; and so on. The physical features of the plain are 
so remarkable that we need not wonder to find so many legends 
attached to it. 

Our best witness is Maximus, who relates what he had himself 
seen and heard on the spot. ‘The Phrygians, says he, ‘who dwell 
in the neighbourhood of Kelainai pay religious honour to two streams, 
Marsyas and Maeander. I have seen the streams, They rise from 
one fountain, which, flowing towards the mountain-ridge (Djebel- 
Sultan), disappears behind the city and again issues forth as the 
two (separate) rivers from the city, dividing among them both the 
water and the names; one of them, the Maeander, flows away in 
the direction of Lydia, and the other dissipates its water there on 
the valley*. The Phrygians sacrifice (at the common source), some 
to both rivers, some to the Marsyas singly, and some to the Maeander; 

and they cast the thighs of the victims into the springs, uttering over 
them the name of the river to which they offer them; and the offer- 
ings, borne away towards the mountain and sinking with the water, 
are found not to rise in the Marsyas if given to the Maeander, nor 
in the Maeander, if given to the Marsyas; and, if they be offered 

to both, the rivers divide the gift.’ 

The point where the sacrifices took place can be seen. It is at the 
western extremity of the lake, close behind Dineir, overshadowed 

1 Most of the lake is merely a great Maximus, must be imaccurate (perhaps 
reed-bed: a stream from the north due to an error of memory, confused 
flows into it. with the irrigation works from Orgas 

* This reference to irrigation isinter- and Maeander). See however the re- 

esting, but, as applied to Marsyas by marks on p. 453. 

b 
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by the intervening ridge: from the ridge Arundel saw ‘a whirling 
round of the water, and on examination it proceeded from the sinking 
of the water through several holes distinctly visible at the bottom.’ 
Arundel even says that ‘the water divided into two currents, one 
flowing to the right, the other to the left, and each sinking into the 
earth, as if the sources of separate streams!.’ There are two distinct 
‘swallow holes’ at the northern exit (to Arundel’s left), and one at 
the southern, 1 mile 3 furlongs distant *. 

Pliny mentions that ‘the Marsyas comes again to light at Apameia, 
having risen and disappeared after a little where Marsyas contended 
with Apollo in the music of the flute, viz. at Aulocreni: that is the 
name of a valley about ten miles from Apameia®.’ Again he says, 
‘a plane-tree is pointed out there, from which (say the guides) Mar- 
syas was suspended after being overcome by Apollo, and the tree 
was selected for the size which even then it had attained.’ 

Strabo speaks of a lake behind Apameia which produced reeds 
suited for the mouthpieces of flutes, and from which according to 
the popular saying were derived both springs, of Maeander and of 
Marsyas. His account does not bear the stamp of personal know- 
ledge, differing in that respect from his vivid picture of Apameia 
and ite rivers. This shows that he had visited Apameia on a journey 
to or from Nysa in Caria, where he studied‘, travelling by the 
Eastern Highway, which did not pass along the lake or the fountain 
of Bunar-Bashi (Aulokrene). 

Livy makes an interesting reference to the fountain of Aulocrene. 
He mentions certain fountains which in the MSS. are called Fontes 
Rhotrini: they lay beside the route of Manlius from the coast of lake 
Askania past Aporidos-kome ® towards the plain of Metropolis (Tchul- 
Ovasi), and they were at the most convenient point on the line of 
march for sending away the wounded and the heavy baggage to 
Apameia. In every point this account suits Bunar-Bashi. The road 
in question passes the springs, intersecting exactly at that point the 
road from Apameia to Apollonia (no. 352)°; and there are no other 

1 Seren Churches p. 245. 
? Perhaps Arundel means the two 

swallow holes of the northern exit by 
the ‘nght’ and ‘left.’ 

® The distance provesthat Pliny means 
the fountain Bunar-Bashi, which by the 

road are about 9 Roman miles from 
Apameia. 

* See p. 167. 

5 See pp. 325, xvill. 
* These springs are a landmark by 

the way; and any muleteer of the 
country would at once understand what 
place was meant, if he were told of 
a great fountain on the road from 
Tchul-Ovasi or Cassaba (Synnada) to 
Buldur-Lake (Askania): JHS 1883 pp. 
68 ff. 
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springs on the line of Manlius’s march. The plain contained a village 
Aurokra or Aulokra; and the lake and the springs were called Aulo- 
krene, which strictly was an adjectival form (AvAoxpnv7 or Adpoxpnyy, 
in Latin Rhocrini Fontes), but was in Greek taken in the more 
significant form AvAo-xpyvn, Flute-Fountain, in accordance with the 

general tendency to seek after forms with a meaning in Greek. 
Manlius, then, encamped at Fontes Rhocreni or Rhocrini; and the 
MSS. have suffered the slight corruption of c to t. See § 26 (2). 

The east end of the lake, near Bunar-Bashi, is 3319 ft. above the 
sea, and the west end at the Duden behind Dineir, 3315. The Marsyas 
springs are almost exactly 2 miles away from the ‘Duden,’ and 

_ the difference in elevation is 330 ft. (a fall of 1 in 32). Taking the 
Maeander springs in the middle of Sheikh-Arab lake, the distance 
from the southern Duden is 2 miles 1 furlong, and the difference in 
level of the two lakes is 255 ft. (a fall of 1 in 44). 

§ 10. Earty History or Keuartnatr. The situation of the ancient 
city Kelainai is fixed by the testimony of Xenophon. He says that 
both the Marsyas and the Maeander flowed through the city in their 
course, but the springs and the first part of the course of both rivers 
were in the grounds of the two palaces. The testimony of Herodotus 
that the Marsyas rose in the agora of Kelainai cannot be weighed 
against Xenophon’s; and moreover, no one who has seen the source 
of the Marsyas could seriously think that the agora was situated 
there!. Nor can the words of Strabo, that the Maeander rises in 

a hill called Kelainai, where once was a city of the same name, rank 

as equal in authority to Xenophon’s account. Strabo obviously 
supposed that the city of Kelainai was beside the acropolis, and as he 
knew that the site had been changed when Apameia was founded, 
he concluded that Kolainai had occupied the southern slope of 
the acropolis stretching towards the springs of the Maeander and the 
Obrimas. His authority is conclusive as to what he saw at Apameia; 
but not as to a matter of inference. 

Kelainai, then, was a town lying in the open plain; and its 
situation marks it out as a peaceful mercantile city. In such a 
position it can have originated only in a period when war was little 
dreaded, and convenience of situation alone was considered. Its early 
history can be restored in outline by the relation between the two 

' This is the one strong point of Ido not think it actually was); but on 
Hirschfeld’s theory: he saves Herodo- the whole his theory is more unfavour- 
tus's credit on this point, for the Agora able even to Herod. than our view: sce 
might be beside the Therma (though pp. 11, 19. 
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parts, the acropolis and the town. We may be sure that the original 
centre was the acropolis, whither in primitive time the agricultural 
people resorted in case of danger, and where the protecting deities of 
Kelainai had their home. It is true that, according to Xenophon, the 
acropolis was fortified by Xerxes ; but we should not infer that it had 
not previously been used as a citadel'. The situation of the ancient 
Aeolic Smyrna was not unlike that of Kelainai; it had a citadel on 
the summit of the lofty hill?, and the town was situated at the foot of 
the hill beside the bay. But the site of Kelainai was more obviously 
double than that of Smyrna, for a considerable distance must have 
separated the citadel from the town; hence the name was always 
a plural, Kelainai ®. 

The situation of Kelainai may probably be taken as typical of many 
old Phrygian cities. Xenophon mentions Keramon Agora as a great 
city, and we distinguish there also a trading town and a citadel‘. 
Again, we have seen in Ch. V § 5 that there was both a city Attouda 
on the higher ground, and a hieron and market of Men Karou in the 
plain below the city. These analogies throw light on the origin of 
the town Kelainai. There doubtless sprang up a market in the plain. 
But, in order that the market should be a safe resort, it had to be 

placed under the guardianship of religion. Thus arose an altar, and 
a cultus common to all those who frequented the market, guaranteeing 
their safety while they were at business; and in this way intercourse 
and trade and interchange of ideas and products were connected with 
the cultus of the deity. Several other markets of this type have been 
already mentioned’, but their position in the history of the country 
was not fully brought out. The hiera of the country did not all 
spring up in places where there were manifest signs of the divine 
presence (as at Hierapolis, pp. 85 ff). Some of them originated in 

1 See p. 418 note. 
? This hill overhangs the N.E. corner 

of the gulf, and at its southern base lay 
the town. 

* The explanation of the plural form 
from the union of various komai in 
a single city seems to me unsuited to 
the facts. Athens resembled Kelainai : 
there also two separate centres existed, 
the citadel on the acropolis and the 
commercial town on the sea at Pha- 
leron; and the plural name Athenai 
was always used for the united city. 
This explanation of the plural names 

of cities is inconsistent with the sugges- 
tion advanced by Johannson Bezz. Beitr. 
XIII pp. 111 ff, and approved by Brug- 
mann Griech. Gram. § 82, that city-namcs 
in -oc and -a have developed out of 
locatives, i.e. that the older forms Ae)- 
doi, at Delphos, and 'A@nvai, at Athens, 

being misunderstood in later times, 

were treated as plural nominatives, 
Aedgoi and ’Aénva. This explanation 
would probably never commend itself 
to a historian or student of society. 

* See Ch. XIII $ 13. 
5 See pp. 128, 168, 254. 
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human needs and human history ; and they sprang up where men 
congregated for a fixed market'. Hence we see why the hieron of 
Men Karou was not fixed at the hot springs of Karoura, where the 
divine power was most clearly manifested, but at a central point 
where the whole of the lower Lycos valley (pp. 4 f) could meet more 
conveniently, and where the market was held until about 40 years 
ago. 

§ 11. Historica Mytus. Civilization is developed through com- 
merce and interchange of ideas. Hence this market, at the point where 
so many roads converge (§ 1), is also the home of most of those myths 
which preserve for us some facts about the beginnings of intercourse 
beside Phrygia and the Greek world. The Phrygian music, as used 
in the worship of the Great Mother, was learned by the Greeks, and 
the invention of the flute, the Phrygian instrument par excellence, was 
localized at Kelainai, and attributed to its river-god Marsyas. Marsyas, 
vain of his skill, challenged the god of Greek music, Apollo: he was 
defeated, and flayed by his conqueror in the grotto from which issues 
the water of Marsyas: the Greek spirit overpowered the Phrygian. 

In the tale of Lityerses; son of Midas, a legend of the Adonis-type, 
embodying the idea of the vegetation and life of nature perishing in 
the heat of summer?, was developed in a peculiar form which is 
coloured by the facts of Kelainian history. Lityerses hospitably 
welcomed all strangers, but made them help him in the harvest, and, 

if they fell short in amount of work, killed them and hid their bodies 
in the sheaves. Hercules, however, the hero (or god) of travel and 
growing civilization, when he came to Kelainai, vindicated the privi- 
leges of visitors by slaying Lityerses and throwing his body into the 
Maeander. Thus the development of intercourse, and the guarantee 
for the safety of trading strangers, are worked into the old religious 
myth connected with the Lityerses-song, which the Phrygians sang in 
the harvest field. 

Hyagnis is another figure in Kelainian myth. Nothing is recorded 
about him except that he was inventor of the flute and father of 

1 The worship of Hercules on the 
Ara Maxima in the Forum Boarium in 
the low ground below old Rome, had 
a similar origin. The cattle of the 
Roman shepherds, their hides, &c., were 

there bartered for the manufactures of 
the Tuscan artisans ; and the frequenters 
of the market were protected by par- 
ticipation in the rites on the altar. The 

cultus was confined to men, as women 
did not come to the market. A tithe 
of their gains belonged to the god under 
whose guard they met. 

2 With this is united the kindred idea 
that a human being must be killed and 
hid in the field in order to give life to 
the next crop. 
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Marsyas'. The name is probably connected with Hyes, a name or 
title of Atys in the rites of the Great Mother. 

The musician Olympos is connected with Kelainai in legend. 
Olympos appears partly as a mythical figure, son of Marsyas, and 
a witness of his fate®, and partly as a musician, who naturalized 
among the Greeks the Phrygian style of music, invented the en- 
harmonic rhythm, and composed the Harmatios nomos, a mournful 

and passionate strain to which a chorus of the Ovestes was set. 
The myth of Anchouros at Kelainai was similar to that of Curtius 

at Rome. A chasm full of water opened in the earth, and engulfed 
many houses and people. The king was instructed by the oracle that 
the chasm would close up, if his costliest possession were thrown in. 
Gold and jewels were tried in vain; but when his son Anchouros 
leaped in on horseback, the chasm closed up*. Midas dedicated 
a golden altar to Idaean Zeus on the spot. The myth seems to arise 
out of the local circumstances, as such abundance of waters flow forth 

from the earth, and Zeus the patron-god seated on his hill, the 
Acropolis, prevents the city from being engulfed in the underground 
water +, 

To the earliest period of Kelainian history we may attribute much 
work in the way of draining and irrigation and regulation of the 
water-supply. This lies at the beginning of organized city life °. 

The fountains (tcheshme) which benefit and often beautify most 
of the villages of Asia Minor, are the most familiar object to the 
traveller. It cannot be doubted that the construction of such fountains 
has been practised in the country from the most ancient times. In 
the north of Phrygia, a citizen named Menelaos is praised as having 
made eleven fountains *®. At Tralleis, Molossos made a fountain adorned 

with a statue of Hermes, and dedicated it to the Demos and Hermes 

and Herakles and the Neoi’: evidently it was in the gymnasium of 
the Neoi. At Branchidai we hear of the construction of fountains in 

1 Plut. de Mus. 5, Aristoxenus ap. 
Athenaeum XIV p. 624 b. 

2 He is also called father of Marsyas 
and inventor of the flute. 

® Plutarch paraill. 5 quotes the tale 
from the Metamorphoses of Kallisthenes. 

* On the Kelainian myth of the 
Deluge see Ch. XV. 

5 The vast irrigation works at Ky- 
bistra Capp. seemed to me to go back 
to the oldest period of Asia Minor civi- 
lization : so also the aqueduct at Tyana: 

see Prehellenic Monuments of Capp. pp. 
5, 10 in Maspéro’s Recueil de Truraux 

XIV. 
®° Waddington, no. 1011, restores [é]» 

[rp Groce: xatecxevaloey xprvas at éx tov 
i3tov, but eleven fountains in a grove is 
rather too much: one would rather 
expect év rais mAareias or ¢y ry méAet OF 
év tT) Xopq. 

7 BCH 1886 p. 520. 
agonothetes at the time. 

Molossos was 
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front of [the temple?]'. Probably when we hear of the construction 
of water-courses or aqueducts, we may conclude that they were finished 
up with one or more fountains in the city to render the supply 
generally accessible. Similar fountains were doubtless constructed 
centuries before Xerxes came to Kelainai; and the art of constructing 
a channel and fountain is almost the only piece of engineering skill 
that has been retained by the people of Asia Minor under the ruinous 
Turkish rule. 

§12. KELAINAI UNDER LyDIAN RULE. Topography and mythology 
alike mark out Kelainai as an old centre of commerce. It was created 
not by religion, like Hierapolis, but by the meeting of men at a common 
centre for mutual benefit and exchange. M. Radet, with true his- 
torical insight, has caught this character in early Anatolian history, 
and has described it in some of the best pages of his brilliant work on 
Lydia*. He has justly insisted on the significance of Herodotus’s 
statement that the Lydians were the first to coin money and the earliest 
‘traders.’ Now the word Kapéloi, ‘traders,’ here has probably some 
definite and specific sense: there was in Lydia a city Hermokapelia, 
and the word may well be a Lydian‘ term adopted in Greek. The 
Kapélos practised trade in a fashion that was definitely Lydian; and 
this fashion is connected by Herodotus with the use of coined money. 
M. Radet’s argument that the old Phoenician trade was conducted 
by barter, and that Herodotus designates the Lydians as the first 
traders by exchange in money, carries conviction with it°. 

From a very remote period trade was carried across Asia by caravans, 
which came down to the great harbours, such as Sinope, Miletos, Cyme 
and Smyrna, in the early ages, Amisos and Ephesos in the later Greek 
and Roman period: there it was taken by the Greek shipping mer- 

The 1 Wadd. 225. 
2 La Lydie et le Monde Grec au Temps 

des Mermnades pp. 155 ff. 
S para 8¢ avOporwy roy nyeis idpev 

voptopa xpvoovd Kat apyvpov Kowdpevor 
€xpnoavto’ mparo: 8 Kai kamndor €yevovro 
T 94. 

* It is, undoubtedly, of Indo-European 
origin: Lat. caupo, Got. kaupon, Eng. 
cheap. 

6 It is not so clear to me that he 
has right on his side in understanding 
xdnn\o; as keeper of a caravanserai or 
khan, and in declaring that Herod. here 
attribue aux Lydiens [ouverture des pre- 

miers caravansérais (Lydie p. 160). 
caravanseral is probably as old as the 
caravan-trade, which M. Radet fully 

acknowledges was not originally or cha- 
racteristically Lydian. His view seems 
to me probably right so far that la 
substitution de Uhdtellerie au regime de 

l’ hospitalité est une innovation capitale, 

due to the Lydians, and made possible 
by the use of money; but when he says 

that le xamndeiov n'est pas un boutique, 
c’est un cararanserail (Rev. des Univ. du 

Midi lI p.117), he carries his theory to 
an extreme and makes it too narrow. 
A khan is not a hotel. 
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chants and carried to the west. Kelainai was, doubtless, one of the 

caravan-stations; and Herodotus knew about its remarkable natural 

features, not from sight, but from the report of the traders, who came 

down the caravan-road to Miletos, and whose bad Greek had been 

a subject of ridicule to Hipponax in the sixth century 1. 
It was the Lydians who first placed this traffic on a new footing by 

regulating exchange and stamping pieces of electrum with the symbol 
of a powerful monarchy, whose guarantee will carry far. A more 
elaborate and scientific system of commerce becomes possible, when 
money comes into use?: the merchant-prince is the result of this 
developed system of trade. The trade-guilds, united in the worship 
of some god, which existed at Apameia, were a Lydian institution 
(no. 309, 294, and p. 106). 

The power of Lydia was greatly extended by the Mermnad kings of 
the seventh century; and its rule over all Phrygia up to the Halys 
was recognized by the Medes at the peace of 585 B.c. That Kelainai 
continued a centre of trade under the Lydian domination is shown by 
the tale related by Herodotus VII 27-29%. Pythios, son of Atys, a 
Lydian, who dwelt at Kelainai, presented to Darius a plane-tree and 
a vine made of gold; and afterwards offered to Xerxes in 480 B.C., as 
a contribution towards the expense of the Greek war, 2000 talents of 
silver and 3,993,000 gold darics. The methodical enumeration of 
Pythios’s property shows the careful habits of a merchant-prince, not 
the unordered profusion of a mere oriental territorial magnate. Com- 
merce on a great scale must have existed, and there must have been 
other merchants in the same place, before Pythios or his father Atys 
had been able by clever organization to make this great fortune. 

The names of these merchant-princes are interesting: they set before 
us in miniature the social development of Lydia during the sixth 
century. The family, originally Lydian, had adopted the Greek name 
and along with it doubtless something of the Greek civilization and 

1 gal rovs codoixous, fy AdBwor, mepyac.y against him M. Th. Reinach maintains 
®pvyas pew ds Midnroy addurevoorvras fr. that the gifts of Gyges to Delphi (in 
36 (30), Hist. Geogr. p. 37. The tale of Herod. I 14) are the Ivydédas xpvads, see 
the Phrygians, Tottes and Onnes, who Rev. de Sociologie 1894 p. 116. 

introduced the mysteries of the Kabei- 5 While the tale has obviously been 
roi to Assesos and Miletos, points in the worked up by popular creative imagina- 
game direction (Nic. Damasc. fr. 53). tion, its outlines may be taken as his- 

2 M. Radet has probability on hisside _ torical: and especially the Lydian origin 
in holding that Gyges first coined this of Pythios of Kelainai is not likely to 
Lydian money and that his money was__ be imagined. 
the Tvyadas xpvoos of Pollux III 87: : 
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language; the father is pure Lydian, Atys; the son is the grecized 
Lydian Pythios; and the family doubtless was characterized by 
a double share of commercial skill, Lydian trading instinct and Greek 
inventiveness and boldness. 

§ 13. KELAINAI UNDER THE PERSIANS. When Asia Minor formed 
part of the Persian Empire, the central importance of Kelainai was 
recognized more and more as time progressed. It became the principal 
royal seat in Phrygia and a residence of the satraps'’. Xerxes passed 
through the city on his expedition against Greece ; and on his return 
seems to have resided for some time in it. .He built a palace at 
the source of the Marsyas, probably on the grassy slope north of the 
springs. The acropolis on the high hill which overhung the palace 
and the Marsyas-springs was also built by him?. 

Kelainai was apparently a favourite residence of Cyrus the younger, 
when he was sent by his father Darius Nothus in 407 to govern 
Western and Central Asia Minor; he built (or at least used) a palace 
at the source of the Maeander, and he had a large park round the 
palace, including a large extent of country, hillside and plain, full of 
wild animals, and extending some distance down the course of the 
Maeander before it reached the city. Cyrus made Kelainai the 
gathering-place for his forces in 401; he halted there thirty days till 
his forces were consolidated; and held his first review in the park, 
of course in the lower ground. | 

After Cyrus’s departure Kelainai was recovered by Tissaphernes, 
the representative of the Great King; and there he was beheaded 
by Tithraustes in 396, after he had been taken prisoner in Colossai °. 
We do not again hear of it till Alexander marched north from Pam- 
phylia and laid siege to it*. The citadel was garrisoned by 1000 
Carian and 100 Greek mercenaries ; and it was so strong that, instead 
of assaulting it, Alexander made an arrangement whereby the garrison 
should surrender if not relieved within sixty days. 

The hill on which the acropolis stands is steep in most of its circuit, 
and rises even precipitously above the springs of the Marsyas; but on 
the side opposite the Marsyas it is connected by a neck of land with 
the mountains to the east. Arrian’s description ® ‘precipitous on all 

1 Caput Phrygiae Livy XXXVIII 15. ‘ It is not mentioned by our scanty 
* There was doubtless an older forti- authorities during the great revolt of 

fication on the citadel; but Xerxes built the western satraps 368-58, on which 
the later fortress (as Haase says p.257). see Judeich Kleinas. Stud. pp. 193 ff. 

® Polyaen. VII 16 (less fully Diod. 5 dxpa mavrn andropos Anab, I 29: cp. 
XIV 80, Xen. Hell. III 4, 25). Q. Curtius III 1. 
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sides’ is therefore a little exaggerated (he was not an eye-witness), 
but the hill was capable of being made an exceedingly strong fortress, 
and it is not strange that Alexander, who was always careful of his 
troops, should prefer this easy and bloodless arrangement'!. After his 
long toilsome march through Lycia, Pamphylia, and Pisidia, the halt 
was not without its own value; he could reckon with comparative 
certainty that no rescue was possible; and probably, as Hogarth 
remarks, he wished to avoid fighting to the death with Greeks (a desire 
which is apparent in his earlier policy up to his capture of Darius). 
§ 14. EUMENES AND THE GREAT LANDHOLDERS. The garrison in 

due course surrendered at discretion; and from this time onwards 

Kelainai became the Greek capital of inner Anatolia, an honour for 
which its situation on the road towards the western sea marked it out. 
The conqueror created Antigonus satrap? of Phrygia and, apparently, 
overseer of Asia Minor in general; and the new satrap, afterwards 
king, made Kelainai his ordinary residence. In 322, indeed, Antigonus 

was forced to abandon the western lands ; and Eumenes held Kelainai 

for a winter, struggling against Alketas, Polemon, and Dokimos. In 
order to provide pay for his troops® and to make himself popular, 
Eumenes had recourse to a device which throws some light on the 
state of the country. He sold to his captains the farmsteadings and 
fortified country-houses, with all their contents‘, and permitted them 
to use part of the siege-train of the army to capture the property 
which they had bought in this lawless way. The term Tetrapyrgia 
in Plutarch shows that in the fourth century there were in the country 
many quadrangular buildings with towers at the four corners ° enclos- 
ing a wide open space (avA7). Demetrius I of Syria retired from 
Antioch to a royal residence in the country built in this form®; and 
evidently the Kelainian Tetrapyrgiai were similar fortified residences 
belonging to great landowners. Such a state of things marks an 
artificial society, characterized by an old-standing civilization with 
a dominant caste amid a subject population. Great inequalities of 

1 Hamilton II p. 366, owing to the 
unsuitability of Arrian’s description, 
believes that the garrison had fortified 
an isolated rocky hill about half a mile 
to the north. But Hogarth, who for- 
merly made the same suggestion inde- 
pendently, now agrees with Hirschfeld 
that this supposition cannot be de- 
fended. 

* On the use of the term satrap by 
the earlier Diadochoi see pp. 257 f. 

> Plutarch Eum. 8. 
* ras xara Tv xopay éravAes Kal Terpa-~ 

mupyias, copdtwy Kat Booxnuaroy yepouoas 
Plutarch Eum. 8. 

5 5d ywpioy éy Bpaxel Tetxtodpevos Kara 
7d Terpdywvoyv oxnpa Kal ywvia éxdory Tup- 
you évOéuevos, Terparupyiay elvai re kat 
xadetoOat meroinxe Procop. Aed. IV 1 
p. 266. 

S els rerparupyidy re Baciteov Jos. Ant. 
Jud. XIII 2, 1. 

F 2 
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rank and fortune are not often produced, except in a state of ‘high 
development,’ as in Kelainai, where Lydians, Persians, and Greeks had 

successively conquered the old Phrygian state, and great domains had 
been carved out of its territory and appropriated by individuals of 
the ruling people, who then founded aristocratic families. Thus 
Pythios the Lydian unites the characters of the Lydian merchant- 
prince and the territorial magnate, treating with princely hospitality 
and well-calculated prudence the despotic ruler of the new conquerors’. 
In 321 Eumenes regarded the territorial aristocracy as the supporters 
of king Antigonus, and tried to strengthen his cause by enlisting the 
sympathy of the lower classes, i.e. the native Phrygian villagers and 
the plebs of Kelainai, and by destroying the tetrupyrgiai and ruining 
the great nobles. That is the same policy which was carried out 
in the present century by Sultan Mahmud in Asia Minor; and it is 
probable that the Pergamenian kings also gained their strength from 
the support of the humble native population against the aristocracy 
who supported the Seleucid sovereigns. An aristocracy of this kind, 
resisting a foreign enemy and uniting in its defence pride and educa- 
tion, makes a country powerful in war; but it is generally ready to 
make terms with a strong enemy in order to redeem its privileges and 
save part of its estates. The Persians ruled the country by the support 
of the aristocracy ; and so did Alexander, Antigonus and the Seleucid 
kings, whose satraps found the great landowners friends and associates. 
But Eumenes and the Attalid kings allied themselves with the people ; 
and apparently the great nobility was weakened or destroyed by them. 
Dio Chrysostom mentions the numerous villages of the great territory 
of Apameia®: it is probable that some of these had taken the place 
of tetrapyrgiai (as in modern Anatolia the country-estate, or tchiflik, 
passes into the village); and so perhaps the tetrapyrgiai which we 
hear of in the Cyrenaica‘, in North Syria near the Euphrates‘, 
in Cappadocia (Strategia Garsaouria), on.the road between Ikonion 
and Pompeiopolis, and perhaps on the road between Cybistra and 
Caesareia °. 
§ 15. KELAINAI AND APAMFIA. 

1 He proposed, after giving all his 
money to Xerxes, to live on his estates 
and his slaves, éyot ard avdpamddav re Kai 
yeoredioy dpxéwy érti Bios Herod. VII 28. 
See p. 417. 

? See pp. 260, 355. 
5 See pp. 428, 448. 

* Polyb. 31, 26, 11, Strab. p. 838. 
5 Between Soura (near Barbalissos) 

In the spring of 321 Antigonus 

and Resapha-Sergiopolis, Hist. Geogr. 
p. 357, Acta SS Sergit Bacchi 7th Oct. 
pp. 842 f, Anal. Bolland. XIV p. 385, Gelzer 
Georg. Cypr. pp. 150, 152. Tetrapyr- 
gium is the form used. 

6 See Ptolemy and Tab. Peut. Tetra 
simply in the last case. Perhaps several 
of the last four should be identified, 
Hist. Geogr. p. 286. 
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returned from the east and resumed possession of Kelainai, which 
henceforth was his ordinary residence. In 319 he selected there picked 
troops to operate against Arrhidaeus in Cyzicos!. In the winter of 
314 he returned thither from Syria?; in 312 he was still residing 
there*; and doubtless it was from Kelainai that he and Demetrius 

advanced in the spring of 301 to prevent the junction of Lysimachus 
and Seleucus, when the campaign ended inthe fatal battle of Ipsos 
(near Tchai in Paroreios Phrygia). As the result of that battle Kelainai 
passed into the hands of Lysimachus; but at the battle of Koropedion 
Seleucus gained possession of it. Seleucus and his successor Antio- 
chus Soter, 280-61, inaugurated a scheme for strengthening their 
hold on Asia Minor and consolidating their dominjons there, by build- 
ing a series of garrison-cities at suitable points on the chief lines 
of communication and particularly on the great Eastern Highway. 
Naturally Kelainai was one of the first points selected by Antiochus‘. 
That city consisted of two distinct parts, the dominating fortress built 
by Xerxes on the lofty hill to the east, and the open commercial town 
in the plain below. Antiochus moved the city away from the site 
of the old town, and placed it on the plateaux that lie on both sides 

of the Marsyas. The old town, deserted for the moment, became 

a suburb (podcrecov) in later time, as the new city grew. The opinion 
of Hirschfeld and Weber, that the old acropolis also was abandoned, 
seems to me impossible: Apameia surrounded the springs of the 
Marsyas on all sides, and must therefore have covered part of the 
acropolis hil], which rises precipitously over the springs. In this 
position, dominated by the acropolis so that stones rolled over the 
slopes would crash through part of the city, it could have possessed 
no military strength unless the summit was included within the 
circuit of its walls. Moreover it is hard to see how Strabo’s words 
could be true unless that hill were included in the city, for no city-wall 
could include the springs unless it ran over the hill >. 

No evidence is known as to the class or race of the colonists settled 
by Antiochus in Apameia ; and speculation is useless °. 

chus the Great towards 200. Laodiceia 
Katakekaumene is unknown; Philo- 

melion probably Pergamenian. 

1 Piodor. XVIII 52. 
2 Diodor. XIX 6: in his first attempt 

to cross Taurus snow destroyed many of 
his soldiers. 5 évrevOey 8€ avaornaas rovs avOpamous 

$ Diodor. XIX 93. 
* Of the other important points on 

the Eastern Highway, Laodiceia ad 
Lycum was founded by Antiochus II 
(261-46), and Lysias probably by Antio- 

6 Zwrnp ’Avrioxos eis thy vuw ‘Amdpeay 
THS pNnTpds emamvupoy thy modw énédeckev 
eqns Ges idpura dé 9 ’Amdpea ém rais 
éxBodais Appendix I. 

® See p. 33. 
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As to the dialect of Greek that was spoken in Apameia and other 
Seleucid colonies, hardly any evidence remains. In the colonies 
peopled by Macedonians, we should naturally expect that a dialect of 
Greek with some Doric forms was gradually merged in the general 
type (xo.ww%) of Hellenistic Greek. Even in Laodiceia there occur some 
names of Doric type’, though Macedonian settlers are not known 
there. 

Apameia had its legend of an attack by the Galatai and defence by 
its native deity : Marsyas protected them by his waters and the strains 
of his flute*. Probably a Galatic legend was a proper adjunct to 
the history of every city of western Asia Minor °, and few of them 
have any value beyond attesting the wide terror and destruction 
caused by the inroad *. 

One of the two palaces, probably that of Xerxes, which was 
within the fortified line of Apameia and therefore was a safer abode, 

continued to be the residence of the Seleucid kings when they Visited 
this part of their dominions. There, in 193, took place the meeting 
between Antiochus the Great and the Roman envoy, P. Villius. But 
negotiations were only beginning when news arrived that the young 
prince Antiochus had died in Syria; and Villius, seeing the palace 
filled with mourning, courteously retired to Pergamos, in order not to 
intrude at such a time®. 

After his disastrous expedition into Greece, Antiochus returned to 
Apameia in the autumn of 191, and spent the winter in collecting 
a great army °, and in the spring marched by the Lycos valley and 
Sardis against the Pergamenian eapital. 

§16. THE PERGAMENIAN AND RoMAN Conquest. Late in the autumn 
of 190, Antiochus re-entered Apameia, after the crushing defeat at 
Magnesia. There he heard the news brought by successive couriers. 
The citizens and garrison of Sardis, disregarding Zenon commander of 
the city and Timon of Lydia, had surrendered to the Romans: envoys 
from Tralleis, from Magnesia Mae., and from Ephesos, had gone to 
place their cities under the Roman power: all the cities of Asia were 

* Compare Damokrates and Lubus released from the Seleucid rule and 
p. 39. garrisons and tribute. 

2 Paus. X 30, 9. 5 Ne alieno tempore incommodus obver- 
3 See p. 264. saretur, Livy XXXV 15. Magnt luctus 
* The terror inspired by the Galatai 

is shown in Polyb. 22, 24: the peoples 
of Asia Minor were more delighted at 
being freed by Manlius from fear of the 
barbarian than they had been at being 

species regiam tenuit, ibid. 
® Livy XXXVII 8 ipse in Phrygia hiber- 

navit &c.; 18 Antiochus ab Apamea pro- 
Sectus. : 
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hurrying to follow their example. Antiochus sent to enquire about 
terms of peace, and learned that he must retire from the whole of 

cis-Tauric Asia '. 
When Cn. Manlius Vulso in 189 passed through the valley of 

Aurokra behind Apameia, Seleucus, son of Antiochus, who had remained 

there when his father went home to Syria, came to meet him, provided 
him with guides, and took back the sick and wounded soldiers to 

Apameia* These were the first Roman legionaries that entered the 
city. 

In the winter of 189-8 Manlius held a conference at a point eight days 
journey away from Apameia*®. Musaeus was the envoy of Antiochus, 
and there were present also ambassadors from the Galatai and from 
Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia. In the spring of 188 Manlius came to 
Apameia, and after a stay of three days marched into Pamphylia. 
After an absence of about two months, he returned to Apameia, where 
Eumenes the Pergamenian king had now arrived. There the treaty 
between the Romans and Antiochus was at length completed. Man- 
lius took the oath on behalf of the Romans; and ambassadors were 

sent to receive the oath from Antiochus. 
In the following half-century Apameia was subject to the Perga- 

menian kings. Coins with Pergamenian types, including cistophori, 
were struck until the time of Augustus. 

In 133 Apameia passed into the hands of Rome along with the rest 
of the Pergamenian realm ; and in 129 it was sold by M’. Aquillius, 
along with the rest of Phrygia, to Mithridates V, who ruled it till his 
death in 120. After this it seems to have been declared free* by the 
Romans ; but probably the freedom was more nominal] than real, and 

it was certainly disregarded whenever any Roman general found it 
convenient to treat the country as subject®. In 88 the Roman officers 
Cassius, Mancinus, &c. levied an army of Phrygians to oppose Mith- 
ridates ; and began to drill them beside Leonton-Kephale® But, as 
Mithridates’s rapid advance was reported, and they despaired of doing 

1 What precisely is meant by excedito 
...-@ valle Tauri usque ad iuga qua ad 
Lycaoniam vergit is hard to specify, so 
long as we are ignorant what is indi- 
cated by valle Tauri Livy XXXVIII 38. 
There is a lacuna in Polybius 22, 26, 5, 
where the words should occur. It is 
clear that Pisidian Antioch and Apol- 
lonia were left free (not given to Eu- 
menes), and so probably was part of 
Milyas (pp. 285, 351) and the whole of 

Lycaonia (see Studia Biblica IV pp. 49 ff). 
2 Livy XXXVIII 15. 
5 Probably about Amorion: 

XXXVIII 37, Polyb. 22, 24. 
* See the inscr. of Lysias published 

below, no. 710. 
® It is styled Phrygiam provinciam 

P. R. by Livy Epitome LXXVII in 88; 
but the provincial era begins only in 
85-84. 

* Six hrs. N. of Prymnessos. 

Livy 
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any good with an army. of raw recruits, they fled’. Cassius took 
refuge in Apameia ; but when he heard of the approach of the Pontic 
army, he fled westward, and Apameia was occupied by the enemy. 

§ 17. Tue Romans In APAMEIA. The city was still nominally free ; 
but already, no doubt, it was occupied by Roman traders; and these 
certainly perished in the terrible massacre, which was ordered by 
Mithridates from Ephesus, as soon as he had gained possession of the 
Roman province *, Roman trade followed the eagles everywhere, and 
even outstripped their progress ; and the thoroughness of the Roman 
conquest of the Mediterranean countries was due to the way in which 
a host of Romans was always ready and eager to swoop down on each 
new conquered region and settle in it. The analogy between the 
Roman and British empires holds in this as in so many other respects. 
The number of these Italian traders was enormous. They settled, for 
trading purposes or as agents of the great Italian commercial and 
financial companies, at suitable places in each province*. They 
farmed the revenues, they acted as money-lenders and bankers, they 
contracted for public works, they engaged in large commercial, agri- 
cultural, or mining operations, in the ports they formed shipping- 
companies; and there were of course tradesmen on a smaller scale, 
who make less appearance in inscriptions. Many of them acquired 
considerable fortunes*; and in all cases they were backed by the 
immense power of the great companies in the metropolis, even where 
they were only the slaves of their Roman principals. Apameia was 
probably their principal centre in Asia, not even Ephesus excepted. 

Often these traders preceded the Roman conquest; in Delos, for 
example, a Roman name occurs in an inscription of 250 B.c.°; but it 

was not until the country passed into Roman possession, either prac- 
tically (as was the case with Delos in 166), or actually as a province, 
that they swooped down upon it in their thousands. 

There must also have been a certain number of officials in Apameia, 

1 Appian Mith. 19. 
2 In the winter of 88-87: 80,000 (Val. 

Max.) or 150,000 (Plut.) perished in these 
‘Asian Vespers’; while 20,000 were 
slain in the Cyclades in 87. 

5 On this subject see Mommsen Rom. 
Hist. Bk. 1II Ch. XII, Bk. IV Ch. XI, and 
above all the excellent study by M. 
Homolle les Romains @ Delos BCH 1&84 

pp.75 ff. The usual terms to denote 
these settlers are oi xarotxotvres ‘Pwpatos 
(‘Iradtxoi), mpayparevopevor, épyatcpevor, 

€yyapourres (only at Olympia), Europa, 
vavednpo. (but the ‘Pwyatoe at Lagina 
BCH 1881 p. 191 are merely visitors to 
the festival); and in Latin consistentes, 
negotiatores, qui necotiantur, aratores, 

mercatores. They formed a conventus 
C. R. in each great centre: see also my 
St. Paul pp. 125 f. 

‘ They were often paid by a share in 
the profits (partes, paticulae’. 

5 BCH 1884 p. 81. 
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which was probably a station for agents of the imperial treasury 
and for the customs levied on merchandise at various points 
of the interior as well as of the coast. The term portorium was 
applied to customs or dues levied on merchandise whether sea-borne 
(maritimum) or land-borne (terrestre). The portoria of Asia were 
farmed by a company (publicanorum societas) called in a Greek 
inscription xoivevol Apévwv "Acias!. They had a number of centres?: 
one was at Miletos*, and another at Iasos ‘. 

The Roman residents at Apameia, a numerous and powerful body, 
are often mentioned in inscriptions. Along with the Italians rank 
the Apamean families honoured with Roman citizenship, a continually 
increasing body of the noblest and richest citizens. The joint body 
was the aristocracy of Apameia, and must have exercised enormous 
influence: it was the Conventus Ciumwm Romanorum A pameae con- 
sistentium: from the republican period onward it had the rights 
of a corporate body, electing officials®, selecting a patron for itself 
in Rome, having a temple and flumen of its own®. Strictly the 
Conventus C. Rk. at Apameia was merely a guild of foreign traders, 
standing outside the body of citizens; and the relations between the 
two bodies are very obscure. The old Roman principle of absolute 
separation in Jaw and in rights between Roman citizens and Apamean 
Greeks’ could not be maintained strictly under the Empire, and was, 

in truth, essentially opposed to the imperial policy of elevating the 
provincials gradually to the Roman stutus. It came to be more and 
more the case that Apamean citizenship formed an inferior grade 
of Imperial rights and station, from which the prominent and deserv- 
ing were frequently elevated to the higher grade of Roman citizenship. 
Of course, a great city like Apameia would not naturally entertain 
any liking for a section of the inhabitants, who were outside its 
authority and governed themselves. But the practical working of 
the double machinery of government was facilitated by several facts. 

at Symi, which was therefore under 
Tasos). 

1 Portus, used (as often) for portorium, 
seems here to be literally rendered as 
Atpeves. 

* Probably 44, corresponding to the 
number of districts of taxation: see 
Cagnat les Impéts indir. chez les Romains 
p. 79, Marquardt I p. 339. 

* CIL III 447 Felict, Primionis XXXX 
port. Asiae vilic(i) Mil(eti) servo, also in 
Greek with olkx(ovdpov) for rilici. 

“ BCH 1886 p. 267 MovAyep xowwvaev 
Atpévow 'Acias oixovdpos ev ‘Idow (found 

* One or more curatores cp. CIG 2930, 
at Tralleis a ypapparevs. 

® Mommsen in Hermes VII 1873 p.319: 
Cicero was patron of the Capuan con- 
tentus, p. Sest. 4, 9. 

* Romancivitas swamped and replaced 
every other kind of citizenship, as 
Mommeen points out in Abhandl. Sachs. 
Akad. 1857 pp. 405 ff. 
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(t) Some of the Italian residents were settled in the city for genera- 
tions and on friendly terms with it (no. 299, 305). (2) Some Romans 
held city magistracies and went through the regular career of 
Asian citizens'. (3) In many cases a distinguished career in the 
service of the city was rewarded and crowned with Roman citizen- 
ship?: a man who had spent his life serving the city did not suddenly 
change into an opponent of her interests, when he was made a Roman. 
(4) Probably many Italians, as well as Apamean Romans, married 
into Apamean families: whether or not the striet Roman law per- 
mitted conuliwm of a Roman with an Apamean woman, we cannot 
doubt that the imperial system allowed it, and regarded the children 
as legitimate, On this subject see no. 296. 

Apameia was, as its coins prove, the centre and meeting-place of a 
body called Kowdv Ppvyias, of whose character nothing is known. It 
is mentioned only on coins, on which the names of three proconsuls 
occur: M. Vettius Niger (Nero), Marius Cordus (Nero), and Plancius 
Varus (Vespasian). It seems to be implied that these three were eon- 
nected officially with the Keinon Phrygias*. Perhaps the Koinon was 
an association of the Romans resident in Phrygia, meeting at Apameia 
as caput Phrygiae*. In that case the use of Greek on the coins 
mentioning it would be due to the fact that they were struek by the 
city, and would not imply that the Romans of Apameia officially 
authorized the use of Greek. The city boasted of the fact that the 
Commune C. R. in Phrygia consistentium met within its walls; and 
it recorded this fact in its own language. But evidence is wanting. 

Thus many signs of good feeling between the resident Romans 
and the cities appear in the inscriptions: the former are honoured 
by the cities as benefactors®: a mass meeting (wavdnyet) of Romans 

1 See the career of Q. Pomponius 
Q. F. Flaccus at Laodiceia (p.69 and n.) 
given in full Ath. Mitth. 1891 p.145. An 
exact Apamean parallel is wanting, but 
cp. wodirevdpevor NO. 305: term 
is important, it indicates not a mere 
residence as incola in the city, but the 
performance of the duties and offices 
ofa wodirys. At Isaura 6 6. Kai of cup- 
nohirevdpevor “Papaioe corresponds pro- 
bably to cives et Romani qui ibi rersantur, 

* This seems to be the case with C. 
Julius, Niciae F., Fab. Calliphanes, a 
Cadyandian citizen BCH 1886 p. 59: 
his father Nicias evidently had no prae- 

nomen, and therefore was not a Roman. 
° No proconsuls are mentioned on 

other Apamean coins than those which 
name the Koinon. The Xoinon still met 
under Caracalla, Mionnet no. 253. 

* Compare oi xara ri 'Aviay vixoivres 
‘Pepa at Hphesos, and of éwi ras "Acias 
“‘P@paio. cai “EAAnves Ath. Mitth. 1891 
p-145. See no. 290. 

®° So C. Masonius Rufus mentioned 
without any title on Apamean coins of 
Augustus (MG p. 393): see no, 298, 299, 
301. On Mommsen’s opposed view see 
no, 290, 296. 
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and Apameans is mentioned no. 299, and probably in the many cases 
where the Demos and the Romans unite in a decree similar mass 
meetings were held. 

In the Apamean inscriptions the Romans are always mentioned 
after the demos. At Laodiceia! the Romans ranked above the dems; 

and in one inscription of Assos that order is observed (though in 
several other cases the demos ranks before the Romans) ?. 
§ 18. APAMEIA UNDER THE Roman Repupiic. In 84 Apameia 

was definitely incorporated by Sulla in the Roman province Asia ; 
and it became the seat of a conventus iuridicus. The strict but 
equitable administration of Lucullus as proquaestor inaugurated the 
Roman rule happily; but the true character of the Republican ad- 
ministration as a highly organized system of plunder and extortion 
was soon manifested to the unhappy provincials. A tax was levied 
on every householder according to the number of slaves in his family? ; 
the amount which each had to pay was settled by the magistrates 
in coneert with the Roman governor‘; and the collection of the tax 
was sold to the publicuni*, who paid the Roman treasury and re- 
imbursed themselves by exacting pretty much what they chose from 
the people. Lucullus had imposed this tax ® in order to make up 
the heavy contributions imposed by Sulla to punish the province 
for its share in the Mithridatic war. It seems to have been properly 
only one per cent.; but in the hands of the publicani it became much 

’ See no. 2. It is not exactly the smdédAews (perhaps by a successful embassy). 
same thing, but bears on it, that another 
Laodicean inscription begins of év r7 
"Agia ‘Papaio: cai"EAAnves xal 6 Sipos 6 
Aaodcxéwy xrr., Ath. Mitth. 1891, p. 145. 

* Sterrett in Papers Amer. Sch. Ath. I 
p- 50 (but not pp. 30, 32 f, 46). 

5 It was styled a tax on doors (ostia), 
as each family had its ostium: ostiaria 
(fributa) Caesar Bell. Civ. III 32: exac- 
tionem capitum atque ostiorum Cic. Fam. 
ITI 8, 5. 

* Cicero Q. Fr. 1 1, 8,25; SC de As- 
clepiade 22, 23 (Bruns Fontes Iur. Rom. 
p. 158). The process is referred to by 
Cicero Att. V 16, 2 in the words imperata 
émxepddta. The rare word émepddtoy 
also occurs in a mutilated inscription 
of Lampsakos BCH 1893 p. 554, where 
a benefactor is praised as having di- 
minished by half the émimeadcov ris 

The period is uncertain, but cannot be 
late, and might be even before Christ, 
if we may judge from the printed letter- 
ing. In his commentary on the inscrip- 
tion M. Legrand, following Marquardt V 
pp. 192-227, points out that a poll-tax 
in the strict sense never was a Roman 

institution; the tax was always adapted 
in some way to fortune or income. 

5 Venditio tributorum Cic. Fam. III 8, 
5, @vas omnium venditas Cic. Ait. V 16, 2. 
It is doubtful whether the whole tax 
was thus sold or merely the collecting 
from those who were unable to pay 
down at the moment of call. Probably 
the latter was legal, and the former 
usual. 

® réAn émi rois Oepdrovet xai rais olkias 
pte. He also fixed a contribution of 
one-fourth of the harvest. 
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heavier, and in case of arrears the interest charged soon multiplied 
the debt enormously. When Cicero passed through Apameia on his 
entry to his province in 51, and stayed there three days, he heard 
nothing but complaints about the taxes, the taxgatherers, and the 
unspeakable conduct of the last governor (Ati. V 16, 2). 

In 80 the conventus of Apameia, Synnada, and Philomelion, along 
with the Roman parts of Lycaonia and Cappadocia and Pamphylia, 
were attached to the province Cilicia; in 62-61 Apameia was under 
the proconsul of Asia; during 56-51 it was again attached to Cilicia '. 
Julius Caesar finally placed the three conventus in the province Asia. 

§ 19. APAMEIA UNDER THE Empire. On the whole the cities of 
Phrygia under the Empire were in the happy position of having no 
history. In place of a history, we may quote the words which Dio 
Chrysostom * used in a speech at Apameia. ‘ You take precedence 
of Phrygia and Lydia, and, further, of Caria*; and other populous 
nations dwell round you, Cappadocians, and Pamphylians, and Pisi- 
dians; and to them all you make your city a market and meeting- 
place. You have under your authority many towns unknown to 
fame and many prcsperous villages*. The amount of your taxation 
is the greatest proof of your power, for, among cities, those which con- 
tribute most money in taxes are naturally the best. Further, the assizes 
are held among you in alternate years®, and there is brought together 
an endless crowd of people, litigants, judges, lawyers, governors, 
under-officials, slaves, pimps, muleteers, traders, hetairai and artisans ; 

so that those who have wares sell them at the highest prices, and 
nothing in the city lies idle, whether two-horse carriages °, or houses, 

Cobet Misc. ’ See pp. 11, 341. 
2 Or. XXXV 14 ff, text of Von Arnim. 
* This refers probably to Apameia 

claiming the right to a place in pro- 
vincial assemblies above any city of 
Phrygia, Lydia, or Caria. The coast 
lands are excepted: Pergamos, Ephesos, 
Smyrna, ranked confessedly before 
Apameia; see p. 429. With mpoxadnabe 
cp. mpoxabefouevn applied to Tarsos as 
capital of Cilicia, Lycaonia, Isauria, and 
to Seleuceia as capital of Isauria (Wad- 
dington BCH 1883 p. 285). 

* Aurokra, Takina, Sanaos, Kharax, 

etc. 
5 If we can press the strict sense of 

nap éros, this would be a proof that the 
concentus met alternately at Apameia 

and Eumeneia (p. 365). 
Crit. p. 148 states the strict sense 
(allowing that Libanius solecistically 
uses map 7yépavy in the sense of xaé’ 
nuepav), as Mr. R. A. Neil points out to 
me; but perhaps Dio might use map’ 
éros, if the conrentus met at Apameia 
only once in three years, alternating 
with Eumeneia and Akmonia. The 
extra expense of the Gymnasiarchate in 
a year when the assizes met (no. 294- 
297) implies that there were other years 
when it did not meet in Apameia. 

* As in Smyrna at the present day, so 
of old in Apameia, there were evidently 
many two-horse carriages plying for 
hire: the term (evyn has the same sense 
that we have argued for on p. 364 n. 3. 
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or women. Now this makes for prosperity in no small degree. For 
where the greatest crowd meets together, there the most money neces- 
sarily results, and the place naturally flourishes .... Wherefore the 
privilege of having the assizes is considered_ to contribute most to 
the vigour of a city; and there is nothing that people are so eager 
for as this; and the leading cities share in the privilege by turns in 
successive years!. But they say that the assizes are going to be held 
at longer intervals, for people cannot bear the incessant journeys in 
all directions. And in fine you have as great a share in the temples 
of Asia and in the expense as those in whose cities the temples are ?.’ 

It is clear from the legend on coins of Magnesia Mae., €BAOMH 
THC ACIAC, that there was a generally recognized order of pre-- 
cedence among the cities of Asia® in the Roman period. Apameia 
probably stood high in that order, for Strabo says it ranked next to 
Ephesos as a commercial centre in the province Asia, and Dio Chry- 
sostom gives strong testimony as to its importance in the province, 
and the wide extent of its authority. Considering these circumstances 
we must find it strange that it was never honoured either with the 
Neokorate of the Emperors or with the title of Metropolis, though 
those complimentary distinctions were granted to inferior cities*. See 
below, § 21, and Ch. XII § 10. 

The only alliance inentioned on coins of Apameia is with Ephesos. 
The alliances between Asian cities seem to have implied certain 
reciprocal rights in respect of festivals and games, as is shown by 

re 

1 This proves that the meeting of the 
assizes was held in turns at the leading 
cities of the conventus: further every 
city in which the assizes were held 
could claim the title of mparn rijs 8cocxn- 
Geos, just as Smyrna, Pergamos, Ephesos, 
could claim the title of mparn ‘Agias. 
So Philippi claimed the title mparn ris 
pepidos Acts XVI 12, see my St. Paul the 
Trareller p. 206. 

2 A clear proof that there was no vais 
rns ‘Acias in Apameia. Further the 
expenditure on the temples and the 
provincial cultus of the Emperors was 
maintained by an assessment on the 
cities. 

5 It was probably observed in the 
Koinon of Asia; but doubtless varied 

a good deal according to the jealous 
pride of individual cities. We cannot 

say with certainty what six cities Mag- 
nesia acknowledged to be superior to 
itself, certainly Ephesos, Smyrna, and 
Pergamos (generally acknowledged to 
be the three most honourable cities), 
and probably Cyzicos, Sardis, and Apa- 
meia. Probably Tralleis was larger than 
Magnesia, but the latter no doubt vied 
with it asa neighbour. Laodiceia also 
was perhaps superior to Magnesia. In 
placing the title on its coins, probably 
Magnesia was contesting the seventh 
place with several cities, such as Miletos, 
Tralleis, Laodiceia, Alabanda, Aphro- 
disias, Philadelpheia. 

* See no. 284. Synnada became 
metropolis (probably not earlier than 
Diocletian): Akmonia, Afzanoi, Hiera- 

polis, &c. were Neokoroi. 
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an inscription of Poimanenon, mentioning ‘those who are in alliance 
in respect of participation in the Soteria and the Mucia, i.e. who are 
in alliance with Pergamos!. So doubtless Ephesos and Apameia 
made an agreement about participation in certain festivals. 

Apameia ranked as a Greek city; one of its citizens is mentioned, 

no. 333, a8 delegate to the Panhellenion or general council of Hel- 
lenes, held at Athens. The Panhellenion seems to have been founded 

by Hadrian, in furtherance of a scheme for reinvigorating Greek 
feeling and love for Greek antiquities? ; and many of the great cities 
of Asia belonged to it, e.g. Aizanoi LW 867, Magnesia CIG 2gro. It 
is clear that about Hadrian’s time native feeling and national pride 
in the eastern provinces sprang into new and more vigorous life. 
He seems to have abandoned the earlier idea of romanizing the east, 
and to have treated the native sentiment as a useful element in 
& wider conception of the imperial unity of the nations. Now the 
name Kelainai seems to have been revived in the second century, for 

Dio Chrysostom, Maximus Tyrius, and Pausanias (two of whom at 
least had visited the city, while the third belonged to Magnesia Sip. 
and is full of accurate information about the cities of Asia), all use 

it and avoid the name Apameia; and we are justified in regarding 
this revival of the old name as due to the reinvigorated national 
sentiment. The title Kelaineus was given to gods on the coins § 21, 
the hero Kelainos was mentioned on them, and the old Kelainian 

myths were painted on public buildings and represented on the coins, 
§ 20. All this was quite consistent with the Hellenic claims of the 
city; for the Phrygian Marsyas was treated as almost a Greek 
hero now. 

The powerful Jewish colony in Apameia is described in Ch. XV, 
and the early history of Christianity in the city comes under Ch. XII. 

During the second and the early third century there reigned 
a wonderful prosperity in Asia. The inscriptions show that there 
was @ general spirit of content and comfort, and a great deal of 
money in the country. This was due partly to the long-continued 
peace, partly to the general feeling of security and confidence pro- 

1 of év ry ‘Aoia Sno: (cp. inscr. Ephes. Mous. Smyrn. ms’). The Mucia at Per- 
BCH 1881 p. 348) xai ra €Ovn xai ai méAdes 
kat of kat’ dvdpa Kexpipevos €v Ty] mpos Tovs 
‘Pwpaious didig (i.e. in amicorum formu- 
lam relati CIL I 203) xai rév dAdov oi 
év[orovdot ye |ydpevor ray Zwrnpiwy Kai rev 
Movuxtefwy Mordtmann in Ath. Mitth, 1890 
p. 157 (cp. a similar inscr. LW 1761 B, 

gamos (Cicero II Verr. II 21, 51) were 
instituted in honour of Mucius Scaevola 
procos. 98 B.c., the Soteria commemo- 
rated Zeus Soter, the saviour from the 

Gauls. 

2 Geds ‘Adprasds HavedAnuios CIG 3832 

add, 3833. 
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duced by the character of the imperial administration, and partly to 
prudent and skilful cultivation. It appears probable that the pros- 
perity of Asia reached this lofty elevation under Hadrian. An 
excellent example occurs at Magnesia Mae., where the officials of the 
Gerousia were paid by certain dues; and in the ‘most prosperous 
times’ of Hadrian, it was found that their salaries were increasing, 
and they were fixed at 750, 500, and 365 denarii, while the surplus 
was devoted to the purchase of oil !. 

This state of prosperity is indicated in many parts by the inscrip- 
tions, which record subscriptions and public gifts of all kinds; and 
it seems to have lasted more than a century. In the middle of the 
third century a change began: the government was disorganized and 
enfeebled; Asia Minor was ravaged by the Scythians, and even the 
heart of Caria was in dread of invasion”; brigandage increased >; 
agriculture deteriorated; failure of crops became frequent; and the 
price of provisions necessarily rose ‘. 

Apameia was exposed to earthquakes; and hence it worshipped 
Poseidon. A serious earthquake is mentioned in the time of Alex- 
ander *, and another in the time of Mithridates, which is described 

with fabulous exaggeration by Nicolas of Damascus: lakes were 
formed and new rivers and springs, and the old ones disappeared, 
and so much salt water overflowed the land that oysters and other 
marine shellfish were strewn over it®. In A.D. 53 it again suffered 
so severely that Claudius remitted its taxes for five years ’. 
§ 20. Pustic BuILpINGs. (1) A STADIUM is mentioned in inscr. 

290, but no remains of it have been observed. 
(2) A THEATRE can still be traced; but was more complete in 

Arundel's time (Seven Churches p. 108). 
(3) THe Patnrep Stoa. The pictorial character of many Phrygian 

coins has struck M. Imhoof-Blumer *; and at Apameia that character 
is more than usually common. A coin of Severus represents Athena 

1 BCH 1888 pp. 206 ff. With eiruye- 
orarot xatpoi cp. & similar expression at 
Laodiceia, p. 56. The officials of the 

quence of long-continued bad crops 
(BCH l.c.). The reference to ‘bad 
times’ in no. 300 dates from the be- 

Gerousia mentioned are Pragmatikos 
(no. 232), Antigrapheus, Leitourgos. 

3 LW 518, CIG 2717. 
5 At Stratonicea (BCH 1888 p. 102), 

at Keretapa no. 133, in the Paroreios 
Sterrett E. J. p. 166. 

* At Stratonicea the stamnos of oil 
rose in price to 10,000 denarii in conse- 

ginning of the change in Apameia, but 
the same phrase in no. 299 seems to 
belong to a much earlier period. 

5 Strab. p. 579; see no. 108, 109. 
® See p. 453. 
7 Tac. Ann. XII 58. 
8 Jahrb. des Inst. III 290, GM p. 206. 
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sitting on the rocky hill above the lake of Aulokrene; her shield is 
leaned against her rocky seat; while she plays the double flute, she 
looks down towards the water, in which her face is mirrored; and 

Marsyas peeps at her from behind a ridge at a little distance. The 
scene here is shown so picturesquely and clearly, that one could go 
to the spot where Athena sat: it is near where Arundel looked down 
-on Aulokrene!. Marsyas goes up from his fountain on the other side 
of Djebel-Sultan and peeps over the edge of the ridge: he sees Athena 
throw away her flute, disgusted with the distortion of her face in 
playing, and picks it up, unconscious of the curse which she pro- 
nounced against the person who handled it after her. A coin of Com- 
modus shows part of the same scene”. It is therefore clear that the 
engravers of the two coins had before their eyes the same model; and 
the character of the scene, which involves a considerable amount of 

_perspective, proves that the model was a picture. See Pl. I fig. 2. 
The coin representing the four rivers is equally picturesque (PI. I 1). 

The Noah coins (p. 670) have the pictorial character even more strongly 
marked: they attempt to represent two different moments in one 
picture, and thus to set before the spectator the development of an 
action: moreover they are evidently derived from pictures known to 
us in copies or in the types of coins. Further, the Noah coins, struck 
under Severus, Macrinus, and Philip, imply that a permanent model 
existed for engravers to copy. Other coins show a picturesque scene 
common on Lydian and Phrygian coins: the infant Zeus is carried in 
the arms of his nurse Adrasteia*, at her feet is a goat‘, and three 
Korybantes grouped around clash their arms to drown the child’s 
cries (P].I 5). The legend of the birth of Zeus was known at every 
seat of his worship; and the traditional type consecrated to the 
subject was repeated everywhere with slight variations °. 

That such picturesque coin-types were taken from models, i.e. from 
pictures in some public buildings, is confirmed by the fact that types 
occur which seem to be either pendants to one another, or scenes 
in a story told by a series of pictures. Thus M. Imhoof-Blumer 
recognizes two pictures balancing one another on two Laodicean coins 
of Caracalla®. On one a kneeling woman (Rheia?) holds high an 

eS St 

1 See p. 411. ‘ Called a dog by Mionnet no. 270. 
2 Both coins Imhoof GM p. 206. 5 At Tralleis the nurse sits, at Laodi- 
® The name Adrasteia was Phrygian  ceiashe is running as ifin alarm holding 

(p. 169); Amaltheia was a local variety the infant high. At Magnesia Mae. the 
of the idea. Adrasteia was originally infant is seated on a cippus and two 
a form of the mother-goddess, Roscher Korybantes dance in front of it. 
lex. s.v., Tiimpel in Pauly-Wissowa. + Jahrb. d. Inst, III p. 289: he takes 
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infant with both hands; while on the left a mountain-god (Kadmos ?) 
looks on from a height down from which flows a stream, and on the 
right a woman (Adrasteia?) runs towards the kneeling woman. On 
the other coin the Korybantes dance round Adrasteia, who runs, with 
the infant Zeus in her arms, between two river-gods (Lykos and 
Kapros, probably). The first of these coins seems to represent Rheia 
in dread of the fate that awaits her child, and Adrasteia coming to 
save it; while the second shows Zeus brought up in secret by 
Adrasteia. See Pl. I 3, 4. 

These Apamean types are all scenes from Apamean legend. It is 
therefore probable that they were taken from a set of pictures on the 
walls of some public building in Apameia; and, if so, the long series 
suits a Stoa best. This supposed building was erected earlier than 
the reign of Commodus, under whom examples of these coins 
appear. 

This hypothesis, suggested by the facts as stated, is confirmed by 
evidence showing that such painted Stoas were common, not merely 
in the Hellenic period, but also in the Roman period (to which the 
Apamean Stoa would have to be assigned). In Dacia at Colonia 
Ulpia Sarmizegetusa we find in the second century the record of the 
painting of a portico'. At Thyatira we hear of a Hekatontastyle, 

' obviously a long Stoa with 100 columns, in which there were 25 
Erotes: these were probably a series of winged figures painted at 
regular intervals on the wall*. Further, the influence of statues on 
coin-types in the Phrygian cities is often seen (see Ch. XIV § 2, 

- XVI § 6). 
When pictures in the cities were models for coin-engravers, it is 

easy to see why picturesque types with very slight variations occur on 
the coins of cities which are not likely to have been in close relations 
with one another. For example, the battle of Zeus and the serpent- 
legged giants occurs at Brouzos and Akmonia, which were not in 
easy communication®. There was evidently a school of painting 

the originals to have been wall-paint- AEMitth. 1877 p. 122, CIL III 7960. 
ings in the temple of Zeus, which were * 25 statues of Erotes can hardly be 
either painted or restored inthetime of thought of: épyemordrns ¢potwy rav év 
Caracalla, on whose coins only they are rq éxarovracrvAm xe BCH 1887 p. 100 
copied. Many examples might be given: (probably second century). 
I prefer to take a recognized instance, 5 See Ch. XVI § 4: this subject seems 
to show that I am not pressing the to have been treated at Akmonia in 
evidence in favour of my theory. a picturesque relief, a part of which 

1 Tib. Cl. Januarius Aug. Col., Patr. wasseen by Hamilton and is reproduced 
dec. I (i.e. decuriae I collegii fabrum), below on p. 626. 
picturam porticus et accubitum (fecit); 

VOL. I. PT. II. G 
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during the second century in Asia Minor, whose subjects show general 
uniformity of style and treatment. 

The honorary inscriptions of the Mithridates family seem to have 
been engraved on the epistyle blocks of a Stoa, no. 296. This need 
not be identified with the Painted Stoa, for there were doubtless 

several stoaz in Apameia, as in Greek cities generally. 
(4) SEPULCHRAL MonumENTs. A considerable number of the 

epitaphs at Apameia are engraved on Altars (Bmpor), and belonged 
to monuments of the same general type as those at Eumeneia (p. 367). 
But another style was more fashionable. Many of the most elaborate 
epitaphs are engraved, not on a bomos, but on a large slab of stone, 
which, at a little distance, looks like the ordinary sarcophagus-cover: 
in the surface of the stone is a sunken panel, in which the inscription 

is engraved lengthwise!: there is often some simple incised ornament 
right and left of the panel. Each slab seems to have formed the side- 
wall of a small herodn, in the shape probably of a tiny temple or large 
sarcophagus (each side of which was a single slab of stone). The 
centurion’s epitaph, no. 329, was engraved on two blocks, which 
formed part of the side-wall of a larger heroén. 

§ 21. NatTionaL AND IMPERIAL CuLTuUs. About the religion of 
Kelainai we have little information. A god was worshipped in 
Kelainai, who continued in the later Apameia to be revered as ZEYC 
KEAENECYC and AIONYCOC KEAAINEYC?. It is highly probable that 
his temple was on the acropolis; and on alliance coins with Ephesos, 
Apameia is represented by Zeus Nikephoros seated. The revival of 
the name Kelainai, which apparently was commonly employed in the 
second century (p. 430), was probably the reason why these epithets 
were placed on the coins. An eponymous hero Kelainos is mentioned 
on coins*; according to Strabo, Kelaino the Danaid was his mother 
and Poseidon his father*; and by this fiction Kelainai-Apameia 
gained a mythological justification of its rank as a Greek city (p. 430). 
Kelainos was an eponymous fiction of a common type, Jike Xanthos 
at Xanthos in Lycia, Temenos at Temenothyrai, Alabandos at Ala- 

1 This panel looks at a distance like 5 Imhoof GM p. 205, and Head. 
the hollow side of an inverted sarco- * So Strabo p. 579. Pausanias X 6, 3 
phagus-lid. makes Kelaino, daughter of Hyamos 

2 Imhoof GM p. 205, Lébbecke Zft. [a Phrygo-Carian name], mother of 
Sf. Num. XV p. 49. I assume that the Delphos by Apollo. Another Kelaino 
two names represent different aspects of was one of the Pleiads, daughters of 
the same Phrygian deity, see pp. 356 f. Atlas. 
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banda, Pergamos at Pergamos!. In Christian time such heroes were 
replaced by local saints, as Phokas of Sinope, Nicolas of Myra. 

Probably the form KeAeveds, which appears on coins, is nearer the 
native Phrygian word. We are thus led back to a stem Kelen-, which , 
may be identified with Klan- in the city-name Klannoudda?; but the 
meaning must remain uncertain. 

The form Kelainai is apparently a modification intended to give 
& meaning in Greek; but the word is pre-Greek. Hamilton says ° 
‘I looked in vain for any confirmation of the suggestion thrown out 
by Leake that the ancient name of Kelainai was derived from the 
burnt or blackened appearance of the rocks in the neighbourhood *: 
they are all without exception of a greyish white or cream-coloured 
limestone. The rocks belong to the great scaglia formation, the chief 
material of the Taurus range, of which indeed these hills may be 
considered a branch.’ If the name were to be taken from the appear- 
ance of the country, green seemed to me a more correct description 
than black. 

Athena often occurs on Apamean coins, chiefly in scenes from the 
legend of Marsyas and the flute. In this character she is merely 
a hellenization of the native Cybele, in whose cultus the music of the 
flute was an important element. The native Phrygian goddess is 
often represented on coins, commonly as Artemis of a similar but not 
identical type with the archaic Ephesian image. On her head, above 
the usual headdress, she bears a tetrastyle temple. She also appears 
as COTEIPA the goddess of death, the triple-formed Hekate ©. 

It is, however, probable that a new foundation of the worship 
of Athena was made in Apameia, when Antiochus changed the site of 
the city. This goddess is represented on coins in the Seleucid style, 
wearing a Corinthian helmet (as distinguished from the Pergamenian 
Athena Nikephoros with her Attic helmet) ®. On one coin she perhaps 
bears a Victory on her outstretched right hand’. 

The dedication in gratitude to the Samothracian gods, inscr. 289, 

1 Wadd. 1259 (Xanthos), Cicero de 
Nat. D. III 19 (Alabandos), Frinkel 
Inschr. Perg. II p. 219 (Pergamos). 

2 With Kelena-Klannoudda, compare 
Attaia-Attoudda, Alia-Aloudda, Sala- 
Salouda, Sbida-Sibidonda, Alia- Alinda, 
see pp. 144, 169 n, Hist. Geogr. p. 368. 
The Carian personal name Keldnassis 
(where d is euphonic), seems to contain 

the same element Kelen, with the com- 

mon suffix -assis. 
$I p. 500. He found nummulites 

and other fossils in the rocks over the 
Marsyas source. 

* He derived the idea from one of 
Strabo’s derivations, p. 579, # ada ray 
idwy thy and ray éxrupdoewy peAaviay, 

5 See pp. 348, 100, and Head p. 558. 
® See p. 241. 
7 Imhoof GM p. 205. 

G 2 
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is merely sporadic. The veneration of these deities was widespread 
in the Roman period. I have copied a dedication to them on the 
rocks at Fassiller (Dalisandos?) on the frontiers of Lycaonia and 

» Pisidia?. 
There was a priesthood of Rome at Apameia, founded probably not 

later than the time of Augustus, perhaps even earlier. A priesthood 
of the Sebastoi, probably the Flavian Emperors, occurs in no. 305. 
‘It may seem strange that the foundation did not entitle Apameia 
to be styled Neokoros of the Emperors; but the Neokorate was 
gained only from an exclusively municipal foundation, whereas the 
Apamean foundation was aided by the Koinon of Asia, and therefore 
did not afford a valid claim to the title®. At the same time it‘is clear 
that the foundation was not a ‘Temple of Asia in Apameia,’ for Dio 

mentions that there was no such temple in the city *. 
The relation of Apameia to the Koinon is hard to understand. 

It is clear that the Koinon intentionally passed over Apameia, for 
it had a meeting-place in Upper Phrygia (perhaps at Synnada or 
at Akmonia®); but the reason for this neglect of a city so important 
as Apameia is obscure. Apameia had a representative at the meetings 
of the Koinon ; its representative promised at one meeting to make 
a, dedication in the city ; another representative obtained a grant for 
the city from the Koinon; the city was assessed at a high rate to 
support the Koinon; Apamean High-priests of Asia are mentioned 
in inscriptions®; and there must have been a High-priest of Asia 
listening to Dio when he spoke at Kelainai, to give any point to 
his words § 10: ‘I do not address everybody, .... but those who 
are marked out to you as wise by a train of three or four long-haired 
pages, like the priests among you—I mean the blissful ones, the chief 
of all the priests (Archiereis), who take their name (Aszarchai) from 
one whole continent of the two: for these are the things that make 
their bliss, the crown, and the purple, and the long-haired pages 
bearing frankincense’.’ See p. 509. 

As the Asiarchate involved great expense, it was often hard to find 
suitable persons to hold office. Probably the duty of finding High- 

1 Published Sterrett WE no. 277. p. 94 of second or later editions). Upper 
2 See no. 302, 345, and p. 365. 
3 See no. 299 and p. 58. 
* See the translation, p. 428. 
6 Arist. XXVI p. 345 (1 531 Dind.), eis 

Ppvyiay dvw. Apamela was in ry Kato 
Ppvyia (see Steph. Byz. s.v. Zayydptos, 
Strab. p. 49, and my Church in R. E. 

Phrygia in Arist. I p. 505 Dind. seems to 
mean Akmonia: see no. 552. 

® See no. 292, 293, 312. 
7 On the crown see pp. 56, 44, Church 

in Emp. pp. 397, 426: on the purple, see 
pp. 65, 44. Von Arnim’s text is fol- 
lowed. 
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priests of Asia was imposed on the great cities as a burden, in case 
of difficulty. It was certainly felt to be an honour to the city 
itself, when one of its citizens filled the Asiarchate with distinction 

and liberality 1. 
If our restoration of no. 304 is right, there was a High-priesthood 

in Apameia, distinct from the High-priesthood of Asia which was 
often held by Apamean citizens*. If so, this High-priesthood prob- 
ably belonged to a municipal worship of the Emperors, as almost all 
High-priesthoods in Asia did. Perhaps the Priesthood of the Em- 
perors mentioned in no. 305 became afterwards a High-priesthood. 
§ 22. PopULAR ASSEMBLIES, SOCIETIES, AND GuILps. (1) SENATE 

occurs often in common formulae ; and a DEKAPROTOS is once men- 

tioned. As has been stated °, the Dekaprotoz in an Asian city fulfilled 
a different purpose from the Decemprimi in the Roman and western 
senates, yet they have the same origin. Both imply an arrangement 
of the senate in a list on the Roman fashion ; and both spring from 
the custom of delegating certain ceremonial duties to the first ten on 
the list as representative of the whole body. As the character and 
duties of the senate in the provincial towns changed with the develop- 
ment of the imperial idea and the growth of centralization, so the 
dekaprotot also changed. More and more the senate ceased to be 
a body in which the city arranged its own business, and became 
a body that acted for the convenience, and at the direction, of the 

central government. Then the dekaprotoi came to be concerned with 
the collection of taxes, and responsible for loss or deficiency; and 
probably they ceased to be merely the first on the list, and were 
selected as men of property able to bear their burden of responsibility 
(p. 64). The expression used in no. 314 (BovAeuTa wat dexampdro) 
probably indicates that the dekuprotot were at the period in question 
still strictly the decem primi. 

(2) The Demos acts in accordance with the Senate’s dccrees, 

1 Similarly, in other provinces, it was 
probably the rule that the cities in 
rotation provided a Pamphyliarch (ASP 
p. 36, cp. Ath. Mitth. 1885 p. 337), and 
Kilikarch (for Tarsos boasts itself rere:un- 
pévn pdvn Anucovpyias tle xai] Ki[A]}- 
Kapyxiats enapxixoy, implying that when 
the duty fell on Tarsos, it alone of all 
the cities in Cilicia had found an ez- 
praefectus-praetorio [CIA III 48, 1. 23, 
LW 2760] to fill the office BCH 1883 

pp. 282, 287). 
2 The distinction is common, e.g. 

LW 653 apxtepéws ’Acias vady trav év 
Spupyn Kat ths Aapmporarns sarpisos 
(Philadelpheia), Ch. XVI §6 (Stektorion), 
&c. M. Aur. Alexander on coins of 
Philip was High-priest of Apameia. 

5 See pp.63f. Tothe references there 
given add Dig. L 4, 3, 10, Marquardt I 
pp. 213, 521, BCH 1888 p. 91, Wadd. 

1176, Humbert in Daremberg s. v. 
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no. 304; and, even where no reference is made to the action of the 
Senate, it must always be understood that the act was initiated 
in the Senate according to the regular practice. A meeting of the 
entire population, i.e. both citizens and resident Romans, is mentioned 
in no. 299 ; and probably all decrees of ‘ the Demos and the Romans’ 
were passed in that way. 

(3) The Gerousta at Apameia was founded between 70 and 79 A.D.! 
Taken in association with the foundation of the Gerousia at Sebaste 
in 98-9 A.D., this shows that a new step in the diffusion of the 
Graeco-Roman civilization in the great cities of western Phrygia was 
taking place about that period. The meaning of that step depends 
on the character of the institution which was thus naturalized in city 
after city of Asia*. This subject has already been touched on, pp. 
110 ff. 
A person who approaches this question from the point of view 

of Roman provincial administration can answer it only in one way. 
It is inconceivable that the Roman government should have permitted 
the formation of a new assembly exercising political powers in the 
cities of the East in the period 70-190 A.D. ; such a step is contrary 
to the spirit of its policy, which distrusted the popular assemblies, 
curtailed their powers, and turned them gradually into agents of the 
central administration. The Gerousiai which were founded during 
that period were not bodies exercising political powers of any kind : 
Waddington and Mommsen rightly stand firm on that ground, which 
their opponents do not venture to touch upon, but carefully avoid. 
M. Lévy in his review of the evidence, p. 235, concludes that during 
the second century the Gerousia exercised no administrative functions 
whatever*. At the same time it is clear that admission to the 

—_———_ 

1M. Lévy points out in Rev. Et. Gr. 
1895 p. 241 ». that no. 305 refers to this 
foundation and belongs to the latter 
part of the first century. I had written 
my argument to the same effect, but 
fixing a more precise date, before his 
article appeared. 

2 M. Lévy has treated the subject in 
a comprehensive and masterly paper, 
Rev, Et. Gr. 1895 pp. 231 ff. He quotes 
a paper by M. Fr. Cumont, Note sur un 
passage des Actes de S. Mari (Rev. de 

UInstr. publ. en Belgique XXXVI pp. 
373 ff), expressing the same view as that 
stuted in these pages: I have not been 
able to see this paper. 

8 He has propounded a very enticing 
theory (on which I pronounce no opinion) 
that the Gerousia originated at Ephesos, 
where Lysimachus instituted a body with 
large powers religious and political, in 
which the power of the temple hierarchy 
might operate in support of his policy. 
This theory does not affect our study of 
Phrygia; M. Lévy’s arguments are drawn 
entirely from the great cities of the 
coast-lands; he admits that ‘the sacer- 

dotal senate’ (as he calls the Gerousia) 
was @ failure, and that step by step its 
powers came back to the popular bodies, 
Ekklesia and Boule; and there isnothing 
in his reasoning to prove that the 
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Gerousia was an honour, that membership of the Gerousia is quoted 
frequently 1 as a permanent mark of rank, and that therefore there 
must have been conditions of entrance and, probably, restriction of 
numbers”. At Sidyma the Senate and Demos resolve to institute 

the Gerousia, and draw up the first list of members and officers; and 
the proconsul approves and authorizes the foundation ®. At Apameia 
an embassy secured the permission of the Emperor. At Sidyma half 
of the first Gerousia of 100 members was chosen from the Senate, and 

half from the Demos; probably co-optation came into play after- 
wards. The imperial Gerousia, then, was a high-class club: admis- 

sion was not easy to obtain, and involved great advantages to the 
members: the club became rich, partly because the city in founding 
it appropriated certain revenues or dues, partly because money or 
other property was bequeathed to it, partly, doubtless, by entry 
rooney and subscriptions: those who caricatured the Gerousia de- 
clared that the members did nothing but eat and drink in luxurious 
and elegant surroundings ¢. 

So far from the Gerousia being intended to perform political duties, 
our view is that it was one of the devices whereby the cities were 
seduced from their pride in, and love for, the exercise of their auto- 
nomous rights. It was the policy of the Emperors, alike in Rome 
and the provinces, to weaken the popular assemblies, and to turn the 

attention of the people in other directions than the exercise of political 
powers; the Gerousia was encouraged by them, because it aided their 
policy >. 

Gerousia which was instituted at Apa- 
mela in the time of Vespasian retained 
the slightest trace of that ancient 
character. M. Lévy with perfect justice 
blames the mistake of isolating the 
Gerousia in its later development from 
its earlier stages. Those who are dis- 
cussing the Gerousia in the province 
Asia must take note of his theory. But 
we, in discussing the Phrygian Gerousia, 
must naturally take the institution in 
the impenal form alone. 

1 See no. 361, 364. 
2 The restriction is certain in some 

cases. 
5 As a collegium, it required authori- 

zation from the imperial government : 
moreover revenues were, at least in some 
cases, appropriated to it; and this also 
required confirmation. 

* According to the account of the 
Seleucian Gerousia, quoted by M. Lévy — 
from Raabe Geschichte des Dominus Mars 
1893 (also Anal. Bolland. IV p. 90 tra 
convivia, unum senum [Tepovoia], aliud 
adolescentium [Néo], tertium denique 
puerorum [“Edn38a], &c.). 

® It is unfortunate that M. Lévy has 
not given any attention to this in his 
excellent discussion of the Gerousia : 
he gives too exclusively the impression 
made by the Gerousia on a student of 
Greek life, and seems to me not sufh- 

ciently to consider that the Gerousia 
must have been encouraged by the 
imperial policy. It shows, perhaps, 
disregard of Roman matters that he 
dates in 14-29 A.D. an inscr. CIG 3642 
mentioninp iepets ray SeBacray : it per- 
haps belongs to the period of Domitian 
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The Apamean inscriptions mention an Archon of the Gerousia, and 
an Advocate ; the latter is not an official, but a person who represents 

and speaks on behalf of the Gerousia as an act of kindness and 
generosity. 

It must not be understood that members of the Gerousia were 
necessarily old men in the modern sense. They were admitted at 
an age when they had still sufficient vigour to enjoy athletic exer- 

cises!; they often had a gymnasium as their meeting-place (p. 112); 
and the gymnasiarch at Hierapolis controlled their funds (p. 113). 
In general, grown men were classed as Neoi or as Gerontes?; and 
those who passed out of the class of Neoi were qualified in age 
for the Gerousia. 

(4) Ernesotr, Neot. The title Ephebarch no. 297 implies a college 
of Epheboi. The Neoi are not mentioned; but doubtless also formed 

a college. The college of Neoi never acquired the privileges, influence 
and wealth of the Gerousia, and hence it makes little show in inscrip- 

tions. The Epheboi are, in many respects, a much more important 
body than the Neoi. In the freely developing Greek cities, the 
system of education was organized as a primary care of the state ; 
and Epheboi required and received much more oversight than Neoi. 
The educational system is the finest side of the Greek city constitu- 
tion®; and we do not find any proof that it received as much attention 
in the Roman period, while we find clear proof that ease, comfort, 
and luxurious surroundings received then more attention from the 
cities. The defect of the Roman imperial system was its disregard 
of the duty of educating its subjects. It devoted all its care to the 
work of amusing, and feeding, and managing the business of, the city 
population; but it left all provision for education to the municipal 
government, and, as home-rule in the cities decayed, the educational 
system decayed also. 

(5) Gutups. Tribes are not mentioned in the inscriptions. The 
reference to Shoemakers’ Street, no. 294, suggests that the different 
trades were apportioned to special streets; and it is possible that 

and Julia Augusta, if the time of Cara- 
calla be too late. 

1 yepovrixn madaiorpa BCH 1881 p. 481. 
2 In some places an intermediate class 

of dy8pes was distinguished ; but this was 
less common. 

S See p.111. Acharming example is 
found at Teos in the third century B.c. 
Polythrous left 34000 dr. to educate free 

children of both sexes: literature, music, 

and athletics are all regulated in the 
interesting inscr. BCH 1880 pp. 112 ff, 
the salaries of the teachers are fixed, 
and examinations prescribed, the Gym- 
nasiarch and the Paidonomos survey 
and direct the conduct of teachers and 
pupils. 
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the population was divided not by tribes, but by trades or guilds 
(pp. 105 f). A guild, the head of which was called an Emporiarches, 
is mentioned no. 309: its members were called cupBiwrai, and the 
term is suitable, if there was a street bearing their name. 

The classing of trades to streets was not the universal rule in 
Apameia. One street was called Thermaia, evidently because it led 
to the Hot-Springs. Another probably was called the ‘Sacred Street !.’ 
The last name may be compared with the ‘Golden Street’ of Smyrna, 
which ran across the city from the hill on the west side crowned with 
a temple (probably of Zeus Akraios) to the hill of Tepejik, crowned 
with the temple of Meter Sipylene ‘ before the city 2.’ 
§ 23. MAGISTRATES AND OFFICIALS. (1) STRATEGOI®. According 

to our interpretation of inscr. 290, the supreme board of magistrates 

in Apameia consisted of five persons. The generic term, dpf£arres, 
which is there used, does not necessarily imply that the title archontes 
was proper to them; but it is possible that that name was sometimes 
employed ‘, though from no. 300 we see that Strutegoi was the title 
used in the third century. The inscriptions throw no light on the 
titles and duties of the individual members of the supreme board (see 

p. 67). 
(2) GRAMMATEUS. The Secretary to the supreme board of magis- 

trates had the same importance at Apameia as elsewhere. On a coin 
of Elagabalus, L. Ma(nneius) Sev(erus). Secretary for the second time, 
is mentioned; and the office is mentioned in the cursus honorum 

no. 302, 333, in @ manner implying that it was honourable and 
important. 

(3) ArayrRoTamias of the city, no. 281—283:is not the same oflicer 
as Tamas, who is much more frequently mentioned®. According to 

_ to Asia Minor, Murray, p. 73). 

1 See no. 303. 
2 Arist. I p. 426 Dind. & xpuaot re 

€xovupo. xal lepav ddoi: the street 
‘beautiful beyond its name’ described 
in I p. 375 is certainly the Golden 
Street. Itis highly probable that this 
street ran from the Ephesian to the 
Sardian Gates (compare the description 
of M. Weber in Sir C. Wilson’s Handbook 

The sites 
of these two temples were discussed in 
@ memoir on Smyrna, which I wrote in 
1881, but have never yet found time to 
publish. 

5 Mionnet no. 265 gives an archon 

Aur. Anteros, son of Zoticos, on a coin 

of Otacilia; but the coin is certainly 
misread, and must be assigned to Appia, 
for Waddington Voy. Numism. p. 13 
publishes a coin of Appia, struck under 
Philip, bearing the same magistrate’s 
name. 

* See no. 472, Ch. XIII § 10, X § 5. 
5 The distinction is clearly brought 

out in an Elatean inscr. réy dpyvporapt- 
EUTiK@y Kal TajueuTiK@y ypnparoy BCH 
1886 p. 372 (M. Paris): at Aphrodisias 
rapias CIG 2782 and dpyporapias CIG 
2787. The latter is found at Tralleis 
CIG 2930 and Ath. Mitth. 1883 p. 329, 
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M. Paris, the Argyrotamias superintended the debts due to the city, 
like the curatores kalendarii in the west; and, though there is not 
sufficient evidence to prove this theory, it has probability in its 
favour. 

(4) PANEGYRIARCH is mentioned on coins A.D. 239-259. This 

official would be needed only in cities! where some important Pane- 
gyris took place. Doubtless the Panegyriarch, besides directing it, 
generally was responsible for part of the expense. Thus at Mitylene 
he was appointed solely for the Panegyris at Therma, at Pergamos for 
the shows connected with the Asian temples of the Augusti?, at 
Branchidae for the great festival Didymeia, at Nysa probably for 
the festival at Akharaka. There is no evidence of the nature of the 
Apamean Panegyris, but the AGONOTHETES who is mentioned on 
coins ® and in inscr. 300 probably presided at games held in connexion 
with the same festival. A Panegyris, strictly, was a national gather- 
ing; and the name would hardly be applied to an Apamean festival, 
unless people flocked to it from a much larger district than the mere 
territory of the city. This suggests that the Koinon of Phrygia, 
mentioned on earlier coins, is the Panegyris of later coins; but, at 

present, there is not evidence to prove this theory. 
(5) Setronrs. It must have been a difficult thing to keep sufficient 

supply in stock to feed the population of the large cities of Asia. 
Means of transport were no doubt highly developed ‘*, but without 
the use of steam the problem must have been a hard one, when the 
harvest of the neighbourhood was bad. The office of Seztones is often 
mentioned in the Asian cities; and may be assumed at Eumeneia 
from no. 203. But from the language of that inscription it would 
appear that at Eumeneia the office was only occasional, a person being 
appointed to manage the purchase of corn when need arvse. In 

perhaps at Ilum CIG 3631, at Akmonia 
no. 549, at Sebastopolis Car. Sterrett 
E. J. no. 25, at Nysa BCH 1883 p. 273; 
also in Athens, Nikomedeia, Nikaia, 
Palmyra. The Argyrotamias of a city 
must be carefully distinguished from the 
Argyrotamias of Asia, p. 188. 

1 A Panegyris is mentioned at Nysa 
BCH 1883 p. 272, 1886 pp. 455, 520, at 
Pergamos ib. p. 416, at Mitylene CIG 
2187, at Branchidai 2885c, at Aphro- 

disias 2758, Aizanoi 3831 @ 15, Phila- 
delpheia 3418, Sardis 3462, Cnidos 2653. 
In many of these it is known that 

strangers from other cities went in 
numbers. 

2 raynyuptapxnoarra vaov tay ev 1H 
Aapmporary Hepyapnvaey pyrporddve. These 
Naoi were the temples of the imperial 
cultus (from which Pergamos derived 
the triple neokorate); and the expres- 
sion suggests that the office was con- 
nected with the Koinon Asias. 

3 ET! - AFQNOGETOY . AP- 
TEMA .fF (i.e. Artemas tris, not 
agonothetes tris) under Severus, p.600”. 

‘ Strab. p. 577 on the transport of 
Docimian marble. 
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ordinary years the immensely fertile and highly cultivated valley of the 
Maeander produced sufficient grain for Eumeneia. Similarly at Apameia, 
which commanded a wide territory !, there was perhaps not a regular 
seitones but only an occasional officer (as seems implied by no. 299 f) *. 

The name Lutheniarch was used in some places, apparently as 
almost equivalent to Seitones*; he was apparently the chief of a staff 
of officials who regulated and provided the supply of corn (evO@nvia) 4. 

Sitodotes and Sitometres, who are occasionally mentioned, were not 
officials, but persons who made a distribution of corn to any body of 
citizens 5, 

(6) GyMNASIARCH. The most important duty of this official was to 
arrange for the distribution of oil. It is difficult for a northern race 
to understand the importance attached to this by the Greek cities; 
but oil was in them regarded as practically a necessity of life, and the 
inscriptions of Asia are full of references to it® A decree of the 
Gerousia of Magnesia Mae. is instructive in this connexion’: after 
referring to the extreme uscfulness of oil for the physical well-being of 
all, and specially of old men, it enacts that, beyond the allowance 
of six choes given by the state to each individual, the revenues of the 
Gerousia shall be charged with a further distribution (probably to 
members only). The allowance made by the state to all citizens was, 
doubtless, managed by the Gymnasiarch. The system of exercise in 
the Gymnasia involved the use of great quantities of oil; and hence 
the Manager of the Gymnasium gradually came to be really an official 
charged to provide oil for the whole population 8. 

In Apameia the state paid to the Gymnasiarch 15,000 denarii to 
meet the expense of providing oil®. But it is clear that this sum 

1 The plains of Apameia and Aulokra 
(Dombai-Ova) are both very fertile and 
of considerable extent (though not like 
the Eumeneticus campus). 

? The term ce:rwvia occurs at Lagina 
(BCH 1887 p. 32) in a difficult phrase, 
which perhaps indicates, not an office, 
but a single donation of money for 
purchasing corn. 

8 edOnuiapynkdra év crevoxapw Kapa at 
Stratonicea, about the early part of the 
third century BCH 1888 p. 86. ém- 
peAntns evOnvias has the same sense CIG 
1186. 

* Hence annona is rendered ¢vOnvia 
in the title émapyos ev@nvias praefectus 
annonae CIG 5895, 5973, Kaibel 917. 

5 getrouerpns Wadd. 1228, 1266 b, BCH 
1886 p. 58, Aristotle Pol. IV 15, 3; oero- 
ddrns CIG 2804. 

* LW 1602 a, Le Bas-Foucart 120, 121, 
243d, 237@&c. Tacitus Ann. XIV 47 
gymnasium eo anno dedicatum a Nerone, 
praebitumque oleum equiti ac senatui 

Graeca facilitate. See BCH 1888 pp. 91 f. 
7 BCH 1888 pp. 206 ff. See above, 

p. 1132. 
® At Colossai this duty was performed 

by an émipeAnrys tis rov é€Aaiov Véoews 
LW 1693); see p. 212. 

® At Magnesia Mae. rd d:ddpevor mapa 
Tis moAews ep éexaorn nuepa eAaiov é£ayouy 
proves that state money was appro- 
priated to the purchase. and we gather 
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was far from sufficient ; and the Gymnasiarchate could hardly be held 
by a man who was not prepared to spend his own money. Thus, in 
no. 297 Ti. Claudius Mithridatianus was prepared to spend 19,000 
denarii in the second half of his year of office; and his expenses in the 
first half must have been much greater, for it was a year in which the 
conventus met at Apameia!. 

The Gymnasiarchate, in its original conception, was an office of far 
loftier type. The Gymnasiarch in the older Graeco-Asiatic cities ? 
was commissioned, along with the Paidonomos, to superintend the 

educational system which the city maintained; probably he was 
especially concerned with the gymnastic side of education ; but the 
physical and intellectual sides of education were never divorced 
among the Greek races. Nothing could better illustrate the deteriora- 
tion in moral fibre of the Graeco-Asiatic cities than the the trans- 
formation of the director of education into the purveyor of oil. 

(7) EpHEeBARCH. I adopted too hastily on pp. 111, 212%, the 
alluring suggestion of M. Collignon and M. Th. Reinach that E’:phebar- 
chos was merely a title of honour, corresponding to the Latin princeps 
duventutis®, But this view cannot be maintained for the Asian cities, 

in the face of many cases where Gymnasiarch and Ephebarch seem to 
denote magistracies of similar character. In no. 297, the ephebarchate 
and the gymnasiarchate held by Mithridatianus must be understood 
as offices of the same type. Mommsen points out that the two offices 
were sometimes held simultaneously by one person‘: Th. Reinach 
shows that the son of a gymnasiarch at Iasos sometimes was styled 
Ephebarch, though he was a mere child not old enough to enter the 
college of Epheboi®. Dittenberger has observed that the Ephebarch 
was a magistrate subordinate to the Gymnasiarch °, 

(8) OTHER OFFIcIALs. EItRENARCH, PARAPHYLAX, RECORD-KEEPER 
(xpew@vAag, p. 368) and AGoRANOMOS” are mentioned. The ErRa- 

from the Apamean analogy that the 
money was expended by the Gymnasi- 
arch : BCH 1888 p. 206. 

! The crowded state of the city during 
@ conrentus is described by Dio Chryso- 
stom (see above p. 428). 

* See an instructive example in the 
inscr. quoted p. 440 n. 3. 

8 Rev. Et. Gr. 1893 p. 162: 
* Eph. Ep.1 p. 438. It is however not 

probable that they were conjoined in 
Apameia, for Granianus bears only one 
title 294, 296, while his father has both, 

295, 297. 
° Magistrates’ titles were borne by 

infants in other cases besides this. 
® Sylloge Inscript. no. 246. 
7 See pp. 68, 629. Eirenarch pp. 68, 

450, no. 300. Besides the cities quoted 
p. 68n, Paraphylax occurs at Ephesos 
Br. M. DLXXIX, Sebastopolis Car. St. 
EJ no. 25, Kadyanda BCH 1886 p. 54, 
Colossai Wadd. 16936 (above p. 212), 
Fumeneia no. 88. On Tralleis refer 
also to Ath. Mitth. 1883 p. 329. 
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EPISTATES, or Overseer of public works, no. 333, was probably named 
for each special occasion !. 
§ 24, APAMEIA IN THE BYZANTINE PeRiop. When the province 

Asia was divided by Diocletian, Apameia would naturally form part 
of Phrygia Pacatiana ; but there is no evidence. In Hierocles Apameia 

appears in Pisidia; but this arrangement is not likely to be so old as 
Diocletian. In 371~2, Pisidia lost a considerable territory, which was 
taken from it to be part of the new province Lycaonia ; and it is 
probable that some territory on the west, including Apameia, was then 
added to it in order to maintain its importance as a province. We 
may probably connect this transference with the honour paid to 
Takina by Valens, 364-378, who granted it the title Valentia. The 
Byzantine policy was to break up the territory of the great cities like 
Apameia ; and moreover the causes described p. 369 must already 
have affected the prosperity of the city, and benefited some of its 
dependent villages such as Aurokra. It is probable, therefore, that 
Valens divided the huge territory of Apameia, cut from it the city 
Valentia on the one side, and the bishopric Aurokra on the other, and 
attached the diminished Apameia to the province Pisidia. 

In the Byzantine Period Apameia practically disappears from history, 
and seems to have sunk into a third or fourth rate city. Its decay is 
a proof that no roads retained any real importance in that period 
except such as radiated from Constantinople ; for any importance that 
attached to the great highway between the Aegean coast and the 
interior is concentrated at Apameia. Of the five routes that con- 
verged at the city in the Roman period, three? form part of the system 
of roads connecting Constantinople with the southern districts ; but 
these three run more conveniently along the plain of Aurokra, on the 
upper plateau ; and, though Apameia was so near that energy and 
resource in the inhabitants might have enabled it to keep its hold on 
the line of communication, yet these are the qualities which were 
lacking in the Byzantine cities. Municipal enterprise and initiative 
were discouraged by the whole character of government; and the cen- 
tralized ecclesiastical system tended towards the same result. Every 
one looked to Constantinople for guidance and protection. 

As the three roads henceforth passed through Aurokra, it may be 
expected that it should grow in importance; and, even amid the 
obscurity that envelops this region in the fourth and following 

1 See p. 70 and BCH 1887 p. 100 ywyiov. 
épyemorarny "Eporwy . . . . Kal olxo- * Those numbered (2), (4), (5) on 
Bacidkxot .... xai maparetxioparos topa- pp. 396 f. 
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centuries, we can see that as Apameia decayed, Aurokra grew 

(§ 25). 
Moreover Apameia had not the military character that was needed 

in the Pyzantine administration. Like Laodiceia and Colossai, it was 
capable of defence with careful fortification, good soldiers, and vigilant 
discipline ; but what was needed in the troubles of the Byzantine period 
was a fortress that was by nature almost impregnable against a sudden 
raid without much skill or care among its defenders'!. Such a site 
was found at Khoma-Siblia; and later history shows that that fortress 
became the centre of administration for the district under the system 
of Themata. Accordingly we find that the military capital, Siblia 
or Soublaion, attracted the roads; and in later centuries, though we 

hear often of marches and military operations on the line between 
the Lycos valley and the inner country, Apameia is never mentioned, 
but only Lampe or Siblia or Khoma. The name Khoma was applied 
both to the whole military district which had Siblia for its central 
fortress, and to the fortress itself. Thus everything points to the 
commanding importance of Siblia, and to the insignificance of Apameia. 
See pp. 220 f. 

The only interesting figure in its later history is Konon, a bishop of 
the fifth century, who, on the outbreak of the Isaurian revolt against 

the Emperor Zeno, joined the insurgents, and deserted his Apamean 
flock. When the rebels had been defeated at Kotiaion, and their 

leader Ninilingis slain, the warlike bishop helped to lead the relics of 
the insurgent army to Isauria, and three years later he perished when 
besieging the Isaurian capital Claudiopolis *. 

Apameia still appears as a bishopric in 787 and 879, when its 
bishops attended the Councils held in Nicaia and Constantinople: its 
existence as a city continued unbroken, as we cannot doubt, down to 
the Turkish conquest. 

During the Arab wars, Apameia cannot have suffered so frequently 
as the cities on or near any of the direct roads towards Constanti- 
nople. But the Arab raids were extended over all the country towards 
the west. In 713 they took and pillaged Antioch of Pisidia, and 
Apameia probably met the same fate either then or later. 
§ 25. Tue Turkish Conquest. In the earliest inroads of the 

Turks into Asia Minor, Apameia passed into their hands. Already in 
1070 they swept over the Lycos valley. In the arrangement which 
they concluded shortly afterwards with the Byzantine government, 
Apameia formed part of the territory ceded to them ; and the frontier 

1 See pp. 14, 213. ? Theophan. p. 138. 
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seems to have been situated between the Turkish Apameia and the 
Byzantine Siblia'. When John Comnenus advanced to Sozopolis- 
Apollonia, and recaptured it, Apameia perhaps reverted for the time 
into the Emperor's hands; but his lordship could have only been, at 
the best, very uncertain. Sozopolis, a very strong fortress, could be 
held better; but Apameia, open and defenceless, must have fallen an 
easy prey to the nomad tribes, who gradually spread over the country 
and reduced it to a state of primitive barbarism. The Pisidian hilly 
country remained permanently in Turkish possession from 1072 
onwards (pp. 299 ff); and Apameia would share the fate of Pisidia. 
In 1146 Manuel Comnenus, returning from an expedition against the 
Turkish capital, Iconium, took the road by Bey-Sheher lake*. When 

he reached the open plain along the lake, probably about Selki-Serai, he 
felt free from urgent danger ; but it was not until he reached the great 
springs which feed the Maeander in the Siblian country that he con- 
sidered himself safe from the enemy’s attacks®. Yet, even here, when 
he went out from the camp a little way to hunt, he came upon 
a Turkish encampment. Siblia is here the frontier of Byzantine terri- 
tory, and the country to the south of Siblia is reckoned as Turkish. 
The modern name Geiklar ‘, ‘ the Gazelles,’ is perhaps due to the fact 
that the country round was depopulated, and became a resort for wild 
animals. 

The change of religion is entirely obscure. Probably the Christian 
population dwindled or fled. The Christian village Lampe near the 
head of Lake Anava, on the road between the fortresses Siblia and 

Khonai, probably attracted many of them ; and the error of Nicetas, 
who identifies Lampe with Kelainai, is more easily explicable, if the 

bishop of Kelainai had migrated with his flock to Lampe. 
§ 26. TERRITORY OF APAMEIA. (1) Limits. The valley of Apameia, 

lying round the various branches which unite to form the river, is 
a comparatively small oval valley 2,800 feet above sea-level in the 
centre, about 8 miles long (N. to 8.) by 3 broad. It is shut in on 
S. by a mountain chain (with passes over 4,000 ft.), stretching across 
from Ai-Doghmush to Yan-Dagh, and dividing the basin of Lake 
Askania from the Phrygian country proper; and on EK. by Djebel- 
Sultan, stretching NW. from Ai-Doghmush to Ak-Dagh. On W. a low 

1 See pp. 15, 16 note. tive. It is clear that Manuel marched 
2 Called Skleros (the more ancient 

Karalis) and Pasgousa (or Poungousa) 
Hist. Geogr. pp. 359, 389. 

3 The passage of Cinnamus p. 59 
(quoted in part p. 454) is very instruc- 

by the Duz-Bel route, and encamped 
near Sungurlu below Duz-Bel. 

‘ This name is used alongside of the 
name Dineir: the latter popular, the 
former official. 
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broad ridge protrudes north from the southern chain, and forces the 
Maeander away towards NW. A few miles down, the Maeander enters 
@ narrow pass, formed by this protruding ridge W. and Djebel-Sultan 
E., after traversing which it enters the Siblian country (p. 222). 

The beautiful peak Ai-Doghmush, ‘the Rising Moon,’ 5,790 ft., is 
thus the dominating factor in the geography of the district, visible 
from a great distanee in many directions !, and a centre from which 
radiate these two mountain chains and also that far loftier chain 
which runs to E., bounding the Apollonian valley on the south (being 
one of the great parallel ridges of Tauros). The name Ai-Doghmush 
describes well the appearance of this peak, as the traveller sees it 
rising above an intervening ridge: the name is one of the very rare 
examples of the imaginative interpretation of nature in Turkish, and 
may probably be a translation of an older name ?. 

Mons Aulocrenus is given as the ancient name of Djebel-Sultan by 
Pliny, whose Mons Signia must be a single peak in the chain, close to 
Apameia. We should naturally conjecture that Signia was the acro- 
polis-hill, but Strabo p. 577 says that that hill was called Kelainai, 
and the Sibylline oracles agree with him (p. 454). Signia, then, is 

probably Ai-Doghmush. 
The Apamean country is described as very large by Dio Chrysostom 

and Strabo’, containing subject towns as well as villages. The 
boundary on the side of Apollonia is marked by inscr. 352. On the 
side of Stektorion, the limit was in the rising ground, north of Bei- 

Keui and Dombai. On the side of Siblia it was probably the narrows 
of the Maeander, on the side of Colossai between Graos-Gala and 

Kharax, and on the side of Keretapa the rising ground west of the 
lake of Yarishli*. Apamean territory touched the Askanian lake, 
and probably included the entire lake of Anava. On the frontier 
towards SE. see inser. 352. 
Among the towns or large villages were Kharax p. 229, Anava 

p. 230, Lampe p. 227, Takina p. 295, Aurokra, Samsado-Kome. 

1T have taken readings to it from 
a point several hours west of Ushak, and 
from the south-west part of the Kylla- 
nian region. On E. a peak which I took 
for it was visible from some parts of the 
Apollonian valley: everywhere it seems 
‘the Rising Moon.’ 

2 A Seljuk general named Ai-Dogh- 
mush is mentioned by M. Huart Inser. 
Arabes en As. Min. p. 25. 

5 See the quotations pp.428, 297. 
‘ Strab. p. 631 says that Milyas ex- 

tended péypt SayaAaccod xal rns "Arapewy 
xepas: this proves that the territory 
stretching from the S. end of lake 
Askania (about the village Deuer, which 
was Sagalassian) to Keretapa (which was 
an independent city) must have been 
Apamean, see p. 297 and no. 165-167. 
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(2) AUROKRA, according to the strictest local form of the name, was 
a long narrow plain’, about 15 miles by 4, stretching nearly N. to S., 
behind and above the valley of Apameia, and separated from it by 
the ridge of Djebel-Sultan, which is the outer rim of the great plateau 
(pp. 236 f). The plain slopes gently downwards towards a point near 
the southern end, where the stream that flows from several heads in 

the northern hills? meets the water running from the fine fountains 
of Bunar-Bashi under the mountains on the east; and their union 

forms a lake and a marshy reed-bed, stretching across nearly the 
whole breadth of the plain. The western end is a small lake, which 
discharges its water through a pair of holes at the NW. corner, and 
a single hole a mile further S., under the ridge of Djebel-Sultan, to 
rise again in the various fountains which feed the Maeander arms. 
The water level is 3,340 ft. above the sea, while the northern end of 
the valley rises to 3,600 or 3,800 ft. This Aurokran lake and fountain 
had the name modified by the grecizing tendency to Aulokrene, the 
fountain of flutes. ‘ 

The chief ancient centre was probably at Bei-Keui on NE. (no. 
350f); Porsama which lies opposite on the W. side of the valley 
bears a name that is probably an ancient word, but friends who 

explored it for me saw no traces of ancient life there. Dombai, which 
bears the same name as the whole valley Dombai-Ova, and Yerik- 
Euren, show no ancient remains: Dombai means Buffalo. 

Probably in 371-2, Aurokra was separated from Apameia, and 
formed into a bishopric. The new bishopric seems to have included 
only the northern half of the valley, with the populous centre at 
Bei-Keui, while the southern half, containing the fountains which 
were so closely associated with Apameia, remained attached to that 
city. 

In the later Notitiae, which gives the ecclesiastical arrangement, 
as it was remodelled by Leo VI (886-911), when the empire was 
recovering from the devastations caused by the Arabs, Aurokra does 
not occur; and it would appear that the town had sunk into decay 
in the troubled period of the Arab incursions, and was no longer 
suitable for a bishopric. Moreover Southern Phrygia and Pisidia 

* On Aurokra see Appendix III. 
3 Prof. Kiepert makes this river flow 

into a second lake at the north end of 
the valley, near Bei-Keui; and so 
M. Radet shows it in his work En 
Phrygte 1895 (see his Map II). This is 
an error: I have crossed the river by 
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bridges miles lower down the valley. 
There is a marsh in the north, but the 
river does not flow into it; the marsh 

discharges into the river. In summer 
I have ridden over the ground of the 
marsh without difficulty. 
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suffered just in proportion as Northern Phrygia and Galatia flourished 
under the Constantinopolitan regime!; and Aurokra could not main- 
tain its importance. 

(3) SamsapDo-Komg should probably be included among the villages. 
Samsun-Dagh is the name given to a part of Djebel-Sultan.. Now 
Samsun has the look of an ancient name*. In the Acta SS. Tryphonis 
et Respicit, the saints are said to belong to Samsado-Kome in the 
territory of a city named Apameia: in some extant forms of the Acta 
this Apameia is conceived as being the Bithynian city; the trial- 
takes place at Nikaia, and Caesareia is the scene of one incident. 
But in the old Latin version given by Ruinart, no mention is made 
either of Nikaia® or of Caesareia, and the saints are said to be 

Phrygians (genere Phrygios). Now it is common to find in the later 
versions of Acta that an obscure city is mistaken for a more famous 
city of the same name‘. I conjecture that this has happened in the 
Acta Tryphonis; and that Samsado-Kome® was a village of the 
Apamean territory. In that case it must be sought on the skirts 
of Samsun-Dagh. The village was near a lake and a high hill; and 
geese were tended in the neighbourhood. These particulars suggest 
that Samsado-Kome was beside the fountains and marshy lake of 
Besh-Bunar, where it is represented on the maps in vols. I and IZ. 

The martyrs were arrested by Fronto, eirenarch of the city of 
Apameia (see no. 300). 

1 See my Hist. Geogr. p. 74. 
? Compare Samsun, the ancient Ami- 

sos. In the following notes on the Acta 
Tryphonis, I am much indebted to com- 
munications from Rev. H. Thurston in 
1890 and 1891. 

® The martyrs are conducted in civi- 
tatem Meetem for trial. 

* Compare Acta S. Theodori Strate- 
latae, where the scene lies at Eukhaita, 
and yet Herakleia and Nikomedeia are 
introduced as cities reasonably near 
Eukhaita. M. Doublet quoted the Acta 
in support of his contention that Euk- 
haita was situated at Safaramboli (BCH 
1889 pp. 297 ff). In Hist. Geogr. pp. 318- 
323] argued that Eukhaita corresponded 
to Tchorum, 160 miles further SE., and 

that these Acta were late and valueless, 
Recently Mr. Conybeare has published 
Monuments of Early Christ. pp. 220 ff 
an Armenian version of the Acta, earlier 

and better; and there Nikomedeia is not 
mentioned, while Herakleia is called 
‘a city of Cappadocia.’ It is therefore 
clear that Herakleopolis-Sebastopolis, 
a city adjoining the territory of Tchorum 
(Hist. Geogr. p. 326), 18 meant. This 
Herakleia was in later forms of the 
Acta understood as Herakleia Ponti, 

and Nikomedeia was introduced. Finally 
Bishop Macarius in his Travels (transl. 
Belfour II p. 424) speaks of Ponto- 

Herakleia as the place of Theodore’s 
martyrdom. 

5 Vicus Sansorus in Ruinart, who 

quotes Campsade as the form in the 
Acta publ. by Surius (Sansadocume in 
the Bollandist Catalogue of the Hagio- 
graphical MSS. in the Bibl. Nat. Paris 
I pp. 284 ff: Kamsadon in Vincent of 
Beauvais, which I quote from Mr. Thurs- 
ton’s letter]. 



APPENDIX I. 

THE APAMEAN RIVERS. 

Ir will be convenient to collect the important evidence. 
Herod. VII 26. KedAawds....... tva mnyat dvadiwsodo. Mardvdpou 

motrayod Kat érépov ovx éAdcaovos 7 Maidvdpov, Te obvoya Tuyyaver edv 
Karagénxrns, bs e€ airis ris ayopns trav Kedawéwy dvaréAAwy és tov 
Matlavdpoy éxdidot, ev tH Kal 6 rod LiAjvov Mapovew doxds ev tH wdAL 
dvaxpéparat (the skin of Marsyas, according to Xenophon, in the cave at 
the source of the river). 

Xen. Anab. 1 2,7. évratda Kipp Baclrea fy xai mapdde.cos péyas dyplov 
Onplwy wAnpys, & exetvos @Onpevey and Immov...... dia peécou 8é Tod 

mapadelacou pet 6 Malavdpos morayds’ al 8€ mmyat airod elotly éx rév Bact- 

Aelwy’ pet 38 cal dia rhs WéAEews. 8. got. de Kai peyddov Bacwrdws Baclrea 
éy edawais épupva emi rats mnyais rod Mapovou rorayzod tnd TH axpomdAe 
pet 8& Kai otros d1d Tis méAews Kal éuBadAe els tov Malavdporr rod de 

Mapovou 76 evpos elxoot xai mévre modGv. evratOa A€éyerat ‘AmdAA@Y éx- 
detpar Mapovay, vixnoas éplCovrd of wept codlas cat To Sépua Kpeudoar ey 
tp dvtpy, 50ev ai mnyal. evradda Zépéys, Sre ex rijs ‘EAAdbos ... dze- 
x@per Adyerat olxosoujoa: radrd re ta Baclrea kal Thy Kedawvav axpd- 

TOALy. 

Livy XXXVIII 13 (from Polybius). Maeandrum ... Huius amnis 
JSontes Celaenis oriuntur. Celaenae urbs caput quondam Phrygiae fuit. 
Migratum inde haud procul veteribus Celaenis novaeque urbt Apameae nomen 

inditum ab Apama sorore' Seleuct regis. Et Marsuas amnis, haud procul a 

Maeandri fontibus oriens, in Macandrum cadit ...... Maeander, ex arce 
summa Celaenarum ortus, media urbe decurrens, per Caras primum ete. 

Livy XXXVIII[15. <Agrum Sagalassenum .... Progressus inde ad Rho- 
trinos*? Fontes ad vicum quem Aporidos Comen vocant, posuit castra. ko 
Seleucus ab Apamea postero die venit. Aegros inde ....cum Apameam 

dimisisset, profectus eo die in Metropolitanum campum ..... processtt. 

1 This should be uzore: she was unquestioningly by Hirschfeld, is an 
daughter of Artabazus. arbitrary and indefensible conjecture. 

1 Obrimae for Rhotrinos, accepted 

H 2 
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Pliny V 106. Sita est [ Ap.] in radice montis Signiae circumfusa Marsua, 
Obrima, Orga, fluminibus in Maeandrum cadentibus. Mareuas ibi redditur, 

ortus ac paulo mox conditus, ubi certavit tibiarum cantu cum Apolline, Aulo- 

crenis : ita vocatur convallis X m. p. ab Apamea Phrygiam petentibus. 

Pliny V 113. Amnis Maeander ortus e lacu in monte Aulocrene..... 
Apamenam primum (p. 236, n. 2). 

The mountain, obviously, must be Djebel-Sultan (in the midst of which 

is Sheikh-Arab lake), as the localities, as well as the words of Max. Tyr. 
(quoted below), prove. Hirschfeld understands that the lake on the plain 
of Aulokra is meant; but that lake could not reasonably be said to be in 
monte. | 

Pliny XVI 240. Regionem Aulocrenen diaimus, per quam Apamia in 
Phrygiam itur. Ibi platanus ostenditur ex qua pependerit Marsuas victus 
ab Anolline, quae iam tum magnitudine electa est: ( pependerit is the account 
given by the guide who pointed out the tree: e/ecta est iam tum implies 
that there was a clump of trees when Pliny’s authority visited Apameia 
(as there is now), the largest of which was shown as Marsyas’s). 

Pliny XXXI19. Awt...... Theophrastus Marsuae fontem in Phrygia 
ad Celaenarum oppidum saxa egerere. Non procul ab eo duo sunt fontes, 
Claeon et Gelon ab effectu Graecorum nominum dictt. 

Strab. p. 577, 578. {Spura: 5% 7) "Amduera emt rats éxBodais rod Map- 
avov morapod, cal pet 81a péons tis méAews 6 Torapds, Tas apyas amd Tis 
moAews } éxwy’ karevexOels 8 emt 1d mpodoteoy opodpe kal xarwpepel TO 

pedpatt ovpBdrArAe mpds Tov Malavdpoy apoceAndpdra xat &dAov rotapov 

"Opyav bu 6uadrod hepduevoy mpgov cai padraxdy. evreddev 8 Tdn yerdpevos 

Malavipos réws peév d1a Tis Ppvylas péperat, recta dcoplCes trHv Kapiav cat 

viv Avodlav xtra... 26. &pxerat 88 do KeAatvav Addov rivds ev @ mdéAts Fv 
dpadvupos TO Addy’ evredOev 3° avaarynoas tovs dvOpdrovs 6 Dwryp Avr. ctr. 

dieters ... Umépxerrat 38 cal Aluyn gvovoca xdAapov tov els Tas yAorTas 
Tay avrAGv émndeov, @€& js trodrclBerbal pact tas myas THY TE TOD 

Mapovovu cai Trav rod Mardvdpov. 

Dio Chrysostom XXXV 13. rév re worapay of péyoto: Kal roAvw- 
herdorara, thy dpyny evOdvde ~xovow & re Mapovas otros da péons rijs 
méAews tuav péewy & te “OpBas? & re Malavdpos méAv mavtwy Totapay Oed- 
raros Kat copetaros, ds éAirtwy puplas Kapmds KTA. 

Pausanias V 14, 3, mAcioras wey tad Macdvdpov pupixar cat pddwora 

abfovrat. 
Paus. X 30, 9, of 3% év Kedawais Ppiyes e6édover pty rov Totapdy ds 

d€€erow avrots dua Tis méAEws, exetvoy Tore Elvat Tov avANTHVY...... gaci 

1 Hirschfeld is probably right in accepting dxpoméAews from Kramer. 
2 See p. 404. 
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5 @s xai tHv Tadatay andoawro orpatidy, tod Mapovov odlow én rovs 
BapBdpous Bsarl re éx rod morayod Kal péAet TOY avAGY dptvayTos. ° 

Paus. IT 5, 3, Maeander communicates its water to Asopos (Sicyonian 
tale). 

Paus. II 7, 9. Of the flutes the Sicyonians say réy morapdy rov 
Mapovay xareveyxety aitots és rov Malavépov, and thence they were borne 
into Asopos. 

Pseudo-Plutarch de Fluvizs (Mae. Mars.) is valueless. 
Nicolas of Damascus ap. Athen, VIII p. 332. sept Amduevav ti» Ppv- 

yaxyy xara ta MiOpidarixa ceropay yevoudver davepdyncay rept rv xopav 
airav Alpvat Te mpdrepoy ovK ovoat Kat worayot cal 4AAa apyal tard ris 
Kujoews avorxOetoar, moAAal 3¢ cat HpavlaOnoay, Tocodrdy Te SAAO dvéBAv- 
gev avrap ev TH yi mexpdy re kal yAauxdv Ddwp ... dore doTpéwy TANTOHvaL 
toy tAnoioy rémoy Gravta Kai ly4iwy trav te dAAwy boa tpéper  OdAacoa. 
Probably the bitter water is merely an exaggeration of the fact that all 
the springs but one are undrinkable (p. 400). As to the colour yAavuxdv, 
cp. Curtius. The fishes are perhaps an exaggeration of the statement of 
Paus. IV 34,1, that sea fishes ascended Maeander, Rhine, and Pamisos. 

Curtius III 1. Media... moenia interfluebat Marsyas amauis .... Fons 
e1us ex summo montis cacumine excurrens in subiectam petram magno strepity 

aquarum cadit: inde diffusus circumiectos rigat campos, liquidus et suas 
dumtaxat undas trahens. Itaque color eius placido mari similis! locum 
poetarum mendacio fecit ; quippe traditum est Nymphas amore amnis retentas 
sn alla rupe considere. Ceterum quamdiu intra muroe fluit, nomen suum 
retinet ; at cum extra munimenta se evolvit,.... Lycum appellant. 

The statement that the Marsyas was diverted for irrigation is repeated 
by Maximus of Tyre; but it cannot be true literally, for the Marsyas 
could not be brought to the fields without being taken over the Maeander. 
Owing to the situation only Maeander and Orgas can be diverted for 
irrigation purposes. 

On the other hand the Marsyas water was probably drawn off to flow 
through the streets of Apameia: this practice is still a favourite one m 
Asia Minor, eg. at Denizli: it may be seen in some streets of Cam- 
bridge. 

Maximus Tyr. XIII 8. pdyes of wept Kedawads vepopevor tiyotor 
morayovs 3¥0, Mapovay xat Malavdpoy. eldov rovs morapovs' adinow av- 

Tous my} pla, } mpoeAOotca én) 1d Gpos adpaviferar Kata vewrov Tis TOAEwS 
Kav0ts éxdid0t éx Tod doreos deAO0ca Tots ToTapots Kat Td Bdwp Kal Ta dyd- 

para’ 6 pep ent Avdlas pet d Malavdpos, 6 82 adrod mepi ra wedla dvadloxerat. 

1 Compare Nic. Damasc. 
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Like Pliny, Maximus understands that ‘the mountain’ is Djebel-Sultan. 
On frigation from the Marsyas, see Q. Curtius, and cp. § 5. 

Inb, Sibyll. 1 261 ff. 
gore 3€ Te Dpvylns emt jmelporo KeAawis (or pedalyns) 
7A(Barov raviunxes dpos, ’Apapdar 8 xaAcirat, 

Mapovov évOa pdrAéBes peydAov wotapoto mépuxay. 
tod b& KiBwrds epewver ey tyndroito Kapnve 
Anfdvrov stddrwv. 

Nicetas Chon. p. 231. adéAw KeAatvds, év6a rod Matdvdpov eloty al éx- 
ddcets kal 6 Mapovas pet rotapyos éuBddrAdrwv els Malavdpov. This has the 
appearance of being a merely learned allusion, founded on books, not on 
description by witnesses 1. 

Cinnamus p. 298. 6 8 ftv dAlyots tds emt Adpans deAOoy wediddas, 
povpidy tt wept mpatras mov Tod Maidvipov tdpupévoy éxBodds (TovBratov 
dvoua aitp) xpévy memtwxds dveyelper. I have pointed out p. 228 that 
this proves Cinnamus to have followed the opinion (entertained still by 
some of the population) that the Maeander rises in the enormous marshes 
and springs of the Siblian district. His description of the Siblian 
country is very good pp. 59, 63, éwel 8¢ mepl riva xGpov eydvero ob 41) 
Malavipos rv éxBoAny morettat, Cw trav TmoAdcplwy ydn yeyevnodas vouioas 

... Kumyerlwy avéce: mévous rots ex THs waxns Tapapveioba HOEAE ...... 

After the hunting party 1d otpardmedov ddixvetrat mpds tats Masdvdpov 
éxBodais tSpupévor, évOa woAv te cat duerpoy Bdwp pet pév ex trav cata Tih 
wm@peiay metpGy ws ex puplwy davadiddpevoy cropatwy, Tov dé tapaxelypevor 

éxmeAayoty yGpov és Aluvny pev td mpGrov fvvicrara, éfqs 5 mpoidy 
dudpuya re Babetay réuver kal morapov evred0ev mrovet. 

Immediately below the vast marshy lakes the Maeander has cut that 
deep-lying channel, which is described on p. 236. - The whole passage 
describes so accurately the Eumenian and Siblian district as to constitute 
a conclusive confirmation of the situation we have assigned to Soublaion. 
The description of the hunting party is too long to quote; but evidently 
Manuel went towards Apameia. He stood to watch the Persians either 
on the mound at Tchandir (ad Vicum p. 223) or more probably on the 
mound of Boz-Eyuk p. 225; and he pursued the Turkish freebooters 
to the pass dividing the Siblian and Apamean plains, p. 222, where the 
main body of the Turks met him. See p. 447. 

The positive reasons for identifying Dineir-Su with the Marsyas are 
so overwhelming, that Hirschfeld’s error in calling it the Maeander is 
hardly comprehensible. He recognized the Marsyas in the modern Lidja 
(‘Warm-Springs’). To this identification there are the following ob- 

1 Nonnus mentions both Obrimos (sic !) and Orgas, see p. 485. 
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jections : (1) Lidja is a slow, gentle stream : (2) it contains little water : 
(3) its breadth is 3 to 6 feet: (4) its springs issue quietly with hardly 
perceptible sound: (5) it rises at the foot of a bare gentle slope: (6) it 
does not rise under the acropolis of Kelainai!: (7) in order to make it 
flow through the city, and rise from the Acropolis, the topography of 
Kelainai and Apameia has to be utterly distorted (Apameia has to be 
extended into the open plain, all the ancient names have to be crowded 
together, and yet two acropoleis have to be distinguished, etc.): (8) the 
Lidja is evidently the Therma of Apameia: (9) Hirschfeld is forced to 
conclude that both his Maeander and his Marsyas flow through the 
middle of his site for Apameia, whereas Strabo implies that only Marsyas 

flowed through the city. 
The only positive reason that Hirschfeld assigns for identifying Dineir- 

Water with the Maeander is that it carries ‘by far the largest body of 
water *.’ This statement is erroneous: I doubt if Dineir-Su carries 
more water than Menderez-Duden or Sheikh-Arab-Su. 

Dineir-Water is divided almost from its source into two branches, 
which run on opposite sides of the glen. This is merely a modern 
arrangement, to suit the needs of mills on both sides. Jt has, however, 
misled Prof. Hirschfeld, who speaks of the two arms as a fact of ancient 
times ; his further error in speaking of two sources of the Dineir-Water 
probably took its origin from this mistake about the two arms. There 
is only one source: ‘11 n'y a qu'une source jaillissant au ied d’un enorme 

rocher’ (Wadd. Voyage Numism. p. 12). Huda-verdi is not a source of 
the Marsyas; and Hirschfeld is mistaken in thinking that name is given 
to Dineir-Su (p. 400). 

Hirschfeld’s identification of Sheikh-Arab-Su with Orgas has proved 
tempting to many. I long clung to it: as did Hog. Web. This water 
flows through the low level ground for about two miles before joming 
the stream from the Duden, and thus fulfils Strabo’s description literally. 
But in that case (1) the most striking characteristics of Sheikh-Arab 
Water are neglected. (2) There is only a short stream left to bear the 
name Maeander; and Hogarth, who evaded this difficulty by supposing 
that there was not any branch called Maeander, but that the ancients 
applied that name only to the united stream, now recognizes that it is 
fatal. 

The view taken with regard to the Maeander and Orgas by M. Weber 

1 Hirschfeld says that Xenophon’s ander, which rises from the palace. We 
words must be taken in etwas weiterem are bound to take his words strictly. 
Sinne. But Xen. an eye-witness dis- 2 Der bet wettem wasserreichste Fluss 
tinguishes Marsyas as the stream which ist p. 20. 
rises under the Acropolis, from Mae- 
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in his Dinair-Célénes 1892 agrees exactly with the view stated by myself 
in a letter in the Athenaeum 15 Aug. 1891 p. 233. I at first clung to it, 
trying to save Hirschfeld’s Orgas; but in the closer study required for 
this book, I had to abandon it. This view is that the Orgas is (as 
Hirschfeld believed) Sheikh-Arab-Su, and that the Maeander is the 
short arm, which popular sentiment among the natives of Dineir now 
selects as the ‘Menderez-Duden.’ Considering the permanence of popular 
sentiment in Asia Minor, the modern belief has some force as an argu- 
ment. But probably popular feeling has changed, as the city has shrunk 
to a village: Sheikh-Arab-Su, though near Apameia, is far from Dineir, 

for the sluggishness of the Turks is hopelessly cut off by two miles of 
rough uncultivated hillside from the Sheikh-Arab source. Hence they 
call the nearer source Menderez-Duden ; and some of them have never 

seen the other far more beautiful and impressive source. The following 
‘reasons show that the Menderez-Duden is not the source of the ancient 
Maiandros. (1) It is clear that Pliny (or Theophrastus) did not think 
the Laughing and Weeping Fountains were at the source of the Maeander : 
this is in itself a strong (though not conclusive) argument, for Pliny, 
though not an eye-witness, has used an excellent authority. (2) Sheikh- 
Arab is the nearest source to the acknowledged ultimate common fountain 
of both Maeander and Marsyas at Bunar-Bashi: therefore it would be 

unnatural that the connexion of Sheikh-Arab with Bunar-Bashi should 
be disregarded in ancient belief. (3) Livy says that the Maeander rose 
from the acropolis of Kelainai (ex arce summa Celaenarum); and Strabo 
also says that the Maeander rises from the hill of Kelainai. Now the 
Duden rises absolutely in the plain, and has in no sense the character of 
rising from the hill: whereas Sheikh-Arab rises out of the back of the 
Acropolis hill. (4) Sheikh-Arab-Su strikes the spectator as the river: 
see Hogarth’s words quoted p. 406. (5) The park of Cyrus, with its 
wild beasts, is likely to have included much of the hills ; and his palace 
is far more likely to have been near Sheikh-Arab in a higher and cooler 
position than in the bare, unpleasant situation at the Duden. (6) Room 
is wanted for the different sites, which are specified and distinguished, 
the two cities, the two palaces and the park. M. Weber finds it neces- 
sary to conclude that Apameia and Kelainai had the same situation (oceu- 
patent le méme site p. 27) in spite of the positive statements of Strabo and 
Livy that Antiochus moved the city to a new site. 

The following statistics of published opinions may be found convenient. 
The identification which has been given in these pages of the Marsyas 
agrees with Ar. Ham. Wadd.', Hog. Web., of the Maeander with Ar. 

’ Waddington quotes Arundel, and therefore evidently agrees with him. 
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Ham. Wadd.!, of the Orgas with no one?, of the Therma with Hog. 
Web., of the Laugher and Weeper with no one %, of the Obrimas with 
no one, of Aulokrene with every one, of the Rhocrini Fontes on the route 

of Manlius with Hog. Web.‘ Contradictory identifications have been 
proposed ‘for Marsyas by Hirschf., for Maeander by Hirschf. Hog. Web. 
(all disagreeing with one another), for Orgas by Hirschf. Hog. Web. (all 
agreeing with the identification originated by Hirschf.), for Therma by 
no one, for the Laugher and Weeper by Hirschf., for Obrimas by 
Hirschf. Hog. Web. (all disagreeing with one another), for Aulokrene 
by no one, for Manlius’s Fontes by Hirschf. Ar. Ham. Wadd. agree, so 
far as they go, with the views which we have expressed. No identifica- 
tion has been proposed for Orgas by Ar. Ham., for Therma by Ar. Ham. 
Hirschf. Wadd., for the Laugher and Weeper by Ar. Ham. Hog. Wadd., 
for Obrimas by Ar. Ham. Wadd. 

APPENDIX II. 

INSCRIPTIONS OF APAMEIA AND AUROKRA. 

281. M. Berard BCH 1893 p. 313. WaAwreivay Ze[Baclrny 7 B. 
kat 6 8. xadetepwoev’ emipedndévtos Madpxov "Arrddov apyvpotapelov rijs 
TOAEWS. : 

This inscription was probably erected in A.D. 105, when Plotina was 
styled Augusta, and when (as is argued by Cavedoni) the same title was 
conferred on Marciana the sister of Trajan, and her daughter Mattidia 
(no. 282, 283). On Argyrotamias see § 23 (3) and no. 551. 

282. (R. 1881). CIG 3958. Mapxiay SeBaoriy xrd. (as in no. 287). 
The engraver, or the official, has erred in the name of Marciana. 

? Hogarth, who inclined tothis opinion ® Weber quotes my opinion, and ap- 
on the spot (see p. 406), writes ‘I quite parently accepts it, but has not verified 
agree that Sheikh-Arab-Su must be the it by actual hearing. 
Maeander.’ ‘M. Radet seems to regard this 

* Mr. Purser held all along the view identification as certain En Phrygie 
I adopt. Wadd. probably isto be under- map III. 
stood in the same sense. 
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283. (R. 1881). CIG 3959. Marrdlay ZeBaoryy rd. (a8 IM no. 
281 and 282). 

284. M. Doublet BCH 1893 p. 304. ray (OleopiAcordrny KopynAlay 

Sarwveivay DeBaorhy yuvaixa rod xvplov nuady TomAlov Acxwwvlov PadAunvod 

SeBaor[od| 7» Aapmpa tGv "Atapéwy mods. No. 284 is a pendant to 285, 

286, where her two sons are honoured. 

285-6. (R. 1888). Weber p. 46: ep. no. 286. 

Tov] OeofrAdorarov Kaicapa Tov GeopirAdorarov Kaicapa Kopyy\sov 

Aux ?] SaArwveivoy Ovadrcpravoy Yarwveitvoy Ovarcpravoy ZeBacrov, 

SeBaordy, vidv tov Kupiov vidv Tov Kupiov Huadv TadAynvod SeBacrov 

npav TadrAyvod SeBacrod 9 Aapmpa tov "Amapéwv 
 Aapmpa Tov ’Arapeéwv | roALs. wos. 

The exact names of the two sons of Gallienus are uncertain, and were 

probably not known even to the Apameans. Mommsen CIL VIII 
p. 1051 no. 2383 lays down the rule that the younger son did not use 
the name Valerianus till after his brother’s death in 259, and that the 
elder never used the name Saloninus. This inscr. and CIL III 6956 
disagree with other authorities and with one another. The elder son was 
associated to the Empire in 253, the younger not later than 257. The 
title Augustus is given them in other inscr, also. 

These inscr., dating soon after 253, show that Apameia had not then 
been styled metropolis; probably it never received that honour. 

287. Wadd. 1701, CIL IIT 364. _ Dedication to Maximianus, 305-11 ; 

doubtless this was one of a group, like no. 281-3, and 284-6. 

288. (R. 1881). CIL III 7054. Dedication to Jovianus, 363-4. 
There is an unusual number of dedications to the late emperors. 

289. CIG 3961, where it is misunderstood. <Zrpdrwy “Apyovros owlels 
kata OaAlac|oav Oeois [M]e[y]aAots LaluldOp[qléww yarperrnpror. 

See p. 435. Probably Arundel miscopied yapiorjpiov. The Great 

Gods of Samothrace, the Kabeiroi, are here and often elsewhere confused 

with the twin-gods, the saviours of mariners in peril, the Dioskouroi, who 

also bore the same title. A temple Atocxodpwr, xadoupévwy 3& Ocdv 
MeydAwr, four stadia from Kleitor, is mentioned Paus. 8. 21. 4. 
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ago. (R. 1891). BCH 1893 p. 2471, part in Ath. Mitth. 1891 p. 148. 9 9 3 P 
Sjuoy tov 'Amapéwy xabsépwoar 

Aedxtos Movvdrios Aevxlov vids] KaysAlg Tépriols, 
Aedxtos ’ArtAtos Aevxtov vids TlaAariva Ipdxdos, 
IIdmAvos Kapovldtos Mdpxiov] vids KodAivg TIwAAlwy, 

Mdpxos Ovixxtos Mdpxov vids Tnpnrivg ‘Potdos, 

Mdpxos IIdpxios "Ovnoislwr, | 

Gpfavres dv rp Xd’ nal p ere ‘Pwpator mpdtws, ex trav ldlwv dvéorncar. 

A.D. 54-5. 
This remarkable inscription was published from my copy by Mommsen 

in Eph. Ep. VII p. 442%. He considers that the five Romans (the last 

a freedman) are curatores of the conventus Civium Romanorum; that the 
conventus was instituted for the first time in 4.D. 55; that the resident 
Romans paid a large annual sum (ém(jucoy inscr. 297) to gain the nght 
of forming such a corporate, self-governing body; that the Apameans 
regarded with hatred the existence in their midst of such a body; and 
that they seized the opportunity of a munificent donation some years 
after to sacrifice this annual income from the Roman residents and nid 
themselves of this independent body*®. The following difficulties tell 
against this view. (1) Roman officials, making an official dedication in 
honour of their first year of corporate rights, would not use the Greek 
language and the purely Greek formula (dpfavres). (2) The donation in 
no. 296 was given by a Roman ¢, son of a Roman, in order to free the 

city from the ém(juov ; but it is improbable that a Roman would give 
34,000 den. to the city to prevent the Romans from being independent of 
the city. (3) The impression given by inscrr. is that there was no such 
serious hatred of the Romans by the Apameans, as Mommsen supposes °. 
(4) The body of resident Romans continues to be mentioned in the same 
way in no. 300, which is clearly later than no. 297. (5) We can hardly 
believe that the Romans derived their rights to corporate government 

1 MM. Legrand and Chamonard’s in- 
dependent confirmatory reading of a 
rather difficult text is very welcome. 
My copy differs slightly. The engraver 
made an error in the eighth word, read- 
ing viov: this I noted carefully. BCH 
has Tépmos for Téprio{s], Kapovidtos for 
Kapovidtos, TWoAXiov for MwAXior, and 
roy as second word (Weber confirms rd»). 

3 Not observed by M. Legrand. 

5 In Ephesus np C. R. consistentes are 
mentioned in the inscriptions; and 
Mommsen understands that the city 
was rich enough to do without the 
éme(npsov. 

‘ Ti. Claudius Ti. F. 
5 Mitteis Reichsrecht und Volksrecht 

p.150 agrees with our view that the 
resident Romans were in accord and 
amity with the Apameans (p. 425). 
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from the Apamean state, and had to pay for their right !, considering that 
the Jews before a.p. 70 had the right to choose their own archons and 
administer their internal affairs by their own laws, in spite of the strong 
desire of the cities to take the.right away from them ?. 
What then does the inscription mean? It appears to me that the 

meaning, which the Greek words conveyed to me when I first read them, 
is the correct one. The five Romans hold a Greek office (dp£avres), as 
the supreme board of magistrates (p. 441) in the city; and they mark 
the fact, that for the first time * in the history of the city the whole board 
has been composed of Romans, by this dedication to the Demos, amid 
which they hold office. Only in this way does it seem possible to 
account for a board of five Roman officials using Greek forms and 
language. The inscription marks an interesting period in the romaniza- 
tion of a Phrygian city. 

Schulten, in his excellent treatise de conventibus C. R. p. 32, inclines 
to this view of this difficult inscr. The only. difficulty is that the 
Apamean Italians are not found actually holding magistracies in no. 
298, 299, 305, though Apameia is called their patris, and they serve it 
In various ways (see p. 426). An exact parallel to no. 290 on this 
interpretation is found at Ephesos, where Mr. Hicks restores no. 517 
very plausibly as a dedication of the Metropolis Ephesos by [of xara ri]v 
Aalay olkoi[vres ‘Popato.], who presumably met in Ephesos as the Com- 
mune C. R. in Phrygia met at Apameia, § 17. 

The spelling Aevxios here (also no. 298) and Aovxios in no. 305 is 
characteristic. M. Foucart considers that Aevxios n'a guére persiste 
audela du régne @ Auguste (BCH 1887 p. 93); but M.S. Reinach more 
correctly dates the change about the middle of the first century after 
Christ. See also no. 552 and Dittenberger Hermes VI 282 ff. 

291. (R. 1891). M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 305. Senate, Demos, and 
Romans honoured Sossia Polla, #pwtsa, daughter of Q. Sossius Senecio, 

twice consul (99, 107), grand-daughter of Sextus Julius Frontinus, thrice 
consul (74, 98, 100), wife of Q. Roscius Pompeius Falco, proconsul of 
Asia (c. 128). Their son Q. Pompeius Sosius Priscus cos., and his 

1 M.S. Reinach remarked les Apami- 
otes ne se seraient jamais permis d'agir 
aussi cavaliérement envers leur Romains 
(Chron. d Orient). 

* See Mommsen in Histor. Zft. 1890 
pp. 425 f and ‘the Archons of the Syna- 
gogue’ in Expositor April 1894. The 

Jews of Asia could meet and present 
common resolutions to a Roman go- 
vernor, just as the Romans of Asia did 
(see p. 426 note). 

5 «patos has a similar sense in the 
inscr. published in Benndorf Lykia I 
no. 51. 
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daughter Sosia Falconilla, are mentioned (CIL VIII 6066). Alexander, 
son of Attalus, superintended this statue. 

292. M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 306. Statue of Sossia Polla; dvacty- 
cavros Tov dvdpiavta éx trav idiov KAavdlov Midpiddrov dpytepéws rijs Actas 

kabws ev Te Kowp Bovdi» to ris "Aclas év MiAnrp trip rijs natpidos 
tnécxero. In a meeting of the Koinon of Asia held in Miletos c. 
A.D. 128 Mithridates promised this statue on behalf of his city. The 
Senate and Demos ratified his promise in this inscription. Muletos was 
not hitherto known as a meeting-place of the Kotnon, see Monceaux de 
Comm. Asiae p. 38. 

293. CIG 3960. 6 dijpos 6 ’AtoAAmMarGy trav aro ‘Puyddxov éreiunoe 
TiBéproy KAavdsov TiBepiov vid» Kupelva McOpidarny apxsepéa ris ‘Actas 
tov éavtav mpootdrny xat evepyérny xrA., superintendent Xenon son of 

Apollonius. The date is about 128 (no. 292). 

294, 295. (R. 1887). Mommsen Eph. Ep. VII p. 437, Weber p. 45. 

9 Bovdy [at 6 Shpos xai [(“H BovAy xai 6 Sipos Kal of 

ot] KarotKxod| vres ‘Pwpai- Katotxouvres ‘Pwpator éretunoay | 
ot éreipnoalv T|.Béprov Te. KAavévoy Tt. KAaviiov [ McOpr- 
Knavédvov TiBepiov Kiav- Sdrov tov Kupetva Ieiowva 

5 Sov elowvos MiOpi- 5 McOpidarcavoy, iepéa Ska Biov 
Surcavod tov Kupeiva Avs Kerawews, épyBapyyncavra. 

Tpavavery, yupvaciap- Kal yupvaciapxncavta. Kai ayopa- 

xoovra 5: ayopaias éx vopnoavra da ayopaias Kai irec- 

tov idiwv Ty yAvuKurd- XNHEvov Urrép Tod viod KAavdiov 
10 Ty matpior diya Tov 70- 10 ['pavtavod yupvacuapyxiav &° dyo- 

pou Tov éx Tov Sypociov paias éx trav idiwy diya mopou Tov 

Sidopévou’ Ti dvdo- dSopévov ex tod Sypociov Syva- 

Tactv Tomncapévwv plow pupiwv tevrax. xeXwv' 

éx tay idiwy tay év Tp THY avdoTacw Tomncapeévwv 

15 Sxuricp [Aareig trexvet- 15 éx tov idtwy Tay ev Ty Sxutixg 
TOV TrAareta reyvecrav 

"ExieAnGévtwv Uariov Acida rod Aisovxou xai Tupdvvov Mra 
cat Aouxiov Movvariov “AvOov xai Tpidwros Awya '. 

1 TI could not attain certainty about p. 304 confirms Aidovyou in this in- 
the name Aldovyov. Ona coin of Sio- scription. I read Aei3: with much 
charax, the name @:Xioxov Aldovyou is hesitation, but M. Doublet’s Acida is 
read (p. 633); but M. Doublet BCH 1893 _— preferable. 
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The stemma with approximate dates (no. 292) is 

Ti. Claudius —— ?_ 
| 

Ti. Claudius Mithridates natus c. 80 (no. 293). 
| 

Ti. Claudius Piso Mithridatianus 2. ¢. 105. 

Ti. Claudius Granianus 2. c. 130. 

The different trades resided apparently in different streets of the city, 
e.g. here 7 oxutixy aAareia. This ‘Shoemaker Street’ is a guild with 
revenues of its own, erecting honorary statues at its own expense. In 
several other cities of Asia Minor a division according to trades instead 
of tribes is observed: in all cases the basis of the division is no doubt 
local, founded on the fact that special streets were appropriated to special 
trades. 

The conventus (1) aydpatos, ep. Act. Apost. 19, 38, Strab. p. 629, procos. 
ap. Joseph. Ant. XIV 10,21) met at Apameia not oftener than every 
second year, probably more rarely (as was contemplated when Dion 
wrote), § 19. In the crowded city, as described in § 19, the expense of 
the Gymnasiarchate was increased (which proves that something was 
done for the comfort of the strangers who came). 

The name Miras occurs no. 302 (Molras no. 78), and Aiéas at Julia- 
Gordos BCH 1884 p. 382 (M. Paris). 

The Zeus of the ancient city of Kelainai, beside Apameia, is known 

from coins with the legend ZEYC KEAENEYC. The early Christian 
Church, whose ruins are still seen on the summit of the citadel, has 
perhaps taken the place of the temple of Zeus (p. 513). 

296, 297. (R. 1890, 1891). Hogarth and Headlam 1890. Mommsen 
from our copy in Eph. Ep. VII p. 436, M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 308, 
Weber p.45. These two inscriptions are engraved side by side on a large 
block, not on different faces (as M. Bérard wrongly says: M. Weber is 
right). A. ‘H B. wai 6 8. cal of car. Pwpator érelunoay TiBéptoy KAavd[coy 
TiBeplov KAavdiou I[elow]vos McOpidarcavod viov Kuplelivg Tpavtavov, yup- 

vaotapxodvra b: ayopalas éx ray ldiwy tH cepvoratyn marpld. dixa Tod mépov 

rod éx rod dynpoclov Sidopnevou dnvapiwy prpiwy wevTaxtoyetAlwy Thy avaota- 

ow Tomncapévwy éx ray ldlwy rév év ry Oeppala TAarelg. “EmipednOévrav 

Mdpxov Mdpxov rod Ovrxxlov? cal Aaya ’ABacxdyrov xai Tpigwvros ’AdeEdy- 
Spov téy dvdpidvrwrv. B. ‘H B. wal 6 8. cal of Karotxodvres ‘Pwpaitor érei- 

2M. Bérard has not observed the engraver for the proper Latin form, 
previous publication by Mommeen. Mdpxov Otuxciov Mapxov viod (cp. no. 290, 

2 This is perhaps an error of theGreek which is about a century earlier). 
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pnoav TiBépoy KAavé.ov TrBeplov KAavdlov MiOpiddrov vidv Kupelvg Telowva 

McOpidarcavdy, lepéa 81a Blov Aids KeAavéws, yunvactapynoavta 3 dyopalas 
cal dyopavopnoavta 8: dyopalas, cal épnBapyyjoavra kal brooydpevoy trep 

KAavdlov Tpaxavod tod viod yupvactapylay 8: dyopalas éx rév ldlwy, xal 

Xaptoduevoy ry TdAEL Tov ef EOovs Siddpevoy tn’ adris rH yuuvaciapxodytt 
mopov snvdpia pipia mevraxicyelua, kal Ty pty mpdtn eFapjvy, ev } Kal 7 
dydpatos 7xOn, Ovta rd Edatoy, bmtp Be rdv Aowwdv pinay * dedwxdra 

Kabas 7 mdédus Aklwoev Syvdpia pvpia evaxtoyetAua, Hore mpoorebévta xal 

todroy tov mépov rots pvplois mevtaxtoxetAlots Snvaplois ow ew téxov dpax- 

psatoy els rd TGv Kovpatdpwy em(yuov rd Kata éros tn’ abtdy dddpevor, 

@ore ToU Aowrod xpdvov pyxére etvas xovpdropas, xabws 7 TérALS efndicaro, 

3: Sdov rod alévos. Thy dvdotacw mownocapévwr ex trav lov trav ey TH 
Oeppalg TAarelg. 

No. 294 and 296 were engraved during the gymnasiarchate of 
Granianus, 295 and 297 after the father’s gymnasiarchate : clearly all 
four were erected at the same time. The stone on which 296f are 
engraved formed part of the epistyle of some building, doubtless a Stoa, 
as is proved by the /acunaria on its under side. Probably this stone, 
along with 294 f, was placed in the front of a stoa, which ran along 

one side of a street in Apameia; the stone was exposed to view on the 
under side, and must therefore have stood immediately over the supporting 
columns. The ceiling of the Stoa was cut in deep panels; and it is not 
impossible that the paintings described in § 20 adorned the wall at the 
back. It is probable also that the Stoa was long, and that many other 
inscriptions besides these were engraved in front of it: the situation 1s 
conspicuous and honourable’; they must however have been so high that 
the man in the street could not read them, but probably nobody ever read 
honorary inscriptions, 

There was another member above the block containing no. 296 f, as is 
shown by the dowel holes in its upper surface; and perhaps the names of 
the persons honoured in the inscriptions below may have been cut in larger 
letters on the upper stone. 

Had Granianus filled any office in the state before he became Gymna- 
siarch, this would have been mentioned in the inscriptions: probably he 
was still under 25 at the time, and, if the s¢temma no. 294 is dated nearly 
correctly, his gymnasiarchate was in A.D. 155. 

Some difficult questions with regard to the constitution of Apameia 
turn on no. 297. Mithridatianus? engaged that, if his son Granianus 

1 dv rp dmipaveorary roe. They show that there was keen com- 
? Such promises made to secure elec- petition for municipal office in the 

tion to an office are often mentioned. middle of the second century. 
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were appointed Gymnasiarch, he would not take advantage of the allow- 
ance of 15,000 denarii for expenses made to the Gymnasiarch by the state. 
For the first half of his son’s office, Mithridatianus gave oil to the citizens 
at his own expense, and for the second half, at the request of the city, he 
gave 19,000 den. to the city (instead of spending it on oil), so that the 
state thus gained 34,000 den. through his generosity. This capital sum 
yielded at 9 p.c.! 3060 den, which was to be devoted to the penalty 
(éeCjprov) of the Curators. What, then, was the émi(jucov? Mommsen, 
carrying out the theory from which we dissent (no. 290), understands 
that the penalty was paid by the Curators to the city Apameia*. This, 
though the simplest construction of the Greek words, seems to me inac- 
ceptable. It seems too awkward to understand els rd émi(npov ‘ to enable 

the city to do without the penalty *°.’ It seems to me necessary to sup- 
pose that the interest went to make up the annual penalty. For some 
reason Apameia was burdened with the payment of an annual sum (ém- 
Gjpuov): a curator* (or curators) was appointed by the emperor to control 
the revenue of the city, but there was a provision that, if the state could 
devote a certain capital sum towards this annual burden, curators should 
no longer be imposed on them, and the state should resume unfettered 
control of its own finances. 

The Apamean curators, then, are officials of the same class which have 
been already described, see p. 370. 

298. (R. 1891). Dikedji. ‘H B. x. 6 (8. x. of] car. ‘Pw[uator] érelunoay 
Aevxtoy ‘Poure fAcoy] Aevxlov vidy Ovedtva TpdéxAo{y] dvdpa caddy cal dyad 
Cjoav[ra] Kooulws kal owppdvws xal eu mavtl Kaip@ apos thy matplda pido- 
dd€ws. 

The spelling Ae’xios indicates an early date, no. 290: so also does the 
assimilation éu zavri. 

299. M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 314. [7 B. xat 6 8. wat of xar.] “Pwpator 

1 Mommsen explains réxoy Spaypeatov 
as interest of one dr. per month on 
100 den., i.e. 12 dr. (9 den.) per annum 
Eph. Ep. VII p. 439. 

2 in’ avrav Oiddpuevov: (1) does this 
mean ‘paid by the curators’ or ‘paid 
by the Apameans’? Grammatical ease 
suggests the former, but probably the 
latter was intended, atra» being used 
for the idea latent in the sentence; the 
city made the request to Mithridatianus, 
and the penalty was paid by the citizens 
to the curators. That wéd:gs should be 

resumed by airay is quite in accordance 
with the style of municipal deeds, and 
might be paralleled from even higher 
kinds of Greek. [It seems hardly allow- 
able to render, ‘devoted regularly by 
the Curators towards outlay due by the 
city’: this, if allowable, suits our theory 
well.] 

§ Schulten de Convrentibus C. R. p. 31 
makes the same criticism. 

* The use of the Latin term may at 
this period be taken as a proof that the 
office was Roman and imperial. 
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érelunaay TIpdxAov ! Mavynuoy TlomAlov ‘Pwyirla ‘Povcwva, dyouéyns tavd1- 
pov éxxAnolas, dvdpa dyabdv cat peyadrdd[powa bi(a) te rds éx mpoydvev 
avrot xat ras idlas els thy warpléa ovvxplrovs evepyectas, OpéparTd re TH 

addy év Svoxpynorots ToAAdKts Katpots, Kal mpecBevoavta mpds Tovs YeBac- 

TOUS WEpt TOY ovvpepdvTwY TpaypdTwy, Kal émrvxdvTa Tas Tapa TéY ap- 

xtepéwy irodoclas, [bwdp] re ris médAews ev travrt [xatloe dynuodeddws ® 

yevduelvoly, cat cvvavénoavta ras [dnuloolovs mpocddous * avao[rn\odytwy 
Toy aviptdyta trav émt ris Oeppalas TAarelas épyacrGy, ind emuédrccav 

Evyévou's| Acovuclov cal “lovA. AovBacalwvos ®, card ris méAews Wy diopa. 

The name Manneius is not uncommon in Italian inscriptions. The 
family was probably settled at Apameia ; M. Manneius, named on coins 
of Livia Augusta, may perhaps be grandfather of P. Manneius Ruso; 
cp. A- MAvrjios ZEYipos FPA-TO-B on coins of Elagabalus. The 
inscr. seems not to be late in style; and the Augusti are perhaps 
Vespasian and Titus*. ‘The embassy to the Emperors is perhaps con- 
nected with the next item, the liberality of the Archiereis.. The latter is 
a difficult, and perhaps unique expression: the Archiereis are implied to 
be a body possessing control over money, and making, on the request of 
Manneius, a grant to Apameia; M. Bérard 1s clearly right that they are 
"Apxtepets tis "Actas. We must, therefore, understand that there was 
a Council of High-priests of Asia, controlling funds belonging to the 
Koinon, and empowered to make grants to Asian cities®, This Council 
of Archiereis must be distinguished, probably, from the general meeting 
of the Koinon, at which representatives of the cities (sitting in an order 
of precedence p. 429) were present. The Council of Archiereis or Asiarchs 
must be alluded to in Acts XIX 31, where it is implied to be assembled 
in Ephesus ; but there is no evidence whether it always met in the capital 
of Asia or alternately in the great cities. A grant from this Council 
could hardly be for any purpose outside of the Imperial cultus: probably, 
therefore, Apameia was proposing to erect a temple to the Emperor (if 
our dating is correct, the Flavian Emperors). Manneius obtained the 
consent of the Emperors and a grant from the Archierets. If this theory 
is right, the priest of the new temple is mentioned in no, 305. 

' As the Roman nomenclature is * wod\Adus ev Suoxp. Katpois perhaps 
otherwise correct, this is probably an 
error for Ildén\soy: perhaps the en- 
graver’s copy had IT., which he expanded 
wrongly. 

* Another engraver’s error: dnuopeAy 
and dnuodeAds were both in his mind, 

* Perhaps an engraver’s error for 
*IovAtov Bagaiwvos. 
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points to the third century, § 19; but 
the tribe would hardly be mentioned 
then. 

5 The income of the Koinon was 
managed by an Argyrotamias Asiae no. 
345, probably in the way described no. 

549. 
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Manneius, an Italian, not an Apamean Roman, has not engaged in the 
ordinary service of the Apamean city. Probably he was often in Rome, 
and therefore no stress is laid on his undertaking the embassy at his own 
expense, as is the case with L. Atilius Proclus, a resident no. 305. 

goo. (R. 1891). M. Doublet BCH 1893 p. 303 with differences. 17 £. 
xt. 68. xé of Kar. ‘Pwpatos érelunoay tats dplorats reyuats M. Adp. ’Aplorwva 

EixXavdy! dvdpa dyabdy nai éx mpoydver evepyérny yevduevoy ris marpldos 
Ke éy aot Snpwdedf xe Opdarta tiv méAw év 3voypHotots? Katpois velrov 
te mpaloer® cat ry AowTH edvolg xpnodpevoy advarclarws 4, orparnyjoavra 
y' 5 ayvas, dywvoberycavra ptdoteluws, elpnvapyjcavra xooplws, apyvpota- 

prevcavta TmioTGs, Ké emt TH Tpoaipécer ToD Blov émawebévra. 

M. Aur. Ariston Euklianos is clearly an Apamean Greek, who either 
inherited or himself acquired the civitas. He probably belongs to the 
early third century. 

On ceirwrla p. 70. The repeated reference to times of need (no. 299) 
points perhaps to the disorganization of the third century (p. 431). The 
supreme board, orparnyol, comes first among the magistracies proper. 
G&pyvporapulas no. 281, elpnvapyia p. 68. 

gor. (R. 1888). 4 B. wat 6 8. wat of wat. “Pwpator érelunoay ‘Tova. 

Alyuy tov xpdtiotov IIIT: evepyérny ris wodews emmpedndértos tis dvactdcews 
M. AlA. Zepylg "AmoAAwaplov ypaypartéws Tod Syjpov. 

M. Aelius Apollinarius is mentioned on a coin of the elder Faustina ab. 
140 A.D., where M. Imhoof-Blumer GM p. 205 reads €TTIM? TT+ AIA; 

ATIOAAINAPIOY, but his reading must probably be cortected from 
another coin published by the Prince of Saxe-Coburg with the reading 
ETTIM: M- AIA - ATTOAAINAPIOY ® We may probably infer that 
€TTIMeAnOévros on the coin does not refer to his holding an office styled 
émipeAntys, but to his superintending some work at the order of the 
senate, whose name and effigy appear on obverse. He is called M- AIA- 

KPA(ricrov, monogram) ITT msxod ACI dpxov on an au/on. coin in Br. Mus. 
See no. 304. 

Julius Ligys was an equestrian primipilarius, if we are right in taking 
IIIT in that sense. This would suggest that the inscr. is of the third 
century, when the centurionship was the first grade of equestrian service, 
and the primipilatus formed a step towards the procuratorial office. 

1 E’«\aavdy in BCH ‘peut-étre Ei«Aa- 5 BCH in place of y (thrice acting as 
dcavds, cf. Pape: Evxdaéias.’ strategos) reads an otiose [. 

2 AYCXEPC in BCH, withthe needed ° Rev. Numism. 1892 p. 82. He read 
correction in transcript. €TT1-M-MAIA, but the photographic 

8 re én[idd]oee in BCH. reproduction shows a stop after the 
 AEITWC in BCH. second M. 
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302. (R. 1887). ‘O 8. wal of xar. ‘Pwpator érelunoay Muray Atoxdéous 
lepéa ‘Pduns xal ypauparéa dijuov yupvaciapyyncavra KadGs xal didroddéws. 

A priesthood of Rome simply is rarely found after the early times of 
the empire: afterwards it was usual for the provincials to address their 
worship to the Emperors personally. Mutas, son of Diokles, cannot 

therefore be identical with Mutas, father of Tyrannos, in no. 294 

(see no. 199). 

303. CIG 39606. ’Apras ’Apreuiddpov pera mdcas apxas xal Atroup- 
ylas cai ra epya év tr otadly cedidwy dvo NAC --+N? roy dvdpidvta [7] 
leporary (sic!) mAarlq: émipeAnOévtwy tials] avacrdcews Mevexdéovs [Ipad- 
kAov* tod "Apreutdmpov cat MevexAdovs Tpvgwvos trav dveyu|av avrod. 

dveyids is used in the later sense of nephew, as appears from the 
genealogy. | 

Artemidoros 

| { | 
Proklos Tryphon 

Menekles Menekles 

Probably ceAfwy is an error of copyist or engraver for weAav. The 
Pselides are explained by Waddington 1586 as the vomitoria, the arched 
passages by which spectators entered or left the theatre and the stadium. 
The form wWaAls is regularly used in literature. 

Perhaps, as is suggested in CIG 3960 4, the Platea bore the name 
Hierdtaté ; but the possibility must be left open that this inscription 
‘stood in a street, whose name is not mentioned, being obvious to the 

spectator, the adj. being used as in fepwrarn BovaAn. 

304. M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 319, restores differently. [xard ra ddy- 
pia[rla ris BovjAjs] 6 Aaympdratos djpos erlelulnoay Tors evyeveotdrovs [kal] 
dftoroywrdarovs viovs [IIp ?loxAcavod Tptgwvos [dpxtlepéws xa{t] Alalclax{fs] 
‘Pal yleloins ’Alolas dpxrepdéwy, éyydvo[v|s*® rijs dp[xcep|etns(?), M. Adp. ’Avraviop 
Tpigovos [‘Pnyletvoy cat M. Aldlp. ’Avradvioy Tlpupwray|oy ’AmoAAwdpiov. 
The text is very uncertain, as here restored ; and two lines remain in which 
the copy is unintelligible. I restore on the supposition that Tryphon and 
his wife were high-priest and high-priestess of Asia, as is customary ; 

but the wife’s second name is doubtful. She was the second wife of 
Proklianos, see no. 334. M. Bérard saw that no. 304 and 334 mention 
the same person, and his observation is confirmed by the restoration of 
the wife’s name in our text. 

1 Perhaps dvé[Onxe]y, supposing the 2 Probably Lpdedov. 
copyist has transposed A and N. ® Cp. éyyovoy dpxtepéwy nO. 306. 

I 2 
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Aeliana Regina belonged to the family of M. Aelius Apollinarios no. 
301; for her second son was called Apollinarios!. Her eldest son formed 
one of her names into a cognomen, and her second son revived a cognomen 
of her family. 
A person named Aelius Tryphon, thrice Asiarch, is mentioned A.D. 

247-8 in no. 312; and the same person occurs on a coin of Gallienus 
ETT. TPYD[QINOC a.D. 253-68. His name shows that he belonged to 
the family of Proklianos Tryphon and Aeliana Regina; but he is 
evidently not the same as either of the two sons here mentioned. He 
may have been either a grandson or a third son; and in the latter case 
all three sons took cognomina from the mother’s family. 

The stemma may be conjecturally restored 

M. Aelius Apollinarius epim. c. 140 (no. 301). 

[Procla ?] = [Antonius Tryphon ?*] [(Aelius Apollinarius?] = [Regina ?] 
natus c. 140 

| 
Proclianus Tryphon = Aeliana Regina 

n. Cc. 165 | nate c. 165 

Aelius heyphon 
n. C. 200 ter Asiarcha ante 247 

M. Aur. Ne M. Aur. jena 
Reginus n. c. 190 Tryphonius Apollinarius 

305. (R. 1891). MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 247. 
Ojt Tépovres ériunoay Aovxtoy ’Aridtov Aovxlov vidy Tadarivg TpdxAo[y 
vestepov, tepéa tay ceBaotay, didoyepovta xal diAdrarpw, wpecBevcavra 
apds Tous ceBaorous wpe ® drép ray els ry Krlow dsapepdvTwy, Ev TE Tais 
Aovmats Ths mod€ws cat THs yepovolas xpelats dyvds Kal dexalws éx mpoydvay 

WOALTEVOLEVOY, TVYHyopov THs yepoucias. 

L. Atilius L. F. Pal. Proclus was son of the L. Atilius mentioned in 
no. 290. It is not possible to identify them, both because this one is 
distinguished as vedrepos, and because the spelling (Aov«ios, but Aevxvos 
290, 298) shows that this inscription is later. The change probably 
occurred in the middle of the first century. Hence the Augusti here are 
probably Vespasian and Titus. Between 70 and 79 a.p. Atilius, being 
then an elderly man, and a member of the Gerousia, acted as envoy to 
Rome on some matter connected with ‘the foundation ’ (obviously of the 

1 The practice was widespread that 
the second son took as cognomen either 
the gentilicium or a cognomen of his 
mother’s family; and we have seen 
already p. 289 a case in which a child 
reviveda name belongingtothe mother’s 
family but not actually borne by her. 

In the eastern provinces examples occur, 
as here, where all the children share in 

the names of both parents. 
2 Antonius seems needed in order to 

introduce the name. 

5 8wpea[y] BCH against the epigraphic 
text. 
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Gerousia)?, giving his services at his own expense. The Gerousia of 
Apameia, then, was founded 70-79 A.D., which represents an important 
stage in the hellenization of this Phrygian city*: I assume that «riots 
here may be pressed in the sense of the founding of the Gerousia, for 
if some refoundation or rebuilding after the earthquake of a.p. 53 (p. 431) 
had been meant, it would have been more clearly defined*®. L. Atilius 
Proclus, whose name is purely Italian, belonged to a family that was 
settled for some generations at Apameia, which is his zarpls. He, like 
his ancestors, performed his duty as a citizen*, whenever either the city 
or the Gerousia had need of him; but he had apparently not held any 
magistracy. ‘The interpretation of no. 290, therefore, as indicating that 
his father had served on the supreme board of magistrates (ovvapx(a) in 
45-6, is in general agreement with what is here recorded of the son, 

though it goes beyond what is recorded. 
The cvvjyopos was a ‘ sorte d’ambassadeur chargé d aller défendre au de- 

hors les intéréts de la corporation’ (Lévy Rev. Et. Gr. 1895 p. 249). 
Ambassadors were sent by Asian cities to the Emperors, sometimes on 

municipal business (cp. no. 299, perh. 138), but often on formal and 
complimentary duties, such as on the occasion of important events joyous 
or sad in the life of the emperors: cp. the condolence of the Coroneans 
to Pius on the death of Hadrian, BCH 1881 p. 455, the congratulation 
of the Aczanitae to Septimius on the elevation of Caracalla to the rank of 
Caesar (LW 874). The Emperor's rescript often contains a permission 
to pay the ambassador’s expenses (épdd:i0v), ‘ provided he did not promise 
his services free’ (BCH 1881 p. 454). 
A singular proof of municipal vanity is the embassy to inform the 

emperor of the liberal conduct of Sempronius Clemens to his native city 
Stratonikaia >, BCH 1888 p, 96. 

306. (R. 1888). Hogarth’s copy, 1887, was compared by me with the 

stone; and the archon’s name, though much defaced, seemed clearly not 

to be Por{riavod. A text differing in many respects is published by 
M. Doublet BCH 1893 p. 301. [76 celuvd{rla[rjo[y cvvédproly ray yepd[»- 

1 It eannot be maintained that the ® It is of course impossible to take 
criois 18 the foundation of the temple  «riovs in the sense of «ricpa, ‘the insti- 
of the Sebastoi: it must be connected tution’: it must mean ‘the act of 
with the donors, the Gerontes. See founding.’ 
M. Lévy Rev. Et. Gr. 1895 p. 241. * woXcrevdpevov is emphatic. See no. 

2 The Gerousia of Sebaste wasfounded 290 and pp. 425 f. 
99 A.D. (no. 475), that of Sidyma not ® Other Stratonicean embassies BCH 

until the time of Commodus (Benndorf 1887 pp.155 f, LW 525, CIG 2719, 2721. 
Lykia I pp. 71 f). 
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tov (TiBjépcov AtAsoy Salrolpvetvfoly Mapetmalyoy roy BBiov [xr]lorny, 
éyyovoy dpxtepéwy, xai UrarixGy ouvylev|j. emiyseAnOevros tis avactdcews 
Mdpxov Polp|8cavob Epyovtos ray yepdvtwyt. PoBravds for Polp|Biavds is 
perhaps the true text; the upper part of the letter is destroyed. 

Ti. Aelius Saturninus Marinianus probably belonged to an Italian 
resident, not a Greek, family. He had done some benefit to the Gerousia, 
and therefore ranks as ktzs/es. 

The elaborate title given to the Gerousia here is probably later than 
the simple title of yépovres in no. 305. The title ‘archon of the Gerontes’ 
is unusual. The president, here &pywy*, is perhaps to be identified with 
the apootdrns elsewhere®. On the nature of the Gerousia see pp. 110, 
438, M. Lévy Rev. Et. Gr. 1895 pp. 231 ff. The office of the Gerousia 
most frequently mentioned is the ypapparevs. 

307. (R. 1891). [Tdiov ’Avrierioy Talfov vidv Ovdrepa [rév éavrdy * 
dixatdra ?lrov matpava [Mynalgiros ® ’ArralAov cat Didioxos nal [ AtoxAss 
AtoxdA jéovs MnrpomoXir{as|. (C. Antisjtium C. F. Veterem [Mnesi ?]philus 
Ajttlali F. et (Phili'scus et Diocl[es] Diocli F. [Metjropolitafe). . — 

Three natives of Metropolis place this inscription in Apameia (as the 
meeting-place of the conventus, Pliny V 106) to a Roman official. Vetus 
was a cognomen of the gens Antistia; though the restoration Antistius 
must remain uncertain. Consuls C. Antistius Vetus are known in 
B.C. 30, 6, A.D. 23, 50, 96, and L. Antistius Vetus a.p. 55. This inser. 

can hardly be placed later than the first century. See no. 329. 

308. (Hogarth-Headlam 1890). M. Berard BCH 1893 p. 320. Adp. 
"Aula Avfdvovros to her husband Aur. Auxanon: fine payable to tameion ®. 
Auxanon and Amia are very common names: cp. 312, 320. 

309. (R. 1881). “Ampla Tanlov pirnp ‘Hoty évropidpyn réxvp xai 
alaurn émolnce rd Hpwov ex Tay ldiwv, omovdacdvrwy Ke Trav ovyBiwtGv Ke 
AB’ &Awv. “Hpws xpnore xaipe. 

The ovpBiwrai were the members of a cupBiwots, an association of 

——— 

1M. Doublet omits ceuvdéraroy, reads 
[TirJoy for [T:B]épiov, Lalro]pvetA[co]», 
reads Somavov (nom inconnu, peut-étre 
altéré), and omits much of the relation- 
ship of Marinianus. 

2 Gpxwy at Sinope CIG 4157, three at 
Erythrai LW 53 and at Tralleis BCH 
X 517, aptas rov mpeoBurixov at Chios 
CIG 2220, 2221. 

5 Miletos CIG 2881, Prousa LW 1112, 
Ancyra (Mordtmann Marm. Anc. p. 
16). 

* Tentative restoration to show length 
of lacuna. 

5 The first half of the name is un- 
certain. 

® The last line mentioning the fine is 
tacitly omitted by M. Bérard. 
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€umopo, the head of which was Hesychos, son of Apphia (see pp. 105, 
441). omovddcew cp. no. 60, CIG 9898. 

M. Foucart, Assoc. Relig. p. 113, appears to consider cupBidcers as 
purely religious associations; but probably they were usually trades 
associated in the worship of a deity. They are most commonly found 
in Lydia, the country of trade and trading societies § 12. The old 
Lydian name seems to have been dodpos (grecized as ovpf. or cvvepyacla 
or épy.) LW 668, 667 (CIG 3439, 3438). A cupB. raév xadxéwv CIG 3639 
(Ilium): ep. 3304 (Smyrna), 3540 (Pergamos), 2339 4 (Teos). Societies 
of porters "AcxAnmacral and of évBdra: Kdpns piora at Smyrna belong 
to the same general category (Amer. Journ. Arch. I p. 140, Ath. Mitth. 
1889 p. 95). See the list of trade-guilds given by Ochder in Franos 
Vindob. p. 276; some of them, from their names, were united in the 

worship of some god, and we must suppose that all were so united. 

gio. (R. 1882, 1891). Adpn. ’Apréuwy dis Evxapreds olkév év ’Ana- 
pelq (Gv érolnoev Td Hpwov éavt@ Kal TH yovatkl pov] Kal rots réxvots abrod 

els 3 Erepo[s ov TeOnoetat K.T.A.|. 
Artemon, a citizen of Eukarpia, had settled as an zucola at Apameia. 

311. M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 321. D.M. M. Aur. Athenio vete- 
ranus ex leg. IV Fl(avia), ex-b(eneficiarius), sibi vivos et coniugi suae 
Aur. Ammiae sarcofagum posuit in aram quam ipse construxit, in quo 
iam positus est filius eorum; alter enim non ponetur in eum ([nilsi ipse 
con coniugi sua; si quis atferitaverit’, inferet poenae nomi,ne] den. duo 
millia. 

Legio IV Flavia was formed in 71, styled Felix by Hadman. It was 
stationed in Moesia. 

Athenio was proud of his citizenship and his Latin, but had learned 
the language imperfectly. 

312. (R. 1887). “Erovs rAp’. Totro ré hpwor éoriv Avfavovros tod Kal 
‘EdAadlov, mpayparevtod AlA. Tpdpwvos ’Aatdpxov tpls, 5 émolnoev (Gv éavT@ 

TE Kai TH yuvainl adrod ’Anduy xal ty wntpl adrijs Appia) el 8% émurndedoer 

repos vexpoy évOdde Oawat, ddoe els rdov dloxoy Snvdpia yelrta, Ke xwpis 

toUTwy Toy Oedv!* KexyoAwpdvon ‘Efer]. mer. 
Aelius Tryphon, here mentioned as thrice Asiarch in a.D. 247-8, is 

probably the same person that is named on a coin of Gallienus (253-63) 
with legend €T1! TPY[Q]NOC (type Zeus Nikephoros, Imhoof GM 
p. 206); and he was related to Proclianus Tryphon no. 304 and 334. 

On the curse at the end see Zingerle Phzlol. 1894 p. 344, Cumont 
p. 51, Sterrett E. J. no. 211 (éxot, which was perhaps used here). The 

1 Indicated as doubtful in copy. 2 soy Mnva Cumont. 
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name Oedy was not engraved on the stone, being omitted by an engraver’s 
error, as I saw on re-examination in 1891. Perhaps Chr., pp. 498 ff. 

(Suev: when the body of the inscription does not expressly mention 
that the persons who have prepared the tomb are still living and are 
therefore masters and legal owners of it, a statement to that effect is 
often added. So we find (Gey added later and in different lettering from 
the main inscription at Iasos (BCH 1889 p. 36): ¢7 and ¢@ox occur in 
the same sense, e.g. in the musical inser. of Seikilos: yxaipe, ¢6, twice 

BCH 1884 p. 443. 

313. (R. 1881, 1888). érovs rxd’, p(nvds) 7’, x’. Atp. Tdios Zwoipov to 
my wife Aur. Tatiane: fine payable to ¢ameion 500 den. a.D. 240. 

314. (R. 1891). Dikeji. “Erovs ren’, p(nvds) 3’ 7. Aiphatos Adpas xe 

Mevexpdrns xe Apicro[y] ‘Epulamp mrarpt Bovdeury cat dexarpare ’Arapléwlpy. 

A.D. 244. On dexdmpwrtos pp. 63, 437. 

315. (R. 1881, 1888). Ardpavros TAvxevos enoincer rd pynucton Eavt@ 
kal ry yuvaskt aitod “lovetiAn xat ef rive ovvxepioes Te and Tod afyaros 
avrot’ el 8€ Tis repos emrndevoa, Ojoes ls Td Tanetoy Snv. a. Jewish 

origin may be suspected, no. 394. 

316. (R. 1888). CIG 3962 c. Adp. ’Emdyados ’"OdpeAlov Adfdvovtos 
éxolnca Td np@ov epavt@ cai tH yvvaixl pov Kal rots téxvors' is & Erepos ov 
reOn 1? ef 3€ re (!) emerydedoes, Onor ls Td Tapioy dnv. qd’. 

317. (R. 1888). CIG 3962 a. "Eqgecla xare(oxevace] rd Hpwov éavt(n 
cat] to dvdpt Ala. ’AAkléra xe] rots réxvots’ [els 3b Erelpos od reOH * €f 3 [odv, 
Ojot] els rév pioxov dnv['| Evypads xépe cal wy ppdr[rice]?. 

Perhaps re67, intended as a warning form in bad Phrygian Greek, 
should be read here, no. 316, 391, 395, 399 1s. Eugraphis is the pet 
name of Alketas. The ethnic Ephesia has here become a personal name. 

318. (R. 1891). Dikeji: Adp. Zéouos Anuntplov Cav éxdnoa Td pov 
éuavr@ xal rH yuvatkt Tarla xt to bo Zwoiuw Ke to Opent@ Adfdvovte px. 
Over the inscr. are two busts. The relief does not correspond to the 
inscr., but this is very common and arises from gravestones being 
purchased with reliefs ready cut: sometimes there is utter discrepancy, 
e.g. Reinach Brblioth. des Mon. Figurés I p. 114 and pl. 130, 2 III p. xv, 
Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. no. 133. 

1 Probably ot{deis] reOn[oere] was in- no. 317, 391, 395, 399- 
tended, and the engraver omitted CE TE 2 Hamilton reads ®PONT, while 
before €1A€ (as he has engraved TIE Ihave ®PONI: the stone has suffered 
for TICE); but od re6q is certain in since Hamilton copied it. 
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319. M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 319 with different restoration. (6 deival, 
AtpnAlov Zwolyou nmpayparevris, éroinca rd efvxoddpuynroy cal tov Bwpdv 
réxvy Xpvodpwrt abapy p.x. At Aizanoi the same description of the 
tomb occurs (Wadd. 921): it probably implies a similar monument to 
those at Eumeneia p. 367. aitwpos is probably a local Phrygian pronun- 
ciation of dwpos; it occurs also in no. 670. Another steward of a wealthy 

Apamean no. 312. 

320. M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 320 (omitting wife’s name). 
Aur. Zosimos to his wife Pe[ljag{ia]: fine payable to ¢ameion den. 500. 

321. (R. 1888), Aidp. Oeodidpa PiradérAgov eaoinca 1d hppov epavry 
kat rm avipl pov Atp. Acxalg cat rots réxvots pou’ els 5 Erepos ob TeOnoerat’ 
bs 8 apy emyetpioe emoeveve(t)y rivd, Once els Td Lepdraroy tapetoy "Arti- 

kas @. "Eyévero érovus tC, pn(vos) ', A.D. 2.43. 
The fine is payable in Attic drachmae, as at Thyatira BCH 1887 p. 481 

and in the neighbouring parts of Lydia ib. 397. The names are sugges- 
tive of Chr. origin. 

322. (R. 1882, 1890). Dikeji: letters faint and worn. KA. "Yadas 
éxolnca Td hpwov euavt@ Ké TH yAvKurdtn ovvBlp pov *Aypinalyy iris, 
xat(a)orpadg[fi|s (!) rvxotca, cvvrduws édvoe rov [yldpov' eray y(a)p ode 
tpiav ovr[e|Blalolé por xpdvolv]; véa b& xire dxtwxieldexaeris evOdde * els 
rodro Td Hplyloy Erepos ob trapycere * bs [3° av] Kaxovpyws émPovdrevo[y ro] 
Témy, taplp aor dnv. P’. 

Agrippina was married at the age of 15 to [Ti.?] Claudius Hylas; 
and in the third year of her married life she died suddenly. xaracrpopy 
(read by Hogarth very ingeniously *) is common in the sense of death. 
€dvoes pdos (on the analogy of Biov Advew) at Cyzicos Ath, Mitth. 1881 
p. 129. 

323. (R. 1888). "Ap. Koolula rp dvdpt klat éuaury [érolncey 
el] 3€ tis Erepos emrydedoes reO7[vas, Onloe ls rov icxoy Snv. ¢’. [rov]rov 
dvrlypadoy aneré Gn ls r]0 dpxetov’ Erovs con’, un(vds) B’, a’. A.D. 193. 

The abbreviation ’Ap. also in no. 332. 

324. (R. 1891). [——] Aovxtos [Ipleiuov ?] cat ’Addla Ardvpouv CGvjres 
[éxolncay] rov Bwpdr «lat tiv emt] abtod copdy’ [els & Erelpos ov reOy eras. 
éret| rid’. A.D. 229-230. 

325. (R. 1888). Rev. Et. Gr. 1889 p. 35. Aur. Mordios to his wife 
Artemonis : fine to fameion 500 den. 

1 [y]aporv JGCAnderson. 2 KAI,PACTPAQEL in our copy. 
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Mordios as a personal name seems to occur only here: it is connected 
with Mordiaion, the old name of Apollonia Pisidiae. Morzios and 
Morzeos, which are found in Asia Minor, are variants of Mordios; ef. 

Nazianzos and Nadiandos (Philostorg. Hist. Eccles. VIII 11), ZeCunvy 
and Avvduynvy as epithets of Cybele (Hist. Geogr. p. 227", Ath. Mitth. 

1888 p. 237). 

326. (R. 1891). M. Bérard in BCH 1893 p. 320. AvpnAla Nuva to 
mother Satournina and brother Auxanon: fine payable to tameion 
500 den. 

327. (Hogarth-Headlam 1890). M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 3320. 
Xenon to his father Gaios. 

328. (R. 1888). CIL III 70551. L. Vario L. F. Fab. Maximo L. 
Varius L. F. Fab. Maximus pater (centurio) leg(ionis) VII Claudiae). 

This inscription must be later than 42 when /egzo VII received from 
Claudius the titles Claudia Pia Fidelis. The legion was stationed in 
Moesia from 71 onwards, Varius Maximus was probably detached on 
some special duty and stationed at Apameia, perhaps to be at the orders 
of the fiscal officials. 

329. (R. 1888), CIL III 367, 7056, omitting the Greek text (which 
Ar. puts on the wrong side). (A) [Ovad€pios “lovAtavds “IovAtay ?jod Kal 
(Kacola Kovapreiva n yuvi) abroji (Gr[res xal ppovodvres éavrots] éxolnoay 
[rd npwor kat kal] tiv xard[yatoy kaydpay €l’s Hu [repos od reOyoerat’ 

ejay 3€ ris Frepoy mrdpa eloevéven,) Once ls [rév Kaloapos picxoy dnv. ¢. 

éypady érje ove. 
(B) D. AM. Cassia M. [F.] Quartina vilat|t annos XXV. Valerius Julji\anus 

(centurio) Leg. VII Cl. coiu[gi]. H(ic) s(ata) (st). 
The Latin inscription is the work of an uneducated person, who could 

not use the formulae correctly; and the letters are rudely engraved. 
The letter F was omitted by the engraver in the first line; and parts 
of viait and Juldianus were omitted. In bilingual inscr. the Latin gene- 
rally comes first ; another exception occurs no. 307. 

Here again as in no. 328 we have a centurion detached from éegio VII 
and residing with his family at Apameia. | 

This bilingual inscription was engraved on two blocks of limestone in 
the wall of a herobn. The Greek inscription was engraved in long lines 
extending over one stone and encroaching on the next. It is dated 
A.D. 170-1, and was composed when husband and wife were both living ; 

1 Less correctly CIL III 366. 
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owing to the loss of the left-hand stone the names are uncertain. I have 
restored it approximately on the supposition that the Latin inscription 
was composed by the husband after his wife died, and was placed along- 

side of the older joint inscription: this seems probable from the arrange- 
ment on the stone, which seems to mark the two texts as companions. 
The date a.D. 170-171 is an important addition. 

330. (R. 1890). C. Vennonio C. L. Eroti heredes ex testamento. Tal 
Overyvwvlp "Epwrt xAnpordpot xara diabyKny. 

Eros was freedman of a resident Italian. 

331. (R. 1891). Adp. Tlamax[q] Tantlov [xareoxevacey ro Hpgoy 
euaury [xat] rp dvdpl ov Zwrix [Kat] tots réxvois judy * el 3€ Tus GAAOS 
éxirndevor, Ojos is Td Tapioy (8nvdpia) ¢’. 

332. (Hogarth-Headlam 1890). Dikeji. AP. MoAvypdnos] rp yAuxv- 
tare [vig] MoAuxpovly r[dv] Bwpdv Cyoavts 1] 8’ cai nudpas TI \REINAIAY? 

ZANE AIACTO ds 8 dy oxvdn dace te [lepwrdtm rapely [inv.? See 
no. 661. 

333. (Hogarth 1890). 1 deiva eornlce Galurn xal tp dvdpi [adrijs 
TIpelpw IIpeluo Ply", dpyds re reredexdri mdcas xat [x]peopvAakyjolayjr Kat 
dyopavounoavrt, ypaluparevoavri|, épyemorarjcayts, cat TlavéAAnue yevo- 
pléve Cjoalyrs xadGs. plete, fjows xpnoré, xaipe. 

On the xpewpudAag see p. 368. Primus has been a member of the 
Panhellenic Council instituted at Athens by Hadrian see p. 430. 

334. (R. 1881). BCH 1883 p. 308. [ITpoxAcavos Tpvpwy to my wife 
Cecillia Ammia, with permission to a later wife Ailiane to be buried : 
fine payable to tameion 2,500 den. 
-Proklianos and his second wife are mentioned no. 304. 

335. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1893 p. 249. Aidp. 
Sevyjpa. to my son Apollonides: fine to tameion 500 den. 

336. (R. 1888). Rev. Et. Gr. 1889 p. 35. 
A. Adpyndla Tara 7 cai Eiruyls *ArrddA@ dvdpi éx(x) trav diay cateoxeva- 

cev Td Hpwov, [éx}i b? Kal adr) reOjoerat, exdvtwy e£ovolay por xe Tay 
réxvov’ 18° [Elrfelpos ® émrmdevor, Onor ls rd rapiov dnv. fg’. (id for eld.) 

B. "Eri tpeaxocworp aéunty Ap. Tata xareOéuny Aip. "Addtavoy rv 

dy pov dytvatoy kal drexvoy (A.D. 220-221). 

1 The father’s name is uncertain. 
* This reading is necessary, not eis 6: the letter before O is |. 
® FTPOC in copy. 
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337. (R. 1891). Dikeji. ere rin’. pn(vds) 6’, se’. Adp. Tarla ’Apré- 
Pwvos érénoa Td nppoy te avdpl pov Priam ayopavdpy [ey ¢] xal adri 
teOjoouas * ob [elfovclay Efover ra réxva huay [(P\Auwmos xe "Aprépwr obs 

face matnp Tov [uley Piurnov éerav &€, roy 8 "Aprépwva érdv dvo, El dé 
tts Erepos éxurndevor, Onor ls rd Tapioy byv. qd’. 

338. (R. 1891). Sakiji. 

play p. x: 
Kiepert gives the name of the village as Tchakibdji, more correctly. 

339. (R. 1891). Sakiji. [(——] wal ’Anwa[s? overp?lavds *Anfapets] 
(Gures [ésolncay] rd Hpov Ealvtots] xal rn rexovoq xal rots téxvos’ ls 8 
repos ov teOjoatrar’ el d€ Tis emirndedoet, Onoes ls Td Tapetoy dyv. yelua. 

This seems to be the tomb of two brothers. 

Adp. Tartalyds] xat 7 yur atrod Oadta Tpo- 

340. (R. 1888). [M]evedjuou 76 dvyetov?. The word dyyefoy in the 
sense of ‘sarcophagus’ often occurs in Lycia? ; it is also found in Lesbos?. 
In this formula the genitive generally follows: eg. at Magnesia Mae. 
1) Tpoperwmts Tvatov Aexplov Dirdpwros cat Kaoxe[AA]las TIGA(A)ns (Kon- 
toleon Ath. Mitth. 1889 p. 106). 

341. M. Bérard BCH 1893 p. 321. D.M. P. Aelio Maximo filo 
P. Aelius Maximus M. |F.) pater memoriae* posuit. 

342. (R. 1882, 1890, 1891). Dikeji: worn and faint lettering. 

évOdde Tov xpnortoy] marépa xara yal é[xalariw le 
toy) codpdly ély® girly cai mlore[t] mdons prjpny [x Plaperos ® 
ypdppact pnvicas’ Mupiopos 3é KéxAnto! 
AlAuos, 00 Kaya rovvop’ éxw [matpdber). 

The word afore. does not point to a Christian origin : the meaning is 
uncertain ; and in verse, of course, a wider choice of terms was practised 
than in ordinary pagan epitaphs. The person who is here buried and his 
father were both called Ailios Myrismos: cp. no. 263 and LW 815. 

343. (R. 1882). Welcker Philologus 1845 pp. 265f, CIG 3964 
better Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. no. 387. The letters are rather worn; but it 

1 The letters AIAH-H--.-QN in 
a line before may belong to this inscr., 
but the stone has been twice used. 
3 Petersen, Reisen in Lykien II no. 

75, 76, 103, 104, 149, 179, 185. 
® Conze, Reisen auf Lesbos pl. XVII 4 

p. 54; Cichorius, Ath. Mitth. 1889 p. 259. 
* causa 1s wanted here. 

5 My copy in 1890 suggests rdv [re] 
copay didin, but there is a gap between 
wo and ». 

® The reading is certain ; dproros was 
not engraved, but may be intended. 

7 AE comes at the beginning of a 
line. Probably a word has been omitted 
by the engraver. 
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is hard to understand why such difficulty has been found in making 

a trustworthy text}, 

7d (hv 6 Choas Kal Gave ¢y rots plros" 
6 xtépevos 5& ToAAA pH Tpypay ody Trois Pidrors, 
otros téOvyxe me[pt'naray cat (H ver{pod Blov ?] 

4 eyo 8% érpidnoa Mnvoyévns 6 xt Evoraéys 

peréduxia] éuavr[od mdvta th Wuxn Kadd 
dudyws éBiwoa pera hidwy Ke ovvyevor" 

pndénxo” srovrAws 7 b0Alws AaAG(y) rivl. 
8 otros 6 Blos por yéyovey bray ECwy éyw' 

és advra 8 nirdynoa, euavrov moretoas bey, 
70 8 [ddlelAldpevoy amédwxa ty pvor rédos. 
‘Poddlos] érinoa Mnvoyéves pov yAvkurdr sarpi 

12 xe TlavAer Minlvolyjévov girdvdpm peéx(p)e rédovs. 

1I~12 show that Rufus erected the tomb to his father Menogenes and 

Paulis wife of Menogenes: the reading IlavA¢i is certain. The gen. form 
Mnvoyévov is common in Asia Minor. 

The chief interest of the inscr. lies in the first ten lines, the eomposi- 
tion of Menogenes himself. Menogenes Eustathes was an epicurean in 
philosophy, and the lines express his views on life, in a tone very similar 
to no. 232, and like it bearing the stamp of anti-Christian feeling. The 
Christian spirit which objected to free enjoyment of life for self and 
friends is stigmatized as ‘death in life.’ 

344. Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. 388 after Hirschfeld. 

Batdy peivov, Fetve, xal torepoy EvOa ropevon 

BY wpodutt@v oTHAAnv, GAAA pader [T]l Adyer. 

Ndpxtooos vewrepos évOdde xetpas, 

dv [Eirielfe Zwrext) ape vilp x[rldavov grdrlys. 

Acta 8% réxva cal ovvBiov’ rod[tro trowmoas * 
tovro pdvoy AUmns els “Aidnv Epodov. 

1 Hirschfeld’s copy is better than 
Hamilton's, but the following correc- 

tions (to mention only important differ- 
ences) are needed in it. 1, TOILC®, 
2,NCYNTOIC. 3, TEON. 4, €YCT. 
6, SOELAME. 11, YECA. 12, AYALIM: 
NO:ENOY®Ol and MEXI (clear on 
the stone). In 7 his Aada@y and in 6 
his duaxos may be preferable; but the 
reading seemed to me certain on the 
stone (I had his copy before me). I 
found the end of 3 indecipherable, but 

the parts which I copied do not suit the 
restoration given above from Kaibel 
(whose edition was unknown to me 
when I copied the text). In 3 my copy 
has TIENTTAT, in 10 EIA for EIA, 

2 A whole line containing about 12 
letters is erased with deep horizontal 
cutting, evidently intentionally, whether 
in ancient time or not. Kaibel’s sup- 
plement ro zoijoas is evidently wrong; 
the space demands more; but I have 
nothing better. 
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The epigram has been copied from some older form, and the metre is 
ruined by the change of names. 

345-349. These important inscriptions open up many difficult questions, 
which lie apart from our proper subject, and demand too much space to 
be given here. They consist of (1) a letter in Latin from Paullus Fabius 
Maximus, Proconsul of Asia between Io and 1 B.C.!, regulating the 
calendar, enumerating the months in order with the number of days, 
and fixing the opening of the year on IX Kal, Océ., the birthday of 
Augustus. This Asian year, beginning from 23 Sept. as New Year's 
Day, is given in the table p. 204: the first day of each month was 
distinguished by the name 2eBacry*?: probably also certain important 
anniversaries in Augustus’s life were called ZeSaorj, see p. 205 (5): 
the first month was piv Kalcapos. The letter was probably addressed 
to the Koinon of Asia. (2) Various Greek documents, including perhaps 
a translation of the Latin letter, certainly a decree of the Koinon (of én} 
ris "Aclas “EAAnves), and perhaps a decree of the city where the monu- 
ment was erected. In the decree of the Koinon it was ordered that copies 
of the Proconsul’s letter should be engraved on marble stelai in the leading 
cities of each Conventus (éy rats adnyoupévats rv diorxjoewy méAEcrv) ; 

and fragments of the monuments on which they were engraved have been 
found at Apameia, Eumeneia, and Dorylaion. The decree of the Koinon 
was proposed by the Argyrotamias. 

The Apamean inscribed stones were in some building like a temple. 
The Latin inscription was engraved in four very long lines (perhaps 
running round the whole four sides of the building) on the epistyle. 
On the epistyle below the four Latin lines was a single line of Greek, 
which, though lowest, is larger than the Latin (letters in highest Latin 
line 13 in. high, Greek letters 1} in. high). This Greek line must have 
been the most important, being the one intended to be conspicuous : 
probably it was a sort of summary or title. The Greek inscriptions were 
engraved in columns of thirteen lines on the blocks of the side walls: 
the block which is published in 4¢A. Aliéth. 1891 pp. 282 f£ was 263 in. 
high and 20} in. broad’. The columns of the inscription were broader 
than the blocks; hence each block bears incomplete lines. Three blocks 

1 Perhaps 8-7 B.c. 
2 The name Sebaste for some day of 

the month is found in Asia Minor at 
Tasos, see inscr. Rev. Et. Gr. 1893 p. 161 
(Th. Reinach) : at Pergamos Jnschr. no. 
374 (Frankel): at Magnesia Mae. BCH 
1888 p. 329, Ath. Mitth. 1889 p. 318: at 
Ephesos Brit. Mus. 481 |. 321 (2nd An- 

thesterion): at Trajanopolis LW 1676 
(6th Daisios) in the Lycian and Egyp- 
tian Calendar (the first of each month, 

Usener Bull. dell Inst. 1874 pp. 73 ff). 
® The holes in the top show that 

another stone stood upon it. None of 
the other copyists give measurements 
of the blocks. 
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are given CIG 3957 (one repeated better BCH 1893 pp. 314 ff), one CIG 
3902 6, one Ath. Mitth. 1891 pp. 282 f, one epistyle block ib. pp. 235 ff. 
Another part of the same inscr. has been found at Dorylaion ; it is pub- 
lished by M. Radet En Phrygie p. 136 and by Mommsen CIL III Suppl. 
Auctar. 136511 from a different copy. 

Paullus Fabius Maximus left his mark on the province of Asia in 
other ways: the Sminthian games bore his name for two centuries or 
more, aS YplyOera IavAea?, probably as having been organized or 
remodelled by him. It is not unlikely that he had worked them into 
a general scheme for romanizing the province, of which the remodelling 
of the calendar formed a part. Hence the temple of Rome no. 302 may 
have been the building on which this inscr. was engraved. 

350. (R. 1883). Bey-Keui. [r]ua’. Adp. "Odpérdts éxolnoa rd jpepov 
Adp. Ela rn Ovyarpl pov p. x. Kal éaur@ xe ty yuvatkl pou Atp. Kedevouéyn’ 
el 3¢ tis repos [émiTy evar, Ojoes ts rdv ploxoy dnv. q’. 

W/ NA: DQ AY QP 
O EANIS ETTOIH 
SATO HOQONAYSP 
El A\STHOYTATPIMOY 
MNIAZ XAPINCAT 
EAYTOKTIFY 
NEKIMOYYAYOPOKE 
AEYOMEN EIA E 
TIZETE PE MMMM 
AEYZIOHEZEIS 
TONDIZKONX'P 

The curious name Keleuomene, elsewhere unknown, may suggest, but is 

far from proving, Christian origin. For the form cp. Sozomene, Agapo- 

1 The proofsheet was sent to me early * Wadd. 17306, which is probably 
in 1895 by Prof. Mommsen ; it has not not earlier than the end of the second 
yot been published. century. 
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menos (no. 357), both given in Pape. The palmettes inserted so often 
are perhaps a Chr, symbol, see no. 465 and § 2. See p. 493. 

The date by letters without érovs occurs no. 646, not far away. 

351. Bey-Kew. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 255. 
Aip. Kuplav Aap[ddov?] Ppevrwy to his wife Domna and children : 

Fine, to tameion [,a\p’. éyévero ére rxd’, a(nvi) a’ (A.D. 239), 

352. (R. 1888). At the top of the steep slope leading up from 
Techapali two miles beyond Bunar-Bashi (Fontes Aurocreni) on the road 
from Apameia to Apollonia: boundary stone of Apollonia in the form of 
a dedication Q@eois [’EWoplois on behalf of Hadrian a. D. 135 (text Hist. 
Geogr. p. 172), marking at the same time the limits of the province Asia 
and of Apamean territory. I once thought that no. 164 may mark the 
limit of Asia (and of Apameia) on SE., but more probably it is the limit 
between an imperial estate and the territory of Konana, 

XI. APAMEIA, 

APPENDIX III. 

AUROKRA, 

Avroxkra is mentioned as a bishopric in several Nofitiae: m I, VII, 
VIII, IX and in De Boor’s Notitia it is called Aurokla, at Concil. Chalced. 
A.D. 451 Aulokra and Aurokra, and in Hierocles AtpdxAcia’, Wesseling 
recognized that the name which appears in these various forms must be 
the noun from which was derived the adjectival form Aulokrene; and 
this seems so obvious that I should have assumed it without a word, had 
not M. Radet disputed it. He identifies Aurakleia-Aurokla with Akroé- 
nos?; but I doubt whether any philologist will follow him in identifying 
two names so different in character. The essential element in Avpoxha 
cannot be compared by any reasonable philological process with that in 

*Axpo-nvds (where -nvds is the widely spread adjectival suffix), 

1 So Parthey: AvpaxAeia Burckhardt : 
6 Aupdxkow Notitiae: 6 Atpoxpoy and 
AiAdéxpor Conc, Chale.: ris Avpox\ewy 
médews Conc. Const. A.D. 448. Hierocles 
probably deduces Atpax\ea from the 
entry in his authority 6 Atpoxdéww (émi- 
okoros). Similar wrong inferences are 
his Bpidva (6 Bpvariy), 

2 Tl est évident qu’ Avpakheia est "Axpo- 
nvés, see his En Phrygie p. 118. I regret 
to have to differ so widely from M. Radet 
in topographical questions (but I can 
at least admire and agree with him in 
historical questions): his topography 
is founded on principles which are often 
in contradiction with mine, and Aurokla 
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The forms used at the Council of Chalcedon are the most important, 
because there we have the actual signatures of the bishop: his regular 
formula is ’AxvAas émioxomos Atpoxpwy dpicas tnéypawa, Aquilas episcopus 
Aurocrorum subscripsi'. Hence Avpoxpd must be taken as the native 
name, with ethnic Avpoxpevs, and local adjective Avdpoxpnyds. Now it is 
universally admitted, as beyond question, that the fountains in the plain 
above Apameia were usually called Aulokrene, and the mountain range 
beside the lake was called mons Aulocrenus, as Pliny mentions. The 
latter name shows plainly that Aulocrenus is a local adjective. Now, 
even without laying special stress on the Chalcedonian form dulokra ?, it 
is obvious that a lake, which produced reeds used for making flutes and 
was associated with a legend about the origin of the flute, was sure to 
originate the grecization of Adpoxpyyy into AtAo-xpyvn (where the change 
of accent is facilitated by the change of category, an adjective to 
a noun). 

Again, it is, in my opinion, a matter not admitting of doubt that the 
springs at which Manlius encamped in his march from the shores of 
Lake Askania to the plain of Metropolis and thence to Synnada, called by 
Livy Rhotrini Fontes, are the fountain Aulokrene. The line of march is 
beyond question: there is one road, and no other. Prof. G. Hirschfeld’s 
identification of Aporidos-Kome confirms it. There are no other 
important springs in the whole district, except those of the Maeander- 
branches; and of these only Aulokrene could be on the march of 
Manlius. This identification is tacitly admitted by M. Radet; though 
he has not spoken in his text about it, yet his map shows that he regards 
Livy’s Rhotrini Fontes as the common Aulokrene; and, when he admits 

the identity of the fountains, I presume that he accepts my argument 
identifying the names Rhocrini? Fontes and Aulokrene, through an 
intermediate form Avpoxpnvat [Iyyal, a form which in all probability 

is a typical case. His identification AvAdxpov. In the Latin the forms Auto- 
could be justified only by supposing 
that Aurokra or Aurokla is a seriously 
corrupted form; but it is supported by 
so many diverse authorities that the 
supposition is inadmissible. 

1 The form shows that the native 
pronunciation was Atpoxpa, not Adpoxpa 
(the latter being probably a grecized 
pronunciation). The signature is given 
in Actiones III, VI, and XVI (in III Adpo- 
kpay in margin, AdpoxAdy in text, Latin 
column <Aurocrorum). In the general 
list of bishops in Actio I, the form is 

VOL. I. PT. II. 

clinus (Act. XV) and Androsiorum (Act. 
XVI, I) are mere corruptions. 

3 Involving an adjective AvAoxpnyds, 
AvAoxpnyn. 

$ The corruption ¢ for ¢c is a common 
phenomenon in MSS. Mayhoff quotes 
the same corruption in Pliny XVI 240, 
where three MSS. have Aulotrene, an 
exact parallel to Rhotrini. Probably 
the MS. of Polybius, which Livy had 
before him, was blurred, so that he 
read POKPHNAI in place of AYPO- 
KPHNAI. 
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Polybius (from whom Livy borrowed) used. But Avpoxpnvai TInyal are 
obviously the Fountains of Aurokra; and it would be perverse to dis- 
tinguish the bishopric of Aurokra-Aurokla-Aulokra from the Aurokra- 
Aulokra which gave its name to the fountains. 

The sole reason that M. Radet gives for denying this identification is 
that the Apamean and Metropolitan Plains were assigned to Pisidia, and 
therefore the plain of Aulokrene, which lies between them must also have 
been in Pisidia. But this argument is very weak. (1) The boundary 
between two provinces is often very irregular; and it is often difficult to 
give a good reason why a district was assigned to one province rather 
than to another. (2) Moreover, if the theory stated on p. 445 as to the 
extension of Pisidia in a.p. 372 to include Apameia is correct, we can 
understand how the frontier that resulted from the operation was irregular 
at this point. (3) Finally it is not necessary to suppose that the bishopric 
Aurokra included the whole of the valley. The valley extends well up 
to the north and is divided from the Pentapolis by undulating ground, 
over which easy carriage roads can be carried at almost any point. 
I have always supposed that the centre of population was at Bei-Keui, 
where the only inscriptions of the valley were found; and that the 
northern part of the valley was classed in Salutaris with the Pentapolis, 
while the southern part with the lake and the fountains continued subject 
to Apameia (as it certainly was when Maximus Tyrius visited the lake 
and springs). Already in the map accompanying my paper JHS 188 
the boundary between Salutaris and Pisidia is marked in this way. 
The frontier between Byzantine provinces often crosses the middle of 
a valley. 

APPENDIX IV. 

BISHOPS OF APAMEIA-KELAINAI AND AUROKRA. 

1. JuLranus acted in company with Zoticus of Comama (Conana ?) 
against the Montanists about a. p. 180-90, Euseb. 7.4. V 16. 

2. Tharsicius Apamenus 325. Le Quien attributes to Apameia Kibotos 
(which he wrongly gives as a separate bishopric under Phrygia Pacatiana) 
Paulus Apamenus or Apameensis (classed to Phrygia) who was also 
present at this Council, and who must probably be bishop of Apia or 
Appia (on p. 1045 he suggests Acmoniensis for Apameensis, but Apia- 
nensis seems the easiest correction). 

3. Theodoulos, who signed the will of Gregory Nazianzen, was perhaps 
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of the Bithynian Apameia; but is placed in Pisidia by Le Quien. This 
is improbable from the following name. 

4. Auxanon presbyter Apameae was present at Conc. Constantinop. 381, 
which suggests that there was no bishop at the time. 

5. Paulinus 451 and 458. 

6. Conon Apameae in Phrygia episcopus, see p. 446. 
7. Joannes Apamenorum civ. Pisidiae prov. 553. 
8. Sisinnius ’Amapelas ris Ki8wrod Conc. Nicaen. II 787. 

9. als a rival Ignatian and Photian bishops, 879. 

10. Akylas Aipoxpéy 451 (p. 482) called Abrostota by Le Quien. 

APPENDIX V. 

MAPS OF APAMEIA AND EUMENEIA. 

THESE maps are adapted from the surveys of the O. R. C. engineers, 
kindly placed at my disposal by Mr. Purser. The heights are marked for 
the most part according to the careful railway measurements, and are 
therefore of the highest authority. On the heights of the lofty mountains, 
see note p.2. A few heights are added from my aneroid reckonings. In 
the plan of Apameia and the surroundings the chief irrigation channels, 
artk, are indicated. The two profiles indicating height are adapted 
from Hirschfeld: everything else on this plan is due to Mr. S. Watkins. 

Note. Nonnus mentions several features of Apameia Dion. XXIII, 

512 ot r ZAaxov Bovdeay, decdouevny re rodixyny 
Sev8poxdpov Tepéveray, evoxtoy Arcos apoupns, 
ol Apeciny évépovro xai “OBpepov, Gore peeOpas 
Ma:av8pou oxortoioww édy mapaBadderat vdwp, 

516 Kal 8dre8ov Aoiavros érayupoy, ot re Kedawwds 
ebpuxdpous évépovro Kal evvacrnptoy ’Opyou. 

(‘OBpepoy and ’Opyot are conjectures, the former nearly certain.) These are 
contrasted with the Sangarios cities, and must therefore be placed in W. and S. 
Phrygia. Steph. mentions Boudeia, Temeneia (towards Lycaonia), Dresia and 
Doiantos Pedion (p. 623). 



CHAPTER XII 

THE CHRISTIAN INSCRIPTIONS OF SOUTH-WESTERN PHRYGIA* 

§ 1. Christians and Pagans p. 484. § 2. Criteria of Christian Epitaphs p. 488. 
§ 8. Christian Names p. 491. § 4. Christian titles, sentiments, and expressions 
Pp. 494. § 5. The Reckoning with God p. 496. § 6. Other formulae against 
Violation of the Tomb p. 498. § 7. Second Century Christian Epitaphs p. 499. 
§ 8. Eumeneia in the Third Century p.502. § 9. The Massacre by Diocletian 
Pp. 505. § 10. Diffusion of Christianity in S.W. Phrygia p. 509. 

Appendix: Christian Inscriptions. (1) Eumenia p. 514. (2) Apameia p. 533. 
(3) Lampe and Siblia p. 539. (4) Hyrgalean District p. 540. (5) Lycos Valley 
p. 542. (6) 8. W. Frontier Lands p. 554. (7) Trajanopolis p. 558. (8) Pepouza 
p. 558. (9) Sebaste &c. p. 560. (10) Akmonia &c. p. 562. 

§ 1. CHRISTIANS AND Paaans. The subject of this chapter is the 
most difficult and slippery in the whole range of the present work. 
In following up the epigraphic traces of people who aimed at avoiding 
obtrusiveness and escaping notice, we shall find many delicate cases, 
where Christianity may be suspected but cannot be proved ; and it 
will be far from easy to distinguish the cases in which suspicion 
may be strengthened into comparative confidence from those in which 
it remains as yet a mere vague suspicion. I should formerly have felt 
disposed to say that in many inser. the Christian tone is a certainty ; 
but, since Drs. Ficker and Harnack and Hilgenfeld and others have 
declared that the epitaph of Avircius Marcellus marked the tomb of 
a priest of Cybele or of some eclectic with a smattering of Chr. know- 
ledge mingled with his paganism, it has become clear that for the 
present certainty must not be assumed”. It is, however, evident that 

these scholars have not thought of examining the other scattered Chr. 
epitaphs of the district; and the hope may be entertained that the 
series given in Ch. XII and XVII may affect their opinion. 

The important article by M. Cumont les Inscriptions Chrétiennes 

del Asie Mineure® reached me in time to aid in making these chapters 

1 My friend Rev. A. F. Findlay hoped I am however indebted to him in many 
at one time to co-operate in this subject cases. 
and began to transcribe the Chr. inscr., 2 See no. 657. 
but other duties interrupted his work. 3 Mélanges d Archéol. et d’ Hist. 1895. 
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better than they would otherwise have been. In several points his 
results have modified or guided my opinion; in many his indepen- 
dent agreement has strengthened my confidence in my own results. 
M. Cumont had not seen the articles on Early Chr. Monuments in 
Phrygia I-V, which I wrote in the Expositor some years ago; and 
the agreement in our main views! may perhaps be considered as 
a proof that they are natural and necessary inferences from the facts. 
M. Cumont has included in his Catalogue only those inscr. which 
he counts certainly Chr., a prudent and wise restriction. I have had 

the advantage of a wider range of facts (possessing several unpublished 
inscr. which throw some important side-lights on the problem); and 
the attempt will here be made to show that several inscr. which 
he left out of his list may be either reckoned as probably Chr. or 
suspected. In the former case they are printed among the Chr. inacr. ; 
in the latter they are placed among the non-Chr., but the suspicion 
is stated and justified. 

The progress of our knowledge tends, in general, to push back 
the dates which I at first ventured to name. In several cases the 
‘third’ has to be substituted for the ‘fourth’ century, and the ‘second’ 
for the ‘third.’ Desirous not to exaggerate the antiquity of the docu- 
ments, I erred sometimes in stating too late a date. 

Christianity, when establishing itself amid an alien society, did not 
immediately re-make the whole life and manners of its converts. They 
continued to live in many respects as before: they were characterized 
by most of the habits, and some, or many even, of the faults, of their 
old life and of the society in which they lived. That is clearly shown 
in St. Paul’s letters to his early converts: it is the experience of 
missionaries in pagan countries: it is the lesson we learn from 
the Chr. inscriptions of Phrygia. ‘It took centuries for Christianity 
to disengage itself from its surroundings and to re-make society and 
the rules of life?.’ We find very few strictly Chr. names or social 
customs in the early period; we watch the gradual creation of 
a Chr. system of names during the third and fourth centuries. 

Even Tertullian, who was disposed to go further than most in the 
direction of separating Chr. from pagan society, speaks of the former 

1 My theory there stated of the dif- given there of the typical early convert 
fusion of Christianity over Phrygia from 
different sources is not within the 
scope of M. Cumont’s article. One 
inscr., which I admit as Chr., is not 
accepted as such by him (no. 412). 

? See my St. Paul p. 208; the picture 

will be justified in the following chapter. 
I believe that the above paragraph, 
which is fundamental in this investiga- 
tion, is admitted in a general way by 
all. It is essentially the Pauline prin- 
ciple of life. 
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as men living in company with the latter, similar in respect of food, 

dress, surroundings and appliances, frequenting the same forum, market, 
baths, shops, fairs, &c.1_ We cannot doubt that the shopkeeper or 

trader who was converted did not, as a rule, alter the outward appear- 

ance of his life. People might converse with him in the street or the 
forum, and observe no reason to suspect him of Christianity. He 
did not break with ‘all his old thoughts and habits and feelings and 
friends when he was converted. He lived in externals much as before; 

he observed the same laws of politeness in society; his house, his sur- 
roundings continued much the same; he kept up the same family 
names, and when he died his grave, his tombstone and his epitaph 
were in the ordinary style’. Yet we are now to essay the task 
of separating the Chr. from the pagan epitaphs, by observing the slight 
variations through which the Chr. avoided using the too pronounced 
pagan forms, while preserving the general character of the pagan 
epitaphs. 

This picture of quiet, peaceful development will be found justified 
by everything which we find in the early Chr. inscr., but it is very 
different from the account given by Aelius Aristides in the second 
century. According to him the Christians cut themselves off from 
all Greek culture, from everything that was good and noble; they 
broke up family ties, and set brother against brother; their words, 
thoughts, and acts were alike void of good result for society; they 
stood aloof from the pleasures, the religion, and the duties of educated 
or loyal citizens ; held no official position; comforted none who were 

in sorrow ; healed no dissensions ; gave no good counsel ; made poverty 
and beggary into virtues ; practised robbery under the guise of equality, 
and shameless vice under the cloak of rigid virtue; made evil into 
good, and reckoned ugliness as beauty; laid claim to be the true 
philosophers ; and spoke villainous Greek ®. But the whole tone of 
this description, together with the fact that Aristides classes the Chr. 
along with the Cynics as belonging on the whole to the same type, 

1 Apol. 42 homines vobiscum degentes 
etusdem victus, habitus, instructus, eius- 

dem ad ritam necessitatis...... itaque 

non sine foro, non sine macello, non sine 

balneis tabernis officinis stabulis nundinis 
vestris ceterisque commerctis cohabitamus 

in hoc saeculo. 

2 St. Paul the Traveller pp. 208 f. 
5 The last fault is the only one that 

is shown in the inscr. (see no. 354). 

Arist. inép ray rerrdpwv II pp.4o0of Dind. ; 
Lightfoot refuses to accept this shocking 
picture as even intended for the Chris- 
tians ; but Neumann dex rdm. Staat und 

die allgem. Kirche pp. 35 f takes a more 
correct view, following Bernays Gesamm. 
Abhandl. II p. 362 (a fragment implying 
a change from Bernays's earlier view in 
Lucian und die Kyniker), See my Church 
in R.E. pp. 351 ff. 
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shows how exaggerated his picture was. Moreover, he spoke only 
from superficial acquaintance with the extreme partisans and the 
prominent martyrs; but he had no knowledge of the mass of undis- 
tinguished and obscure Chr., whose very existence was probably 
unknown to him except by rumour. It is this unknown multitude 
of common persons (who, as a rule, had not the courage and heroism 
to stand forth prominently as martyrs, or the intellectual power to 
shine as leaders and.teachers), that are revealed to us in the sepulchral 
inscr. They are not represented to us in the Chr. literature, except 
when their errors and backslidings have to be castigated; but if we 
want to see what Christianity practically was as a working influence 
in the Roman Empire, these common men are well worthy of some 
share of the attention that is given usually only to the leaders. 

The extreme Chr. attitude became the rule in the church of the 
fourth and fifth centuries. The results of this changed tone were by 
no means entirely good ; the reasons for the change are worth study ; 
and study must begin from the epitaphs, which were revolutionized 
in character during the course of the fourth century. M. Le Blant 
I p. 126! points out that in the Gaulish and other later Chr. inser. 
the parentage of the deceased is rarely mentioned ; and he explains 
this as a deduction from the orders given to the faithful to renounce 
all family ties and devote themselves entirely to God’, and especially 
from the words of Matthew XXIII 9, Call no man your father wpon the 
earth ; for one is your Father which is in heaven. He quotes various 
examples of the martyrs (c. A.D. 270-300 5) literally carrying out this 
precept, and declaring that they had neither parents nor family. From 
these more enthusiastic (and also bigoted‘) Christians, the fashion 
spread ; and Le Blant’s examples show that in the fourth and fifth 
centuries the custom became common and at last almost universal. 
Along with parentage they also disclaimed all the other relations of 

1 Once for all I may here express my and Diocletian. The answer of Hierax 
admiration for his great work Inscr. 
Chrét. de la Gaule, together with his 
Noureau Recueil: the frequent refer- 
ences in the following pages show with 
what profit I have read it. 

2 Matth. XIX 29, Mark X 29, Luke 

XIV 26, XVIII 29. 
5 §. Irenaeus of Sirmium 4A SS March 

vol. III p. 555, Ruinart p. 433, S. Petrus 
Balsamus in Ruinart p. 526, S. Lucianus 
of Antioch, Ruinart p. 530: these ex- 
amples belong to the period of Probus 

of Iconium about 163 A.D. (Ruinart 
p. 106) shows an earlier style (which 
might readily harden into the later 
custom) verus pater noster Christus est 
et mater Fides qua in ipsum credimus ; 
ferreni vero parentes mei mortui sunt. 

‘It is not unfair to apply this last 
epithet to many of the martyrs. Along 
with their splendid heroism and devo- 
tion they showed sometimes traits, 
excusable in their situation, but not 
admirable, Church in R. E., pp. 374, 351. 
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ordinary life, country, occupation, and rank : the one fact, Christranus 
ewm, superseded them all. But it is only in the language of the 
martyrs and other extremists that we find any traces of this custom 
so early as the third century: it had not yet affected ordinary society, 
and it does not appear in epitaphs. 

M. Le Blant observes that the Greek Christian inscriptions state 
parentage far more frequently than the Latin, and he explains this 
from the non-existence in Greek of family names. But though this 
may have been a contributory cause, yet the earlier date of the Greek 
inscriptions is the principal reason, for the fourth and fifth century 
Greek inscriptions often omit the parentage. In fact the majority 
of the Phrygian Chr. inscr. are older than the formation of the distinc- 
tive Chr. customs. I know no example of a pre-Constantinian inscr. 
in the province of Asia, in which the parent’s name is omitted. 

M. Le Blant II p. 306 shows himself quite aware that the dislike 
to the mention of the father’s name was only gradually developed, 
as Christianity established its own special formulae, and he dates 
inscriptions on which the name of the father is added antérieure a la 
création du premier formulaire chrétien. 
§ 2. CRITERIA OF CHRISTIAN Epitapus. M. Le Blant I pp. 152 f 

has insisted on the local characteristics of inscriptions. Each district 
has its own style, its own ‘formulae, symbols, writing, arrangement, 
ornamentation, apart from characteristics due to difference of period. 
A careful study of them is one of the essentials of scientific epigraphy ; 
and M. Le Blant has given a preliminary list of the local characteristics 
of Christian inscriptions known to him. In the eastern provinces his 
list naturally is very scanty’. He mentions at Athens xo.uznrjpioy at 
the beginning of the epitaph, in Galatia Oéo1s, in Mopsouestia, Tarsos, 
Korykos, and Seleuceia rézros, in Seleuceia and Tyana pynypia, in 
Mopsouestia and Tarsos pyjpa diadépor, in Seleuceia yapoodpiy and 
mwapacrarixéy, in Korykos and Seleuceia 67«n, and in Korykos cwpa- 
ToOyxn. But hardly any of these characteristics had come into use 
before the time of Constantine: they belong to a later period than we 
have to treat of in this essay. M. Le Blant would distinguish the 
Gaulish epitaphs which show these characteristics as early; but in his 
work the term ‘early’ denotes the fourth century, whereas in this 
essay, that period is considered late. 

Inscriptions, in which the words used have absolutely nothing to 
mark the epitaph as Christian, but a cross or other symbol beside the 
text shows the religion, are frequently found in the western provinces 

1 They are also in some cases premature. 
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(Gaul and Italy). A few cases occur also in Asia Minor; e.g. CIG 
3857 t, LW 780, appears to be an ordinary pagan inscr., as it 1s there 
published, Edppav xé Tarias Aoxrnmiddn 1@ réxv@ xe éavrois (avtes. 

"Ovjotpos [Kai | rovs davrav yoveis xt tov adedgov ereipnear. 
But fortunately M. Perrot! made a fresh copy, and observed the 
cross at the top marking the religion of the deceased, while mason’s 
tools at the bottom indicate his occupation. We then observe that 
Euphron and Onesimos are suitable Chr. names; while Tatias and 
Asklepiades, though only ordinary pagan names, are often used by Chr. 
in other cases*. But had it not been for M. Perrot’s improved copy, 
these slender indications would have been insufficient to justify even 
a conjecture. In Gaul M. Le Blant mentions a number of inscriptions 
(II pp. 197, 255, 146, 263, 311, I 365), which have nothing decisive of 
Chr. origin in their language, but are indicated to his scrutiny as Chr. 
by their date, or situation or accompanying symbols. 

An inser. of later period may be classed as probably Chr. from its 
date alone: see no. 453. 

Inscriptions which have nothing in their form or symbolism or 
language to mark them as Christian are sometimes proved to be 
Christian by their place of origin. Thus in the Catacomb of Pris- 
cilla rj yAuxurdrp Ovyarpi [MovAyxpn of yévers pu. x., and others occur 
of exactly the same type (Kaibel 1961, 1872, 1933, 1950, 1975). 
This criterion is, at present, useless in Asia Minor, where all the 

monuments as yet known (with perhaps the single exception of 
no. 393) were placed in a public and conspicuous situation amid the 
ordinary pagan monuments. Hereafter, in the course of excavation, 
discoveries may, perhaps, be made of specially Chr. cemeteries; but 
none are now known. 

The cross is occasionally * used in Phrygia, other symbols more 
rarely. The symbolism, which is so common on the Christian tombs 
of the West, hardly occurs on the grave-stones of Asia Minor. The 
ship, the anchor, the pharos, and the horse, which are common in 

Italy, but rare in Gaul‘, are unknown to me in Phrygia. Only 
one example of the fish sculptured on a Phrygian monument occurs 

1 Explor. Arch. de la Galatie &c., p. _p. 158), but not the ship or the pharos 
126. 

3 See no. 372, 355 (Tatia). 

® See no. 384, 427, 429, 434, 436, 441, 
454, 458f, 653, 662f, 665-670, 676 f, 
680; all these are of the fourth century 
or later. 

* The anchor occurs occasionally (only 
at Arles and Marseille Le Blant II 

Le Blant I p. 149. A pair of horses are 
once represented below a Gaulish Chris- 
tian inscription, but more commonly in 
Italy, Le Blant I p. 402; the idea of 

course is the race and the victory, and 
a palm-branch is sometimes represented 
beside the horses. 
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no. 404 (the monument probably was sepulchral, but its mutilated 
state makes certainty impossible). The monograms x, &, AW, 
AW), occur sometimes, no. 371, 443, 673,690; the dove only in no, 690. 

The palm and the vase, though common in the West, are rare in 
Phrygia: the vase occurs in no. 388, and the palm no. 401,662. More- 
over the palm is perhaps intended in no. 654! (in which case no. 350, 
which I have long suspected for other reasons, would also be Chr.). 

Probably none of these symbols was exclusively Christian. The 
fish, the anchor, &c. are found on pagan monuments, though very 
rarely (Le Blant II p. 312); and probably every symbol which was 
publicly used by the Chr. during the third century was selected, 
because it was also in pagan use aud would therefore be less likely 
to attract special attention. 

But it may probably be found that such symbols are commoner 
than is supposed in the Phrygian inscr. They are generally rude 
in outline, and so unobtrusive, that they often escape the notice of 

travellers, even of archaeologists, who are not on the outlook for 
them ; and I am quite prepared to learn that later travellers discover 
Chr. symbols accompanying several of the inscr. published in this 
chapter. For example, no. 401 is published in BCH 1893 p. 246; 
but the palm-branch and other symbols shown in my illustration are 
not noticed. When I copied the inscr. I did not recognize the im- 
portance of the palm; but, being struck with the number of marks 
and symbols, half effaced by time, above and below the inscr., I made 
the rough sketch reproduced on p. 540. It was only when the study 
of De Rossi's and Le Blant’s and Cumont’s works had revealed to me 
the importance of the monumental symbolism, that I observed in this 
and other rough sketches in my note-books early examples of symbols 
well known in other lands. 

In a few Phrygian inser., chiefly N., but also sporadically S. 
(no. 393), the dead and the survivors are proclaimed as Christians. 

1M. Cumont p. 11 note 1 takes these 
palmettes unhesitatingly as palms ; but 
they are also used as ornaments in 
pagan inscriptions, sometimes appa- 
rently as punctuation marks, and I did 
not connect them even by hypothesis 
with Chr. symbolism, till I read his 
note. These symbols occur on inscr. 
which are certainly Chr. no. 654 and 
Le Blant I fig. 15, 38, 44 &c. Certainly, 
where a single palmette is used in the 
text of an inscr. to mark the end of 

a line (as in BCH 1893 p. 274 no. 70), or 
to fill up a blank space at the end of 
an inscr., or where two palmettes form 

a symmetrical ornament at cach end 
of a short line (as is the case with the 
last line of no. 78), it would be unjusti- 
fiable to dream of Chr. origin: but 
where the palmette is used very often 
in the text (as in no. 350) or is employed 
as a symbol apart from the text (as in 
no. 654), it may be adduced in con- 
firmation of other signs of Chr. feeling. 
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There is every reason to think that these stones were publicly and 
openly set up, not hidden in private Chr. cemeteries!. It was con- 
trary to all the principles of the Church to proclaim thie religion so 
openly, for it might imperil the whole Church of a district to draw 
attention so pointedly to the Chr. On the other hand Montanism 
inculeated unshrinking public confession and profession; and prob- 
ably this small] class of epitaphs may be attributed to that sect, 
though it is a difficulty in this theory that no specimen of this class 
has been found in the Montanist centre at Pepouza (where, however, 
inscr. are very rare). 

Apart from a small number of cases, then, the Christians in Phrygia 
did not on their tombstones proclaim the religion of the deceased and 
of the survivors by words or symbols. We are left to infer that 
certain epitaphs are Christian by indirect reasoning. 
§ 3. CurisTrAN Names. In some cases the sort of names used is 

almost the only indication of Christianity, e.g. Pascasia in Le Blant 
II p. 262. In this case M. Le Blant finds another proof of Chris- 
tianity in the double name Optatine Reticiae sive Puscasie; but, 
though it is certain that the Christians at baptism commonly took an 
additional name, and though the addition of a surname is far more 
the rule in Christian than in Pagan inscriptions, yet the custom was 
also not infrequent in non-Chr. society and is far from constituting in 
the East so sure a proof of Christianity as M. Le Blant? finds it to be 
in the West. Except with the formula émixAny no. 4oc, the posses- 
sion of an alternative name cannot be taken in Phrygia as a proof of 
Chr. origin, unless it has the character of a distinctively Chr. bap- 
tismal name. There are however some names, which were greatly 
favoured among the Chr., and others which were exclusively (or 
almost exclusively) Chr. The presence of several of the former, and 
even of one of the latter, may be taken as justifying the hypothesis 
that the inscr. is Chr.; and if, in addition, we find in the text some 

other sign of Christianity, or even some slight peculiarity that differs 
from the usual pagan style (as e.g. greater freedom regarding admis- 
sion to the tomb no. 380), we may regard the hypothesis as raised to 
a much higher degree of probability. 

1 No. 393 is in a retired position, but 
above ground and not far from the 
public road leading from Apameia to 
S., and not much more than a mile 

from the city: it is probably in its 
original position. 
* The formulae gui et, sive, gui rocatur, 

mentioned by him as only Christian 
are all known in the case of Pagans. 
Super nomen is not known to me except 
in Christian inscriptions; and the same 

is the case with é¢nix\nv (which M. Le | 
Blant does not include in his list). 
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When a pagan was converted he did not change his name publicly. 
To do so would have been to proclaim his change of religion, and 
such publicity was discouraged strongly by the Church. Hence the 
common pagan names continued to be used by the Chr. The use 
of obviously pagan names was proscribed at the Nicene Council 
A.D. 325', and biblical names were ordered to be given at baptism. 
Yet such names as Mercurina, Jovina, persisted much later; and 
names like Phoebe, Nereus, Hermas or Hermes, &c., were cansecrated 

in virtue of the early saints and martyrs who bore them, and escaped 
any such proscription. 

Though in the pre-Constantinian period there had not yet been 
formed a distinctively Christian nomenclature, yet, even in the third 
century, the beginnings of a Christian system of names can be traced. 
Certain names were favoured, which, though common to the pagans, 
either conveyed a meaning that suited the new religion, or had been 
consecrated by some martyr, or in some other way pleased the 
Christians. Converts retained their old names; but they would 
favour Chr. names for their children. Hence we should expect to 
find in a family which had been Chr. for a generation or two a 
mixture of old family names with names of a more marked type. 
Lists have not been made, and cannot as yet be made usefully, for 
each district would vary. Alexander and Zotikos were evidently 
favourite names among the Eumenian and Apamean Chr., the former 
perhaps partly because of the Eumenian martyr ?, the latter because 
of its meaning. Tatia and Ammia are also very common in Eume- 
neia, and the reason here probably is that they were names belonging 
to certain Chr. families. 

Such names as Agape and Pistis are exclusively Chr., while Elpis 
and Eirene, though used among the pagans, became by adoption 
characteristically Christian®. 2am (ozevn* and Redemptus seem ob- 

1 Le Blant I p. 76 quotes Concil. 
Nicaeno-Arab. cap. XXX Fideles nomina 
gentilium filiis suis non imponant; sed 
potius omnis natio Christianorum suis 
nominibus utatur, ut gentiles suis utuntur 

Labbe II 299. 
2 See no. 355. Of the other martyrs’ 

names, Thraseas is unknown in the 
inscr., and Gaios is not very common in 
Chr. use (Gaios no. 354, Gaiane no. 358): 
see p. 494. Hence it was probably rather 
from its being hereditary in some Chr. 
family that Alexander is so frequent. 

5 Le Blant I p. 45, who has collected 
most of the examples quoted in these 
two paragraphs, refers to Eusebius H.E. 
V 24 and Acta Agapes, Chioniae et Ei- 
renae (in Ruinart). Eirene in Kaibel 
1563 (quoted p. 497). Such names as 
A-deo-datus, Quod-vult-Deus (male and 
female), Deus-det, Servus-Dei, Homo- 

dei, which he also quotes, are of a later 
order than those mentioned in the text. 

* Sozomenos, however, is also pagan : 
so perhaps Agapomenos see no. 357, 

350. 
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viously marked out as Christian: perhaps Agapomenos and Keleu- 
omene, certainly Anastasios, Kyriakos (with its Latin by-forms 
Quiriacus, Quiracos, Hyracius, &c.), and in the Latin-speaking pro- 
vinces Renatus and Benedictus. None of these names occur often in 
Phrygia: Agape perhaps no. 270, Elpis 260, Irene 408, Agapomenos 
357, Keleuomene 350, Anastasios 416, Kyriakos and Kyriake 421, 

Sozomenos 4oo. But the subject must be studied in the detailed 
comparison of inscr. in the Appendices. 

The strictly Chr. formations were at first only used as baptismal 
names (which at first seem, as a general rule, to have been treated as 
private and not engraved on the tombstone'); but it is useful to 
glance at them, in order to detect the first traces of their appearance 
in the epitaphs. 

The most remarkable class of names consisted of those which 
express self-depreciation, humility, and resignation to insult. The 

terms of contempt which were hurled at the Christians by the pagan 
populace, were accepted with a proud humility and adopted as per- 
sonal names. Le Blant II pp. 66 f quotes many examples of this class, 
such as Credula, Alogius, Alogia (springing from the charge of folly) ; 
Injuriosus, Calumniosus, Contumeliosus (the charge of disloyalty and 
impiety); Importunus, Exitiosus (the charge of bringing misfortune 
on the state); Foedulus, Foedula, Malus, Mala, Maliciosus, Pecus, 

Ima, Molesta, Praejectus, Projectus, Projecticius, Fugitivus, Stercorius, 
Stercus (general expressions of hatred and loathing). Among this 
class may be reckoned Asbolos no. 412, Amerimnos no. 465, Acholios 

462%, Keleuomene 350. Such names as Onesimos ® have something of 
the same character. Euphron and others approximate more to the 
pagan favourite names, which were selected as bright, joyous, and of 
good omen, in remarkable contrast to the self-abasement of this 
Chr. class. 
Names indicative of Joy or victory, however, are very characteristic 

of the Christians. In Gaul and Italy Vincentius, Victor, Nice‘, Gau- 

dentius, Gaudiosus, Hilaris, Hilaritas® are widely used. Hence there 

is rarely found in the fourth or later centuries any indication of 

1 Exceptions no. 385, 400, 412, 462, but comparatively rarely Le Blant I 
p. 155 (who mentions that in the Ethio- 465. 

2 Acholios bishop of Thessalonica, 
died A.D. 383. 

5 A suitable name for slaves. 
* The Christian is the victor, Apocal. 

II 7, 11, III 12, 21. Most of these 
names are also found among the pagans, 

pian Church newly - baptized persons 
were crowned in token of victory). 

5 Le Blant compares Rom. XII 12, XIV 
17, 1 Thess. V 16; and allusions to the 
joy of the Christian life are innumer- 
able. 
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solrow or mourning on sepulchral monuments. As Christianity estab- 
lished for itself a definite set of customs and forms, it encouraged the 
view that death was the end of exile from God and the birth into 
a happier life. 

Hardly any example of this class of name can be detected in the 
Phrygian inscriptions: it belongs to the post-Constantinian time, and 
had not begun to show itself in the third century. 

Except those which were in common use, like Onesimos, Gaios, &c., 

biblical names are very rare in the early Phrygian inscr. Maria occurs 
no. 365, 413, 439, 440; and its early public appearance may be due to 
its being identical in form with a Roman name and more likely to 
escape notice. 

The names of the following martyrs belonging to the district em- 
braced in this chapter may be looked for in the inser. 

At Eumeneia, Thraseas, Polykarpos, Gaios, Neon !', Longus, Diodoros, 
Metrobios * (27 Oct.), Alexander (Euseb. H. E. V 16). 

At Apameia, Poenis? Euphrasia or Eupraxia® (11 Feb.), Tryphon 

Pp. 45°: 
' At Hierapolis Kyriakos‘, Claudianus (25 Oct.), Victor, Alpheus, 
Romola (17 Nov.) ® 

At Laodiceia Theophilos (bishop), Philippos, Auxentios, Pudens, 
Alexander, Zotikos, Bessia, Secunda (27 June M. Syr., 28 July MM. 

Hieron.), Herakleon, Diodoros (9 Oct.), Menas (23 June M. Syr., 23 July 
M. Hieron.), Artemon or Artemius *, Fabianus, Sabianus, Sidon (Rhodon) 
(26 Jan.), Anteon (Antonion, Artheon, Antigonus) (14 June), Jovianus, 
Julianus, Aemilius ?, Felix, Marcianus, Maxima, Saturnina (26 July). 

§ 4. CHRIsTIAN TITLES, SENTIMENTS AND Expressions. In the 
pre-Constantinian period the mention of distinctively Chr. offices can 
hardly be expected. When we find in inscr. of that period diakonot 
or episkopot, they are usually officials of a pagan temple, not of 

1 With ». 7. Konon. 
* Polykarpos, probably an erroneous 

inference from Eusebius H. E. V 24. 
* In Mart. Hieron. the readings in 

different MSS. are (1) IN APAMIA. 
Poenis . Eophraxi. IN CAMPANIA 
Basiliani. (2) in campafi poenis et eu- 
praxi et in armefi basili et in vulturno| 
castrensis in camp basiliani. (3) In 
appamia . poenae. et | eufraxi. Et in 
armenia . basilii. (4) In apimia eofraxi 

In campania basiliani. 
« Eugari or Eucarie M. Hieron. 
> Perhaps not Hierapolis Phr. 
° Artemon is given on 8 Oct. in Act. 

Sanct. Artemius 26 Jan.in Mart. Hieron. 
may be a different person. If there is 
any historical groundwork for the legend 
of Artemon, it belongs to an early period, 
and the date assigned under Diocletian 
must be a late addition. But the Acta 
is a late and poor document, p. 512. 
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a Chr. church'. The episkopos in no. 362 is a solitary exception, 
unless no. 443 also belongs to the third century ?. 

As M. Cumont observes, of all the terms used for the sepulchre 
in early inscr., none but Kxoipnryjpioy is exclusively Chr. It had 
come into occasional use by the middle of the third century (no. 445), 
but it never supplanted entirely even the obviously pagan name 7)paoy 
(no. 354). At Thessalonica in CIG 9439 the formula of dedicating 
Td KotunThptoy Ews dvacrdcews is dated by Kirchhoff as early as ‘the 
third or even the second century after Christ ;’ but I could not accept 
such a date, for the inscr. seems to me obviously not earlier than 
the middle of the fourth century. 

M. Le Blant I p. 123 finds a few cases in which such expressions 
as mancipiis benigna, famulis benignus, blandus eras servis, occur 

on Christian gravestones? ; but it is only very rarely that such senti- 
ments can be taken as a proof of Chr. origin. In many cases similar 
lofty moral sentiments were used by pagans;- and in some cases 
(e.g. no. 232) they were inscribed on non-Chr. tombstones as a counter- 
blast to Christianity. Kaibel remarks on no. 1588 (Eppoyévy yaipe, 
érn Bidoas pe’, adds mpdtas, pndéva AuTAcas pndevi mpocxpovcas) 
videtur Christiana, and inscr. 387 is betrayed by a Chr. sentiment. 
But few such cases occur, and those only sporadically. 

In the closer study of epitaphs certain formulae catch the student's 
eye as differing from the familiar type. Wherever anything strikes 
him as unusual, wherever there is anything that rises above the 
ordinary dull level, wherever there is the slightest trace of deeper 
thought or human feeling, the epitaph is worthy of being set aside, and 
labelled: analogous cases must be sought for and placed alongside 
of it, and the origin of the peculiarity must be sought for. In most 
cases, we shall find distinct evidence that the origin Jies in the new 

1A diakonos at Cyzicos Ath. Mitth. 
1885 p. 204, at Metropolis of Ionia 
Smyrn, Mous. no. ond’, on6’. Episkopoi 
occur not rarely in Syrian pagan inscr. 
of the third century: see LW 1911, 
1989, 1990, 2298, and Charisius in Dig. 
L 4, 18 (which is quoted by Waddington 
to prove that in Syria the episkopoi 
corresponded to the agoranomoi in Greek 
and Asian cities). Episkopoi were also 
known among the religious fraternities 
or Gacor. 

2, No. 443 is probably later than 

eed 

Constantine. 
* Formulae such as mao didos kai 

ovdevi €xOpds, or pndéva Avmncas pndevi 
mpookpovucas, OF amicus omnium, or omnes 
pie diligens, odio habens neminem, are 
not uncommon in epitaphs, especially 
Chr.; but CIG 3865 at Temenothyrai, 
Mapxov TloXyrov dtAoadhov ravroy pidrov, 
clearly belongs to the pagan philo- 
sophical reaction. On the whole subject 
see Le Blant II p. 209, and on the 
similar declarations of kindness to the 
poor and to slaves I p. 123. 
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religion ; and that the inscr. is either Chr. or provoked from the 
opponents and rivals of Christianity. 

This method requires great care, for mistakes have been made. 
There is a class of inscriptions, like Nixn [Aavcov, Nixn Nixoddov, 
&c., found chiefly on the coast at Branchidai, Halikarnassos, Mylasa, 

Tasos, and in the island of Cos. Sir C. Newton first observed them, 

and interpreted them of victories in the games. MM. Cousin and Diehl ' 
suggested that they were the epitaphs of Chr. martyrs, and their view 
was taken up and reinforced by Prof. G. Hirschfeld*. In addition to 
other peculiarities which seemed to these scholars to be suspicious, 
they pointed out that the palm-branch (a well-known Chr. symbol) 
was in one case engraved beside the inscr.*, and that the father’s name 
was never added. The latter point is an admitted characteristic of 
later Chr. inscr., but not of pre-Constantinian inscr.; and some 
of the Nike inscr. are as early as the first century. The reasoning of 
M. Duchesne, Mr. Paton‘, M. Th. Reinach, and M. Cumont seems to 
me conclusive against the Chr. origin of this class of inser. No Chr. 
accompaniments or names have been detected among them; and, 
where the class is so numerous, that objection alone would be fatal. 
§ 5. Tut RECKONING WITH Gop. From the pagan Phrygian concep- 

tion of the nature of a grave, it follows that intrusion of any other 
corpse into the grave was a diminution of the prerogative and the rites 
of the first occupant. Christianity rejected such a conception of the 
grave. But it is always difficult to eradicate from the popular mind 
its conception and principles in the treatment of the dead ; moreover, 
from a different cause, Christianity was naturally disposed to attach 
great sanctity to the sepulchre. There was, however, one marked 

difference: the burial of different families in one grave was essen- 
tially opposed to the Phrygian conception, whereas it was in perfect 
accordance with the Christian ideas of brotherhood and communion. 
Especially, the Christians longed to be buried close to the grave of 
& martyr or saint; and richer Christians often provided that their 
grave should be open to others or to the poor. Hence in any case 
where the epitaph gives wider admission to the grave, Christian 
character is probable, and will in many cases be found to be confirmed 

* BCH 1890 p. 115: to which M. 1893 pp. 202 ff. New examples at Iasos 
Duchesne replied, Bull. Crit. 1890 BCH 1894 p. 24. 
p. 138 (an article which I have not 5 The goal (meta) is indicated beside 
seen). it; and an agonistic sense is quite as 

* Philologus 1891 pp. 430 ff: towhich natural as a Chr. 
M. Th. Reinach replied, Rev. Et. Gr. * Paton and Hicks Inscr. of Cos p. 121. 
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by other indications. Even the admission of a friend outside the house- 
hold! is a sign, at least, of wider and more educated ideas than the 
pure Phrygian, and epitaphs containing such a provision should be 
carefully studied : see, e.g., no 232 (which is not Chr., but also is not 
of the ordinary pagan type). 

Apart from this difference, the pagans and the Christians during 
the second and third century attempted alike to guarantee the sanctity 
of the grave and deter all persons from unlawful intrusion into it: 
both alike enacted legal penalties, and invoked divine punishment, in 
case of intrusion. The legal penalty was usually a fine made payable 
to the fiscus, the city, or some other body. which gave that body an 
interest in protecting the tomb: occasionally the penalty was made 
payable to any one who took up the case and prosecuted *. In such 
enactments no religious scruple was violated ; Christians and pagans 
met here on common ground; and their epitaphs are undistinguish- 
able, so far as legal penalties are concerned °. 

The pagans often sought Divine protection for their graves*. But 
it was not possible for even the least instructed Christian to appeal 
to Helios, or Leto. or Soteira, to guard their graves; and, as the desire 
to trust the safety of their graves to God was probably even stronger 
among the Christians than among the pagans, they sought after forms 
of adjuration which would conform to their religious views. Further 
it was necessary that these forms should not be too openly Christian : 
they must be so general in expression as not to constitute an open 
éleclaration of their religion. Hence such an expression about the 
violator as ‘may he not inherit the life to come 5’ was not engraved 
on a Eumenian tomb. It might have been used by a martyr on his 
trial, who was boldly declaring his principles when challenged ®; but 
in ordinary circumstances declarations of that kind were not made in 
public. Various expressions were devised to suit this need, to avoid 
at once offence against the common public feeling and outrage to 

cr ne ee eee 

1 See no. 380, 231, 232. xAnpovonnon, on which Kaibel 1563 re- 
3 rp exdunoarr: CIG 3915, &c. marks ‘Christiana, opinor’ (cp. Kaibel 
* This (which seems so impossible to 625). M. Le Blant I pp. 290 f collects 

a priori theorists about early Christian many other examples, e.g. coniuro vos 
history) is attested by many epitaphs, per tremendum diem iudicit or habeat 
whose religion is beyond doubt, no. ingquisitionem ante tribunal Dei nostri (or 
362. aeterni iudicis). These belong to a later 

* It was usual to prepare one’s own _ period and different circumstances. 
grave in one’s lifetime. 8 See e.g. Passio S. Bonifacit § 2 év rj 

5 Elpnva e(noev rn ('. eavody ris aitny oBepa nuépa rys Sixatoxptoias rov Geov 
Oednon avopvéa, roy péAdovra alaéva ph (Ruinart Act. Sinc.). 

VOL. I. PT. II. I 
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private Christian feeling; but by far the most important was one 
which seems to have been originated in Eumeneia, and to have thence 
spread to some of the surrounding cities, ‘the violator shall have to 
account to the God.’ The pagans often used the term ‘the God’ to 
indicate the great local deity; and it is also common in the Christian 
books. In no respect could it jar on the most susceptible of pagans ; 
and yet it contains an idea, which was rarely expressed by them, while 
it has been at all times ready to the lips of every person trained 
in a Christian society. The pagans often appealed to their God, but 
rarely to him as the Judge: they often ask him to punish their enemy, 
but they rarely ask for fair treatment according to a reckoning of 
deserts. 

It was probably during the first quarter of the third century that 
this formula was struck out ; and it soon passed into very general use. 
There are twenty-six examples of it in Eumeneia alone, all obviously 
belonging to the third century’. It is found all round Eumeneia, and 
spread N.E. as far as Dokimion and Pessinus, N.W. as far as Cyzicos, 

S.E. as far as Pisidian Antioch. 
As M. Cumont has pointed out, this formula was modified from 

one which was occasionally used by pagans, though only one example 
is known, ‘the violator shall have to account to the departed’ (see 

no. 354). It is a characteristic feature that the pagan form is adopted 
with the smallest possible change, and the least perceptible modifi- 
cation of its spirit. 

§ 6. OTHER FoRMULAE AGAINST VIOLATION OF THE Toms. Othe 
Christian formulae were employed, probably originating in different 
places, and spreading out from their original home. In Phrygia 
Paroreios, Pessinus, and Herakleia-Perinthos *, there occurs another 

rendering of the same sense: ddce: Oem Adyov: we cannot prove with 
such certainty the date of this formula, and it is probably not so early 
as the Eumenian form, for the examples known seem all to belong to 
the fourth century. Yet it also perhaps springs from a pagan expres- 
sion, for in the example from Philomelion, the protasis retains the old 
semi-metrical form, which is used in the pagan epitaphs °. 

In Melos inscriptions containing an adjuration to the public not 

1 It occurs in fourth century inscr. at 
Apameia no. 399, at Dokimion no. 684; 
but all other known examples are pro- 
bably third century (in which period 
several are dated). See no. 373. 

3 See no. 354 note. Cp. Dumont no. 46 
mpos Gedy 6 Adyos. 

3 Os dy ravrn cop[@] Kaxoepyéea yeipa 
mpocoice, dace rp Oep Adyor To péAOvTE 
kpeivey (@[v]ras Kat vexpovs at Korase 
near Philomelion. Kaibel 625 is probably 
Chr.; « ris émavo Oednow reOnva, Adyoyr 
drrodda els rd péAXoy (if pagan, it shows 
the form in pagan use). 
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to do violence to, or intrude any corpse into, the tomb, are assigned 
by Ross and by Kirchhoff CIG 9288 f to the third or fourth century. 
One of these, containing a reference to ‘ the Angel here standing on (the 
tomb)!,’ i.e. a relief or other representation of an Angel as guardian of 
the grave, mentions three presbyters, a deacon, and two vowed virgins’, 
ehildren of one mother. The names* point to an early period, and 
support the date assigned by Ross and Kirchhoff on the ground of style 
and lettering ; but the open reference to Church officials by title, and 
the concluding formula (/noot Xpeoré, Bonjbet r@ ypdyavre ravotxl) 
make me unwilling to place it earlier than Constantine, while all 
other arguments are against the idea of a later date. We thus get an 
approximate date 320-340 for the concluding formula, and for the 
opening formula év K(up¢)o. 
A third analogous expression takes an imperative form, ‘ thou shalt 

not wrong the God.’ It occurs only in the Tembris valley, and once 

in Pisidian Antioch; and it is neither so obviously Christian as the 
second formula, nor capable of being certainly demonstrated by its 
varieties and accompaniments to be Christian, like the first formula ; 
but its character seems highly probable. It will come up in a later 
chapter ‘. 
A fourth similar form is found perhaps only once near Acrae in 

Sicily, ‘may he not escape the notice of the God 5.’ 
It has never been a characteristic of healthy Christian society to be 

satisfied with a few stereotyped formulae : the more vigorous it is the 
snore varied is its expression. In Eumeneia there are, I believe, many 

Christian inscriptions, which do not employ the ‘ Eumenian formula.’ 
For example, there occurs one outlying example of what we may call 
the ‘Akmonian formula,’ no. 231, which probably arose among the 

Jews or Jewish Christians. 
§ 7. SeconpD CENTURY CHRISTIAN EpitTapHs. The 26 epitaphs 

no. 354-380 all obviously belong to the third century; and there is no 
epitaph demonstrably Chr., which can be placed earlier. Yet it is 
obvious that there must have been epitaphs of Chr. at Eumeneia for 
more than a century before. Where are they? It seems unreasonable 

1 évopki{o tpas rév bbe eeotrara avye- 
hoy, pn ris more roduy évOade riya Kara- 
béabe CIG 9288. 

3 sapbevevoaca, ibid. 
5 Asklepis, Elpizon, Asklepiodotos, 

Agaliasis, Kutychia, Klaudiane, Buty- 
chia. The name Asklepiodotos, which 
is got by slight variations from the 

L 

copy (reading A for A and O for €), is 
badly maltreated by Kirchhoff sid. 

4 od py adinoeas rdv Gedy. See also 
my Early Chr. Mon.I pp. 255 ff1n Expo- 
sitor 1888. An example of the pagan 
model may perhaps be recognized in 
Kaibel 772 unééva adtenoa xara trav beady, 

5 un AdOotro rov Gedy Kaibel 254. 

2 
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to suppose that the Chr. buried in concealed graves until about 220, 
and then altered their custom and buried openly'. Much more 
probable is it that in the older epitaphs the Chr. character was even 
more completely suppressed ; and thus they escape our notice. That 
is the case with no. 657, at Hieropolis, whose Chr. origin and second 
century date are practically certain: yet Dr. Ficker and others have 
demonstrated in a very ingenious way that there is no single phrase 
or word in the inscr. which might not conceivably be used by a pagan *. 
That example may be studicd as a specimen of the way in which the 
deepest facts of Chr. faith might be expressed publicly, in language 
that would not offend pagan feeling. on a monument that stood plain 
before the eyes of the world as a witness to the faith. 

Probably, as the use of names by the early Chr. in Asia Minor 
becomes more familiar to us through the discovery of more monu- 
ments, it will be possible to identify some of the earlier Eumenian 
Chr. epitaphs. In the mean time, however, we must be content to 
remain in ignorance; but the suspicion haunts me that many, which 
probably belong to the second century, are Chr.? Such epitaphs as 
no. 243 or 235, in which the statement of any penalty is carefully 
avoided (even at the expense of grammar in no. 235), suggests that 
before the Chr. formula was struck out, the Chr. sometimes contented 
themselves with mere omission of pagan elements. 

In Hierapolis there occur two inscr. no. 411 f, in which the Chr. 
tone may probably be detected at an earlier date than in Eumeneia. 
If we rightly interpret them, one important fact results: the Hiera- 
politan Chr., late in the second century, still took shelter behind the 
permission accorded to the Jewish religion. These inscr. mention 
three feasts : two of them bear Jewish titles, while the third is concealed 
beneath an obscure name. The significance of this fact becomes 
apparent when the situation of the Chr. in Phrygia is considered : 
what they aimed at was legality in outward appearance more than 

1 No change in their relation to the 
pagans and the government occurred 
about that time to make such altera- 
tion in their customs probable: more- 
over in surrounding cities open sepul- 
ture was practised by the Chr., no. 411 f, 
656. 

3 Their arguments make it unneces- 
sary to press the point here. But when 
they go on to argue that therefore the 
inser. ig not Chr., we can only regard 
this as an extreme example among 

scholars of the perception of the details 
blurring the conception of the whole. 
The progress of discovery will soon 
make it unnecessary to argue against 
this ingenious fantasy. But if German 
theologians are deceived, pagans of the 

year 200 might be so also. See no. 657. 
* See the list p. 532. For example 

in no. 265, of four names, two belong 
to Eumenian martyrs, Neon and Gaios, 
and the others are Teimotheos and 
Theophila. 
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absolute concealment. It is certain that the Chr. were numerous in 
Phrygia even in the second century ; and it may be assumed that their 
strength was known in a general way to the whole population. But 
their religion was forbidden, and any convicted Chr. was put to death. 
Such was the theoretical principle; but in practice there was great 
laxity in carrying it out. Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius! 
practically ordered provincial governors not to observe Chr., unless 
their attention was called to them by a prosecutor, who formally 
accused them. But persecution in the Roman world could not be 
really effective, except where the government took the initiative, and 
sought out the Christians. In Rome there was no official prosecutor ; 
rewards were given to volunteers who prosecuted successfully ; and 
the carrying out of the laws in general was left to private initiative 2. 
Where Christianity was very strong, it would probably be rarely 
possible to find any private person ready both to brave the feeling 
generally entertained in ancient times against all volunteer prosecutors 
(delatores), and to incur ‘the hatred of a united and energetic body 
like the Christians*.” The rarity of martyrs in Phrygia after the 
Antonine period‘ (until the time of Diocletian) conspires with all 
other signs to show that the Church in Phrygia developed in peace 
and prosperity for more than a century before a.D. 303. There was 
a general indisposition among the officials and the pagans to begin 
any open action against the Chr.; and the Church, on its side, studied 
to use all the outward forms that would give legality, and to avoid 
‘anything which would tend to draw attention to it or to provoke 
prosecution. A spirit of forbearance in practice was encouraged on 
both sides, and in the course of generations this became the rule 
of practical life. 

In pursuance of this policy, the Chr. put nothing in public docu- 
ments, such as their epitaphs, which could be quoted as evidence of 
Christianity: if an official was mentioned, a title common to the 
pagans was used, as episkopos no. 362, perhaps geraios no. 361, 364. 
Jewish festivals were legal ; and their names could therefore be used. 

1 The whole subject is discussed in 
my Church in R. E. Ch. XIV, XV; and 
I continue to think that where my view 
differs from those of recent scholars, 
such as Neumann and Hardy, it is 
nearer the truth than theirs. M. Aure- 
lius exercised the acknowledged prin- 
ciples of state action much more 
severely, at least in his earlier years. 

? It is doubtful whether successful 
prosecutorsof Chr. were rewarded before 
the time of M. Aurelius; but the prac- 

tice is vouched for at that period by 
Melito, see Church in R. E. p. 336. 

5 Church in R. E. p. 326; cp. p. 480. 
* Neumann in his list der rém. Staat 

u. ad. allgem. Kirche p. 283 finds none 
later than 184. 
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Benefit-societies were allowed by law under certain restrictions ; and 
the communities of Chr. in the cities were therefore registered under 
suitable names, assimilated to those of trades or local guilds no. 411 f, 

455. Where anything clearly Chr. was mentioned, it was hidden under 
& monogram, a symbol, or a strange name; and in all cases these 
resembled in appearance something that was pagan. For example, the 
Chr. sign * was very like the pagan ¥; and the readiness with which 
the one might be taken for the other is shown by the fact that a skilful 
and learned epigraphist like Franz actually interpreted X in no. 371 
as %, and conjecturally rewrote a correctly copied inscr. in order to 
support his interpretation. That may be taken as an example of the 
errors which spring from the failure to recognize the true origin 
and character of the Chr. inser. 
We are therefore forced to look for meanings hidden beneath the 

surface in the early Chr. epitaphs. In doing so mistakes are inevitable 
in the earlier steps; but the material for study will increase, and 

errors will be corrected. For the present, the attempt to explain the 
Chr. inser. in the Appendix to this chapter is offered as a tentative 
step in a difficult path. It is hoped that the remarks in this chapter, 
being founded on the impression conveyed by the evidence as a whole, 
will not be affected by some errors in single inscr. 
§ 8. EUMENFIA IN THE THIRD CenTuRy. To judge from the pro- 

portion of epitaphs, the population of Eumeneia in the third century 
was in great part Chr. Of the 71 epitaphs classed as pagan or doubtful, 
only 11! are clearly marked as later than A.D. 215, and most of these 
are suspected of Christianity (no. 380). In the same period we possess 
26 epitaphs that are certainly Chr. Three persons are mentioned as 
senators in the second century ’, and six in the third’; the three are 
probably pagans, the six are Chr. 

These facts show that Eumeneia was to a large extent a Chr. city 
during the third century. Naturally we should expect that the 
predominance of the Chr. element would be more marked in the 
second half of the century; for the more vigorous and resolute 
character of the Christians would make them advance steadily in 
influence‘ ; and the lighter elements would be drawn after them. The 

1 No. 218, 223, 229, 231, 235, 236, in the East can doubt that the Chr. 
243-245, 256, 265. religion produces a far more energetic 

2 No. 204, 210, 219 (text and religion type of people: the Chr. everywhere 
doubtful). are the successful and the wealthy 

® No. 359, 361, 364, 368, 371. people (so far as wealth can exist under 
* No one that has seen thedifference Mohammedan rule). 

between Chr. and non-Chr. population 
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coinage of the city continued to bear the old types; but that does not 
prove the city to be pagan. The Fortune of the city is a very common 
type; but, in the spirit of concession which evidently ruled at 
Eumeneia, probably a Chr. would not hesitate to authorize such types. 
The coinage ends about 260 A.D.; and it is not very varied. About 
250-260, when persecution was being renewed, several Diana types 
occur, as if some acknowledgement of the established religion were 
necessitated at that crisis. 

Further the inscr. convey the impression that there was no violent 
break between Greek and Chr. culture in Eumeneia. There is no sign 
of bitterness on either side. Even no. 232, which is distinctly anti- 
Christian, savours more of argument than of persecution; it seems 

to indicate deliberate choice of the better of two alternatives. The 
inser. bring before us a picture of rich and generous development, 
of concession, of liberality, in which people of diverse thoughts were 
practically reconciled in a single society. But they also show us 
Eumeneia as mainly a city of Christians. Nothing similar to this is 
known throughout the ancient world: Eumeneia stands before us as 
the earliest Chr. city of which record remains, exemplifying the 
practical conciliation of two hostile religions in a peaceful and orderly 
city. The first requirement exacted from every Asian city by the 
Imperial government was order and quiet: the citizens felt this, and 
in ordinary circumstances the citizens seem to have confined them- 
selves to verbal disagreement, while each section avoided extremes. 
The ordinary class of municipal inser., empty honorary decrees and 
the like, are conspicuously absent in Eumeneia during the third 
century, though the epigraphic harvest is unusually rich: the decrees 
published in Ch. X App. I are all obviously earlier, except no. 197, 
which perhaps belongs to the philosophic reaction. This suggests 
that attention was withdrawn from the rather silly style of business 
that seems generally to have occupied much time in the meetings of 
Senate and Demos; and that energy was concentrated on the practical 
problem of working out, within the bounds of ‘the Roman peace,’ 
a balance between the stronger Chr. and the diminishing pagan party. 

It would be interesting to trace the character of this practical com- 
promise of interests ; but evidence does not exist as to details. It was 
necessary to keep up the forms of the established worship of the 
Emperors, for that cultus was ‘the key-stone of the Imperial policy! 
and the maintenance of it was the test of loyalty: to the ancient mind 

1 Church in R. E. p. 324; quoted with approval by Mommsen in Expositor 1893 
VIII p. 2. 
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‘patriotism was another form of adherence to the national religion ?.’ 
Thus it was necessary for the city either to keep up the forms, or to 
break with the Imperial government and proceed to extremes. How 
the State religion was maintained in practice, we are denied all 
evidence; how far some Christians might go in acceptance of the 
recognized Roman forms we need not speculate; opinion and conduct 
varied widely, as we know, and as is natural; some doubtless con- 
demned as sinful what others justified as mere acceptance of outward 
forms of politeness. The courtesies of society and ordinary life, as 
well as of municipal administration, had a non-Chr. form; and a wise 

toleration will always permit great variety of opinion as to how far 
politeness might honestly be carried in accepting the ordinary practices. 
In the course of the following centuries the forms of politeness became 
Christianized; but the process was only beginning in the third 
century. Probably the same policy which placed on the gravestone an 
appeal to ‘the god,’ leaving the reader to understand in his own sense 
a term common to both Chr. and Pagans, modified in similar slight 
ways many of the other forms of social and municipal life. But one 
thing we may take as certain: if Chr. entered the Imperial service or 
the municipal career, some sacrifice of strictest principle was required 
of them, and as magistrates they had to comply with many non-Chr. 
religious forms in a public way, for religion entered far more closely 
into the details of life in ancient times than it does in modern society 
and government. The simple fact that so many Chr. senators at 
Eumeneia are known to us, shows that the spirit of accommodation 
ruled there. 

It has perhaps some bearing on this topic that so many of the Chr. 
inscr. are found at the villages near the site of Attanassos”*, marked 
by a fine old mosque with the tomb of a Dede*. The centre of the old 
Phrygian religion seems to have become also the centre of Chr. feeling. 
Religious emotion always clings to the old localities, taking on 
a Christianized form. It was doubtless this deep-lying religious 
feeling that made Attanassos the seat of a bishopric, as is mentioned 

1 Church in R. E. p. 190. 
2? Dede-Keui, or the Dede, is the now 

solitary mosque, which probably marks 
the site: Aidan is close to it: Tchivril 
and Yakasimak are a little further W. 

' Fourteen of the 30 Chr. inscr. in App. 
were found in these villages (including 

373). 
5 The Dede or heroized ancestor, 

among the Turks, is often a mere 
expression of vague religious awe, 
inspired by striking natural surround- 
ings or by the presence of a decayed 
ancient civilization. See my paper on 
the Permanent Attachment of Religious 
Veneration, §&c. in Oriental Congress. 
London 1892. Above, pp. 29 f. 
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above, p. 242. The mosque of the Dede shows evident traces of early 
Byzantine work. The bishop's chair and the Bema, which are at 
Aidan (no. 381, 382), are relics of the cathedral church of Attanassos, 
which was in all probability at or close to the mosque. The buildings 
attached to the mosque would well repay careful examination. In 
1887 I was unable to effect an entrance, as the doors were locked, and 

the whole place was deserted!. Relics may yet be found of a Chr. 
building earlier than Constantine at this site. 

This outline which we have drawn of a Chr. Eumeneia is in accord- 
ance with historical record. Eusebius? mentions incidentally a 
city of Phrygia in which about A.D. 303 the entire population was 
Chr. Taken as a general expression, this may be accepted as quite 
trustworthy, confirmed as it is by archaeological evidence ; and if one 
city was entirely governed by Christians, it is evident that the 
country in general must have been very strongly affected by the same 
religion. 

§ 9. THE Massacre By DiocLeT1AN. Even a mere casual glance 
over the list of Chr. inser. in the Appendix must suggest the question, 
Where are the post-Constantinian inscr.? At Eumeneia 26 Chr. 
epitaphs certainly, and several others probably, belong to the third 
century, while only four can be classed to the fourth and succeeding 
centuries. The contrast between the rich intellectual and political life 
of the Christians in the third century and the inarticulate monotony of 
the many centuries that succeeded is painful: one recognizes in the 
numbers of our catalogue the signs of a great misfortune to the human 
race, the destruction of a vigorous and varied life. 

Two facts stand out prominently with regard to this change. In 
the first place, it evidently did not happen by a gradual process. The 
inser. are arrested suddenly ; and there are no examples of an inter- 
mediate class between the earlier and the later. The time when the 
change occurred was the end of the third century, for no. 371 dates 
about 270 and no. 373 probably 290-300. As M. Cumont has pointed 
out, the reason for the change must lie in the great massacre by 
Diocletian and his coadjutors and successors A.D. 303-313. 

In the second place, while it was a sudden calamity that arrested 

1 The Vakuf, or religious revenues 
for the maintenance of such buildings, 
were charged in the old Roman way 
described on no. 549; but as the value 
of the piastre diminished, the revenues 
grew less. The Turkish government 
some time ago took almost all these 

revenues, charging itself with the main- 

tenance; the situation was certainly 
a difficult one; but the result of the 
government action has been that most 
of these buildings are deserted and left 
to decay. 

? AE, VII 11. 
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the development of this Chr. city, the effects were permanent and 
irreparable. The life of the city was destroyed. Up till A.D. 300 we 
can recover some idea of its development, we can read even on its 
gravestones the signs of active thought and work. After 300 there is 
a blank, dotted with the names of an archdeacon and a few bishops 
present at councils, with one epitaph. To a certain extent the stagna- 
tion of the Byzantine period is due to those causes, which we have 
sketched in preceding pages!, the over-centralization of government, 
the decay of municipal self-government, the indifference of the Imperial 
administration to the duty of educating the people. But these causes 
were acting during the third century, and yet thought was apparently 
more active and varied in the city during that century than ever 
before. There seems no adequate explanation of the obvious facts 
except in some great calamity, which destroyed the active and pro- 
gressive section of the population, and gave free play to the forces 
that were making for stagnation and ignorance. 

These considerations suggest that the persecution by Diocletian 
must have taken in Eumeneia the form of a thorough-going massacre ; 
and a massacre cannot be thorough unless it is deliberately and care- 
fully planned. This is in perfect agreement with what is recorded 
about the measures carried out under the sanction of Diocletian. It is 
an established fact that prosecution was no longer left to private 
initiative, but the Chr. were actively sought out by the government in 
pursuance of a policy, resolved on after long deliberation, for exter- 
minating the Chr. and destroying their religion. To this end was 
directed all the power of a highly organized government, moved by 
a single will, commanding almost unlimited resources, for the space of 

ten years. The government took advantage of a marked philosophic 
revival, characterized by strong anti-Chr. feeling; and employed for 
its own ends the power of a fervid emotion acting on men often of 
high and strongly religious motives. In the first two centuries of its 
history, Christianity had to deal with a decaying and spiritless 
paganism; but now it met a re-invigorated and desperate religion, 
educated and spiritualized in the conflict with the Christians. Inscr, 
467 is a quaint and striking example of this spirit. In the Acta of 
Theodotus of Ancyra*, we have an instance of the way in which the 
devoted fanaticism of such men made them convenient tools for carry- 
ing out the purposes of the government: the approach of the new 

1 See Ch. X § 6, and pp. 440, 444. character of personal knowledge and 
3 This document is among the Acta contemporary narrative. 

Sincera of Ruinart, and has all the 
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governor of Galatia and the announcement of his intentions struck 
terror into the hearts of the Chr.: his name was Theotecnus, ‘the 

Child of God,’ in which we recognize one of those by-names, which 
were assumed by some of the philosophic reactionaries, in competition 
with the Chr. confidence in their divine mission, and the Chr. religious 
names assumed at baptism. 

As an example of what took place in Phrygia, Eusebius mentions 
that the Chr. city, which was alluded to in § 8, was burned to the 
ground with its people, even women and children, ‘calling upon the 
God who is over all!’ The exact circumstances are a little doubtful, 

for Lactantius is perhaps alluding to the same atrocity, when he speaks 
of a whole people in Phrygia being burned along with their meeting- 
place?; and Lactantius must here rank as the better authority, if they 
are describing the same incident. But it is only the blindness of 
uncritical prejudice, which sets aside such an incident merely because 
it is liable to become distorted or exaggerated in repetition. That is 
part of human nature. The essential fact is that the entire population 
of a city was destroyed by fire; and on that two excellent authorities 
are agreed. We must of course take the fact in its surroundings. 
We need have no doubt that the invariable choice was offered, com- 

pliance or death 3, and equally little doubt that many would in ordinary 
circumstances have chosen the former alternative ; but it lies in human 

nature that the general spirit of a crowd exercises a powerful influence 
on the persons in it, and many, who, taken singly, would have shrunk 
from death, accepted it boldly when inspired by the courage of the 
whole mass. Lactantius’s statement implies that the people had 
assembled at their church: this would in itself be an act of defiance 
of the Imperial government, and probably the less staunch adherents 
would not venture on such an extreme course. 

Moreover, to one who has by the patient toil of years tracked out 
these Chr. communities by their formula of appealing to ‘the god,’ it 
comes as one of those startling and convincing details of real life 
and truth, that the one thing recorded about the destroyed people is 

1H, EL VUIL i vn» Xpeoriavaev roXi- 
xv atraydpoy api tiv Spvyiav év xuerAp 
neptBaddvres Omirat, mip tre Upawapres, 
xarépAetuy avrovs dua ynriots wat yuvacki, 
roy émi mavrav Gedy emBowpevas® Gre 87) 
wayonpet mavres ol tiv médAw oixouvres, 
Aoytorns Te avTos Kal orparnyds avy Tots év 
réAe mact Kai OA@ nue, Xpioriavors cas 
dpodoyouvres, ovd’ drwottovy Trois mpoordr- 

rovotv eidwroAarpew enecOapxour. 
2 Inst. Div. V 11 sicut unus in Phrygia 

qui universum populum cum ipso pariter 
conrenticulo concremarit. | 

5 Lactantius goes on to point out that 
it was a point of pride and honour to 
succeed in forcing any Chr. to comply: 
any one ready to comply was always 
welcomed. 
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that they died ‘ appealing to the god over all.’ Unconsciously Eusebius 
writes as the epitaph over the ashes of the destroyed people the words 
by which we have recognized the epitaphs which they themselves 
habitually composed. 

Lactantius mentions that this was done by a governor, and no 
governor could have ventured on such an act, unless he had a full 
commission to extermihate the Christians. A general massacre, 

evidently, was deliberately planned by the central government, and 
carried out by suitable agents. While this case has been selected as 
an extreme example of barbarity on the one side and of steadfastness 
on the other, it must be taken as indicative of the policy carried out 
everywhere. It may perhaps hereafter be proved that Eumeneia was 
the very city that suffered in this way; but, at any rate, the punish- 
ment was everywhere proportioned to the guilt, and Eumeneia, as 
being certainly more deeply infected than any of the surrounding 
cities, would be treated with proportionate severity as an example to 
the rest. We may confidently say that historical and archaeological 
evidence is agreed as to the fate of Eumeneia: the active and coura- 
geous element in the population was annihilated with fire and sword 
in the years following A.D. 303, and the development of the city was 
suddenly terminated. 

While the government used the revival of anti-Chr. fanaticism for 
its own purpose, and while the revival was a contributory cause of the 
massacre, the main reason that induced Diocletian to give a reluctant 
consent to it was certainly not fanaticism. The measure which he 
carried out was chosen after long consideration as politically expedient. 
The Christians were opposed to the government policy: they were the 
party of reform, and, though they advocated their policy, as a rule, 
within the limits of the strictest constitutional agitation, yet the 
Roman government was never very tolerant of divergent political 
opinions. The Christians, as a whole, were necessarily desirous of 
change in the State policy: they were, as a rule, energetic as indi- 
viduals and as a body, and therefore they naturally were opposed, 
whether consciously or not, to the centralized and paternal govern- 
ment policy, which more and more arrogated the right of ordering 
everything, managing everything, and thinking for everybody. That 
policy, which ultimately ruined the Empire, was endangered by the 
growth of freedom and individuality among the Christians ; and it 
resolved to destroy the opposing element. 

Freedom of spirit is a more delicate plant in the East than in 
Europe, in ancient than in modern time. Perhaps some persons may 
consider us mistaken in believing that the spread of Christianity 
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between A.D. 47 and 303 had fostered that tender and frail plant in the 
soil of Phrygia, and especially those who have least weighed the newly 
accumulated evidence will be most ready to condemn as fanciful the 
picture which we have drawn of the new Phrygian life as full of 
promise of a healthy and vigorous development for the Roman 
Empire; but none will deny that after the time of Diocletian there 
are few signs of such a spirit, and that, if the plant had shown any 
signs of growth before, it was effectually destroyed then. Individual 
estimates are more liable to vary in matters of religious history than 
in any other subject ; but few, probably, who study the Chr. history 
of the first five centuries, can fail to be struck with the strong contrast 
between the Church of the fourth century and the Church of the earlier 
period, regarded simply as a force in society and in politics. From 
being the champion of education, it became more and more markedly 
the opponent of education, and looked on culture and literature and 
art with growing disfavour; its bishops were worse educated, till in 
448 we find a Phrygian bishop unable to sign his name’, but able to 
frame canons to bind the whole Christian world at the Council of 
Constantinople ! ; and it became identified with the policy of centralized 
despotism and the destruction of individual freedom. The massacre of 
Diocletian, by exterminating the most progressive party in the eastern 
cities, destroyed the last chance that the Empire had of regaining 
vitality and health; education had always been dependent on the 
‘vigour of municipal life, and henceforth it sickened and died; when 
the pagan philosophic reaction had spent its force, there was no power 
left to withstand the barbarizing anti-Grecian tendencies which some 
of the Chr. party had always shown. Massacre then, as always, was 
proved to be not merely a crime and a stupendous folly, but also 
a terrible blow to the world, to civilization, and to humanity. 
§ 10. Dirrusion oF CHRISTIANITY IN S.W. PHryata. While Apa- 

meia shared in the development of Eumeneia, the inscr. do not 
show the Chr. party so triumphant, but they prove that it was 
numerous. As we have seen above (Ch. XI § 19) Apameia never 
obtained the titles and rank in the Imperial system that were granted 
to less important cities; and it is possible that the existence of so 
strong a Chr. party in the city always exposed it to suspicion and 
dislike in the eyes of the central government, for, even when the 
Empire was not inclined to active persecution, it was distrustful of 
the rising party. 

If the preservation of inscr. had been uniform over Phrygia, it 

1 Elias of Hadrianopolis (eo quod nesciam literas): Hist. Geogr. p. 92. 
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would be possible to draw many inferences from the comparative 
numbers of Chr. documents found in different districts. But historical 
circumstances have affected the numbers; and it is necessary to be 
very cautious in reasoning from them. Still, when we find in the 
-Tchal district six post-Constantinian Chr. inser. (402-407), and none 

earlier; and compare this with the numbers at Eumeneia (four and 
twenty-six or more) and Apameia (three and twelve or more), it seems 
safe to argue that the Tchal district remained pagan to a very much 
later date than the upper Maeander valley. The same inference 
might be drawn from other facts: new ideas and a new religion 
must have penetrated far more slowly into the uncivilized hill-country 
of Tchal, apart from the great lines of intercourse, than into more 
educated districts like Apameia and Eumeneia. It is, I believe, safe 
to say that the Tchal district was little affected by Christianity before 
the fourth century. 

In western Banaz-Ova, there is little evidence: inser. are rare, and 

Chr. inscr. are unknown except in the extreme N.W. district (no. 
441-444). It is therefore highly improbable that Christianity spread 
there very early; and the only pre-Constantinian inser. (no. 444) 
belongs to the N.W. Phrygian class’, which is broadly distinguished 
from the Eumenian and Apamean class. Hence we may fairly infer 
that early Christianity penetrated into this district from the north, 
while there is a belt of country separating the region thus affected 
from the region where the Eumenian formula was current. 

The eastern Banaz-Ova (with Pepouza, Bria, Sebaste, and Akmonia) 
and the Glaukos valley, being in constant communication with the 
cities on the upper Maeander, participated in the spread of the new 
religion from that side. Here also we find few post-Constantinian 
and more early Chr. inscr. But these are the limits to N. and N.E.; 
and beyond this we reach a tract of country where Chr. inscr. earlier 
than Constantine are unknown, while later ones are numerous: see 

Ch. XVII § 3. 
Towards E., evidence is too scanty. Pisidian Antioch shares in the 

Eumenian formula; but on the line of the great Highway through 

a oa 

1 This class will be discussed in a_ time I thought that certain new evi- 
later chapter; but, as yet, I think that dence was against it, and in a public 
the theory of diffusion from Bithynia lecture in Oxford I felt compelled to 
or Mysia (as stated with confirmatory drawback from the theory; but further 
reasons in my Early Chr. Monuments of study shows that I had not properly 
Phrygia 1 in Erpositor VIII p.264) suits estimated the new evidence, and that 
the scanty evidence perfectly: at one my early impression was right. 
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Paroreios Phrygia inscr. have perished in a larger proportion than 
elsewhere’. The few Chr. inscr. that are found along that line are 
later than Constantine; and it would appear that Christianity did 
not penetrate in the earlier period along the great Highway much 
further to E. than Apameia. On the other hand, in S.E. Phrygia 
and the adjoining corner of Lycaonia, early Chr. inscr. are numerous ; 
and they are not of the Eumenian or Apamean type. Here we 
recognize a different influence. 

These facts point distinctly to three separate lines of Chr. influence 
in Phrygia during the early centuries. The first comes up the 
Maeander valley, and reaches on different lines as far as Akmonia, 

and the Pentapolis and Apameia and Pisidian Antioch, and Lake 

Askania: the second belongs to Lycaonia and the extreme S.E. 
district: the third belongs to the N.W. The spheres of these three 
influences are separated from each other by belts of country where 
early Chr. inscr. are non-existent ?, while in most cases late Chr. 
inscr. are comparatively numerous. It seems beyond question that 
the first line of influence spread from the Aegean coast lands, and 
that its ultimate source is in St. Paul’s work in Ephesos (Acts XIX) 
and in the efforts of his coadjutors during the following years %, while 
the second originated in the earlier Pauline Churches of Derbe, 
Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch (Acts XIII, XIV). 

Two facts require notice. (1) Pisidian Antioch has been classed 
epigraphically with the Maeander valley. But it is on the frontier 
between that and the S.E. group, and shared in both influences. 
(2) The Lycos valley shows no example of the Eumenian formula. 
Eut that district was one of the centres of administration, and 

greater privacy and concealment was necessary there*. Moreover, 
it is clear that, for some reason, Christianity spread to a quite extra- 
ordinary extent in Eumencia and Apameia. 

South of the line just indicated, in the mountainous districts of the 
southern frontier, no early Chr. inser. occur®. Aphrodisias is the 

mn EE A 

1 That district was swept by many 
armies and many raids; and ancient 
remains perhaps suffered from fire; 
while the marbles used in the fine 
Seljuk buildings (though probably an- 
cient) have all been reworked, so as to 
obliterate inscr. 

? Only at Pisidian Antioch two spheres 
of influence meet. 

* See my St. Paul the Trav. pp. 274 

350 f, 358. 
‘ Chr. trials in Phrygia occurred 

oftenest at Laodiceia, also at Hierapolis, 
Apameia, Eumeneia and Synnada. In 
most of these places (perhaps in all) 
conventus met, and trials before a go- 
vernor (who alone could judge Chr. 
cases) were naturally held there. 

5 Unlessno. 432 bis is Chr. 
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only great centre, where we might have looked for an early establish- 
ment of the new religion; but for some reason it seems to have 
continued to be a great pagan centre till after the time of Con- 
stantine. 

In the Lycos valley, the early history of Christianity is very 
obscure. After the new religion was spread there by Timothy, Mark, 
Epaphras!, and others, all record ends. The persecution of Domitian 
probably to a great extent destroyed the thread of connexion between 
the Church of 50-100 A.D. and that of later time. Some tradition, 
perhaps continuous, was preserved, for Theodoret mentions that the 
house of Philemon at Colossai was still shown in the first half of the 
fifth century; and if the works of Papias of Hierapolis had been 
preserved, probably some of the important facts about the Church of 
the Lycos valley would have been preserved. Little more than the 
names of a few bishops and martyrs are known’; and no Acta of any 
value connected with the valley or with S.W. Phrygia have been 
published. The account given of Philip, John, and Archippos at 
Hierapolis and Colossai, is mere invention of a very late period ®°. 
Trophimos and Thallos are said to have been crucified under Diocle- 
tian at Laodiceia by a governor Asklepios on 11 March: this may 
be historical, for we have seen an example of the kind of religious 
names assumed by governors engaged in this persecution, §9. The 
Jegend of Artemon, slain at Caesareia by Patricius, Comes and Gover- 
nor of Phrygia Pacatiana under Diocletian, is a very late fiction: 
the title Comes at Laodiceia came into existence under Justinian 
(p. 83). It is possible that some historical basis underlies the legend ; 
but the circumstances would suit better an earlier period than Dio- 
cletian; and the most favourable supposition would be that the 
Emperor’s name is a late insertion, and that Artemon belonged to 
an earlier time, when Caesareia-Cibyra* was a city of Asia, and 
when a Christian, tried first at Laodiceia, might afterwards be taken 
to Caesareia in the governor's train. Perhaps, if some older form of 

the Acta be discovered, it may be found that Artemon, 8 Oct., and 

— ee ee ee ee ee 

' Lightfoot remarks that Epaphras * See the lists in Appendices and 
of Colossai must be considered as the Ch. XII § 3. 
Apostle of the Lycos valley. His name 3 Church in R. FE. Ch. XIX. 
(the diminutive of Epaphroditos) may * This seems better than the sugges- 
perhaps be imitated in no. 432 bis: the tion of the Bollandists (4.A SS 8 Oct. 
homely form Epaphras was not likely p. 46) that Diocaesareia should be read 
to be used in an epitaph, except in for Caesareia (in Expositor 1889 IX 
a humble class of society. pp. 153 ff I wrongly followed them). 
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Artemius, 26 Jan., are duplicates'!; but at present even conjecture is 
forbidden by lack of evidence. 
A copy of the inscription of Laodiceia, mentioned by Le Quien on 

the authority of the old Cambridge scholar, J. Jebb (about which 
some doubt was expressed above, pp. xix, 78 f), has been rediscovered 
in a Vatican MS. by M. Laurent of the Leole Francaise d’ Ath2nes, 
who has generously sent me a copy and permitted me to publish it 
(no. 410 bis). 

1 See p. 494 note 6. 

Notes. 1. See the totals of earlier and later Chr. Inscr., given in Note p. 716. 

2. The ruined church of very early date, which perhaps occupies the site of the 
temple of Zeus Keleneus, p. 462, on the acropolis of Kelainai, has been best 
described by Weber, pp. 34 ff (see also my paper in Transactions Ecclesiolog. Soc. 
Aberdeen 1890 pp. 2 ff). On one of the large blocks, of which its walls are com- 
posed, is engraved no. 397. Several crosses (form, a longer vertical line bisected 
by shorter horizontal] line: one with equal limbs) are incised on the walls. In 
view of probable excavation of this interesting church, a description of the ruins 
is unnecessary. 

VOL. I. PT. II. M 



APPENDIX. 

CHRISTIAN INSCRIPTIONS. 

1. EUMENELA. 

353, 354- Ishekli. CIG 3902 7, Kaibel Hp. e Lapp. 426, Cumont 138. 
[6 | 8etva—éavrg—] xat ry pnréps | MeArlyp cal ro vig Tatlp cat ro ddeAGe 

pov |[’Aa]xAq’ érépe 82 oddent elféoras reOjvat! ywpls | ray mpoyleyplapéven|" 
ds 88 ay emirndedioe, Ecrat aire mpds|rév CGvTa Oedv| Kat viv cat ev ry 

Kptlolap nuepa. 
kadov | rd ynpay, cal rd wx yql[play rpis xelpw? andy. 
kalAdy 1d Ovjoxe ols rd | Civ Bpw pépe. 
map[oly ® rd | yipos xat péper mpocol|reior *. 

The remarkable formula, with which the prohibition against unautho- 
rized use of the tomb ends, is believed by Franz in CIG not to be 
Christian ; but probably every one will agree with Kaibel ‘ vetat Franz ne 
quis christianum putet ; ego in vetitum nisus sum.’ The formula evidently 
means, ‘he shall have to account to God, both now and in the judgement- 
day,’ a sentiment which is as much out of keeping with ordinary pagan 
expression® as it is characteristic of Chr. feeling: one of the most 
marked effects that Christianity has had on common sentiment is that, 
among Christian peoples, references to Divine judgement, justice, fairness, 
are so frequent. Variations occur, éorat airp mpds tév *I(noodv) X(pic- 
Tov) NO. 371, ddce. Adyov GEG Tw péAdAOovTe Kpelvery CGvTas Kai vexpovs 
at Philomelion®, cra: airg@ mpds thy dcxatoovvny Tod Geod 455, Anwerat 

it is not ordinary pagan style. 
6 Cp. at Herakleia-Perinthos deca 

1 reOvjvae in Hamilton’s copy: en- 
graver’s error? 

2 CIG transcribes [\]<[y]o for XEIPQ. 
® rapnvin Hamilton’scopy: engraver’s 

error? 
* rpoowmneiov, poppoduxeioy Pollux IV 

115. 
° I do not deny that parallels to it 

can be quoted from pagan writers; but 

Adyor Ta epyoperm xpive (@vras Kai vexpous 
Berl, Philol. Woch, 1888 p. 418 (quoted 
from Ephemeris). Sacer bea Adyoy also 
occurs in two inscr. of Pessinus (Cumont 
396, 399), in one of which occurs the 
Chr. name Kyriake. 
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mapa Tov abavdrov Oeod paoterya aldvoy 361 (which wants the element of 
appeal to justice, but still seems Chr.), mpos rdv d0dvaroy Oedy 388, mpds 
TOV KpiTny Oedy 394, mpds Ti xEtpa Tod Oeod 392, mpds Tdv CGvTa Oedv 
no. 378, mpds Td péya Gvoua tod Geot no. 3691. But the commonest form 
is the shortest ora: atr@ mpds Tov Oedv, and the abbreviated form is as 
certainly Chr. as the longer ones. We might assume in almost every 
case, except one or two Jewish examples ?, that this formula stamps the 
epitaph as Chr.; and further independent evidence often occurs to the 
same effect in many inscr. containing the formula: e.g. the Chr. word 
KolunTyptoy is used in no. 375, 376, 379, and various expressions or names 

pointing to Chr. feeling occur in no. 357, 360, 362, 364, 388 f, 684%. 
The formula éorat ait mpds rov Gedy has only a limited range; it is 

found very frequently at Eumeneia, Apameia, and Sebaste, three cities 
lying very close together; and it affects places close around them, 
Akmonia no. 455, Pentapolis no. 659f, Bindaios no. 435. It occurs only 
sporadically elsewhere: once in Cyzicos CIG 3690 (better Perrot Fzplor. 
Arch, de la Galat. p. go no. 58) ei 8€ ris ropuno’ * erepov xaradéorat, éo[re 

av|r@ mpos rév Oedv: thrice at Pisidian Antioch: once at Dokimion, 

no. 684. 

A similar thought occurs in the early Chr. literature of Asia Minor: 
cp. Acta SS. Claud. et Aster. where a woman who is consigned to torture 
says, si tibi Lonum videtur ut ingenuam mulierem ac peregrinam sic torqueas, 
tu scis: videt Deus quod agis (see Ruinart Act. Sinc. § 5 p. 311). Cp. § 8. 

M. Cumont justly regards as another convincing proof of religion the 
fact that no inscr. containing this formula in any of its variations 
contains anything to suggest paganism °, 

As to the origin of the formula, it is probably an intentional variation 
of a pagan form. The pagans frequently threaten violators of the 
sanctity of the tomb with punishment from god, either alone or in 
addition to a fine, and in one case a pagan inscr. employs a form analo- 
gous to the Christian expression ®, but with a difference which marks it 
as pagan, ‘he shall have to reckon with the dead.’ But even a single 

1 The last perhaps may be Jewish or 
Jewish-Christian, as is certainly mpés 
roy vytoroy Gedy no. 563. 

* That this Chr. formula was also 
used by Jews is shown by no. 563, on 
which see comm. They were probably 
Chr. Jews. 

® The analogous formula 8oc« Adyov 
&c. occurs further E. and N., in Paroreios 

Phrygia, Galatia, and Bithynia. 

* Paton JHS 1896 p. 227. 
5 In my Early Chr. Mon. II p. 406 

(Expositor 1889) the same reason is 
stated ; ‘none which contain that phrase 
have anything to stamp them as pagan.’ 

®° This analogy is indicated by M. 
Cumont in a Termessian inscr. (probably 
first cent.) éxrices r@ Snpp Snv. p’, Kal 
Cora: avt@ Kal mpos Tovs Karotxouevous 
Lanckoronski II p. 218 no. 170. 

M 2 
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example is sufficient to suggest that this, like every other Chr. formula of 
the earliest. period, was a pagan form Christianized by a slight change. 
In this case the change was not one to rouse any suspicion. The expres- 
sion ‘the god’ was familiar to the pagans, and frequently used by them 
to designate the local patron deity; and it was a very slight change to 
substitute for the pagan appeal to a definite deity (Men, Helios, Selene, 
Leto &c.), or to the Katachthonian gods or to the dead themselves, the 
reference in general terms to ‘the God,’ which could be taken by every 
one in his own sense. 

The period when this formula was introduced is indicated as the first 
half of the third century by certain dated inscr., no. 365 4.D. 263-264, 
NO. 372 A.D. 249, no. 385 A.D. 253-254, no. 388 A.D. 259, no. 375 A.D. 

260, no. 448 A.D. 253, no. 449 A.D. 2561, and by the following whose 
date about 220-260 is made probable by other characteristics: no. 370 
about A.D. 224, no. 371 about a.p. 270 (formula developed), 392 ¢. 250. 
Moreover the general style of this group of inscr. marks them as third 
‘century documents?. We conclude from this that the abbreviated form 
was in full use a.D. 240-260, that about 270 some modifications to give 
@ more pronounced Chr. turn to the formula were being tried, and that 
the more elaborate and developed variations like mpds ryv dixacocvyny 

rod Oeod are likely to be later than 240. We might conjecture that those 
inscr. in which a double penalty, civil and religious, is threatened belong 
to the earlier period a.p. 200-250; but the only dated example, no. 385, 
which is of Apameia, belongs to 253. 

I have not seen this stone, but it is doubtless engraved on a tombstone 
in the form of an altar, like almost every Chr. inscr. at Eumeneia that 
I have seen®. The customary method of sepulture was kept up by the 
Chr.: in the first place it would appear that there was no violent break 
in Phrygia between them and the pagans: secondly, it was an object 
with most Chr. to avoid drawing special attention to themselves, and to 
observe the formalities which would give them legal rights in their city. 

In this connexion it is interesting to find in this inscr. the tags of 
semi-philosophic verse that follow the formula of curse. In the gnomai 
quoted from Menander two of them occur in slightly different form 
(caddy 7d ynpav Kat rd yi) ynpav mdr 283, and xaddv rd OvioKew ols EBpw 

1 In no. 445 the expression ¢ora ém- I formerly felt (so also M.Cumont 145 
Kardparos mapa eg is rov éovav is dated dis) of dating it later than the Wot. 
A.D. 250-251. Dign. c. A.D. 412. 

7 Only no. 373 looks like a fourth ® No. 380 is on a stele of form rarer 
century inscr.: the explanation given at Eumeneia, with a pedimental top. 
in the comm. avoids the necessity which Sce p. 367 note 1. 
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To (iv épes 291). The incorrectness here is a sign that they were 
quoted from the popular mouth, and that the Christians in Phrygia 
did not separate themselves absolutely from Hellenic civilization. The 
educated section of the population was, on the whole, that which turned 

first to Christianity: the unthinking mob of the great Greek cities, and 
the uneducated rustic population, were the last to be affected by it. But 
the Greek of the Christian inscriptions is undoubtedly worse than that of 
the ordinary pagan epitaphs, containing more late forms and more false 
spelling. In this respect they justify the complaint of Aristides about 
the shocking Greek used by the Christians', At the same time the 
Christian epitaphs are more ambitious, and introduce novelties and a wider 
range of topics. It was not the completely hellenized and most highly 
educated persons that were open to the new religion, but those who were 
in process of shaking off the old oriental characteristics, and who, being in 
a state of change, were open to all kinds of new influences. 

M. Le Blant II p. 95 is much shocked by a small number of Christian 
inscriptions in Gaul, which contain sentiments of a quite Epicurean type, 

e.g. hie requiescit in pace Mercasto qui florentem aevum LX egit per annoa, 
jgucundam vitam haee per tempora duait, or per omnia lautus inter amicos, or 
Falentintanus legenti dimit ‘divitias (h)abes, fruere; 81 non potis, dona.’ 

He is inclined to explain them as the epitaphs of such Christians as gave 
way to the luxury and debauchery of pagan life, those who are rebuked 
by St. Paul 1 Cor. xv 32, Clemens Alex. Paedag. III 11, Jerome Ep. XXII 
ad Eustoch. § 29. But it is not usually the case that persons who sink 
below the standard of their society and religion blazon their manners on 
their tomb. Those who put such inscriptions on their graves surely 
intended them as profession of their principles of life; and we should 
rather look for some Christian sect, some eclectic school of thought, whose 
adherents boasted designedly of their philosophical religion on their 
gravestones. In Phrygia there was no chasm separating the Chr. from 
Greek culture; and it is natural that some should go further than others 
in the adoption and assimilation of Greek philosophic sentiment. The 
concluding words of this inscr. represent the most outlying caste of Chr. 
sentiment, approximating to no. 232, no. 2c6, and no. 343, which repre- 
sent a similar outlying type of non-Chr. sentiment. 

The term *pwov, which strictly is a pagan term implying a pagan 
religious idea, passed into Christian usage *, Constantine Porphyrogenitus 
uses it to denote the tomb of Justinian (Cerim. Aul, Byz. I p. 644 Ed. 

1 Arist. irép ray rerrapwy (II pp. 400 f Kirche pp. 35 f. Above, p. 486. 
Dind.). See Church in R. E. pp. 352 ff, 2 See CIG 9182, 9275. 
Neumann der rdm. Staat und die allgem. 
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Bonn); hence it evidently lasted alongside of the strictly Chr. term 
Koyznriptoy, which came into use during the third century, no. 445. 

Words which strictly imply pagan ideas were not proscribed absolutely 
or regarded as unsuitable in Christian inscriptions. Especially in metrical 
epitaphs, they were often convenient, and moreover, as many metrical 
epitaphs were adapted from older models and used stereotyped metrical 
phrases, such ideas and words as Hades, Tartarus, the Elysian Fields, 

were often preserved in Christian epitaphs!. See p. 387. 
The form yjpos for yipas is common in the Septuagint; and many 

other late occurrences are quoted in Stephanus. It is therefore wrong to 
alter the text to yfp{a]s, as Franz does in CIG. The term xpioipos jyudpa 
seems to be used elsewhere only in the medical sense, ‘ the critical day 
determining the issue of the disease.’ 

355. (R. 1887). Yakasimak. M. Paris BCH 1884 p. 249 2, Cumont 
139. [Mevexparns ? "AcxAnmdd ?lov xareoxevallce 70] npgov (Gv éfavre] cal 
m™m ® yuvjalicxlt Tarlg cali rw| Relief vig] pov Arefa{vd|p|o xat rH yuvalixi | 
aitjod *ArraAld{e'| pera 8 reOjvail* [rods mpodednAw| wlévous ef tis 

emt|xeipnoes erepov | érevBadcetv, alorar ai|r@ mpos tov CGvta Oedv. 
On the restoration at the beginning see no. 370: the date is between 

224 and 249 no. 372. Attalis is probably related to Aur. Attalis no. 
360: one is the wife of an Alexander, the other is mother of an 
Alexander: both are Chr, The name Alexander is common among Chr., 
no. 359, 370, 376, 386, p 672, and § 3; Tatia Chr. no. 365, 370. 

356. (R. 1887). Yakasimak. M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 2505, 
Cumont 140. [6 Seiva xalrecxevacey ta npylal | éavT@ Kai tH yuveri| 
TAluxwmav, Kat rots | [ré]xvos pov xat to malrp}t ‘Povdw xat ry pntpl | 
(Ajupia cai To adeAl dlp “Povgw xat tH yuvalixt] adrod Tarfg xal rots | 
[rléxvots avrod: ef tus | dal emyxetpyoes ls ra | tpodnAovpawa ov[v|x|povora * 

1 Quem nec Tartarus furens nec poena 
saeva nocebit Le Blant I p. 396. Stygis 
ira premet id. II p.212, nemus Elysium 
id. II p. 91. 

2 He omits e at beginning, and reads 
"ArraAid[e...... rade reOjva’ eis Tous 
apod. See the following note. 

$ The stone has THIYN. I take 
this for an engraver’s error, who should 
have written either HT orH. M. Paris 
reads tis yur[ands Ouvyarp]i Taria; but 
only three or four letters can be al- 

lowed in the restoration. 

* ie. pera rd rovs mpodednrwpevors 
reOnva. 

5 M. Paris reads [erjeoxevacey, and 
yuve.[Ki Koo ]xomavy, and reOn[var...... ] 
€ore, also dé for dai. 

° The composer, after beginning this 
conditional sentence, remembered that 

he had omitted to expressly forbid the 
use of the tomb to others. He there- 
fore added the prohibition, and then 
continued ei 8° ovr. 
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érépp 82 ovdjert Zotar efdy rebilver’ ef 8 obx}, ore adty | mpds Tov 
(Gvra Gedy. 

With reOjvey compare pyy no. 256, 395. Glykon Chr. no. 360. 
Ammis or Amia Chr. no. 363, 367, 368, 376, 380. 

357. (R. 1883). Atp. "Ayan{wplerds B’ | pudts “Hpfat}8os (Gy | xare- 
oxelvalrev Td Hlp@ov xat r[dv] ex’ adre | Bwpdy, els [8 xn SevOjoe|rat adrds [Ke] 
dv dv adres | (Gv ovvy[wphjon’ Ke Adp. | Apreuid:dpl ’Apto|rlrmov, [éré}p@ 
de | ovderi e[félore relOjvar bs 8 [Av] emyelpnon ereplov Oletvar, ealrat 
aitw mpos tly Oedv. | rovrou dvr[lyjpadop a[mere|On els ra dpxeial, 

Artemidorus is obviously not a relative, but a friend (see no. 380). 
The name Agapomenos suits a Chr., but seems not to be solely Chr. 

It is quoted by Pape also from Anth. Gr. Append. no. 375, CIG 6212, 
which may perhaps be a late epigram?, but is assigned by Kaibel 
Ep. e Lapp. 617 to the second century. The word dydaxn was favoured 
by the Chr., in contrast to épws, and became a characteristic Chr. 
expression. On names with the form of passive participles cp. no. 350. 

358. (Hogarth 1887). Tanasha. Ap. "AxidAas Eipelveds pvdjis 
‘Hpatdos | xatecxevacey 1d | Hpwov éavrp Kat | tm yuvaixt Adp. Andaluln 
Kat Tots téxvots | Adp. ’AxvAq xal "Appliav@ cat "Apple ty | Ovyarpl pov 
kal | Adp. Paar érépy | be ota evi [e]l€dn eorle xndedoe els _— rd 
Hppov’ el 8 py, | Eore air@ mpd|s Tov Oedv. 

On personal names taken from epic poetry and mythology, see no. 208 
and JHS 1883 p. 36. Gaiane at Eumeneia also in no. 229; she is 
apparently not a relative, see no. 380. 

359. (R. 1887). Yakasimak. Adlp. "AArAé£avd[pos B’ | rlod ’Emydyvov 
[Ev]|ueveds Bovdrc[ulirjs xareoxevaloa td npgov éluavtm Kat ty yurynl pov 
Tar{llp" ef 8€ Tis Erelpos euBddn, Eolrar adr mpos tov Oedv. 

Christian Senators of Eumeneia no. 361, 364, 368. In Acta Carp, 

under M. Aurelius, Papylos of Thyatira, a Chr., had been reported to the 
proconsul to be a Jouleutes. At his trial the question was put to him 

BovAeuriys ef; to which he merely replied woAirns «tus: but this need not 

be understood to imply that he was not a senator, for his style of 

1 ove probably engraver’s error for anddied. There is nothing distinctive 
ovv. M. Paris leaves a blank. as to religion in it. If it is late,it may 

2 Epitaph of a boy Atimetos from be Chr. 
Rhegium, son of Agapomenos and 5 Ed. Harnack Texte und Untersuch. 
Quinta, who came to Rome aged twelve vol. III pt. 3. 
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answering was very aggravating. The official report is sufficient proof 
that he was a senator. But at that period there is clear evidence that 
many Chr. objected to hold municipal office, as we see from Celsus (in 
Origen c. Cels, VIII 75 p. 224) and Aristides (tmtp rév rerr. vol. IT 
p- 402 Dind.). 

360. Ishekli. CIG 3902 f, Cumont 148. Aip. ’Arradls TAv|xwvos xare- 
oxevaca Td npwov éav|ry Kal rots mpokelxndevpévors xalt] | Avgirixn Opem7|n 
cal @ ay ovvyup||joes (Gv 5 vids polv] | Adp. ’ArAd~avdpos. ef | [Ths 3° dv 
Erepos émolelvévxn tivd, ore | abr@ apds tov Oedv. 

Auxityche is a name elsewhere unparalleled, except by Dosityche, which 
occurs, according to Waddington’s reading, in a Chr. inscr. of Apameia 
no. 389. Attalis cp. no. 355. Wide power of admission to the grave is 
granted to the son; cp. no. 380. 

361. (R. 1883). CIG 3891 incorrectly in some details in the tran- 
scription, though Hamilton’s copy is almost perfect (cp. Rev. Arch. 1876 
I p. 281), Cumont 146. [€p]pwode|. Adp. Téuedros Mnva Bovdeurigs | trois 
yAvxurarots yovetow | AipnXlots Myva fp’ rod PAlamov | Bovdeurn yepatg | 
kat ’Avolp ’Apra, rd Bia ex trav | lav" els 8 mpoexndevoev r[dv] | ddeAgdv 
Didirnoy nal | ryv mdtpavy Kuplddav | cat tiv éfadeAgny | [p]ov MadAav 
xndevOy|oerat 38 els adrd | 7 Te oUvTpodos | adtod Prryry, | wat ef run érépy | 
(Ov ovvxwpycer | ds 8 av emyempnoe Erepov eretloeverceiv, AnWelrat mapa 
tod d0alvdrov Oeod pdolrerya aldémor|. 

On zdrpa see no. 272. The names Philip, Kyrilla, Paula, became 
common among the Christians. Artas is probably an abbreviation from 
Artemidoros, which had become an independent name (Chr. no. 357). 
The concluding formula is unique, but seems on the whole to be Chr., 
cp. no. 445 (which is marked as Chr. by the term xorunrypiov), 435. 

The words BovAevrns x(at) yepaids occur here and in no. 364 (both 

Chr.). The most natural and simple interpretation is that Menas and 
Eutyches were members of the Gerousia: the term Geraios occurs in 
that sense at Hierapolis CIG 3916, in Pamphylia at Attaleia (Lanckor- 
onski I inser. no. 8), Sillyon (2d¢d. no, 58), and it is frequently the case 
that senators were members of the Gerousia (e.g. at Sidyma, Benndorf 
Lykia I no. 51). 

It is, however, perhaps justifiable to suspect that Geraios (which occurs 
only in two Chr. inser.) may mean a presbyter in the Church. Evidence 
may yet be discovered to disprove or to confirm the suspicion. It would 
not be strange that the samé person should hold municipal and Church 
dignity. As yet the clerical office was not a profession, which should 
be kept apart from secular cares and employments. Cyprian would have 
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it kept separate !, but the older system long survived him. In the Acta 
S, Theodoti*, under Diocletian, Fronto the priest of a village Malos, 40 
miles E of Ancyra (Hist. Geogr. p. 251), not merely performs his church 
duties every day, but also cultivates a vineyard and makes wine, works 
a farm, and drives a cart to Ancyra with the produce for market ; and 
his case seems not to be exceptional but the ordinary custom in Phrygia 
and Galatia. At Assos an inscription of the fourth or fifth century 
mentions Helladius a presbyter and magistrate (politeuomenos)®. The 
father of St. Patrick was a decurio and a deacon (early fourth cen- 
tury)*. See p. 568. 

362. (R. 1887, Sterrett 1883). Dede-Keui. Cumont 142. Aanas 
Atore(uou xalreoxevacey 7d Hpgloy ro pATpwr. Mn|rpoddpe emoxdalp xal rp 
ratpl pov| Arore(ue cal éavta|’ ef ris 38 emyerpnoer| Oeive Erepdy ria, Onloe 

ls rd rapetoy mpoo|reluov dynv. p” el xaradppo|yyce: rovrov, éxre| ait@ mpds 
tov C@vta Oeov. 

This inscription is marked as Christian by the concluding formula. 
The respect in which Metrodoros the bishop was held is marked by his 
being named by his sister’s son before his own father and himself. The 
naming of a fine for violation of the tomb belongs to an early stage of 
Christian development; and the simple forms are precisely those of the 
ordinary pagan tombstones, except for the concluding formula and the 
precedence assigned to the uncle the episkopos. The names are native 
family names, and neither does the praenomen Aurelius occur (no. 235), 
nor is there any trace of the formation of a Christian nomenclature. 
These considerations suggest for the inscription a date about 200-15. 

But the letters vary a little in size, and are not in the best style of the 
period ; and the open use of a Christian title Episkopos is hardly probable 
in the pre-Constantinian period’. The date must therefore remain 
doubtful ; but, on the whole, the balance of evidence is in favour of the 

earlier date: in the post-Constantinian period one would hardly expect 

1 See Ep. I, Stokes Ireland and the 
Celtic Church pp. 41 f, from whom I take 
the following instances. 

2 AA SS 18th May IV 149 ff and 
Ruinart Act. Since. 

> CIG 8838, LW 1034 d, Sterrett Inser. 
of Assos no. 73 in Pap. Amer. Sch. Ath. I 
p. 85 (with error in transcription; CIG 
better). In the Contemp. Rev. 1880 
(June) p. 983, Dr. Stokes argues that 
Helladius built the walls of Assos; 

but Sterrett shows that he built a 

church (or part of it). 
* Dr. Stokes 1. c., who also mentions 

that Innocent I replied to a question of 
Exuperius bishop of Toulouse in A.D. 
405 that those who have held judicial 
office may not be ordained without 
doing penance, and retired soldiers may 
not be ordained at all. 

5 The title, however, might be men- 

tioned openly, because it was also in use 
as a pagan title (like Geraios no. 361) : 
see p. 501. 
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this style of inscr. and one would expect some more emphatic signs of 
Chr. religion in the way of formulae or symbols or names. 

The form pifrpwr seems not to occur elsewhere (y7Tpwos usual decl.), 
except Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. 371 (Kotiaion) and perhaps 322 (near Sardis). 
The terms for relationship are unusual at Eumeneia, cp. no. 272, 361. 

On the double penalty, civil and religious, see no. 369. 

363. Ishekli. CIG 3890, Cumont 151. Aidp. (‘Ep|ijs! B’ xalreoxevaca 
70 [7p||pov (?) Eavr@ Kai | rots yovetos ‘Ep'pn}|*? wat "Apig ry yuvackl| érépe 
ovdevi: [d}s | dv 38 emBorvdled]|ce, Eore ait[p mpol|s tov Bed. [xalpejlra‘t] 
mropleluriai ? %. 
Ammia Chr. no. 356 etc., Amia 376. 

364. (R. 1890). Ishekli. M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 2344. Cumont 
141. Etpdpos|. Ap. Edrixns “Eppold] | émixAny “Edué5, Edlpeveds cat 

SAwy (1) wéA[e!lwy wodclrys, pudijs | Adpcavldos, Bovdev|ris xal yepeds, | xare- 
oxevacey Td Hpplov éavr@ xal TH vepylordrn Kal mporgpireo|rdrn yuvackl pov | 
MapxéAAn xal trois | éavrdy réxvors. | ef tis 32 Erepos elmtxerpyoe Oeival | 
tia, €orat avty | mpos Tov (Gvta Oedv. 

The formula éxixAny occurs often in Chr. inser.; but I do not recollect 

an example in any clearly pagan inscr. See no. 400. Hermes Chr. no. 
363; Eutyches no. 377. 

The cumulation of epithets of Marcella is not like the pagan custom : 
she bears the name of an honoured Chr. family of the second century 
no. 657. 

Cumulation of citizenship was very common with distinguished athletes 
and other prize winners. An example is I. ’lovAcos ’AycAAets xopavaAns 
Mdyvns amd Survaove xal Kuexnvds xal Spupvaios |xal] Eq@éoros xat Tepya- 

pnvos cat dAAwy mdéAewy TOAAGY ToAciTns ® (at Cyzicos Ath. Aletth. 1882 
p. 255). Yet the suspicion suggests itself that this Christian had not 

1 Perhaps read Aup. [Ap]reuins B. 
? Probably Pococke has here omitted 

a line containing the full names of both 
parents. 

> This restoration is very uncertain : 
Ki.--. TATTOPYTOY is Pococke’s 
copy: possibly azo rou [Aeow]. 

‘ M. Paris reads YMOP®OIC at the 
beginning, and I€PEQC, transcribing 
lepe(vu)s (M. Cumont correctly elicits 
[y]epeds). I compared M. Paris's copy 
with the stone, and thought that the 

-upnght stroke in ® (line 1) was an 

accidental scratch. The inscr. is to be 
found by any future traveller in a house 
on the night abore the road as one goes 
out towards the pass up the Glaukos, 
near the outer edge of the town. 

® I felt far from certain as to the 
reading EAI=; M. Cumont suggests 
[P]jeucE for dyrkcé. Compare Mapxiay 
‘EXixny in CIG 6254, Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. 
727, which is Chr. 

* In such cases probably the orginal 
patria is named first. 
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been enrolled as an honorary citizen of other cities, but that he is using 
a common formula to point in a covert way to his heavenly citizenship. 
At a later time we find the term ovpavomoAlrns frequent in the Chr. 
panegyrics : cp. Qeoddatos 6 aftopaxdptoros kat ovpavomoAlrns Kyrillus, in 
Usener der Ieilige Theodosios p. 105. It is of course impossible to prove 
that Eutyches meant anything different from the ordinary formula; but, 
when it 1s certain that a symbolic form of expression was in use among 
the Chr., one may look for possible examples of it. A covert way of 
indicating the religion was evidently sought after among the .Chr., 
while open declaration was discouraged by the Church. No. 657 |. 1. 

If the reading evydpors in the superscription be correct, it must be 
understood in the sense of ‘to the happy dead,’ like the Latin Chr. 
formula Boxis Bene, as a Chr. substitute for the pagan Dis Manibus (to 
which however in its abbreviated form D. A/. many Chr. clung from 
habit, probably without any distinct idea of its meaning). The word 
efpopos does not occur, but the words etpoipos and svcpopos may have 

led to the form etyopos. The letters however are difficult to read with 
certainty (see note on the text) ; and M. Cumont may be right in accept- 
ing Evpopdts as a pet-name of Eutyches, inscribed over the epitaph ; 
though the expression of the familiar alternative name Helix makes this 
less probable than it would otherwise be. 

Some analogous cases may be mentioned. The following inscr. from 
Julia-Gordus is published by M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 385 Dis Myani- 

bus). Crescenti Augg. vernae disp, viait annis LITI]. "Emorjyn ovy rots 

réxvots Kpnoxevts ovpBlp p. x., empeAndevtos Tov. KAovlov Evdnpov. 

EYMOPOOC. 
Episteme, his wife (con/uberna/is), dedicated, and P. Cluvius ! Euphemos 

(either a freedman, or a Greek Roman) superintended : the word Evpop¢os, 
in a line by itself, is obscure. In CIG 9424 évOdde xetrat “Ayvos Zwor- 
mat|pjov S00A0s" etporplos” the religion (as Kirchhoff says in CIG) is 
indubitable. In CIG 9454 (Chr.) edpoipes Oeoxriorn, M. Le Blant 

quotes? evdpvps, "Ovnoie’ oddis aOdvaros [tprép y|js] (Chr.) Rev. Archéol. 
1874 II p. 252 (expressions like pi Aumrs, ovdeis GOdvaros, seem to occur 
in pagan, Jewish, and Chr. inscr. alike). 

365, 366. (R. 1887). Yakasimak‘*. M. Paris mn BCH 1884 p. 252. 
Cumont 136. The text is really double. [’Erlous run’, un(vos)[... Jl. 

1 Cluius (like KXowos here) is some- 5 Vettori de Septem Dormientibus p. 50 
times used: see AE Mit. 1895 p. 213. is his authority. 

* Kirchhoff against the copies of Pit- * On the name see no. 367. 
takis and Le Bas reads evpoi[pec]. 
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Zyvddoros Zi |vwvos xareoxe|v] |avev) rd Hpplov éavr@ kal | tp vig Zyvw|ve cat 
™ vuln Tariq’ ef ris | 38 érepos ém|xetpior, éore | adt@ mpds | Tov Gedy *. 

After this inscription was engraved, a daughter Maria died and was 
buried in the same grave, and her name was added in small letters, xat 
tn Ovyarpt Mapla, between the date and the first name. The date (a.p. 
263-264) is engraved on the capital of the bomos, the name Zenodotos 
on the shaft, and Maria was inserted on the lower moulding of the 
capital. The name Maria, apart from the final formula, indicates a Chr. 
origin for the inscr. Zenodotos Chr. no. 367, Tatia no. 355. 

The date in this and many similar inscr. is not to be understood as the 
day of death of the person buried in the tomb: it was only in the deve- 
loped Chr. epitaphic system that the day of death was engraved on the 
tomb, see no. 454. Here it is the placing of the gravestone over the 
herodn that is dated, according to the common pagan custom. The pre- 
paration of a grave was an act of religion, p. 368; and the date of the 
construction of the monument was a fact that might be of importance in 

case of any dispute as to legal title and ownership. 
The name Mania is not very common in early Christian epitaphs 3. 

At Lugdunum in Gaul it belonged to a lady who died at the age of 100 
probably in a.p. 552 (Le Blant I p.102). It occurs also in no. 413 (see 
note), 439, 440. Another, which is probably Chr., is published 42 Mit. 
1894 p. 55: it was found at Bergula (Burgas) near Adrianople: [Malpla 
Kvivra a(AA) .. r émoinca ro [Aalréuww ov tH [or]fAAn Te yAvKuiralro 
avdp[i} pov Ev[unlA@ p(v)elas xapu [ete de &€ “Yi a\las, [mphy Pidromdos 
[év]Odde xetu(ar) GA. .Jros GAAA idnfGels tro mdvrwy [tlapa rorovrns 
yoixnls’ xatpe mapodeira. At Aegina Mapla 7 xal Tlarpixla Chr. (probably 
fifth century) CIG 9302, Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. 421, Bullet. Archéol. 1873 
p. 249. At Tarsos Maplas rijs “Yaarfas Chr. LW 1507. 

M. Le Blant remarks that names of Hebrew origin are excessively 
rare in the Christian inscriptions of the West. The commonest is 
Susanna; and Martha, Jacoba, Samson, and Revicca, occur. This 

probably results from the dislike for the Jews, and the dread of being 
taken for Jews‘. Jewish origin of this family may be suspected: that 
Jews used this concluding formula with slight variations is clear from 

1 xarecxeacev, AN engraver's error. 
2M. Paris gives the date TM; he 

makes the inserted letters on the 
moulding as large as those in the other 
lines (which conceals from him the 
general sense); and he has érepov, ém- 
xetpnoet, and marpi where I have vig. 

5 M. Le Blant I p.145 speaks du petit 

——e 

nombre Wexemples connus du nom de 
MARIA. The name was Roman as 
well as Hebrew; but where it occurs 
in the Eastern provinces, it may be 
confidently taken as the Hebrew name. 

‘ In the curious inscr. Orelli 2522, 
Beturia Paulla took the name Sara 
when she adopted Judaism. 
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no. 563. In both cases we may probably infer that the families were 
Jewish-Christian. In Acta S. Theodoti Ancyr. § 3, the saint paganorum 

atque Judacorum magnum numerum adduxit ad Ecclesiam. It is evident 
that there were many Jewish Christians in Asia Minor. 

367. (R. 1887). Yakasimak?. M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 251, 
Cumont 150. Znvddoros | xarecxevaclev ro Hpwor | éavt@ Ke TH | yuvenl 
po[v] | Apple xe ry Oluyarpl you el | 8€ tes emxip|yoe GAAOs loleAOty *, Eore 
t@ | mpos rov Oedv. 

It is probable that rq is intended here as equivalent to air@; the same 
form occurs in no. 652. Ammia Chr. no. 356, 368, etc. 

368. (R. 1887). Ishekli. Atp. Zwrixds Tpagiov ® Evpeveds | Bovdcuriys 
Kateoxevlacey Td npwov éavr | xal ret yuvatxi pou TAvkwvide cal rots réxvois | 
pov Alp. Zorix@ tp vig | pov cai Acopvolp cat | Apple ty Ovyarpl pov | 
xai* Meprivyn Eldelds° érépw ] ovdert éféore rebjvar’ | el 3¢ Tis emitpdedon 

Erelpdv twa Oetvat, Ojoe ts rd | tepdrarov rapetoy | dnv' Bd’. rd de | tdyTwv 
petCov, Ecrat avr | mpds tov Oedv. 

In the concluding words a confusion between superlative and com- 
parative is shown. LEjithis seems to be a second name of Mertine (a rare 
variety of Meltine): one would expect some descriptive word after 
Mertine, who seems not to be a member of the family no. 380. 
Christians bear the names Glykoniane no. 356, Glykon no. 360, Ammia 
no. 356, 367, Meltine no. 354, Zotikos no. 369 etc. On the penalties see 
no. 369. 

369. (R. 1887). Ishekli. CIG 3902, Wadd. 740 and Cumont 145 in 
part; M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 236 nearly complete®, [rd qpgov Kat 
rilov én’ avrod Boudry | xarecxevacev Aip.| Zwrixds B’ tod Taaf{éllov 
Etpevets aire | cat ry yuvatal [avrot] | AdpnAlg Ample xaire | ddedp@ atrod 
Aldp. | "Apludavjp, xalt ef] rife | AAAlp [atrds] (Gv [ovy|xw]pijoe oddert 
Oe | 4A eLov Eorat | Oeival rwar ef 3€ Tis | emyecpyoe, elooloe | els thy 
Eipevéwy Bovldijy mpoorelwov dn. a, | cal €orat air mpos 7d | péya dvopa 
TOU Geov. 

1 Ulujaka according to M. Paris: Ou- 
louis Yaka in Railway Survey. I do 
not guarantee the exact form. 

2 This reading seemed to me clear 
and complete. M. Paris has AOEIC|- 
AEIN, dAdo eic[Ba]Aciv, but the stone 
allows no room for inserting [Sa]. 

® Ipagiov is added above the line. 
‘ xal before Meprivy was engraved 

twice, and afterwards the first was 

erased by the engraver. 
® M. Paris reads Nan[x]ov for Har[iJov, 

€aut@, avrov (where I leave undecipher- 
able letters), leaves the name of the 
brother blank, and supplies [érép]p 
(which is too long). The restoration 
A[vp. ’Ap)pu[:[av]@ seemed certain on the 
stone, as the exact number of letters 
lost was obvious from the traces. 
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The inscription, like no. 368, probably belongs to the period about 
230 4.p. The ordinary penalty for violating the tomb is enacted, and 
then the Chr. threat is added, as in no. 368, 362, 385 (Apameia, dated 
253 A.D.), 392. 

Zotikos was taken into common use among the Chr., on account of its 
meaning, no. 385 (where it seems to be the baptismal name), 368, 

393, 369, 401. 

370. (R. 1887.) Ishekli. CIG 3902 , Cumont 149. Atp. Meve- 
xpdrns ’Ao|xAnmiddov xareo|xevacey 7d pov | éavr@ xe TH yuve|xl pou Tarla 
Kt T@ | dp pou ’AdeLdvdpe’ | ef ris 3F emxerpyloes Ocivé riva pera | [werd] 
Thy epi redev|riy, Eore abr@ mpos | rov Oedv. 

Mevexpd[rns] ’Aox[Anmddov]! is mentioned on a coin of the first century 
B.C. (Mion. 563). This inscription belongs to the third century after 
Christ, and therefore can have no connexion with the coin. The 

argument in no. 372 fixes a.D. 224 as the probable approximate date 
(while the praenomen Aur. shows that c. 215 is the earliest, see no. 235). 
Tatia Chr. no. 355, 365, 370; Alexander Chr. no. 355, 359, 370, 376; 
386. Menekrates, husband of Tatia, and father of Alexander, is probably 

mentioned in no. 355, which perhaps was an earlier stone placed on the 
same grave. 

371. (R. 1883, 1887). Ishekli. CIG 3902 0, Cumont 137. Aip. 
Mnvdépiros PB’ tod *’Ac|kAnmddov BovAeuris | xatecxedaca 1d eumpoo|Pev 
otvkpovoroy (éavt@)? Ke ’AmoAlAwvig vig, xe yuvatkt | adrod MeAriyn, xe 
Mnvolp@ xe ‘AoxAnmaddn | eylydvors 5, xe ofs adrds | wepiay BovdnOn. 
[e]J0® | (dé ris emyetpnoe Oetvac) * Erepov, Ectat ait@ | mpds rdv *I(noody) 
X(ptordv). 

The monogram at the end is a proof of the religion and of date. This 
monogram gave place to the Constantinian * in the fourth century, and 
is found in Rome in an inscription dated a.D. 268 or 279 (De Rossi no. 
10); while the argument in no. 372 gives a probable date for this inscr. 

‘soon after a.D. 270. The use of the monogram implies growing 
emphasis in indicating the religion, which points to a later date than 
the form apds rév Gedy. Meltine Chr. no. 354. 

The use of the monogram for the complete name CAristus, even when 

it forms part of a sentence, is quite common. So, for example, (iudlen‘e 
Deo et Ro eius, Mél. d’Archéol. XV 1895 p. 50: and in the conclusion 

1 ACKA in Mionnet is probably a to have been omitted by carelessness of 
false reading. the engraver. 

2 There is no space for the restora- 5 elydvos and CI on the stone. 
tions in angular brackets, which seem 
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of an epitaph ecimus te in & (Le Blant I p. 68, no. 30, who quotes 
Marini Jser. Alb. p. 37, with several other examples). 

The monogram was perhaps employed before the time of Constan- 

AYP MHNO$IAOLB TOY AL 
KAHTTIAQOY BOYAEYTHE 
KATE CKBYALATOE 

OENCYNKPOYCTONKATIO 
AQNI®MYIEIKTY NAIK 
AYTOYMEAT INHKMHNO 
PIAQKALKAHTTIAD H 
EITONOICKOICAYTOEL 
MTEPICONBOYAHON CL! 
ETEPONELTAIAYTO 

TPOL TON 

tine ; and its origin is likely to have been in the eastern provinces. The 
earliest dated example in the west belongs to the year 3231; but it is 
found on a fragmentary inscription which may belong to the year 2987 
In the east we may expect to find earlier instances, Perhaps an inscrip- 
tion of Herakleia of Thrace furnishes an example: it has the monogram 
three times, and de Rossi considers that it is earlier than Constantine on 

1 Bull, Arch. Crist. 1863 p. 22. 
2 De Rossi Inscr. Christ. p. 29. See no. 673. 
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account of the formula gece: rots d3eAgots!. This monogram occurs in 
an inscription of Melos, which Ross attributes to the second century (but 
which cannot be earlier than the third)*. It occurs along with the 
letters of the word ly@vs on a leaden cista found in Phoenicia at Saida °, 
which De Rossi considers to be perhaps earlier than Constantine. 

In eastern inscriptions this monogram soon gave place to the mono- 
grammatic cross and the simple cross (though on coins and on objects of 
art it was used for several centuries after Constantine). It is however 
probable that in the East an inscription containing the monogram is not 
later than the fourth century ‘. 

While the monogram § is known on private monuments, perhaps, even 
before the time of Constantine, and becomes common on them from 323 
onwards, its earliest occurrence on a public and official monument is in 
A.D. 377, and the second is in 390°, : 

372. (R. 1883). JHS 1883 p. 401, Cumont 135. érous rAy’ p(nvds) 
ye. Adp. | Mooyas *Arefdn|[Splou esreoxevaca | [rd [Hppov Adp. ’Arefdy- 
dpe Mevexpdlrovs xabas éver|elAaro év ry dialOjan’ ef res 38 Erelpov éuBare?, 
€orar | air@ mpos roy Oedv. | rovrov dytlypagoy almeréOn ls ta dpyia. 
A.D. 240. 

Alexander, son of Menekrates, and father of Moschas, is mentioned 
also in the Chr. inscr. 370, where his father Menekrates allows him 
a place in his own grave. It is probable that Asklepiades in no. 370, 
371, is the same person. If so, the stemma would be 

Asklepiades 

Seer ae a Sane eae ee rears 
“fel | 

Aur. Menophilos Aur. Menekrates = Tatia 
sepulcr. condidit c. 224 

Aur. Menophilos Aur. Alexandros 
natus c. 210 mortuus c. 249 

| | 
Meltine=Apollonios Aur. Moschas 

| natus c. 229 

| | 
Menophilos Asklepiades 

The date of no. 371 would, in that case, hardly be earlier than 

1 Rom. Sott. I p.107: Dumont Inser. the precise and accurate remarks of 
et Mon. Fig. de la Thrace p. 154. M. Bayet in Rev. Arch. 1876 (Novemb.) 

2 Ross Inscr. Gr. Ined. fasc. III p.8; pp. 287 f. 

CIG 9290. 5 The earliest is at Sion (Sitten) in 
> Bull, Arch. Crist. 1873 p.77 tav. the Alps, and the second is Roman, Le 

IV, V. Blant I p. 497. 
* On this subject I am indebted to 
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A.D. 270; as Menophilos has grandchildren and must be an old man. 
No. 370 is older than 372 : in 370 Alexander is allowed admission to his 
father’s grave (perh. c. 224 a.D.), and in 372 it is evident that Alexander 
has died and left a son Moschas, who makes a grave for his father in 
249 4.D. No. 355 is intermediate between 370 and 372. 

373. (Sterrett 1883). JHS 1883 p. 401, Cumont 145 bis. Adp. 

Netxépws 8’ xareo|xevacev 1d jpwov | [élavre kcal yuvat(xt)! wat | réxvors" 
€Onxa 8% | pirov. evOade | xexndevre Avp. | Mdvvos otparidrns | lameds 
cayitrapts | dpaxwvdpis éf ddix[Clov rod Aaumpordrov | iyeudvos Kacrpio[v]| * 
Kevoravtos | bs av & émernded|re Erepos, ote adlirg mpds tov Oedy 7], 

Neikeros granted the use of the tomb to a friend (no. 280): the friend 
was Aur. Mannos, a soldier attached to the officitum of the governor of the 
province, Castrius? Constans, This governor is not known; but the 
inscription is probably not earlier than the fourth century. The use of 
the dragon standard is said to have originated during Trajan’s Dacian 

wars and is mentioned in the letter of M. Aurelius to the senate?; but it is 

rarely mentioned before Ammianus and other fourth century authors. The 
word d¢dixcoy also suggests a late date, though officium praetoris denotes the 
praetor’s train as early as Pliny Hp.I 5,11. Cavalry archers are mentioned 
by Tacitus dun. II 16, and they are often alluded to in Nofitia Dign. 
Castrius? Constans was perhaps governor of Phrygia; but it is in 
perfect accordance with the analogy of such inscriptions to understand 
that Mannos served in a different province in the train of Constans‘, 
and then retired from the service to his native Eumeneia. If the 
restoration of the concluding lines is right (which seems almost certain), 
Mannus was a Christian; and the inscriptions with that formula belong 
in all other cases to the third century. We must, I think, conclude from 
all the facts that this inser. belongs to the years about 290-300. 

374. (R. 1883). Ishekli. JHS 1883 p. 399, Cumont 144. Aidp. 
IIpéxda | xarecxevacey | rd Hpgov adrn cat | rp avdpt Kai rots | réxvors 
Pirlaay | cat Tavdtvn praliunls xdpw ef dé | [ris] emexipqoes | (Bet}rac 
Erepov, | [€o]rat adr@ mpds | rev Oedy roy | (avra. 

On the names Philip and Paula in Chr. inscr. see no. 361. 

1 KI was omitted by a slip of the 
engraver before KAI: it is possible 
that KI was omitted after Pl in the 
name of the governor, Castri(ci)us. 

2 See preceding note. 
* The letter is not genuine; but must 

have originated early. 

VOL I. PT. II. 

* If he had been governor of Phrygia, 
the inscription would be as late as the 
fifth century ; he is entitled clarissimus, 
but in Not. Dign. the governor was a 
simple praeses (rryepov) : during the fifth 
century the dignity was raised, as we 
see in Hierocles (c. 530 A.D.). 
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375. (R. 1887). Aidan. “Erov rye’. | Adp. Sip lpopos | xarerxevacey 
7d | xousnrnpiov éavir@ xal ry yuvert | poucal r@ 0(@) pov | ef Tis 32 Erepos | 
éxirndedoet, Eofrac] | arp mpos Tov | Oedy. A.D. 260-261. 

The inflection érov for érovs occurs in two inscriptions of the district 
around Thyatira p. 202 note. The religion is proved by the word 
Kouzntyptor, as well as by the concluding formula, 

376. (R. 1887). Yakasimak. M. Paris in BCH 1884: p. 2501, 
Cumont 153. A'dp. Tartajyds | xarleoxevao{ev | T'S xouuniryp|ioy re wa{rp)| 
"Adelfdvdpp [xal| thy) yuvaut "Aluliq] cal ry rexovjo|n abrod: ef tis 32 
aletpnot, €orar atte | mpos Tov Oedy'. : 

Perhaps zretpyjox is a piece of bad Greek for retpdoerat, or it is an error 
of the engraver for émyeipjoe. Here again the word xowunripioy shows 
the religion. Amia or Ammia Chr. no. 356 etc., Alexander 355 etc. 

377. (R. 1887). Ishekli. AtpynrAla Tdriov | Etpeverris xareoxedlacey 
Td Npwov éauty | cal ro avdpi atrijs | Edrixn cal ef rile ay (Goa ovy|xwpioet. 
el 3 pelra Thy reAev|rqy pov édy tes | emyxipjoes twa | emeoeverceiv, éo|rar 
ait@ mpds tov | Ody. 

Eutyches Chr. no. 364. 

378. Ishekli. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 241, 
Cumont 143. Adp. Ppdvrav Evipeveds pvdijs ’Alpy|iddos xaterxevacev rd 
Npgov éavt@ xal ty oupBip ’Auplg cal ro ddeAgpq@ ’AitTdjA@? cal TH ovpBlp 
Alttavy Kal tots téxvots abray* ef ris Erepos emtxetpnoe, Eorat avt@ mpos 
Tov (Gvta Oedv. 

Fronto, priest of a village near Ancyra Gal. under Diocletian, in Acta 
Theodoti: see no. 361. 

379. At the Dede. M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 242, Cumont 152. 
[6 detva nat 5 al[deApds adlrod xareo'|kevacay eav|rots xvun{ry |prov’ ef res 
d[é] | érepov emiyxelelpnjoe emevPlarlelty reva €olre atrw a[plds rév Ge'|dv. 

380. (R. 1887, Sterrett 1883): Dede Keui. M. Paris in BCH 1884 
p. 243 5, Cumont 147. ls | 1d dad | rod qp@lov eon eT v'at reOFvat | [’Alupla 
kat Tarcavy | mpds rovs | avdpas cay typialwiot roy Oeov' e£olv]lolay éxdvtwv 
wlex|ple (Gor edy re walOn | réxvoy adray élmepBadrar érép[e] | de ovdderi 

1 M. Paris reads [Ev]avdpy for [’AXe]- was not, written, for the stone is com- 
Eav8pq, [rovr]o xo-pn[trnpsojv, omits A[pia], plete in the later lines). 
and reads 8 én[txyJespno: near the end 2 The copy has A---AAQQ., 
(which perhaps should have been, but 5 Many errors. 
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e€or{ac] | reOjvar xwpls | rv mpoyeypap|ueren ls radra | rd hppa’ ds de dy | 
emyerpyoet, Ojoe. | tpoorelpov ls ri[y Bovl|Ajy nv. . .} 

TOY HPL 
fF ONEZONE! 
WIAITEQ UNAI 

MIPAMIAKAITATIANH 
TPO EC Torve 

AJE OYAENIEZECT IAW 
TEOHNAIX®PIC 
TONTTPOFEFPA |m}/ 
MENGNIC TAY TIA! 
TAHP® AOCAE AIN// 

ETIXEIPHCEIOHEC EI! 
MMOCTEIMOVIC Tigi 
UU 

It is a Chr. touch that admission to the grave should be conditional on 
religious character. Ammia Chr. no. 356, 363, 367, 368, 376; Tatianos 

376, Tation 377, Tatia 355, 365, 370. 

Doubtless there was another inscr. on this herodn, recording the name 
of the maker and owner. Special permission was accorded in a separate 
inscr. to Ammia and Tatiane, but the facts are obscure. Probably their 
husbands were permitted by the principal inscr., and their wives are 
admitted on condition that they are Chr. But it is possible that the 
inscr. expresses badly that the husbands were still pagans, while the 
wives had been converted: in order that they might lie in a Chr. grave 

N 2 
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(in consecrated ground ?), admission was granted them by the owner of 
a Chr. grave!, and their husbands were also permitted, conditionally on 
their conversion. 

It is obvious that where an inscr. includes the provision that further 
leave may be granted by the owner 357, 361, 369, 371, 377 (or by her 
son, no. 360), no new inscr. is needed when a corpse is admitted by the 
owner ; but, when he desires subsequently to grant right of admission to 
@ person or persons still living, he must put up a new inscr. to that effect. 
The present inscr. records such a subsequent permission. Further this 
inscr. is important, as showing the importance that already attached to 
the burial of Chr. in Chr. graves. Probably religious reasons were con- 

cerned in most other cases where a friend is admitted, no. 231, 232, 357; 

358, 373, probably 236. 
Among these 26 Chr. epitaphs (no. 354-380), we see that 7 contain 

the provision which anticipates wider permission ?, and 3 admit by name 
a friend not of the family. Now among the 75 epitaphs which we have 
ranked as non-Christian, only 3 admit a friend not of the family by 
name: one no. 232 is influenced by Judaism and admits two Jewish 
missionaries, and another no. 231 is not of ordinary pagan type (and 
the friend is called Onesimos, see p. 493). Further among the 75 non- 
Chr. epitaphs, only 5 contain the provision anticipating wider permission, 
and 2 more contain a hint to that effect (in the words dvev or xwpls 
ovyxwpnoews 244, 267). The difference in proportion is so marked, that 
we conclude that the pagans less frequently anticipated giving any wider 
permission ?; and these 7 exceptions may be suspected of Chr. origin. 
We scrutinize them and find in them the following names which are 
known to be used by Chr.: in no. 225 Ammia (cp. 356, 363, 367, 368, 
376, 380) and Damas (cp. 362): in no. 243 Zotikos (cp. 369, 368, 385, 
393,401), Trophimos (ep. Acts xx 4): no. 244 Zotikos: no. 248 Marcus * : 
In no. 256 A.D. 227 Marcia, Zotike: in no. 260 Elpis (p. 492), Eutyches 
(ep. 364, 377); in no. 267 Marcella (cp. 364). Ido not wish to exag- 

1M. Collignon publishes an inscrip- 
tion which seems, at first, to be a good 
parallel to the opening phrase (Ann. 
Bordeaux I p. 41, quoted in Wochenschr. 
J. Philol.), els ré8e rd np@ov éxros ef wy 
rime autos xrA. But it is clear that the 
learned editor has not rightly conceived 
the construction : we must restore [dAA» 
ovx e&éorat xndevoa] eis rode rd np@or, 
exrds el un tim ards éym (avre (or perhaps 
(@y rt) ovyxywpnow. It is Pisidian. 

2 Reckoning 380 among them. 
* In some cases the owner may have 

thought of granting leave to some other 
member of the family, whom at the 
moment he does not admit. LW 1683, 
which is certainly pagan, is perhaps of 
this character. 

* Was Marcus a baptismal name, 
Euboulos the exoteric name? Com- 
pare no. 455. 
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gerate the strength of these facts, and have not placed any of these inscr. 
among the Chr., though I suspect that most of them ought to be. 

381. (R. 1887). Aidan. M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 247, Cumont 155. 
[a]ytov Biya XP IC TOY - AW. 

The symbol AW is used in Rome from 355 to 509 and in Gaul from 
377 to 547, according to M. Le Blant Manuel p. 29. 

382. (R. 1887, Sterrett 1883). Aidan. rdy Obedv Stov xwdytes [Thi 
edmiday éxopev. 

This inscr. is on the front of a marble chair, which doubtless belonged 
originally to the church, where the Bema, no. 381, was. The lettering 1s 
fair, and may belong to the fourth century. With éAziday op. édvay 
no. 445 and 395. 

383. (R. 1887). Tchivril. M. Paris in BCH 1884 p. 245, Cumont 
154. émt rot dpxidiaxdvov "Adefdvdpou: a late inscr., with d for A. 

384. (R. 1883). Genj-Ali. [Knots "Avacractov. 
The inscr. is arranged on both sides of a large cross incised on the 

stone: it is hardly earlier than the fifth century, and may be later. 

2. APAMEIA. 

385. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1893 p. 248, Cumont 
209. érovs TAn’. AtAtos Tlavydptos 6 cat Zwrixds xatecxevacey Td Nppov 

(Gy éavt@ cal rh yuvexi adrod AlAlg ’Araddyrn xal réxvots. el 3€ TIs ém- 
mdevoes erepos, €orat ait mpos 7dr] Oedv, cal ddcer ls 1d Tapeton dnv. >” 
(8nvdpia wevtaxdota). A.D. 253-254. 

The name Pancharios occurs elsewhere only in a Jewish inscr. of Rome 
CIG 9904 !, Pancharia no. 677. 

Aelius Pancharios was probably a Jew, who took the baptismal name 
Zotikos (no. 369). On the Jews in Apameia cp. no. 399 Jze and Ch. XV. 

386. (R. 1891). In a bridge over the Obrimas, p. 409. Ramsay in 
BCH 1883 p. 309, Cumont 212. ’AdAéfavdpos Bp’ emollllnoa 1rd ippov 
éuavte | cal ty cuvBlp pov Tare | cai rp ddeAPH prov Tepobdw® ls 8 

Erepos | ob reOjoere’ el d€ Tes mit |dedoe, Eore adt@ mpds | Tov Gedy. 

1 Panchares is a pagan name, see * These two words are inserted in 
Pape, also Kaibel 2393 (404), 1925. small letters below adeAgg. 
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It is doubtful whether Tare{a} should not be read. Teimotheos would 
naturally become a common Chr. name: on Alexander see no. 355. 

387. (R. 1888, 1891). CIG 39621. Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. 386, 

Cumont 217. 

"Amgia éy@ xeiuac Mevexdct plya rode atv dydpi 
kal yap C@vres dod totro yépas Adxopev. 

kal Aitouey b¥0 réxva, véov 8é ye "Aprepidwpor, 

bs xdpw evoeBlns retfev tuuBov POipévorory. 
xatpe* 8 of mapidyres kal edyds O08 trép atrod. 

The forms of the letters are so good that the inscription cannot be 
placed later than the second century; and it might well be put early in 
that century. The request is made to wayfarers by the dead that they 
should offer prayers for the living son (not prayers for the dead): prayers 
for Avircius Marcellus are asked by him on his tombstone; he was still 
living at the time, but his request would continue after his death (no. 657). 
The concluding phrase seems a clear proof of the religion. 

388. (R. 1891). 

OYTEOHCETAIECIAETICE TI 
TAILAY T 6 T1POC TON AGAN A, 

* 

' s raywe® 

¢ ty 

Mey, ry 

40, 

“Erous ty’ w(nvos) 6’ x’. Adp. Apréuias ’Apreua?]| éroinca rd Hpgor 
éuavTo [cal rH yuvatki] | pou Tariq xé rots réxvors plov' els 8 érepos] | od 
teOijoera el d€ Tis emi{rndedoet, Eollrat aro mpds Tov aOdvalroy Bedy}. 
A.D. 2.59. 

The knife in this relief shows that the deceased was a butcher. The 
vase was a common Chr. symbol. Many Chr. probably objected to the 

alike demand, was not written: see 1 Corrections: read inl.4 TEYEEN, 
5 OOl, XAIPEAOITI. note 1. 

? yaipere, which grammar and metre 
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use of meat from sacrificial victims, which would often be found in the 

shops of pagan butchers, and these would prefer a Chr. butcher. Still 
more would Jewish Chr. require a special butcher. 

389. Wadd. 1733, improved by MM. Legrand and Chamonard in 
BCH 1893 p. 249, Cumont 213.  AdpyaAos Aifdvwv dis! eroinca 1d 
Hp@eov epavr@ cal to adeAd@ pov Awictrdyn? 3dpov xdpw ory TH yuvatt 
avrov’ els & repos od TeOjoerar’ ef tis 88 Erepos emitndevoe, Eorat arto 

apds Tov Oedv. yalperé por prrdcbeot Kal xadot vedOnpor. 
All editors read ved@npo.. Perhaps we should take the compound 

in the active sense as ‘hunters after the new, veo@fpo.: but, more 
probably, the analogy of vedduros * suggests that the meaning is ‘ newly 

caught.’ @nplov is applicable to fish as well as to animals; and the 
word ‘newly caught’ was used probably with reference to the common 
appellation of Christians as ‘ fishes,’ 

M. Cumont regards as a convincing proof of religion this acclamation 
mystérieuse dont on peut rapprocher celle d’une inscr. de Thrace, Dumont 
no. 46 xalpere xal evrvxeira: mapa bew adedgoi. 

Auxanon Chr. name in Apameia no. 390, perhaps pagan no. 312. 
With Dosityche cp. Auxityche no. 360. 

390. (R. 1881). CIG 3962 B, Cumont 211. Adp. Abfavwr Tlavyvxou 
KaTeokevaca Td Np@oy euavt@ cat Adpndrig ’Apple tH yuvatkl pov? els 8 
érepos ob TreOijoerat’ ef d€ Tis emirndevoet, Etat ad’td* mpds Tov Oedv. 

Ammia Chr. no. 356 etc.; Auxanon 389, 391 f, 394. 

391. (R. 1888). Ramsay in Rev. Et. Gr. 1889 p. 35, Cumont 208, 
Aip. Alxeos éxjoina]|a 7d Hp@ov euavtio|| Ke ry yuvackl pov Adfariov|on) cat 
tois yovetoww' ls &|érepos ob reOh" ef S€ res] earexyndedor, Eorat ait@ mpds 
Tov Oeop. 

Dikaios occurs as a pagan name. rey or re81, NO. 395. 

392. CIG 3963, Cumont 215. Avdp. Zeéojpos exvinjca 1d npyor 
AdpnAlg Luvedrntixyn | ty cat Tarlg ry ovyvBlg pov (els 3 cal avrds reOy|- 

1 Wadd. reads Avéavavdus, but MM. inscrr. in various forms, naeophyta, nio- 
Legrand and Chamonard have a prefer- (jitus, nefitus, nofitus, neofata, enofitus, 
able text here. innofitus, inifitus, enonfitus newly bap- 

2 MM. Legrand and Chamonard read __ tized, new born, Le Blant II 599. 
AW Evrvyj, but Waddington’s text * The error has led to a second, N 
seems preferable. being inserted in the space above. 

? Jt is particularly common in Latin 
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gopat) cat Adp. [P]Aavlg Lxvpvov th mevOepg pov | Sapov xapiy’ pydevt de 
érdpw e€0 efv[e] reOijvat|’ ef dé res emerndedores, Ono ls rd lepdraroy Tapeitloy 

dnv. dioxeAra cal ~orat atr@ a[plos! rh xeipa rod Oeod. 
After the inscription was engraved something was added, perhaps 

reno erat] per | avrolts Kail; Anuntprar[ds 6 vids ?] or Anunrpla N[éwvos 7] 
The copy necessitates the restoration PAavig (in CIG Aavigq). 

Aurelia Tatia, who is mentioned here, must have been a person of high 
birth and of senatorial family (ovvxAnros, Senatus Romanus, and ovyKAn- 

tixds senatorius), who was called Synkletike orginally as an epithet, but 
kept it almost as a personal name in her married life. Her mother 
Aurelia Flavia was daughter of Skymnos, probably the Skymnos, son of 
Skymnos and grandson of Demetrius, who is mentioned on coins of Pius 
138-1617. The probable period of this inscription about 240-250 would 
suit this connexion, if we may assume that the coin belongs to the latter 
part of the reign of Pius; and the occurrence of the name Demetria or 
Demetriane in the inscription favours the hypothesis. The remarkable 
fact that Aurelia Flavia was buried in her son-in-law’s tomb may, on 
this hypothesis, be explained as due to her religion. She and her 
daughter were Christians, but the family of Skymmnos were pagans, and 
she preferred to be buried apart from her own family. Cp. no. 380. 
Tatia Chr. no. 355. 

Synkletikos and Synkletike were used as personal names in Asia 
Minor, cp. no. 537 and Wadd. 1778 (where he corrects his denial of this 
possibility on 1197). 

393. (R. 1891): in a field on the left side of the road to Dikeji, and 
close to the right bank of the Maeander. 
TO Hp@ov épavre | cal TH yuvatki pou | MeArivy xpeortilavan. 

The ungrammatically expressed ending assimilates this to a class of 
Chr. inscriptions which is more numerous in N. Phrygia, but of which 
sporadic examples are found elsewhere. The period to which this class 
belongs is fixed by no. 468, which is dated a.p. 278-279. The bold 
uncompromising proclamation of the religion of the persons who have 
made the grave recalls the Montanist principles®. Such expressions are 
common in the mouths of martyrs (e.g. xpioriavés ex yptoriav@y yovéwy 

Adp. Tpéxdos | Zwttxod éxolyea | 

1 més in the copy, which may be 
correct, as there are some traces of this 
dialectic form in Phrygian inscriptions. 
The copy however is not trustworthy 
for such details. 

2 ETT! - C/KJYMNOY. B.- TOY. 
AHMHTPIOY.T -B.,ie. (crparnyoi ?) 

7(6) 8: Type four ears of corn in a 
bundle: Prince of Saxe-Coburg in Rev. 
Numism. 1892 p. 82. 

5 Compare the story of Quintus in 
the Smyrnaean Letter on the death of 
Polycarp, and above, § 2. _ 
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ruyxavw Acta S. Ursicini 14 Aug, § 4, Le Blant Supplém. aux Actes 

p. 292), but not so frequent among the mass of Chr. 
There is a different class of inscr., belonging to the fourth century, 

after the triumph of Christianity, but when the population was still in 
considerable part pagan. Then a Chr. could inseribe his religion without 
fear on his grave: examples are CIG 9451 Kaibel év@dde xire ,.. xpio- 
tiavds Ké lntpds - dvenatoato xtA. (Gozo) and CIG 9481, Kaibel 550 
(Catana Sicil.). Compare also the inser. Dumont Inecr. etc. de la Thrace 
p. 159 no. 84 and one from Selymbria published in dE Mit. 1894 p. 57 
Avp. Anpuntpia Xpyo[tlnavod xateoxevaca 7d Aarduw cov tH oTHAAN euavTy 

kal rm yAuxurdrp pov dvdpt Atp. Néwu Neoxoptav@ [rle [xlal re vig pov 
Adp. Mn[vioddpe efdv 8& [pndd'va Erepoy BAnOfvat, emel ddce TH Tapelp 
bnv. d xal xrA. It is probable, also, but not certain that an example 

occurs at Apollonia, Sterrett WE no. 555, where in 1.15 I read Xpnoriavoi 
(St. Xpyorwavod). It is quite possible that no. 393 belongs to the fourth 
century and the second class of inscr. See p. 491 2. 

394. (R. 1881). Ramsay in BCH 1883 p. 310, Cumont 216. ®pov- 
yrdtavos Adfdvwy | éxoinoa ré Hppov euavt@ xé | TH yuverl wou Myrpoddpg 
ke tlois téxvors ex tod alyards pov | exw tip efovolay dvevnrlkwy dylrwy 
avTav, yevapeven dé éyn|Alkwy adtav ov« émitndevaour | Tov yavéwy Ta daTéa 
ovre €repds | tes’ ef 3€ Tis mapa Tatra nonce, | éore ait@ mpds Tov KpiTi 

Oedv.| See no. 399 42s. 
The sense seems to be intended ‘ descendants of my blood shall have the 

right to be buried so long as they are minors, but after they have come 
of full age they shall not be buried here by their children or by any other 
person’; but the expression is very ungrammatical. 

The form éairndevocouy in third person plural is like the modern Greek 
inflexion ; it is a sign that the conversational Greek of the district was 
approximating already in the third century to the modern dialect. Com- 
pare xatecoxéBaoa BCH 1888 p. 202 (Kios Bithyn.), and BovAnOy dv[ol]f, 

noted by Mordtmann 4/A, Mitth. 1881 p, 259 as an anticipation of the 
modern periphrastic future (there seems to be some error in his epigraphic 
text). 

395. (R. 1890, 1891). Adp. Pwrivos ’Apiorwvos éninoa 1d pov 
eualulro xé rH yuvackl pou Tlalria xé réxvos’ ls 8 Ere[pos| od reby" el de 
pnp, €otw aitp mpds tov Oedv. 

With pnw compare pny in no. 256, reOivev 356, éGvav 445, ednlday 382. 

On re67 see no. 216f, 391, 399 dra. 

396. (R. 1888). Dineir. Ree. Ev. Gr. 1889 p. 36, Cumont 209. [6 
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deiva éroinca Td Hpwoy TH yuvat|kl pov Atp. Aduyn ’Ovnolyov kab rois 
téxvots pov’ ls & érelpos ov reOnloerar’ ef 5 ris emirifdedoa, Onoe Te] 
lepwrary rapely [Snv. pt]. Kat écore ait pds tov Oedv. 
Domna Chr. occurs in N. Phrygia, Onesimos cp. 231 and p. 493. 

397. (R. 1891). On a stone in N. wall of the ruined church on the 
acropolis of Kelainai. The inscription is on the outside. 

KYPIE BOHOE! 

The letters are very well formed, bold, and clear in this inscription. 

It is not a mere graffito ; and is probably an official inscription contem- 
poraneous with the building of the church. The letters have nothing 
of the Byzantine character, and are not likely to be later than the fourth 
century. 

398. (R. 1882). Over the door of a tiny chapel cut out of the rock 
above the source near Sheikh-Arab. This little chapel, or cell, was 
perhaps the abode of a hermit: it faces east and west. Nuxddnuos M. 
M(ovaxés ?) may be the meaning of the initial: nothing was ever engraved 
after M. 

399. Dineir. 4¢h. ALitth. 1895 p. 237. érovs vAd’, p(nvds) ¢. ‘Epuiis 
énolnoa Td pynpueioy éuavtT@ Kat TH ovpBio pov Al. MovuxidAAn: ls 6 Erepos 

ov reOn[alere? ef 5€ Tis emirndevoet, EoTe a’T@ Tpos TOY Oedv Kat [amoreicet 
tw xtA.|. One may suspect that the unknown copyist has mistaken in 
the date T for Y. Compare no. 448, where the same error has been made: 

I have observed other cases where T has been taken for Y. In no. 28 

Waddington read ‘fT as T, turning 3000 into 300. 

399 bs. (Hogarth 1890). Adp. “Poddos IovAtavod PB’. érolnca 76 Hlpwov 
duautm xé [777 oupBiw pjov Avp. Tattaviy* ts & Erepos od reOH, el Be 

tis émeTndevor, Tov vopov otdey [Tay Elovdéwr. On reOij see no. 216f, 391, 

395- 
This remarkable epitaph may be added here, though not Chr. The 

law of the Jews cannot here be the law of Moses, the scriptural law 
(with its interpretation) binding on all Jews in all countries. It seems 
to be a special law peculiar to Apameia, apparently some agreement. made 
with the city by the resident Jews for the better protection of their 
graves. This phrase is suggestive of a strong Jewish element in the 
Apamean population. We naturally look for other traces of the Apamean 
Jews. The name Pancharios no. 385 may be Jewish (ep. no. 677). No. 
394 might rouse the same suspicion (cp. no. 315). See pp. 668 ff. 
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Similar regulations, putting the charge of Jewish tombs in the hands 
of the Jewish community (in accordance with an arrangement which 
must have been made with the city), seem to have been common else- 
where: so e.g. at Ephesos [ravrys rij|s copod xydorfrar of év ’Edélow 
"lovdéas Hicks no. 677 and xydovraz of “Tovdator no. 676. 

3. LAMPE AND SIBLIA. 

400. (R. 1881). From the site of Lampe near Evjiler, carried to the 
station at Appa. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1893 p. 250, 
Cumont 176. Aidp.”Arrados f’ | émixAnow Tfélos | éoinoen rd xulunryprov } 
p. |x. Atloddpe re alded@o@ pov" Ils & Erepos od relOjoeras. ef S€| Tes emeTy- 
devo, ddloes TO Taluelp nv. P’. 

In 1. 2 I read KAHZAINIE OC, making the note that A before IN was 
falsely cut and then partially erased by the engraver. Hogarth read 
KAH-AIN OC. The text in BCH is KAHAI OC. This shows that 
M. Cumont’s transcription éalxA(nv) ’Hoatos, founded on BCH, is impos- 

sible. Ijélos for Tatos was probably the name; [[Ié'os is possible; but 
there is hardly room for Iailos. émlxAnow? is here used instead of 
éxlxAnv: the latter is the commoner epigraphic form, while ézixAnots 
is the word in literature. Eustathius (as quoted in Steph. ¢. v.) says that 
énlxAny is contracted from érfxAnow p. 1053 or from émexAndyny p. 1255, 
but it 1s generally said to be accus. of émixAn, which 1s used in an epigr. 
CIG 6012 b, Anth. Gr. App. 239 1. 6. émixAny occurs in Dio Cass. 75, 16, 
Suidas s.v. ‘Eppoyévys, Plato Crit. 58 D, 66 B, 114 B, &c., but in epigraphy 
it is almost solely Chr. (except in poetry CIG 6012 0). 

I know no reason why Christians should have taken up the expression 
éxixAnyv, but the evidence is clear that they favoured it. Such fashions 

are known. LE.g. Bonae Memoriae is exclusively Chr.; Aeternae Memoriae 
is pagan, except in a few early Chr. inscr. (du JV™* siécle, c'est & dire un 
temps ou la formule épigraphique Chrétienne participait encore du styl paten 
Le Blant ITI p. 338). 

401. (R. 1891). Boz-Eyuk. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 
1893 p. 246°, Cumont 210. Date at top undecipherable. Adlp. Zwrixds 
&n]lotnoa rd Hpwov rep [mlar{pl|pulov Adp. Tedrecddpp xat ry [pn)Irpl 
pov Aduvyn xai rots alde'l|Adots pou Adédvorir xé [Ad]luyn xe "Appiqr el 

? BCH has xtynrnptor. * They read AYTAIONI, where I 
 énixderois CIG 8664 (Chr.). have AYZ ANON I, 
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d€ tis énfry]|devor, gota air@ mpds|rdv Gedy. Letters at foot unde- 

cipherable. 

ql ith \) AGS Y " ae Hl 

O | % | | 

NUNN] fit! Hh I A NAAR 
a Da ai TAU | I" y 

P7 oats | 
OIHATOHMQON roTraTiel 
AY PT EAELOOPOK TI Ili 
TPIMOY AOMVHKE TOICA ih 
ADO IC MOYAYZANONZAIK "lll! 
MN-IK AMMIA EIAETIE ETT ll 
HAEYCIECTAIAYT@TMPOL 

TONSEON | 

yj ie Wave ite yi mn) I hi 

ill 
am Fe il Wee) HE 

The palm is an interesting example of Chr, symbolism : see p. 490. 

4, Toe HyrGaLean District with LounDA AND MOTELLA. 

402. (R. 1883). On a rough stone by the roadside between Bekerli 
and Seurlar: very rude, coarse and late letters, hardly legible. (A) is at 
right angles to (B), and may have no connexion with it. 

(A) K(upt)e BwiOt ro mp(erBurépw) Aewvrava Kup[taxod ?] 
N is engraved below w in Acwvrava. 
(B) An inscription prefaced by +, in which I can read nothing except 

Spapay ovdey covpoy (cddpor,? etpoyv 7%) ev Biclrlp and perhaps xeAvovv- 
tiotxovos (xéAevow tis elxdvos ?). 
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403. (Sterrett 1883). Lounda. Broken stone, containing part of a 
relief, originally a cross within a circle - 
set in a square: fish between the cross 
and the circle. 

De Rossi has shown that the symbol 
of the fish, common in the earlier Roman 

monuments, disappears from them to- 
wards the end of the fourth century '. 
As the Gaulish monuments are usually 
later than 400, M. Le Blant finds only 
seven examples of the fish among them, 
one being the famous inscription of 
Autun (which he dates at the end of the 
third or beginning of the fourth cen- 
tury”), and another at Tréves (probably 
dating near A. D, 600). 

404. (R. 1888). Kodja-Geuzlar 
(Thiounta): KYPIE BOHOL A A A A 
A MIXAHA E TFABPIHA ICTPAHA 

PAQDAHA. 
Five names of angels seem to be required to correspond to the five 

“A(ytos). The inscr. is interesting in view of the early prevalence of the 
worship of angels in the Lycos valley (Thiounta was subject to Hierapolis 
p. 125), and in Phrygia generally. Paul warned the Colossians against 
Opnoxela tév adyyéAwy in the first century (Hp. II 18). The Council 
of Laodiceia about a.p. 363 stigmatized it in Canon 35 as idolatrous: 
ov def xpioriavots eyxaradelnew Thy éxxAnoiay tod Oeod Kal ayyédous 
dvopd ew nat cvvates movetv, Gmep dmayopeverar. ef tis ovy etpeOn TavTn 
™ Kexpuypérn eldwdrodAarpela cxoAd (wy, éorw dvdbeua. Theodoret c. 420- 

450 A.D. says Guewe 8& rotro Td mados ev Ti Ppvylg xat Miordla péxpe 
moAdod (Interp. Ep. Coloss. 11 16, Ed. Hal. IIY 490). In AA SS 29 Sept. 
pp. 4 ff. the Bollandists have collected much information about the worship 
of angels. On the worship of Michael, which was particularly common 
in Asia Minor, see no. 678. 

405. (R. 1883), Destemir (near Motella). JHS 1883 p. 393, Cumont 
134 dis. On the left half of the entablature surmounting adoor. A large 
cross at the right side of the inser. (which is in two lines) marks the centre 

' De Christ. monum. lyOvv exhibentibus 3 Some date it still earlier, or see in 
in Spicileg. Solesmense vol. III. it the reproduction of an older model. 
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of the stone, the other half of which is lost. ér(e) A’ ris Bactd(clas) 
"lovariviavod rob eiaeBleotdrov] deand(rov). | Epyov MexayA t[7js] 8(corxyjorews) 
émtoxotodvros. A.D. 556. Exactly half of the inscr. is lost. Line 1 con- 
tinued [éredeca6n 7 dyla rod Oeod éxxAnola?], or some similar expression. 
Line 2 probably mentioned the provincial governor or some official of 
Motella. See p. 158. (In CB the inscr. was wrongly ascribed to Anasta- 
siopolis’. 7 

406. (R. 1887). Keuseli (near Motella). Hogarth JHS 1887 p. 396, 
Cumont 134+’ Ivd(extidvos) 8 x(at) pn(vds) a iC’, dvéorn 1d bvovacripioy 
émt Kuptaxod rot OeopiAcor(drov) émiox(dmov). I take « between .¢’ and 
dvéorn as a false mark’. Hogarth interprets the obscure and difficult 
date as wd. 3x’, un. a’, oC’, e’, ‘Seventeenth day of first month of year 10 
of indiction 24, giving A.D. 667, which is a very suitable date; and if 
I could find any analogy for the numbering of successive indictional 
periods, I should follow him. He adds, ‘ according to Lightfoot Jgn. and 

Polyc. ii p. 43, the thysiasterion was rather the sacrarium in which the 
altar stood than the altar itself: in this case it was possibly an addition 
to a previously existing church.’ 

407. (R. 1883). In a cemetery a mile or less N. of Haz-Keui, at the 
edge of the cajion of Banar Tchai (near Motella). [—— ody trwBddply 

dt]a xtpds "EA[mdlov 
There is no clue to the length of the gaps. 

5. Tue Lycos Vatiey. 

408. Laodiceia: from the engineers of the Ottoman Railway. On 
a stele of similar form to no. 372, 380. 7d pynpetov | Acovorclov | SeA[ev ?]xov? 

kat rlijs yuvale]ds | adrod Talrlas ?] | xal rijs Ovyalrpds fay | "Ipqrns: ev 6 | 
Erepos ov x|ndevOno[erare el dllé ris Erefpov] xndevoler, 3d lloe r@ Lepp ploxg] 
dnv. a. 

The first two words are engraved apart on the capital. The name 
Irene was favoured by the Christians, but the religion must im this case 
remain doubtful. 

409. M.Clere in BCH 1887 p. 353%. ([Oléow M. Advp. Anunrplov 
Aaodixéws, vais *AOnvatd0os, év Ff xndevOnocovrat atrés xat of yoveis 
M. Aup. «tA. 

1 Perhaps it is a punctuation mark. ® M.Clerc’s copy seems to make every 
2 CEAIKOY in the copy, which may letter of cow certain except ©. He 

be right. leaves a blank in transcribing. 
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The inscription may be placed with great probability between 220 and 
250 4.D. The formula Oéo1s with the genitive of the owner's name is 
common in Chr. epitaphs; but it is only with great doubt that this inscr. 
can be classed among them. 

410. Printed by Dr. Judeich Ath. BMitth. 1890 p. 258. 

y el b€ tivés elow Kawy d6£n Tpelddpevor 
Tovrovs @s xp} Tept mpwrlwy 
elrOat xatadvérwoay thy dydioByrylow 
kovros  pdaraia] dlAov KE -- HNHi 
AIAIPFPHEN «+++++++ KAIOYMHAAIAIA 

NIOYTOYI kat mpoxarapxérw|ojay | 
1 dppwpévovs cepvorépovs map’ éavt(ay 

Aw ovow rors apds afiay ripnoe pnd[els 
In palvovro{s. 

This fragment is tantalizing. It seems, as Dr. Judeich remarks, to 

refer to quarrels between Christians and heathen. But it is impossible 
to make any attempt to understand it, until some more accurate informa- 
tion is given about the size and state of the stone’. 

410 bis, Laodiceia. Transcribed by M. J. Laurent from Cod. Vat. 
Lat. 9072 p. 391, where Marini? gives it in cursive (the words divided 
but unaccented), without any statement as to how it came into his 
possession. 

Evyévos [father’s name évOdde xexolunrat ?, 6 ynuas thy? 
Ovyarépa "lovAlov Neoroptavod PAavravyy [ryv aplorny (or name), 
xpovoy 8& Bpaxny 5 (1) diarplwas ev ri; Aaodixéwy méreL + «+ 
Kat BovAnoes tod tavroxpatopos Oeot étioxotos Katacradeis, 

xal elxoot mévte SAots éreow tiv emioxonyy [Sroexroas ?, 

cal wacay thy exxAnotay avotxodsounoas ard Oeperlwr, 

kal wdvra toy tept ad’tny Kéopoy otoay Kal mpooToay 
kal Cwypadiay cal Bevryocewy oxevaplov cal mpoTvAov 

kal mact Tots ABogdots Epyots cal macGy anafanAGs xatactdcewr. 

This remarkable inscr. opens up many difficulties. As to origin, it may be 
presumed that Marini, like Le Quien, owes it ultimately to Jebb, and that 

1 Dr. Judeich does not state whether 
we have the first line or the last line, 
or whether there is any clue to the 
length of the lines, or whether the 
stone is broken right and left, or is 
merely illegible in part. 

3 On Marini’s great unpublished col- 

lection of Chr. inscr., see De Rossi 
Inser. Chr. Urb. Rom. I pp. xxxi* ff. 
See above, p. 513, where my thanks for 
M. Laurent’s scholarly liberality in im- 
parting his important discovery are 
expressed. 

® Compare no. 677. 
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the latter received it from some traveller in the East. In the text, no 

proof is obvious that it belongs to Laodiceia on the Lycos: it may 
belong to the Synan Laodiceia. The question arises whether there is 
any other authority for assigning it to Laodiceia besides the mention 
of that name in 1. 3. The meaning of that line is obscure: if Eugenius 
remained only a short time in Laodiceia, his episcopate of twenty-five 
years should rather be assigned to some other city: but perhaps ‘the 
short span of human life’ is meant. But, on the other hand, Le Quien 

was thoroughly alive to the existence of several cities Laodiceia; and, 
as he has no hesitation, we may probably infer that Jebb knew some 
evidence that the inser. had been copied in the Lycos valley. 

As to date, Jebb and Le Quien have probability on their side in 
referring it to the rebuilding of the church after it had been completely 
demolished in the persecution by Diocletian. The character of the 
Inscription stamps it as comparatively early. The names are of the 
older type. The analogies are with Roman inscriptions, not with Byzan- 
tine. It cannot therefore be placed later than the fourth century, and 
is unlikely to be so late as the end of the century. On the other hand, 
the open reference to churches and Chr. officials stamps it as later than 
the complete recognition of the legality of Christianity, i.e. it is later 
than the defeat of Licinius in Sept. 323 a.p. The open rebuilding of 
an elaborate church such as is described cannot have been undertaken 
sooner. The inscr., then, was composed at such an interval after 324 

as permitted the construction of a great church and the adjoining 
buildings. These considerations show that 330-340 is the earliest 
possible date. 

If Eugenius was bishop of Laodiceia, he must have succeeded Noune- 
chios, bishop in 325 4.D. Now the rebuilding of the church would not 
be long delayed after 324, and Nounechios, therefore, must have died 
or been translated soon after the Nicene Council; Eugenius probably 
became bishop about 327 ; and died about 351 or 352. 

The attempt at a restoration is, of course, very doubtful. If it 
approximates to the original form, the emphasis laid on the marriage 
to the daughter of Julius Nestorianus must be due to the rank and 

influence of her father. 
Assuming that Eugenius was bishop in Laodiceia, we must understand 

in 1. 3, ‘who spent the short time (of human life) in Laodiceia’ (the 

false spelling » for v in Spaxyy is rare). The term. mavroxparwp Oeds 

occurs in Chr. inser.. CIG 9270 (Iconium), 8854 (Olympos Lyciae), 

Kaibel 187 (Syracuse)!, all probably of the fourth (or fifth) century, 

1 Also CIG 9119 (Nubia), and in the writings of Gregory Nyssenus, &c 
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and CIG 8704 (Sparta), eleventh century, Kaibel 2319 (Venice), late. 
The porticoes adjoining and forming a frontage to the church were 
evidently an important feature. This is not the place to discuss the 
architectural evidence with regard to a fourth century church, nor has 
the writer the requisite knowledge. The unknown word fevrijcewr is 
perhaps miscopied. After mpomvAov perhaps the preposition ovy has 
been omitted. 

Eusebius’s contemporary description of the great church at Antioch, 
standing within a peribolos with propylon, and surrounded by stoai, 
H. E. X 4, should be compared with this inscr. 

411. Wagener in Rev. de Tl instruction publ. en Belgique, Nouv. Série 

XI pp. 1 f£. (PAilologus XXXII p. 379). 

TlowAlov AidAfov TAvcwrfos ——————————_ Ap, ? ]- 
Bavod rod LeAevxou’ éy F xndevOyjoovrat adrds cat yuvi airod[....... | 

kal ra réxva aitav’ érdpy bt oddert eLéorar xndevOfjvar’ Kxarédw- 
kev 32 [xalt rq ceuvordrn mpoedpla ray mopprpaBdduay orepalvwl- 

tixod dyv. d:axdo1a mpds rd 5i80cGat (d7d] Tay téxwy éExdo[To] 

NMZ év rp éopry roy ACipov' dpuolws carédctev Kal tT ovve- 
dol Tv Katpodamorav orepariw|rixod dnv. p éxardy wevtTiKovTa ano 
[a line lost] éy rH éopti Mevrnxoloris. 

A fresh copy of this important inscription is much to be desired ; 
Wagener’s copies are not always wholly satisfactory. We can however 
see with certainty that this inscr. and no. 412 are either Jewish or 
Christian. Looking at no. 411 alone, we should without hesitation call 
it Jewish ; but, when we take no. 412 into consideration, I think we must 

come to a different conclusion. 

412. (R. 1887). Text and commentary under no. 28 A, B: the suspicion 
expressed there that this inser. is Chr. seems confirmed by no. 411, which 

was unknown to me when I was engaged on vol. I. The feasts of Azyma 
and Pentecost were common to Jews and Christians; but the épyacla 
Opeuparixy is more likely to be Chr. The Jews might be expected to 
maintain an Orphanage for their own nationality ; but this épyacla seems 
to have a wider scope, reaching to all foundlings (@péupara). Tertullian 

mentions among the purposes to which church funds were devoted, ‘ the 
feeding and the burying of the poor, and of boys and girls that have lost 
their property and their parents!.’ It is also certain that the charity of 

1 Apol. 39 egenis alendis humandisque, eardte dmoriberat, xai avrds émixoupet dp- 
et pueris ac puellis re ac parentibus desti- avois re xal ynpats xrd.; Cypr. Ep. 60 
tutis. Compare Justin Mart. Apol. I inter ceteros qui Ecclesiae alimentis sus- 
sub fin. 1d ovddeydpevoy mapa trp mpo-_ tinentur. 

VOL. I. PT. II. O 
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the early Church was not confined to members, but was extended to the 
needy and poor among the pagans. Tertullian says with his usual sar- 
casm that the Christians are not well enough off to help both pagan 
men and pagan gods, and must confine their relief to the men!; and 
Julian complained that the pagans left their poor to be cared for by 
the Galilaeans?. 

As Lightfoot says, ‘one of the earliest. forms which Christian benevo- 
lence took was the contribution of funds for the liberation of slaves 

. the Gospel regarded the weak and helpless from whatever cause, 
as its special charge, extended its protection to the widow, the orphan, the 
sick, the aged, the prisoner,’ and (as we may add) exposed and abandoned 
infants. We ask then if exposure was so common in Asia Minor that 
a ‘foundling home’ was likely to be needed in Hierapolis. This is a large 
question. The word Opéupa or Openrds is used, not merely in the sense 
of foundling (alumnus), but also in the sense of (1) adopted child or foster 
child (a/umnus), (2) verna, slave born in the household. 

(1) At Nysa we find KatxfAcov “‘Hpaxdeldnv, to whom Kaux(tos Evriyxns 
5 Opéwas erects a statue (apparently on his tomb, as he is fpwa): the 
Openrés here is a citizen of position and rank. In those cases where foster 
parents and natural parents unite in burying an alumnus, the latter is 
probably to be understood as adopted or foster child*. But no. 38 shows 
@ case in which an exposed child is recovered by his natural parents; and 
it would in that case be reasonable that they should unite with the foster- 
parents in burying the child. 

(2) The sense of vernva is hard to distinguish from that of foundling 
child, for the latter were in many cases brought up as slaves. But the 
probability always is greater that a Opemrds or Opéey.ua is a foundling rather 
than a verna; and I am not able to quote a case in which Opemrds certainly 
is verna. In the inscr. of Italy we find many cases in which a grave is 
erected to Opemrds, as in Latin inscr. to a/umnus; but there is not a cor- 

responding number of cases where the grave is made fora verna. See 
pp. 350 add. 30, and 147 no. 37. It is probable that in cases in which 

1 Apol. 42 non sufficimus et hominibus 
et diis restris mendicantibus, etc. 

3 Ep. 49 ad Arsac. Sozom. V 16. 

alypadwrous, Secpious, xrr. 
* D.M. P. Petronio P. F. Pal. Candido 

sic Baebia Celerina alumno et Petro- 

® In his edition of Colossians and 
Philemon p. 324. He quotes Ignatius 
Polyc. 4 pn €parwoav amd rov Kosvov édAev- 
Gepovoba, and Apost. Constitutions IV 9 
ra €£ alta, ws mpoeipnxapev, GOpor(dpeva 
xpnuata dtardocere Staxovovvres eis ayo 
pacpous tay dyiwy, pudpevor Sovdous xat 

nius Candidus et Caecilia Dumea fil(io) 
karéssimo (Fabretti Inscript. Antiq. p. 353 
no. 57), child of seven years. D.M. M. 
Valerio Daphnico...... Secerunt Valeri(a) 
Hedone alumno et Daphnic(us) Julianus 
jfilio (Fabretti p. 354 no. 65), child of 
five years. 
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the grave is erected to one or both of the 6péWavres, the children are 
foundlings. Especially clear in this respect is an inscription of Nikomedeia 
BCH 1893 p. 535, A. Movoatos ‘Hdeis (Gv gare xal ry ocvpBlp éavro 
A. Movoola Zeouipa Gyodon [tn . .] pijvas 6’. BovrAopar 8e cat rhv Opépaloay 

j\uay treOqvar A. Movactay Badepiay xalt pera 7d reOdvar (sic !) quads undéra 

&AAov reOjvar xtrA. Here husband and wife and the lady who brought 
them up have a common tomb. Obviously @péWaoa here can only mean 
that the lady brought up the boy and girl as foundlings, for they could 
not have married, if they had been her children either by adoption or by 
nature. It is noteworthy that they both take her name, which shows 
that they were strictly foundlings whose names were unknown. 

Salvianus says that a slave kisses the feet, an a/umnus the hand, a child 
the face, of the paterfamilias or materfamilias}. A law of 331 left it to the 
adoptive parents to treat the a/umnus either as son or as slave*. It was 
almost a branch of trade to bring up foundlings to sell as slaves or for 
immoral purposes. The person who brought up an alumnus was termed 
pater, nonnus ®, educator, patronue. 

The great number of references in Asian inscr. to Opemrof is the one 
reason for thinking that they must often be mere vernae; yet in many 
of these cases a distinction is made between Opemrof and boda. (vernae 
would rank among dofAot). The subject is difficult, but appearances are 
that exposure of children was a horribly common practice in Asia Minor : 
compare Pliny ad Traj. 65 and 66. 

The rare name Asbolos was given to one of the Centaurs, Anthol. Gr. 
App. no. 129 &e. Asbolios or Asbolia are found as Chr. names, Le Blant 
I pp.64£4. The name probably indicates one whose sins had been black 
like soot, and may be taken in this case as the baptismal name of a 
convert (cp. no. 385)5 The term ézfxAny is also a sign of Christianity, 

no. 400%, 

This inscr. belongs to a tomb outside the gate on the road to Tripolis. 
The document reads at the first glance like an ordinary testamental 

1 Ep. XL ad socerum et socrum, quoted 
by Le Blant I p.126, who mentions six- 
teen inscriptions of Christians dedicated 
by master or mistress to alumni. 

? Cod. Theod. V 7,1. Justinian Dig. 
25, 3; Cod. 8, 52, 3. Daremberg s.v». 
Expositio. 

3 Nonnus, see Orelli 4670, Marini Frat. 
Arv. p. 252 B (Le Blant). Nonna, no. 658. 

* But in Ammian XXVIII 1, Asbolius 
palestrita is probably pagan. 

5 Macrina was év davep@ rd dvopa of 
the sister of Basil of Caesareia: érepov 
8€ xara rd AeANOds avry émexéxAnro Gregor. 
Vit. Macrin. p. 178 (Morell). In Acta 
S. Sozontis 7th Sept. p. 16 the Saint was 
évouart Tapdowos mony mpoBdray, dv dé 

rm dyip Banticpatt Sdlwv émexAnOn. 
° The following paragraphs follow 

closely my words in Expositor 888 VIII 
pp. 416 ff. 

O 2 
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epitaph ; but it is full of subtle differences. The writer has chosen to 
veil his intentions in very difficult phrases. The bequest to the Council 
of the Porphyrabaphoi is assimilated to the customary form of bequest 
for the annual performance of sepulchral rites; and yet the important 
word which defines the purpose is not Greek. TIATTQN, read by M. 
Waddington, is confirmed on careful re-examination by Hogarth and 
myself: in an accurate, well-engraved, and well-expressed testament, 

such a word seems to have been chosen as a private term understood 
only by the initiated. The rites are connected with some religious cere- 
monial (perhaps of the Church); but as the writer has carefully veiled 
his intention, one need not offer conjectures. The word dzoxavopds seems 
to be used only here. In pagan inscr. bequests are usually intended for 
rites at the sepulchre on the anniversary of the testator’s death: at 
Amorion a heroine’s cultus is connected with a Mithraic festival (év rots 
€Oipots Nudpars rots MiOpaxdvors), for the bequest in that case is made to 
the Mystai (of Mithras), and the testator connects the heroic rites with 
the regular festival, as a device to ensure their regular performance! 
(Rev. Et. Gr. 1889 p. 21), but they are to take place at the herodn. 

In other respects the inscr. is assimilated to customary phraseology. 
The ovvédpiov ris yepovolas or rév mpecButépwv CIG 3912, 3916, 3417, 

3422, 1s analogous to the ovvédpioy ris mpoedplas trav moppvpaBddwy (or 
-Bapév), ® unique expression which seems to mean ‘the Council of 
Presidence (i.e. of Proedroi) of the society Porphyrabaphoi (-eis?).’? The 
term mpdedpos tis éxxAnolas was used of the Bishop; and the Council of 
Presbyters (cuvédptoy tod émioxdmov Ignatius? Philad. 8) might be termed 
mpoedpia. 

Freedom of admission (xndevcw dy dv BovdnOG) has been noted as more 
common among Chr. than pagans, though not exclusively Chr. (eg. LW 
1683 is pagan), no. 380; CIG 3923, 3931, are marked by the same 
freedom, and may possibly be Chr. (though nothing except the name 
Trophimos gives the slightest confirmation). 

The salutation to the wayfarer in A is quite in the style of ordinary 
epitaphs. Modelled on a well-known sentiment which occurs in many 
forms to the effect ‘eat and drink, for the end is death,’ it is varied so 

as to be susceptible of a Chr. sense. In an inscr. composed in rude and 
barely intelligible Greek by Q. Julius Miletos of Tripolis, who settled at 

1 In these foundations the testator's 7 Compare Magn. 6 cuvé8ptoy ray aro- 
fear always is that the sacra may fall orddAwv, Magn. 13 orepavov rov mpecBv- 
into disuse, and many devices are tried repiov. In Apostol. Const. I1 28 pres- 
to ensure their permanence (see no. byters are cvpBovdoe tov emoxdrou cal 
226). THs exxAnoias orépavos. 
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Rome (Kaibel 1093, see Addenda 10), the expression occurs woplcas Blov 
éx xaudrwy lsiwy: that inscription bears many signs of being an elegiac 
composition rudely adapted by Miletos to his own purposes with unme- 
trical alterations in names and circumstances. As Tripolis was near 
Hierapolis, the model which Miletos imitated may have been locally 
common and familiar also to Diodoros. 

The existence of so many subtle differences amid the resemblances to 
common phraseology is enough to suggest Chr. origin (as is stated on 
p. 119); but until no. 411 became known to me, I did not venture to 

class no. 412 definitively among the Chr. inscr. Now, however, the 

religion seems beyond doubt. It then becomes almost certain that 
Porphyrabaphoi denotes a Chr. society, for a Chr. would not leave his 
bequest to a pagan society! for the performance of pagan rites. When 
we compare no. 389 and 455, we must infer that already in the early 
third century the Phrygian Christians in each city were formed into 
a society, which assumed some public and exoteric name of a neutral 
character, likely to be accepted as a legal designation. This implies 
that they took advantage of the permission given by the Roman laws 
to poor persons to form benefit-societies (collegia tenuiorum). Such 
societies had to be registered in order to be exempted from the general 
prohibition against forming col/egia and sodalitates; they must have 
a chief officer, who represented the society before the state and the law ?. 
It was important to choose a name that would readily pass muster along 
with others; and in Hierapolis, where the Dyers were a great trade, 
Porphyrabapheis or Porphyrabaphoi was a suitable name*. Kairodapistai, 
which is probably connected with ddms a carpet, was also a suitable name : 
the making of carpets has probably always been practised in Phrygia 
(as it still is). See no. 455. 

It would be important to fix the date of no. 411 and 412. The earliest 
date for no. 412 18 A.D. 190-200, for a person named M. Aurelius could 
hardly be born earlier than the reign of M. Aurelius; and the style 
suggests a date from 200 to 250a.D. No. 411, with the name P. Aelius, 

suits better the early part of that period. Probably a.p. 190-220 is 
about the period in which both inscr. were engraved. 

The careful attention to legal form, which is observable in all the 

1 Ancient societies of all kinds, even 

trades, united in the religion of some 
patron and guardian deity. 

2 See Le Blant Suppl. aux Actes de 
Mart. pp. 282, 288, De Rossi Roma Sott. 
II p. 82, Hatch Bampton Lect. p. 152, 
Ramsay Church in R. E. pp. 359, 430 ff. 

On coll. tenuiorum or funeraticia (burial 
being the commonest purpose of the 
societies) see Digest 47, 22 and CIL XIV 
2112. 

’ The name, if Chr., must have had 

a double sense, exoterically ‘purple- 
dippers,’ esoterically ‘dipped in blood.’ 
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Chr. inser. except no. 393, and their general character, imply that the 
problem of accommodation between the opposing religions was working 
itself out on peaceful lines in the country during the third century. On 
the one hand the Church followed the principle of aiming, so far as 
possible, at legalizing itself. On the other hand the registration of the 
Chr. societies and the comparative transparency of their form could 
hardly have been accomplished, unless there had been great willingness 
to be blind among the authorities and the pagan part of the population. 
We must, as M. Cumont has seen, infer that the development of the 

Church in Phrygia after the Antonine period! was peaceful, and untrou- 
bled by persecution through the third century: so also Dr. Zingerle, 
Philot. 1894 p. 345 (quoted on no. 232), and above § 8. 

413. (R. 1887). Sarcophagus at the side of the road leading towards 
Tripolis. Hogarth in Journal of Philology XIX p. 96, no. 20. 7 copes 
cal 6 wept avriy tomos | TiBeplov KAavdlov Mavpov' | év f xndevbijoeras 
atros kal 7} yulviy atrod AtpnAla Mapia xat ra | réxva atrdy cal éyyova. 

This inscription shows the style of the early third century. The let- 
tering is good. The praenomen Aur. (no. 235) shows that 215-250 A.D. 

is a probable date for the erection of the tomb. 
The only sign of religion in it is the name Maria. It is true that 

Maria may have an Italian origin; but it is not probable that such 
a rare Latin name would spread in the Maeander and Lycos valley 
(where other examples occur, no. 3657). Moreover it is evident from 
no. 657 that marked respect and veneration were accorded to the Virgin 
Mary in that district as early as the concluding years of the second 
century. Hence we may conclude that the use of the name in Greek 
inscriptions of the district proves Christian origin. 

414. (R. 1887). Text no. 27. The religion is doubtful. 

415. (R. 1887). Text no. 23 B. A pagan tomb was appropriated by 
Acholios, son of Ammianos, son of Molybas, probably in the fourth or 
fifth century, for the lettering is late in style. The name Acholios would 
by itself be almost sufficient to prove the religion: see no. 462. 

Sarcophagi that had been used by pagans were often appropriated in 
later centuries by Christians, the bones of the dead were thrown out, the 
inscriptions were generally erased, but sometimes left unharmed, and 

1 Thraseas of Eumeneia Ch. X App. 2. ? No. 440 18 probably not Chr. So 
Other Phrygian martyrs of the period also in BCH 1883 p. 19 (Ancyra Gal.). 
are alluded to by a writer, who lived in Maria is an ordinary Roman name, fem. 
the Pentapolis, Euseb. H. E. V 16. of nomen Manius. 
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a new inscription was put on them. Mordtmann mentions that he has 
observed this especially often in Mysia and Bithynia; and that the 
regular term for this lawless procedure was ‘ renewing’ (dvaveodc0at)!: 

he also mentions that examples of the same action occur in earlier time 
(and therefore among pagans). The Chr. emperors passed many enact- 
ments as to the treatment of pagan buildings. Enactments against the 
violation of tombs, and the using of the stones for building purposes were 
published in 340, 349, 356, 357, 381, 386 (Cod. Theod. 1X 17): the 
frequency of the enactments shows how common was the offence. 

In a. pv. 346, Constantius and Constans provided that temples situated 
outside the walls of cities should be spared (Cod. Theod. XVI to, 3). In 
397 Theodosius ordered that materials set free by the demolition of 
temples should be utilized for the repair of roads, bridges, aqueducts, and 
walls (Cod. Theod. XV 1, 36). In 399 an order was issued that temples 
situated in the country (i agris) should be destroyed (Cod. Theod. XVI 
10, 16). In 408 the sweeping order went forth that everything which 
had been consecrated to false gods, even on private properties, should be 
destroyed. Only temples situated on imperial estates were spared and 
ordered to be devoted to a better purpose (Cod. Theod. XVI 10, 19). 

The dislike of the Church for Greek art, and also the use in Amaseia 

of the ancient models and subjects, as late as a.D. 567 is attested in Vet. 
Eutych. § 54 (AA SS 6th April p. 559). An inscription of Sardis attests 
the treatment accorded to pagan buildings. A temple or other edifice 
belonging to some pagan cult was turned into a hospital for sick strangers 
by a magistrate acting under the authority of an imperial constitution ?. 
In the time of Julian the temple of Artemis at Ilium had been with 
difficulty preserved from ill-treatment by the bishop, who was secretly 
favourable to the pagans (see a letter of Julian published in Hermes 
1X pp. 257 ff). 

416. (R. 1887). Hogarth in Journ. of Philol. 1888 p. 91. 1 aopds 
kal 6 wept avtny tomos (Fallov [Iov|Alov “lovAtavod ’Avalo}rafolfov. The 
name Anastasius is not certain®, This is the lowest of three inscriptions 
on the sarcophagus; and marks a Chr. appropriation of an old pagan 

1 Ath, Mitth. 1881 p.126. He quotes 
an excellent example on a sarcophagus 
which was obviously pagan Mapas ino- 
Bodeds ris dyias rou bv éxAnoias avevewod- 
pny thy xapiobiody pot rotedoy. 

3 Wadd. 638, CIG 8645. The pagans 
are ‘the expelled impious and detestable 
Greeks, who have been the subject of 

an imperial constitution’ (ray ds:arurwd. 
frat xe eEopiabévrwy avociwy Ké puoepoy 
‘EAAnroy). 

® Hogarth reads (Avpy)A‘ou and ‘Avay- 
rariov: the inscr. is faint, and my copy 
admits Avacraciouv as easily as "Avayra- 
riov. 
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tomb. The lettering is rather good, and the date is probably fourth 
century. 

417. M. Cumont quotes under no. 133 an inscr. recording the dedica- 
tion of a church of St. George in a.pD. 1332, which he attributes to 
Hierapolis ; but it belongs to Laconia CIG 8767. The dedication of 
a Chr. church at Hierapolis in a.D. 1332 would be an historical impos- 
sibility, if our conception of the Turkish conquest of the Lycos valley 
be near the truth: see pp. 24 ff. 

418. CIG 8769, JHS 1885 p. 346, Cumont 130. "Eat rod dyor(drov) 

kat Oeola(eBeotarov)] | apxvemioxd(mov) Huey Ke a(ar)pidpx(ov) | Tevvalov ! 
[6 edlAaB(éoraros)* mpeo[B(vrepos)] | Kufptlaxds [EWoro[x}lov [pera] xal 
[ray] | exydvev [atrjod "Iwavvas xe | Ku[pelaxiis éx[rnjropio[oGy, rd] | xrlojua 
ris [&yeka[r(drys)] | éxxA(nolas) X[p(corod) ? | tv]d(exredvos) 7’. 

If we could follow the text of CIG, the archbishop Ignatius would 
probably be the same as no, 11 in our list p, 120. But Cockerell’s 
reading Gennaios seems preferable, and adds one to the list of bishops. 

M. Cumont remarks, /es habitants d’Hiérapolis appellaient leur évéque 
patriarche, de méme que ceux de Tyr (Hardouin Concil. II p. 1356 sqq.) 
acclamaient le leur en lui donnant ce titre ; de méme aussi qu’on voit parfois 
nommer patriarche Carchevéque de Thessalonique (Théod. Lect. ap. Theoph. 
Ann. 60083: Duchesne et Bayet Mission au Mont Athos n. 104). 

The xrjropes were, strictly, all owners of property in the city (on whom 
certain duties were laid); but xrjrwp is often in late Greek used in the 
sense of xriotwp, and especially the founders of monasteries or churches 
are called xrjropes or xrnrdpicoa. On the form éxryrdépicoa cp. no. 267. 

419. Copied by Cockerell JHS 1885 p. 346, Cumont 131. Evdyénos 
6 €Adxtotos apxididx(ovos) Ke epeor(as) Tod dyiov Ke evddfov dmocrdAov Ke 

Oeoddyov Pirlarov. In garland underneath, the monogram of Xp(iords) 
between A and W. 

In this inscr. we have a clear proof that a church (doubtless ¢4e church) 
of Hierapolis was dedicated to St. Philip. This might have been assumed 
as certain, on account of the traditional connexion of Philip with that 
city, a tradition dating as early as the second century. Further the 
inscr. shows that the local tradition was attached to Philip the Apostle. 

1 So Cockerel] in JHS l.c. CIG has 2 @HAAB in copy for OEYAAB. 
"Tyva[rjiov. M. Cumont’s suggestion Tey- 5 P. 162 de Boor rdy d€ Geooadovixns 
va[8]iov is seductive, but contradicts the émicxorov Geddwpos 6 ioropixds marpiapyny 
points of agreement in both copies. ovopufer addoyws, pn eldas ro Ssuti. 
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There is much discrepancy in opinion whether it was Philip the Deacon 
and Evangelist (dcts VI 5, VIII, XXI 8), or Philip of Bethsaida the 

Apostle, that settled in Hierapolis. Probably there will be a general 
disposition to acquiesce in Lightfoot’s conclusion! that we must follow 
the earliest testimony, that of Polycrates, bishop of Ephesos c. 190 A.D. 
He says that Philip, one of the Twelve Apostles, was laid to rest in 
Hierapolis along with two daughters virgins, while a third daughter of 
his was married and buried in Ephesos*. The divergence of later autho- 
rity § is to be explained by pure confusion between the two Philips, a 
confusion which was facilitated by the fact that Philip the Deacon is 
said to have had four daughters who prophesied at Caesareia (Acts X XI 
8). This confusion affected Eusebius, who says that Philip the Apostle 
lived at Hierapolis with his daughters (III 31 and 39) ; and yet refers to 
Acts as mentioning these daughters in Caesareia. 

420. Hierapolis. CIG 3920. dAaotios Zetfis épyacrns mAEvoas trép 
MadAéay els “Iradlav tAods EBdounKovta b00 KaTecKkevacey TO pyncioy éauT@P 

kal tots Tréxvots PrAaovlp Ocodadpy cal PrAaoviy Oeddg nai J dv éexetvor cvy- 
Xwpynowor. 

The religion is doubtful. The extreme freedom in granting the use of 
the tomb to any person whom the sons may allow is not in accordance 
with pagan feeling, and the names of the two sons are suitable for Chr. ; 
but it is of course impossible to attain any certainty about a point which 
Fl. Zeuxis would carefully conceal. The date must probably be not later 
than the middle of the second century, to Judge from style and the 
name Flavius in every case. See above pp, 106 f. 

421. (R. 1883). On the site of Tripolis. 6 réaos Kuptaxod, a{y|dAopa | 
[de ray réxvewv ?] HOeplov xe Kuptaxijs. 

The inser. belongs clearly to the fourth century or later, from the 
coarse style of the lettermg. But the mention of the survivors who have 
made the grave is a mark of the early style. According to M. Le Blant, 
the maker of the tomb ceases to be mentioned in Roman Chr. inscr. after 
A.D. 408, in Gaul (which was always half a century later than the 
Roman fashion) after 470. We may therefore conclude that this inscr. 
is not much later than a. D. 400. 

1 Ed. of Colossians pp. 45 f. Euseb. III 31. 
2 @ikurmov trav badexa amoordéAwy &s § This is practically reducible to the 

Kexoipnrat éy ‘lepamddes cat 8v0 Ovyarépes Dialogue of Gaius and Proclus, the work 
atrov yeynpaxviat mapOevor, Kal 9 érépa of a Roman ecclesiastic, 25 years or 80 
avrov Ouydrnp év ‘Ayip Llvedpart modt- later than Polycrates (according to 
revoapévn vy ‘“Edéom avamaveras ap. Lightfoot). 
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6. Tue S.W. Frontier Lanps. 

422. Aphrodisias'. LW 1593, CIG 8633, Kaibel Hp. e Lapp. 1067, 
Cumont 86. | 

"E€erdver robe xd AAlos én (Opemrypca (a'd[rpn 
é€ ldiwv xalsdroly 6] Pirdypros, éppa cado{y 

doru te xal vjadras, Ore xeiuatos lorarat dp{n’ 
moAdov Xptoros] Gxpavros ea xpdvoy otvona rovro[y 
mavroxpatwp add xou Te pévew ve[vlor Oeodapns. 

Waddington’s restoration is better than Kirchhoff’s. rovro{v}, Kaibel. 
The style and lettering suit the fifth century or even the fourth. 

The expression Xpiords &xpavros occurs in an inscription of Hadriani 
(Perrot Explorat. Archéolog. p. 65). 

423. LW 1649, Cumont 88. [é'Adjérw] ) BacdAlia cov’ 11d Srvoud cov 
dy:acdyTw. 

424. Apbrodisias. BCH 1885 p. 84. fs Oeds 6 pdvos cdCe Kwvorar- 

reivjov| Cp. Wadd. 2704. 

425. CIG 8919, Cumont 90. O(eordx)e, Bonde te xdapo | o[7 'pepov Ke 
vilxja | xé atpltoy mo[rlejiolw. 

The conclusion is very suspicious: Texier is the only authority. 

426. CIG 9272, LW 1650, Cumont 93 ds. Toros Pirob€ov)?. 
This formula is very often Christian (cp. Wadd. 1507), but not 

exclusively so. It is a translation of the Latin form docus or loculus 
(which is used by both pagans and Chr.); it occurs in the Catacombs, 
and in many indubitably Chr. inscr. (especially in Cilicia and Isauria) ; 
and the presumption is that this Latinism was characteristic of Eastern 

Christians. See no. 421. 

427. CIG 9273, Cumont 91. [+] XMP Todos Aovxa Pirondvov. 
The symbols XM, which de Rossi® interprets as Xpiords, Mixa, 

Tafpind, Waddington had preferred to understand as Xpiorés 6 éx Mapias 
TevynOels. XMM is found on many inscriptions in Syria, most of which 
bear dates from the end of the 4th to the beginning of the 6th cent. 
Outside Syria examples of this formula are uncommon, occurring in 
isolated cases in Phoenicia, at Ephesos (Hicks no. 534), at Cyzicos (dA. 

1 No. 422-431 are all from this city. 5 Bullettino di Archeologia Crist. 1870 
3? Waddington prefers qrdrobé[wv], pp. 18-31, 115-121, 1890 p. 42. 

‘cemetery of the Friends of God.’ 
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Mitth. 1881 p. 126), at Bargylia (BCH 1894 p. 24), at Thebes in Egypt, at 
Syracuse, at Athens (Bayet BCH 1878 p. 32). A slightly different 
form in the Hauran is XE M [F: see Wright and Souter in Pal. Explor. 
Fund Quart. St. 1895 p. 51 (apparently implying a vocative form Xpioré). 
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428. CIG 8905, Cumont gi bis. K(vpt)e, BwlOt 76 o6 80VA0 Mao’ odpn (?) 
Inscr. of this common form are probably, in some cases at least, 

sepulchral. As M. Le Blant, Manuel p. 10, points out, famulus dei, 500A0s 
rod Oeov, when it occurs in the epitaphs!, is applied only to the dead : 
the term may be called a Chr. substitute for the pagan jjpws. This form 
of epitaph is characteristic of the fully developed Chr. style, in which all 
connexion with the world is left unnoticed: parents, country, profession 
are forgotten, the maker of the grave is not stated, nothing is recorded 
but the name of the dead and his relation to God as a suppliant. This 
Chr. style was developed during the fourth century. The formula Xpore 
Bonde. tp S0vAm cov is remarkably common in the fifth and sixth 
centuries; but it originated not later than the first half of the fourth 
century. It occurs in a Syrian inscription dated 331 (Wadd. 2704); and 
an inscription of Syra which contains it probably belongs to the fourth 

century ”. 
In Gaul M. Le Blant, Manuel p. 24, points out that the expression 

Jamulus Dei was in use between 449 and 552 4.D. The name Masares, 
which is probably native Anatolian, connected with Masaris and Masas 
no. g1 and Add. 23, favours a comparatively early date for this inscr., the 
rudeness of which may be due to bad education. 

429. MM. Paris and Holleaux in BCH 1885 p. 83, Cumont 87. 6 
plarwy xopara éy TO tixip Exet TO dvddeua and Tay Tin TaTépwy as exOpds 
Tov Oeod +. | 

The curse of the 318 fathers who assembled at the Nicene Council in 
A.D. 325 1s common in Chr. epigraphy. It is invoked against those who 
disobey a law or regulation *, or injure a building, or steala MS. The 
fathers are called Oedgopot warépes in an inscr. of Larissa in Thessaly, 
MM. Duchesne and Bayet Mission au Mont Athos p. 133 no. 193. 

1 In other ways, e.g. on seals (see soXires rots avpapios. The Constantinian 
Schlumberger Sigillographie, passim), it 
is applied to the living. M. Le Blant 
quotes ray éusdnodvrav rq Oavdty, Gepa- 
névrwy Geov xpnpari(évrwy Const. LIII. 

2 See Rev. Arch. 1876 Novemb. p. 287 
KBoidn rp SovAm cou EvAipevip "Edeci 
x(pucumodéxry ?) ris [A]otas kat rois ov 

monogram and the style and lettering 
mark this inscription as probably not 
later than the fourth century. 

5 CIG 8704 1. 38 1rd avdBeya and roy 
dyioy drooré\wy Kal did tov rin 1(aré)pav, 
Ké Thy dpay rov [IJovda. ) 
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430. LW 1648, Kaibel Zp, e Lapp, 429, Cumont 87 Lis, 

Kapdtoy dA Wrols| derpoiot xpateirat 
els aléva pévovoa mdAat Tov Avow€epysvor, 

Kaibel and Cumont are agreed as to the religion; otherwise I should 
hardly have ventured to include this fragment, as metrical inser. are very 
free in expression, 

431. Aphrodisias. CIG 8644, Cumont 85. ov dvdyepov. vepri | 
ray yevopevwr, Ke xvp(wOévra) évdov | ml eodvdAde{rjov | tod évdo£ord(rov) | 
and émdpywr | cat Blov bxacrod | [l\yd(ixtt@vos) t€ pn(vi) a. | Ocoxdpiero | 
*Axaclov, [——|—— vovoxos | PaBovdAlov, | Tpoxdmios [6 xai?] | @eddopos 
dva\[ywdarns 6|‘Pov{pov?| | émidrpov', | Oeodidax{r]os didxo(vos), Mapcavds | 
didxo(vos), Tedpyes | 6 ddeApos "ABeAlxlov. 

The dating and signing by witnesses of a document (probably of fifth 
or sixth century). The form ’AfSeAxlov for "ABepxiov, no, 672, is inter- 
esting. 

432. (A. H. Smith 1884). Kara-~Eyuk-Bazar (Themisonion). [—] 
A(ed)s(—} eu péow [— ra OepéAta rod (b)xov cadevOrjo[eras —, Or, perhaps, 

[ra] éu péow [rod (¥)xov cadevOro(erat|. 

1 
- 
= 
- 
= 

= 
= 
2% SKY CAAEYOHC: 
“Wy vay Ape A veree Ya TT Linas 

432 bis, Cibyra. BCH 1878 p. 608. "Ezanpas "Exadpq tw rarpi p. x. 
Spenser Spc yaaa Dal Chr. religion, except the 

name Epayhras for both fath er and son, p. 512. This name, a shortened 
form of Epaphroc beet so in ordinary pagan use; but the Colossian jTorm O© Lpar 
a 4 

= . : ae , a 
J ie a ; ‘ 

Z ; -#" ‘ o ~~ -y oh «a>, ‘ a = * . * - 
ke ; i ' { 1 ei at Z ih by ‘ J - , = _— = : ’ o : = =~ = ae ee, 
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434. (R. 1886). Beuyeuk Yaka, in front of the mosque. 

+OGEOCTONAPXALEAON 6 Qeds tov dpxa(y)yéAov 
CYNTTIAZONTOYCTH - avy|n[p|agov rods (i. e. rots) ris 
KOYMHCMOYITTACHN KOULNS jLoV TaoHy 
KAITTPACINONTON kat mpactvoy rov [dp- 
06WAOZON+ Owddfov. 

It is impossible to judge accurately as to the ends of ll. 2-4, which are 
broken. There is room for three letters after 2, two after 3, and three 

after 4; but the length of the first line which ends so as to leave a short 
gap at the right would suggest that nothing is lost, except one letter in 2. 
The sense however shows that two are lost at the end of 4. Should we 

understand otva{p|afov rots rijs x(é)uns pov mac(t)y cal mpaclywy tay dp0o- 
ddfwv, or wao() t\xac mpaclvwy trav dpboddguv. 

435. (R. 1886). Kilij. Sterrett WE 604 (Cumont 270 dis'). Adp. Ad- 
pupos Tioxpdrovs xaltleox[evlaca éavrp xal rr yuvaikl pov xad rots téxvots 
Kal éxydvos* érdpw Se] pydevt pyre ovvyern efor etvar, el Fe py), éorar 

air@ mpos Tov Gedy, pyre ye? pre ofvipavos rv Wuyi atrod mapadé€nrat. 
The usual Chr. formula is united with a curse of more pagan type, 

with which compare CIG 3915 LW 1683. A similar mixture in no. 563. 

436. (A. H. Smith 1884). Andeda. JHS 1887 p. 255, Cumont 108. 
Oblong marble slab: on top cross within circle. On side rod dylov Koo- 
tavtivoy xe tis dylas “EAéms between crosses. On front evdx! Birlzolv 
more jvonévou * duly. The engraver seems to have omitted one of the 
successive syllables zo. 

437. (A. H. Smith 1885). Pogla, on a fragment of entablature. 
[——|s pera dvOparrwr. 

The late lettering marks this inscr. as of the Chr. period. 

438. (R. 1884). Pogla. Amer. J. Arch. IV 1888 p. 14, Cumont 107. 
+ Edrixns 6 Aaumpér(aros) ard a(poydvav) trtp calry|plas adrod xat rials 
yuvatxos avtos kat rév yvnolwy adirod maidlwy dvéotncey roi{row roy 
arav'poy 8a Trepdvov Hellou ® avros +. 

439. (R. 1886). Colonia Julia Augusta Prima Fida Comama. Ramsay 
Am. Journ. Arch. 1887 p. 264, Bérard BCH 1892 p. 4204, Cumont 109. 

’ Sterrett reads Tipoxpdrov, ouryevel, * Smith reads S:rino[u K]Joper[fJov. 
rapaée[E]a[ro], and omits yh pyre. I ‘ The determination of the exact title 
compared his published copy with the of the Colonia as Prima is due to M. 
stone. Bérard. 

3 ym is certain. ® O for © in copy. 
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*lovAla KaddAtwmavi; [lela Maplay ’Oxraoviay tiv yAvuxurdrny Ovyarépa 
GUTS Be X- 

440. (R. 1886). Colonia Comama. On a fragment of the archi- 
trave of a herodn. [lovAla KaAAirmtavy Teéa ty yewoudévn Ovyarpt aris 

Maplg ’Oxraovla KadAtrmavn. 
It is more probable that Maria is here the feminine of the Latin nomen 

Marius, which descended in the family of one of the coloni settled by 
Augustus at Comama. 

7. TRAJANOPOLIS. 

441, 442. Ushak. Wadd. 728, CIG 8909, Cumont 174. (A) + 
Xpiords Oeod etvapis cat Oeod codtla, xipios, euot BonOds, cal ob PoByoopat 
ri mowjoes por GvOpwros. (B) ’ApydyyeAe Bonde rp dSovAp cov. (B) is 

engraved on a cross which is inside a crown, and (A) is engraved around 
the crown. 

The opening of (A) is-modelled on 1 Cor. I 24 (as Mr. A. Souter points 
out to me), and the conclusion on Psalm LVI, 11. Thearchangel to whom 
the building was dedicated was probably Michael, whose worship was 
widely spread in Phrygia (Church in R. E. p. 477 and no. 404, 678). 

443. Ushak. CIG 9265, Cumont 173. Anyyrplov émoxdrov: AW in 

a circle. 
The symbol AW belongs to the period 355 to 509 in Rome, and 377 

to 547 in Gaul (Le Blant Manuel p. 29). 

444. Ushak. CIG 38657, LW 727, Cumont 172. érous 1£/’, n(vds) 
Tleperrfov «’. Evriyns Evriyov Tarlag yuvaint wal marpt p. x. Xproriavois] 
kal éautw. PedAivas [T]nuevobupeds [Aatimos?] A.D. 278-279. 

The character of this inscr. 1s similar to those of the country S. and 
S.E. from Kotiaion; the name of the stone-cutter (Aar’zos) is often 
added in that district; ep. Mordtmann Ath. Mitth. 1885 p. 17, CIG 3830, 
3827 v, LW 824; and the use of the word Xpicriavol on the tombstone 

is also common there. But neither characteristic is peculiar to the 
N. Phrygia, both occur also in S. Phrygia, Petersen Lykia II p. 74, 
above no. 393. No. 444 lis. Sce p. 568. 

8. PEpouza. 

445. (R. 1883, 1887). Sarikli!. Incomplete in JHS 1883 p. 407, 
Cumont 159. The stone is buried upside down at the mosque?: believing 

1 In CB the name is wrongly given Karghali (see pp. 31 and 576). All are 
Sureth. It means ‘the turbaned people, Mohammedan now. 
and probably denoted originally the 2 The hodja said that the mosque was 
Mohammedan village that grew up _ built anno Hegirae 1142 (A. D. 1730). 
opposite the Christian Deli-Heuder or 
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that it was Christian, I returned in 1887, and dug it up with the con- 

nivance of the /odja and disclosed the first five lines. érovs tA’. | "Apdla 
Ppovyiov kfarec]|xevacey 7d Kxowunt(n||pco[y] | éavrp | cal re avdpt adri{s] | 
Avodér@ xe toils | yAvkuraros télkvois abris Ppovlylo xe Tarlg xal | rh 
Opentn “Poddlan péxe (sic!) 8 (6 dy | dv Oedjow Oyow|’ pera BF rh 

univ] | reAeuriy ovdert elfdv Eore érépp reOqve|, udvov tH Ovyarpi pov Tdlrq" 

el ris 3& Erepos emoerdy||xet, €ore emixatdpatos mapa | dew ls roy eovay!. 
The concluding formula gives a Christian modification of a form at 

Prymnessos) of curse against violation of the tomb. In reliance on this 
the inscription was published as Christian in 1884; and this classifica- 

tion was accepted by M. Cumont and is now confirmed by the disclosure 
of the word xotsnrnpiov. The date is a.p. 250-1; and at that early 

time the substitution of a Christian term for the customary word jpop 
had begun. 

446. (R. 1883, 1887). Sarikh. JHS 1883 p. 408 [7 detva xareoxevacey 
T@ avdpt | xal tH pyrpt adrod | MeArivn xt Ppovlylp rq dvipl adlrijs xe 
Ppovyiy | Aouxtavis xat rh | Opewry pov | [Bldcon® ev @ xndeviOnoere xe F 
vi|ugn tod Ppovyiov | Tariavy: ovdduvt 8& elfdv ~ore érdpy reOjv|[as el dé 
tis ToAuHoes 5, ore] attw alpds Tov Oedy. | 

In 1884 I mentioned that this inscription was engraved on a sepulchral 
bomos exactly similar to no. 445, ‘ belonging certainly to the same period, 
probably to the same family: it is therefore also probably Christian.’ 
This conjecture was confirmed in 1887 by the discovery of part of five 
letters of the concluding formula. Unfortunately the beginning of the 
inscription is concealed by great stones forming part of the building, so 
that my attempt at excavating failed. Without the opening words, the 
relationship of the second Phrougios is uncertain; possibly Luciana was 
the lady who made the tomb for her husband, her father-in-law and 
mother-in-law, her son Phrougios, and her adopted child Bassa. 

The rare name Phrougios is found also at Kotiaion, Aizanoi, and Lao- 
diceia Combusta CIG 3989. A place in the agora of Hieropolis was named 
Phrougis (p. 683). On a coin of Alia (p. 594) the name OPOYTI 
occurs, which should probably be completed as ®povyijov), though. possibly 
J. Friedlinder may be night im taking it as the Latin name Frugi. 
Phrougios is perhaps a derivative from the national name ®pvy-es. 

447. (R. 1883, 1887). Karib-Hassan. JHS 1883 p. 407, Cumont 

1 ¢avay in 1887, éova 1883: érepos 2 The name is doubtful; it is not 

1887, erepoy 1883: the copy of 18871is certain what letter should be restored, 
more likely to be correct. In the date and perhaps no letter is lost. 
E is very faint and uncertain. ’ Perhaps simply ei 8¢ wy cp. no. 451, 
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158. Aip. ’Aré£avldpos "QpedAllov xatecxedvlaca 7d xypnrij|pioy éuavre | xat 

TH yuvatkl | pov ’AAvalq. 
This inscription is engraved on a small altar of short heavy type, nearly 

two feet in height. 

9. SEBASTE AND Di0SKoME. 

448. (R. 1883). Sivasli. CIG 3872 c, Wadd. 735, Cumont 160. érovs 
TAC’, pn(vds) «’, 8. Adp. Atovpuats [...]ove[... | Cleoa xatecxevacey 7d 

Nppoy tH dvdpt adrijs Ev[....|| xé to vig pov Tariav@ xe toe ddeAp@ pov 
Etrpdéme [xe] | to vig Etrpdaov xe rij yuvatnt abrod ‘Povdelyn p.|x. el 8€ tes 
Erepov emoevévxes is robro | rd npwov, éore atr@ mpos Tov Oedv'. A.D. 253. 

The last five words are concealed among the ornamentation, apart 
from the rest of the inscription. The name of the father of Dionysis 
is uncertain. She married Eutropos, for whom Dionysis makes the grave, 
along with her son Tatianos, her brother Eutropos, and her brother’s son 
and wife. 

449. (R. 1883). Seljiikler. M. Paris in BCH 1883 p. 456, Cumont 
161. [Alvr(dveos)? TloAAlwy | tavromeéAns? | airp xat ty yuvailkt Aip. 
"Apple Zyvloddrov xat rots rélxvois adtod xareo|xevacev 7d jplgov. el 5 Tus 
Erepoy | émicevévan tid, Eclre aitg ampds tov Oedv. | Erovs ty’, pn(vos) 
Ox’. A.D. 256. 

The name Antonios at Sebaste, no. 472. 

450. (R. 1883). M. Parisin BCH 1883 p. 457, Cumont 163. KA(avé.0s) 
Tpddipos | (Gv éavto xalrecxevacen | pdvp* ds | 8 dv évBadn, éorat | air@ 
mpos Tov Oe dv]. 

451. (R. 1883). Sivasli. CIG 3872 6, Wadd. 734, Cumont 162. Adp. 
Meocddas 8 LeBaa|rnvds, larpés, Bovreuti{s||, (Ov éavt@ xareoxevalcev xal TH 

oupBlw Appla | cat rp éxydve MeaodAg | 70 Hp@ov’ ovx éxovros | eéfovelay 
érépov émice|vevxety preva Thy Tedev|riy ToD MeoodAa. ef 8% yi], Eoras ato 

mpos tov | Oedv. 

452. (R. 1883). Seljiikler. Wadd. 737. érovs vo’. | [A]dp. TadliA'Aos 
Evyevi|[ov] ‘Eppayd|[poly xrnod|[pevjos totro | [np@lor. pn(vos) ¢’. a.v. 388. 

There is nothing except the late date to show the religion. Formerly 
I stated that the use of jp@ov so late probably implied paganism ; but 
that is an error (no. 354). There were probably, but not certainly, two 
A’s in [Tad{A}Aos, and that spelling would favour a pagan origin. 

1 Waddington, from Le Bas’s not very hasCTPONC. Franz read 2rpov[yvAov]. 
accurate copy, has the date YAZ,and_ In 1. 3,4. Wadd. reads Euvrpén[] ro vio 
reads Atovycis [Ev]rpd[mjov. But my  £Ev.; but there 1s a gap, requiring [xe]. 
copy has CHIONL..... while Le Bas 2 M. Paris read [T]ir. and mayrornemAns. 
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453. Seljukler. BCH 1893, p. 269. ’Opowravotd nat brwpevrlas Ovyarnp 
“HA[e}ézoAts! dard xépras SraBAnoavGy(?) avéornoay(!) orlAAny ty éavrod(!) 
tap’ otw dé érav déxa EF el 3€ Tis Kaxovpyjoat ws  Ovydtnp THY pnTEépa 

ovx éxdpracey ovre 7 pnry[p] Thy Ovyarépa, otrws pr xoptacb7 Tis ex... 

The editors express some doubt of the text. Except the late date, 
which can hardly be earlier than the fourth century, there is nothing to 
suggest the Chr. religion. I thought of a cohort of Stablesianoi; but 
M. Radet treats this inscr. in Rev. des Univ. du Midi 1896 p. 290 and 
accepts the opinion expressed by M. Beaudouin that xwpras is the name 
of a place. The editors mention that the engraving is irregular and 
rude; and I trust they will not think it wrong, if I express the hope 
that the inscr. may be re-examined to see whether BQPZAC may be read 
(K for B and T for Z are easy mistakes in a difficult text, as bitter 
experience has shown me): Borza would then be the same place which is 

called Borzos in no. 489. 

454. (R. 1883). Khirka (Dioskome). + dveAnupOn 1d wedlov ’Avrl- 
aatpos + lvd(ixriGve) o Kat panvt 6’ oC’ u(erépov) Kup(lov) +. 

A\ONANTI 
TTA TPO2 + 
INGA IKAI 
MENLO |Z 

The western custom of stating the er of death without stating the year 
is hardly found in the East, as M. Cumont remarks. 

1 HATO| in the copy. 

VOL. I. PT. II. P 
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Compare "IovAelas Evapéoras ... Woy... els ovpdmovy XP. Bactrclav 

peta tov dylwov dvedjuoon in an inser. found on the Via Latina, and 

ranked by De Rossi p. CX VI as antigquissima (i.e. third century). Our 
inscr. cannot be earlier than the second half of fourth cent. Indictions 
began to be used for dating documents in Egypt, where they occur as 
early as A.D. 329. Beyond Egypt they were not in use till after 350. 
De Rossi p. XCVIII knows no inscr. dated by ind. until 423 and 443 ; 
and no Roman inscr. is dated by ind. until 517 and 522. 

Dating by indictions begins in Gaul only a.p. 491 as M. Le Blant IIT 
p. 117 says; but it may be expected at an earlier date in Asia. M. Le 
Blant Manud p. 44 points out that the custom of marking on the tomb 
the day of death was repugnant to Greek feeling, which never cared to 
dwell on such mournful facts}: the day of death is recorded only in the 
fully developed Chr. system of burial customs, when it was regarded as 
the beginning of a better life: in Gaul it begins to be mentioned as an 
almost invariable rule in 431 4.D. The change is nearly contemporaneous 
with the ceasing to mention the maker of the tomb; at Rome the maker 

is mentioned for the last time in 408, in Gaul in 470. The simple cross 
at the beginning of the epitaph was customary in Rome from 450 to 589, 
in Gaul from 500 to 680; but it began in N. Phrygia at a much earlier 
period, probably in the third century. 

10. Akmonra, KERAMON AGORA AND ALIA. 

455-457. (R. 1883, 1888). Susuz-Keui Rev. Et. Gr. 1889 p. 23, 
Cumont 164. (A) [Adp. ’Alptordéas [’Am0A|Awvlov qydpaloev dpydy rénoy | 
mapa Mdpxov Ma6lod? my(xewr) «’ emit’. éreve. Below this was added at 
a later time in smaller and ruder letters, xareoxevacay ta té|xva abrod 

"Adefav Spos cat KadAlorpalrjos unrpt cat marpt | p. x. 
(B) brocxduevos rH | yerrootvn rév aplwlrlomvAeitGy Applellya duxéA}- 

Aalra] | d¥0 clara pi[va?] | cat afywydly dpuix'|rdy 3, ESwxev | ep’ d xara eros 
Poldtowouw thy cdpB[t]|év pou Adpnalay. 

(C) [ay 88 ph e€rdwow] fodloar xara Eros|, [€c}rat airots mpds | rh» 
dtxatooYy|nv] Tod Geos. | 

Defaced symbols on side C. In the middle of side B a crown, across 

1 M. Le Blant has overlooked a few 
Phrygian inscr., in which the day of 
death is mentioned as being the day on 
which offerings are to be made at the 
grave, e.g.no. 20; but the date of death 
in CIG 3309 may be taken confidently 
as a proof of Chr. origin (19 Apr., 263). 

2 There seems to have been no letter 
after 6 at the end of the line. 

® TON in my copy of 1883, TON 
in 1888. No letter was engraved after 
Y at the end of the preceding line: 
K must have been omitted accident- 
ally. 
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which the letters [AT'A and [[QF0] were engraved. Probably the date 
in A contained one number, or perhaps two; the space is narrow for 
a second letter and leaves no room for a third. The inscr. belongs to 
the third century: éret [1’] to [ra] (a.D. 215-295) are the limits. 

I am indebted to Prof. Mommsen for some of the readings: the plot 
was 10 cubits square, and Aristeas furnished two workmen with two- 
pronged picks and a corresponding force of diggers. 

The principal inser. on side A is continued on side B: ‘ Aristeas pur- 
chased the ground, and promising ...., gave it on condition...’ 
Aristeas was a Chr., and we must understand that the Society to which 
he left his bequest was a Chr. benefit and burial society (see no. 412). 
As we see in Ch. XIV § 3 (1), Akmonia or more probably Keramon 
Agora (to which, strictly, this inscr. belongs) was divided into trade- 
guilds, which were probably local divisions (see Ch. XI § 22 (5)): the Chr. 
Society was modelled after them in name and outward appearance, as at 
Hierapolis. Similar titles were familiar to the pagans, e.g. of év "Edéow 
épydrat mpomvActrar CIG 3028, vA} MeyadAomvAccrév at Side Lanckoronski 
Ino. 107. That ‘neighbourhoods’ should be united merely on account 
of the contiguity of the people was also a familiar custom: cp. Josephus 
Bell. Jud. VII 10 tpémerat ra tAHON mpds evoyxiav, cal cata pvdds xal yévyn 
Kat yetrovlas movovpevot Tas éoriacers. An inscr. of Orkistos, still unpub- 
lished, begins of wept ryv yetrovlacwy (a remarkable form for yetrvlacw) 
tod xdpov (i.e. xa@pov, cp. p. 36). And in Rome each Synagogue was 
almost certainly named, as Mommsen points out (Historische Z/t. LXIV 
pp. 426 f.), after the street in which it was situated, ’Aypimmjcror, 
Kapmjoot, SiBovpyovor, Avyovorno.n, &c. (compare the abode of Jews 
outside the Porta Capena, Juvenal III 15). 

The use of roses, which was very frequent among the pagans in 
banquets and in ordinary life, was common to the Chr., as Tertullian 
says! (dApolog. 42), except that the latter never made them into garlands 
for their heads, but employed them loose: the Chr. used them also at 
funerals (Minucius Felix Octav. 38, 3). Especially it was customary to 
hold a ceremony Aosalia on the anniversary of Saints and Martyrs, 
Tomaschek éber Brumalia und Rosalia Sitzungsber. Wien. Akad. LX 
p. 379£, which I know only from Frinkel Inschr. Perg. II p. 266, quotes 
many examples. Frinkel mentions the fodiopuds of St. Timotheus Patr. 
on May g, and of St. John on May 8, also the Rosalia of St. Niko- 
laos at Myra on May 9g (dies S. Nicolai aestivalis). Sepulchral use of 
roses was also a custom among the pagans: at Nikaia a bequest to the - 

1 He speaks of flowers in general; Felix Octave. 38, 3, it is clear that he 
but from the imitation in Minucius _ refers specially to roses. 

P 2 
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Gerousia éni rp podiCerOar a’rév CIG 3754: fodiopds on ist Panemos 

(24th May) in the Imperial cultus at Pergamos Frinkel l.c.: Rosaria at 
Capua on 13th May CIL X 3792: Rosalia of the Conlegium Silvani on 
20th June CIL X 444: Dies Rosae of the Collegium Aesculapii et Hygiae 
CIL VI 10234 on 11th May: Dies Rosationis at the grave of T. Flavius 
Syntrephus CIL VI 10239 on 21st May: these ceremonies consisted in 
a banquet (CIL VI 10234), in which garlands of roses were given to the 
guests, as Frinkel says. Je quotes also Caetani-Lovatelli da festa della 
rosa Rome 1888, and Mommsen in Berichte Sachs. Gesellsch. 1850 p. 67 f. 

458. (R. 1883). Susuz-Keui, + trp ed{yijs xt cw}rypijas x(t dgécews!| 

tov dpaplriay Avédvlovros a{peoB. xe mavrds| tod bxod'ouyjpalros roy [Aady? 
To] dylov Tlpvpwvos ?] (or Mewpylov}): the last letter is doubtful, T or I. 

The initial cross in monumental inscr. (as distinguished from epitaphs) 
is dated by M. Le Blant in Gaul from 445 to 676 (Manuel p. 29). 

459. (R. 1881). Islam-Keui, oravpds gudaxtipyov ixoly]). + tnép 
EvXijs KTA. 

It is possible that there may be a longer gap at txo{v]. The cross 
begins a new line, which contained an inscription of the type of 458. 

460. Islam-Keui. Sterrett in 1883 copied the following on the back 
of the stone which bears no. 523. oravpds pvAaxtipynoy txolv]: then 
follows a second line undecipherable, - POC - YOENH| i, 

This is evidently the same as CIG 3876, and seems to be different 
from 459. 

461. (R. 1881). Ahat-Keui: on a fragment of architrave in very late 
style. Zwrtxds Oulpjavlov [kai of ddeAdot ?] | ’AvardAtos xé Ovpdlyios —]. 

The inscription is in two lines, and there is no clue to the length of the 
gap at the end of the lines, 

462. R. (1883). Susuz-Keui. [A]Adfavdpos 6 nat | [’A]xodts Cyoras ern 
o|-] | BovAeutys, | dyopavopjoas, | cerrwrycas, | mavnyvptapxyoals]|, perpy- 

cas nadw | [ev ?] rH ayopG xv(dOous) >|, orparnyjoas, [—]. 
The surname ’AyxcAts for ’AxdAtos looks Chr. ; it is only found in late 

time (see p. 493), and the meaning is suitable for a baptismal name. But 
the office of Panegyriarch (p. 442) seems unsuitable for a Chr., unless great 
laxity among the Chr. existed at Akmonia. 

463. (R. 1881). This text is engraved on the side of a rather elaborate 
‘door-stone’ which was seen in 1881 by me at a fountain between 
Islam-Keui and Ahat-Keui: the same stone was seen and copied in 1883 
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by Sterrett in a waggon going along the road near Ushak?. (6|od» | 
wéyav xlvdulvjoy exreder|y]cres. 

464. (R. 1887). Kaili. 6 &ynos ’Axilydvvos in two vertical lines on 
the right and the left sides of a bust with némbus. 

SS. Akindynos, Victor, and others, were martyrs at Nikomedeia under 

Diocletian: AA SS 20th April p. 747. They seem not to be mentioned 
in any of the earlier martyrologies. This inscr. is late, and cannot be 
quoted as a proof of the early spread of the fame of Akindynos even 
in the fourth or fifth centuries’. 

465, 466. (R. 1883). Susuz-Keui. MM. Legrand and Chamonard 
BCH 1893 p. 271 give (A) with some slight differences, but omit (B) 
which is on the other side of the stone. 

A. [xal rly ofvy||Bio Tpodinn | érotnoen|.2 Tirédcos "Apéptluvos emo- 
oxelviiaoas rd rod ta[m||rov atrod pynluetov, EOapev rliv éavrod yuvaika | 
Atp. ’Ovnoiuny EvleAniotov’ efdv | 8& éore cal roy é|mooxevdcavra 

[A]uépt|uvon reOjve ls rd mpolyorxdy adrod pryneliov’ dav B€ ris emexed| pores 
pera Td TeOHvfale rov "Apépiylvlov Erepov | [rewal[......- Je{v], €of[rat aire 
mpos tov Oedr 4}. 

B, [ef tis adrdy ti]va Odwero* [alA}Aov, AdBott[o amplooddxnroy & | xat® 
6 ddeAgds ality "Apépesvos’ av | 5€ tes adrdv ph poBlnOn rovrwy ray 
kalrapGv, Td apas dpé|mavoy elcédOorro | els tas olxyjots ad|rdv Kal pndivay 
évxalradelwero. 

The curse in (B) seems to be directed against certain persons specified 
in the lost exordium, brothers of Amerimnos: if any of them buries any 
other person (besides certain specified individuals), may he receive an 
unexpected stroke, such as their brother Amerimnos suffered. 

The name Amerimnos is a remarkable one. It is not in accordance 
with the native nomenclature of Phrygia, and does not resemble the 
Greek style of meaning. One would readily incline to think that it 
has a Christian origin, and that it was a baptismal name given to Titedios 
when he became a Christian. It marks him as the man who ‘takes 
no thought for the morrow’ (Matth. vi. 34 pi ody pmeptpynonre els Tip 

auptoy). 

The conclusion of (A) is unfortunately mutilated and uncertain ; there 

1 This example confirms the account 8 My copy has after éxoincey a leaf, 
already given of the transport of large which in BCH has been taken for Pu. 
stones (see pp. 366, 698, 738). * Le. day(at)ro. 

2 Passio S. Bonifacitt § 2 (Ruinart 5 Two small letters ON are engraved 
Dp. 326) év ry hoBepa nuépa ris Sexacoxpi- above K in cai. 
alas Tov Geo. 
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remain only the tops of the letters in the line following érepoy (they 
are all omitted in BCH): at the beginning [riJva is certain, then followed 
an infinitive, which I cannot restore to suit the traces!; and the two 

certain letters EC are too slender a foundation to justify any confidence 
in the restoration (fo{rat émixardparos| would suit equally well). 

The imprecation in the conclusion of (B) occurs also in no. 563 (see also 
564), where it is added to an extension of the Chr. formula (probably 
Jewish). The comparison with no. 563 confirms the view that no. 465 is 
not native Phrygian: the style has something of the Semitic type, and 
it is more likely to arise from the Jewish influence in Akmonia than from 
native custom. Rev. A. F. Findlay quotes ‘ Lasirab the mighty king of 
Gutium .... he made and he gave: whoever this stone removes, and the 
record of his name writes upon it, the gods Gutium and Ninna and Sin 

. Shall] tear up his foundation and wipe out his seed and shall not prosper 
him in his going.’ Yet the name Amerimnos seems not likely to be 
Jewish. On the whole, probably this inscr. marked the grave of a 
Jewish Chr.; but it would appear that the Church in Akmonia was 
of a debased type, much infected by non-Chr. elements. 

The name Titedios is unknown elsewhere: probably it would be wrong 
to read Ti. Téduos. 

467-469. (R. 1883). Otourak. On four sides of an altar. <A. érovus 
Tqn° Ke tThpav evroAds GOavdtrov’ Ke éy® Tue 6 AaAGy tdvra ’AOdvaros 
’"Emcrivyavos, pundls id Karis apxteplas Snuorikijs Kady dvoua "lonardAns, 
qv erlunoay aOdvarot Geot xe [él Spores xe dmep Spovs' éAvtpdcato ydp 

moAAovs ex kaxGv Bacdvwv. *Apyxtepéa ’Emirivyavoy tiunOévra bad Gedy 
dOavdrwr' Kabtépwoar avrov Aroyas [6]? xé (E)mirdvxavos xé Térioly! vivo 
Ké Ta Téxva attav 'Ovnowmos xe "AdA€£avdpos xe’ AokAas xe ’Emirivyavos. 

Defaced relief in the centre: a rude cross incised in its place. 
B. [A]Oavaros ’Emriryavos lov rindls tao ‘Exatns apdtns, devrepov 

v0 Mdvou Adov [“H]Atodpépou Aids, rpirov PoiBou ’Apynyéro[v] Xpnopoddrov, 
GAnOGs SGiplov ZraB[ov xpyo[ploddrd{y] GAn[Oelas ev marpld. xe (2)v Fplors 
Xpnopoddrw vdnous riOiv > éy Spots [xlpnopoddriw’ [a]aow rodro éxw dG/plov 
é€ ddavdrwy mavrwy. “Aavdrp mpdtw dpxrept Klad'duréxvp Mlp xe pnrpl 
Tarles ij) érexe kaka Téxva, KaAdv dvoua, mpotov "AOdvatoyv ’Emrivyavoy 

dpxtepéa, owrnpa matpidos, vouobelrn|s*. Three relicfs: at top radiated 
head, beneath it the horseman god with battle-axe on shoulder (much 
defaced), below him bust with hands folded over the breast. 

1 Oda would suit at the beginning, necessary: see comm. 
but is too short. > Perhaps ri[e|e. 

26 18 not on the stone, but seems 4 Engraver's error for vonoberny. 
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C. ’A@avaror mparot dpxtepis du sdeAgor Atoyas xé (’E)mirivyavos, owripes 

natpldos, vonobér{at}. Relief: bird with a ring in its mouth. 
D. Relief: a Siren. 
This quaint inser. dated a.D. 313-314, contemporary with the struggle 

between Maximin and Licinius for the sovereignty of the East, is a 
memorial of the last persecution of the Christians. A high-priestess 
Spatale!, to whom the gods gave honour within and beyond the bounds 
of Akmonian territory ?, initiated into the Mysteries Athanatos Epityn- ° 
chanos. She had ransomed many from the evil torments (of Christianity). 
The tomb of this Epitynchanos, himself a high-priest, was erected? by 
Diogas Epitynchanos his brother, and by his wife Tation, and their children 
Onesimos, Alexander, Asklas, and Epitynchanos. He was son of the high- 

priest Athanatos Pius and Tatis, and he had been greatly honoured by 
the gods, Hekate and Zeus and Apollo. He was succeeded in the high- 
priesthood by his brother Diogas. 

This series of priests, Spatale, Pius, Epitynchanos, and Diogas, repre- 

sent a revival of paganism in the Akmonian district towards the end 
of the third century. Maximin was recognized as lord over Asia in 311. 
He abandoned about 313 the attempt to condemn and kill Christians; but 
he continued to aim at discouraging them and re-invigorating Paganism. 
He sought to create a hierarchy opposed to the Christian; and men of 
high character were selected as High-priests of provinces, to exercise 
a general control over the priests, and to take measures against the 
spread of Christianity ; and controversial writings against the Christians 
were encouraged and spread abroad. These Akmonian High-priests belong 
to this class of persons, and the epitaph of Epitynchanos to this class 
of documents. | 

Licinius, in his struggle with Maximin, favoured the Christians : pre- 
viously he had joined with Constantine in the edict of toleration published 
at Milan 313 A.p., and he renewed this edict at Nikomedeia after defeating 
Maximin. The support of the Christians was so important as a political 
factor that Maximin was obliged to issue from Tarsos a similar edict 
before his death 314. But after Licinius had gained the victory, he 
resumed a policy similar to that of Maximin ; and strenuously discouraged 

the Christians. 
This Akmonian inser. is a confirmation of the account of Maximin’s 

1 On the form "IonardAn see no. 267. * The sepulchral formula ¢ripnce roy 
2 Compare the expression used about deiva is rare in this part of Phrygia 

the fame of Asklepiodotos, a man of (occurring in the Pentapolis no. 600), 
the same pagan reaction a little later but very common in N. and E. and 8.E. 
in date és ras trepopious dmpxce ray and in Lycaonia. 
anéppnrov Oéu» Damasc. ap. Suid. s. v. 
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policy given by Eusebius and Lactantius. The phraseology vies with Chr. 
expression: with rnpdy évroAds cp. no. 380; évrodal, the commandments 
of God, is a characteristically Chr. and Jewish word, compare ¢uAép- 
todos CIG ggo04 (Jewish) and the sentiment of Kaibel Ep. e Lapp. 727, 6 
(Chr.)1.  @durpdcaro moAAovs éx xaxGv Bacdvwv is a parody of the Chr. 
zeal for conversion?: éy® tue 6 AaAGy wdvra is modelled on John iv. 26 
eye elut 6 AaAGY oor. Tye, the modern form eZuat, see no. 394. 

With the opening of B compare LW 805, CIG 3827 9, Zwrelpn(s) 
‘Exdry ‘Ovjoiysos xe "Addn Anpocdévn tov éavrdv vidy teundévra bro 
Swrelpyns ‘Exdrns xateépwray (on which see Mordtmann’s remarks 4¢h. 
Mitth. 1885 p. 17), also OIG 3857 &: these inscriptions belong to Kotiaion 
and Appia, but coins of Apameia show the goddess CQTEIPA in the form 
of Hekate ¢riformis, p. 348. The formula riundévra on a tombstone was 
imitated by the Christians, see LW 828. 
A Roman inscr., Kaibel 1449 (quoted above on no. 197), is a good 

illustration of this quaint inscr. In it the term iepeds rév Ger is treated 
grammatically as a personal secondary name (unless we should under- 
stand that the engraver omitted a personal name after 6 xai): compare 
Theotecnus and Asklepios as the names of Roman governors, p. 507. 

1 Some would rather take it as Jewish: 2 va Aurpoonra pas awd macis avo- 
I agree with Kaibel. pias Tit. IT 14. 

Nore 1. No. 444 bis. Ushak, omitted on p. 558 and by M. Cumont. CIG 8837 
éxadnoupynOn | ré €pyow tovro | dia ovvdpouns | A€ovros mpdéromp[erB]urépov. 

NOTE 2. yepatéds as a Chr. presbyter may be supported by the names given to 
the Jewish presbyters, yepovoia, yépovres, madatoi (Th. Reinach, quoted on no. 561). 
On Chr. and Jewish analogies in Asia Minor, see pp. 300, 545 f, 675. 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE BANAZ-OVA 

§ 1. Geographical character p. 569. § 2. Pepouza p. 573. § 3. Bria p. 576. 
§ 4. The horse-road to the East p. 579.  § 5. Sebaste p. 581. § 6. The Komai 
of Sebaste p. 582. § 7. Aloudda p.585. §8. Naisp.587. § 9. The North- 
eastern Trade Route and Klannoudda p. 588. §10. Blaundos p.591. § 11. 
Mysotimolos p. 592. §12. Aliap. 592. §18. Keramon-Agora p. 505. § 14. 
Trajanopolis p. 595. § 15. Leonnaia or Leonna p. 597. § 16. The Turkish 
Conquest p. 598. 

Appendices: I. Inscriptions. (1) Pepouza p. 600. (2) Sebaste p. 600. (3) 
Aloudda, Dioskome, Leonna p. 608. (4) West Side of Banaz-Ova p. 610. (5) 
Alia p. 613. II. Bishops of the Banaz-Ova. (1) Pepouza or Justinianopolis 
p.616. (2) Bria p. 616. (3) Sebaste p. 616. (4) Elouza p. 617. (5) 
Blaundos p. 617. (6) Trajanopolis p. 618. (7) Temenothyrai and Flaviopolis 
p. 618. (8) Alia p.618. —_—III. Routes in Banaz and Tchal Districts p. 618. 

§ 1. GEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTER. The district now called BANAz- 
Ova is a gently undulating plateau, of irregular shape (approximating 
to lozenge form), about 3,000 ft. above sea level. Its boundaries are 
clearly marked by Murad-Dagh (Mt. Dindymos) N., Burgas-Dagh E.., 
and the broken hills of the Katakekaumene (which separate it from 
the valleys of the Hermos and its tributary the Kogamis) W. On 
SE. the plain of Eumeneia and Peltai, which is at a lower level, is 
clearly separated from it by a low ridge, which stretches from Burgas- 
Dagh to Tchal-Dagh. On S. the eastern Tchal-Ova is divided from it 
by a branch of Tchal-Dagh, but the district of Motella, which for 
historical and epigraphical reasons has been already treated in the 
preceding chapter along with Tchal-Ova (the Hyrgalean Plain), 
belongs geographically to the Banaz-Ova, which here sweeps un- 
broken down to the edge of the deep Maeander-cafion. I have not 
explored the south-western corner of the Banaz-Ova: so far as I have 
seen it, the plain inclines downwards towards the great cafion to 
about the level of 2,000 ft., and the Mossyna mountains sink into 
rugged broken country amid which the Maeander finds its way in an 
exceedingly bold and magnificent gorge. Sce pp. 4, 122 f, 208, 236. 

» 
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The Banaz-Ova measures about 30 miles from N. to S., 25 to 35 
from E. to W., and 50 from NE. to SW. 

The Banaz-Ova is drained by two rivers, the Banaz-Tchai (whose 
ancient name was perhaps Senaros), and the Kopli-Su, the ancient 
Hippourios. The Banaz-Tchai is more than 70 miles in length from 
its source to its junction with the Maeander: it crosses the Banaz- 
Ova from north-east to south-west, and receives several tributaries 

from Mt. Dindymos (Murad-Dagh) and Burgas-Dagh. The K@épli-Su 
has a course of little more than 35 miles, drains a small extent of 
country, and except after rains, probably contributes no water to 
swell the Maeander. The course of these two rivers has never been 
followed : they have been crossed by travellers at a very few points, 
where the great roads pass them. In the upper part of their course 
they run in channels about the level of the plain: but, as they 
approach the middle of the plain, the channels grow deeper, till they 
become great canons } mile or more broad with perpendicular sides, 
200, 500, even goo ft. high. The centre and south of the Banaz-Ova, 
being drained by these deep channels, is dry and treeless; but the 
soil seems to need only water to render it very productive. The con- 
ditions of the district were probably the same in ancient as in modern 
time, like the Steppes of southern Russia. The surface was too dry 
to favour cultivation, or support trees: it was exposed to the free 
sweep of the fierce! north winds in winter and to the parching sun. 
The population in the central plain was probably scanty, and few 
important cities existed in it. But cities of the third or fourth rate, 
and villages, were numerous, especially on the skirts, where the 
river-channels are still near the surface and the water-supply more 
abundant. Towards E., then, we find the sites of Alia, Sebaste, and 

Bria; on N., Temenothyrai, Trajanopolis, and the Grimenothyreans ; 

on S., Pepouza with its groves of vallonia oaks, and Motella, a mere 
village; on W., along the Lydian frontier, and frequently included in 
Lydia, are Blaundos, Nais, Klannoudda, Sala, and probably Tralla 
and Mysotimolos. Of these, Sebaste, Blaundos, and Temenothyrai 
are cities of the second order of importance. 

The frontier between Lydia and Phrygia varied at different periods. 
The Katakekaumene formed a special district, sometimes called Lydian, 
sometimes Mysian, sometimes Phrygian, but throughout the Byzan- 
tine period it was definitely included in Lydia. On SW. the frontier 
was even more uncertain, and will be discussed in connexion with 

the cities. 

1 T have never suffered so much from biting winds as in Banaz-Ova in Nov. 
1881. 
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There are few approaches to the Banaz-Ova, easy enough to permit 
of trafic. From the coast-valleys of the west, it may be entered from 
Maeonia by the gorge of the Hermos. This is a singularly difficult 
route; and the peculiar type of rocky path through the gorge E. of 
Koula makes it one of the hardest roads for horses that I have seen 
in all my experience of Turkey. It seems to have been the line of 
the ‘ Royal Road’ from Sardis to Pteria and to Susa; but that is one 
of the characteristics which stamp the ‘Royal Road’ as being, not 
a, trade-route for caravan traflic, but a road for couriers and the Royal 
Post. No one that has ridden this path into the Banaz-Ova would 
ever make it a caravan-route. 

Another approach is from the Kogamis valley, i.e. from Phila- 
delpheia. There is a short track by Takmak now used by light 
horsemen or by foot-travellers to Ushak; but it also is not to be 
thought of as a route for traffic. All trade follows one of two lines 
near each other, going nearly due east from Philadelpheia for about 
40 miles to the neighbourhood of Ine and Geubek. Here the routes 
diverge: one goes north to Ushak: a second goes ENE. to Islam- 
Keui, an important point at the extreme corner of Banaz-Ova: the 
third goes nearly due east to Sebaste and thence turns south to 
Eumeneia, or as an alternative leaves Sebaste on the left and keeps 
on to Eumeneia and thence across Duz-Bel to the east. Of these 
three roads, the first is important only for the trade of the rich Ushak 
district (Trajanopolis, Grimenothyrai, and Temenothyrai), the third is 
a, short route for light horsemen and foot-passengers to the east, but 
the second is one of the great trade-routes of history, carrying to 
Smyrna the trade of the east and north-east. It has been especially 
important throughout the Middle Ages, after Smyrna had become the 
single harbour for commerce with western lands’; but it has a per- 
manent importance in its own nature, being second only to the 

Maeander valley route in convenience as a path for trade between 
the Aegean coasts and the east. 

‘An approach from the Lycos valley to Banaz-Ova can be found 
and is occasionally used for traffic; but it is so circuitous a way to 
the coast, that it can never have had any great commercial im- 
portance. The easiest route would go by Tripolis and Sala to Geubek : 
the shortest by Hierapolis across Tchal-Ova, Dionysopolis, Atyo- 
khorion, to Hadjimlar and Islam-Keui. This latter is a route of some 
importance for horse or foot-passengers. 

1 The building of the Ottoman Railway up the Maeander valley destroyed 
the importance of the more northerly route in recent years. 
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An easy approach to Banaz-Ova is from the Eumenian valley. This 
was used by Manuel Comnenus in 1175, when he advanced from the 
Rhyndacos to the plains of Lampe (p. 227), and again in 1176, when 
he advanced from the Lycos by Baklan-Ova (Lakerion) to drive the 
nomad Turks out of Banaz-Ova (Panasion): see pp. 21, 239. It is 
probable that the trade of Pepouza and Bria, possibly also that of 
Sebaste, found its way by this path down the Maeander valley to 
Ephesos in the Graeco-Roman period. 

Entrance to Banaz-Ova is absolutely barred on E. by Burgas-Dagh }, 
except at the NE. corner. Here two roads enter Banaz-Ova, One 
comes from Sandykli-Ova (the Pentapolis) through the Moxeanoi and 
down the stream which flows past Dokela and Akmonia into Banaz- 
Tchai: this road is barred by mountains from any connexion east of 
the Pentapolis. The other comes down the Hamman-Su to its junc- 
tion with Banaz-Tchai at Islam-Keui; and four miles further south 

it meets the Akmonian road near Susuz-Keui. This is the one and 
only line of trade leading out from Banaz-Ova to N. and E.; and 
Islam-Keui or Susuz-Keui? must have been an exceedingly important 
knot of communication in the busy times of the Roman Empire. 
It holds the key of the whole valley: it is the open door towards 
which many tracks converge. 

Communication is easy across the northern part of the Banaz-Ova ; 
but in the centre and south the great cafions of the rivers and of all 
their tributaries, with perpendicular walls, 500 to goo ft. high, impede 
anything like heavy traffic. Hence even a path so far to N. as the 
road direct from Philadelpheia and Ine to Sebaste is difficult; and it 
seems to me possible that Sebastene trade went to Laodiceia and 
Ephesos. Further S. than that line, trading communication across 
Banaz-Ova is not to be thought of. Even N. of it, the explorer 
observes that the line of communication between two places tends to 
keep N. of the straight air-line between them, in order to take the 
cafions more easily. 

The character of the country and the roads did not escape that 
excellent traveller, Hamilton. He says, IT p. 159, ‘I now became 

fully alive to the difficulties of getting through this part of the 

1 M. Radet differs, probably from want 
of personal survey, see p. 597 note. 

? The two villages are in the same 
narrow entrance, on the same road. In 
respect of natural advantages they are 
almost equal. Islam-Keui is now the 

knot of the roads; but of old the pecu- 

liar situation and importance of AK- 
monia (Ch. XIV) made the roads con- 
centrate at Susuz-Keui, which thus 

became the market of the fortress 
Akmonia: see § 13. 
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country, intersected as it is by so many deep fissures, as I may almost 
call them; and I perfectly understood why the caravan roads keep 
to the north by Geubek, where the plain is not intersected by such 
obstructions. Even at Geubek, however, the cajion of the Hippourios 
is very serious; though smaller tributary cafions are not there deep, 
as they are more to S. M. Radet describes the character of the 
country in similar terms, on the authority of a French traveller, 
M. Collange. 
§ 2. PEPouza is little more than a name to us; but the order of 

Hierocles is so well marked, that M. Radet and I! have independently 
and about the same time reached approximately the same conclusion 
as to the district in which Pepouza lay. 

Philostorgius probably means Pepouza, when he says that Petousa 
of Phrygia was the place to which Aetius was exiled? 356 a.p. 
Epiphanius, who died A.D. 402, says that Pepouza was in his time 
deserted and levelled with the ground’; but it is apparent that he 
speaks in exaggerated depreciation of a place which he recognizes as 
being still a centre and resort for the heretics. It was still in exist- 
ence as late as A.D, 787, when Theophylactus, superior of a monastery 

at Pepouza ‘*, was present at the second Nicene Council. 
Pepouza is chiefly memorable as the cradle of the religious move- 

ment called Montanism. The district where the effects of this 
movement can be first traced lies about Eumeneia, Otrous, and 

Apameia ; and Pepouza must lie somewhere near these cities. The 
situation which we have inferred from Hierocles, in southern Banaz- 

Ova, near the edge of the Eumenian plain, suits this condition. _ 
Further, Pepouza was probably not far from the earliest scene of 

the activity of Montanus. Now he was first filled with the Spirit at 
Ardabau in Phrygian Mysia®; this peculiar term may very well indi- 
cate the Mysian country that lay S. and SE. from Philadelpheia on the 
Phrygian frontier®. If Ardabau were in that region, the situation 

1 Radet En Phrygie p. 111. We differ 
as to the village: he says Utch-Kuyu, 
I have selected the site beside Kara- 
Halilli and Deli-Heuderli: see above 
pp. 243 f. Utch-Kuyu is in the Hyr- 
galean Plain, which debars me from 
following M. Radet. 

3 Hist. Eccles. 1V 8: the correction 
Ilénovfa is printed in the edition of 
Valesius. 

5 Haeres. 48, 14 risadow of rocovro 
téroy tia épnuoy ev ty Ppvyig, Wémrovulday 

more kadouperny rdXuy, viv 8é noadiopeny. 
* Praeses Pepuzon Acta Conc. Nice. Ii, 

Act. IV p. 792. 
8 ¢y rn xara tv @pvyiav Mvoia the 

Mysia which lies beside Phrygia, Euse- 
bius H. E. V 16: see p. 196. Perhaps 
for "Ap8aBaiv read KapéaBa, i. e. KadAa- 
raBa (p.199): or perhaps in the inscr. 
quoted on p. 199 read of xad[roJex[oe ev 
"Apo |aBors, 

* It might quite suitably denote the 
country about Ancyra and Aizanoi, 
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which we have assigned to Pepouza would be intermediate between 
it and the cities of Eumeneia, &c., in which the opposition to Mon- 
tanism in the Phrygian Church was first roused. 

Pepouza was considered by the Montanists to be the earthly centre 
of the true Church, the New Jerusalem in this world, and a neigh- 
bouring village Tymion was united with it in this honour: to this 
city all the Christians were to gather themselves!. There Christ had 
manifested Himself to Priscilla, or else to Quintilla, for accounts 

apparently varied ?. 
The Montanists continued to live for centuries in their own quarter 

of Phrygia. They had a number of villages, each of which possessed 
its own bishop: they used a year of 360 days beginning on 24 March 
(IX Kal. Apr.), ® with a cycle of eight years. They are often called 
Pepouzitai from their chief centre Pepouza *. Many Laws and rescripts 
directed against them are given in Codex Theodos. XVI Tit. 5. But 
as late as 722 we hear of severe measures taken by Leo III to convert 
them, when many of them burned themselves in their own churches °. 

M. Radet has observed that Justinianopolis in the later Notitiae 
seems to correspond to Pepouza in Hierocles. This acute and con- 
vincing suggestion illuminates the subject ®. Its truth is confirmed by 
an argument that M. Radet has not employed. In the sixth century 
Justinian laid waste with fire and sword the home to which the Mon- 
tanists still clung’: we may confidently think that their centre was 
still at Pepouza, and that the reason why Pepouza is not mentioned 

which was sometimes called Mysia; 
but that region does not suit the other 
facts. 

1 mroXiyudy re THs Ppvyias ry WéfCovaay 
"lepovoaAnp ovdpace Comment. of Aris- 
taenus on Conc. Laodic. Canon. in Beve- 
ridge Pandectae Canonum Concil. &c. I 
p. 456. 6 Ieémovgay xat Tutor ‘lepovaa- 
Any Gvopacas (rdéres 8é elow abrat pexpal 
ris Ppuyias), rots mavraxdbey éxet ovvaya- 
yew Oday Eusebius H. E. V 18. 

2 act yap otro.... i KuivriAdNay F 
TipioxAXNay ... . €v rH Llerou{n xexadevdn- 
xévat, kal roy Xpioroy mpos auriy eAnrAvOevar 
Epiphanius Haeres. 49, 1. 

® Sozomen H. E. VII 18 and 19. 
* In a rescript of Honorius and Theo- 

dosius, dated A.D. 423, Phryges quos 
Pepuzitas sive Priscillianistas vel alio 
latentiore cocabulo appellant are men- 

tioned as heretics deserving strict re- 
pression (so also in 428) Cod. Theodos. 
XVI 5, 59. Sozomen VII 18 speaks of 
the Montanists or Pepouzitai. 

* Theophan. p. 401. Dr. Salmon in 
Dict. Chr. Biogr. 8. v. Montanus, thinks 
that this is false, because the Montanists 

were destroyed by Justinian. But, like 
Gibbon, we see in Theophanes a proof 
of the failure of Justinian’s stern mea- 
sures. Probably the heresy was never 
really extirpated till the Turkish con- 
quest. 

6 After these paragraphs werewnitten, 
I found that I had myself adopted this 
view in the Table in JHS 1883 p. 373 
(CB init.), and afterwards discarded it 
for the different opinion stated above 
p. 223. See below § 3. 

7 Procopius Hist, Arc. 11. 
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at any of the earlier Councils, and a bishopric Pepouza is not recog- 
nized in the older class of Notitiae, is because it was given up to 
heresy. The New Jerusalem, then, was destroyed by Justinian; but, 
of course, he would not leave the place a desert. He would naturally 
make a new foundation, and give the place a fresh start as an Orthodox 
city with the name Justinianopolis!; and this city was recognized as 
a bishopric by Leo VI about goo in his reorganization of the ecclesias- 
tical system, when the Empire was recovering its vigour after the 
long and desolating Arab wars. 

Oikokome was united in the same bishopric with Justinianopolis. 
It was therefore a neighbouring town or large village. There is no 
evidence as to the precise situation ; but I cannot think with M. Radet 
that the bishopric of Pepouza extended into the valley of Peltai, and 
that Oikokome was in that valley at Sarilar. The mountains must be 
taken as the boundary of the bishopric, and Oikokome must be sought 
on the north side of them, in the skirts of the Banaz-Ova, whether at 

_ Karib-Hassan, or elsewhere (see § 4). 
The name Pouza or Pazon occurs near the sources of the Sangarios : 

a Novatian synod was held there in 368%. It is probably the same 
place as the Pepouza, which is mentioned as a town on the frontiers 
of Galatia and Phrygia®. Thus the existence of a second form Pouza 
for the Phrygian Pepouza, which was suggested on p. 244, is made 
probable *. Further, forms with é and ¢ are interchangeable in Asia 
Minor®; hence we may perhaps conclude that the village Boudaili 
preserves to the present day the old name Pouza in a form adapted 
to give a meaning in Turkish®. The name Tymion might then be 
plausibly identified with the modern village Dumanli. 

Justinianopolis, the later foundation which replaced the destroyed 
villages of the heretics, was situated either at Kara-Halilli or Deli- 
Heuderli, two villages about a mile from one another. At the latter 
there are evident remains of an ancient city, though I failed to find 
inscriptions. Kara-Halilli’? is the modern religious centre of the 

1 Similarly when Anazarbos was de- ap. Coteler. Eccles. Gr. Mon. I p. 293 
stroyed in 525, it was restored by Justin 
and called Justinopolis, Theoph. p. 171. 

2 xai of éy Spvyia 8€ ’Aercavol, civodoy 
év Tlov(n ry xa@pyn momncavres Act. Cone. II 
887 ed. Labbe. It is called Mafoucwpn 
by Sozomen VII 18. On the variation 
in vowel see pp. 382, 222. 

5 Tlérou{ay réduy rivd Epnpoy avdpecoy 
YaAarias xai Karmadoxias xal Spvyias’ ears 
G¢ xai GAAn erov{a tract. de haeresibus 

where the Pepouza of the Galatian 
frontier is wrongly said to be the Mon- 
tanist centre. 

* Compare Pasa-Paspasa, Salouda- 
Salsalouda, p. 244. 

5 See § 7 Aloudda-Elouza. 
® Compare Gereli p. 168, Sivasli § 5. 
7 The men of Black Halil: the form 

was difficult to catch. Col. Stewart 
gives Karghali, Jackdaw-town. 
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district: it is a large village with a Medresse or school of religious 
law; and the people showed themselves more inhospitable and 
intolerant there than in any other place which I ever visited. It 
has been heir to the religious importance of Pepouza (compare p. 30). 

Sarikli!, which has a rather fine mosque (no. 445), is in all prob- 
ability the centre in which the Turks originally settled, when they 
were first fixing themselves in the country alongside of the Christian 
population during the second half of the twelfth century. The Chris- 
tian and the Mohammedan centre were distinguished as Sarikli (the 
turban-wearers) and Deli-Heuderli?, like Seljiikler and Sivasli (p. 581), 
or like Tefeni and Karamanli (pp. 303, 279 f, 30 f). 

The ritual of the Montanists in Pepouza retained many traces that 
recall the primitive Anatolian character. The importance of women 
was great: they were prophets, and presbyters, and bishops. Epi- 
phanius describes a common ceremony in their churches, according to 
which seven lamp-bearing virgins entered dressed in white robes, to 
prophesy to the congregation: these wept and mourned over the lot of 
mankind, and worked on the emotions of the people. The usual 
calumny propagated against all hated religious sects, that of using 
the blood of a child in their sacred rites, was reported of the Mon- 
tanists in Orthodox circles. The name Tasko-drougitai was given 
to them from two Phrygian words used in this district, raoxdés, peg, 

and dpoiyyos, or dpovyos, nose, because in praying they placed the 
forefinger on the nose®. This was esteemed a sign of humility and 
of willingness to submit to the justice of God. 
§ 3. Bria. Hierocles places in this part of Phrygia, between Pepouza 

and Sebaste, a town Briana ; but from a few rare coins with the legend 
BPIANQN, and from the ecclesiastical documents in which such forms 

as Ivria, or Ibria occur‘, we can restore the correct forms Bria the 

city and Brianoi the inhabitants ®. The situation of Burgas suits so 

1 ‘Wrongly called Suretli in CB. 
2 I was told by a Turk that Deli- 

Heuder is John the Baptist ; but cannot 
vouch for the fact. Mr. Browne can 
learn nothing about such a name. 

5 The nickname was also rendered in 
Greek as Passalorhynchitai. Ina trac- 
tate published in Cotelier’s Eccles. Gr. 
Mon. III pp. 377 f, the words racxds 
and dpoi-yos are said to be Galatian, in 
accordance with the error already men- 
tioned as to the position of Pepouza. 
See also Epiphanius Haeres. 48 and 49. 

* See next page. 
§ Writers on Numismatics previous 

to Mr. Head adopted the false form 
Briana from Hierocles; just as they 
invented a city-name Tomarena from 
the legend TOMAPHNOON, which | 
implies a@ name Tomara. At Concil. 
Constant. A.D. 553 Maxeddmos Bptavay 
occurs, and from such forms Hierocles 

elicited his name Briana; but bishops 
are very often designated by the name 
of the people, instead of the city, and 
this had caused various errors. Compare 
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admirably the position assigned by Hierocles to Bria that the identi- 
fication, though not proved by any definite evidence, may be accepted 
with considerable confidence. 

The name Bria is an interesting piece of evidence about Phrygian 
ethnology and language. Bria was a Thracian word meaning town 
or city1. It occurs in Mesembria, Menebria, Poltyobria, Alaaibria *, 
Salybria; and here in Phrygia we find it used as a proper name, 
‘the City.’ It is obvious that Brea mentioned in CIA 31 as the seat 
of an Athenian colony should be regarded as a by-form of the same 
name*: possibly Breia was the form actually intended there: Amphi- 
polis is probably the place meant in the inscription. 

It is shown in the commentary on no. 218 that Bria, Briya, and 

Berga were dialectic varieties of the same word, and Bergoula and 
Brioula* were diminutive forms derived from it, and used like it as 

proper names in the sense of ‘the city.’ Bergoula of Thrace is still 
called Burgas: Bria of Phrygia also is still called Burgas: in both 
cases we recognize the modern name as the ancient name persisting in 
a slightly modified form °. 

Only one circumstance casts some doubt on the identification of 
Bria and Burgas. Nota relic of ancient life has ever been observed 
there. Sterrett and I passed through the village hurriedly in 1883 °; 
we did not halt, but, if we had seen anything to attract attention we 
should have stopped and made a more thorough examination. We 
did not, however, examine the cemetery, or the mosque, or the village 

as a whole, still less the neighbourhood. M. Paris in 1883, and 

MM. Legrand and Chamonard in 1891, seem also to have passed 
through Burgas; and they have published nothing found there. But, 
though the ancient name remains, it does not follow that the modern 
Burgas is on the exact site of Bria. It is more probable that the 
ancient city was built on a stronger and more defensible site some- 
where in the neighbourhood on the eastern side, upon the skirts of 
Burgas-Dagh. 

Alina § 10. The modern name Gondane 
for a village W. of Antioch Pisid. is 
evidently formed from the old ethnic 
Tayf{anvoi. Gondane often gets a more 
thoroughly Turkish form as Kundanli 
(see p. 581) from the peasantry; but 
I convinced myself after repeated con- 
versations that the natives used the 
form Gondane when they were speaking 
unconsciously, and Kundanli when try- 
ing to be accurate. 

VOL. I. PT. II. 

1 Bpia yap riy wékw haol Opaxes Steph. 
Byz. 8.v. MeonpSpia. 

2 AEMit. 1895 p. 112. 
5 As Mr. JGC Anderson suggests. 
‘ Brioula see p. 191. 
5 We must suppose that Bergoula 

was also called by the simple form 
Berga. 

6 I had been unexpectedly detained 
at Payam-Aghlan § 6; and was hurry- 
ing southwards late in the day. 
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Writing in 1883, I inferred from Hierocles that the territory of 
Bria lay between Banaz-Tchai, Burgas-Dagh, the Eumenian valley, 
and Tchal-Ova; and, as the only remains of ancient life in that wide 
district were situated near Sarikli and Karib-Hassan, I supposed that 
the city which owned that territory was situated there. But we have 
now seen reason to conclude that there must have been two cities in 
that large district ; and, as Pepouza occupied the SW. part of it, we 

must give the NE. to Bria. M. Radet has independently reached the 
same conclusion about Bria, and approximates to this localization of 
Pepouza!. 

As to the history or antiquities of Bria nothing is known, except 
that on coins of Septimius Severus and Julia Domna the name of 
CTPArnyo6 ATIOA[AQINIOY occurs. 

In the earlier Notitiae the name Bria is usually corrupted to ’/xpia, 
with prothetic iota, and the clerical error K for B; but some MSS. 
which I have collated read ’/Bpias. The form */xpfas coming imme- 
diately before ’/Aov¢wyv in Not. I has caused the latter bishopric to be 
corrupted in one MS. into Kapias *. 

Hierocles mentions both Pepouza and Bria: the earlier Notitiae 
mention only Bria, and omit Pepouza: the later mention the latter 
alone (under the new name Justinianopolis) and omit Bria. Must we 
not infer from this that there was only one bishop for the entire 
district of Pepouza and Bria, and the earlier system gave precedence 
to Bria (doubtless from hatred of Pepouza the nest of heretics), while 
the system of Leo gave precedence to Justinianopolis ? 

Justinianopolis is always united in the same bishopric with Oiko- 
kome. Can we look for the latter near Bria, understanding that Bria 
was in a higher position on Burgas-Dagh, and Oikokome in the 
plain? As to the origin of the name, it appears in the forms Oixe- 
xépn, Oixovéuou, and Oivoxoun: may we not infer from these variants 
that the full name was els rijv Olxovopov xdunv? Evidence may be 
discovered to prove or disprove these suggestions, which are purely 
hypothetical as yet. 

In these identifications I have returned to my original view, as 
shown in the table attached to my CB part 1°, where Justinianopolis 

1 My identifications are published in 
vol. I pp. 244 f. M. Radet’s appeared 
almost simultaneously in his En Phrygie 
p. 112. 

2 Parthey prints it so in his text, but 
gives the true reading from a better 
MS. in his appendix p. 319. Gelzer in 

his edition of Georg. Cypr. also gives 
the true reading. This false reading 
Kapias has given rise to some vain 
imaginings in M. Radet’s always inge- 
nious mind (see Rev. des Univ. du Midi 

1896 p. 7). 
® See JHS 1883 p. 373: above § 2. 
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is placed to correspond to Pepouza and Bria. I deserted this view 
for a time, taking Oikokome, which was grouped in the same bishopric 
with Justinianopolis-Pepouza, as a grecized form of the name Vicus}, 
a village of the Siblian country, and Justinianopolis as the great 
fortress of Khoma. But, as M. Radet rightly says, the occurrence of 
both Justinianopolis and Siblia in the list of Leo is a strong objection 
to my late theory; my opinion that in several cases an old bishopric 
had been by pure carelessness left standing in the later Motitiae in 
addition to the later bishopric (e.g. Justinianopolis and also Siblia, 
Flaviopolis Ciliciae and also Sis) is in itself improbable; and several 
of my examples are failing me, as my studies grow more complete. 

I must therefore beg the reader to make some changes in Ch. VI 
§ 8, to eliminate the name Justinianopolis* (leaving the historical 
theory unchanged, for the importance of the fortress Khoma remains 
unaffected ®, and its early history as a fortress is attested by 
Cinnamus). 
§ 4. Tur Horse-Roap To THE East. This route has played a con- 

siderable part in history; but it is very obscure, and little notice 
has been taken of it. In 1883 Sterrett and I, while exploring the 
Eumenian valley, first heard of the route across Duz-Bel; and we 

were told that it was the short road for travellers from Philadelpheia 
to the east. Soon afterwards while riding south across Banaz-Ova 
from Kalin-Kilisa to Avgan, we crossed a broad track leading E., and 
learned that it went from Philadelpheia to Ishekli (Eumeneia) and 
over Duz-Bel. In 1886 I attempted to show how important the route 
over Duz-Bel was in the later Byzantine time; and the theory which 
I then sketched out ‘ formed (with some improvements) the foundation 
for Ch. VI §§ 7-10 of the present work. In 1893 the importance which 
this route had in the travels of St. Paul became clear to me®; and 

a glance at any map shows how direct a path is afforded by it from 
Ephesos to Pisidian Antioch, while it is far more pleasant for a horse- 
man or & foot-traveller than the great Trade-route, which keeps on 
a much lower level in its western stages. In studying M. Radet’s 

1 Grecized as Beitxos in an inscr. of 
Smyrna Mous. Smyrn. no. 6 (1875 p.111), 
Amer. Journ. Archaeol. I p. 141. This 
identification of Oikokome with Vicus 
is accepted by M. Radet. 

2 Read Khoma-Soublaion for Justini- 
anopolis, and Vicus instead of Vicus- 
Oikokome. 

* J should now suppose, however, that 

Khoma originated not so early as Jus- 
tinian’s time, but rather in the Icono- 
clast period, when the defences against 
Arab raids were strengthened. 

* Amer. Journ. Arch. II p. 123. 
5 Church in R. E. pp. 93 f: the Apo- 

stle’s route is stated hypothetically in 
ed. I, clearly and decidedly in ed. II 
and later. 

Q2 
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suggestive essay En Phrygie, it became clear to me that the road 
which he supposes to have run from Philadelpheia to Apameia is 

really the Duz-Bel route: with some slight modifications in details? 
his idea can be adopted. 

The clearest point about this road is the corrupt name socratu. 
M. Radet looks out for some name of seven letters? to replace it, and 
suggests Motella, or preferably Pepouza. But close to Motella lies 
"Arvoxaéprov ; and els xwptov “Arvos*® might be latinized and corrupted 
readily into s-cor-atu or socratu. Considering that the village lies on 
the south bank of the Maeander, and that the road passes along the 
north bank, as M. Radet rightly recognizes, this interpretation seems 
indisputable. 

Further, M. Radet has rightly seen that two roads from Phil- 
adelpheia are mixed in one on the Table. When we cut out the first 
(stations Tripolis and Hierapolis), there remains, Philadelfia xv 
Trallis xxviii Socratu ix Pella xii Ad vicum xiiii Apamea Ciboton 4. 
Now all these places have already been discussed in our pages. 
Taking the distances between them roughly from our map, they 
come out Philadelpheia xxv Tralla® xxviii Atuochorion xxiv Pella 
xvi Vicus xiiii Apameia. These numbers suggest that on the Table 
one station is lost between Atuochorion and Peltai; and at ix M. P. 

1 The real value of a topographical 
view does not lie in the details, but in 

the general character. In almost every 
detail of this road, I have to make some 

slight modification of M. Radet’s view; 
but, on the whole, we keep very close ; 
and my eyes were closed to the meaning 
of this line in the Peutinger Table until 
he set me on the proper track. I men- 
tion this expressly, as the superficial 
reader might conclude from the expres- 
sion of difference as to details, that 
I was stating a totally different view. 
The idea of a road from Philadelpheia 
to Apameia is a false conception, op- 
posed to any connected and consistent 
theory of the Roman road-system, except 
on the postulate that a road may be 
drawn from any one point to any other 
across the map. 

2 ‘Nous rencontrons dans la nomencla- 
ture géographique un mot de sept lettres, 
Motella, qui se substituerait bien’ for 
Socratu (p. 110). This is an example 

of the principles in M. Radet’s work 
which are essentially inconsistent with 
those that I follow. When the Table 
gives a false name, the principle of 
replacing it by any name containing 
the same number of letters leads to 
results which are contrary to all that 
I can accept. 

5 That Greek forms lie at the bottom 
of certain corruptions in the Table is 
certain, e.g. Stabiu=els Tafioy. 

‘ It is not quite certain on the Table 
that Pella (i.e. Peltai) is intended to be 
on this road; but it intersects a road 

from Kumeneia pointing to Laodiceia 
on the Table; and this road past Atuo- 
chorion cuts that road at or near Peltai 
(as the map shows): now on the Table 
near the intersection is the name Pella. 

5 Placing Tralla at Aetos, as on p. 200 
note 2, and taking Aetos as the name 
given by the Thracian soldiers, Tralleis, 
settled here to their own town; while 
Tralla was the name used by others. 
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from the bank of the Maeander opposite Atuochorion, the road passes 
Bekirli, near which we have supposed the central village of the 
Hyrgalean people to be (p. 128)!. 

At Tralla-Aetos the road would fork, one branch going on direct to 
the Myso-Makedones and to Ephesos, the other going to the right 
to join the road from Tripolis to Hierapolis. The fact that the road 
Philadelpheia-Tripolis coincided in part with the road Philadelpheia- 
Tralla, would facilitate and almost justify the rendering of the two 
roads on the Table. 

These combinations seem so satisfactory and involve so little change 
in the Table, while using only the identifications which we had already 
arrived at from other reasons, that I need not discuss the other details 

in which I have modified M. Radet’s scheme of the road. He does 
not accept a single number from the Table, but requires them all to 
be altered ; and on independent grounds his localization of Oikokome 
or Vicus was found unsatisfactory in § 2. 
§ 5. SEBASTE occupies a beautiful situation in the fertile ground 

under Burgas-Dagh. The two villages Sivasli and Seljiikler corre- 
spond to it, and are both full of its remains?. Sivasli retains the old 
name in a form adapted to give a more Turkish sound. Either on the 
site of Sebaste, or by the beautiful fountains of Bunar-Bashi °, about 

14 miles S., there must undoubtedly have been a settlement from 
the earliest time, which was doubtless organized as a village of the 
old Anatolian type. Bunar-Bashi especially unites every qualifica- 
tion for attracting a primitive population. But the city was the 
foundation of the emperor Augustus. That is evident both from the 
name and the coins bearing his name and effigy‘, and also from 

1 The Rarenn. Anonym. Cosmographia, 
which goes back to an earlier and com- 
pleter form of the Table than we pos- 
sess, gives some help in such questions, 

in spite of its frightful corruption in 
the form of names, and its extraordinary 
irregularity in their arrangement. It 
mentions Latrileon, which (if we take 

T as an error for [) may represent 
Hirgaleon (Parthey p. 106, 7): further 
Ateus (Parthey p. 111, 9) may be the 
first element of Atuo-chorion. 

* It is less than 14 miles from the 
centre of Sivasli to the centre of Sel- 
jikler. Ruins of Sebaste are scattered 
over the intervening space, with tumuli 

containing finely built sepulchral cham- 
bers close to Seljiikler, which was built 
on the skirts of the Chr. city by the 
Mohammedan settlers, p. 31. See 
M. Paris BCH 1883 p. 449. 

®’ The Senaros, mentioned on coins 

of the city, may be these springs; 
but more probably it is the great 
river of the Sebastene country, Banaz- 
Tchai. 

‘ The coins of Sebaste were long con- 
fused with those of other cities named 
Sebaste. Magistrates Dionysios and 
Antisthenes are mentioned on coins of 
Augustus published by Waddington Voy. 
Num. and Imhoof MG. 
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no. 495, which seems to be a metrical chronicle relating the early 
history and mythology of the city. From it we learn that Augustus 
transplanted to the new foundation the people of the towns in the 
neighbourhood ; and this fact proves that the emperor’s action was 
not simply the renaming of an existing city, but the formation of 
& new city |. 

Men is the most characteristic type on coins of Sebaste; but the 
more hellenized coins represent the deity of the city as Zeus, a mere 
grecized form of the same Phrygian deity. The title Askaénos has 
not as yet been found in Sebaste ; but, as it was in use in the Sebas- 

tene village of Dioskome and in Eumeneia, it may be assumed in 
Sebaste also?. The native cultus of the city was evidently the same 
as at these neighbouring cities, so far as the scanty traces permit 
& judgement. 

The hellenized forms of the god and goddess, Apollo and Artemis, 
occur in inser. 480. 

The foundation of the Gerousia in A.D. 99 by a group of persons, 
men and women, varying widely in age and apparently containing 
all the members of one leading family in Sebaste, is mentioned in 
inscr. 475. | 

' From inser. 472 we gather that the supreme board of magistrates 
was styled indifferently Strategor and Archontes (see p. 368). 

In this district we meet a new class of sepulchral monument, a slab of 
marble or other stone carved to imitate a doorway. The doorposts, the 
two valvae, the lintel, are all indicated ; one or two knockers are usually 

carved on the door; and symbols referring to the ordinary life of the 
deceased person are often represented on the panels, a basket, a strigil, 
& mirror, or something of the kind. The door is often surmounted by 
a pediment, triangular, or semicircular, which is sometimes plain, 
sometimes sculptured; and in the upper Tembris valley, e.g. the 
sculptural decoration of the pediment is commonly the ancient Phry- 
gian heraldic device—a pair of lions regarding each other. The 
inscription is placed sometimes on the upper rim of the pediment, 
sometimes on the lower rim, occasionally on the actual door in viola- 
tion of the symmetry and beauty of the whole. See the illustrations 
Ch. XIV § 2, no. 620, 635. 

Tombstones of the door-type are very common in northern, central, 
and eastern Phrygia; but they are rare in the most completely 
hellenized cities of the Lycos valley or in Eumeneia or Apameia. 
§ 6. THe Komar or Sesaste. The process of synoikismos had not 

1 See § 15. 2 See no. 88, 197, 496. 
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been very thoroughly carried out in the territory of Sebaste, for the 
villages seem to have retained a certain amount of independence. 
We find the people of Dioskome making a dedication to the emperor 
Philippus no. 498, and the people of Le[onna?] one to Apollo and Arte- 
mis no. 499. The territory was apparently very extensive, and the 
outlying villages were so distant that some self-government necessarily 
remained in their hands, for the title Kutoikia seems to indicate what 

we may term the commune of the village, i.e. the meeting of the 
people for regulating their own affairs; and we must understand in 
inser. 498 that the Katoikia of Dioskome of the Sebastene people is 
the assembly of Sebastene citizens settled in the outlying village 
Dioskome }. 

M. Radet seems to regard Dioskome in a different light. He 
places it at the village of Seljiikler, close to the site of the Augustan 
city. Such a situation could only be admitted if we suppose that 
Dioskome was the old village which existed here before Sebaste was 
founded. There can be no doubt that the name Dioskome would be 
very suitable for the old pre-Augustan village in this locality (see 
§ 5). The theory would illuminate the history of the foundation. 
But it is too illuminative to be accepted without clearer evidence. 
We should have to admit that the pre-Augustan village was not 
swallowed up in the new foundation, but continued to exist at its 
gates as a self-administering Katoikia; and that seems improbable. 
Moreover the inscr. mentioning Dioskome was found far away at 
Tabaklar across Banaz-Tchai. It is certain that it has been carried 
for Tabaklar has not the appearance of an ancient site*; and it is 
also certain that stones are sometimes carried a great distance*. But 
there are two sites nearer Tabaklar, from which stones could be 

brought far more easily than from Sebaste; and except for definite 
reasons I feel bound to suppose that the stones are brought from the 

1 M. Radet assumes that the Katoikoi 
were Macedonians, Rer. Univ. Midi II 
p. 288. A katoikia, however, is a settle- 
ment, but not necessarily of soldiers. The 
colonists settled by the Greek kings in 
Asia Minor were in many cases Orientals, 
often Jews: all such settlers were classed 
as xdrotvot. Further, strangers settled in 
a town, of which they were not citizens, 
were called xarotxovvres (sometimes o/- 
xouvres). We agree with M. Radet that 
the military colonies were the most 
characteristic kind of xaronia; but they 

were often of non-Macedonian soldiers. 
M. Radet himself says ‘a l’époque romaine 
xarotxia devint  équiralent de xwpn’ (Rev. 

II p. 6). Why then does he assume 
that in an inscr. c. 246 A. D. it implies 
a colony of Macedonian soldiers ? 

2 The stones there are built into a 
mosque and fountain: now for build- 
ings of that class good old stones are 
brought in considerable numbers by the 
architects. 

> But to a city, not to a village 
(p. 698). See no. 203, p. 366. 
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nearest}. In that case the remains at Khirka nos. 500-503, and those 

at Tabaklar, must be taken as coming from the same ancient site; and 
the name Dioskome must be applied to it provisionally. 

Dioskome must have been a place of a certain importance, inhabited 
by a section of the Sebastenoi, which, being at a distance of near 
fifteen miles from its metropolis, held its own meetings and managed 
its own internal business. The inscriptions nos. 500-503 show that 
Men was worshipped there with special devotion. On coins of the 
neighbouring city of Alia, Men is represented precisely as in the relief 
attached to no. 500. The title Askaénos is a proof of the antiquity of 
the cultus. All these facts, taken in conjunction, point to the conclu- 
sion that Dioskome had existed before Sebaste was founded; that it 

was one of a set of komai on the Anatolian system ?, surrounding 
a central heron of Men Askaénos; that it was probably close to the 
hieron, as is shown by its name*; and that it was incorporated in 
the Augustan foundation. Men was often called by the hellenized 
name of Zeus, see pp. 356 f, 294, ete. 

The same fate probably befell another ancient city situated about 
5 miles N. of Sebaste, beside the tchiflik Payam-Aghlan ‘, on a steep 
hill, Hissar. The character of this site is strikingly like that of 
Akmonia. There is every probability that in an earlier and more 
unsettled time it was the chief city of the district, and that Sebaste 
in its beautiful but not very defensible situation supplanted it in 
a more peaceful age. Then the older site yielded to the growing 
importance of the more fortunate Sebaste, and sank into the condition 
of a mere village. M. Radet is in entire agreement with me so far, 
and quotes my words with approval®. Probably, therefore, he would 
also agree with me in inferring from no. 495 that part at least of the 
population of the old site was transferred to Sebaste, and the rest 
remained to act as cultivators and to rank as ‘the Katoikia of the 
Sebastenes in this Kome. M. Radet differs from me only in one 

1 The deep cation of Banaz-Tchai is 
& serious obstacle to transport from 
Sebaste. The principle of classification 
is stated Ch. XVI App. I. 

2 See pp. 101 f, 124. 
> The name Dioskome, like Meno- 

kome, Attioukome, Hierakome, Atyo- 

khorion, probably denotes the kome 
that grew up at a hieron: see pp. 102, 
132, 167, ATOYKQMH mentioned 
in an inscr. of Altyntash (CB § 92) is 

probably to be interpreted as ‘the vil- 
lage of Ates,’ i.e. Attes or Atys. 

* Payam, the bitter-almond tree, is a 
very common element in Turkish local 
names: Badem, a variety of the word, 
interchanges with Payam, in the mouths 
of the peasantry: when the traveller 
asks which form is correct, the answer 

is tkisi bir, ‘the two are one.’ 
5 See p. 597, below. 
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respect. I was of opinion, that the name cannot in our present state of 
knowledge be recovered!: he considers that this old city and later 
village was Alydda (Aloudda) of the Peutinger Table and the Anon. 
Ravennas. It seems to me, however, that there is reason to place 

Aloudda a little further to the west, § 7, and to give a different name 
to this site *. 

The inscriptions in this place would probably reward a more careful 
search than I could make in 1883 *%. Among the few which I copied 
we have examples from the last century B.c., the reign of Tiberius, 
and the third century P.c., no. 500 ff. 
§ 7. ALouppA. The Peutinger Table mentions a town Aludda: the 

true form of this name is probably Aloudda, corresponding to Klan- 
noudda and Attoudda‘, and in later time the spelling Alouda (like 
Attouda) probably came into use. Now in the Byzantine lists we 
find a bishopric Elouza or Ilouza. Considering the examples which 
we find of forms with d alternating with forms containing 2°, I can 
see no reason to doubt that Alouda and Elouza are the same place ‘*. 
The form Elaza also occurs in Notitia III: it is probably a dialectic 
variety similar to those mentioned in § 2 (Pouza-Pazon, &c.). 

Elouza is mentioned by Hierocles between Sebaste and Akmonia, 

1 As a heading for the section in CB, 
I used the term Palaeo-Sebaste, expect- 
ing that this would be understood as 
‘the anonymous town which was sup- 
planted by Sebaste.’ It has, however, 
led some critics to understand that I 
fancied this to be the name applied to 
the site under the Empire. I have 
therefore refrained from using the 
name; but my theory remains unchanged. 

2 The conjecture may be permitted 
that this is the Katoikia Lefonna] of 
no. 480. See § 15. 

5 I went out from Sebaste in the fore- 
noon; and had to return in time to 

make a long ride to the south. The 
consequence was that much was left 
undone both there and at Burgas: see 

3: 

‘ Attoudda on the earliest coins, At- 
touda on later: Klannoudda on the 
rare coins (all early). On the Table 

Aludda and Clanudda are the forms. 
I do not know why M. Radet uses the 
form Alydda, which is justified by no 

analogy known to me (see p. 617). He 
also speaks of Clannuda. These two 
wrong spellings obscure the arguments 
that tell for my theory, and they have 
probably weighed with him uncon- 
sciously in rejecting it. 

5 See p. 293, and above, § 2: we find 
Sebadios and Sabazios, Zizimene and 
Dindymene, Nazianzos and Nadiandos 
(Hist. Geogr. pp. 285, 348, Mitth. Ath. 
1888 p. 237). 

* M. Radet differs to a slight extent : 
he holds that the names are different 
and denote different places, but Alouda 
was only two miles from Elouza; that 
the Byzantine bishopric corresponded 
in every respect except name to the 
older Alouda; and that Elouza is the 

same name as the modern Eldeniz, 
a, village close to Payam-Aghlan. Pro- 
bably most philologists will find it 
easier to identify Elouza with Alouda 
than with Eldeniz: on M. Radet’s philo- 
logical comparisons, see Ch. XI App. IIT. 
See pp. 144, 169 n, 435%. 
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in the earlier Notitiae between Bria and Trajanopolis, and in the later 
Notitiae next to Alia’. The comparison of the order in these cases 
suggests that this bishopric was situated in the middle part of the 
Banaz-Ova but towards E., so as to come naturally after Sebaste 
and next to Trajanopolis, and the site of Hadjim suits excellently. 
A bishopric is needed for the great stretch of country between 
Senaros and Hippourios; and it is a strong proof of the inadequacy 
of M. Radet’s theory, that he leaves that country without an episcopal 
centre*. Moreover, it also tells against his theory that he takes no 
account of Hadjimlar: the fact that is most nearly certain about this 
stretch of country is that the ancient and the modern centre is at 
Hadjimlar. He places ancient cities or villages at Kalin-Kilisa and 
Yapaklar, where I could see no sign of ancient life, and leaves 

Hadjimlar a blank. 
In Nov. 1881 I spent a night at Hadjimlar , and saw at once that 

it has been an ancient site, but found no inscriptions. In 1883 my 
travelling companion Sterrett visited it on his way from Ushak to 
Sebaste. He saw digging going on, from which building-stones were 
being taken. Several of these, bearing inscriptions, had already been 
defaced, and he was only in time to copy the fragmentary decree of 
a city. He also pronounced that Hadjimlar was an important ancient 
site. Further it is the busiest village of this district that I have 
seen*; and must be regarded as the market town. Its importance 
lies in the fact that it is the furthest south place which is able to 
take advantage of the ridge acting as a watershed between Senaros 
and Hippourios. It has a natural water supply: the villages in the 
centre of the plain are so deficient in this respect that development is 

1 The order in the Notitiae is very 
irregular in Phrygia, but retains some- 
thing of geographical arrangement 
broken in fragments. The geographical 
character of Hierocles’s arrangement is 
well marked in this province, asa glance 
at the map shows. 

2 He places Agathe-Kome further 
north at Yapaklar; but we have seen 
reason to place it elsewhere (p. 261); 
moreover Agathe-Kome appears only in 
the late Notitiae. 

> The form in singular Hadjim (i.e. 
‘my hadji’) is also used. The Cassaba 
Railway Survey calls it Adjama. I 
cannot vouch for the true form. In 
1881 I knew no Turkish, and in 1883 

Sterrett was in the same condition; but 

we used the name Hadjimlar and were 
understood. 

‘ I have visited many of the villages ; 
but there are still some to be examined. 
Banaz-Ova is difficult and unpleasant to 
explore, because a wide view cannot be 
got. The plain is not a dead level, like 
the great flat plains E. and NE. from 
Iconium ; it is undulating: most of the 
villages (Hadjim and Geubek are excep- 
tions) lie in the hollows: the roads 
keep as a rule to the hollows also. 
Often one may be unaware of the exist- 
ence of a village only 150 yds. distant, 
as the eye looks over it, owing to some 
very slight intervening ndge. 
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denied them. Here then on the road from Bria to Trajanopolis, we 
place Aloudda. 

Aloudda must always have derived a certain importance from its 
position on the road leading from the NW. Banaz-Ova and the upper 
Hermos valley to Bria and Eumeneia and Apameia. That road was 
not important enough to find a place in the Table; but in the busy 
and prosperous Roman or Byzantine times it must have been a route 
of considerable consequence. 

Further, Aloudda stands on the line of communication from Islam- 

Keui and the north-east to Dionysopolis and the Lycos valley, § 1: 
that road naturally passes through Motella, and crosses the Maeander 
at Atyo-khorion. Again, in the Peutinger Table, Aloudda is marked 

on the great road that connects the north-east with Philadelpheia 
and Smyrna. It does not lie on the line of that road, but involves 
a detour of some miles; and evidently it is marked on it for the same 
reason as Akmonia, which is quite five miles off the road: these were 
towns near the road and sharing in its advantages, but not exactly 
on it. Moreover the Table often indicates by a straight line, what is 
really two sides of a triangle!; and here apparently it measures to 
Aloudda along the Hierapolis road, and thence across to Klannoudda. — 
See § 8. 

It is remarkable that a town in such a position as Aloudda on the 
great road should have left no coins, when places like Bria coined 
money. Perhaps it was dependent on Sebaste during the Roman 
period, and consequently had not the right of independent coinage. 
We have seen that the dominion of Sebaste reached to the west of the 
Senaros and extended over some large villages such as Dioskome ; 
and we may perhaps count Aloudda among the towns which were 
despoiled of their population and their autonomous city mghts in 
order to aggrandize the city of Augustus, no. 495. 

It suits this theory that the only known inscr. of Aloudda, no. 497, 
belongs to the first or second century 3B.c., when Aloudda was still 
important and autonomous. 

§ 8. Nars is never mentioned except in inscr. 513. The name has 
lasted in popular speech to the present day, and the modern village 
is called Ine. Comparing the results attained in Ch. XI § 10 with 
regard to the influence of religious foundations on the early efforts of 
commercial intercourse, we may hazard the theory that Nais was 
a temple and a settlement whose existence was determined by reasons 
of trade and convenient communication. It lies on the best line of 

1 Weite Ausladungen erscheinen als direkte Wege, as Prof. G. Hirschfeld said. 
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road from Philadelpheia and the Hermos valley to the east. The 
fortified city lay away from any good route, and used Nais as the 
market, the Bazar or the Agora, The temple of the god protected 
the traders, as at Kelainai, and at Karia below Attoudda (p. 167); 

and hence, perhaps, the name Nais was applied to the village or town 
that grew up round it’. 

Nais was evidently a considerable centre of trade, as there was 
a conventus of Roman traders and strangers resident there (no, 511 ff). 
It must therefore have been situated on some important road, and 
there can be no doubt what was the road in question, § 9. 
§ 9. Tae Nortu-Eastern TRADE Route and Kuannouppa. The 

road § 1 connecting Smyrna and Philadelpheia with the east and 
north-east countries, passed near the village Burgas about 12 miles 
from Philadelpheia. Burgas probably marks a Greek fortification 
defending the road. About 40 miles from Philadelpheia is Ine 
(the ancient Naos or Nais), a home for Roman merchants, and 
therefore the point on the road to which traffic from this district of 
Banaz-Ova naturally converged. Ine lies at the head of a cajion, 
through which the water from the hills to N, flows towards Blaundos 
and the river Hippourios. 

Thereafter the modern trade-route keeps up to N. in order to cross 
the Hippourios at the head of its cafion, and thus finds an easy road 
to Islam-Keui and the pass to NE.* It does not admit of a doubt, 
to any one who rides the various roads himself, that this must always 

have been the path by which through-traffic from the NE. and E. 
came to Philadelpheia. But it is remarkable that this is not the road 
described in the Peutinger Table as running from Kotiaion to Phil- 
adelpheia. Akmonia and Aloudda which lie about five miles off the 
track are both mentioned on the road, Nais does not appear, and 
where we should look for it Klannoudda occurs*, The explanation 
must be that the important places were not on the direct line of 
through traffic in ancient times*, The case is the same at the present 
day: between Ine and Islam-Keui there is not even a village of 

1 The fortified town which had Nais 
as the market on its territory may have 
been either Blaundos (six miles 8.) or 
Klannoudda § 9. 

* Tt crosses the Képli-Su by a bridge 
between the villages of Elmali and 
Susuz-Euren, about 10 miles 8. of Ushak: 
this is above the beginning of the cafion. 
It passes about half-way between the 
vilages of Tabaklar and Yapaklar. 

* Philadelfia xxxv Clanudda xxx Al- 
udda xxv Aqmonia xxxv Cocleo (i.e. 
Cotieo): evidently a station Apia is 
omitted before Kotiaion, for the dis- 
tance Akmonia-Apia is about xxxv M.P. 

‘ Similarly the direct line of the 
Eastern Trade Route between Euphor- 
bium and Julia is omitted and the 
detour by Synnada is given (not, how- 
ever, as a straight line), 
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respectable size on the line of the road, but all the important places 
lie off the track. So Akmonia and Aloudda appear to mark the 
stages in the Table. 

As to Klannoudda, the least difficult supposition—in a case where 
evidence is almost wholly lacking and where every supposition 
involves difficulties—formerly seemed to me to be that the Greek 
name Nais was substituted in the grecizing spirit for the Phrygian 
name Klannoudda; but I should now prefer one of two alternatives. 
The first is to look for Klannoudda a little way off the direct track, 
and a little further west, so as to suit better the distance from Phil- 

adelpheia, xxxv M.P. As to the exact site, there is at present no 
evidence; but it deserves note that 3 miles W. of Ine is a village 
Karadja-Ahmed, which has some religious importance. Perhaps the 
site of Klannoudda may yet be found on a point of the hills behind 
this village. The other alternative would be to disregard entirely 
the number xxxv on the Table!, and look for Klannoudda at Burgas 
in the Kogamis valley, as the town guarding the exit from the hill 
country on to the plain. The types of the Klannouddan coins seem 
to me rather of the style of the lower country, not of upper Phrygia, 
which favours this view. 

The disappearance of Klannoudda from history is a remarkable fact, 
and difficult to explain. The disappearance of cities from the numis- 
matic lists is due either to change of name or to absorption in another 
city. No name likely to correspond to Klannoudda is known; but if 
it were situated at Burgas, it might have been absorbed in the growth 
of Philadelpheia. See § 15. 

Ine is about half-way between: Philadelpheia and Islam-Keui (or 
Akmonia), near 40 M.P. from each. Aloudda is about half-way 

between Ine and Islam-Keui (or Akmonia), near 20 M. P. from each. 
M. Radet has put forth a different theory as to Klannoudda; and 

the ingenuity of his views about this district make it necessary to 
examine his opinion on this point. He places it at Kalin-Kilisa E. 
of Kopli-Su; and he remarks, p. 105, ‘il est surprenant qu’aucun 
voyageur et qu’aucun géographe n’ait reconnu dans ce vocable ture, 
ad peine déformé pourtant, le mot Clannuda?.’ The resemblance, such 
as it is, has occurred to others. In 1883, while Sterrett and I were 
in Tchal-Ova, we were told of Kalin-Kilisa on the road to Ushak ; 

1M. Radet pays even less regard to peut nous servir d déterminer les sites.’ 
the numbers on the Table: ‘tout caicul 2 M. Radet prefers this false spelling. 
fondé sur ces nombres serait donc forcé- The coins read KAANNOYAAEQN, 
ment illusoire: ce n'est pas la Table qui See § 7. 
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and the thought that this might be ‘the Church of Klan(noudda)?’ 
immediately occurred to us, for Kilisa (i.e. €xxAnoia) is a name often 
given to ancient sites by the Turks. We therefore made a point of 
visiting the village ; but to our extreme disappointment we found not 
a trace of ancient life; and we came away with the conviction that 
it was not an ancient site. Arundel’s experience was equally dis- 
appointing to him: he found nothing ancient in the village or in an 
extensive cemetery about a mile away except a Byzantine monogram 
on a stone in a fountain®. He heard, however, later that at a mill at 

some little distance from the village, there were some remains (though 
in the village itself the natives assured him there were no old stones 
at the mill), and that ‘it is a place resorted to annually by the Turks, 
from considerable distances, for the observance of some religious 
anniversary.’ | 

M. Radet considers that the only reason why unimportant places 
like Aloudda and Klannoudda are mentioned in the Table is that they 
were meeting-places of several roads (des carrefours ow bifurquaient 
d autres routes p. 103). The true meeting-places of roads are (1) the 
neighbourhood of Ine and Geubek, (2) Islam-Keui or Susuz-Keui (near 
Akmonia), (3) a point where the roads from Sebaste and from Eume- 
neia to Temenothyrai and the cities of the NW. crossed the road 
Philadelpheia to Akmonia: now that point is near Hadjimlar, which 
moreover is also traversed by the short path from Islam-Keui to the 
Lycos valley. We therefore infer from M. Radet’s own reasoning that 
Klannoudda lay near point (1)°, Aloudda near (3), and Akmonia we 
know to be near (2). 

M. Radet’s arguments about the Banaz-Ova show great acuteness 
and careful study of authorities, but insufficient exploration of 
the district*; and his theories, full of suggestion as they are, 
and making a distinct step in the elucidation of an obscure sub- 
ject, lack suitability in details. He does not seize the points of 
certainty first of all, and then work from them. Moreover his map 
is not good ; he depends on Kiepert; and I am convinced that Kiepert 
puts both Kalin-Kilisa and Hadjimlar too far to S. My own map 
agrees with the Cassaba Railway Survey on this point. If I be 

1 See derivation p. 435. from Ushak to the Lycos valley goes by 
2 Discoveries in Asia Minor I pp. Geubek and Geune. 

126 f. * His words, p. 98, seem to imply 
5 He speaks, p. 105, of a road from personal evidence; but his difficulties 

Ushak to Dionysopolis: the latter and his statements are not such as I 
cannot have been of the slightest con- should expect from one who had ex- 
sequence in ancient time: the road plored Banaz-Ova. 
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right on this point, then the direct path from Hadjimlar to Ine 
would pass very little north of Kalin-Kilisa; and, as soon as any 
explorer reports that he has found traces of an ancient city near 
Kalin-Kilisa, I shall be perfectly ready to accept the resemblance in 
name as evidence in favour of the identification proposed by M. Radet. 
At present I regard Kalin as an ordinary Turkish adjective: it means 
‘thick’: the expression ‘ kalin kafa’ ‘thick head?’ is often heard in 
conversation among the peasantry. 
§ 10. Buacnpos. The site is well known on a spur of the plain pro- 

jecting into the deep cafion of the Hippourios, above the village of 
Suleimanli, which lies at the bottom of the cafion far below. The city 
occupied a situation very similar to that of Akmonia, and of the old 
hieron near Dionysopolis?, but is even stronger than any of them, as 
the steep slope barely admits ascent at any point except the narrow 
neck connecting it with the rest of the level Banaz-Ova. The ruins are 
considerable, and their height makes them visible for some distance 
over the plain. We have reason to remember this gratefully. About 
the end of November, 1881, we found ourselves after sunset without 

a guide, having lost our way from Hadjimlar, wandering through the 
low scrub that here covers the plain, with no track visible, trying to 
find Suleimanli and Blaundos, but having no idea in what direction 
they were. As the light was fading, we descried from the top of 
a gentle undulation the arches of the aqueduct at Blaundos little more 
than a mile distant, and through this chance we were able to reach 

Suleimanli in the darkness. “3 
In the commentary on no. 472 the coin-legends are quoted which 

show that the supreme board of magistrates at Blaundos was called 
indifferently Stratego and Archontes. The same inference may be 
drawn from the following legends on coins of the second and third 
centuries. 

KA - BAAEPIANOY - BAAYNAEQN (M. Aurelius and autonomous). 
CTP: KA: BAA - BAAYNAEQN. 

ETT1: AP-A- AYP - TEIMOGEOY - BAAYNAEQN (Caracalla). 

ETI: Tl: KA- AAEZANAPOY - APX- A> TO: B+ BAAYNAEQN. 

ETT! - KA - MAPKOY - AP- A- BAAYNAEQN (Caracalla) °. 

1M. Radet remarks on the discre- 2 Compare § 6 and p. 132. 
pancy in respect of form between the 3 I give here only coins of which 
Kalinkese (or kase) of Arundel and Ha- I have verified the readings in Brit. 
milton and Kiepert’s morecorrectform: Mus., except the last, which is from 

I believe that I was Kiepert’s first au- Waddington Voy. Numism. Mionnet 
thority for the form Kalin-Kilisa. Kafa has others, which confirm the same 
literally ‘neck,’ as Mr. Browne tells me. inference. See no. 514. 
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According to Mionnet Suppl. no. 74, the title KOINON - TIPQ . 
AYAIAC occurs on a coin of Vespasian ; but the reading is incorrect. 
A specimen exists in the Brit. Mus. and reads TI - KAAYAIOC .- 
DOINIE - BAAOYNAECON » MAKEAONON - ETTI + ITAAIKOY (as 

Borrell and Imhoof have observed). 
Besides the two forms of the name Blaundos on the coins just 

quoted, the legend MAAYNAEQN occurs on earlier coins. The varie- 

ties of spelling show that the native name was difficult to represent 
in Greek letters, and probably difficult for Greeks to pronounce. 
§ 11. Mysotimoios. In history Blaundos and Geubek form a pair: 

the one is the older, the other the later centre: as one decays, the 

other grows. Now when that is the case, we find, as a rule, that the 
pair are united in one bishopric; the bishop for a time ranks with 
a double title; but at last the old name disappears. Blaundos and 
Mysotimolos rank in that way as a double bishopric'; and this con- 
stitutes strong evidence that Mysotimolos was at Geubek. In the 
dearth of information we cannot at present go beyond this. 
§ 12. Atta. According to the order of Hierocles, Alia was between 

Akmonia and Siokharax, according to the later Notitiae, between 
Siokharax (p. 633) and Elouza. These authorities point to a site near 
Islam-Keui; and M. Radet rightly urges that this situation must be 
accepted. At the same time we must bear in mind that some difh- 
culties exist in this identification: (1) we should expect that Islam- 
Keui would be one of the group of bishoprics connected with 
Akmonia, separated from the rest of Phrygia Pacatiana in the earlier 
Notitiae, and restored to it in the later; for it lies on the best road 

connecting Akmonia with MHierokharax. (2) Islam-Keui is so 
important a situation, § 1, that we should expect there a city of 
consequence, not a place that struck only a few rare coins. These 
arguments weighed with me in Hist. Geogr. p. 138 so much that 
I supposed Islam-Keui to be a market and trading-centre in the 

1 The precise facts in the Notitiae are 
stated p. 206, 600. Blaundos appears 
in the late Notitiae as Phlaudos (ethnic 
Phlaudeis); but, as is shown in JHS 
1883 p. 37, the forms Blaundos, Blaudos, 
Blandos, and Mlaundos are interchange- 
able. Ph in later documents for earlier 
b (original bh) is found also in Phoba 
p- 130. The name Blaundos appears in 
varying forms, as Blados in Hellespontus 
(now Balat, which I probably was wrong 

in doubting, Hist. Geogr. p. 133: M. 
Radet and Kiepert are probably right 
here). The fro between Mysotimolos 

and Blaundeis-Phlaudeis is omitted by 
most Notitiae; but that is the case also 

with Diocaesareia-Prakana (Hist. Geogr. 
p. 364), which appears as two separate 
bishoprics in De Boor’s Notitia owing 
to the omission of fro. On Mysoti- 
molos see also Buresch in Ath. Mitth, 
1894 p. 126. 
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territory of Akmonia, using the coinage of that city (being in fact the 
Keramon-Agora of the Anabasis: see § 13). But the evidence on 
the other side is stronger; and I gladly accept M. Radet’s rectifi- 
cation. 

As at Sebaste, the coin-types show that Men was the chief deity in 
Alia. The similarity of the religious cultus at Alia to that which we 
have previously found common in Phrygia and Lydia is attested by 
a passage of Aelian, which evidently refers to the eponymous heroine 
of the city: "Aria rf ZuBdpews mapioven els Adoos ’Aprépidos (Hv 
dé év ppvyia rd ddoos) Spdxwv érepdvn Oeios, péyioros tiv by, 
Kai @pirnoey avtp de Anim. XIT 39. Here the misfortune of the 
goddess is said to have befallen the eponymous Alia, who is, of 
course, merely a heroized form of the city-goddess: on the subject 
see p. 94. 

Dedications to the city-goddess were sometimes made in the form 
Oecd ’AXtav7 (no. 520). It is a similar bent of mind that leads the 
Christians throughout mediaeval and modern time to regard the 
Panagia of some particular village as specially sacred and powerful, 
and to pray to her in particular. So a person who had reason to 
know the power of the goddess of Alia, made a dedication to her even 
at a distance from her city. This fact, taken in conjunction with the 
fragment of Alian religion that survives in Aelian, makes it probable 
that there was an ancient and notable cultus at Alia with a special 
panegyris, to which people resorted from a distance. See p. 442. 

This panegyris of the goddess of Alia may probably be connected 
with the cold healing spring of Irk-Bunar, 3 miles up the Hammam- 
Su from Islam-Keui!. The baths there are a great resort at the 
present day, and give the name Hammam-Su to the stream beside 
which they rise. No. 520 (found at Koula) is probably a dedication 
following upon a visit to this healing resort. | 

The name is distorted in the Byzantine documents. Hierocles has 
*Advoi (corrupted from ’Adrof): De Boor'’s Notitia 6 ’Adiwy, but most 
other Notitiae? 6 ’AXdlvwv (apparently corrupted from ’AArnvay, bishop 
of the people of Alia). The lists at the Councils give the name in 
better form, App. II. Probably a name Alina was elicited from the 
ethnic, like Briana, Kolona 3. 

1 See Sir C. Wilson’s Handbook to if so, it is a mistake (arising from the 
Asia Minor p. 131. Cuinet Turquie fact that the great hammams in Anatolia 
d'Asie IV p. 218 speaks of hot springs are almost always at hot springs). 
at Hammam-Boghaz, dans le Nahié de 3 III, X, XIII are corrupt, p. 635. 
Banaz, pres du chef-lieu. This descrip- ® See § 3: "A@dBios dr. KoAdvys 431 
tion seems to indicate Irk-Bunar; and, was bishop of Koloe. 

VOL. I. PT. II. R 
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It is true that the name Alia was perhaps a common one; we know 
of a katoikia at a village Alia west of Aizanoi, probably an outlying 
village of that city’; but there is every probability that the Phrygian 
city Alia was the seat of the chief cultus. | 

The name Alia may be connected with ala quoted by Stephanus as 
a Carian word meaning horse (s.v. Alabanda); and the Lydian royal 
name Alyattes may perhaps be a compound of this element with the 
divine name Attes. Dionysius? says that Alia, daughter of the Earth- 
born Tylos, was by Kotys mother of Asie and Atys: these names are 
taken from the midst of old Lydian mythology. 
A remarkable legend on coins of Alia AITHCAMENOY - OPOYT! 

must mean that a citizen Phrougios® acted as envoy and successfully 
begged help for the state in some enterprise * either from the emperor, 
or the senate, or the Koinon Asias, or the proconsul of Asia. The 

same term is used in the following legends on coins :— 

AITHCAMENOY - TT - KA - MA= - MAPKEAAIANOY Eukarpia 

(Demos on obverse). 
AITHCAMENOY - TI. BACCIAAOY - €d Ancyra Phr. (Nero and 

Poppaea). 
BACCIAAOY - AITHCAMENOY + Ancyra Phr. (Roman Senate on 

obverse). 
AITHCApévou KANAIAOY - Hadrianopolis-Stratonikaia(Hadrian). 

This was the easiest form in which an embassy could be comine- 
morated in the brief legend of a coin. If the te:m mpeof. had been 
used, it was liable to be confused with the legati of the proconsuls 
(1pecBevrai), of whom there were three in Asia. 

The case of Eukarpia is instructive: there appears on its coins 
a fine group representing Artemis both in Greek and in native 
type, sometimes with the legend above quoted, and sometimes with 
ETTIMEAHOENTOC -£ - KA - DAAKKOY, the former commemorating 
the embassy, and the latter the erection of some work > (of which 

1§, Reinach in Rev. Et. Gr. 1890 
p. 69. 

2 Ant. Rom. 127. See p. 435 n. 
® On the name Phrougios or Frugi 

see no. 446. 
‘ J. Friedlander compares the legend 

with CIG 5908, where the action of an 
envoy, who had been commissioned to 
request from the emperor a grant of 
land for a temple, is expressed as mpec- 
Bevovra kal alrnodpevoy 7d répevos. We 

may therefore understand that in each 
case the coin commemorates some case 
when the citizen mentioned acted suc- 
cessfully as envoy. Friedlinder misses 
the sense, when he supposes that the 
citizen who is named on the coin prof- 
fered the request to his own city. See 
Hermes 1X p. 493. 

5 AIA oncoins of Laodiceia &c. p. 166 
then corresponds to the epigraphic form 
dia. errepeAnTov. 
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probably the sculptural group served as a type, the part for the 
whole). See Ch. XVI § 7. 
§ 13. KEramon-AGorA must lie at the entrance to the great pass 

out of Banaz-Ova §1. M. Radet, approving my former demonstration 
to this effect, rightly selects Susuz-Keui as the actual site rather than 
Islam-Keui; and I gladly accept the correction. We have here 
another example of the distinction between the market and the 
fortress, which has so often met us elsewhere!: Akmonia was the 

fortress lying off the main track in a strong position: Keramon- 
Agora was the open market where strangers traded under the protec- 
tion of the deity in whose worship all the market united?. We may 
understand that in ancient time Susuz-Keui was the most important 
centre of the valley, and Islam-Keui was of less consequence: in 
modern time the opposite is the case *. 
§ 14. TRAJANOPOLI8., Its position is assured by no. 515, which is 

built into the mosque at Tcharik-Keui. The stones at Tcharik-Keui 
seem all to have been brought from the ancient site at Giaour-Euren, 
about three miles to N. M. Radet, on the contrary, holds that 
Tcharik-Keui itself must be the site of Trajanopolis. It is, however, 
my regular experience that the stones of an ancient site are found in 
the villages round about, and rarely on the actual site. The villagers 
carry away all good blocks of stone that lie near the surface of the 
ancient site to build their mosques and fountains. Hence there 
remains nothing of the slightest interest visible at Giaour-Euren, but 
the villagers assured me that the fine stones in Tcharik-Keui were all 
brought from the Euren. 

About A.D. 119 the people called Grimenothyritai, inhabiting the 
uplands on the south skirts of Dindymos between Ushak and Keramon- 
Agora, resolved to build a city of the Gretk type, and obtained from 
Hadrian the honour of being permitted to call the city after his pre- 
decessor Trajan‘. But the synoikiemos was not complete, for, as 

' But his distinction that Islam-Keui 
would be called ‘the last Mysian city 
on the side of Phrygia,’ while Susuz- 
Keui is ‘the last Phrygian city on the 
side of Mysia,’ is (1) too great a refine- 
ment, such as no one who had ridden 

over the open valley between the two 
would, I think, suggest, (2) absolutely 
incorrect: there is not a shred of 
evidence that the valley SE. of Mt. 
Dindymos was reckoned in Mysia: rather 

Xenophon reckons the whole valley as 
the end of Phrygia, separated by Din- 
dymos from Mysia. M. Radet also 
reckons the town at Islam-Keui as more 
important than that at Susuz-Keui. 
The opposite was the case, § 1, no. §22. 

2 See p. 413. 
° The inscrr. of Keramon-Agora are 

classed under Akmonia Ch. XIV App. I. 
* TpiperoOupirat, dv dori 7 Tpacavdrodts 

Ptolemy V 2, 15. 

R 2 
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M. Imhoof-Blumer informs me, coins of the Grimenothyreis' continued 
to be struck in this and the following reigns in a series parallel to 
that of Trajanopolis. Similarly the Mokkadenoi of Temenothyrai, 
the neighbouring people on the west, between Hippourios and 
Hermos, made their synoikismos under Vespasian or Domitian, and 
named their city Flaviopolis ; but the people Temenothyreis continued 
to strike coins, and the name Flaviopolis finally almost disappeared 
from use. The site of Flaviopolis at Ushak was determined finally by 
M.S. Reinach?; but the suggestion of M. Radet that there was a dis- 
tinct town of the Tomenothyreis * seems to me in the highest degree 
probable. The neighbourhood of Kure‘, 12 miles W. of Ushak on 
a tributary of the Hermos (probably the Hyllos of Pausanias I 35, 7), 
seemed to me in 1881 to show clear traces of an ancient settlement ; 

and I should look there for the town of the Temenothyreis. But it is 
probable that the city on the site of Ushak must have become more 
prosperous than the town at Kure; and we may perhaps regard the 
Temenothyrai of the later centuries as being the city of Ushak, 
which had gradually supplanted the older centre and appropriated its 
name. See p. 599. 

With the abbreviated form Tranoupolis, which occurs often in 
Byzantine lists, compare the expression lege Hana (for Hadriana) 
used in II 11 of the inscription of Ain-Wassel®. See also 7'ranz for 
Traiani in Dessau Inserip. Select. 1449. 

It is remarkable that the synoikismos of Flaviopolis and of Trajano- 
polis did not take place for more than a century after that of Sebaste, 
showing that the Graeco-Roman civilization did not penetrate so 
rapidly along the ‘ Royal Road’ (see § 1) as along either of the great 
trade-routes from Smyrna and from Ephesos. 

The Antiquities of this frontier district will shortly receive much 
new illustration from a report of Dr. Carl Buresch. In the last letter 
which I received from him shortly before his sad and premature death 
—a letter dictated by him when he was too weak to write himself—he 
mentioned several of his interesting discoveries. Until his paper is 
published, it would be impossible to discuss the district properly; and 
I have therefore postponed to my next volume the fuller consideration 

1 Grimenothyreis is the name on_ reminiscence of the transportation of 
coins. new colonists hither by Cyrus? see Hist. 

2 Rev. Et. Gr. 1890 pp. 56-65. Geogr. pp. 124, 128. 
5 He quotes myself as already holding 5 Bruns Fontes ed. VI p. 382 ; Schulten 

the view. Hermes 1894 p. 208 ; Carton Rer. Archéol. 
* Does the name Kure contain any 1892 p. 216. 
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of the north-western region of Phrygia from Blaundos to Aizanoi, 
merely giving here a few notes to justify my map. 

There is no doubt that some inscriptions at Ushak have been carried 
from Akmonia. I have myself copied at the latter site stones which 
have since been seen at Ushak by others (see nos. 400, 500). Hence 
it is by no means safe to use all texts of Ushak as illustrations of the 

history of Temenothyrai. Some belong to Trajanopolis, and some to 
Akmonia, though undoubtedly the majority belong to Flaviopolis or 
Temenothyrai. 
§ 15. LEoNNAIA oR Leonna. After this chapter was in print’, 

I read about M. Imhoof-Blumer’s discovery of a new Phrygian city, 
Leonnaia*; and he informs me that the only known coin is of the 
second or first century B.c. Now the Phrygian cities of that period 
which coined money belong almost exclusively to the west. In central 
or eastern Phrygia only Amorion and Synnada, the two greatest 
cities, coined money earlier than Augustus. But in the west coins of 
the earlier period were struck at Akmonia, Apameia, Apia °, Attoudda, 
Blaundos, Cibyra, Clannoudda, Dionysopolis, Eumeneia, Hierapolis, 

Laodiceia, Peltai, Tripoliss These are the cities to which Greek 

municipal institutions would naturally spread earliest. We must 
look for Leonnaia, therefore, in the western part of Phrygia: an 
obscure place like it, if situated in the centre or east, would not be 
likely to strike early coins. Probably every one who considers the 
western cities in succession will agree that Sebaste or the neighbour- 
hood is the probable home of this coin. No other place fulfils the 
two conditions, of being likely both to strike early coins and to 
change its name. Sebaste is in a district which probably developed 
early ; and the name and coins of Sebaste began under Augustus. 

There are two possibilities in this case; and evidence is not suffi- 
cient to decide certainly between them. (1) There was a city Leonnaia 
of the pre-Roman period whose name was changed to Sebaste by 
Augustus: (2) There was originally only a village on the site where 
Sebaste was founded by Augustus, and Leonnaia was the city at 
Hissar, five miles N.‘* (no. 500): as M. Radet says, les ruines d’ Hissar 
sont celles du plus ancien chef-liew du district. Purs, d U'wne de ces 

1 The name is inserted in the proofs speaks of Hissar as being on ‘le chemin 
in § 6. @Eukarpia (Emir-Hissar) & Flaviopolis 

2 Revue Suisse de Numism. V p. 4 (of (Ushak),’ p. 104, and & un croisement des 
extract). routes p. 105. With such a radical mis- 

8’ M. Imhoof-Blumer tells me of an conception (the route which he marks 

early coin reading ATTIANQN. is impossible for a road), it is not strange 
* By an astounding error, M. Radet that his topography differs from mine. 
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époques de paix od l'on recherchait avant tout lespace et le confort, la 
prééminence fut accaparée par la ville de Sebaste.... La capitale 
primitive, tombée sous la dépendance de lautre, fut bientdt réduite a 
la condition de simple villuge’. The coinage must belong to la 
capitale primitive, to which in that case the name Leonnaia or Leonna 
must belong. _ 

Decision between these alternatives depends on the question: was 
there a city or merely a village on the site of Sebaste in the pre- 
Augustan period? M. Paris thinks there was a city?: I have taken 
the view that there was only a village: M. Radet adopts both views, 
sometimes regarding it as a xan, sometimes quoting M. Paris's 
opinion as his own®. I see no evidence justifying a confident de- 
cision ; but the language of no. 495 points to the view that at Sebaste 
there was only a village, not an older city (p. 580). M. Radet is 
agreed as to the meaning of the inscr. On the whole, then, the 
probability is that Leonnaia was at Hissar; but I quite admit that 
M. Paris may after all be right, and that Sebaste was not a new 

foundation, but only an old city renamed (in which case it would be 
Leonnaia). 

The occurrence of a village in the Sebastene territory whose name 
began with Le.... favours our view. If Leonnaia was Sebaste, it 
could hardly remain as a separate village in the Roman time. The 
inser. was found at Seljiikler; but either it may have been carried 
over the easy 5 miles of road from Hissar, or, more probably, the 
village made its dedication to Apollo in the city. 
§ 16. THe TurkisH ConquEst. The Ranaz-Ova was overspread by 

the nomadic Turkish tribes between 1158 and 1175. In 1176 Manuel 
made a slight effort to drive them out; but though they were (accord- 
ing to Nicetas p. 254) compelled to retire for the time, yet they 
returned, as we may be sure, immediately after the Byzantine forces 
retired. That is the only explicit reference to the Turkish invasion 
of the district ; but it is evident from the campaign of Manuel in the 
Pentapolis in 1158, that the Glaukos valley was already completely 
overrun by the Turks, and places in it had begun to be called by 
Turkish names‘, and therefore we may infer that the Banaz-Ova was 

1 En Phrygie p. 104. M. Radet gives pp 286 ff. 
these sentences as an abstract of my * Saparara is either Hissar-Abad or 
view; and goes on jusgqu'ici on'ne peut (as Tomaschek suggested) Sheher-Abad 
que souscrire pleinement ad ces remarques. (see p. 341): it is probably Sandykli: 

2? BCH 1883 p. 449. see Cinn. p. 196, Nicet. p. 162. Ch. XVI 
> L.c. pp. 104 f, Rev. Univ. Midi II § 9. 
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by that time beginning to feel their approach. On the other hand it 
is clear that the Pentapolis was reserved for the Byzantine empire in 
the shameful arrangement made with the Turks about 1072, and that 
in 1092 direct communication between Akroenos (Afion-Kara-Hissar) 
and Siblia was still open through the Pentapolis (see ch. XVI § 9); 
and in such circumstances Banaz-Ova must also have been in Byzan- 
tine hands. 

The vast undulating plain is peculiarly suited for nomadic life, and 
badly suited for civilized life, hence the ancient names, and probably 
the ancient population, have almost completely disappeared (except 
on the skirts, Burgas, Sebaste, perhaps Geveze p. 31, Dumanli and 
Boudaili p. 575). 

Notes. 1. The Mokkadenoi were on the N.W. frontier of Phrygia, according 
to Ptolemy, quoted p. 664 (reckoning the country N. from Mt. Dindymos as not 
Phrygian, Hist. Geogr. pp. 145 f). Temenothyrai was a town of the Mokadenoi 

BCH 1895 p. 557; and the Mokaddenoi extended as far W. as the hot springs on 
the Hermos, 2 hrs. N.E. from Koula (see inscr. badly published Ath. Mitth. 1896 
p. 116, where read ¢v Gepu[ais] Onoéws, xopn tis Moxa[S3nvav (yns)]; the copy has 
MOKAAA). In giving the Mokkadenoi to Phrygia, Ptolemy may appear hardly 
consistent with himself in V 2, 15, where he assigns the Grimenothyritai (between 

Ushak and Islam-Keui) to Mysia; but it is clear that he took that people as inhabit- 
ing Mt. Dindymos with its glens and its 8. slopes down to Trajanopolis (Giaour- 
Euren), while Mokkadenoi, Moxianio, and Kidyesseis dwell along N. frontier of 
Phrygia, See p. 664. 

2. Before reading M. Radet En Phrygie, I intended to place Alia conjecturally 
on the upper course of Banaz-Tchai (which I have not explored), as indicated on 
the map and in Hist. Geogr. p, 138 (as possible alternative). Islam-Keui would then 
be a village of Akmonia, 



APPENDIX I. 

INSORIPTIONS. 

1. Pepouza. 

470. (R. 1883, 1887). Karib-Hassan. Atp. Tarla Swodévovs, civ 
TO vig ‘Iépwr, T[pv]pwr{t] rp éauris dvdpl xarerxevacey! ex trav ldlowv adrod 
p. €. ey & xndevOijoere xal airy kal Ta Kowd airay téxva * GAA ovx eFéore * 
ei 32 x7}, Ojoe TH Tapelp mpooripov dnv. ag’. 

471. (R. 1887). Ekiiz-Baba (Ox-Father). Avdp. Atoviouos [dts roo ?] 
Aovxlov lepet{s Atds Lwripols [. . djeemv{ocas. The restoration is a mere 
guess, as there is no clue to the shape of the stone or the extent of the 
gaps after Acoviotos and lepevs. Dionysius had apparently given a public 
feast. 

2. SEBASTE. 

472. Seljiikler. CIG 3871. 7 addAts Mdpxov Adpydtov [Seouvipov ?] 
’Avtwveivoy LeBacrov [orpa'rnyovvtwy trav [wept] Etfevov ’AmodjAwvlov? 
dp|xévrwyv. The restoration Yeovjpoy is given in brackets in Arundel’s 
copy, and may rest on some evidence. 

The importance of this inscription lies in its use of the two words 
dpxdvtwy and otpatnyovvtwy, showing that they were used indiscrimi- 
nately of the same board of magistrates at Sebaste. With this text 
should be compared a series of coins of Blaundos bearing the legends 

(1) CTP- AY -TTATTIA - EP - BAAYNAEQN (autonomous). 
(2) CTP - AYP - TTATIIA » EPMO - BAAYNAEQN - MA (Trebonianus 

Gallus). 
(3) €T11- APX- A+ AY + TIATTIIOY - BAAYNAEQN - MA (Volusi- 

anus). 
(4) €- AP-A-TTATIIOY - BAAYNAEQN + MAKE (Volusianus). 
(5) APX- A+ AY~ ITATIIOY - BAAYNAEON + MAKEAO (Treboni- 

anus Gallus). 

1 In 1883 my copy bears -acay. The stranger. Hassan was, probably, the 
first three lines, hidden in 1883, were leader of some immigrants. 
dug up by me in 1887. Karib or Gharib, 
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Aurelius Papias? (gen. [amfov and [lam(a) was strategos at Blaundos 
either in the year 251-2 or 252-3, and the title First Archon was 
applied to him as exactly equivalent ; he was the president of the supreme 
board of magistrates. 

An Archon is mentioned on coins of Caracalla and Julia Domna. On 

a coin of Caracalla is represented Perseus slaying the Gorgon, with Pallas 
aiding him ; it has the legend €TT! : AOY[K - KJE[/KIAA]IOY : ANTQN - 
APX. Mionnet Suppl. no. 575 who gives it from Sestini, has AOY : 
AMEZAAIOY; but in the Br. Mus. coins of Julia Domna mention 

the same magistrate: the name on them is AOY? [KAIJKIAAIOY-: 
ANTQNIOY. The name Memmius was much used at Sebaste (no. 477), 
and at one time seemed to me to underlie Sestini’s ME=[AAIOY. 

473. (R. 1883). Seljukler. Differently Wadd. 730. % B. xai 6 3.6 
SeBaornvav eretpnoay KAlavidiay Nedpxov Ovyarépa "*Aplav, yvvaixa 
pirddofor, drchpavra dts dpaxrois xal émipvrors dmaparnpijtws Kal moAvTEAGs, 

xTA., under superintendence of [ ] rod Mnvo[yévous? cat] Atoyévous rod 
Koxovu xat "Aptoroxpdrovs tod 'ArrdAov xal Acovuciov tod Znvoddrov. 

According to M. Waddington Zenodotus is named on a coin of Nero, 
and if he was the person here named the inscription might be dated 
under Domitian. In no. 475, which is dated in 99, MeAlrwy Koxov 

occurs; and he may be brother of Diogenes here. See no. 477. 
The word dpaxrots is explained by Waddington no. 1602 as oil ‘ taken 

in the hand’ for rubbing on the body, i.e. oil for use in the palaestra ; 
and he understands émipvros as indicating that the oil was not given by 
measure, but drawn by each recipient as he wished from a store which 
was always running free, a sense which is emphasized by dzaparnpyrus, 
without any person to watch how much each took. 

474. Sivasli. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 268 
[ayadn rlxyn. [dwép ris Avrloxparopos | Aopirtavod erased * Kal|capos SeBac- 
tod Tepplavexod] velkns, xat dnpov “Pwpaiwy xai dnpov TeBaornvay [ | 

ka{t_ rlov [mpayparevop ?lévwy [éy TeBalor[n ? ‘Pwpatwyv?| srapovys [kar 
awrnplas ?] At [xlap{elocrjptoy. Madpxos *AOdAtos Mdpxov vids [AlwAl?]¢ 

1 Hermo[genes] was either his cogno- 
men, or (more probably) his father’s 
name. 

2 The text is MHNOI which suits 
Mnvoyeyns Or Mnvdxptrot, but not Mnyd- 
gurtos, Mnvd8oros, Mnvoxapns, &c. 

° The term frequently occurs, see also 

Wadd. 1602 a, 730, CIG 2782 (read éA[a]ea 
8paxrois), and Liermann p. 80 quotes 
also BCH 1887 p. 379 and 383 (Strato- 
nicea), BCH 1886 p. 520 (Nysa). 
‘The fact of an erasure is not re- 

corded, but may be assumed as certain, 
see no. 513. 
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Aovyeivos roy Boor avéornce éx trav llwy civ mdo7n KatacKevn Kat danavn. 
érovs poy’. émyseAnoapévov ‘HpaxAelrov rod PiAlazov. 

The supplements here given are uncertain, and differ considerably from 
the text as transliterated by the first editors. The date is a.p. 88-9}. 
The numerous strictly Italian names in the inscriptions show that 
a certain number of Romans resided at Sebaste, doubtless as traders, and 

the fragmentary copy suits the restoration in this respect. Some epithet 
of the Demos is required after eBaprnvép. 

475. (R. 1883). Sivasli. Published with many divergences by 
M. Paris BCH 1883 p. 452. dya0q tixn. [€rlous pry’. 
’AcxAnmadov [tlod ‘Epyoyévous xat EdvOov ’Apréepwvos of loedddvres [ells Hv 
yepovoiav. Then follows a list of seventy-one names (three being women, 
KAavdla TevOpavris, IovAia “IovAtarn and ‘IovAla TevOpayris her daugh- 

ters) *. 
M. Paris considers that this list gives the names of those who entered 

during a number of years following a.p. g8-g ; but, though the engrav- 
ing is a little irregular, I saw no reason to avoid the natural interpreta- 
tion of the Greek aorist participle that these 71 persons entered 
the Gerousia in that year, i.e. that the Gerousia was founded in that 
year. M. Paris’s interpretation would require elcepyduevor instead of 
elochOdvres. The one argument that I see in his favour is that the 

lowest name ‘lovAla TevOpavris Mpd«Aov Ovydtnp is obviously that of 
a younger daughter of Claudia Teuthrantis and C. Julius Proclus; and 
it might be naturally inferred from the arrangement that the father, 
mother, and two eldest children (whose names are consecutive), entered 

together, and the younger daughter was enrolled at a later time. But I 
think it must be assumed either that Julia Teuthrantis was omitted in 

her proper place by an error of the engraver, or that she was added as an 
afterthought, or that one or two names at the end were entered in later 
years. The use of the aorist lreAOdrres seems to me conclusive. 

The following relationships among the members are possible : g Diodoros 
and 30 Menophilos Lepidos, sons (the latter by adoption) of Menophilos. 
17 Glykon son of 6 Aristonis: 44 Diodoros son of 26 Patrokles, It is 
quite possible that father and son might both be enrolled in the Gerousia 

in the same year; for evidently 20-25, father, mother, and four children 

‘ € , 

émt lepewy 

1 Domitian took the title Germanicug 
in 84. 

4 In this list M. Paris's text must be 
amended as follows: 1. 5 Geoyévns Mara 
Tov xai Avrwviov, 30-1 MnvddutAos BS Aem- 

dos duce Evmaropos, 32 M. Ovadrépros 

- bréywv, 40-1 'AdéLavdpos MeXitwvos Aov- 
yetvos, Atddwpos ZavOinmov, 46 Tépsos Ad- 
8wv (perhaps scribe’s error for TéAAcos, 
but text is clear), column II 1. 40-1 
Tlaras Mnvoxptrov rou kat Movravov. All 

these I read on the stone. 
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entered together!. This shows that membership of the Gerousia was to 
a considerable extent a family matter in Sebaste: probably it was 
founded by an association of persons varying greatly in age. It must be 
understood that a grown person is either véos or yépwy; and that one 

who was not a véos might enter the Gerousia. But the discrepancy of 
age in the family of Julius Proclus is extreme, and suits rather an 
association founding a new society than the cooptation of new members 
year by year (as M. Paris supposes) into an existing society. 

Names connected with the cult of Mithras are very rare in Asia 
Minor. Mithradates or Mithridates probably spread purely for historical 
reasons, and was hardly connected with Mithraic worship. Mithres is 
quoted by M. Cumont Monum. relat. au culte de Mithra I p. 80 as oceur- 
ring five times in Lydia, twice in Caria, once in Pisidia, and once in 
Phrygia; but it too may have its origin not in religious reasons but 
as a mere Greek diminutive of Mithridates. 

The incorrect spelling Mithridates is found as early as Xenophon 
Anab. II 5, 35, II] 3, 4, and in later time became almost universal. It 

occurs at Apameia in the first and second centuries after Christ no. 294- 
297, and at Dorylaion ab. 70-60 B.c. (if we can trust Cicero's spelling 
pro Flacco 17). This inscription of Sebaste is almost unparalleled in 
preserving the correct form so late and so far west. 

476. (R. 1883). Sivash, M. Paris in BCH 1883 p. 449. xara rad 
modAdkis ddfavta tH Bovdn Kai te dyum Mepplay ’Aplotny TevOparridta 

dpxtépecay ths Actas of (10. Opemrot map’ éavtav" emipeAnoapevou KX(av- 
dSfov) Mepplov Kvpov rod rpopéws aris. erovs of’ *, pn(vds) ta’, x’ (or 
’, ax’). 

The date is a.D. 205. Evidently Claudia Teuthrantis, no. 475, in 
A.D. 99 was an ancestor of Memmia Ariste Teuthrantis. The relation in 
which the latter stood to Claudius Memmius Cyrus, her rpogeds, is 
uncertain. Was the latter a freedman of her family, who brought her 
up when she was left an orphan ? 

477. (R. 1883). Sivasli. M. Paris in BCH 1883 p. 451. [’Ay]a6n 
toxn. 7 B. Kal 6 8. érelunoav Ko(ivrov) Mé¢pptoy Xapldnpov Tevdpdvra 
"Aclas apxtepéwy Eyyovoy, fpwa*, dpiotoy pntopa, rhs dvacrdcews mpovon- 

capévns * SraretAlas KaddAtyduns tis pntpds abrod. Erovs rx6’, pn(vds) 6’. 

1 See stemma no. 477. On the sense, implying that Q. Mem- 
* M. Paris reads ¢rous rf. My copy mius was dead, see no. 226. 

H i@] 

has M . | which may denote pws 7. *TPONI2. M. Paris reads motnoa- 
* The text has a point after jpwa. pévns. 
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The date is 4.D. 245. @Q. Memmius Charidemos Teuthras seems to be 
grandson of Memmia Ariste Teuthrantis no. 476: the latter was 
evidently wife of an Asiarch, as we gather both from the present inscr., 
and from the common rule that husband and wife were High-priest and 
priestess of Asia. If, as is probable, no. 473 relates to a member of the 
same family, the s¢temma may be restored : 

Claudius Nearchos 
l 

| 
Claudia Amia, Claudia Teuthrantis, = C. Julius Proclus 

Cc. A.D. 90 A.D. 99 

l |. ._| | 
C. Julius Julia Julia C. Julius Proclus C. Julius 
Proclus Juliana | Teuthrantis Aelianus Germanus 

(Julla 7. 
[Memmius] = (Teuthrantis] 

Pies 

Archiereus Asiae =Memmia Ariste Teuthrantis Archiereia Asiae 
A.D. 205 

{Memmius Charidemos] =Statilia Kalligone 

Q. Memmius Charidemos Teuthras 

478. CIG 3884. Carried to Ishekli (Eumeneia), where Pococke 
copied it. 

Dedication to Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, 7 8. xai 6 8. 6 SeBaornvav 

tov tdioy Oeoy kal evepyérny: the statues and bases were superintended by 
[A. Tu]ppwr[flov “Eppéov. 

The previous editors suppose that Eumeneia changed its name to 
Sebaste and designated itself by this latter name alone for a short time; 
but it is wrong to attribute this inscription to Eumeneia, see Ch. X § 4. 

L. Tyrronius Hermaios belonged to a family that is often mentioned, 
no. 479, 530, 559. It is noteworthy that he superintended ‘the statues 
and the bases.’ There were therefore at least two or more companion 
statues erected together, probably of M. Aurelius and L. Verus, with 
@ similar inscr. on each of the bases. 

479. Sivasli. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1893 p. 267. 
rovs od’, pr[vds] 9’. Aovxcos Tupporios ‘Eppys pera tav téxveyv Tuppwriov 
"lovorivoy cat Tuppwrias [Xe ?|dvys, xat Tuppwvias TavAelyys tis yuvaixes, 

Aovkly Tuppwvip *lovorm evepyérn ps. x. 
The date is a.p. 146; and it is therefore possible that Hermes is the 

same as Hermeos who superintended the statue of Marcus Aurelius no. 
478 about 161-6. It seems possible that “Epufs might be used in nom. 
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with ‘Epuéou in gen., as nouns in -ts (for -cos) gen. -tov are frequent in 
Lydia and Phrygia. 

480. (R. 1883). Seljiikler. CIG 3871 c, Wadd. 731. 7 B. wat 6 38. 
érelunoay Kanirwva Swxpdrovs mpeaBevoavta emi Tovs xuplovs avroxpdaropas 

ovy kal rp t@ Twxpdret omovdaiws cal moras. 
On embassies to the emperors see no. 305. 

481. (R. 1883). Sivash. dyadq rixn. ov dvdpecdraroy kal evocBé- 
otarop (vo¢ has been engraved above half-erased may) atroxparopa PA. 

erased inscription). 

482. (R. 1883). Bunar-Bashi. dyaéq [réynl. rév avdpdidjraroy kat 
evoe|Béoraroy PA. [Oliarévray VeBaordv. In this inscription, all except 
the first three words and the first raroy is engraved above an erasure. 

483. (Sterrett 1883). Sivasli. [7 SeBaorny'dy méds rd Vdpetov éx 
tay Udlov |. This inscription is on an architectural fragment. 

484. (JRSS 1883). Sivasli. ocuvdtnijoavra 88 cvi——] modAds dudur- 
[Tws. 

485. R. 1883. [7 B. xlai 6 3. [6 ZeBac!rnvGv on a fragment. 

486. Sivasli. Wadd. 736. ‘Immddayos Tpopipw ved edlw pu. x. 

487. Sivasli. Wadd. 732 with different restoration. [T.] Antonius 
Longus Fiabia Piapia filio du(lcissimo) memo{rijae (causa). 

488. (R. 1883). Seljiikler. Taria Myvoddrov Atovyolp réxvp p. x. 
érovs yd’, wn(vds) ta’, B’. A.D. 210. 

489. (R. 1883). Seljiikler. A MAPMAPA TTOAEOC BOPZD. 
This inscription is written in a vertical line, each letter above the one 

following it. The final © is inverted, and may probably be intended as 
a symbol for ov in the Byzantine style. This city Borzos is obviously 
the same as Brozos, which appears in the Acta of Conc. Const, 536 A.D. as 

another name for Bria (see App. II § 2): see also no. 453. 

490. (R. 1883). Sivasli. "AckAas B’ ry pyrtpl p. x. 

491. (R. 1888). Yailer. Mapxiavds Aovylyp xal ty yuvatnt [adrod? 

: pulnpns x. kat Tippa pytpt Coon. 
There is no clue to the extent of the gap. Pirma is the grecized form 

of Firma. 
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492. Seljiikler. BCH 1893 p. 269. Krateinos to his parents Amia 
and Zeuxis. 

493. (R. 1883). Sivasli. “AckAnmaddns Cov ty ovpBly p. x. 

494. (R. 1883). Differently Wadd. 737. é}rous vo’. [A]lip. Tai{AAlos 
Evdyevffov} ‘Eppayd[poly xtncd[pevlos tobro (rd? Hplgov pn(vds) ¢Y. a.D. 388. 

495. The epigraphic copy is published without transcription BCH 
1893 p. 269. 

avta 0d els 
ey Olapon 861 yelvaro [adrma pyrnp ? 

thos én’ axpdrar|ov 
ov 8 évOa xat el mais 

5 ovuuBldn~ or BovlAn-Oévra pernopoy a 

&vdpes viv] yap éxetvo mort ploy ovddiy ayavdr 
kriCeoOjat peudalo|t, reOnmdres dpO.0[y ovpos 
kat wAlv|Oov xepduoro rervypévoy too’ deipat, 
wytiok, dore véepero Eve xeluevoy ovpar| loro. 

Io ws pdtjo. trois pdAa todro Atovicov Ade piua, 
matpls| 0° ijperépn (d)s cat Ards pape Sup! dv. 

evre 5¢ mais md pal iploy éyetvaro vextapolebés| 
dvOp|odmots, abros b¢ Oedy emi vextap edéx[ Oy 
ovpalym a0avdroiot peréppevar vida Zyvdis. 

15 dedplo wddar 8° Adyotoros, émi (i.e. eet) xpéa Sjvea PolBolv, 
HAv|0 éA@v trodleOpa mepextidvan avOp| step 

Kas tavt|ny xarévaccey ds Atvoovas évBacinrevcer, 
THy Te TWAtly Kal KAtjoev én’ odvo'p'a rodTo YeBaory|y 
“‘Pwyalwy rap’ dvlaxras émwvupor, of pa LeBacroi 

20 KixAjoKovtat, dyav y'dp éeidato marplda yatav 
nuelwy, mediov T° ed xleluevov' 7 yap, 81° arp 

Aevyadéos cal "Apns éuWaAtos ’Aide toAACy 
néumeckxov Aadv, rode ywploly eloadixavoy 

| OLWYaD. 

This inser. 1s discussed by the late Dr. Buresch Wock. f. klase. Phil. 
1894 p. 108, M. Cumont Rev, Arch. 1896 p.173, and M. Radet Rev. Univ. 
Midi II p. 286. My restoration of 13-23 was composed with the aid of 
Prof. I. Bywater and Mr. D. B. Monro, before seeing their papers (except 
that I have adopted éu@vaAtos “Apys from M.Cumont). The general sense 
seems clear: ‘ Augustus came hither, in execution of the prophecy ?, and 

1 There is hardly room for re, which 2 Perhaps én(e)t ypéa (false form of 
was probably not engraved (in defiance imperfect from ypdw), ‘when the plans 
of proper usage). of Phoebus granted an oracle.’ 
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taking the population of the surrounding cities, settled them to make 
this city (Augustus who ruled over the Italians), and called the city by 
this name Sebaste after the emperors of the Romans who are entitled 
Sebastoi, for he loved much! our country and the fair plain: for verily, 

when pestilential atmosphere and civil war were slaying many, coming 
hither ? [and warned by omens] of birds, [he built ete. ].’ 

The restoration of these lines will, doubtless, be improved in details ; 

but it gives so suitable a sense as to disprove the suggestion of M. Cumont 
that ‘derant chacun des vers conservés, tl doit en manquer un ou méme deux 
autres.’ Moreover, J have never seen any example of an epigram en- 

_ graved, as M. Cumont supposes, in long lines containing each two or 
three hexameters, while lines of one hexameter are common. Hence we 

must follow the canon, laid down by G. Hermann and reiterated by 
Dittenberger (Au/satze F. Curtius gewidnet p. 293), proficiscendum vero 
semper ab eo, quod maxime simplex est, ut pauca deesse putemus. 

The restoration of ]. 1-12 is more difficult, and my text is printed with 
all reserve (ideas of Mr. Bywater, Cumont, Buresch, and J. G. C. An- 

derson are used in it), A council of the gods seems to be held, at which 
a prophecy is made by Dionysos about the future Sebaste and the (pre- 
viously) existing city (Dionysos is doubtless the hellenized Men, pp. 126, 
295 etc.). The ‘highest summit’ 1. 3 is resumed in perjopoy 5 and ploy 
6; and ovdds 6 designates a temple on this height. The old city and 
temple were on this hill, the later Sebaste was in the plain. The general 
sense of 6-12 1s: ‘ “at present men, foolish, admiring the lofty hill, have 

been eager to go up to that peak and found a noble temple, and to raise 
aloft the baked bricks, to be situated thus in the clouds of heaven.” 
Thus he spake; and the gods approved the word of Dionysos. And our 
city in this way pleased the mind of Zeus. And when the young god 
produced for men the holy nectar-like cup [this I take from Buresch§], 
he was received [8 apodotic] among the gods,’ etc. 

According to this inscr., whatever be its authonty, Sebaste was a new 
city, peopled from surrounding cities; and the foundation was made by 
Augustus, when ke visited Asia after the battle of Actium (as M. Cumont 
points out). As restored, the inscr. suits well our theory that Leonnaia, 
in its lofty situation on the hilltop of Hissar, was the capital city of the 
district before Sebaste was founded, § 6 and § 15. 

496. CIG 3872. Sazak. érovs ov’, u(nvos) a’ 3’. Maxovdeiva ’AtoA- 
Awl lp ldlp| avdpl. 

1 épeiharo from diréw (épidraro Iliad 2 Understanding -ixd»(w)». 
E 61, ¥ 304). 5 But he has véerapo[s otvoy. 
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3. ALouppA, DioskomeE, LEONNA. 

497. (Sterrett 1883). Hadjimlar. 
ov, dvalypawat 3¢ mdvra ra otrws $- 
edoyueva ells [orjAnv AOlyny rév va- 
volnv, dvaorioa [8¢ ey rat Tod Zwr- 
jpws (!) ’"AcxAnmod lepdi, ofrepar- 

ody 3& abrév cal éy ry dnploota mavdnpu- 
et Ovolar OdAAov orepdvwrt e[bvolas Evex- 
€v, Too Kai Tovs GAAovs, dptotieta ayab- 

év dvdpGv évBAérovtas Omws mdvtore é- 
opev emorpepeis ev amoddo(e aflas x- 
dpi{tos) rots evepyerodoww, mreipao[Oar det? a- 
yabod rivos mapairious [eéclecO[ar? rp djpuy. 

Many of the restorations are due to Mr. J. G. C. Anderson. The 
spelling vatoriny is remarkable: veomins occurs CIG 2826, ete. In 1.10 

the engraver seems to have omitted ros before rots. 
This inscr. marks Hadjimlar as the site of a city at least as early as 

50-100 B.C., perhaps even earlier. See p. 586. 

498. (R. 1883). Tabaklar. Adroxpdrop: [Philip erased xat ro ovp)- 
mavtt olxy [rT]év SeBaor[av. Elrovs rd’, pnvds dexdrov,  Atooxwylyr|ov 
xaroukla [r7|s Aaympordtns LeBalor|nvay TdAEws ex tOv ldlwy mépwy [. . y or 
tlov xareoxefacer]. émipednoapévwy [A.? “Eyvjarlov TAvx@v|avotd [xal 
A.? ’Eyvajria[yjod wat Alovx|fov ’Eyvar{fov Alévyov xa{t TJalov "Eyvario‘v 
Tljafrov xai [. . .}reavod! "Eyvariov KAwdravod xalt —] Adv}yov. 

The date is A.D. 246. 

498 dis. (R. 1883). Tabaklar, im a fountain. [e? ms eloSid¢ ro 
o[aGpua] erepov, pyre Appev pyre OAV tpadn aitm pyre tav ldlwly Te 

dxpd[(n]. Aovctos Leovnpravds Actros Lepovr[yiavd|s Acirm Kai LTexovvdy 
you[edor] p. [x.] 

499. Seljiikler. Wadd. 733. érovs ota’. [4] Ac(dvva xarjouxla ’AmcA- 
Awve xalt ’Apréluicd|. 126-7 A.D. 

M. Radet restores érovs ota’, [u(nvds) Aje[fov. % xwatjouxia "AmdAAwre 
kalt ’Apréiulidh (Rev. Univ. Mtdt 1896 p. 288); but he has to alter con- 
jecturally one of the few letters in the copy on which the restoration has 
to be based. Probably there will be a general feeling in favour of the 
form restored by M. Waddington, one of the most skilful of epigraphists, 

? The nght form is perhaps [. . .]ycavov. 
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who alone had access to the manuscript copy. M. Waddington thought 
that the gap after A€ was longer than M. Radet allows. If [dvvadwy] is 
too long for the gap, Acdvva xarlouxia agrees exactly with Waddington’s 
estimate of the number of letters lost, and seems quite a possible form. 
Date by year without month occurs no. 474, 475, 506, 508, and often 

elsewhere, 
The only point where Waddington’s restoration excites suspicion is the 

conclusion: the copy has MEAI, where he restores [’Apré]ufidh. MEAI is 
more probable, giving the restoration xal@:épwoen éx Oelred (wr). 

500. (R. 1883). Payam-Aghlan. [——loy éy dA® [ro Bly cjoavrja 
Kad@s xal audularws, xal mplés mdvtas mpocernvelypévow defiGs, xla}t mpon- 
ynuevov [av] rn marpids [wdlvrore éy rots Kowots, kat pndémore pecoduevoy ev 

emddcecw (sic) kat dvaddpacw Kal rarOlvlas, & re Ty mWoAG Huay 
émianpws otparnynocayra kal dyopavoyyjoarta Kal pr perdyevoy dvardépacw, 

kat mavynde: [(— ynira rereus[qudévoy. TH in last line doubtful. 
This inscription probably belongs to the early Roman period, and may 

be dated during the first century B.c. The lettering is of that period ; 
and the language shows a mixture of the vague laudatory generalities of 
the Hellenistic style and the precise businesslike enumeration of offices 
that characterized the Roman style. The spelling shows signs of 
degeneracy ; but that is quite consistent with the period in Asia Minor, 
where spelling and pronunciation early became confused. A city existed 
on the site at that time. 

5Ol. (R. 1883). Payam-Aghlan. TiBeplwr Kaloape Oeot YeBacrod 
vie le[ple[t peylore). 

In one case iota is adscript, in another it is omitted. 

502. (R. 1883). Payam-Aghlan. Mevéorparos xai Tevraluos rp marpl 
kal Ty pntpt pw. x. erovs oy’, un(vds) ¢Y. The date is a.D. 213. 

503. (R. 1883). Payam-Aghlan. Adlp. “Iuas (8 Mé]oxov [xar’ ém- 
tlayny [ris Oea\s mrer| Joun ( il 

The restorations are uncertain. 

504. (R. 1883). Site near Payam-Aghlan. [6 d¢eiva Oco ?)dapy up. [x. 

505. (R. 1883). Payam-Aghlan. [6 deiva TlAvcwvos pera ris ofup- 
Bilov Atorvoly ro vig pu. x. 

506. (R. 1883). Khirka: on a marble stele with a relief of Men, 

with Phrygian cap and crescent on the shoulders. ’AyaOn tixn. érous 
avs’, Myvt’Ackanve Ppdrpa “HAtopdyros ’Avridxov xat Tovmelov Mdpxov 
dvéOnxay. 

VOL. I. PT. If. S 
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The date is a.D. 165-70. pdrpa seems to be used perhaps in the 
sense of Oiacos. ‘HAtopay seems to be chief of the ¢pdrpa along with 
Pompeius. Men Askaénos or Askainos is known at Eumeneia, see nos. 
88, 197, at Apollonia and at Antioch in Pisidian Phrygia, at Sardis, and 
at Aphrodisias (CB no. 32, LW 668). 

507. (R. 1883). Khirka. dios Tariq yuvatxt dpovlyp nat prrdvipw 
kat éautr@ (Op pu. x. 

508, (R. 1883). Khirka. érovs co6’. Aovxtos Etppdrov éavr@ xat 17) 
yovaxt] ’Apulg GGvtes p. x. The date is A.D. 194-5. 

509. (R. 1883). Khirka. Mal[p|xeAdos “Povgov dios. | Tpddipos 
Kaxpaptdpas. Zpdpaydos Talov. | Tpddiuos Trpoddov. *“lovAravés Kowvod. | 

"Ayaénddpos. “AvrvdAdos. Kdpmos. 
The upper part of the stone is broken: this list seems to be the end of 

a list of members of a Ofacos. Perhaps we should read Kaxpa Midpas 
(another form of Mipjjs). 

510. (R. 1883). Khirka. KaAectvetxos éaur@ cat Aduvn yuvatrt p. x. 

4. West Sipe or Banaz-Ova. 

Sri. (R. 1883). Ine. Adroxpdrop: [Aouiriay erased] Kalcapt ZeBaore 
Teppavixp 1d 80’ Aouxlo Mivouxl ‘Povgw ta(drots), Erovs poB’, wn(vds) 
Tlainjpou, of év Ndet xarotxodytes Pwpatol re xat [€vor 2]. 

The consuls are those of Jan.March a.p. 88. If we could regard it 
as certain that the monument was erected not later than April 15, when 
Minucius was succeeded by new consuls, we should have a decisive 
proof that the Phrygian year 172 began before Sept. 1, a.p. 87 (for 
Panemos was the eighth month); but it is quite in accordance with the 
usage of the period to use the names of the consuls of Jan. 1 throughout 
the year. In the ordinary Asian year Panemos lasted from 24 May to 
22 June, in the hypothetical Phrygian year (see p. 204) Panemos corre- 
sponded exactly to April. 

The praenomen of Minucius was formerly uncertain, and Klein gives 

it as Quintus: this text shows it to have been Lucius. 
The inscr. was perhaps never completed; at least I could not detect 

any trace of letters after xal. 

512 (R. 1887). Ine. CIL III 7o50. Mutilated list of Roman names. 

513. (R. 1883). Ine: on two marble fragments, which probably be- 
longed to one stone. Avroxpdropt Népwr)t Kalcapt SeBaotrae Tepparexae 
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lat roe Sywor... 1D... .. 2. eee Madxep 1d mpétvAov dvéOn[xev cat ra 
épyactnpta. But as the gap between the fragments is of uncertain 
extent, it is possible that the inscription was dedicated to Augustus: 

Avroxpdrop|. Kaloapt SeBao{tas..... klat rm dyuot... 1S..... Mdxep 
TO mpdmvAoy dvéeOn! xe Kai T]a épyaorypia. 

514. (R. 1881), Geubek. Differentin CIG 3866. BaAavydéwv Maxe- 
Sdvwv H Bovdy xat 6 Sjyos Tov ayvdrarov T. ’Aouw. lovAcaver, tov Kpdtiorov 

tov IT. ’Aow. Tpore{zov Kovadpdrov tnarixod, roy év maow evepyérny kat 

ktlotyny Ths moAews’ emipednoapéevov Ai(p.] TAvKwvos B’ [rlod Nlypov. 

This inscr. must be compared with the legend on coins of Philip the 
elder: €T- AYP > FAYKQNOC-PF-NIFP-APX-A-+BAAYNAEQN - 

MAKE. The first archon on coins about 250 is the son of Aur. Glykon 
mentioned in the inscr. Niger was grandfather of the latter, and great- 
grandfather of the former: the formula in the inscr. is equivalent to 
TAvcwvos (TAvKwvos) tod Nélypov (viot). This formula of filiation, in 
which rod is not to be taken with Niypov, but with (vfod) understood, 
the (son of) Niger, is often misinterpreted by modern scholars, e.g. by 
Dr. Hula! in Eranos Vindolbonensis pp. 100-102, who takes the right 
sense from the formula IIroAepatos B’ rod Aevxiov (where, of course, rod 
agrees with IIroAezafov expressed in the abbreviated way by 3&is), but 
interprets rod as agreeing with Aevx(ov, adding the note that the article 
is commonly used with the name of a grandfather or remote ancestor, 
but not with the name of a father. It was also éxposed to misunder- 
standing among the Phrygian population, whose Greek was often very 
Inaccurate ; see no. 211. 

515. (R. 1883, 1887). CIG 38656. "Ayaldy Téyn). Atr[oxpdropa Kal- 
capa|, Geot (Tpatavod [MapOixod] viov, Peod Nepova viwvdv, Tpaavdv S<Bac- 

toy ‘Adptavdy dnpapyxexis e€ovoias, 7 TpatavoToAeitGy modts Toy evepyérny 

kat xrlorny, emipeAndévrwy [ZwalO[évlovs ’Apre_puddpov ro Mevlarmov kal 
PirdvOov Lwobévous. erovs od’, n(vds) Aclov f’. 

The epimeletai of the erection are father and son. The date in autumn 
A.D. 119 shows that it cannot be inferred in such cases of foundation of 
a new city that the Emperor was actually present, for Hadrian was at 
Rome at that time, as Durr Reisen des K. Hadrian's p. 24 shows. Hence 
we must modify the expression of M. Radet BCH 1887 p. 118, in 
speaking of the refoundation of Hadrianopolis Stratonikaia, ‘JZ es¢ 

1 Probably the origin of the error, very rare). Waddington rightly under- 
which is now widespread, lies in 8. stands the formula always, if I recollect 
Reinach's Traité d'Epigr. Gr. p. 508 (a _ correctly. 
work where an error of this kind is 

S 2 
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inadmissible qu’ Hadrien ait pu fonder Stratonicée et étant lui-méme ailleurs 
qua Stratonicée;’ though I entirely agree with M. Radet, as to the 
probability of his contention that Hadrian went from Pergamos by 
Germe, Nakrasa, Stratonikaia, and Thyatira, to Sardis in the autumn 
of A.D. 123. 

516. (R. 1883). CIG 3865 c¢ with several differences. “Aya6y Téyn. 
Avroxpdtopa Kalcapa M. AvpyjAtoy ’Avtwrivdy LeBaordv ’Apuevtaxdy Tlapht- 
cov xé A’roxpdropa Kalcapa Aovxtoy AtpnAtov Oijpov ZeBacroy ’ Appeviaxdy 

Ke Mndcxdy, 7 modus’ emt ‘lepoxAdovs ’Apxereiuov &pxovros td B Ke *Apré- 
pevos ‘Eppoyévous xt PiddvOov Tpvpwvos xt ypapparéos Atovvelov T[v]60- 

Sapolu' emypeAnOévros Necx[oud{xjov B’. erovs ova’, pyvds 68’, [t]a’. y. 
The date is day 11, month 12, a.p. 167. The final y in a separate 

line may perhaps mean the third copy of the inscr. executed in triplicate 
by the engraver: there would be needed two copies for the bases of the 
two statues, and a third for some other reason, perhaps for the archives 

(p. 368). 

517. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1893 p. 265. "Ayaéy 
Tuxn. % Bovdh AdpyjAtoy KAd@dcov Etrixny, tamedv, cat 7 Aapmpordry 

Tnperodupéwy mdAts 7 marpls Tov evepyérny ex tay ldlwy mépwy erelunoer® 
émipeAnoapevov tis dvaotdcews tod avdpidvros AdpnAlov Xxolt'edravod 
ZevEidos Bovdevrod. 

This inser. must be-compared with the legend on a coin in Brit. Mus. 
CKOTTEAIAN OC] THMENOOYPEYCI (obverse Hiera Synkletos)*. The 
inscr. belongs to the third century, as is shown by the praenomen Aurelios 
(see no. 235). See no. 301. 

518. Ushak. S. Reinach in Lev. Et. Gr. 1890 p. 56. [rldy dftos 
Aoy[@italtloy a[pxlovra [a’ rijs| Aaylaplordrns Tr plevobupdw'y médAews bia 
tlaca'y [dplxav cal de[it]oulpytay evddEws eA]Oovra [7] Aapmpolr|drn "Apo- 
ptavev mots [gap of 13 Lines wept Exlalrépials ras [ma}rpl[dlas avrod evel pyle- 
ollals cat [pAocrop{yllas xrA. (Complete, BCH 1895 p. 555). 

The person mentioned was citizen both of Amorion and of Temeno- 
thyrai, and had gone through the regular course of municipal office in 
the latter city. Coins of Temenothyrai under Mammaea (and autono- 
mous) mention MAPKOC- APX - A: THMENOOYPEYCIN: others AOA - 
ZENODIAOC -APX-A-TO-B- THMENOOYPEYCI. 

1 The stone has ya for ta. ton’s) is proved to be right by the full 
? This suggestion (made by M. Radet _legend here given. 

from an incomplete coin of Wadding- 
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519. Ushak. M.S. Reinach Lc. 7 B. wat 6 8. 6 [PAaBtlofmoAleray 
[Tletpevolupé'wy ére[plnoev Etow *AlroAwviov fpwa tov éavtidy] evep- 
yérmv. The name Eusis is very suspicious. General Callier’s copies, 
which M. Reinach used, are very defective; and the restoration does 

much credit to his ingenuity. Perhaps Euxis, an abbreviated form from 
Euxitheos, is the right form. If Eusis is right, it might be connected 
with Eusios, a surname of Dionysos in Laconia, from eto: (for the usual 

evot). 

5. ALIA, 

It is impossible to distinguish certainly the Alian and Akmonian inscr. 
I assign to Alia those found in Islam-Keui and villages on the higher 
course of Banaz-Tchai: those lower to Keramon-Agora and Akmonia: 
and those on Hamman-Su to Siokharax. But one inscr., no. 533, which 
is said to have been seen at Islam-Keui, clearly belongs to Keramon- 
Agora. Inscr. are very easily carried in a return waggon. 

520. Wadd. 699 a: at Koula. Mnyvoyévns Aaxiov 6g *Adtavy edxny, 
Sovs mapadnKkny Kai dmoAaBay. 

As Koula is a great centre of trade, it is possible that this inscription 
has been carried thither from Alia. The name Menogenes suits a city 
where the worship of Men was so well-developed. Inscribed stones and 
other antiquities are certainly carried to Koula from a great distance (see 
p. 152 note). But in this case a different explanation should probably be 
sought, for Ushak, an even greater centre of trade, lies between Koula and 
Alia and would be more likely to attract the antiquities of the latter city. 
Menogenes, a trader or traveller, deposited money in some one’s charge 
before his departure; and at the panegyris at Alia, or on some other 
occasion, he made a vow to the Alian goddess about this deposit, and paid 
his vow when he got the money safely back. I may quote here, as an 
example of a dedication to the goddess of a distant city, the following, 
which was accidentally omitted in its proper place in Ch. IV. 

520 bis. (R. 1883). Geveze. [Mntpi Oeau ? Sclavdnvy [avéOnxev ? Adp. ?] 
Mnrpddwpos. 

This inscription is on a fragment of what must have been a very 
interesting stele. There is no clue to the length of the gaps, which may 
have been longer. Beneath the inscription was a relief, showing in the 
centre some architectural subject (now broken), and on the right of it 
a helmeted warrior looking towards, and raising his shield high behind 
his head (most of the figure is broken): doubtless there was a correspond- 
ing figure on the left (now broken). The name Metrodoros shows a con- 
nexion between the dedicator and the goddess. 
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521. (R. 1881). Islam-Keui: (R. June 1881). Zwoiluns “Icoxpiow 
marpt yAukurdr@ p. x. kal pntpt Tarle (eon. 

Isochrysos is given as a man’s name in Pape. ‘lodypucov, wife of 

a noble of Stratonikaia named Sempronius Clemens, occurs in BCH 1888 

p. 85. 

522. (R. 1881). Islam-Keui. “Erovs ry’. [Aip.] Mdpxos Mdpx[ov oty 
klat ry yovatnt adrod Aip. Etruyig xajt] rots tiéxvors Mapx ? xat........6- 
(lavres (élaur[olis xareoxevacay 7[6 Hppov ] xai érépw vig ’ArdAw rayv- 
pup p. x. ef tis 52 dvopi& pera 1rd TeORvat Tov Mdpxoy Kai thy ovvfiov 

airod xal ra radia, ef ris mpoodéy xeipa thy BapipOovoy, téxyvwy dapwv 

mepiméecoro ovvpopais|. 
The metrical formula of imprecation at the end is exceedingly common 

in slightly varied forms in the rustic and less civilized parts of Phrygia 
further to N. and E. (cp. no. 527). It hardly occurs in the more civilized 
parts of Phrygia. This is the first example we have met, as we reach the 
limits of Banaz-Ova and are about to enter the mountains. The epitaphs 
found at Islam-Keui are distinctly less hellenized and more Phrygian 
than those found at Susuz-Keui or Ahat-Keui. This suits the other 
conditions of Alia, and solves the difficulty which I formerly felt in 
placing it at Islam-Keui (p. 592). The grammatical construction of the 
imprecatory formula shows that it was written by a person incapable of 
correct expression in Greek: and we often find this metrical formula 
beside imprecatory formulae in the Phrygian language. 

523. Islam-Keui, (Sterrett 1883). MM. Legrand and Chamonard 
in BCH 1893 p. 2621. A. “Erous rn’. Xedevdav "AtodAAwvioy “HAcddy 
[alpdpt yAvaurare cal éavry (Goa avy kat tots [ldios adrijs] réxvors “HAcddy 
kal ’Aplarwrt xatlecxevacev. B. See no, 460. | 

This epitaph is of the more educated Graeco-Phrygian style. 

524, (R. 1881). Islam-Keui. Kaovapos (a[v éauvtp . . . . Td pvnpetov 
Kateoxevacer]. 

KA. Ovdpos seemed to me not to be the text. The name Kaovapos is 
probably Phrygian: it may perhaps be compared with KoBado, dat- 

povés reves trept tov Aidyvcov Harpocr., and KodAepos. ; 

525. (R. 1881). Islam-Keui. CIG 38767, "Appia Atoyévous] Mec- 

1 Sterrett omits the date r7, BCH on another side of the stone. 
leaves unnoticed a blank line, which 3 Said to come from Oturak-tchai, see 
Sterrett indicates, and which I fill note on no. 533. 
with idiocs avrys. St. alone notices (B) 
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aixly tip vig] adris. CIG notes that a sword is carved at the right, but 
reads Atoy€yns ld}wr[t|x{@ pw. x.]. 

526. Banaz. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1893 p. 273. 

€rous TAO’. Avpidtos ‘Podos “Epyijs ddeAgq@ xal ‘Povdivyn aveyig taxvptpors 
w. X- AdpyAtos ‘Podpos éavrp cat yvvaiat | }. Probably we should 
alter the text to ‘Epyy, with the editors. 

527. Gumulu?. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1893 p. 272. 
Lrparwy cadrajptlos® KadAlorn yuvatxl xe TloAuvelxn @vyarpt «at TAav- 

K(lalrm t@ p. x. Kat éavz[p oloy xe Alla. "Op€orhn® (Gv éainoa’ kal ra 
téxva avtav “lovAtavds xal Srpdtwv «at Netxyrns’ ef tis 8& emiBovrcioes 

pera Td TeOHvat Tov Srpdrwva, téxvwv adpwy mwepimécoito cvvpopalis]. 

Straton was a sal(uarius, or guard on an estate, like the dpopvAaxes 

described on p.281. This estate was in all probability the imperial estate 
which we hear of in later times under the name Tembre or Tembrion 
(and probably also of Eudokias). It seems to have included the upper 
waters of the river Tembris, and the slopes and glades of Dindymos on 
E., NE., and SE. Its N. limit is marked by an inscr., CIL III 7004, 

between Aizanoi and Apia or Appia: see Hist. Geogr. pp. 178, 213, 146. 
Our inscr. indicates that it extended as far S. as the borders of Alia. 

528. Hassan-Keul. BCH 1893 p. 272. To Menander, his parents 
"ABdoxavros and ’Addids, his wife Ko(fpAAa, and children ’ASdoxavros 
and Anpoodévns. érovs rxB’ (A.D. 237-8). The name Cymilla became 
common among the Christians; but that is not strong enough evidence 
to place this among Chr. inscr. 

528 bzs. This inscr. has by a slip been given as no. 575. 

1 This and the following are placed 
here doubtfully. MM. Legrand and 
Chamonard arrange them in their paper 
between Susuz-Keui and Banaz; but 

Gumulu and Hassan-Keui are unknown 
to me there, and are not given in any 
map of the district. I conjecture that 
they are villages on the upper Banaz- 

Tchai near Cutchuk-Oturak (which is 
a different place from Oturak): there 
are several villages there, which I have 
seen from a distance but not visited. 

2 CAATATF -- OC in copy. 
§ MM. Legrand and Chamonard read 

ojiv x[a]t Aopé.. 7. 
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APPENDIX. II. 

BISHOPS OF THE BANAZ-OVA. 

1. Pepovuza oR JUSTINIANOPQLIS. 

No names are known. 

2. Bria. 

The discovery that the name Bria took also the forms Breiza and Berga 
(equivalent to Pria, Preiza, and Perga) perhaps may elucidate the 
mysterious signatures at the Council of Constantinople in 536; and 
the signatures constitute an argument that these various forms are 
equivalent. At the first and third actiones of the Council Maxeddvos 
Boidvwv, Macedonius Berianus or Berianensis, was present}; at Actio IV 
Maxeddvios Boidywv, Macedonius Berianensis, is mentioned at the beginning 
as present, but the signature at the end of the Actio is Maxeddénos ént- 
oxotros Bod(ov dploas inéypaira, Macedonius episcopus Bereanus? definivi et 
subscripsi, showing that Bpd¢ov, Bereanus, and Bpidywyr, all designate the 
same bishop. But in Actio V the signature is Maxeddvios én. ris Bpov- 
onvGy nédews, Macedonius ep. Brusenorum. Le Quien solves the difficulty 
by taking all the forms as corruptions of the name Elouza; but this 
seems a counsel of despair, and moreover Alexander of Elouza was pre- 
sent: see next section. It seemed at one time to me that there were 
present two bishops, of Bria in Act. I-IV, and of Brouzos Act. V, the 

former having departed early and the latter having arrived late; but 
this seems inconsistent with the two lists of Act. IV, where we must 
identify Bpd¢ov with Bereanus and Bpidywy, and that is confirmed by 
no. 489, which mentions a city Borzos near Sebaste. 

Le Quien does not recognize any bishopric either of Pepouza, or of 
Justinianopolis, or of Bria, 

3. SEBASTE. 
1. Modestus 451. 
2. Anatolius ep. Sebastenorum civ. 553. The order would suit better 

a connexion with the Cilician Sebaste than with the Phrygian. Rufinus 
of Sebaste in Armenia was also present. Le Quien assigns Anatolius to 
Phrygia and also to Cilicia. 

1 He is omitted in Actio II, prob- the right accent. 
ably by a fault of MSS. Bprarvay is ? Brozi and Butritinus in margin. 
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3. Plato 692. 
4. Leo 787. 

5. Euthymius 869. 
6. Constantinus 879. 
7. Theodorus some time between 976 and 1025. 

4. ELovuza. 

In a list of bishops present at Conc. Ephes. a.D. 431, which is printed 
in Acta Coneil. Chalcedon. (Labbe IV p. 284), the name Theodoro Alyddensi 

is given, with marginal correction Aninetensi. The order of enumeration, 
and the original lists of the Council (in Labbe vol. III), show that the 
marginal reading must be accepted : A/yddensi is a mere corruption. 

1. Macedonius 518 (see Concil. Constant. a.p. 536 Actio ITI). 
2. Alexander 536. Le Quien gives Macedonius as still in office in 536 ; 

but see Bria. At this Council there is some confusion between two 
bishops, Alexander of Barkousa! and Alexander of Elouza (Elusanus) : 
both were certainly present at Acf. III and IV, as they appear in the 
same lists. This Alexander must be the Phrygian, not the Palestinian, 
for he is mentioned in dct. III after Palaiapolis, Gordos, Cyme, and 
before Midaion (moreover Le Quien gives Zenobios as bishop of Elousa 
in Palestine in 4.D. 536). 

3. Evagoras méAews ‘IAov(wy is mentioned as absent from Concil. 
Chalced. 451 5. 

4. Patricius réAews TAov(wy Conc. 680. 
5. Eustathius ’EAov(wp 879. 

5. BLAUNDOS. 

1. Phoebus é. [loAvxaAdvdov Avdias 359. In this name the second 
part points to Kaddvdou a corruption of BaAavdoi (a form common in the 
Notitiae): the second part seems to be a corruption of Tyddov. The 
original form of the entry was probably @otBos éAdxtcros éx. MucoripdAov 
cal Badavdod. 

2. Elias ér. méAews BAavdod, civ. Bleandri. 
3. Onesiphorus ep. Blandi 458. 

1 The forms Bapxovowy, Barcusorum, same lists. Alexander of Elouza does 
Paraxianus, Pagrasonus, or Justiniano- not sign. 
politanae civitatis. 5 Theodoulos in 431 belongs to Elousa 

® Another Alexander of Colonia Capp. of Palestine. 
was also present, and appears in the 
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6. TRAJANOPOLIS. 

. Metrodorus? see Temenothyrai. 
. Joannes ¢, 460. 

. Joannes 536. 

. Asignius 553. 
. Tiberius 692. 
. Philippus Tpavourdvews 787. 

. Eustratius 879. IAQ Ah O} HD = 

7. TEMENOTHYRAI AND FLAVIOPOLIS. 

1. Metrodorus fourth century ? see above. 
2. Matthias Teudvov Ovpév 431 (falsely attributed by Le Quien to 

Themizonium, see p. 274). 

3. Gregorius Tipevovdnpwr 787. 

8. ALIA. 

1. Gaius méAews ’AAtdvwy (civ. Aegarorum) 451. 

2. Glaucus ep. Alionorum civ. Phrygiae Pacatianae provinciae 553. 
3. Leo or Leontius ’AAéwy (implying an ethnic ’AAcvs, different from 

the legend on coins ’AAtnvév) 787. 
4. Michael 879 

Geonsius876 \ rival Tgnatian and Photian bishops. 

APPENDIX III, 

ROUTES IN BANAZ AND TCHAL DISTRICTS. 

Tu views stated in these pages are founded on patient survey of the 
localities. I entered the country with no opinions, ready to be led by 
the evidence in any direction. The country was almost unknown; and 
opinions were impossible from dearth of maps and facts. I looked for 
traces of ancient life, and accepted as an ancient site any place where 
I found traces of ancient life. That prejudice against the opinions of 
others, with which M. Radet charges me repeatedly ', could not possibly 

' I regarded it as a joke on his part, the first part of this work). I have 

and quoted some of his words in a foot- pondered for months over some of his 
note I p. xvi; but he repeats the same opinions, which finally I could not ac- 
charge in milder terms Rev. Univ. Midi cept, see p. xvil. 
II p. 115 (in a very generous notice of 
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actuate me at that time, for there hardly existed any opinions to be pre- 
judiced against (as a glance into the discussion given in any geographical 
work of the names in this chapter will show). My survey has, of course, 
been incomplete; for the country is vast and travelling slow. It is 
therefore advisable to show both the extent and the limits of my obser- 
vation (though reports of natives and travellers in several cases assured 
me that I need not visit certain villages). The survey is really an im- 
portant part of the evidence in some of these chapters; for scholars may 
assume that I mention every place where I found traces of ancient life, 
and that the omission of any village from my reasoning is due to the 
belief that I was justified in regarding it as not ancient. 

(1) 1881 May (with ‘Sir C: Wilson), Kure, Ushak, Islam-Keui, Irk- 

Bunar: up Hammam-Su. 
(2) 1881 Nov. (with Mrs. Ramsay and A. C. Blunt), down Hammam- 

Su, Islam-Keui, Ahat-Keui (Aghar-Hissar, Emiraz !), Hadjimlar, Geubek, 

Suleimanli, Geune. 

(3) 1883 May (with Sterrett), from Bulladan, Mandama, Geuzlar, 
Sazak, Demirji-Keui, Alfaklar, Khanchallar, Zeive (Badinlar), Develar, 
Orta-Keui, Bekirli (Utch-Kuyular), Seurlar (Bekirli, Tcham-Keui, Des- 
temir, Utch-Kuyular), Yapchilar, Kai-Bazar, Demirji-Keui, Seid, Mah- 

mud-Ghazi, Isabey. 
(4) 1883 June and July (with Sterrett), from Kidyessos, Otourak, down 

Hammam-Su, Islam-Keui, Erjesh, Susuz-Keui, Tcharik-Keui, Ushak, 

Balma, Elmali, Serikler, Kalin-Kilisa (Avgan), Tiyan, Keukez, Erziler, 

Seljiikler, Sivasli (Payam-Aghlan), Bunar-Bashi, Burgas, Pederlar, Tcho- 
kakli, Keul-Kuyu, Deli-Heuderli, Kara-Halilli, Karib-Hassan, Geuzlar, 

Sarikli, Utch-Kuyular, Bekirli, Zeive, Kai-Bazar, Eski-Seid, Seid, De- 

mirji-Keui, Sazak, Kabalar, Geveze, Geuzlar, Mandama, Ada, Jabar, 

Sighama, Serai-Keui. Sterrett made separate excursion Kara-Halilli, 
Pashalar, Bey-Keui, Keuseli, Muradja, Medele, Zeive. 

(5) 1883 August (with Sterrett), from Philadelpheia, Devrent, Yuruk- 
Keui, Ine (Karadja-Ahmed), Ushak, Iki-Serai, Tcharik-Keui, Tabaklar, 

Yapaklar, Khirka, Kizilje-Suyut, Susuz-Keui, Ahat-Keui, &c.: see Ch. 

XIV App. ITI. 
(6) 1883 October (alone), from Kidyessos, down Hammam-Su, Islam- 

Keui, Devrent, Orta-Keui, Giaour-Euren, Iki-Serai, Ushak, Keul-Keui, 

Tchardak, Bey-Sheher, Devrent, Sheikh-Elym-Dede, Esseler, Takmak, 

Kran-Keui, Deliler, Philadelpheia. 

1 When an excursion was made start- enumerated within parentheses after 
ing from and returning to any place, the the name of the starting-point. 
villages visited on that excursion are 
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(7) 1886 August (with Brown), from Afion-Kara-Hissar, riding by 
night, by straightest road down Hammam-Su, past Islam-Keui and 
Yuruk-Keui, reach Philadelpheia on the fourth morning. 

(8) 1887 May (with Hogarth and Brown), from Hierapolis, Bel-Evi, 
Isabey, Seid, Demirji-Keui, Kabalar, Sazak, Orta-Keui, Badinlar, Medele, 

Destemir, Tcham-Keui, Haz-Keui, Kirk-Yilan, Utch-Kuyular, Zeive, 

Seurlar, Beyilli, Kavaklar, Tchitak, Sarilar, Gumje, Exava, Dumanlhi, 

Kaikilli, Sarnkl, Karib-Hassan, Ekuz-Baba, Yaka-Keui in Eumenian 

plain. 
(9) 1887 July (alone), from the monument country by Tchal-Keui, 

Tunlu-Bunar, Otourak, Islam-Keui, Ahat-Keui (Emiraz, Gaili, Doghla, 

Aghar- Hissar), Susuz-Keui, Ine, Yuruk-Keui, Philadelpheia. 

(10) 1888 May (with Mrs. Ramsay), from Serai-Keui, Mandama, 
Geuzlar, Sazak, Kabalar, Develar, Orta-Keui, Badinlar, Zeive, Seurlar, 

into Eumenian valley. 
(11) 1888 June (alone), from Serai-Keui, Mandama, Emir-Keui, Ak- 

Dere-Devrent, Kodja-Geuzlar, Sazak, Khanchallar, Zeive, Bekirli, Utch- 

Kuyular, Boudaili, Kara-Halilli, Deli-Heuderli, Durakli, Yeghiler, Irje 
Tchiflik, Irje-Keui, Susuz-Keui (Gedikler, Oghuz), Islam-Keui, Otourak. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

AKMONIA AND THE AKMONIAN DIOCESE. 

§ 1. The Akmonian district p.621. § 2. Foundation and religion of Akmonia 
p. 625. § 8. Population of Akmonia (1) Tribes and Guilds p. 629. (2) Gerousia, 
Neoi p. 630. (3) Hymnodoi p. 630.  §4. Moxeanoi p. 631. § 5. Diokleia 
p. 632. § 6. Siokharax p. 632. § 7. Aristion p.633. § 8. Kidyessos p. 634. 
§ 9. Orina p. 635. 

Appendices: I. Inscriptions p. 637. II. Bishops p. 663. III. Ptolemy V 2, 27 
and Strabo p. 576 (XII 8, 13) p. 664. IV. Routes p. 666. 

§ 1. THe AkmonrIAN District. On the E. skirts of Banaz-Ova lies 
a mountainous region, separating it from the Pentapolis of Phrygia on 
the upper course of the river Glaukos (Sandykli-Ova). This region 
was inhabited by a people called Moxeanoi; and on its N. W. edge 
was situated the great city Akmonia. The highest point in these 
mountains is Ahar-Dagh, a lofty flat table-shaped hill (perhaps over 
7coo feet high). Ahar-Dagh is a very prominent object in the 
traveller’s view from even the western parts of Banaz-Ova, and from 
the outskirts of Ushak : the level flat line of its broad summit catches 
his eye as it rises over all intermediate hills. It is a marked water- 
shed. From its N. slopes runs the highest source of the Tembrogius 
or Tembris, which flows into the Sangarios and thereby into the Black 
Sea. On its S. slopes rise branches of the Maeander, Ahat-Keui-Su 
flowing W. to Banaz-Tchai, and Aram-Tchai S. to the Glaukos!. On 
N.W. rises the Hammam-Su, and on E. the Akkar-Su, which runs to 
the great lakes of Paroreios Phrygia ”. 

The Ahar-Dagh, as a central point in the mountain system of 
western Anatolia, exercises a strong determining influence on the 

1 The latter rises in a great deep 
nearly circular hole, with very steep 
sides, apparently about two miles in 
diameter, like a vast cup. I skirted its 
outer rim for a mile or two. There 
seemed only one break in its lofty side- 
walls, where the stream flowed out to 

S. It is marked (not quite correctly) 
from my report as Krater in Kiepert’s 
latest map. 

? The last two spring, not from the 
actual hill of Ahar-Dagh, but from 
the sides of the ridge that contains the 
Tembris (see next paragraph). 
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road-system. It stands midway between the great mass of Mt. Din- 
dymos (Murad-Dagh) and the lofty volcanic mountains between 
Sandykli and Afion-Kara-Hissar. Travellers going N. or N.E. from 
Banaz-Ova have therefore small choice of roads: unless they are going 
to the Pentapolis they must ascend the Hammam-Su to its source 
near Siokharax, and then cross a broad lofty ridge which projects 
N. from Ahar-Dagh and acts as a sort of aqueduct to bear away the 
Tembris towards Kotiaion. Here the road forks beside a tumulus 
with a Turbe on the top, which stands on the outer edge of the ridge 
and commands a wide view!; and one branch, descending the valley 
of the Akkar Su, traverses the whole length of Phrygia Paroreios, or 
goes E. to Galatia while the other branch goes N. to Apia and 
Kotiaion. This road is at the present time one of the main trade- 
routes of Anatolia (Ch. XIII § 9). 

The road to the Pentapolis ascends the Ahat-Keui-Su by Akmonia 
to Diokleia, and then crosses a low ridge till it strikes a stream flowing 
S. by E.: it descends this stream a few miles, and then crosses another 
ridge into the Sandykli-Ova*. The fine open valley in which the 
Banaz-Tchai, the Hammam-Su, and the Ahat-Keui-Su unite, is there- 

fore a singularly important point in the road-system of every period 
in Anatolian history. Several important thoroughfares converge to 
it and again diverge from it. Yet, singular to relate, this valley has 
never been occupied by an important city: the beautiful situation 
and immense natura] strength of Akmonia, only four miles to the east, 
made it the military centre of the whole district, and gave it the 
command over a great part of the valley where the roads and rivers 
meet. But the wealth of Akmonia must have depended mainly on 
this valley, and the remains at Susuz Keui (Keramon-Agora)* and 
Islam Keui (too numerous to have been all brought from Akmonia) 
prove that under the Puz Romana the superior convenience of the 
open valley made it the permanent residence of a considerable 
population. 

' A Turbe, with the grave of a Dede 
(heroized ancestor), is a relic of pre- 
Mohammedan superstition which hus 
been incorporated in Mohammedaniem 
as a practical religion. Such founda- 
tions very often mark an ancient site. 
This particular tumulus, as I believe, 

marked a stage on the ‘Royal Road’ 
and was used for signalling, among 
other purposes: the line of the Royal 
road is marked by mounds at im- 

portant points, especially where it 
enters mountainous district (e.g. near 
Islam-Keui, at Besk-Karish-Eyuk, at 
Bei-Kevi). See pp. 29 f. 

* The horse-road crosses this ridge ; 
but the wagon-road keeps on down 
Aram-Tchai, and then turns left to 
Eukarpia and Sandykli. On M. Radet’s 
error about the road to Eukarpia see 

pp. 572, 597 . 
* See Ch. XIII § 13. 
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This close connexion between Akmonia and the open valley where 
Keramon-Agora lay furnishes the explanation of the Akmonian 
foundation-legend. Akmon and Doias were brothers, sons of Manes 
the great god of the district, § 2: from the one brother the city derived 
its name, while Doiantos Pedion was called after the other. We 

have here evidently a local legend explaining by the usual device 
of a genealogical myth the relation in which the plain stood to the 
city. 

The streams which flow from Ahar-Dagh to S. and W. traverse 
narrow, fertile valleys. The most important is Ahat-Keui-Su: on its 
upper waters lay the town of Diokleia, and about four miles above its 
junction with the Banaz-Tchai was the great city of Akmonia. On 
the Aram-Tchai and its tributaries no town of any importance could 
ever have existed, for the situation is contracted and quite unsuited to 
maintain city life, but villages or small towns flourished in the green 
shady valleys, especially at the villages of Yannik-Euren and Hodjalar. 
In 1883 Sterrett and I visited almost every village of the district, and 
arrived at the conclusion that no city except Diokleia could be placed 
amid this hill country !. Under Ahar-Dagh, in particular, about Ulu- 
Keui, Akche-Badarik, and Eldesann, the character of the mountain 

glens and the absence of any trace of ancient life forbade us to place 
any ancient city or town. 

The most probable situation for the second town of the Moxeanoi, 
Siokharax, was at the N. limits of their territory, on the road from 
Banaz-Ova, near the sources of Hammam-Su, about the villages of 
Otourak and Halaslar. Further E. on the same road were two 
marked sites, probably the two cities Aristion and Kidyessos, of 
which the latter (the extreme frontier town of Pacatiana) struck a few 
rare coins. 

Geographically, these towns form a group — Akmonia, Diokleia, 
Siokharax, Aristion and Kidyessos. Now in the older ecclesiastical 
system, it is remarkable that none of these five cities are mentioned. 
Yet they all were bishoprics (except Siokharax); and some of them 
were represented at the Councils held in the fifth and the eighth 
centuries. Why then should they be omitted from all the Wotztiae, 
which show the older system, while they are mentioned in the Noti- 
tiae of the later system? I see only one conceivable reason: this 

1 At Yannik-Euren the remains are a. similar village. There were a few 
certainly not those of a city but of fragments of marble at Tchukurdja, 
a mere village or halting-place on the but it was a place of no consequence. 
road between Eumeneia and the Penta- Elsewhere we saw nothing. 
polis. At Hodjalar and Dolatann was 
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group of bishoprics formed a special subdivision of the great province 
Pacatiana, and they were not grouped under either of the metropoleis 
Laodiceia and Hierapolis, We have already, pp. 108 f, concluded that 
Justinian subdivided the large province Pacatiana. The governor of 
the entire province he had made a Comes; and it was natural that he 
should subdivide it, placing the parts under special officers. The 
importance of Akmonia, and the fact that these five bishoprics formed 
a group at the extreme E. corner of Pacatiana, suggested that this 
section should be separated. Thus Pacatiana was divided into three 
parts, Laodicean, Hierapolitan pp. 108 f., and Akmonian. 

It is certainly extraordinary that, if an Akmonian group was 
constituted, it should never be mentioned in the early Notitiae, as 
the Hierapolitan group is mentioned, under a separate heading. But 
it would be still more extraordinary that, if there were nothing dis- 
tinctive in the position of these five bishoprics, they should be omitted 
from all the Notitiue of the period. It is a question and a choice 
between difficulties. 

This arrangement was probably brought to an end, when the N.W 
group of bishoprics was severed from Laodiceia. To compensate for 
the loss it would appear that the Akmonian group was restored to 
Laodiceia: the two changes seem to have occurred between the 
Councils of 692 and 787'. 

It must be confessed that the order of enumeration at the Councils 
gives no ground for distinguishing an Akmonian group. But there is 
not really sufficient ground for forming a judgement from the signatures 
of 553, 680, and 692, the only Councils which touch the case*. None 
of these Councils were largely attended by Phrygian bishops; and 
there is no certain case of any bishop from this group at these Councils. 
Still, if our conjectural reading Akmonia in 680 be right, it would 
follow from that one case that Akmonia was then one of the Laodicean 
bishoprics ; in that case we should have to suppose that this group 
occupied some peculiar and intermediate position subordinate to 
Laodiceia, yet not on the same footing with the ordinary bishoprics 
mentioned in the Notitiae. 

-——— 

1 See table of Phrygia Hierapolitana 
Ch. III App. III. In De Boor's Notitia 
the N.W. group is severed from Laodi- 
ceia and attached to Hierapolis; and 
the Akmonian group is mentioned under 
Laodiceia: now De Buor's Notitia gives 
the changes introduced under the Icono- 
clast Emperors somewhere about 740. 

2 Akmonia in 680 depends on a change 
of the text, where Le Quien prefers 
a different alteration. Diokletianopolis 
in 553 may be the bishopric of Thrace 
(or elsewhere); and the order in 553 
is too vague to afford any ground for 
reasoning. See App. II. 

5 See Appendig 1I. 
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§ 2. FounDATION AND RELIGion oF AkMmontaA. The city stood on 
an elongated hill (a spur of Burgas-Dagh) which stretches towards 
N.W. between Ahat-Keui-Su and a small tributary that joins it 
from S.E.1 The position is one of great natural strength, similar 
in character to those of Blaundos, of Lounda, and of Leonna®, On 

the steep sides of the hill are numerous graves, many of which have 
been uncovered since 1883: the stones which are recovered from them 
are partly used in the village and partly sent to the masons and 
stone-cutters of Ushak. There are ruins of a theatre, an odeon, and 

some other buildings on the site °, and e130 dilapidated walls of defence, 
showing that the natural strength of the position was fully taken 
advantage of to make an almost impregnable fortress of the Greek 
period. The character of the situation resembles the foundations 
rather of the early Diadochic period than of the Pergamenian kings ; 
but the Pergamenian character of the early Akmonian coinage is 
distinct. 

The remains of Akmonia mark it as a city of great wealth and 
importance ; and this is confirmed by its dignity as enjoying the 
Neokorate, and as the seat of a high-priesthood in the Imperial cultus. 
Yet, in spite of its importance, it is rarely mentioned in literature ; 
and its history is a blank. Peaceful, continuous development and 
prosperity seem to have been its lot. Its territory did not extend 
very far to E., on which side Diokleia is only about six miles distant, 
but on W. it ruled the rich valley Doiantos Pedion § 1, and commanded 
the trade of the N.E. route, Ch. XIII § 1 and 9g. 

In this situation Akmonia was in frequent communication with the 
N. Phrygian cities, and its inscriptions show traces that connect it 
with their development and distinguish it from the S. Phrygian cities, 
such as Apameia and Eumeneia‘. 

According to the foundation legend®, Akmonia was a city of the 
ancient Phrygian period, though it was probably refortified by the 
Greek kings: its founder was Akmon, brother of Doias (§ 1), and son 
of Manes. Manes was evidently the local name for the great god 

— 

' IT cannot understand why Kiepert 5 Excavation would be fruitful. See 
in his most recent map indicates Ak- Hamilton I 112 ff., BCH 1893 pp. 259f. 
monia near two miles to E. of Ahat- * See no. 466. 
Keui. One can throwa stone from the 5 Alexander Polyhistor wept @pvyias 
walls of the ancient city into the streeta_ lib. III quoted by Stephanus s.v. ’Ax- 
of Ahat-Keui, which is right below. poss (cp. Aoiavros m.). xrioat 8 abrny 
Akmonia should be marked 8.and SW. “Axpova roy Mdvews: ‘A. yap xal Aoiavrd 
from Ahat-Keui, not E. dao ated\ghovs. Nonnus quoted p. 

? See pp. 237, 584, 591, 607. 483. 
VOL. I. PT. If. T 
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of the district, as we see from inscr. 466: he was assimilated to the 
Greek Zeus, but his native Anatolian character is expressed by the 
additional names Manes and Daes !, and the title Heliodromos, ‘ the Sun 

in his course, and he is represented as the Sun-god with radiated 
head, and as the horseman-god, no. 467 B, to whom the name Men 

is especially appropriate*®. Probably, Manes is an earlier and more 
purely native form of the later name Men, which is modified to give 

Mls... Praifan 

AN 
& meaning in Greek®. Akmon is originally a name used in the cultus. 
Akmon is the heaven *, corresponding to the ultimate sense of Zeus. 

According to Nonnus XIII 142 he was one of the seven Korybantes. 
The battle between Zeus and the heaven-scaling Giants was a myth 

N 

\ \ 

S a at a comet 

1 The title Daes is obscure: is it con- 
nected with é8dos, the Phrygian word 
meaning jackal ? cp. Smintheus, Bassa- 
reus, Mouse-god, Fox-god (Class. Rev. 
1896 pp. 21, 158, Ridgeway ). 

2 See Pl. II 5. An article of interest 
and value by M. Perdrizet on Men, 

BCH 1896 pp. 55 ff., is founded on a 
theory of the nature of the pagan gods 
which I cannot accept, viz. that Men 
is the Moon-god and nothing else (and 
so each deity has a definite sphere). 

5 Manes appears in Lydian legend as 
an early king, father of Atys (who in 

his turn was father of Asies): in this 
mythological form, Manes is evidently 
the father-god of the Lydians. Herod. 
I 94, IV 45. Manesion and Manegordos 
were old Phrygian cities. Manes Ma- 
nosou personal names CIG 3989 h. 

* dixpwr’ ovpavds (dkpovidat’ ovpavidat) 
Hesychius. It occurs in the correspond- 
ing forms in Vedic Sanskrit, Zend, and 

Old Persian in the same sense. In 
Greek mythology Akmon is sometimes 
the father of Ouranos, sometimes the 

same as Ouranos (Bergk on Alcman 
Sr. 108, Roscher Lexicon). 
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familiar in Akmonia. It is represented on coins', and, probably, in 

a relief of which a fragment (p. 626) was seen by Hamilton. This deity 
approximates in character to Zeus Bronton, who is so frequently 
mentioned in N. Phrygia. 

The Neokorate on coins of Akmonia begins under Alexander Severus ; 
but is more likely to have been conferred by Caracalla, who was very 
liberal with that honour. A coin described by M. Imhoof-Blumer 
represents that Emperor on horseback approaching a hill on which 
stand two female figures: this would almost suggest that Caracalla 
visited Akmonia on its hill ?. 

The title Stephanephoros (no. 536), according to the theory which we 
follow, was applied to the magistrate who wore the garland, and repre- 
sented the authority in political matters, which originally belonged to 
the priest of the supreme god, Manes-Zeus. 

There was a cultus of the Emperors in Akmonia, as in every city 
of the Empire. In an early inscr. no. 534, the priest is styled Sebaslo- 
phantes, i.e. Flumen Auqueti; about A.D. 60 (coins, p. 639) and 200, he 
has the dignity of a high-priest, no. 532; and we find Poppaea, 
no. 530, honoured as Sebaste Eubosia, ‘Imperial Fertility,’ and on 

coins the ‘Goddess Rome’ appears in the features of Agrippina the 
mother of Nero. 

The epitaphs at Akmonia are engraved either on stones of the 
‘Door’ type, described in Ch. XIII § 5, or on single blocks from herou 
of a more pretentious kind. The latter seem to have been in some 
cases small temples 5, to judge from the style of the stones that remain. 
The former were often of a very elaborate and artificial kind ; and the 
illustration from a drawing by Mr. A. C. Blunt (see next page) may be 
taken as a fair specimen. Such stones were prepared in the trade, 
and kept on stock, a blank tablet being left to contain the inscription, 

which in this case (and in some others that I have seen) was never 
added. In other cases there was no special tablet prepared to receive 
the inscription, which was incised round the edge of the stone, or even 
irregularly across the carving of the door. Many of the ‘ Door-stones’ 
are surmounted by a pointed or semi-circular pediment, in which case 
the inscription usually runs round the edge of the pediment, or across 
the division between the pediment and the ‘ Door, or both. 

In 1881 we saw on the site of Akmonia a torso of a statue of 
Herakles, of full life-size, evidently a copy of the Farnese Herakles 

— —— _—— eek RD OO, —_ 

1 Pl. IT 3, 4. as at Smyrna. 
7MG p. 391. He suggests that the > On this kind of grave-monument 

two women may be the Nemeseis, double see Ch. X § 4 and p. 99. 

T 2 
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of Glykon. Evidently this statue was the model which the Akmonian 
artists usedfor the types of the coins on Plate II fig. 6,71: both are 
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described by Mionnet, one is of Caracalla, the other of Gallienus ; the 

? No ro, Mionnet Suppl. no. 19; no, M, Imhoof. I am indebted to the kind- 
11, id. no. 23. The club of Heraklesin ress of the latter for the casts which 
no. 16 is rested on a rock according are here reproduced. 
to Mionnet, on a skull according to 
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former is more correctly described and reproduced by M. Imhoof- 
Blumer GM p. 204 and Pl. XII 1. 

Statues of this kind, or other works of art, were often presented 

to their city by rich citizens, whether in their private capacity or 
as magistrates. At Cyzicos Fl. Aristagoras in his priesthood gave 
a statue of the goddess Homonoia (Ath. Mitth. 1881 p. 130); at 
Stratonicea Sempronius Clemens gave many statues (BCH 1888 
pp. 87, 95); at Lagina Eros gave a statue of Hermes while acting 
as Agoranomos (BCH 1887 p. 160); at Sardis Chryseros gave five 
Erotes as Agoranomos (CIG 3946, LW 618, J. Schmidt! Ath. Mitth. 
1881 p. 146); see above pp. 415, 433. It is observable that it is often 
an Agoranomos who presents such statues. It was part of his duty 
to beautify the streets by works of art, as well as to superintend 
weights and moasures; and in no. 549 both purposes were fulfilled 
by the erection of the Zygostasia, which therefore probably took 
place while the person commemorated was acting as Agoranomos. 

There is an almost complete dearth of evidence as to the character, 
position, duties, and number of the Agoranomoi in a Phrygian city. 
The references can as a rule be naturally taken as denoting a single 
official, elected annually ; and one passage would almost suggest that 
he was a member of the supreme board of magistrates (see pp. 70, 69). 
But there is no passage which can be said to disprove the view that 
there was a body of agoranomoi (such as existed in Athens, Sparta, 
Halikarnassos, &c.). lt is highly probable that their character was 
more and more assimilated to that of Italian aediles, as municipal 
institutions were romanized; but the local inscr. give little evidence ; 
and it is not safe to apply to the smaller Phrygian cities, which 
assimilated Greek institutions only in Roman times, the facts that 
can be learned about Agoranomoi in Greek cities. 

§ 3. PopuLATION oF AKMONIA (1) TRIBES AND GuILpDs. In Akmonia 
the division into tribes occurs side by side with a grouping accord- 
ing to trade-guilds*. It would appear that the latter was the older 
classification ?; doubtless at Keramon-Agora the trades existed under 

1 Xpvoépws B’ ayopavdpos. Schmidt many other theologians, see Headlam 
(against Wadd.) wrongly connects f’ 
with dyopavdnos. In all cases where 
doubt exists, 6’ or dis or ro 8’ is to be 

connected with the preceding word, 
as in CIG 2572, 2583, Ath. Mitth. 1889 
p 99 (CIG 3429 is wrongly punctuated: 
the wrong connexion in CIG 9259 has 
strangely misled Hatch, Harnack and 

in JHS Suppl. Papers 1892 p. 24). No. 

534, LW 755, is exceptional, due to 
translation from the Latin bis praef. 
Ffabr. 

2 Tov yvadéwy cuvepyacia NO. 532, 
cp. no. 8: udp ’AoKAnmds nO. 531, Ap- 
Teptouts § 32. 

° On this subject see above p. 105 
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the old Lydian and the Persian rule (Ch. XI § 10); but the names of 
the tribes mark them as an institution of the Greek period. Remem- 
bering the marked Pergamenian character of the early coins of 
Akmonia, we may conjecture that a refoundation was made by the 
Pergamenian kings. In the third and second centuries B.c. Attalus 
and Eumenes were doing everything in their power to extend their 
influence in N. Phrygia, intriguing with the priests of Pessinus, making 
alliance with the Gauls, sending armies through the N. districts of 

Phrygia'. Even when the Seleucid kings were in possession of S. 
Phrygia, the N. was more open to Pergamenian ambition. In accord- 
ance with these facts, we may regard a close connexion between the 
Pergamenians and Akmonia, and even a Pergamenian [tisis, as 
probable. | 

(2) Gerousta, Nror. Both these bodies are mentioned in inscr. 
549, where an income of the Neoi is implied : see (3). 

(3) Hymnopor. At Akmonia, for the first time in Phrygia, we meet 
this body, whose existence, however, may be assumed in most Phrygian 
cities?, The Hynvnodoi were a body of persons connected with the 
native cultus, doubtless practising certain ceremonies of a musical 
character in honour of the gods, as their name denotes, but also in all 
probability having a social side, like a sodulitas among the Romans°. 

They had, probably, an annual income, with the management of which 
the Argyrotamias was concerned; and ‘this income was perhaps 

secured according to the method that has remained in use in Anatolia 
for religious foundations to the present century ‘, and which was the 
recognized practice among the Romans. A fixed rent, much below the 
permanent value, was charged on an estate; this land belonged to 

@ private owner (originally, as a general rule, to the donor), and 
descended in his family ; and, so long as he paid the fixed rent to the 
society or foundation, his possession was absolute *. This custom is, 

(where, however, the name Akmonia 
should be deleted in 1. 18). 

1 On this subject, see under Apia or 
Appia. 

4 Probably their name varied, but 
their character was similar, in different 

cities: the Semeiaphoroi of Hierapolis 
p. 97, the Xenoi Tekmoreioi of the Lim- 
nal, Hist. Geogr. pp. 409 ff., the Kory- 
bantes of some places, the! Boukoloi of 
Ch. X § 2, were societies of a similar 
character, half religious, half social, 

like ‘the Brothers’ of the Anatolian 
Seljuk cities pp.97f. The existence of 
societies like these made it easier for 
the Christians to organize themselves in 
similar societies. 
$M. Lévy Rer. Et. Gr. 1895 p. 247 

seems to hold this view: I follow him. 
* The government recently took over 

the revenues of most foundations, charg- 
ing itself with the maintenance. 

* When Pliny founded an orphanage 
in his native city Comum, he provided 
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according to Mommsen, styled avitwm in an inscr. of Ferentinum 
CIL X 5853 and in one of the receipts found in the house of the 
banker Caecilius Jucundus at Pompeii, while in another receipt it is 
called avitum et patritum', The duty of the Argyrotamias would, on 
our theory *, embrace the responsibility for collecting these rents and 
paying them to the foundations which owned them. See No. 549. 

There is no absolute proof that this system of charging income on 
Jand was the case with the college of Hymnodoi, but analogy and 
general probability are in favour of the theory. It is probable that the 
same method was practised in other similar societies ; and from them 
it has descended to modern times. In almost every respect the dervish 
establishments and Tekkes are analogous to the societies of Hymnodo1, 
Theologoi, Semeiaphorat, Boukoloi, &c.3 

The inscriptions afford no evidence as to the duties and conduct of 
the society of Hymnodoi. We are left to conjectures founded on the 
name. 
When the cultus of the Emperors was founded in an Asian city, it 

was commonly modelled upon the constitution of the existing seats of 
religion. The priest of the Emperor wore the crown, just as the priest 

at the hieron of the great god did*. As there were hymnodoi and 
theologoi connected with the hieron, so we find hymnodoi in the 
Imperial cultus at Pergamos, Smyrna, and Ephesos; and we may 
assume that similar sodalitutes were formed in other cities °. 

Hymnodoz of the Gerousia are mentioned in one case at Smyrna. 
The nature of the connexion is uncertain. M. Levy sees in it a con- 
firmation of his theory about the original of the Gerousia °. 

A boy from Akmonia named T. Flavius Sarpedon won the prize for 
acting in comedy at the Artemisia in Ephesos (probably in the second 
half of the second century)’: this fact, combined with the existence 
of a theatre and an odeon, shows that some literary interest existed in 
the city. 

§ 4. Moxeanot. This people is mentioned by Ptolemy in the 
neighbourhood of the Kidyesseis and Peltenoi and Lykaones and 

for it in this way, making over an estate ® See p. 630, n. 2. 
of his own to the municipality and * See p. 56. 
taking it back in permanent possession 5 On the Hymnodoi in the Imperial 
at a small fixed rent, Epist. VII 18. cultus see Friinkel II no. 374. 

1 The reading is not absolutely cer- 6 See Ch. X § 22 (3), and M. Lévy's 
tain: Mommsen Hermes XII p. 123. suggestive paper Rev. Et. Gr. 1895. 

2 It is slightly developed from the 7 Brit. Mus. no. 606: the agonothetes 
suggestive explanation given by M. was I. Aurelius Philo. 
Paris, see Ch. XI § 23 (3) and no. 549. 
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Hierapolitai', a description which points to either the Banaz-Ova or 
the hilly country between it and Sandykli-Ova; and inscr. 615 decides 
in favour of the latter. In this sequestered situation, they could not 
play any part in history ; and the name seems never to be mentioned 
by any other writer. They may, perhaps, have been a race older 
than the Phrygians, driven by the latter into the mountain region, 
pee Ch. XV § 8. : | 

There came to be two chief centres of the Demos, Diokleia and 

Siokharax; and about the year 200, dissensions arose between the 

two as to which was the premier city of the Moxeanoi. The quarrel 
seems to have been carried before the proconsul or even before the 
Emperor; and in inser. 615 the people of Diokleia boast that it had 
been decided in their favour. Similar quarrels between rival claimants 
to the title ‘ First City’ occurred very frequently: Tarsos vied with 
Anazarbos?, Ephesos with Smyrna and Pergamos, Nikomedeia with 

Nikaia, Philippi with Amphipolis*; and in such cases, each claimant 
aimed at cumulating titles on itself, inventing new ones and appro- 
priating those invented by its rival ‘. 
§ 5. Diokuera. The approximate situation of the city is placed 

beyond question by inser. 615 and by the name of the village Doghla 
or Dola, near which it was found; but no traces in situ of Diokleia 

are known tome. The autonomous rights of the city are proved by 
some rare coins of the time of Elagabalus, reading AIOKAEANQN - 
MOTEANQN ®. 

The reading AdxeAa in place of AcéxAeca given in the older editions 
of Ptolemy V 2, 23, seems to rest on no MS. authority; but it 1s 
probably the correct native form, which was hellenized as Diokleia. 
The same change occurred in the Dalmatian Doklea*, which is more 
commonly called Dioklea. The Emperor who was born there bore 
first the name Dokles, then the grecized Diokles, then the latinized 
Diocletianus. In the Council of Chalcedon 451 and perhaps of Con- 
stantinople 553, the Phrygian Diokleia is called Diocletianopolis 
(App. I). 
§ 6. StokHARAX. The name is known only from some very rare 

coins: the first known belonged to M. Waddington; and when in 

1 Mofiavoi Ptolemy V 2, 27: see App.  OeCopevn xai 8 vewx., porn retetpnuevn KTA. 
Ill. 5 I must be understood as an im- 

2 Waddington BCH 1883 pp. 281 ff. perfect . On the coins of Siokharax 
3 See my St. Paul pp. 206 f. the same form occurs. 
‘ E.g. Tarsos mpwrn xat peyiorn kai ®° Ptolemy II 17 (15), and Pliny III 

KadXiorn pntpén. Trav y émapxi@y mpoxa- 28 (143). 
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1883 my paper in JHS pp. 417 f was published, he sent me an 
account of the hitherto unknown coin, the legend of which he read 
as (IJEPOXAPAKEITQN-MOIEA!?; but since that time, others have 
baal published, with the legend clearly ETT! - DIAICKOY - AIAOYX - 
CIOXAPAKEITQN - MOIEA*. From this legend the corrupt entry 
in Hierocles ’/ovyapdédrag between Alia and Diokleia can be easily 
corrected into ‘Jovydpaf for Ztovydpaé. 

With regard to this town nothing is known; and no inser. remains 
to throw any light on it. The general situation is fixed within 
a reasonable distance of Diokleia and Alia. I formerly placed it 
conjecturally at Otourak at the head of Hammam-Su ; but there is 
no definite evidence. M. Radet accepts the suggestion: and it may 
stand provisionally. The only other suggestion possiblo would be to 
seek it at Hodjalar, which was the most important site among the 
eastern Moxeanoi ; but that does not suit so well the order in Hierocles 

(Alia, Siokharax, Diokleia). 

The quaint name Siokharax is of unknown derivation (on Kharax 
see p. 229). It has been exposed to a steady process of deterioration 
in Byzantine times, as was natural with such a strange form: c. A.D. 
530 Iokharax (Hier. corruptly), c. A.D. 750 Orax or "Opaxa (De B. 
Not.),*Qpak or “Npana (late Notitiae). 
§ 7. ARISTION is even more obscure than Siokharax. The order in 

Hierocles and the Notitiae is our only guide. Now the district about 
Geune and Karadja-Euren on the upper Akkar-Su has evidently con- 
tained an ancient site, as the remains are numerous?; and Hierocles 

whose order comes from W. to Kidyessos, mentions Aristion imme- 
diately before it. Hence I have appropriated the name to that site: 
but there is no sufficient evidence. The order in De Boor’s Notitia, 

Kidyessos, Aristion, Hierokharax ‘, confirms this pane pee : 1t seems 
to go along the trade-route. 

Aristion was a bishopric; and a bishopric is wanted in the valley 
of the upper Akkar-Su, which is of considerable extent and fertility. 

' See Academy & Mar. 1884. Sterrett and I concluded that these 
2 Lébbecke Zt. f. Numism. 1890 p.23, came from Karadja-Euren, the main 

Babelon Rev. Num. 1892 p. 120. Aidot- _ site. 
xos 18 probably a native Phrygian name * The names are much corrupted in 
(see no. 294): M. Babelon suggests that form; and Keretapa isintroduced among 
it 1s a grecized form of the Roman’ them by a mistake in order. The order 
Allucius. in the later Notitiae is too haphazard : 

> Sir C. Wilson speaks of Byzantine . Themisonion, Diokleia, Aristion, Jus- 
remains at Duz-Agatch, a neighbouring * tinianopolis. 
village (Handbook yp. 131): in 1883 
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M. Radet places Aristion in the country of the Moxeanoi at the 
village Eldesann or Aldizoun. I can see no probability that this is 
correct: (1) Eldesann is from all points of view an impossible site 
(see § 1): (2) M. Radet passes the certain site at Karadja-Euren 
unnoticed, and crowds the ancient names into this hilly country, where 
he apparently has never been and whose character is evidently unknown 
to him!: (3) there were two towns of the Moxeanoi; and without 
evidence it is not justifiable to suppose that Aristion also was one 
of their towns. M. Radet’s sole argument for his identification lies 
in the resemblance between Aristion and the form Aldizoun, which 

he gives on authority unknown to me: the name sounded to me Elde- 
sann, but Kiepert writes it Aldedizen. Identifications on the ground 
of such a very slender resemblance possess no value, unless preceded 
by the proof that the ancient name belongs to this neighbourhood ?, 
and that the locality is suited to be an ancient site. (4) If Aristion 
were a city of this district, Hodjalar is the site. 
§ 8. Kipyerssos is the last and most important city of the Akmonian 

group. It struck coins from the time of Nero onwards. The coins 
are uncommon, but show considerable variety, and the legends point 
to a city of some consequence : 

KIAYHESEIS - EM! - DAAOYIOY - TIEINAPIOY - APXIEPEQE 
(Domitian). 

Ell - AYP» OYAPOY - AOFICTOY - KIAYHCCEQN (Philip). 
ETl - AYP - MAPKOY - APX - TIPQ - TO- B KITAYJHEZE(QN] 

(Philip). 

In the time of Domitian we can hardly suppose that the term high- 
priest could be applied on coins of Kidyessos in any sense except 
‘high-priest of Asia 3,’ 

The Sitchanli-Ova was the territory of Kidyessos, as is proved 
by no. 625. This valley is of considerable extent and exceedingly 
fertile; and a city of some importance is to be expected in it. But it 
projects far into the province of Salutaris; and I was astonished to 
decipher the name of Kidyessos on a badly defaced pedestal in the 

ancient cities, discovery would be a very 
simple matter. A marked feature of 
M. Radet’s topography is the extreme 

1 He places also a bishopric Orine 
among these hills, § 9. 

* He essays the proof by quoting the 
order of Hierocles, Diokleia, Aristion, 

Kidyessos: he draws a line across the 
map from Diokleia to Kidyessos, and 
finds Eldesann near the middle of this 
line. If that were the way of finding 

ease of his methods: everything is 
simple—on paper. 

5 The form Kv8dnceis in Ptolemy may 
be a native form, see App. III. 
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cemetery of a village on the N. edge of the plain. The discovery was 
a critical step in the progress of Phrygian topography ; for, without 
this fixed point to work from, the whole surrounding district would 
be a matter of guesswork, and there would always have been a false 

presumption that this valley, like the country to N. and to 8., was 
part of Salutaris, not of Pacatiana. 

The inscriptions give little information about the city. They are 
few in number. The continuous demands made by a large city like 
Afion-Kara-Hissar for good stones or marbles has almost exhausted 
the supply of surface stones in the districts around and in easy com- 
munication. Moreover there are in the Sitchanli-Ova several large 
villages with fine mosques and buildings, which have used up many 
ancient marbles. 
§ 9. Ortna. Among the hills of the Moxeanoi M. Radet places 

also a town which he calls Orine. Hierocles mentions in Salutaris 
a place xAjpos ‘Opivns'; the latest Notitiue contain in Pacatiana the 

two entries "Qpdxwv, "Qpivay; and M. Radet identifies "Opévns and 
"Qpiverv*, and places them near the frontier between the two provinces. 
Put (1) a comparative study of the Notitive shows that the late (and 
verbally most corrupt) Notitiae here present two false forms, the 
earlier forms being ‘Opdéxwv and *AXtver for "AXtwy (as in De Boor’s 
Notitia, in varying order)*, and the initial letters in the first name 
affected the second. (2) Wesseling’s explanation of the two places 
in Salutaris as KAjpos dpewis and KA‘pos modiTiKHs seems to me to 

carry conviction with it. (3) It seems to me unjustifiable to suppose 
that any variation of frontier between Pacatiana and Salutaris 
occurred between Hierocles and the Notitiae*. M. Radet’s principle 
igs one which I cannot admit: un diocéxe formant currefour entre 
trois frontiéres pouvait ou ressortir a la province du nord, ow se 
rattacher ad celle de lest, ow passer dans celle de louest, ow rester 

curconscription indépendunte (En Phrygie p. 119). (4) Supposing 
that Salutaris originally included the site of this supposed Orina 
(which later was transferred to Pacatiana), how can that province 

1 “Opis in Burckhardt's text: rv. 1]. 
"Opivns, ‘O pivos. 

? "Opivey in some MSS. of Not. III. 
> See p. 593. M. Radet lays in several 

places a stress which seems to me ex- 
aggerated on the local order in the 
lists; and yet he neglects the very 
marked connexion (on which see p. 592) 
between Oraka and Alina. two bishoprics 

on the same road. 

* In JHS 1883 p. 373 table I admitted 
such variation in regard to Kotiaion. 
Afterwards I saw my error, which has 
recently been revived by M. Radet En 
Phrygie p. 119. Variation in Pisidia 
c. 37218 certain, because we know of the 
formation of a new province Lycaonia, 
including part of it. 
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have been called Little Phrygia? Let any one mark out the bounds 
of Pacatiana and of Salutaris on the view that the latter stretched 
over Orina W. and Amorion E., and judge for himself whether 
Pacatiana was Great and Salutaris Little. (5) The boundary line 
between Salutaris and Pacatiana becomes singularly complicated, 
when Orina and Propniasa-Praipenissos are in the former and 
Kidyessos in the latter, Yet M. Radet scts greater store than I do 
by a straight boundary line: see above p. 4832. 



APPENDIX I. 

INSCRIPTIONS OF AKMONIA AND KERAMON-AGORA. 

529. (R. 1884). Ahat-Keui. CIG 3858 4, LW 749. [} B. xal 531] 
6 ’Axpovéwy é€ emirayljs. The extent of the inscription is uncertain. 
The words restored at the beginning formed a separate line. 

530. (R. 1881.) Ahat-Keui. CIG 3858, and rightly’ Wadd. 754. 
"Ay. T. ‘O 8. wal  B. erefunoey Nixlay "AcxAnmoddpov Aovniov tepéa 
LYeBaorijs EvBoclas 51a Blov, ayopavopncavra TroAureAGs, xal orpatTnyncarra 

dyvds, kal yupvaciapxijtavra tio mevtaernptxous emt “lovAlas Seovjpas xai 

Tuppwviov ‘Padrwvos, kat ypaparetoavra muoTas’ Tijy émpéAeray tomrapdvov 
ths dvaotdcews Tuppdyov épynBdpyov xal lepéews rod adeAod adroid. 

The expression wevraernpixovs, with dyGvas (or évavrovs ?) understood, 
implies that the games were held regularly at intervals of four years. It 
is possible that Nicias Lucius was gymnasiarch for the whole of two 
/ustra, or perhaps he only held office twice during the years when the 
games took place and the gymnasiarchate entailed greater expense than 
in ordinary years. So in no. 294-297 the gymnasiarchate in the year of 
a conventus is mentioned as specially expensive. The curious name 
Nicias Lucius differs from the ordinary Greek or Phrygian nomenclature. 
It is clearly an example of two alternative names used by the same 
person, and not a case of a double name, of which both parts were needed 
for a complete legal designation: the full form would be Nix(ay réy xat 
Aovxwoy® or émuxAnOevra Aovxtoy. These names are evidently chosen as 
representative of Greek and Latin, and the resemblance between them is 
so marked that they probably have been selected on that account. 

The alternative name originates in bilingual countries. A person who 
mixes in the surroundings connected with both languages uses a name 
for each. Thus in the intermixture of Greeks in the government and 

1 Wadd. has ypappareiocavra: but the there is no room for rd» xai on the 
second uz is omitted on the stone. stone, as Franz recognizes in the Ad- 

2 This form is restored in CIG, but denda. 
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affairs of western Asia, a native who came into regular relations with the 
Greeks learned the Greek language and adopted Greek manners. But 
he did not altogether cut himself off from his own country and people: 
he had also his native name and used his own language in the proper 
surroundings. Thus the two names were strictly alternative to each 
other, and were employed in totally different circumstances, designating 
him as Nexlay tov xat Aovxtov, ‘the man who'in one place is Nicias and 
in another Lucius.’ But this strict and original sense of the alternative 
name ceased to be so necessary, as time passed and the Greek language 
became known more and more generally among the population: the 
alternative name became more of a fashion, and less of a practical device. 
In the older documents the two names are generally taken from two 
languages, in the later documents they often belong to one language. 
Moreover the alternative name was liable to be confused with the double 
name, as the cognomen of Roman nomenclature became mixed up with it ; 

but the alternative name was not required as part of the legal designa- 

tion, whereas the cognomen was '. 

Examples of both types occur in a Pergamenian inscr. (Frankel IT 
no. 485) dating before about 60 or 70 a.p. (1) Greek and Anatolian 
Tpvdwy KopdddAns, Mnvoyévns Muvvas, ’AcxAnmiddns Tapis, (2) Greek and 

Latin ’AmoAA@mos IdaAvos, Mnvddidos bAcg, T. "lovAcos ‘Potdos 6 xai 

"Adpodeloios: but ’AcxAnmddns ’Emlverxos and Mnvddavros TloAvBios are 
double Greek names of the later fashion. Carian examples are *Aptoro- 
pévns SKduvov Marpis 6 xat “YooddAdiwpos, ‘Epylas ‘“Exaréuyws, Pavias 
Kaoyjovs*. The usage among Jews is well known, and it has often been 
remarked that a certain resemblance between the Hebrew and the Greek 
or Latin name seems to have determined the choice in many cases. 

Further the familiar designation of an individual in his own city or 
among his own friends was analegous to the alternative name: both 
were expressed by the same formula rév xai’. The baptismal name 
given to a Christian, and the private name given to him and used by his 
family, belong also to the same class and are expressed by the same 
formula. 

The exact date is shown by the name of Julia Severa, who is 

Reise pp. 17, 8 (Wien. Sitzungsb. 1894). 
$ This formula was rendered in Latin 

? Thecognomen in Rome had developed 
out of what was originally a nickname 
or individual pet name, not required as 
part of the legal designation: hence, 
even after it acquired a footing in the 
legal designation, it was added after 
the father's name and the tribe. 

? Hula and Szanto Bericht iiber eine 

by qué et, which was declined corre- 
spondingly (rw kai cui et, Tov Kai quem 
et): this unidiomatic and ungramma- 
tical form in Latin bears the stamp 
of a translation, not of a true native 
formula. 
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mentioned on many coins of Nero, Agrippina, and Poppaea. The legend 
is usually €TTl - CEPOYHNIOY +» KATTITQNOC - KAI - IOYAIAC.- 
CEOYHPAC . AAMONEQN; sometimes €TT! - APX - in monograms is 
added, and on a coin of Agrippina €11-APX-TO-f. This pair of 
magistrates therefore were in office for the third time not later than the 
year 58-9; and they were still in office when coins of Poppaea as 
Augusta! began to be struck in a.p. 63. We may infer from these 
coins compared with inser. 530, that Servenius Capito ceased to be magis- 

trate about that year, and Julia Severa succeeded him, with Tyrronius 

Rapon as a colleague, and they held office for at least eight years; and 
during this time Nicias Lucius was gymnasiarch during two successive 
lustra. This inscription, therefore, dates about 70-80 a.D. 

The reference to Julia Severa and Tyrronius Rapon is introduced in 
a rather unusual way. It is not usual to date the offices enumerated in 
inscriptions of this character, unless there is something specially honour- 
able or remarkable in the dating. Now Julia was a person of note. It 
is evident that she was superior in dignity to Tyrronius; and her fame 
is preserved by other memorials, see no. 549, 552-559. 

Further we may infer from this inser. that Julia Severa and Tyrro- 
nius Rapon were in all probability married”, and held office for some 
time in company. If so, we must draw the same inference about 
Servenius Capito and Julia Severa, see no. 559. After the death of 
Servenius soon after 63, Julia Severa married Tyrronius Rapon. Ser- — 
venius was noble, and is mentioned first; and as we shall see below 

no. 552, he belonged to a family of great distinction. Tyrronius, the 
second husband of Julia, belonged to a less distinguished family, and his 
wife gets precedence in office and in order’. Their marriage would be 
certain, if we can understand that they were high-priest and priestess 
(who were always married) holding the penteteric festival when Nicias 
was gymnasiarch, Julia was high-priestess and Agonothetis no. 550. In 
that case we should probably understand APX on coins of Servenius and 

Julia in the same sense. Usually APX means archon on coins; but 
perhaps the use of monogram may justify our interpretation. 

1 L. Meyer published in Zt. f. Num. I 
p. 336% coin reading TTOTTITAIA - ZE- 
BATH and having the names of Ser- 
venius and Julia on reverse. This coin 
confirms Mionnet's interpretation of 
OCAN-PQMHN on a coin of these 
magistrates as Poppaea: she was repre- 
sented as the personified goddess Roma 
with turreted head. 

2 It seems hardly in accordance with 
ancient custom to associate a man and 
&@ woman so markedly as is done in this 
document unless they were married. 

* Compare the facts about Priscilla 
or Prisca in the New Testament, who 
is commonly mentioned before her hus- 
band (St. Paul the Trav. p. 268). On the 
name Tyrronius see p. 650, 
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Our theory is not essentially affected, if APX means archon. Both 
on the coins just mentioned and in this inscr., two magistrates are 
named. Either the supreme board at Akmonia consisted only of two 
persons, like the duoviri of many Roman colonies, or there was something 
special about Servenius and Julia and Tyrronius. The number two for 
the board is out of keeping with the usual rule in Asian cities, and is not 
probable in Akmonia. The general rule is to mention only the chief 
archon, summing up the rest in some such formula as of wept rov deiva 

&pyovres; and it seems clear that in these cases the two are mentioned 
because they were persons of special rank, and their office was a distinc- 
tion to the city, and the gymnasiarchate gathered additional glory from 
having been held in years when Julia and Tyrronius were in office. 

Nicias was priest of an empress who was identified with the Great 
Goddess under the title Eubosia, the giver of good pasturage! and good 
crops. Franz and Waddington, after Cavedoni, point out that the ear of 
corn and the poppies accompanying the head of Agrippina on coins of 
Akmonia imply the identification of that empress with the Great Goddess: 
hence they conclude that Sebaste Eubosia was Agrippina. But this 
inscription cannot possibly be so early as the time of Agrippina; and it 
is most improbable that her cx/tve would be continued after her death. 
Moreover the busts of Poppaea on Akmonian coins are accompanied with 
ears of corn and grapes, a representation which is remarkably suitable to 
the Great Goddess at Akmonia (see no. 548). It is possible that a cultus 
founded in honour of Agrippina was afterwards turned into a compliment 
to Poppaea®, each empress being represented with the attributes of the 
Great Goddess ; but probably the cultus was founded for Poppaea, and 
it would not survive her death in a.p. 65 except among a people where 
Jewish influence was strong: now Nicias and all the others were probably 
Jews (no. 559). See p. 651. 

In other cases the name selected by a Jew was suggested by the 
meaning of his name in Hebrew: so Solomon Elpnvorods CIG 9897 ; 
and M. Renan conjectured that Dulciorella in the inser. of Narbonne 
(Le Blant II 621) was the Latin equivalent of Noémi. See p. 651. 

531. (R. 1881). Ahat-Keui. CIG 3858 d, and (rightly) Wadd. 
758%. "Ay. T. T. BA. Mpetoxoy OvrBravdy roy a(p)xtepéa Kat xrioryy Kal 

1 Amov 8€ yeropevov cuved\Odvres of na- -POLMHN, representing Roma on their 
péves EOvov evBociav yeverOa Steph. s.y. coins with the features of each empress 
*Afavoi quoting Hermogenes. In succession. 

? Similarly, if Mionnet can be trusted, 3 Wadd., however, has APXIEPEA, 
the Akmonians celebrated both Agrip- but the stone has AIX. 
pina and afterwards Poppaea as G@EAN 
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mpootdtny THs méoAEws H Tarpis’ THY dvdotacw Tomncapéyvns pudjs ’AcKAn- 

meddos’ emysedAnOévros Talov lovAlov AevxiAiov. See no. 532. 

532. Devrent-Keui. S. Reinach in Rev. Et. Gr. 1890 p. 66 from copy 
of General Callier. The text is similar, but the tribe is [’Apjr[eludo]iddos, 
and the epime/etes is different (either [A]oAA‘[ov] or [A]oAAt{avod)). 

This inscription should be compared with the following legends on 
coins (all in Br. Mus.). 

EM - DA - TIPICKOY - FP - YO - ACIAP - AKMONEQN (Julia | 
Domna). 

EIT! - DA- TIPICKOY- YO- ACIA- FP - AKMONEQN (Caracalla). 
ETT] - DAA - TIPEICKOY - NE» FPA» AKMONEQN (Caracalla ?), 
Another coin in Mionnet reads 

ETT! - DA - TIPEICKOY - NE» FP - YOY - ACIAPX - AAMONEQN 
(Severus). 

Flavius Priscus the younger was Secretary at Akmonia not later than 
210-1. His father, who bore the same name as he ?, had been Asiarch, 
and was probably the person mentioned in this inscription; but the 
inscription was engraved before Priscus became Asiarch, while he was 
High-priest at Akmonia. It is hardly allowable in an inscription to 
suppose that the word ’Acias has been omitted either accidentally or 
intentionally after dpysepéa. The inscription, then, dates not later than 
about a.p. 180. In an inser. of that date we should expect the form 
Aovxtdcos, instead of Aevxircos (see no. 290). 

533. Islam-Keui®. CIG 3874. [ B. nat 6 8.) xla}t of xarocxodyries 
“Pwlpator érelunoay TiBéptoy KAavdstov Oepiotaydpov (vijay Kupelvg ’AoxAn- 
m(adn|y, vidly] ris wéA[elws, [avdpa? ex aploly|dv[wy eWelpye}rnxdrla ryv re 
moAdy kat Tidy djpov, a[pl\eloBeW[cavra? mpds Tov LeBacror f| 

The Roman traders undoubtedly resided either at the market-town of 
Susuz-Keui or in Akmonia, and not at the insignificant Alia. See 
Ch. XI §17. vids wéAews, a title of honour. 

1 Mionnet no. 36 reads NEFP-A, 
and ussigns to Elagabalus; but Mr. 
Head considers that the bust on the 

obverse represents Caracalla. 
2 The son would not be called yéos 

(which is practically equivalent to dis), 
unless the father had borne the same 

name: on the sense of yéos see Mr. 
Wroth's careful note in Br. Mus. Catal. 

Coins of Aeolis p. 130. Waddington 

VOL. I. PT. II. . 

Voy. Num. p. 8 interprets NEO as veo- 
xépov (as Marx does in the case of an 
Elaean coin, commented on by Wroth 
l. c.). 

5 Seetzen says it comes from Oturak- 
tchai, i.e. the niver that flows from 

Oturak. The river is usually called 
Hammam-Su: it joins the Banaz-tchai 
near Islam-Keui; and 3875, 3876 belong 
to Islam-Keui (see no. 525). 
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534. Ahat-Keui. CIG 3858 e, LW 755. [’Ay.] T. [A? SalAovor! 
‘Lép[wvo]s vidv Kupelvg [Mlovravor, dis exalply[oly rexvecrGv, apytepéa "Aolas 

vaod tod év "Edéow xowwod tis "Acias, ZeBactopdyrny, xai [alywvoOérny dia 
[Bliov, Trav yvadewy ovvepyacia tov éavtay evepyétnv. 

The inscription is older than the foundation of the second temple of 
the provincial cultus in Ephesos, which took place under Antoninus Pius. 
L. Salvius Montanos had been promoted to Roman citizenship. His 
father had no praenomen. Montanos was a common Phrygian name. 

In an Ancyran inscription published by M. Perrot Ezplor. Archéol. de 
la Galatie I p. 232, M. Papirius Montanos, High-priest (i.e. of the 
imperial cultus), must evidently be taken as husband of Claudia Sabina 
Sebastophantis who is mentioned next to him. This conjecture becomes 
almost a certainty by comparison of a Pessinuntine inscription published 
by Perrot l.c. p. 214, where we read dpxte[péws rod xowlod Tadalray, 
YeBac |ropdyriov, aywvoldérov: here we find an example of the custom of 
cumulating titles, of which one implies the other. Montanos must have 
been Sebastophantes, since his wife was Sebastophantis, but the second 

title was not added, and may be taken as regularly accompanying the 
office of Archiereus of the Emperors. But in the Pessinuntine inscrip- 
tion, which is more elaborate in the titles, the person honoured is styled 
both Archiereus and Sebastophantes. We may therefore conclude that 
Montanos was priest or high-priest in the cultus of the Emperors at 
Akmonia, as well as high-priest of Asia (flamen dugusti in Latin): ep. 
no. 531. The yvapéwy ovvepyacia, BCH 1895 p. 557 no. 32. 

535. (R. 1881). Fountain east of Ushak near Devrent-Keui. Wadd. 
16773, Xvp'paxov, Lvup'udyxlov viov, roy [pyrlopa cal mpGrov [ev] rH wédee, 
Aoyto[t7H|y Bovdts te xalt yeplovalas, ddeApdv [AoAlAlov Anunrplov, [rod] rijs 
dplorns prijuns] a€lov. AddAtos AodAt Pjavos 6 xpdrio[tos é'alrpomos told 
YeBalcrob rov Oetov. 

This fountain is nearer Trajanopolis than Akmonia; but many 
stones are carried from Ahat-Keui along the road past the fountain to 
Ushak; and the occurrence of the name Symmachos in no. 530 and 

AddXtos in no. 5324 gives a reason (though uncertain) for classing this 
inscription to Akmonia. 

On the title Aoy:oris see Ch. X § 6. Here probably the title is 
equivalent to ‘auditor of the two bodies in the city which control the 
finances.’ 

If we could identify the elder Symmachus in this inser. and in no. 

1 [ov]Aovuov in CIG seems too long. of one line after vidy rédy. 
* Brought from Akmonia (no. 616). * But AdAAwos at Temenothyrai no. 
5 Waddington wrongly supposesaloss 519. 
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530, the date would be about a.p. 100; but this inscr. seems to be 
decidedly later than that. Moreover the stemma which would result 
from the identification shows an utter lack of family similarity of names. 

536. Ahat-Keui. CIG 3858 c, Wadd. 756. dyady rixn. 1 BovdAd 
kai 6 dijpyos ériunoay (Mlapxlay Sexovvd:Adrav Ovyarépa M[ap|xlov! [T]Aovos ? 

orehaynpdpov, cat yvvaixa T. T. "Avrwravod [ypla{ppalzélws ris aéAews 
KTA. 

On the Stephanephoros see pp. 56 f., 103. 

537. (R. 1881 in part). Two separate fragments, (a) in CIG 3858 m 
and (b) 3861 @°. T. BA. Aap|ridios || ZvvxAn|rexds «|lat T. [PA.] Acloye- 
vial|yds DuvKdlnre||xds [lepé ?]|ws [viot ?] 

This inscription can hardly be later than the beginning of the second 
century. At that time it would be impossible to suppose that these two 
natives of Akmonia belonged to a Roman senatorial family; and 
LuveAntixds must therefore be a personal name (cp. no. 392). The name 
Lartidius may have been adopted in Akmonia from S. Lartidius, legatue 
pr. pr. of C, Asinius Gallus proconsul 6-5 8.c. C. Lartidius Niger was 
proc. Aug. at Apollonis Lyd., 43-6 a.p., BCH 1887 p. 84. 

538. (R. 1888) and 539 (R. 1881): Susuz-Keui: in long lines on two 
fragments of entablature: the second badly in CIG 3861 ¢, First line 
[Adroxpdropt Kaloapt Tijre Overnactavpe xai Thre Adro||xpdropt Kaloape 
Aopirravy *. Second (% Ovlydrnp “‘PovpiddAa é€ trooxéoews Mdpxov KAw||3(ov 
Tloordpov rod matpés° rd mpdémvdoy emt ris [ayopas. Third xa}r[aloxevdoas ® 
anoxabéoryncev. 

The dedicatory inscription of a public building in Keramon-Agora, 

540. (R. 1881). Fountam E. of Susuz-Keui: entablature fragment. 
First line rarpt warpidos cal. Second [}] Ovydrap atrod [PovpiAda]. This 
is probably to be restored as another dedication by Rufilla to one of the 
Flavian emperors, perhaps Vespasian and [Titus 

1 Le Bas's copy has MIKIOY, but 
the daughter's name assures the cor- 
rection. 

2 CIG [@]A[w]vos, Wadd. TiA[w]vos, 
prob. [I]itoyos or [TP]iA[@]vos would be 
better (Latin Gillo). 

8 Fragment (a) found at Ahat-Keui 
contains the first half of each line, (b) 
in a wall at Susuz-Keui contains the 
ends of the lines. The distinction be- 

tween the fragments is marked |, and 
between the lines ||. 

* Aopuircavg is erased, but legible (it 
was not read by Hamilton). 

® Hamilton reads Hocrvpovr, TTATE 
for TTATP, and puts the rest in a third 
line beginning O%. 

° This seems to be an error of engraver 
for -doaca amok. 

U2 
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541. (R. 1883). Shabban, one hour N.E. from Ahat-Keui: fragment 
of entablature: CIL III 7049. 

SVO 

Tov mvAGvos ? | TOY TPISTOOY EX AFOPAS 

Dedication of a three-storied building, three tiers of columns supporting 
the fronts of the three stories, extending from the Agora, The word 
tplorooy is not understood in CIL IIT 7049. 

542. Ahat-Keui. CIG 3860 k 2. 

REDEMPTIS A SE D 

ZYN TOIE MPOSKE!|Mevats 

This perhaps is another fragment of no. 541. 

543. (R. 1888) : on a fragment of architrave simple in character. First 
line [ctv rots xloow rots mepipeplopévors éx trav ldlov. Second [xal ra én’ 
avrot|s xoounpara dyéOnxev. - 

544. CIG 38587. Ahat-Keui. A fragment ending [6d diva déxouar ?] 
avrovs kai mpds ddypara ypadw. Lwoltré|Ans TAvcovos doyparo[ypag]é *. 

_ Mévavdpos ’Aprepidcpov ddypara ypdgw. ‘Eppoyévns dnpdovos éypawa] xara 
Tas Whdovus kal xaréra€ga. 

This is evidently the formula added to a decree when it was received 
into the archives in an attested copy (Ch. X § 5), see no. 631. Perhaps 
read Zwo6[évlns TA. and at the beginning é(vhp[ndiodvtwr kat Aewo- 
KA€ ous] apx(dlyrwyv. Swoboda Griech. Volksb. p. 214 wrongly assigns this 
inscr. to Aizanoi. 

545. Ahat-Keui. CIG 3860 d differently. [@3npolored6[n] A[é}mdos 
ao....unpos? 6 Setkwyavds xalra tla d:areraypéva nada emey€e| ypanrat 

tn’ aijrod omovday.... 

546. (R. 1881). Susuz-Keui. ’Ay.] T. Atoviog Kadnyeudu of piorat 
tov tepod a’ Oifdjouv ex ray ldlwy xabidpwoay els thy EavtTey xpHow THY TE 
e£édpav Kal rdv (sic!) mpooKepérmpy dialryy. 

The title Dionysos Kathegemon was used at Pergamos p. 359. He 
was also thé chief god at Teos, and in his worship the great association 

1 Hamilton's copy has AOT MATOS. ? Franz suggests [Sepolun[mjos. 
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of actors, of wept rov Acdévucoy rexvirat, was united!. The title is here 
given to the chief god of the city (probably under Pergamenian in- 
fluence) : see no. 543. 

At Thyatira we find rov é« warépwy 81a Biov lepéa tod Kadnyepudvos 
Avwvioov BCH 1887 p. 102. 

At Baris of Pisidia Ka6n{ylepdva “Eppay Sterrett E. J. no. 91 2. 
At Herakleia of Caria rod [Tpoxaényepdvos ‘HpaxAéuvs (Kubitschek and 

Reichel Wien. Akad. Anzeiger 16 Nov. 1893 p. 12 in reprint). 
The title ponyezov figures in the account of the Phrygian Mysteries 

given by Demosthenes *. It was borne by the leader in the celebration. 
As borne by the god, it designates him as the revealer of his own worship 
and the first celebrant of the Mysteries. 

547. (R. 1881, 1888). CIG 3858 fand Wadd. 768, very differently *. 
Atloviow xe Aldr. Klalcapt M. Aldp. Seou}jpp ’Arckdvdp. xe [ro ovpravre 
otk avrod kat Ty EO[......... klarotxla ¢ . Avp. TloAuvedxns ToAvvel]xous 
lepevs Tov Bwpov ovv [rots mepiplepopévots xloow cal xdo[pm éx roy Udlwy 
érrunoev. 

It is very common to associate the worship of the emperor with the 
cultus of the patron god of the city. 

548. (R. 1881). Emiraz. Unintelligible in CIG 38607 and Wadd. 
767. 6 PoiBos [cali 7 Zalrecjpa Oea|MNHTIA. Mdpxos Myvodd[yjrov 

[alveOn|xev brép Teprlov [vlod ? 
The inscription is difficult, and has suffered since the time when 

Le Bas copied it: Teprfov was almost the only word legible to him, but 
in 1881 that part of the stone was broken away completely. Perhaps 
one or two letters are lost after Océ at the end of the line. There is 
a strong punctuation on the stone after MNHTIA, and these letters must 
be part or the whole of an epithet of the goddess. The persistence of T 
before | shows that the epithet is not a strict Greek word, but a local 
form (perhaps |’Alurn(c)ia cp. Hist. Geogr. pp. 77, 278 2. 312, oF 

[T]un(o)la). 
Over the inscription is a relief, now much defaced. A quaint female 

half-figure, of which the body is oval, rests or stands on a low altar; 
a vine-branch projects from the side of the altar, and a bunch of grapes 
hangs from the extremity of the branch ; between the altar and the inscrip- | 

tion is a long-handled axe (not bipennis) with a ring at the end. The 

1 BCH 1880 p. 170. Assoc. Relig. p. 114. 
2 A correction of the published text * Among other differences, a whole 

is needed. line is omitted. 
5 de Cor. 259-60. See M. Foucart 
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epithet Séreipa, which occurs also at Apameia (p. 435), is best known at 
Cyzicos, where an lepets tis Zwrypas Kédpns to PB’ wat efnynris tov 
peyaArwy pvotypiwy tis Ternpas Kdépys is mentioned BCH 1890 p. 537. 

549. (R. 1887). Ahat-Keui, on two ornate stones of a herodn: the 
name of the deceased must have been on a third stone which probably 
contained an honorary inscription. Each separate entry is engraved 
within and around a crown. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 
1893 p. 261. 

7 Bovdy kal 6 dyyos 7) BovdAy cat 6 dijpos 

dexatpwrevoarTa. dyopayopov. 

7 BovdAn Kat 6 dos 7 BovdAy Kat 6 dios 
XpeopvAaxyoayta. oTpatnyov. 

véot kal tpv@dot 7) yepovoia ta Cvyoordona 
dpyvporaplay yevopuevon. Tpos TH PaKeAAM ex TOV 

l8lwy momnoavra. 

On Dekaprotoi see p. 63, on the Recorder Ch. X § 5 and no. 197, 
on Argyrotamias XI § 23 (3), on Strategos pp. 67 ff, no. 290, 472. 

The Hymnodoi are evidently an association of some kind ; and they 
united with the Neoi in honouring the deceased on account of his action 
while acting as Argyrotamias. Hymnodoi are frequently mentioned ; 
and both their name and the general character of the references show 
clearly that they originally had duties of a religious character, connected 
with the special religion of the city!. When the worship of the Emperors 
was instituted in Asian cities, 1t was modelled after the ancient religious 
institutions of the country, and thus bodies of Hymnodoi formed part of 
the cultus at Pergamos (Frankel II no. 374), Ephesos (Hicks no. 604, 

and 481 Il. 192, 328, 371°), and Smyrna (CIG 3170, 3148). The reason 
why Neoi and Hymnodoi honoured the Argyrotamias must have lain in 
his official services to them. Comparing the hypothesis about his office 
which we have adopted from M. Paris (Ch. XI § 23, 3), we may infer 
that he managed land, from the rent of which a certain annual sum was 

due to these bodies. 
Single Hymnodoi are mentioned CIG 3160, 3348 (Smyrna), A‘A. 

Mitth. II p. 57 (Teira), BCH II p. 614 (Cibyra), Hicks no. 604 {Ephesos) ; 

1 As is clear in such expressions ty- gests to Mr. Hicks the view that this 
ywdds Tis dywwrarns Apremsdos Ath. Mitth. title was appropriated to the imperial 
II p. 57 (Teira). Hymnodoi, for the sake of distinction 

2 Geopemdoi in ll. 328, 371, which sug- from those of Artemis. 
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but the fact that in CIG 3170 the Hymnodos makes a dedication to his 
Synhymnodoi shows that in all cases we may safely understand members 
of a body. A body of Hymnodoi is implied in Hicks no. 481, CIG 3148, 
3170, 3201, Frankel no. 374, Mous. Smyrn. no. 187 (where the Neoi and 
the Hymnodoi are associated). 

Makelton here evidently denotes the provision market, Latin macellum. 
Beside it the person honoured by the Gerousia erected at his own expense 
the Zygostasia, probably a device for the regulation and testing of 
weights. The rare word Zygostasion is explained by the reference in 
Cod, Justin. 11, 27, 1 in aestimatione frumenti quod ad civitatem Alexan- 
drinam convehitur, quidguid de crithologia et zygostasit munere Eminentia 

tua disposuit. An official connected with it, Cvyoordrns, is mentioned ib. 

10, 71, 2. A Zygostasion at Apollonia ad Rhynd. CIG 3705, where 
a part of a street is defined dd rod ¢. péype tis Uroywpyoews. 

The reason why the Gerousia connected itself with this particular act 
of the deceased person may have been that he was a Gerousiast, when he 
made the Zygostasion. 

550. (R. 1888). Oghuz-Keui: architrave fragment: first line [zarpt] 
marpidos, Kat Tod Kdopov Tov Te gy): second “LovAla: Zeovnpat apxrepelac 
kal aywvober| de], 

In no. 551 we have an exact parallel to this fragment. 

551. At a Mill between Susuz-Keui and Ahat-Keui, CIG 3860c 
Wadd. 7521. First line [rot] xdcpov rod re év: second [Zelpornvla 
Kopvourat xat d{p]x(tepelac|. See no. 552-560. 

552-558. (R. 1883). There was ip Akmonia a erodn in honour of 
a distinguished man, doubtless 9 citizen of Akmonia, who had had 
a career of some distinction in the Roman service. Several different 
inscriptions were engraved on this monument. Most of them are small 
fragments unintelligible by themselves ; but they are explained by, and help 
to complete a stone in the cemetery at Shabban, 3 miles NE from Ahat- 
Keut. [7 ’Axpor'@wy médts? érelunoey Aovxtioy Sepovnvioy Aoluxlov vidv 
Alp'tAlg Kopvoirop, d¢[xavdpov ér]t trav KAnpovopixGy dtxa,ornpiwy, Tlaylay 
djpov ‘Pwpalwy ema! pxelas] Kimpov, ayopavdpoy, otparny, dv), mperBevtrny Kat 

avriotpdtnyo[v] Mapxw ’Anwrly Saroupvelvw Actas} enapyelas, tov éavrijs 

evepyér( nv]. 
The fragments 2 Wadd. 751 (R. 1881), 3 Wadd. 750, 4 Susuz-Keui 

(Sterrett 1883), 5 Wadd. 765, CIG 3860 k 7, relate to the same person. 

’ Le Bas gives « adecript, but Hamil- Hamilton AIX. 
ton omits them: Le Bas has AIA, 3 The copy is very bad, and desperate. 
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They are put together in Amer. Journ. Arch. I p. 146. The most impor- 
tant is (1) on a piece of the entablature of the herodn, parts of two lines 
whose length must have been very great: [Séxavdpoy én ray KAnpovoluckGy 
dcxactnplwy, razlay dypoy xrA.|, and job you Pets adrod rd Tpwoy KarecKeva- 
cay', This shows the character of the monument: it was a herodn, 

probably in the form of a small temple, with a long inscription in two 
lines running round the entablature, and with other inscriptions in the 
walls. (2) is probably complementary of (1) if we can assume that the 
letters of the upper line in it are a little larger than those of the lower 
line (though Le Bas does not notice the difference): assuming this we 
may restore [.... Alju:Alg Ko‘pvodrov, déxavdpov) xrA. as in (2)], and 
[Cho lavrd ? [re xooplws cat ev mavti Kaipw Snpwdedds, of yovlets abrod cra. 
as in (2). (5) is part of an inscription in three or more lines; and it 
contains [you ‘Pwyalwly éralpyelas Kémpov| and (—jaro. Kopvod{rov]® with 
some other badly copied letters. 

With these six fragments, we must probably take 558 (R. 1881) CIG 
3858 4 +5 xowdv Tadarév4, It is remarkable that the Koinon of the 
province Galatia should place a decree in Akmonia; but this is explained 
by the fact that the family of Servenius Cornutus was connected with 
Ancyra in Galatia as well as with Akmonia. An Ancyran inscription 
has [rv é]x Baothéwy [Zelpovnvlay Kolpvod|ray KopynAlay Kadnfoply[ialp 
Odarepllav [Zlex[ojivdav Korlay IIpéxcAAay . ... play AovxotdAdAay 5, 
As Mordtmann rightly remarks, the occurrence of ‘this very rare name 
Servenius at Akmonia and Ancyra shows that the same family was 
connected with both cities; and he therefore infers that Servenia Cornuta 

and Servenius Capito of Akmonia were relatives of Servenia Cornuta at 
Ancyra. Thus it becomes explicable that the Koivon of Galatia honoured 
L. Servenius Cornutus in a decree which was engraved on his splendid 
monument in Akmonia, in the same way as it honoured two Galatian 
ladies at Ephesos, Br, Aus. no. 558. 

In no. 550, 551, Servenia Cornouta and Julia Severa seem to be placed 

in some sort of parallel with each other, and we find other evidence of 
a close connexion between the two families. 

Servenia Cornuta of Ancyra was descended from kings, and therefore 
her family must have claimed regal descent. Mordtmann understands, 
following Franz and Waddington, that she was sprung from the old 

1 These restorations differ much from * Probably miscopied. 
Waddington’s. ‘ It is the beginning of an inscription. 

2 This seems preferable to orparny]- 5 A. D. Mordtmann Monumenta Ancy- 
carta re on account of (2); the re seems srana p.18, better Domaszewski AE Mi. 

assured by the copy, though the letters 1885 p.129. Compare p. 651 1., C74 n. 
are imperfect. 
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Galatian kings; but an examination of the whole circumstances must, I 

think, lead to a very different conclusion. The phrase rds éx BaciAéwy is 
analogous to the following: Tt. Zeovfipoy! Baciréwy cal rerpapyav ané- 

yovov CIG 4033 and KapaxvAalay? apxidperav, dadyovoy Baciridwr,..... 
yuvaixa *lovAfov Zeovnpov CIG 4030, Here are two other families of royal 
descent, which intermarry. Further Ti. Severus, who is mentioned in 
CIG 4033, 4034, at Ancyra, is said by Aristides to belong to Upper 
Phrygia®; and, as a family bearing the name Julius Severus was promi- 
nent at Akmonia, we may adopt the hypothesis that this Ti. Julius 
Severus belonged to that family. Thus we find that two families of 
royal descent are connected with Akmonia, members of both play 
a prominent part in Asia, and also have a distinguished career in the 
Roman service, both have also some connexion with Galatia. 

Further we find that these two families intermarried. Servenius 
Capito and Julia Severa are mentioned together on a great number 
of Akmonian coins of Nero, Agrippina, and Poppaea. The legend 
generally is €TT1 - CEPOYHNIOY - KATTIITQNOC . KAI + IOYAIAC - 

CE€OYHPAC. The conjunction of a man’s name with a woman’s in this 
public way on coins must imply that they were married, a rich and noble 
pair who behaved very generously to the state. One coin of Agrippina 
reads APX - TO -T, and it is quite inconsistent with ancient feeling to 
suppose that a man and a woman were elected together three times and 
conjoined on many public documents, if they were not married (see no. 530). 

Thus we find that the three families of royal descent in Ancyra and 
Akmonia intermarried; and this seems to imply among them great 
exclusiveness and separation from the ordinary citizens. We do not find 
in ancient life as a rule such a spirit of exclusiveness ; but the explanation 
of the unusual character of these families was furnished by the following 
inscription. 

559. (R. 1888). Erjish. rév xaracxevacOd[vtja olkov tin[d}| "IovAlas 
Leounpas. T. Tuppwmos KAd|dos 6 81a Blov dpxi[ovv]dywyos Kat | Aovdxcos 
Aovux|iAtos } | xat Tomlatols * Kateo||kevacay ex t[Gy 
diwv dvadwpdarwr] | cara OepuelAl]w[y* rods xiovas Kat rovs Tolllyous® xat 

1 As Waddington observed, the gentile 
name ‘IovAtos is omitted. Domaszewski 
reads IT for Tu., lic. p. 118. 

2 Mordtmann rightly takes this as an 
error in Tournefort’s copy: he suggests 
Kop. "AxvAXiay or KA. ’AxvAXiay. 

5 ZeBnpos trav and ris dvwbey Spvyias 
Arist. I p. 505 (Dind.). 

* A column supporting the roof of 

the outer verandah of a house, stands 
on the inscription and conceals a con- 
siderable part of it. The engraving is 
rather coarse and careless: the stone 
has N for Al in @epe[Ajow and | for P 
in n[p]os : it is therefore highly probable 
that in line 5 Idm\cos should be read for 
TlomiAtos. 

5 The restoration is rather long: 
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thy dpolpyy, kat} érolycap | riy rév Oupidwy dopddetay kal roy | Avmoy mévra 

kéopoy" obotiwas xlal] | cwvaywyh érelunoey StAM emypilow did TE THY 
évdperoy avréy [Blwlow nal thy a[pjds! riv cvvaywyhy evvordy | re xal 
amovdyny. Blwors seems to be used only by Jewish and Chr. writers (e. g. 
Paul in Acts XX VI 4 with Blass and Wetstein’s notes, Steph. Thes.): 
classical writers use Bios in this sense. 

The date of this inscription is fixed about a.p. 60-80 by the reference 
to Julia Severa. She and her husband Capito were archons for the third 
time under Agrippina, i.e. not later than a.D. 59, and they were in office 
when coins of Poppaea Augusta * were struck, i.e. not earlier than 63. 

It is obvious that Julia Severa was a Jewess, who ranked as leader 

in the Synagogue, like another Jewess Rufina in Smyrna®, The use of 

the title is probably purely honorary, as M.S. Reinach remarks, indicat- 
ing not actual office, but merely dignity and influence. 

It may be inferred that all the persons mentioned in this inscription 
are Jews; and this discovery enables us to identify many other Jews in 
the Phrygian cities. The strange name Tyrronius (of which I find few 
instances * except in the two neighbouring towns Akmonia and Sebaste) 
may be in all cases taken as Jewish: and thus we find Jews filling high 
municipal positions in Akmonia (no. 530) and in Sebaste (no. 478). To 
follow out this clue is a matter of speculation and uncertainty, where 
each step is more slippery than the preceding one; but it seems worth 
while to put together some speculations in the hope of arousing criticism, 
and eliciting new evidence for or against. 

The Akmonian and Ancyran families of Julius Severus and Servenius 
Cornutus were also Jewish ; and of course Kar. Akyl|ltia, wife of Julius 
Severus, was a Jewess. Incidentally we notice from the inscriptions 
relating to members of these families that they held priesthoods in the 
cultus of the Emperors; but it was, doubtless, compulsory on those who 
wished to engage in the imperial service that they should freely accept 
the forms of that cultus, for it would have been a mark of disloyalty 
disqualifying an officer to refuse to participate in the established forms. 
This marks a very significant difference from the old Jewish spirit, and 
shows that the circumstances amid which the Phrygian Jews lived had 

TQNOC -. KAI - 1OYAIAT . CEOY- perhaps [rovs AevxodiBous roi]yous. An 
elaborate account of a building occurs 
at Aphrodisias, see Kubitschek and 
Reichel Wien. Akad. Anz. 16 Nov. 1893 
p. 10 of reprint. 

1 See p. 649, 7. 4. 
? Coins of TIOTTTTAIA -CEBACTH 

struck ETT] -CEPOYHNIOY - KATTI- 

HPAC are published by Waddington 
Voyage Numism. p. 6, and L. Meyer Zt. 

Sf. Numism. T p. 336. ; 

5 §. Reinach in Rer. Et. Juices VII 
p. 161. 

* Once at Iconium, Inscr. Olymp. no. 
237. A Latin name Turranius occurs. 
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affected them greatly: there can be no doubt that they had identified 
their interests with those of their new country, and had become as com- 
pletely Romans or Asians as persons of Jewish descent in England now 
reckon themselves English, and in France French. Prof. E. Schtirer has 
pointed out into what strange forms the Jewish customs had degenerated 
in Thyatira; and we need not wonder that the Akmonian Jews became 
magistrates, and agonothetai, and high-priests of the Imperial cultus, 

Further, when we see that in no. 530, the allusion to Julia and 
Tyrronius is dragged in, the suspicion rises that Nicias Lucius was also 
a Jew: that, of course, does not necessarily follow, but he would be more 

naturally proud of being in office along with them if he also was a Jew: 
He acted as priest of Imperial Fertility, i.e. Poppaea; but if there were 
any Empress to whom the Jews were likely to pay extravagant honours, 
it was Poppaea; and probably the cultus of Poppaea would have been 
established in the city, and maintained for years after her death by none 
except Jews. Itis characteristic of Jewish adaptability that Nicias Lucius 
had a Latin name to use among Romans (though not a Roman citizen) 
and a Greek name to use among Greeks'. The jingle of Nicias-Lucius 
probably recommended these names: pp. 637 f, 640. 

Servenia Cornuta Cornelia Calpurnia Valeria Secunda Cotia Procilla 
Luculla of Ancyra shows the great variety of Roman names which had 
come into use in her family?; and, as Mordtmann points out, a Cornelia 
Secunda appears as high-priestess at Thyatira CIG 3495; and Schiirer 
has emphasized the strong Jewish element in Thyatira, see p. 672. 

Probably Latinia Cleopatra *, whose father Latinius Alexander took 
prominent part in the rejoicings when Hadrian passed through Ancyra 
In 130, was also a Jewess. Alexander was a name favoured by Jews 
(no. 461); and her cousin bore the name Valerius (which appears also in 
the family of Servenius Cornutus), and had attained senatorial rank in 
Rome (also consular rank, if our restoration is correct). 

560. Ahat-Keui. CIG 3860 f, Wadd. 764. I. "IovAros Zleovnpos, 
"Apte|utd|épov vids. As Waddington remarks, this person probably 
belongs to the same family as Julia Severa no. 559, 530. 

561. (R. 1887). Kail. 

branched candlestick. 

imép vx maon tH Tatpld,: over a seven- 
The meaning of this interesting inscription is 

1 Among his own people he would 
doubtless bear a third alternative name. 

2 Text quoted on no. 559. 
5 shy éx BactAéwy Aarewviay K\eondrpay, 

Ovyarépa Aareviou ’AXefav8pou 8 dpyxee- 
peas, [aveyre ? Jaw Ovadepion [. | rou Aap: 

mporarov [Urarixou ?, adeiavros &] ddov 
érous €[v]... . A&pravor [map]ddm: Mordt- 
mann omits § in his transcription 
Marm. Ancyrana p. 16, our sole authority 
for the text. 
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uncertain ; its extent is doubtful ; and incorrect grammar or bad engrav- 
ing has caused the omission of the final letter of edy7s. Perhaps the 
intention was to connect mdo7r{s| with edx7 s]. 

It is peculiarly unfortunate that the inscription is mutilated, as it is 
certainly Jewish. Below the word zarpid: is indicated in incised lines 
the seven-branched candlestick ; and, as M. Le Blant no. 621 recognizes, 

this symbol is an infallible criterion! (cp. Th. Reinach Rev. Et. Ju. 1893 
on iecr. J. de Const.). 
It is clear, even though the text is mutilated, that the Jewish aathor 

intended to designate Akmonia as his fatherland. Even in the earlier 
years of the first century Philo mentions that the Jews of the Diaspora 
regarded Jerusalem as their metropolis, and the city to which they 
belonged as their patria *. 

562 (R. 1881). Aghar-Hissar. 
*lovdatos ([Gy] xareoxed|ace] 7d pyn[piov. 

This inscr. is included here as it brings out the existence of Jewish 
settlers in the valley of Akmonia and Diokleia, though strictly it belongs 
to the latter city. 

€rovs tuB’. Avfp]. *Adr€~avd[pos] 

563. (R. 1883). Yenije. [av d€ res érepoy cdpua elcevéyxn, éolra: airg 
mpos Tov Oeov tov DYoroy, cal rd dpas Spémavoy els rdv tov abrod [eloéA- 
Botro kal pndévay évxaradelyairo)]: on the restoration see no. 466. Middle 

forms often occur in Phrygia, Alsroito, ruxorrov, évtvxotro, mepitésoiro, 

NO. 94, 522, 527, Philologus N.F. I p. 755, Zt. f. gl. Sprachf. N.F. VIII 
p. 389. 

The formula eds tyros has been alluded to on p. 33, and its Semitic 
origin has there been suggested. A Semitic formula is likely to develop 
in a Jewish direction, and a Jewish inscription of Athribis in Egypt 
contains a dedication Oem tyiorw on behalf of king Ptolemy and queen 

1M. Le Blant mentions the vicissi- 
tudes of the original golden candlestick: 
it adorned the triumph, was deposited 
in the temple of Peace, and was after- 
wards saved when the temple was burnt. 
The candlestick was captured by Alaric 
(Procop. de bell. Goth. 1, 12), and was 
said to have been taken to Carcasonne. 
but it was captured by Genseric in 
Rome (Theophan. p.109), and re-cap- 

tured by Belisarius in Africa who took 
it to Constantinople; finally Justinian 

fearing that it might bring ill-fortune 
sent it to Jerusalem (Procop. de bell. 
Vand. II 9 Theophan. pp. 199 f). 

2 unrpdmoduy pev Thy ‘lepdrroduy nryoupevot, 

xa’ hv pura 6 rov tyiorov Oeov veos 
dywos, ds 8 EXayoy ex mwarépwy kal wammepy 
Kat mporanmov Kal trav €rt dvw mpoydrer 
oixety €xagrot, marpidas vopuiCovres, €y ais 
éyevynOnoav kal érpadnoav’ eis eévias 8¢€ 
cat xri(ouevas evOvs nAOoy arotkiay oretAd- 

pevot, Tos Krivrats xape(cpevot. Philo tn 
Flaccum § 7 (Mang. II 524). 
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Cleopatra (S. Reinach BCH 1889 p. 179), where Ocds tyoros undoubtedly 
is Jehovah : see also no. 232 and 561 note. 

In the present inscription there is every probability that we have 
a similar case. We have already seen that the formula écrat air@ mpos 
toy Oedy was not pagan, and that it was in many cases demonstrably 
Christian. In the present instance the form of the inscription does not 
suggest the Christian character. The curse is too marked and peculiar. 
I do not mean to imply that Christians could not or would not use 
a strong curse in such circumstances!; but those formulae of curse, which 
we have as yet found reason to consider Christian, bear a different stamp 
from this, and our guide in this investigation must always be the 
presence in doubtful cases of the characteristics observed in cases where 
no doubt exists. Moreover we have not found the phrase Oeds tioros in 
a Christian inscription; and though it is certainly an expression that 
might be Christian, it belongs rather to the class of things and terms 
which were Jewish first and Christian afterwards. The analogy of the 
Jewish inscription of Athribis and of no. 232 must therefore determine 
us to attribute the present inscription to the Jews of Akmonia (perhaps 
a Jewish Chr.), 

If this be the case, it suggests that either the formula écra: air zpéds 
toy Oedy was adopted by the Christians from the Jews, or that it arose 
among both simultaneously in the third century, which would suggest 
relations not wholly unfriendly between them. 

564. Ushak. BCH 1893 p. 263. (A). éyévero érovs tx’. T. A. 
"Ard£avdpos (Gv éaurp cat Tascavy yuvatxi rd pynyeioy xareoxevacen p. x., 

BovdAeioas, ap£as, Cnoas KadGs, pydéva AottTHGas. pera Se rePHvar eue roy 

"Adé£avdpoy cal rny atvBidy pov Tacavyy, ef tes avd&n 1d pynpiov, oovra 
air xatapat doe dvyeypappévale ioiv els Spacw ai els dAov 76 oSpa airo 
kat els réxva cat els Blov: fine to tameion den. 500. (B). elpnvapyia. 
cetrwyla. (C). Bovdrapxla. dyopavopla. (D). orparnyla. cetrwrla. 

The curses in this and the following inscr. connect them with the 
preceding, and distinguish them markedly from the usual Phrygian 
type. They may all arise through Jewish influence; see no. 563. 

565. (R. 1881, 1883). Susuz-Keui. CIG 3861 differently. "Appla 
Etrdxov Tadrimaxy dvipt xal éaury ex tis ldlas mpoxds 1d pvnpetoy Kare- 

oxevacev’ dpa b¢ éorat els réxva réxvwy Erepov ph TEA Hvlac | Tov dv pov 
Evrdxny nat yuvaikt (!) adrod. 

1 See no. 435, 445. In Aphrodisias (whose name Ninoe, p. 188, points to 
eastern katoikot) curses are strong. 
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It is probable that, if the text is correct, we should read the names as 

given above (and not Etrvuxots ‘AAwudy@). The husband’s name seems 
to be either an engraver’s error for (K)aA(A)ipax or a degenerate form of 
that name. 

566. (R. 1888). dios [ | (Gy xatleoxevacer peta 82 rd] rods 
Bolo reOfvar ds av dvolfe H Kadedet H moArjoe (sic!) rd yourdptov éorat 
air@ apa ls rév olkoy cal réxva téxvwy. yodros, Lat. guttus, is quoted by 
Stephanus from Htym. Magn. and Etym. Gud.; but yourdpioy does not 
seem to occur elsewhere. Guttarium, canalis, stillicidium (Ducange). 

yourraroy a cake sprinkled with drops of oil and honey. 

567. (R. 1881, 1883). Susuz-Keui. CIG 3861 0 differently. "Appa 
Taly OviBlp Kpiony xat Tiyn Opépacr (Got p. x." peta 7d rods dv0 TeOfvaL 
ds dv dvopi£e odpoy oidapodv rov [-|xdva Edvatto cai rp cupBovdrcvoarte. 

568. (R. 1888). Ahat-Keui, on entablature of a heroin. [7H d¢iva 

éavry ? Gloa xal ’Ayaddrod: rp dvdpt cal Lexovvdn «rd. 

569. Akmonia. BCH 1893 p. 260. M. ’Adragoinvés “IovAtos to his 
wife [B: ?]Aq[rn] MeAlrns. 

Alassienos is evidently the cognomenx, wrongly placed before the nomen 
by a Greek composer. 

570. (R. 1888). Susuz-Keui. CIG 3860 differently. [’Am]odnpas 
[IIp\oxA@ warpt xat ulnrpt Lexovvdyn émoinoey wp. x. xal Aaya adeddy, doris 

ECnoev ery v’, xal t@ vijg] adrod [TAcKA@ (sic !). 

The name ’Azodnuids is unknown, but ’Azodjytos occurs CIG 1977 

(Thessalonica), and Ammian. XIV 11. 

571. (R. 1881). Ahat-Keui. “Apreywy Apxerelulw warpi? p.] x. 

572. (R. 1881). Susuz-Keui. Aristainetos [to himself and to] Onesime 
his wife : fine to fiscus 500 den. 

573. (R. 1888). Ahat-Keui. [6 diva cal H deiva Awvos Aigid(a 
Ovyarpt [mpopolpp ? xal éavrjots ro pynpetov Kareo|Kevacen. 

574. (R. 1888). Susuz-Keul. Addidios “Ipnvaios(s) éavt@ (Gv xare- 
oxevacey Td prnpeioy cal [...... ] warpt yAvuxurdr@ cal KAavdia Bacon 

yAukutdtn yuvakl’ peta 7d TeOijvat Tov "Ipyvatov et tis Erepoy Oaer vexpdr, 
téxvwy ddpwv wepimécoito cvypopa. 

On the concluding curse see no. 522. 

574 bis. Akmonia. BCH 1893 p. 260. Avp. Bacidcctos] "OAvymov 
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BovAeurijs Atp. "Odvvrp adedAp@ xat “lovAtavp reepppéevp p. x. The 

engraver has erred in reO[pelupévy. 

575. (Sterrett 1883). Islam-Keui. YTdios xat Evroxla [ro vip 
"EyA Pléxr@ aa[p'o raxupipy [kal élav[rots (Gvres ?] katerxevacay, Erovs 13’, 
Afterwards there was added a second inscription to another infant son, 
Etroxla Siva traxvptpp pw. x. A.D. 219-220. See no. 528 dze. 

The name Silyon occurs in Anthol. XI 32 (Zucvoy Dubner). ClAAQN 
occurs on early coins of Akmonia. Eglektos and Eklektos both occur. 

576. (Sterrett 1883). Susuz-Keui. [é£éorai] 8% ovdd[va Elrepov Oeivar 
i} é[meBolvAciolar jt 8 ody elootce eis tov dicxoy mpootipov [dnv.] Bd’. 
rovtou avrelypadoy éréOy els Ta apyxeta. 

577. (R. 1887). Ahat-Keui. Bevotora Aovxtavijis éavry xarecxevacev 
kal Zyveu te avdpl w. x. The rendering of Latin V by f hardly began 
earlier than late second century, and was common in the third. The 
Emperor Severus is rendered YeBjpos and Levijpos, but more frequently 

Seovijpos. Waddington in BCH 1882 p. 288 blames himself for having 
in his Fastes p. 180 no. 118 understood BET on a coin of Hyrkanoi in 
Lydia about a.p. 115 as standing for Vettius, and he recognizes that 
OYET would be the rendering at that period'. In the third century we 
have BQTA on coins for Vota, BIBIOC, BAAEPIANOC see no, 517 and 

Rev, Numism. 1891 pp. 37, 244, Bevotoros Br. Mus. no. 635. 

578. (R. 1888). Oghuz. TAvxwv ’[dayévovs pydpaxey complete, 

579. (R. 1888}. Susuz-Keui. [FAv]xwy nal (Acolvooyévns [of vilot 
Anpasols xrA. 

580. Susuz-Keui. BCH 1893 p. 271. <Anprrptos Mdpxov to his 
children Mdpx@ xat Aayug and wife Mapx(q. 

581. (R. 1888). Ahat-Keul. “Epws “Eppoi xarecxevace ey ris mpoyo- 
pixots éaur@ kal Aovxiavy cupBip (Gvres TO pvnyiov. The spelling ris is 
curious: so is the grammar of the sentence. 

582. Ahat-Keui, CIG 3858k, Wadd. 763. Ewmopos xat ‘Poidos 
"Arctdvipp aderAP@ pL. X- 

583. (R. 1887). Emiraz, E. of Ahat-Keui. CIG 38587, Wadd. 769. 

1 He corrects his reading to BIT, i.e. 500 speak of Vettius as the proconsul 
Bittius: yet MM. Lechat and Radet in in question. 
BCH 1888 pp 64 f, and Mr. Hicks no. 
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Evrdxns marpt x[at wnrpi. Waddington may be right in reading Iarpr- 
x(éov!, The inscr. never was completed. 

584. (R. 1887). Ahat-Keui, Zorixds Zwrixod Zwrixp tmatpt Kat 
Xeresdove pentpl p. x. : 

585. (R. 1887). Zwrixd p. x. Dldcrre xaipe. 

586. (R. 1881). Fountain between Emiraz and Ahat-Keui. Zwrixijs 
Evdd (alvdpi nat éavrn (Goa [——]. 

587. (R. 1888). Oghuz. Ovpoos Iedayle yuvent ldia p. [x. 

588. (R. 1887). Kaili. KadSnola Tutyn Taly Movonrlw ldip dyvdpt 
[xal vig ?] Elraduky pw. x. 

589. (R. 1881). Abat-Keui. “Erovs of8’. I. KA. Etoxypov (ay éaute 
kat yuvatxt Adpvy xareoxevacev. A.D. 179-180, 

590. (R. 1881). Ahat-Keui. This stone has since been taken to 
Ushak and built into a fountain, where MM. Legrand and Chamonard 

copied it in 1891, BCH 1893 p. 266 (where the copy differs in several 
respects). 

A. Aovxios yuviatkkt (8g cepvordrn, yevunOelon Erovs pfa (A.D. 
77). (joaca yunolus, tovs imetp ys atoAtnoto[a] tréooapas Kal Ovyarépa, 
éredevrynoey érovs pqn’ (A.D. 114). 

B. Round the edge of the stone Tarifa Ovy[arnp, nat 
pavros |. 

The syntax is bad. Probably the names of the five children were 
engraved round the main inscription; but only Tatia and (Adei)mantos 

remain, 

kat Adel} 

591. (R. 1881). Ahat-Keui. Aovxcos xat Tptpwv raripi xai pnjrpl 

pe Xs 

592. (Sterrett 1883). Susuz-Keui. Aovxtos Kalpixod idov ?]péve 
kal Ovnoluw p. x. ef tis BAdYu Td ponpetov, E€et Tods ovpavlovs Oeods Kal 

xatayalous KexoAwpévovs. 

593. (R. 1887). Ahat-Keui. érovs pd’. Vpduart Mapxiav@. A.D. 

259-260. 
Nothing more was ever engraved. : 

1 BCH yuvaxi Aia, éredXetrnoce, and edge of the stone (probably now de- 
omits also the list of children which is __ faced). 
engraved in small letters round the 
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594. (R. 1888). Gedikler. [6 deta éavrp cat] Mapxle yuvalt|xt (oly) 
Kateoxevacer’ peta b¢ 7d TeOjvat adrovs ef ris emyeipyoes Erepoy Ody{ail, 
Oijoet els Td tlaluetoy dnv. ag’. 

595. (R. 1881). Tunlu-Bunar!: on a fragment of architrave broken 
right and left. [of detves trtp ray yovéwy..... ] Mag(pov xat "Avtrwrlas 
"Odvpmiddos [ro Hp@ov ? éemjoinoay. 

596. (R. 1888). Ahat-Keui: florid entablature of small herodn. 
NovldAa “Povdou xatecxevaca Td pynpiov’ efdv 8 gory rots Operrois pdvots 
reOjva. el 5€ Tis Erepoy émevBarlet], Onfoles ls rd [rapetoy Syv.] Bd’. The 
spelling égorn for éorat is strange. 

597. (R. 1883). Susuz-Keui. CIG 3859 differently. ree r¢t’. Avp. 
"Ovjowos Zwrixh [Cjov éavrg [——]. A. D. 232-233. 

Zwrixh seems to be genitive of Zwrixijs. 

598. Akmonia. BCH 1893 p. 259. OdcelBios Spudpaydos to his wife 
Aip. Swrnpikk ....» eres te’ (A.D. 220-1). The name Smaragdos is 
restored CIG 3860 g. 

599. (R. 1887), Ahat-Keui. [IToAvka ?lerros Kéopou KAeomdrpg adeAgn 
KATETKEUQCE [L. X- 

600. BCH 1893 p. 262. "Ay. T. Avpndtos Tarcav[ss] Meveudxov to his 
wife KuwrfdAn. Brought from Ahat-Keui to Ushak. 

6o1. (R. 1881). Ahat-Keui: in large letters. TEPTYAAA. 

602. (R. 1888). Oghuz. Tpddipos ’Avridxou éavr@ xat yuvatxt Evgpo- 

OUT pe X- 

603. (Sterrett 1883). Yenije. rovs rAa’. AdpyAtoe Tpddipos Elavova- 
plov xal Elapwiv yAuxurdrovs ydus ta téxva Tpddipos xat Elavovdpios nat 
Zwtixhs xa Zwrixds érluccay éx rdy lalwy adbrovs py. x. A.D. 246-247. 

This most ungrammatical epitaph probably means that the four children 
honoured their parents Aur, Trophimos and Aur. Eiarine, 

1 Tunlu-Bunar is far from Akmonia; the district people who wanted good 
but I was told in the village that this building-stones went to Ahat-Keui for 
and some other stones had been brought them. See no. 619. 
thence, and that in all the villages of 

VOL. I. PT. II. x 
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604. (Sterrett 1883). Emiraz. Adp. TeAdogopos PB’ Tederpdpe [zarpt 
| pyrpt cat Adp. adeAdy [kat An yAuxurdrots pi. x. cat 

605. (R. 1887: Sterrett 1883). Emiraz. Adp.] birAdd{nluos "Avrofver|- 
pravds Aopritlavds Evpevets Bovdevrns Avp. PAdkxp mdnaz@ mpds pntpds 

cal Aip. Magiptave adedp@ p. x. 
The father of Philodemos, a citizen of Eumeneia, had married the 

daughter of Flaccus of Akmonia: cp. no. 238. 

606. Susuz-Keui. BCH 1893 p. 270. PAdBios PiAcras to his wife 
BaotAgs ! and daughter P[w}rls. 

607. (R. 1881). Ahat-Keui. T.&(AdBtos) TiBepivos cat bAaBla “Axry 
éavrots (Gvres xareoxevacayv. The name Tibereinianos occurs in an inscr. 

found at Ushak (probably of Temenothyrai, from the name Tullia) BCH 

1893 p. 265. 

608, 60g. (R. 1881, 1883). On Hammam-Su, 5 miles N.E. of Islam- 
Keui. Mile-stone XI (from Akmonia). CIL III 7170. Dedication to 
(Fl. Val. Con)stantinus et Val. Licinnianus Licinnius in Latin and to the 
Caesars Crispus and Licinius and Constantinus in Greek. A.D. 317-323. 

It may be presumed that [dé ’Axpovlas} has been lost before the 
number IA. | 

610. (Sterrett 1883). Yenije. 
ofpa 768’ éotw epwiudvov vieos, SvTe ToKHes 

teicay én edrexvin oO pa Kad@s Oepevor, 
oppa kat év woior nal ev P'Ounévoror rlyrat 

Zwypagos jyabém TUBw alyadAcuevos, 
dv Odoay ’Appsavy re xal “Ar{rados etvexa prijpns. 

Zographos and the feminine Zographo are known personal names, 
The parents Ammiane and Attalos erected this tomb to Zographos their 
loved son. Most of the restorations are suggested by Mr. J. G. C. 
Anderson. 

611. (R. 1883). Shabban: on two sides of a stone: bold letters much 
defaced. 

A. 1O Gyv tpogyn mors te. 7rilparpeva ?| 

mepiooa 8é€ gots Ta GAXa [& avOpwmos peAct?.. 

11MM. Legrand and Chamonard read Baoiiwdy; but probably n stands for «. 

Cp. Basilo no. 138. 
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Then follows on the same side, but separated by a broad uncut space : 

TIoAAtavds [8]! Dwrewvod alalofw moAdrjrats] 
- ypdppara telv|£duevos radria AaAvet mapddors] 

Gjoa pev ev [povoas Ato(o)aydpales 
kat vopor ovlppivacxdy []reA[ 
ovdels [3°] ‘older euiy yvdlyn'v. 

JHNEMHN 
\AZAIGOY 

AM Y PON! 
| TAXAE<3- 
AHNOYIIAN. 
TLO.NHE <a 
| TIAAIN@ 
JOMHN: 
SEO 
THXAPI > 

101 

: ; Saal 

TO ‘ZH 
TPO$H: TTO} i OS TE-HTI® 
TTEPIEEAAEL i ITA dw? 

i 
ni Mi | 

TIOAAIANO 1 * INOYTAH 
rPAMMATATE JZAMENODTAY 

O1ZNy Bron TEA 
MINI 

| : jit i 

\s ih i ‘ail I WE i ul 

amit 
Be sn HA 

OPKONAHTGI yi 3 ce i i 

B. Only the ends of lines, perhaps iambics, remain: [—lunv épyv: 
Gu(or)pov [Map Piriadu: ete. 

The compound Arcodyopos, smooth- speaking, seems forced on us by the 
clear and certain text. 

1 B must be read as dis; but there is room cnly for one letter. 

x 2 
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2, INSCRIPTIONS OF SIOKHARAX ? 

612. Halaslar. BCH 1893 p. 273. [Atovicg] xat abroxpdropt Kaloape 
Tpasave ‘Adptavp "Odvprilp tov... 2. - jw xat thy orody éx rév ldiwv 
dvéOnxev [ |. 

This inser., though near Otourak, may be confidently assumed to have 
been brought from Akmonia, see no. 467. On the form restored see 
No. 547. 

613. Text no, 466. It has certainly been carried from Akmonia, 

614. Halaslar. BCH 1893 p. 273. [6 detva réxvors? ] «fa Aca- 
Sovpevw pw. x. MM. Legrand and Chamonard read KAidla Aovpevp which 
seems impossible, 

3. InscripTions oF DIOKLEIA. 

615. (R. 1887: Sterrett 1883). Beside Doghla. [Acv]kcov Zemripioy 
Sevijpov Teprivaxa Sappyarixoy Teppavixdy Bperavixdy LeBaordy, véov “HAvopy, 

) Mpoxexpiysevn ToD Mo€eavadv Syjpou AréxAera, [dlvactnodvtwy nap’ éavTay 
K. [letpwvfov Kanlrwvos “Eyvariavod tmép rod viod Mdpxou xat ‘Povdov 

‘Povpplov Kpiomov xa PiradéAdov Anpuntplov. ypayparevovros rod drpov 
Mdpxov f’ rod Ovadrepiov. erovs oma’ (A.D. 197) ?. 

The titles of Commodus are here transferred to Severus: the latter 
never was Sarm. or Ger., and became Brit. in 210. 

616. (R. 1881). Aghar-Hissar. Wadd. 770, CIG 3857. Aidp. 
Mov«cavdy M. ’Eyvartavoy tov aftoAoyétaroy Kal evepyétny xal mpGrov rijs 
moAews’ Mevexdrs 6 dpxtepevs tov marépa. M may be engraver’s error, as 
Wadd. thinks ; but I read M.¢‘Y(idv)), cp. no. 329. An Egnatius in BCH 
1895 p. 557 no. (3), which probably comes from Akmonia. 

617. (R. 1881). Aghar-Hissar, Wadd. 771, CIG 38577. Adurn 
yovedar | | érrolneev p. x. 

Crown, tablets, and inkstand are represented on this ‘ door-stone.’ 

618, (R. 1881). Aghar-Hissar, Wadd. 772, CIG 3857 w. Zadotpos 
tots Tlékvots ‘Epyr wat Aduvy yAuxurdrots p. x., nat éavt@ ert (Ov [ 3 

kareoxevacev. érovs con. A.D. 193-194. 

619. Aghar-Hissar : Wadd. 773, CIG 3857 w. Aovxos ‘Povdpios tarpt 
cal pnrpt yp. x. Rufrius no. 615 3. 

1 My copy (made very carelessly) has ypappar. onward, much larger letters 
Bperavyexoy and ypapparevévrwy; but I are shown in my copy. 
follow Sterrett in both cases. From 2 A Jewish inscr. found here, no. 562. 
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620. (R. 1883). Tchalja-Keui. Tpdédios do0d0s ’AtoAAwvlov Kovap- 
tiavod Aotdpxov éxolncev ‘Eppij réxv yAvxurare p.x. cat Nexngopl’: ovyBly 

xal éavtp (Gv. el d€ ris emBovdrevor Td pynpetoy TodTo, dwpa téxva mpoboiro 

Aw INGO | A ie Li -O.MN = thd. 2 x * 
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4 édvov dv rod yévous Ojou tia, otros pile] ys! xapwoy dveAnra. érovs 
rxs.2. The engraver seems to have arranged his work badly: it is written 
irregularly over the carved surface of a ‘door-stone:’ probably the proper 
arrangement is «f 3¢ Tis .... Todro, 7 févov.... Tid, odros dwpa réxva 

mpoOoiro, py[tle ys kapwov dvéAnrat, A.D. 241-242. 

621. (R. 1883). Between Tchalja-Keui and Ulu-Keui. (éree rid’ 
w(nvds) y’. Tpdpipos mpayparevtns th mpoodpirecrdtyn vipdy Adp. Addin 
kal avr ér. (Gy els p. x. KaTerxevaga. A.D. 229. 

4. INSCRIPTIONS OF ARISTION. 

622. (R.1881), Karadja-Euren. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 
1893 p. 274. Auvp. Alvelas Ilamavds ® Evarpots rots viots p. x. 

623. (Sterrett 1883). Geune. BCH 1893 p. 274. Zoéoipos] (Gr 
éaurg cot ’Applq yuvaixt cal ’Appiavy téxvp To pynueioy Kateoxevacely. 
E}rous [ a. 

624. Kinik (Keuneck). MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 
p. 274. KAlros cal MynolOeos xal 7 ddeApy aitav ’Addla érelunoay rov 
éautéy natrépa Mynoibeor xat ry pyntépa ’Applay p. x. 

5. INScRIPTIONS OF KIDYESSOS. 

625. (R. 1883). [illegible dedication to Gratian 4] Kidunccdéwy méAts. 

626. (Sterrett 1883). Khirka in Sitchanli-Ova. [7 B. nat 6 3. éjrei- 
pynoev [rloy (a€loAoydétaroy Atp. Mevvay inméa “Pwpalwy kat év rac 
girorarpi. 

627. (Sterrett 1883). Khirka. Adp. Tpvpwy trmotarpos Af |avovon 
“ ‘ 4 ) fe) 

Ty, TEpvotarn yuvainl p. x. Ke Ta TEKVA avTOdD. 

1 MHEPHC on the stone. omission of a letter is a commoner 
4 The date is put irregularly in larger copyist’s error than insertion. 

letters amid the curse on the orna- * Sterrett omits first line ZOCI: 
mentation. BCH omits last line TOYC. 

® Danmavds in BCH may be right: 
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APPENDIX II. 

BISHOPS OF THE AKMONIAN DISTRICT. 

1. AKMONIA. 

1, Optimus translated to Antioch Pisid. before 381. 

2. Gennadius éx. rijs "Axpovalwy 451. 

3. Theotimus 459. 

4. Basilius é. KoAwvelas (read [’A ]x{:}ovetas ?) Taxarvavijs 680. 
Le Quien changes to BaAevrias, which is more violent ; see p. 624. 

5. Paulus ém. wédews ’Axpovelas 787. 

6. Eustachius (Eustathius?) Aemoniae ? 869, 879. 

2. SIOKHARAX. 

No names are known: doubtless it was united in the same bishopric 
with Diokleia: as both were cities of the single people Moxeanoi. 

8. DIOKLEIA. 

1. Constantinus ep. civ. Diocletianorum (AcoxAnriavév) 431 (the order 
shows this to be in Pacatiana). 

2. Euandros é2. wéAews Atoxdelas 451. 

3. Elias misericordia Dei ep. Diocletianopolis 553, may be Diokleia of 
Thrace, or some of the cities properly called Diokletianopolis. 

4, ARISTION 1. 

1. Paulus ep. civ. Aristii (wédews ’Aplorov) 451. 

2. Mamas ep. Ariassorum civ. prov. Phrygiae (rijs ’AptoriavGy méAews 
érapxlas Ppvylas) 518. 

3. Tarasius 879. 
5. KIpYEssos. 

1. Heraclius méAews Kudioood (civ. Cydissorum) 451. 

2. Andreas Cidissosi (Cedisosi Kydicwood) 787. 

3. Thomas 879. ; 

1 It is liable to be confused with the bishopric Ariste in Bithynia. 
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APPENDIX III. 

(1) PTOLEMY Vv 2, 27 AND (2) STRABO p. 576 (xi 8, 13). 

1. This important passage should be read djuo. mapa wey ri Avxlav 

Pvraxjvowor Kal Oepiowyviot, mapa 8 Thy Bibvvlay Moxxadnvol! «at 

Kidunoceis® (7 Kvd8qocis), tp’ obs TeAtqvot (7 SaArnvol) era Mogtavol 
efra Avxdoves, td’ obs ‘Iepamodtra:r. I have transposed PvAaxjvoroe and 
Avxdoves. Without the transposition the description is hopelessly bad, 
while with it the description is good and instructive in every detail. The 
false reading was suggested by the similarity of Avxfay and Av«doves, 
which led to their being placed together. 

This important passage is to be understood thus: ‘In Phrygia along 
the Lycian frontier (going S. to N.) are the demoi Phylacenses (see p. 255) 
and the Themisonioi (p. 152); and along the Bithynian frontier (going 
W. to E.) the Mokkadenoi and the Kidyesseis, south of whom (going W. 
to E.) are the Peltenoi and the Moxeanoi and the Lykaones, south of 
whom are the Hierapolitai (Hieropolitai). See p. 599. 

I should have thought that no geographer would have defended the 
text of Ptolemy as it stands; but M. Radet accepts it, and founds on it 

an argument to place the Lykaones a few miles further south than I have 
placed them. Now, even if this were right, the position which he assigns 
leaves Ptolemy’s description an absurdly bad one. The situation of the 
Lykaones is determined by the two facts, that they were in the conventus 
of Synnada and in the province of Salutaris. Hence, even though 
M. Radet fixes them in the extreme S.W. corner of Salutaris on the 
bounds of the Apamean conventus*, yet no one who looks at a map of 
respectable size or knows the hundred miles of mountains and of road 
between Lycia and the extreme corner of Salutaris can believe that 
Ptolemy retains the slightest claim to geographical authority, if he 
describes a people situated there as being ‘ beside the Themisonioi on the 
frontier of Lycia.’ The error, once for all, is so gross, that a few miles 

more or less does not appreciably increase or diminish it. 
Further, the position which Ptolemy assigns to the Phylakensioi N. 

of the Hierapolitai and E. of the Moxeanoi is equally absurd. The 
position of the Phylakensioi is assured beyond question in the extreme 

¥ Moxadnvoi BCH 1895 p. 557. ® Other reasons, stated on pp. 694 f, 
3 Kudtooeis MSS. The coins showthe show that his position is impossible. 

true form § 8. 
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S.W. of Phrygia closer than any other demos to Lycia (for Cibyra is 
ranked among the po/ezs, not among the demo). 

Now, when we observe that the Phylakensioi and the Themisonioi lie 
side by side in the long valley, Kara-Eyuk-Ova, which is the extreme 
part of Phrygia towards Lycia, we feel compelled to say that, if Ptolemy 
did not mention these two peoples side by side on the Lycian frontier of 
Phrygia, he shows a geographical incapacity far beyond anything else in 
the way of looseness that he has been guilty of in his account of Asia 
Minor. Further we see that the transposition of the Lykaones beside 
Lykia was rendered easy for an ignorant transcriber; and that, if we 
make this alteration in the text, we have good geography and good sense 
in place of absurdity and unparalleled blundering?, There are, in our 
present state of knowledge, only two alternatives open : one, to leave the 
passage of Ptolemy on one side as either absurdly wrong or hopelessly 
corrupt: the other, to accept the transposition proposed as being probably 
correct, and use the text reconstituted as a subsidiary, but not a decisive, 
argument in questions of topography. 

M. Radet seems to regard the Hierapolitai as the people of Hierapolis 
on the Lycos; but they must certainly be taken as the inhabitants of 
Sandykli-Ova *. 

2. Strabo p. 576 gives a list of the districts and cities of Phrygia Magna, 
using that term in the carly sense, as distinguished from Phrygia Helles- 
pontiaca and Phrygia Epiktetos. He divides his list according to districts: 
(1) Paroreios Phrygia: (2) Phrygia mpds Tiotdlq (including Pisidian 
Antioch, Limnai, and much of Ptolemy’s Ppvyla Modia Ch. IX App. II); 
(3) ra wept Apdproy cat [Ax]lu[dvecay xal Ldvvada (i.e. central Phrygia in 
our conception, but in Strabo’s conception northern Phrygia, for he 
divides what we reckon northern Phrygia between Mysia and Epiktetos) : 
(4) Apameia-Kibotos and Laodiceia and the surrounding cities and 
towns Aphrodisias, Colossai, Themisonion, Sanaos, Metropolis, Apollonia, 

and at a greater distance Peltai, Tabai, Eukarpia, Lysias (i.e. the whole 
south-western part of Phrygia, taking it in the widest sense). This 
division is clear and well carried out, if we make the single correction 
’"Axudveray for Eipévecay: without the change the division loses its sharp 
precision, for Eumeneia and Peltai must go together in one group. 

1 Ptolemy is a little hazy about the a good geographical list. 
Peltenoi, whom he thinkg about as too 2 See CB LXXXV, where this is 
far N.; but otherwise the passage is pointed out. 
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APPENDIX IV. 

ROUTES IN THE SITCHANLI-OVA AND MOXEANOL}. 

(1) 1881 (with Sir C. Wilson) from Islam-Keui up Hammam-Su, 
Tchiflik-Keui, Geune, Duz-Agatch, to Afion-Kara- Hissar. 

(2) 1883 June (with Sterrett) from the Pentapolis, Saltik, Kilter, 
Yannik-Euren, Yavashlar (obliterated inscr.), Dolatann, Hodjalar, Doghla 
(Akche-Badank, Kosluja, Tchiipni, Gudubez?), Aghar-Hissar, Tchalji- 
Keui, Ulu-Keui, Yaghdi-Keui, Eldesann, Tchukurja, across Ahar-Dagh 
to Sitchanli-Ova, Avlann Pasha, Tazilar, Ginik, Dokutchlar, Sinan-Pasha, 

Duz-Agatch (Aivali, Bulja, Balmama), Geune, Avlann-Pasha, Tchiflik- 

Keui, Tunlu-Bunar, Otourak. Separate routes by Sterrett (a) Hodjalar, 
Doghla, Emiraz, Doghla. (b) Taziler, Geune, Karadja-Euren, Duz- 

Agatch, Tchai- Hissar, Khirka, Aivali, Geukche-Eyuk, Pasha-Keui (Kilij- 
Arslan, Sinir-Keui), Sinan-Pasha, Duz-Agatch. 

(3) 1883 October, from Afion-Kara-Hissar, Balmama, Bulja, Duz- 
Agatch, Karadja-Euren, Geune, Tchalishlar, Tchiflik-Keui, down Ham- 

mam-Su. 
(4) 1886 August (with Brown) from Afion-Kara-Hissar riding by 

night reach Tchiflik-Keui next morning. 

1 See explanations p. 619. 
2 Compare Armenian Gadubes, ‘like a cat.’ 



CHAPTER XV 

THE JEWS IN PHRYGIA 

§ 2. The Legend of the Flood in Apameia § 1. The Jews in Apameia p. 667. 
§ 4. Fate of the Phrygian Jews p. 669.  §3. The Jews in Akmonia p. 673. 

p. 674. 

§ 1. Toe Jews 1n APAMEIA. Cicero! mentions that Flaccus, pro- 
praetor of Asia in 62 B.c., would not allow the contributions, which 
were regularly sent to Jerusalem by the Jews, to go out of Asia, and 
seized the money that was collected for the purpose. At Apameia nearly 
100 pounds weight of gold was taken and weighed before the praetor, 
at Laodiceia 20 pounds weight, an unknown amount at Adramyttion, 
and a little at Pergamos. But it is an error to state, as has frequently 
been done, that the 100 pounds had been contributed by the Jews of 
Apameia. It is clear that the sums seized had been brought to these 
great centres for export, and represented the contributions of large 
districts. Hence Cicero's statement proves only that there was a 
large Jewish population in Phrygia; and this is known from some 
other sources. But we may safely conclude that Apameia was one of 
their chief centres, for it united all the conditions favourable to their 

commercial and financial genius. Further, comparing the amount at 
Apameia and at Laodiceia, we infer that the Jews were far more 
numerous in Apameia and the cities connected with it than they were 
in the Laodicean group; and the evidence of inscr. fully confirms 
this, Akmonia, Sebaste, Eumeneia, Apameia, Dokimion, Iconium , are 

1 Pro Flacco 68: Th. Reinach Textes 2 dr. annually), M. Babelon Mél. 
Relatifs au Judaisme p. 237. 

3M. Th. Reinach Monn. Juives pp. 72 f 
note, calculates that this weight of gold 
represents about 50,000 half-shekels, 
which he considers must either have 
been the sum of several years’ tax, or 
an extraordinary contribution; but in 
his Textes p. 240 he calculates that it 
is over 75,000 drachmae (each Jew paid 

Numism. I p. 169 infers that la popula- 
tion @Apamée a Vépoque Romaine, étatt 
Juive en grande partie. It would be 
safer to say that Apameia was the 
centre of a district in which a very 
large Jewish population dwelt. 

> CIG 9270 at Iconium is clearly 
Jewish-Christian. Iconium was not in 
the Apamean district. 
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the cities where we can identify Jewish inscriptions, legends and names. 
We cannot doubt that this large Jewish population exercised a great 
influence on the development of the district and of the cities ; and we 
therefore proceed to investigate the traces of it in the inser. 

In no. 399 bis (third century) the law of the Jews is mentioned ; 
and we recognize there (with M.S. Reinach), not the law of Moses, 
but a regulation agreed upan between the city and the Jewish commu- 
nity for the protection of Jewish graves. Before a.D. 70 the Jews 
constituted, according to Roman law, a separate self-administering 
community, ‘the Nation of the Jews’ in Apameia!; but after that 

date the separate existence of the Jews as a nation was terminated, 

and the law recognized no distinction between the Jews and other 
provincials (except in respect of religion). It is remarkable that 
a separate law of the Jews should have been recognized in Apameia 
near two centuries later. 

Probably the Jewish community in Apameia is as old as the founda- 
tion of the city (280-261 B.c.). The Seleucid kings used the Jews as 
an element of the colonies which they founded to strengthen their 
hold on Phrygia and other countries”. Seleucus Nicator granted the 
Jews the full rights of citizenship, equal to those of Macedonians and 
Greeks, in all the cities which he founded *; and this may doubtless 
be taken as an example of the general Seleucid policy, for the later 
kings * guarded the privileges of these Jewish Katoikozi® in spite of the 
jealousy of their fellow-citizens. For example, distribution of oil was 

made to all citizens at the public expense ; but, as the Jews objected to 
use oil made by Gentiles, the gymnasiarchs were ordered to give them 
an equivalent in money °, a right confirmed by Mucianus in Antioch 
67-69 a.D. This and various other privileges were guaranteed to the 
Jewish Kutoikoi; and the whole probably constituted the ‘law of the 
Jews in Apameia, no. 399 bis. Experience showed that the Jews were 
a useful and loyal part of the Seleucid colonies; and when Antiochus 
the Great desired to strengthen his cause in Phrygia and Lydia about 
200 B.C., he brought 2000 Jewish families from Babylonia and settled 

11d €Bvos ray "lovdaiwy at Smyrna, 
S. Reinach Rev. des Et. Juives VII p. 161: 
the Alexandrian Jews had an Ethnarch 
at their head. 

* See pp. 10, 34, 196, 257, 421. 
§ Josephus Ant. XII 3, 1 (§ 119) 

quoted p. 34 note. 

‘ Antiochus Theos 261-248 B.c. granted 

them citizenship in the Jonian cities, 
Josephus Ant. XII § 125 (which means 
that he planted colonies of Jews in 
these cities). See also p. 669, note 1. 

5 See pp. 199 f, 583, 703. 
§ Josephus Ant. XII § 120. On the 

Gymnasiarchs see p. 443. 
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them in the strongholds, granting them lands and guaranteeing them 
his favour in every way!. 

The fact that the Jewish Katotkoi were encouraged and favoured 
by the Seleucid kings proves that they maintained the interests of the 
dominant party against the native population*®. Thus they were an 
aristocratic faction in the Phrygian cities; and, though the Perga- 
menian policy differed, yet the Jews are not likely to have lost the 
position which they had gained. In the Roman period their success 
in so many suits before Roman officials, when their privileges were 
attacked, is a proof of their wealth and power ; for under the Republic 
they who could bribe highest were always successful. Especially the 
favour of Dolabella * was a mere matter of purchase. 

In A.D. 70, they lost their separate and peculiar position before 
Roman law. Advantage was taken of this by the cities of Antioch 
and Alexandria, which sought to deprive them also of citizenship ; but 
Vespasian and Titus confirmed their rights as citizens. The action of 
these two cities formed a test case; and, if it had gone against the 
Jews, they would obviously have lost their citizenship in all similar 
cities. But it would appear from no. 399 51s, that they not merely 
retained their equality in citizenship at Apamoia, but also some (prob- 
ably almost all) of the peculiar privileges which they enjoyed beyond 
other citizens. These privileges were inseparable from their religion ; 
and, as their religion was made legitimate (on the payment of a poll- 
tax), the privileges connected with it were recognized. Only the tax 
which they formerly sent to Jerusalem (safe transmission of which was 
guaranteed by many enactments) was now turned into a Roman tax. 

It is very probable that the Jews would have a separate cemetery 
at Apameia; but the dearth of Jewish epitaphs is remarkable. Only 
one is known, no. 399 bis. But the Phrygian Jews seem to have aban- 
doned entirely the use of the Hebrew language and names‘; and it is 
impossible to identify them from their names alone. The language and 
tone of no. 315, 385, 394, suggests that they are Jewish or Jewish- 
Christian. 
§ 2. THE LEGEND OF THE FLOOD IN APAMEIA. On Apamean 

coins struck under Severus, Macrinus, and Philip, there appears (with 
slight variations in details) the same type of ‘a chest or ark (x:Bwrés) 

1 See the whole letter of Antiochus, 2 On the Seleucid policy see pp. 260, 
Josephus Ant. XII § 148 ff, which was 420. 
doubtless preserved as a charter by the 5 Josephus Ant. X1V 10, 9 ff (§ 217 ff). 
Jews. He mentions the strong liking of * Unless they retained Hebrew names 
his predecessors for the Jewish settlers. in esoteric private use. 
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inscribed NNE, floating on water: within it are two figures, and stand- 
ing beside it a male and a female figure: on the top of the chest, 
@ raven, and above a dove carrying an olive-branch’'.’ M. Charles 
Lenormant has published a relief found in the Catacombs at Rome, 
‘which represents a scene identical in all points with the Apamean 
coin-type*.’ This type brings together two scenes of the tale of Noah : 
in one he with his wife is floating in the ark: in the other they are 
giving thanks on dry land after their preservation. 

Reasons have been stated above for the belief that the coin-engravers 
used as their model a picture exhibited in a public place in the city °, 
probably one of a series of illustrations of Apamean legends which 
adorned some public building, such as a stoa. Some time during the 
second century, probably, an artist represented the tale of Noah as an 
Apamean scene. In adapting the Hebrew tale to pictorial representa- 
tion, the artist took as his model the form which Greek art had already 
given to the myth of Danae and Perseus or of Auge and Telephos. 
The ark was represented as a box like that in which Danae or Auge 
had floated across the sea; and Noah and his wife were shown twice, 

once in the box (like Auge on a coin of Elaea*), and once standing 
beside it (like Danae on Pompeian wall-paintings®), raising their 
right hands towards heaven. 

That the legend of Noah was localized at Apameia is known from 
other sources. A passage of the Sibylline books®, composed probably 
in the imperial period, mentions that the ark (x:Bwrés) rested on the 
hill whence the Marsyas rises; and Cedrenus mentions the same tale. 
There is an obvious connexion between the by-name of the city, 

’ Head Hist. Num. p.558. See Plate I 
1 and 2. 

3 Babelon Mélanges Numism. I p.172: 
I have not seen M. Ch. Lenormant’s 
publication ‘dans les Mélanges d’ Archéol. 
des PP. Cahier et Martin pp. 199-202.’ 

® See p. 432. Either a wall-painting 
or a scene in low relief, which 1s go- 
verned by similar principles of compo- 
sition, would satisfy the conditions. 

‘ Auge and Telephos on a coin of 
Elaea Imhoof MG p. 274 (a type cer- 
tainly influenced by Artemon’s picture 
of the finding of Danae Pliny XXXV 
139). The explanation of the type is 

given by Marx in Ath. Mitth. 1886 pp. 23 f, 
f paper which has escaped M. Babelon’s 
attention p.173. It also seems unknown 

to the writers of the arts. Auge and 
Danae in Roscher'’s Lexicon; but has 

not remained unobserved by Mr. Wroth 
B. M. Catalogue of Aeolis &c. p. 130, 
who defends the reading N€OY against 
Marx's suggestion N€QOK (épov). 

6 Three Pompeian pictures are de- 
scribed by Overbeck Kunstmyth. d. Zeus 
p. 414 after Helbig Wandgemdlde der 
t. V. rersch. Stdédte Campaniens no. 119- 
121. None of them seems to be pub- 
lished. 

6 | 261 ff, quoted on p. 454: Cedrenus 
I p. 20, Syncellus I p. 38, Stephanus 
s.v. "Ikéuov, Suidas s.r. Ndvvaxos, and 

Nonnus Dionys. XIIT 522 ff also describe 
a Phrygian flood in terms similar to the 
Biblical flood. 
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Kibotos, and the tale of the ark of Noah; but there is no evidence 

whether the by-name (which occurs first in Strabo about A.D. 19) was 
derived from the tale, or the tale was localized here because of the 

name. It seems possible that there was a native Phrygian name, to 
which the grecized form Kibotos was given. In fact, we know that 
this transformation actually occurred elsewhere, for the name .Kibotos 
occurs in Bithynia'. But, on the other hand, we find reason to think 
that the Jewish element was quite strong enough in Apameia to give 
the city a by-name derived from the biblical legend as early as the 
time of Christ *. Evidence may yet be found; but though probability 
inclines toward Jewish origin of the name, one cannot feel any con- 
fidence at present. 

M. Babelon, who has discussed this subject with great care *, con- 

siders that most of the Jewish colonies of the Dispersion identified the 
loftiest mountain of their neighbourhood as that where the ark rested ; 

and that in this way the Jews of Apameia selected the mountain behind 
Apameia. But this explanation seems unsatisfactory. Even suppos- 
ing that Jewish colonies as a rule did as M. Babelon supposes them 
to have done (though I cannot find that his references prove the state- 
ment), the Apamean colony would never have thought of the little 
hill of Kelainai* which is dominated by the whole ridge of Djebel- 
Sultan, and especially by its southern peak Ai-Doghmush (5580 ft.), 
a beautiful and striking mountain about six miles away, Further, 
two other mountains in full view from any prominent point in the 
city rise to a far greater height than even Ai-Doghmush, viz. Yan- 
Dagh (6619 ft.) and Ak-Dagh (8013 ft.), whose superior elevation was 
attested to the eyes of the Apamean Jews by the snow lying late on 
them. If M. Babelon’s theory were correct, one of these lofty moun- 
tains would surely have been selected as the point where the ark 
rested. 
We must therefore conclude, with MM. Ch. Lenormant and Th. 

Reinach, that the hill of Kelainai was considered by the Apamean 
Jews to be the spot where the ark had rested, because an Apamean 

1 Hist. Geogr. p. 186. It lay opposite idea that the name Kibotos was given 
Dakibyza; and we have seen the pro- 

bability that the name Dakibyza was 
used in S. Phrygia (like Askania): 
above, p. 31 note. 

2 This view is stated by Gutschmid 
Rhein. Mus. 1864 XIX p. 400, and main- 
tained by M. Babelon and adopted by 
Schiirer Prophetin Isabel p. 54. Schiirer 
rightly rejects Prof. G. Hirschfeld’s 

to Apameia on account of its com- 
mercial importance. 

* Mélanges de Numism. I pp. 165 ff 
(Rev. de l' Hist. des Religions 1891 XXIII 

pp. 174 ff). 
* My aneroid showed 815 feet above 

the railway station, i.e. 3660: the pro- 
posed railway tunnel through Djebel- 
Sultan is at a level of 3600. 
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legend of a deluge was already connected with the hill, M. Babelon 
objects that there is no trace of a native legend; but, in the first 
place, we know too little about Apamean beliefs to found anything 
on this failure, and secondly the legend of Anchouros mentioned 
above, p. 415, seems to point to a belief that the city rested on 
underground waters which were prevented from engulfing it by the 
protection of the Kelainian god seated on the Acropolis. This ap- 
proximates to the idea of a deluge, and we do not know all the forms 
in which it was probably current; but, taken as it is, it seems quite 

enough to suggest to the Jews (who came believing that the ark 
had rested somewhere in this northern land) the idea that Noah had 
stepped from the ark on the sacred hill dominating the city. If there 
was a native name Kibotos, applied to some part of the city, the 
Biblical legend would be sure to be localized there; but this, as we 
have seen, is not certain. 

This type was favoured in Apameia beyond any of the other 
legendary types; and it is quite probable that the magistrates who 
chose this type for their coins may have been Jews, Artemas! and 
Alexander. The name Alexander was in use among the Phrygian 
Jews’; and its frequent appearance among the Phrygian Christians, 
No. 355, is probably due to that fact. 

If Alexander, who chose the Noah-type in the time of Philip, was 
a Jew, it would prove that the Phrygian Jews had degenerated 
greatly from the Jewish standard of religion; for he was a high- 
priest of the city (i.e. in the Imperial cultus). It seems, however, 
not impossible that this may have been the case. Dr. Schiirer has 
shown to what superstitions the Jews of Thyatira had given way *. 
In Cyprus and in Ephesos, also, some Jews had abandoned themselves 
to the practice of magical arts, which were stringently forbidden by 
the Mosaic law*. An Apamean Jew might therefore join in main- 
taining the loyal cultus, for the Roman Jews were always staunch 
Imperialists ; and at Akmonia we find Jews acting as high-priests in 
the Imperial cultus. 

Great had protected and favoured the 1M. Babelon p.172 calls Artemas 
agonothéte pour la troisiéme fois; but 
this is incorrect (as is proved by another 
legend of the same person €ITI - AP- 
TEMA-T:ATIAMEIC.- KOINON. 
@PYTIAC), see p. 442 note 3. 

* No. 562. The name was naturally 
common among a people loyal to the 
Seleucids; moreover Alexander the 

Jews, Josephus Bell. Jud. II 18,7. It 
was in use among the Greek-speaking 
Jews everywhere: the brother of Philo 
was Alexander. 

5 Prophetin Isabel in Thyatira(Abhandl. 
Weizsdcher geicidmet pp. 39 ff). 

* Acts XIII 6, XIX 13 ff. 
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§ 3. Tor Jews IN AKMONIA. Jewish inscr., certain or probable, are 
more numerous near Akmonia than in all the rest of Phrygia put 
together; and they reveal to us Jews of rank and influence. Among 
the Asian Jews, women take an unusually prominent place!; and 
foremost among them was an Akmonian lady, Julia Severa, whose 
dignity and rank are attested by many coins and inscriptions. Few 
persons in the whole province are mentioned in so many documents 
as Julia Severa; and hardly any Phrygian inscr. is more important 
than no. 559, from which we learn that she was a Jewess, for her 

origin seems to imply the Jewish origin of a number of other persons. 
The name Tyrronius, found at Iconium*, Akmonia and Sebaste, 

must be recognized as Jewish (no. 530, 559, 478 f); and two families, 
bearing the names Julius Severus and Servenius Cornutus, connected 
both with Akmonia and with Ancyra in Galatia, boasting of royal 
descent and intermarrying with one another, are probably also Jewish. 
The evidence is not sufficient to demonstrate the latter inference ; it 

merely suggests it as probable, and we can only register it, at present, 
as such and wait the discovery of further evidence ; but the connexion 
of these families with one another and with both Akmonia and 
Ancyra is a fact both certain and noteworthy *. A slight confirma- 
tion may be mentioned. Severus, consul about 140, proconsul of 
Asia in A.D. 153-4, is believed by Waddington to have been named 
Julius Severus; he was of royal descent; he was connected with 
Ancyra, where two inscriptions in his honour are found‘; but he 
also belonged to a family of Upper Phrygia, as Aristides tells us° 
Akmonia was in Upper Phrygia; and, if our hypothesis as to the 
Akmonian family be correct, the discrepancy between our authorities 
as to his origin is fully explained. Aristides’ description of him as 
a very well known man, stately, determined, unbending, suits his 
royal descent °. 

The extreme interest of this hypothesis warrants us in allowing it 
a place in this chapter, even though it cannot be ranked as proved. 
The full discussion of the subject is connected with Ancyra, rather 

than with Akmonia. To the former place belong all the documents 

1 See comm. on no. §59. 5 fv 8€ iryepov rys ‘Aolas rére avip Kal 
* A Jewish colony in Iconium Acts pada trav yropinwv TeBypos tov amd ris 

xiv. 1, CIG 9270 (quoted p. 734). dvwbey Spvytas Arist. iep. Aoy. (1 p. 505 
5 See comm. on no. 530, 551-559. Dind.). 
‘ CIG 4033, 4034: one in AR Mit. IX © aynp tWndos rovs rpdrovs, kal 6 rt yvoin 

118: see Wadd. Fastes § 143. Severus xa) mpoédoiro otk dy ideiro ovdevi p. 523: 
was not governor of Galatia; the inscr. cp. pp. §25, 527-9. Compare the de- 
are erected by personal friends. scription of Polemon of Laodiceia, p. 43. 

VOL. I. PT. II. Y 
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which allude to royal descent'. The descent is explained by Franz 
and Waddington as being from one of the Galatian tetrarchial families ; 
but, if the families are Jews, we should have to admit, either that 

the Jews intermarried extensively with Galatian families, or that the 
families claimed to be sprung from Jewish kings. 

At Akmonia, and in Phrygia generally, Christians and Jews seem 
to have been in close relations, and it is often difficult to determine 
whether an inscr. is Jewish or Jewish-Chr. (no. 411 f, 466, 563 f, 635). 
The relations were not always friendly (no. 232); but the same names 
and formulae were used by both. In a Chr. inscr. 466, a form which 
has little of the Chr. character seems to spring from Judaism. But 
in this subject, we depend rather on the general impression derived 
from the situation and from the inscr. as a whole, than on definite 

single facts. 
In Akmonia a series of epitaphs are found containing a curse quite 

different in character from the ordinary Phrygian forms of impreca- 
tion against the violator of the tomb; this curse has a thoroughly 
Semitic intensity, and Oriental parallels to it are easily found. One 
of the epitaphs, no. 563, contains a reference to ‘the most high God,’ 

in a form which is almost certainly Jewish?; and the whole series 
may be set down as either Jewish, or due to the influence of Jewish 
manners and beliefs on the Akmonian people (no. 564-567). 
§ 4. Fare or THE Poryaian JEws. The Phrygian Jews, many of 

whom had been brought from Babylonia about 200 B.c., are con- 
sidered in the Talmud as the Ten Tribes; and it is said that the 

baths and wines of Phrygia had separated the Ten Tribes from their 
brethren ®. They lost connexion with their own land and people ; 
they forgot their language ; they did not participate in the philosophy 
and education of the Alexandrian Jews; and they were much more 
readily converted to Christianity, which is what the Talmud calls 
their separation from their brethren*. We may then take the mar- 
riage of the Jewess Eunice at Lystra to a Greek, and the exemption 
of her son Timotheus from the Mosaic law ® as typical of a relaxation 
of the exclusive Jewish standard in Lycaonia and Phrygia and an 
approximation to the pagan population around them. This is con- 

1 Bacwréwv kal rerpapyav amdyovoyv, CIG no. 466. 
4033 f, 4030, Mordtmann Marm. Ancyr. 5 Neubauer Géogr. du Talmud p. 315. 
p. 16, Domaszewski AEMit. IX p. 129 * Neubauer l.c. In my St. Paul the 
(rnv ex Baotkewy Zepounviay Kopvovray Kop- Trav. pp. 142 ff, reasons are stated for 
yndiav xrd., see p. 648. following his weighty authority. 

2 It is probably Jewish-Christian, like 5 Acts XVI 2. 
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firmed by several indications in our inscr. Julia Severa was a high- 
priestess in the Imperial cultus, in association successively with her 
two husbands, no. 530, 550: so also was Servenia Cornuta, no. 551. 
The worship of Poppaea as Sebaste Eubosia seems to have been 
maintained by Jews (no. 530). Alexander, the high-priest at Apameia, 
was probably a Jew. 

The Akmonian Jews, then, seem to have regarded Akmonia as their 

fatherland, not merely in name (no, 561), but in reality. They took 
the Roman Empire as their country, and in every way showed them- 
selves loyal, even to the extent of engaging in the loyal worship of 
the Emperors. 

The approximation between the Jews and the native population 
was not likely to be wholly on one side. The fascination which the 
lofty morality and proud separation of the Jewish religion exercised 
on the Roman world is well known; and Phrygia was probably even 
more likely than other countries to come under that influence. In 
no. 232, according to our interpretation, there is an example of this 
Judaizing tendency ; and though no other example can be given, we 
must remember that inscr. can rarely throw light on such move- 
ments of thought. But the tendency of Paul’s Phrygian converts at 
Colossae, Iconium and Pisidian Antioch to lapse into Judaistic prac- 
tices, and the multitudes that flocked to the synagogue in Antioch, 
show how strongly the Jews had affected the district.. Moreover the 
position of the Jews in Apameia and Akmonia, and the facts related 
in § 2, could hardly have come about, unless the native population 
had come to some degree under Jewish influence. 

These considerations lead up to the question as to the ultimate fate 
of the Phrygian Jews. Why do we never hear of them in later 
history? The answer must, I think, be that they gradually became 
merged in the surrounding people. It may seem improbable that 
a large Jewish population should lose its separate character, and be 
swallowed up in a race which probably possessed lower intellectual 
power and vigour. But the separatism of the Jews is dependent on 
their religion; and the evidence of the Talmud is clear, that the 
Phrygian Jews failed to maintain their own peculiar religion, and 
thus were divided from their brethren. On the one hand they 
approximated to .the Graeco-Roman civilization, were ardent sup- 
porters of the Imperial policy, and engaged in the Imperial cultus (at 
least in outward form, and that cultus was never more than an 

outward form); on the other hand they were probably to a large 
extent Christianized at an early period; and even those who had 
taken the Imperial side, and conformed to the State worship, were 

Y 2 
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likely in the fourth century to continue the same conformity when 
Christianity had become the State religion. Thus the Phrygian Jews 
melted into the general Chr. population. 

NoTe.—It is not possible to give a sure list of Jewish inscr. in 
Phrygia, but the following have some bearing on the subject: no. 231, 

232, 315, 385, 394, 399 bis, 411, 412, 466, 530, 550-567. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE PENTAPOLIS OF PHRYGIA 

§ 1. Geography of the Glaukos Valley p.677. § 2. The Pentapolis of Phrygia 
p.678. §8. Hieropolis or Hierapolis p. 679. § 4. Brouzos p. 683. § 5. 
Otrous p.686. § 6. Stektorion p. 689. §7. Eukarpia p.690. § 8. Lykaones 
p. 693. § 9. The Turkish Conquest p. 695. 

Appendices: I. Inscriptions p. 698. JI. Bishops p. 706. III. Routes p. 707. 

§ 1. GrEoaRAPHY OF THE QLAUKOS VALLEY. The chief sources of 
the Glaukos! river are in a lofty chain of bare rocky volcanic moun- 
tains running due N. as far as Afion-Kara-Hissar. The main mass 
of the chain is some distance S. of that city, between Brouzos and 
Synnada. Towards N. it ends in a line of isolated conical hills pro- 
truding like columns out of the flat soil of the Kara-Hissar plain (like 
the grander line of cones stretching NE. from Kara-Dagh across the 
plain of Lycaonia). Towards S. it passes into Gumalar-Dagh, a chain 
of quite different character, grass-covered lofty hills and high-lying 
valleys, green and often marshy. Further to S., Gumalar-Dagh sinks 
into more bald and rounded hills, which separate Tchul-Ovasi 
(Metropolis) from Dombai-Ovasi (Aurokra). As we crossed the 
Gumalar-Dagh in 1891 from the Pentapolis to Metropolis?, the 
aneroid indicated a summit level of 6,600 ft. with hills rising further 
above our path, and at 6,000 ft. we were crossing a beautiful open glen, 
entirely surrounded by hills, a mere marsh in the middle, dotted over 
with the black tents of the nomad mountaineers. But crossing more 
to S. from Metropolis towards Duz-Bel in 1883 the summit was barely 
4,500, and on the Eastern Highway between Aurokra and Metropolis ® 
in 1881 only 3,900. 

1 The name Glaukos is used with re- 
serve, as it is possible that Kloudros was 
the name of the river. See Ch. X§ 1. 

also gone over the passes that lead from 
the Synnada valley to Sandykli (1881), 
from Saoran on the extremest N. branch 

2 On a line direct from Hieropolis to 
Metropolis (ascending from Karghyn, 
descending on Yiprak). 

® Besides these three crossings, I have 

of the Glaukos by an easy crossing to 
Synnada (1883), and from Saoran direot 
across the mountains to Afion-Kara- 
Hissar (1887): but I had not an aneroid. 
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On the western side of that chain is a long depression stretching 
S. to N., traversed by an easy road leading ultimately to Dorylaion and 
Constantinople. The depression is divided into several parts : furthest 
to S. is Dombai-Ovasi (Aurokra Ch. XI § 25): crossing from Dombai 
(3,400 ft.) the bare flat ridge of Bel-Kavak (ab. 3,900 ft.) we reach 
the territory of Stektorion, a long valley of varying width, unpro- 
ductive in its southern and higher parts, but fertile lower down, 
where the city lies (3,480 ft.) behind the lofty Ak-Dagh and Khoma- 
Dagh : the valley of Stektorion widens N. into Sandykli-Ova proper, 
where on the higher E. side is the mediaeval castle of Sandykli 
(3.600 ft.)1, and on the fertile W. side are the four cities Hieropolis, 
Otrous, Eukarpia and Brouzos: Sandykli-Ova, which is bounded on 
W. by the hilly country of the Moxeanoi, rises on N. towards a steep 
ridge (3,880), which is broken at the middle by the gorge where one of 
the Glaukos branches forces its way S. into the Pentapolis-valley 
beside the village Bash-Agatch: beyond this ridge lies a small valley, 
Cutchuk-Sitchanli-Ova, containing several] small and poor villages, the 
chief of which is Saoran (3,950). Saoran lies in the corner between 

two ridges of watershed, one stretching away W. to Ahar-Dagh 4, the 
other S. dividing the Pentapolis from Synnada. 

The streams flowing S. from Saoran and N. from the Bel-Kavak 
ridge, meet near Eukarpia®, after being joined on the way by many 
small affluents chiefly from the mountains E.; the united stream then 
flows away W. through a broken hilly region (the N. skirts of Ak- 
Dagh and S. part of the Moxeanoi), receiving there the Aram-Tchai 
(which flows down from Ahar-Dagh), and turning round the spurs of 
Ak-Dagh towards S., penned in between them and Burgas-Dagh, it 
issues at last on the open stretch of the Maeander valley, 2 miles E. of 
Eumeneia. 
§ 2. THE PENTAPOLIS OF Puryaia. The name Pentapolis is men- 

tioned only twice: (1) in the signature of bishop Paul at the Council 
held in Constantinople in 4.D. 553, who styles himself ‘ mzsericordia 
Dei episcopus sanctae ecclesiae Stectorit civitatis Pentapolrticae 
regionis Phrygiae Salutaris provinciae’: (2) in Nicetas Chon. p. 162 
quoted in § 9. The list of Hierocles shows at a glance what the five 
cities are: he begins his enumeration of Salutaris with the five names, 
and in the first sentence which I ever published about Phrygia, before 

1 M. Radet gives Sandykli as 3,527 ft. 3 See Ch. XIV $1: crossed by Hassan- 
He probably reckoned at the house Bel 4,300 ft. 
where he lived: the castle is on a > Compare the Kara-Eyuk plain and 
hill. streams, Ch. VIII § 1. 
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discovering the signature of bishop Paul, these five names were 
selected as being a separate group!: Eukarpia, Hierapolis, Otrous, 
Stektorion, Brouzos. Thereafter Hierocles crosses the mountains 

E. to Synnada ?. 
A late Byzantine name Zapdrara MvAwvos is mentioned by Nicetas 

in the Pentapolis. This is interpreted in § 9 as a grecized form of the 
name Hissar-Abad, Place-of-the-Castle, showing that already in 1158 
the Castle of Sandykli was the chief place in the valley. The name 
Mvdowv is obscure, perhaps it was the original Greek name of the 
locality where the Castle was built. 

Sandykli seems to be a purely modern (i.e. mediaeval) foundation. 
Hamilton observed that it ‘has no appearance of being the site of an 
ancient city. It probably arose in the later Byzantine period ; and, 
if the latest Notitzae Episcopatuwm were descriptions of the real state 
of the country instead of being little better than antiquarian survivals 
from preceding centuries, we should probably find that several of the 
bishoprics of the Pentapolis had disappeared, and that one of them 
had the additional form #ro 2apardrov, implying that Hissar-Abad 
had become the actual residence of the bishop who bore the title of 
one of the old cities. 

In the Sandykli valley it is noteworthy that the ancient cities 
occupy situations in the hollow, low-lying, but most fertile parts, 
whereas the modern city is planted on the higher land, towards the 
opposite (E.) side of the valley. The modern situation is the most 
healthy, the most defensible, and closest to the source of the water 

supply. The ancient sites are closest to the sources of wealth, viz. 
the lines of road and the fertile lands; and superior engineering 
skill brought to them a good supply of water from the springs on 
the hills to E. In the Ishekli district, likewise, the three ancient 

cities were clustered together at one side of the valley. 
§ 3. HIEROPOLIS OR HIERAPOLIs is fixed at Kotch-Hissar by its 

proximity to the hot-springs (Therma, Ilidja), which are about 2 miles 

1 BCH 1882 p. 503. 
2 M. Radet identifies the Pentademi- 

the territory of Aeolic Aigai (see inscr. 
in S.Reinach Chroniques @’ Orient p. 711). 

tai of Ptolemy V 2, 15, with the inha- 
bitants of the Pentapolis; but it is 
obvious that Ptolemy is there describing 
the demoi of the western lands of the 
province Asia, and only in V 2, 27, does 
he enumerate the demoi of Phrygia 
Magna. The Olympenoi who are men- 
tioned in V 2, 15, cannot of course be 
placed in Bithynia. They bordered on 

Groups of cities were often called by 
such names: o.g. the Hexapolis of 
Bithynia in the signature of Callinicus 
bishop of Apameia at Chalcedon (Actio 
III), the Hexapolis of Phrygia Hist. 
Geogr. p. 142, the Pentapolis of Ravenna 
Theophanes p. 357, with many more 
familiar cases. 
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S. from it, and are closely connected with it in the local legend 
that grew round the name of the historical bishop, Avircius Marcellus 
of Hieropolis. As Kiepert long ago observed ', we may always look 
for some striking manifestation of divine influence, e.g. hot springs 
or mephitic exhalations, in the neighbourhood of any place called 
Hierapolis. Close to Kotch-Hissar on N. are considerable remains of 
a large peripteral temple, apparently of rather coarse work, which may 
be identified as the old religious centre of the valley, occupying in 
it the same position as Attanassos in the Eumenian district, or Mén 
Karou in the country on the S. bank of the Lycos. 

This identification suits well with the milestone erected by the ‘ most 
brilliant city of the Hieropolitans,’ no. 630. 

Hieropolis or Hierapolis, then, was the old religious and ruling 
centre of the valley ; and it is clear from Ptolemy ? that the popula- 
tion was originally called the Hierapolitai or Hieropolitai. But, 
as in almost every other Phrygian valley, new foundations were 
made in the development of its history. The Anatolian village 
system at first ruled probably over almost the whole valley. A com- 
mercial city after the style of Kelainai is very likely to have existed 
early ; and, if so, probably Eukarpia was that city. Further, at one 
point after another there grew up cities of the Greek type, colonies 

and garrisons of the Greek kings. 
The question as to the correct form of the name is a complicated 

one. I believe that I was the first to show that the name used 
locally was Hieropolis, though Hierapolis is the literary form’. It 
would be wrong to alter a literary passage, and to thrust into it the 
name Hieropolis in defiance of the MSS. Yet this is what all editors 
insist on doing in no. 657, which has a good claim to rank as a piece 
of literature and not as a mere epitaph. Some years ago*, it was 
pointed out that Hierapolis was the form demanded there alike by 
metre and by MSS.; but this unanswerable defence of the tradition 
is ignored by the foreign scholars who treat that remarkable docu- 
ment. They repeat a fragment of the principle laid down in my 
earlier essays with regard to the name, adopting the fragmentary 
rule from predecessors without investigating the evidence for it. If 
they looked into the facts, they would recognize that there are many 
exceptions and restrictions, and that it is quite unjustifiable to lay 

1 See Franz Fiinf Inschr. u. flinf St. 8 The name was introduced in my 
p. 36. article in BCH 1882 pp. 503 ff. 

2 See V 2, 27 and the commentary in * Expositor 1889 1X p. 271. 
App. III to Ch. XIV. 
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down any absolute rule about the name. Inasmuch as every foreign 
scholar who touches on the subject repeats the name Hieropolis, as 
if that were final, it is necessary here to restate the case, and to 
show especially what was the usage of Chr. writers, such as Avircius 
Marcellus, the author of no. 657. 

The form Hieropolis, in place of the strict Greek Hiera Polis, was 
used in several cities of Asia Minor and Syria, where the true Greek 
feeling had not yet established itself. When the Greek spirit had 
affected the region strongly, the name became Hierapolis. In the 
Lycos valley Hierapolis replaced Hieropolis in official usage under 
Augustus'; and the chanze marks a stage in the hellenization of 
Phrygia. The difference of name implies a difference in religious and 
social feeling as well as in literary and grammatical oorrectness. 
Hieropolis was in origin probably merely a false form?; but it could 
be taken to imply ‘the City of the Hieron.’ The hreron was the 
central fact, and the city was an appendage to it: that was the Asian 
idea, and the form Hieropolis suited the idea, and was used at Komana 

of Cappadocia’, at the Syrian Hieropolis-Mabog, at the Cilician 
Hieropolis-Kastabala‘, and in Upper Phrygia. To the Greek view 
the city was the central fact, and, as hallowed by the presence of the 
god in his temple, it was the holy city, Hiera Polis. Individuals 
educated to share in the Greek spirit preferred the correct Greek form, 
even when the official name continued to have the Asian form Hiero- 
polis, Thus we find the Syrian city called Hierapolis by Lucian, 
Strabo, Aelian, Pliny, Plutarch, Julian, Ammianus; but coins and 

Stephanus have the form Hieropolis. The change of form at Hiera- 
polis in the Lycos valley is therefore important as proving the complete 
supremacy of Greek feeling there even in official usage as early as 
Augustus: the Lyoos valley was thoroughly hellenized then. We may 
be sure however that many more educated natives had discarded the 
form Hieropolis long before that time. 

In the third century the valley of the Pentapolis was still not 
thoroughly hellenized; inscriptions still mention Hieropolis after — 
A.D. 280 (no. 630). Hence the rule that Phrygian coins later than 
A.D. 180 reading I€EPOTTOAECITQN are to be attributed to the city 
of the Pentapolis, has been accepted by all numismatists > that have 

1 Bee p. 107. ‘In inscr. discovered by Mr. Bent 
? Like Megalopolis for Megale Polis. JHS 1890 pp. 243-246. The name Kas- 
3 In three inscr. BCH 1883 pp.129- _ tabala alone occurs in literature. 

131. The name Komana alone occurs 5 It was first stated in JHS 1883 
in literature. p. 432. No coins of the city earlier 
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discussed the subject. Official usage in the third century is clear: 
two inscriptions and coins of half a dozen different types agree in the 
form. But that does not prove that the name must be altered in the 
literary tradition: it does not prove that educated men called the city 
Hieropolis. On the contrary it is apparent that Christian feeling 
objected to the form Hieropolis both in Syria and in Phrygia. Hiera- 
polis is the form of naming either city in all the published Notitiae 
Episc. and in all the MSS. which I have examined, in Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus, in Georgius Cyprius, in all the Concilia except 
A.D. 347', in Malalas, Procopius, Zonaras. In Hierocles alone the form 
Hieropolis, found in most MSS., is preferred rightly in the recent text 
of Burckhardt, though rejected by previous editors. 

It would be uncritical to suggest that such unanimity in several 
score cases is due to mere error in transmission. There must have 
been a distinct feeling among the Chr. against the form Hieropolis. 
Partly this might be attributed to better knowledge of Greek, for the 
Greek literary feeling hated and rejected the form Hieropolis?. But 
it was originally due in a much greater degree to the feeling in the 
district that Hieropolis was the pagan name, the name that implied 
bondage to the hieron and the false gods. The name Hieropolis 
implied the power of the hieron, which with its great priestly college 
was ever before the Chr. as a present evil; and it is pointed out else- 
where that in Phrygia Christianity necessarily told in favour of the 
Graeco-Roman civilization, which was opposed to the hiera every- 
‘where *. Thus there was a certain tendency in Christian feeling to 
reject the name Hieropolis; and this tendency gradually moulded 
Chr. nomenclature. In the language of the fourth and later centuries 
the name Hieropolis passed out of use; and we have seen‘ that the 
tendencies which became supreme in those centuries began among the 
leading spirits of the earlier centuries. 

With regard to the form of the name in a Chr. document about 
A.D. 2C0, it must therefore be a question of evidence in each individual 

than Severus and Caracalla are known. one of the crimes charged against the 
The reasons are stated JHS 1887 pp. 
477 f and need not be repeated here. 

1 Hierapolis of Phr. Sal. 431, perhaps 
325 (but Hieropolis A.D. 347, see App. 
II): Hierapolis of Syria 325, 381, 431, 
451, 553: in some of these cases the 
name occurs several times. 

2 But in Ch. XII § 1 it is pointed out 
that bad sense for Greek language was 

Christians. 
3 See my St. Paul the Trav. Ch. VI § 1. 

At a later time the Imperial policy 
allied itself with the popular supersti- 
tion against Christianity (Church in 
R. E. p. 335); but that was when the 
Emperors ceased to represent the pro- 
gressive tendencies of the Roman world. 

* Ch. XII § 1. 
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instance. We might expect, and we actually find, no 656, that the 
common form was used by the common man; but that does not prove 
that a leader like Avircius Marcellus must necessarily do the same. 
In his epitaph metre and the MSS. agree that he used the form Hiera- 
polis; and it is mere a priori assumption of the most uncritical kind 
to alter the form conjecturally. 

A place in the agora of Hieropolis was named Phrougis', a word 
which is perhaps connected with the personal name Phrougios, no. 446, 
though the alternative form Phragellion does not suit the connexion. 
The name, which occurs only in the legendary Acta of St. Abercius, 
Ch. XVII § 2, may be accepted as real. 
§ 4. Brovzos is fixed at Kara-Sandykli, beside which there are 

manifest traces of an ancient city, by inscr. 634, on a marble pedestal 
standing in an open space outside the mosque. The remains of the 
city still in situ were too much dilapidated, when we visited the place 
in 1881, to give any indication of the character of the city?. The 
most conspicuous monument of Brouzos is the doorway of a Greek 
temple, which has been utilized for the outer gateway of the mosque : 
it may perhaps be referred to the period of Augustus. It appeared 
to us to be actually in its original position, in which case the mosque 
would have replaced the old temple, and might be expected to contain 
some of its stones; but it is certain that the walls of the temple have 
been entirely destroyed down to the level of the soil. The accompany- 
ing illustrations are by Mr. A. C. Blunt, who travelled with us in 
1881; but this fine doorway, in almost perfect preservation, would 

have been worthy of being drawn in a more complete form. 
An interesting piece of Chr. ornamental work is given under 

no. 662, and an example of the ‘door’ form of tombstone, drawn by 

Mr. A. C. Blunt, under no. 635. 
Cavedoni pointed out that the name appears on coins sometimes 

as BPOYZHNQN 3, and inferred that colonists from Brousis, a district 
of Macedonia, had been settled there by the Greek kings. The single 
coin mentioned by Cavedoni seems not yet to be acknowledged by 
the numismatists *; and this weakens the force of the argument, which 

1 JHS 1882 p. 349. 5 Annali 1861 p.149. Variation be- 
2 Des fragments de construction encore tween £ and Z in spelling is found 

en place s'élévent du sol: les lignes de elsewhere: Zmyrna and Smyrna. 
murs peuvent étre suivies par endroits, et * Both Mr. Head and M. Imhoof- 
une colline basse voisine de ces vestiges est Blumer doubt %: the coins often have 
couverte des traces que la vie antique laisse XX, and this, blurred, is readily mistaken 
aprés elle BCH 1882 p. 504. for <. 
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has convinced MM. Legrand and Chamonard?!; but, in spite of this 
doubt, I now feel inclined to agree with them in regarding Brouzos as 
a Macedonian colony”. Such a colony is exceedingly likely to have 
been founded in this valley on this important route; and Brouzos 
seems most likely to have been the colony. The point remains 
uncertain ; but the following argument points to a military coloniza- 
tion at Brouzos. 
A coin-type in several varieties is characteristic of the Pentapolis. 

— —W.10 

It occurs at Stektorion and Otrous, as well as at Brouzos, varying in 
details, but of the same general character: a male figure armed steps 
with his right foot on the prow of a vessel, looking backwards with 
his head turned over his left shoulder as he does so. This type seems 
to indicate an emigration by sea. At Brouzos, Mr. Head considers the 
figure to be Poseidon, for he is nude and hurling a trident®. At 
Stektorion a hero with helmet and cuirass is represented, brandishing 
a weapon in his right hand and protecting himself with a shield *. 

1 BCH 1893 p. 278. of the objection which formerly seemed 
2 A Macedonian colony at Thyateira to me conclusive against the view of 

is attested only by one inscr.; and the Cavedoni BCH 1882 p. 510. 
title MAKE AONQN never occurs on 3 This type seems not to be published. 
coins, This analogy breaks the force ‘ Imhoof MG p. 412. 
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At Otrous also the retreating figure is a warrior; his raised right hand 
holds no weapon, but in his lowered left he grasps a spear. The 
difference points to peaceful emigration from a foreign land to Otrous 
and expulsion from across sea of a people who settled at Stektorion. 
At Brouzos the god seems to be represented as the guardian and leader 
of immigrant warriors from across the sea; and this would suit excel- 
lently the theory that the city was settled by a military colony of 
Macedonians. 

The coinage of Brouzos formed a model for that of Hieropolis, which 
begins later: one type at Hieropolis is, as M. Waddington told me, 
identical with one of Brouzos in his collection’. Another Hieropolitan 
type, the nude Zeus Aetophoros? hurling a thunderbolt, is modelled 
on the type of Poseidon hurling a trident at Brouzos. But for the 
study of such relations we must await the publication of M. Imhoof- 
Blumer’s Corpus of Greek coins. 

A remarkable type is common to Brouzos and to Akmonia. It repre- 
sents Zeus sitting aloft with sceptre in his left hand, and patera in 
his right; while serpent-legged giants writhe beneath him apparently 
supporting his throne. The giants grasp with one hand at Akmonia 
their own serpent-tails, as if completely subdued, at Brouzos missile 
stones, as if still resisting *®. These types belong to the period 222-238 ; 
and they probably originate in two works of art, which were dedicated 
in those cities about that time. At Akmonia the monument was 
perhaps a relief on marble, of which a fragment has been preserved 
by Hamilton, and is represented on p. 626 after his drawing. 

On coins of Brouzos TT - AIK - POYDINOC (wrongly read in Mionnet 
no. 306) c. A.D. 200 is often mentioned on coins, generally by cognomen 
only. 
§ 5. Orrous. On the wide Sandykli-Ova I looked confidently for 

an ancient site on the higher E. side. Numerous villages are dotted 
along the skirts of the hills; and the names Ekin-Hissar and Karadja- 
Euren, especially, seemed to point to an old city. But I have examined 
personally almost every village on that side of the valley *; and could 
neither see nor learn anything to justify the belief that an ancient city 

' JHS 1887 p. 478. 
* This type may serve as a proof that 

the Zeus Bronton of N. Phrygia was 
worshipped also in the Pentapolis. 

* Reproduced on Pl. II 3, 4. See 
Imhoof in Beitr. z. griech. Miinzk. in 
Zft. J. Num. XIII and Waddington 
Voy. Num. pp. 7 f (Rev. Numism, 1851 

pp. 155 f). 
* The upper valley where Karghyn, 

Bektash, and other villages lie, was 
examined by Sterrett in 1883; and 

again in 1891 I went over all the vil- 
lages except Dut-Agatch ; but we found 
no ancient work that might not safely - 
be reckoned as carried. 
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was situated on the E. side. All the old sites are clustered in the 
lower and more fertile parts. But that is not an a priori theory 
on my part; it is a conclusion reached only after long exploration, 
after much questioning of the natives, and several excursions to see 
reported ‘old stones’ in the fields. Exploration can rarely be reckoned 
complete, and certainly our exploration of Sandykli-Ova is far from 
complete; but, on the evidence as it stands, I cannot accept M. Radet’s 
suggestion, thrown out without any personal exploration! and without 
any corroboration from remains discovered there, that Otrous was 
situated at Kusura. 

Before we had explored the country, I suggested that Otrous might 
be situated north from Kelendres, and MM. Legrand and Chamonard 
return to that opinion*. But I have tried in vain to find any site in 
that direction. The only traces of ancient life which we could find 
were some insignificant Byzantine fragments at Tchukurja; and 
MM. Legrand and Chamonard, who have been there, conclude (as I did) 
that a Greek city could not reasonably be placed there. The two 
French scholars cling to the opinion that Otrous may be somewhere 
else in that neighbourhood, because (as they say) they were prevented 
from examining it. I, who have examined it, have abandoned the 

opinion—not definitively, but on the existing evidence, though I shall 
gladly accept the results of any new exploration. 

Tchor-Hissar is an ancient site; and on it lies a stone with an 

inscr. which suits Otrous well, though it does not contain the name 
of the city, no. 638. The site is surprisingly close to Hieropolis, only 
24 miles distant; but there is no reason to think that either Otrous or 

Hieropolis was a large city. Moreover the theory suggested by the 
facts stated on no. 638 implies that Otrous must have been very near 
the hieron. As a final argument, Tchor (which is not a common 
Turkish name) may possibly be a corruption of the ancient name *. 

Brouzos was, a8 we have seen, probably a Macedonian, i.e. Seleucid 
military colony. Otrous was also a foreign settlement; and the theory 
that naturally springs from its situation is that it was a katoikia of 
mercenary soldiers, formed to strengthen Pergamenian influence in the 

1 He was driven in a wagon rapidly 
across the valley, prostrate from fever, 
a situation deserving sympathy, but not 
conducive to effective exploration. 

* BCH 1893 p. 278. 
> The resemblance is too slight to 

constitute a reason of any independent 
value; but it may lend some feeble 

corroboration to the theory arrived at 
on other grounds. Tchor means ‘brack- 
ish water’; and this name has no local 
suitability. Probably the old name was 
corrupted into a form that had a mean- 
ing in Turkish, cp. Sivasli p. 581, 
Dumanli &c, p. 575. 
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valley in opposition to Brouzo3. For this reason it was placed near 
the hieron, and probably on a part of the land that belonged to the 
god and his priests’. That was probably the case with the other 
Pergamenian settlements at Dionysopolis and Eumeneia; and in each 
case there is reason to think that the new foundation was made with 
the consent of the priests and in pursuance of a policy with which 
they were in sympathy’, viz. the construction of a Graeco-Asianic 
society and civilization. Thus Otrous is presented to us as the Perga- 
menian counterpoise to the Seleucid Brouzos; we have once more 
a case of the same class that meets us so frequently in Phrygia, 
Tripolis opposing Laodiceia in the Lycos valley, Phylakaion against 
Themisonion in the Kazanes valley, Eumeneia balancing Peltai in the 

Maeander valley, and Tralla~-Aetos opposite to the Mysomakedones 
on the great pass of the Pergamenian and Seleucid struggle. At 
Eumeneia and Otrous we notice that the Pergamenian settlement 
is planted still closer to the hieron than the Seleucid, which had been 
placed near it. 

The name Otrous probably connects the katoikia with Otruai or 
Otroia on lake Askania in Bithynia*. A coin type representing Aeneas 
carrying Anchises and leading his little son Askanios by the hand 
may be interpreted as symbolizing an emigration from the Askanian 
shore. The type previously described implies an emigration beyond 
the sea; and we thus arrive at the conclusion that the mercenaries 

settled in Otrous came partly from Europe and partly from the Bithynian 
lake Askania. From one of the European mercenary families sprang 
Alexander the Macedonian, mentioned no. 638 and perhaps 639, who 
may be identified by a highly probable conjecture with a person 
commemorated on coins, AAEZANAPOC - ACIAPXHC - ANEOHKEN - 

OTPOHNOQON—evidently a man of property and influence, who had 
held the Asiarchate. Probably it was he who enabled Otrous to take 
its share in the burden imposed on Asian cities of finding persons at 
intervals to fill such expensive but honourable positions in the pro- 
vincial cultus‘. Doubtless some guarantee was required that Otrous 
would be able to fulfil its obligations, and Alexander aided it to give 
the guarantee’, The Curators who were imposed for a time on 

1 iepa yy Or x@pa. from this heroic name comes ’Arpofia 
2 See Ch. X § 1 and 2, and p. 126. or ‘Orpofia, and “Orpofos (cp. Kddofos 
5 See Hist. Geogr. p. 189, where G. usually plur. Kad8ofor). 

Curtius's identification of Atreus and * See pp. 436 f. 
Otreus (compare Tataion-Tottaion &c. ° Hence he was oikistes, no. 638. 
p. 153, Hist. Geogr. p. 240) is quoted: 
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Apameia, until the generosity of Mithridatianus enabled it to form 
a fund and get rid of them (no. @97), are an example of the securities 
and devices used by the Emperors to keep the cities up to their duties. 

Coins €TT - NIFPEINOY - OTPOHNQN - APX - were struck under 
Geta, probably the same time with those of Alexander. The earliest 
known coin is of Commodus, €TT!l - €PMHAOQIAOY - APX - (Wad- 
dington). 

§ 6. STEKTORION is fixed by inscr. 640, found in the Turbe of 

Mentesh-Baba in the village which is named after him. The exact 
site is marked by a large mound in the plain nearly two miles NE. 
from Mentesh, and one mile WSW. from Ille-Mesjid. The mound 
is fortified by ruined walls of the Greek period. There is cut in 
it a small theatre or odeon, which is now partly filled up by soil. 
Without excavation nothing further can be determined about it; but 
a small expenditure on this deserted mound might give good results. 

The territory of Stektorion must have included the country between 
Hieropolis on N. and Aurokra on S. We found not a trace of ancient 
life in the few intervening villages of these almost deserted uplands, 
long undulating grassy hills and slopes, between the mountains of the 
Djebel-Sultan ridge springing up rather sharply W. and the bald hills 
of Gumalar-Dagh rising gently E. This reason, apart from any other, 
would make it impossible for me to accept the opinion of M. Radet 
that the town of the Lykaones was situated at Kizil-Euren, overhung 
by a steep hill W., about 6 miles SSE. from Mentesh on the road to 
Aurokra and Dineir (see § 8). 

In the territory of Stektorion an interesting monument was shown. 
This was the ‘conspicuous’ tomb of Mygdon', whose name was often 
applied to the whole Phrygian people by the poets, and whose son 
Koroibos had fought on the side of Priam at the siege of Troy and 
was painted by Polygnotos on the Lesche at Delphi. This monument 
should be discoverable, for the words ‘a conspicuous sign’ seem to 
describe a Jarge sepulchral tumulus. Now in the valley there is just 
one group of ‘conspicuous signs,’ three in number: they stand on 
a low ridge of hills north of Emir-Hissar*, which project from W. 
into the valley ; and they are so conspicuous as one stands on the 
ancient site, that, looking from the acropolis, I pointed to the largest, 
and said ‘there is the tomb of Mygdon, and this must therefore be 
Stektorion.’ The discovery of inscr. 640 in 1891 shattered the second 
part of this statement; and after finding that inscr. we proceeded to 

1 rourov re Seixvurar onpa émipares ev Spas Spuyay Trexropnvdv Pausanias X 27, 1. 
2 See § 7. 
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search for a ‘conspicuous sign’ in the neighbourhood of Mentesh, but 
discovered nothing. There seem only three alternatives: (1) the tomb 
of Mygdon has crumbled and ceased to be conspicuous: (2) it is the 
largest of the tumuli N. of Emir-Hissar, and Pausanias has loosely 
described the situation (perhaps because he saw it from some point in 
the territory of Stektorion): (3) Emir-Hissar is, after all, Stektorion. 
Of these alternatives, the second seems, as evidence now stands, the 

most probable ; but we may look to some future traveller for better 
luck or greater skill in search. 

The worship of Artemis at Stektorion appears on coins, especially 
one showing Leto running, carrying her twin children '. 

A high-priesthood existed at Stektorion in the third century: on 
coins of Philip occurs the legend €TTl- AHMHTPIOY- ACIAP -K.- 
THE - TAT -, implying Anunrptov apytepéms "Acias xt tis warpidos. 
A small theatre or odeion can be traced on the site. 

Coins of a magistrate PA - AIKINNIANOY were struck under Verus 
161-169 A. D. 

§ 7. EuKARPIA. Beside the village Emir-Hissar, whose very name, 
‘the Castle of the Emir,’ implies an old-standing glory, there is an 
ancient site of great importance. A few hundred yards N. from the 
city, a hill marks the acropolis of the old city. Everything about it 
was in a state of extreme dilapidation in 1883, when we visited it; 
and in the plain below we saw only scanty traces of the ruins, which 
were still so imposing, when Hamilton saw them in 1837%. He 
‘reached the site of an ancient town near the centre of the plain. 
Many lines of walls, formed of square blocks of stone, with doors and 

gateways, all marking the direction of streets in situ, covered the 
ground for some distance. They were not high, but the foundations 

were perfect, and a plan might easily be made of the whole place. 
To the north of the road a hill rises above the plain, which has 
served as the Acropolis: it is a detached table-land of lacustrine 
formation, of which there are several in different parts of the plain, 
and remains of walls may still be traced round a great part of the 
summit. On the west side I found a Greek inscr.* carved upon the 
smooth face of the rock, which had been cut to represent a sarco- 
phagus. The village of Emir-Hissar has been raised entirely upon 
the ancient ruins, and near it are the solid foundations of several 

1 This type with slight variations is 2 Researches in As, Min. IT p. 169: he 
widely spread in Phrygia and Lydia: calls the village Emir Hassan Keui. 
see above p. go, and Schreiber Apollo 3 See no. 648. My note says the 
Pythoktonos. inscr. 18 on @ sarcophagus. 
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square and oblong buildings, some of which are of considerable size.’ 
On this site, which is only three miles W. from Tchor-Hissar, we pro- 
visionally place the fifth city of the Pentapolis; for five cities existed 
in the plain, and five sites alone have been found. But see § 6. 

The most important, almost the only, piece of evidence about the 
situation of Eukarpia is in the Peutinger Table. It is given there 
on a road from Dorylaion to Eumeneia, intermediate between the 
roads Dorylaion-Akmonia and Dorylaion-Synnada. One of the 
primary objects of our work in 1883 was to determine the line of this 
intermediate road and the situation of Eukarpia. After examining 
every possible path, and trying every opening, we found that the 
only intermediate road leads through Sitchanli-Ova and Sandykli- 
Ova. Now Eukarpia, being the next station on the Table to Eumeneia, 
distant XXX M. P., must have been in the Sandykli-Ova, unless the 
Table has omitted a station between Eumeneia and Eukarpia; and 
all doubt on this point seems to be removed by the fact that Eukarpia 
was in the Pentapolis. 

As to the exact site of Eukarpia, direct evidence is wanting, and 
we must calculate probabilities. Is the distance stated correctly in 
Table? Kara-Sandykli and Ille-Mesjid are both about XXX M. P. 
from Eumeneia!; but the accessible evidence places Brouzos and 
Stektorion on those sites; and there seems no alternative except that 
Eukarpia was situated at Emir-Hissar?. This makes it necessary to 
change the number in the Table from XXX to XXV %, 

To judge from Hamilton's description and from the general character 
of the localities, Emir-Hissar was the site of the chief city of the 
district‘; and coinage indicates Eukarpia as the wealthiest city in 
the Pentapolis. The coins begin as early as Augustus, when they 
bear the curious legend €YK APTTITIKOY, and mention AYKIAAZ and 
ATIDIA - 1EPHA. In the time of the Antonines the name of a woman 
occurs, ETT! - TMEAIAC - CEKOYNAHC®. 

There remains a certain doubt about the site of Eukarpia, which 
would probably be dispelled by a little excavation on the acropolis at 

1 Reckoning Eumeneia to Ille-Megjid 
over Duz-Bel. I clung to the belief 
that Eukarpia was on the latter site 
until the discovery of no. 640 in 1891. 

from Emir-Hissar. But Kidyessos is 
omitted on the Table, which goes on to 
Conni XXXII M. P. 

* The site of Stektorion contains a 
2 As MM. Legrand and Chamonard 

have inferred BCH 1893 p. 275. 
3 The next stage on the road (after 

passing Brouzos at V M. P.) would be 
Kidyessos, which is near XXIV M. P. 

theatre, however; whereas I saw none 
at Emir-Hissar. Theatres are not com- 
mon in Phrygia. 

® Probably in the time of Faustina 
Junior, Imhoof MG p. 399. 

Za 
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Emir-Hissar ; for proof or disproof of this assignation would readily 
be found. But, so far as we may judge, Eukarpia was the commercial 
centre, lying on the great road to the coast and at the most con- 
venient dépét for the whole valley; and that is the character of 
Emir- Hissar. 

At Eukarpia a sculptural group was dedicated under M. Aurelius. 
It represented the huntress Artemis, after the Greek fashion, resting 
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her left arm (which holds the bow) on a small archaic idol, while her 
right hand is raised to take an arrow from the quiver: on her right 
side a deer looks up towards her. The small idol here represents the 
old goddess in her primitive form with a high ornament like a polos 
on her head, her right hand laid on her breast, and her left hanging 
by her side. It is highly probable that this group, showing the 
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goddess in her hellenized character leaning on her ancient zoanon}, 
stood in her temple at Eukarpia*. This temple seems to have been 
rebuilt under M. Aurelius. Leave from the central government was 
needed to undertake a work involving such expenditure, and was 
obtained through the good offices of P. Claudius Max. Marcellianus %, 
while C. Claudius Flaccus superintended the execution. Their services 
are commemorated on coins (legends quoted p. 594). 
A similar type occurs under Caracalla at Tiberiopolis, with some 

variation in the dress and action of Artemis (who holds a torch in her 
right hand, and leans her left arm on a small idol)*. It is probable 
that the Tiberiopolitan type is to be explained, not as an imitation of 
coins of the distant Eukarpia, but as due to the existence of another 
sculptural work of this common type in Tiberiopolis. It approxi- 
mates more to the Venus type seen in a Pompeian statue °, 
§ 8. LYKAONEs were a people of Central Phrygia in the conventus 

of Synnada °, separated from the country of the Lycaonians proper by 
the intervening cities belonging to the conventus of Philomelion’. In 
the Notitiae the Lykaones come after Brouzos and Otrous and 
before Stektorion ®. We should therefore look for them near the 
Pentapolis. They are mentioned in the Tekmorian lists as the Inner 
Lykaonians®, We may understand that they were a fragment of the 
same people that inhabited Lycaonia proper. This people was pro- 
bably an older race in Asia Minor than the Phrygians (who came into 
the country from Europe, probably about goo B.c.): the earlier popu- 
lation was pushed before the immigrant Phrygians, who came from 
N.W., partly into the remote plains of Lycaonia on S. E., partly into 
the shelter of mountain fastnesses. Now any one who travels over 

‘See J. Friedlander in Arch. Z2tg. 
1880 p. 184 (who wrongly dates the 
coins under Hadrian). Many examples 
of a deity of Hellenic type leaning on 
an archaic xoanon are known. Fried- 
lander gives two other examples of 
Artemis represented in this way: 80 
that the Eukarpian type was evidently 
well known in the Roman period. One of 
his examples, a Cyprian statuette, fig. 1, 
is here imitated from Arch. Ztg. 1. c. 

2 Fig. 2 enlarged from coin of Eukar- 
pia by Friedlander 1. c. 

5 Many examples showing that leave 
from the proconsul (or direct from the 
Emperor), justified by proof that they 
could afford it, was required before the 

provincial cities could undertake any 
serious work, are to be found in Pliny’s 
correspondence with Trajan. 

‘ Imhoof MG p. 414 (‘peut-étre imité 
d'apreés le type des jolies monnaies d'Eu- 
karpia’), 

5 The statue is published Arch. Ztg. 
1881 taf. VII. 

* Pliny V 105. 
7 Pliny V 95. 
* The order of Hierocles, unfortu- 

nately, is not serviceable, for he appends 
four demoi at the end of his list, not 
arranging them in their proper places 
among the cities. 

® Auxaoveis mpds ev8ov Hist. Geogr. 
p. 413, Sterrett W. E. p. 272. 
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Central Phrygia will acknowledge that no part of it is so well adapted 
for the refuge of the dispossessed Lykaones as the mountains that lie 
S. from Afion-Kara-Hissar and Kidyessos ; and these mountains are 
occupied in the Western part by the Moxeanoi, in the Eastern part by 
the Lykaones, probably two ancient pre-Phrygian tribes’. 

Ptolemy mentions the Lykaones in a difficult passage: so far as the 
amended text can be quoted as evidence, it places them W. of the 
Moxianoi, and N. of the Pentapolis*. That suits well the situation 
just described ; and here we may conjecturally place the Lykaones, 
acknowledging that the evidence is not yet sufficient to prove our 
hypothesis. 

In this situation the Lykaones would extend down on N. to 
Erikmen, W. from Afion-Kara-Hissar, and on S. W. to the Cutchuk- 

Sitchanli-Ova about Saoran, where there are some scanty traces of 
ancient life; but their chief centre would be in the mountains, where 

there exist several large villages, especially Kalejik, and a monastery 
of considerable fame (which I have heard of, but have not visited). 
Such a people might be expected to be backward in civilization, and 
to have no Greek city life: hence the Lykaones struck no coins, and 
are defined by Hierocles as a demos, which implies a lower stage of 
social organization. It is possible that a monastery of the Lykaones 
is mentioned in some of the following entries at the Council held in 
Constantinople in A.D. 536. (1) Zosimos, presbyter and hegoumenos 
of a monastery defined as povns Auxadvwy wAnciov tov dyiou Aaupev- 
tiov, or povns Evruyiov trav Avkabvwv mAnoiov tov Marpovns, is 

often mentioned. (2).Modestos presbyter and hegoumenos pov#js Tov 
Avxaévwy signed by means of Flavianus presbyter and secondary ; 
and Flavianus presbyter and secondary styles himself rHs Modéorou 
tov Avkadvey or THs povas emikAny tov Avkadvey*. (3) Paul 
presbyter and archimandrite ray Avxadvey occurs only once 4. 

I am not sufficiently acquainted with ecclesiastical geography to 
decide whether any of these monasteries of the Lykaones may have 
been in Constantinoplo or in the region of Jerusalem, One might 
look for a monastery of the Lykaones either in their own district or 

1 The clustering in difficult moun- 
tainous parts of fragments of earlier 
races after conquest by immigrant races 
is a phenomenon that will reward here- 
after proper systematic investigation in 
Asia Minor: see pp. 124 f and Von Lu- 
schan in Petersen Lykia II pp. 198 ff. 

2 See Ch. XIV App. III, where it is 

shown that the passage as it stands is 
hopelessly incongruous, while with a 
transposition of two names, it becomes 
lucid and good. 

>See Labbe V pp. 33, 53, 76, 112, 

133, 176. 
* Labbe V p. 176, perbaps an error of 

text. 
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in one of the great centres to which they were attracted!. No bishop 
of the Lykaones appears at any Council, which is strange; but 
a work attributed to Jerome alludes to Lykaonia as a city of Phrygia 
Salutaris 2. 

M. Radet assigns to the Lykaones a position S. of Stektorion, where 
I could find not a trace of ancient life, and which is on a great and 
easy route, not in a strong situation likely to be a refuge: moreover 
it lies S. of the Pentapolis ; see § 2 and Ch. XIV App. III (1). 
§ 9. Tue TuRKisH Conquest. In the time of Alexius Comnenus 

1081-1117, the Pentapolis was probably still a part of the Byzantine 
dominion. Akroenos (Afion-Kara-Hissar) was a frontier fortress : 
Khoma-Siblia was under a Byzantine governor after 1092: the Themes 
of Cappadocia and Khoma, which together constituted the frontier 
defences against the Seljuks, were under the same general Burtzes ° ; 
and therefore they were necessarily conterminous. Now, if the same 
general administered the defences of Khoma, Akroenos, and the 
Amorian plain‘, we can hardly doubt that the Pentapolis was included 
in the line of frontier defence, for communication between Khoma and 

the northern parts of the frontier could hardly be maintained, except 
through the Pentapolis®. Moreover, it is clear that at this period 
communication between Constantinople and Khoma was maintained 
by a direct route (passing most probably through the Pentapolis) 
whereas in the time of Manuel it evidently had to be maintained 
by a circuitous path®. We conclude therefore that, according to the 
peace arranged between the empire and the Seljuks about 1072, 
the Pentapolis was left to the empire, while Apameia and the Lycos- 
valley were abandoned to the Turks. 

The most serious danger in the situation of Asia Minor in the 
twelfth century lay, not in the armies of the Turks, but in the 
nomadization of the country’. The nomad tribes with their tents, 
families, and flocks, were constantly pressing on the settled Chr. 

' A monastery of the Galatai at Ico- 
nium is explicable only through the 
fact that Iconium was for a long time 
a city of the Galatai: see St. Gregory 
the Great Dialog. IV 38 (Studia Biblica 
IV p. 32). 

2 Lycaonia provincia Asiae est; et 
eiusdem nominis civitas est in Phrygia 
Minore (i.e. Salutari p.82), Hieronymus 
Lib. Nom. loce. ex Actis III 1302 (Migne). 

® Anna I p. 119 (171). 
* At this period the Amorian plain 

was in the Theme Cappadocia (Hist. 
Geogr. p. 231). 

® The country further East was cer- 
tainly Turkish since 1072. 

* Alexius did not attempt to maintain 
his hold on Laodiceia, even when Ducas 
marched through it in 1092, Ch. 1 § 8. 
He therefore relied on maintaining his 
communications with Khoma-Siblia by 
a direct road. On Manuel's marches 
see below. 

7 See pp. 16 ff. 
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country, following and even outstripping the advance of Seljuk 
armies. Their progress was most rapid in time of peace. When war 
was openly maintained, the Byzantine armies took the field, and, as 

a rule, were stronger in battle than the Turks. But during peace, the 
dying Empire relaxed its efforts; the Chr. population was apathetic, 
uneducated, helpless, and often disaffected to the Orthodox Empire!; 

and there was no force to oppose the subtle penetrative power of the 
Nomads. Hence, although in 1097 it is clear that the Pentapolis was 
in Byzantine hands, and though the reign of John Comnenus presents 
in the pages of Byzantine history a superficial appearance of frequent 
victory over the Turks, yet we find that in 1158 the valley has passed 
entirely into the hands of the Turkish Nomads*. Cinnamus p. 196 
describes in strong terms the astonishment of the Turks when a small 
Byzantine army ventured to invade the district in that year. The 
central place of the district is called by Cinnamus Sarapata Mylonos, 
which seems to be a mixture of a Turkish and a Greek name, 

Hissar-Abad and Mylon. Now a Byzantine fortress must have been 
needed in the Pentapolis, when it was on the frontier lines between 
Khoma and Akroenos; for the old sites on the W. side in the level 

ground were ill suited for defence. Accordingly a new castle seems 
to have been founded on the higher E. side on the castle-hill of 
Sandykli, called Mylon by the Greeks, and ‘the place of the castle’ 
by the Turks °, 

In 1175 Manuel Comnenus, preparing for his great blow against 
the Turkish power, marched by Melangeia to Dorylaion, which was 
now completely deserted and abandoned to the nomads‘. After 
rebuilding and fortifying Dorylaion on a new site 5, he proceeded to 
Siblia, and restored its fortifications; but, in place of taking the 
direct route by Nakoleia, Meros, Konne, and the Glaukos-valley 
(the Pentapolis), he went round by the Rhyndacos-country °® This 

ee 

1 See p. 16. 
? On the adoption of Turkish names 

by the Byzantines (a proof of complete 
Turcization) see p. 21 note 2 and Hist. 
Geogr. pp. 285, 290. So Arab names 
were adopted about Melitene, J.G. C. 
Anderson in Class. Reriew April 1896. 

® Similarly we find that Banaz, Tcaal, 
and Baklan were nomadized by 1176 
(see p.21 and Ch. XIII § 15), the dis- 
trict of Khonas by 1190 (pp. 23 and 
219). Anna Comnena II p. 248 calls 
the Nomads ray xara ray 'Aciay oixuvtwr 

Tovpxozdver, rightly distinguishing them 
from the Totpxut. 

* Cinnamus p. 295, Nicetas p. 226. 
5 Hist, Geogr. p. 212. 
§ rois audi r@ ‘Puvddew xopios Cinn. 

p.297. Nicetas p. 229 gives less infor- 
mation on the subject. We have in- 
ferred above, p. 20 note 2 that Manuel 
marched by way of Aizanoi and Eu- 
meneia, and this inference seems prac- 
tically certain; the only alternative 

open is that ofa march by Philadelpheia 
and Laodiceia. 
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circuitous route seems to prove that he thought it unsafe to take the 
direct route, as being too much exposed to the Turks; and Cinnamus 
is probably making an apology for this cautious conduct, when he 
lays stress on the small numbers of Manuel's army, owing to deser- 
tion and other causes. 

It is therefore apparent that the Pentapolis was never entered by 
a Byzantine force after 1158, while the Banaz-Ova was entered for 
the last time in 1176. 



APPENDIX I. 

INSCRIPTIONS OF THE PENTAPOLIS. 

IT is impossible to assign with’ certainty the place of origin of the 
inscr. found in the different villages in Sandykli-Ova. Communication 
is so easy, and stones for building mosques and fountains are carried so 
regularly 1, that identification of origin is difficult, and the classification 
here adopted is only tentative. Our rules are (1) each stone is classed to 
the site from which transport is shortest and easiest, unless there is 
distinct evidence either in the inscr. or from the statements of natives 
that it has been brought from a more distant site. (2) Stones used in 
a turbe, or mosque, or fountain are most likely to be carried: for the 
skilled workmen required for such construction are hired (often from 
a considerable distance) by the villagers, and they commonly bring with 
them in their carts some stones: on the other hand, stones standing free ? 
are much less likely tu be carried from a distance. (3) Stones standing 
free on an ancient site must be assigned to it: this criterion determines 
the origin of no. 634, 638. (4) The more modern the building, the 

more likely is a stone in it to have been carried from a distance. 
(5) Uncut stones used as gravestones have usually been transplanted, but 
only from a neighbouring situation within a radius of 2 or 3 miles: cut 
gravestones have come from a mason’s yard in a city, and their 
origina] provenance is quite uncertain, 

These rules are not of any binding force; and future discoveries may 
show that the classification founded on them in the following pages 
requires modification. 

1. HuiERopo.is. 

630. (R. 1883), Cemetery near Kuyujak. (1) ’Ayaéy Toxn. ro 
alwviw [fav abroxpdaropt M. Adp. [MpéB@ (name erased and (2) AtoxdAn- 

1 See pp. 365, 583. they were formerly part of a building 
2 Unless there is reason to think that which has now crumbled into ruin. 
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.Ttay@' squeezed into its place 1 in smaller characters) 2]e8ao(r@] 7 Aapmpo- 
rary ‘ lepomoAetTav TWdAts M. At the left side there was subsequently 

added in small rude letters (3) dd. NN. Impp. diocletiani et Maximiani 
invict, Aug). Below this (4) rods émeaveorarovs xaicapas Pda. Ovad. 
“Kwvotdytt erased'oy cal Tad. Ovad. Magipravdv 7 ‘IepomoAetra@y moAts. 
Dates (1) a. D. 276-282, (2) 284, (3) 285, (4) 292. 

The inscription to Probus was engraved in fine well-cut letters (shapes 

, 1,W, ¥, &, C): the distance was probably one mile, as no 
number was added. The stone, in that case, is not very far from its 
original position, though it has been moved undoubtedly. The name of 
Probus was very rarely erased ; but another instance of erasure occurs at 
Komana Capp. BCH 1883 p. 131, Journal of Philol. 1882 p. 149). 
Here the name is assured by the horizontal bar of TT, which is not com- 
pletely destroyed. 

631. Kotch-Hissar. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 
p- 277, 672 paratt impossible de proposer une restitution vraisemblable’; but 
except the first two and a half lines, the sense is probable: [76 [‘Ilepom}o- 
[Acr@y ? Kxowdn?]| e€? [émblpagias | ] érefunoev ’Aplwva *AAle~avd pov 
maolns dpetins Evelxa- + éylpady 1d '8dypla erouis évids xat dydon[xoor|od 
unvos deurépov [eli n plolavros PiAlaaov TETOYNI|> «JA rod ypayparéws 
Kat Leov?'npov™ doyparoypalgnoavrwy An\poxAdos tre Myvojdepov xai] 
"Ade€dvdpouv MeviexAéous Kat! DiAlamov ’AckAnmddovl. B.C. 34. 

The exordium would be the most interesting part of this document: 
a new copy is much to besdesired. The date is one of the earliest known 
among the inscr. of Central Phrygia; and it is especially tantalizing 
that the opening lines are partly hidden. The Roman custom that 
witnesses should be present when the decree was transcribed and entered 
in the archives (see no. 544) was imitated in the Asian cities. Generally 
the witnesses were selected by lot from among those who had been present 
when the decree was passed (Aaxévrwy d0yparoypapwy at Assos, Sterrett 
in Papers Amer. Sch, Athens I p. 55): they were often three in number as 
here (at Assos I. c., Ephesos see Hicks no. 481 lines 315 ff., and probably 
Hermes IV p.198, Mitylene Collitz Sammlung no. 238, Iasos Th. Reinach 
Rev. Et. Gr. 1893 p. 166): sometimes two along with the Secretary of 
the City (at Ephesos Hicks no. 481 lines 297 ff., at Akmonia no. 544 where 
probably the first person in the concluding formula is the ypappareds, 

1 In the latter place I distrusted my another epithet or office of Philip is 
own copy and assigned the inscr. wanted (unless we should read [Zeov?]- 
wrongly to Caracalla. npov 8oyparoypa[pnoarros]). 

2 In place of a personal name here, 
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while the last is the amanuensis, a public slave). See Swoboda Griech. 
Volksbeschlisse pp. 213 ff. The Roman forms are more closely followed 
in an inser. of Orkistos to be published in a later chapter. 

632. (R. 1883). Kotch-Hissar. BCH 1893 p. 276. Tdriov Sir0v- 
eve TO yAvKuradr@m avdpt p. x. xat éavry. The last two words are 
omitted in BCH: ep. no. 659. 

633. Daoul. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 276. [ol 
betves] oy rots [Ocacdrats?] “lovBevriafya— PiAlinmp TeBnprava [— 
—|nave xat [——] ZeBnpravy [rod jotoy xara [@mrayjy tod Oeod? 
avé|Oecay [rn yAvkutatn mar \pld.. 

2. Brovzos. 

634. (R. 1881). Kara-Sandykli. <A. Senrlyioy Sieov|ipoy EvoeBij 
Ile(priva|xa LeB. ’ApaB. ’A[StaByve|xov TapOcxdv [yéytojrov 7 Bpovdy[ var] ¢ 
modts © thy dvacracw Trotnoapdvwy tév mel "AnéddA NY B. TO Aovklou 
apxdvTwy wal Exfa}mlovos PB’ nal TwAiwvos nal ‘AmoAAwviov Ildmov. A.D. 199— 

210 (Severus took the title Parth. Max. in 199, Brit. in 210). 
The inser. originally ended with dpyévrwy; but the other members of 

the supreme board desired to have their names immortalized, and they 
were added by a different hand in letters not so ornate as those of the 
first inscription, The supreme board evidently contained four members 
at Brouzos. 

635. (R. 1881). Kara-Sandykli. Door-stone. "AoxAnmddys Tirov 
kal ) yAuxurdry adtod yuvy | [lovmeta » pidavdpos 76 pynyiov Kareckevacap | 

éavtots Kal réxvots p. x.” evopxidoueba 5 | rd péyeOos Tod Beod xal rovs 
kataxOoviovs dailnovas pndéva adixioat rd prnpiov, unde | GAAov rua reOjrat 

xwpis Patou xat "AoxAnmadov téxvwy | ove hpyiv éyevd|pnv: ote | Zropas|: oF péAr| 
pot &Pios|radral. yalpere mapodeirar. The moral maxim is engraved in 
small characters on the lower left hand panel of the door. 

This inser. perhaps belongs to the pagan philosophical revival, it is 
influenced either by Chr. feeling (against which it protests in the moral 
maxim), or by Jewish thought ; for the expression ro péyeOos rod Oeod 

seems due to one or other, and is not native Phrygian. The adjuration 

of the xaraxOoviovs daluovas in place of Geos, also, perhaps betrays -the 
influence of Chr. feeling. The early Chr. did not disbelieve in the 
existence of Di Manes or Oeot xatraxOévor, though they considered them 
to be daiuoves rather than @eof. It is quite probable that some remains 
of the old superstitions connected with death and burial clung to the less 
educated Christians, and may have contributed to cause the strange fact 
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that the distinctly pagan formulae Dis Manibus and Ocots KaraySoviors 
occur in full on some Christian epitaphs; and D. M. or D. M.S. on 
others. M. Le Blant I p. 490 and others have attributed this to the 
mere heedless following of established custom; but I should rather 

aeee $l 
3. 
a", a) 

rs 

see in it the hold of old superstition on the Chr. In some places 
e.g. Florence, Milan, Bononia, the symbols B. M. (Bonae Memoriae) 

were substituted for DM at the top of Christian epitaphs1. Perhaps 
in later times, at least, some Christian engravers had forgotten 
the meaning of the traditional heading*, De Rossi considers that all 
Christian inscriptions bearing D. M. are earlier than the fourth century ; 
but Le Blant places one Gaulish inscription (no. 361, I p. 491) with DM 
as late as the fifth century. 

1M. Le Blant also quotes D. P. (De- 2 In proof of this M. Le BlantI p. 491 
Positio) at the top of a Christian epi- quotes M.S. D. from one Christian 
taph I p. 491. inscription. 
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It seems to me, therefore, probable that this inscr. was composed either 
by a philosophic pagan in the later third century, when Christianity had 
produced a strong effect on pagan sentiment (see no. 466), or by a Chr. 
not fully emancipated from his old religious ideas: a similar form of 
adjuration occurs in no. 661, which is probably Chr. 

636. Urkuk, near Kelendres. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 
1893 p. 279 érovs 700’, unvds y. Zwrexds [... dd)pov Aduyn yuvatkt Kai 
Acpuyn (Ovyarpt?) [u.) x. wal gavr@ ert (Grit. Os Gv Kaxoupyéot tobro, 
rovovrats (!) mepeméwotro cvpdopats. A.D. 234. 

There seems to be no room for 6vyarpl (though no information as to the 
size and shape of the stone is given in BCH); but the editors’ restora- 
tion is assured by the curse, ‘may the violator be involved in similar 
misfortunes (i.e. untimely loss of children and wife).’ Usually this 
curse is in a fuller form, as in no. 522. 

637. (R. 1881). Kara-Sandykli. Lower left-hand corner of a stone, 
with the beginnings of the last four lines NO, CE, FAIO and >TO: 
perhaps [.... ts dvad€cews trav mepi] Tdaiov ——] ré [PB dpxdvrwr). 
Gaius was First Archon for the second time. 

3. Orrovs. 

638. (R. 1883). Tchor-Hissar. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 
1893 p. 277. “AdAdEavdpoy Makxedova | olxtatiy tis méAews. 

The remains at Tchor-Hissar seemed to me to be on an ancient site. 
After visiting every other village in the valley to discover the site of the 
fifth city of the Pentapolis, I could find no signs of a city: I then went 
to Tchor-Hissar and found there clear traces of an old city. The only 
inscr. on the site was the above ; and it contains a distinct, though not 

a conclusive piece of evidence, that Otrous was situated here. 
First as to the provenance of the stone. When an inscr. is found 

standing free on an ancient site, it seems fair to conclude that it belongs 
to that site. Hence I cannot accept the suggestion made in BCH 1893 
p. 278 that this stone may have been brought from Brouzos: that is 
possible, but probability is against it. 

Second, as to the meaning of the inser. It cannot be interpreted of 
Alexander the Great, for if the city had claimed him as ozkistes, it would 
have expressed the claim more clearly and proudly. The inser. clearly 

belongs, from the lettering, to the Imperial period: therefore either it 
commemorates some old ozkistes, the leader of an ancient colonization, 

whether historical (i.e. under the Diadochoi) or mythical, or on the other 
hand it commemorates the elevation of Otrous to the rank of a polis in 
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the Roman period. The latter supposition seems to me far the more 
probable. Otrous was originally a fatoikia, like Phylakaion pp. 257 ff, 

a village in which a small colony of mercenaries had been planted by one 
of the Greek kings!; and at some time under the Empire, it had been 
raised in rank and granted the right of coinage and the other privileges 
of a city. New privileges to a city were generally granted at the inter- 
cession of some prominent individual, who had rendered some services to 
the state; and the person who obtained any new privilege was styled 
a ktistes. But that title had become commonplace, and é¢isfai were too 
numerous. Otrous gave a more emphatic title to the person through 
whose instrumentality the sa/o/koi of a village had been settled as a city, 
and called him otkistes. The brevity of the inscr. lends emphasis to it, 
by placing him among the heroic figures above the rank of oidinary 

magistrates. See § 4. 

638 dzs. (R. 1887). Kuyujak. ’Adé£a{vdpos — lAraros [ 
TaTys | —— | 9) WALs. 7 

It is unfortunate that this inscr. proved undecipherable, as Alexander 
here may be the same as in the preceding text: we should expect his 
name to be in the accusative. There are three separate villages near each 
other called Kuyujak: they are nearly equidistant from Kotch-Hissar, 
Tchor-Hissar, and Kara-Sandykli. 

i epw- 

639. (R. 1881). Kelendres. [Adroxpa ropa | (Kaloapa] A. [2 ¢[a|riucov' 
Leoun| pov Tepjrivaxa | ([LeBaorjoy y Boul Ay xat d dijpos ’O| rponvd'y' ém- 

pel[Andévrjwv tis al vabécew|s ‘Eppoye|yeavod| cat Evrul[xov cat Miovrov * 
kat |(..... jvravov | [apxdyirwv. Date probably about 193. 

This inser. is much mutilated; but restoration is facilitated by the 
regularity of the engraving: each line seems to have contained 11 or 12 
letters (of which 6 or 7 are lost at the beginning). Hence d{vacracew|s 
must be discarded and djva@écew]s read in 1. 9; and 6 Bpov(nvGy is im- 
possible in |. 7 3, though the proximity of that city and the existence of 
a board of four archons here and in no. 634 recommend that reading. 

’T am indebted to M. Radet for 
teaching me the importance of these 
colonies; though he has not in the 
present case caught the true meaning 
of the facts presented to us. 

2 This line does not exceed the proper 
number: ovin gen. termination occupies 
only the space of one letter; and the 
fact that OY before T is written as two 
separate letters shows that my former 

reading BCH 1882 p. 517 is incorrect. 
* Great part of the final N was in the 

mutilated part of the line: a gap of 
83 letters cannot be allowed. The 
genitive endings are written with Y 
inside QO; but the important part of 
the city name cannot be supposed to be 
curtailed. But no question of even the 
slightest moment hangs on the restora- 
tion: it is a mere epigraphic detail 
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([Kopy|ovrov seems too long in 1. 11; perhaps [Bplovrov, or Movrov (cp. 
Muras no. 294, 78). The names are here restored differently (and 
I think much better) than in my first publication BCH 1882 p. 517. 

4, STEKTORION. 

640. (R. 1891). Mentesh, in the Turbe of Mentesh-Baba. IMP - 
NERVA-CAES.-AVG- PONT -MAX-TRIB- POT-P-P.-Tfl COS. 

CIVITAS -STECTOREN- A.D. 97 (before 13 Sept.). 
The people of Stektorion were not well acquainted with Latin: they 

should have written Mervae and Trib. Pot. Cos. III P. P. The Turbe is 
an old building: the lower part of it consists entirely of ancient cut and 
dressed stones (not in their original place): and there is therefore more 
chance that the inscribed stone has come from the site near Mentesh 

(pp. 689, 698). 
. 641. (R. 1883). Lle-Mesjid". 7 B. wat 6 3. érefunoey M. Atp. ZeBac- 

tGv dmehedOepoy Kpnoxevta, énltponov Avydovvov Taddlas xai énltpomoy 

Ppvylas xal éxitponoy Kaorpjow, év wavti xaipw evepyetnoayra Thy wéALy 

npOv. tod dvdpidvros thy dvactacw Toincayévov (M ?] Aup.? SeBaocray 

dmeXevdepov Zwoisov. A.D. 161-169 or 176-180. 

Published in CIG no, 3888 as belonging to Eumeneia, owing to 
inexact information from Laborde, who copied it. Franz was wrong in 
tampering with the spelling of Avydovvov, strange as it is. 

The procurator rationis (or fisci) castrensis has provoked much discussion. 
Prof. O. Hirschfeld * considers that he was an official of the Imperial 
household, managing the expenditure required for the upkeep of the 
domus (conceived as castra, cp. Juv. IV 134). But Mommsen‘ points 
out that the Emperor was not in castra while he was residing in his 
domus in Rome; as soon as he left Rome, his residence (even in Albanum 

Juv. ].¢c.) was castra or practorium; hence Mommsen thinks that the 
proc. castr, managed the Imperial vestis castrensis (I 417 note 4) and 
entire travelling equipment. This office was regularly held by an 
Imperial freedman, and was one of the highest positions open to him. 
Freedmen rarely became procurators of provinces; but Crescens after 
becoming procurator castrensis was promoted to the procuratorship first of 

——— 

’ Called Ala-Mesjid, Speckled-red 
Mosque, BCH 1893 p. 275 (where this 
inscr. is mentioned). My informant 
declared that the strange form Ille M. 
(Fifty Mosques) was correct. 

® My copy has a blank space before 
%«8.; Laborde reads Avp. without M. 
Zosimos certainly had a praenomen, 

probably M. 
5 Rom. Veriwealtungsgesch. pp. 196 f 

(altering his earlier view, Philol, Jahrb. 
1868 pp. 690 ff). 

* Staatsrecht II p. 807 (782). Mar- 
quardt II p. 314 wrongly gives militdr- 
intendent as the equivalent of proc. castr. 
See also Liebenam Beitr. p. 83. 
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prov. Fryg. (CIL III 348), and then of Gallia Lugdunensis et Aguitania, 
which was the highest provincial procuratorship. O. Hirschfeld and 
Friedlinder' therefore argue that the importance of the castr. is not 
satisfied by such duties as. Mommsen would assign to him, and that the 
Emperor's domus, though in the Augustan theory not military, became 
so in the later conception, 

On the procuratorship of Phrygia see Ch. XIX. 

642. (R. 1891). Mentesh. BCH 1893 p. 275 differently ?. Letters 
very faint and rude, Adp. Avrloyos Dexo'V'vdp «al Emexrijrp réxvots yAv- 
KuTarots pinjuns xdpww. és de 7d per{fjpla Talov [Tpd]xAov xra.? 

Is there here an dvavéwots (see no. 415), understanding éor: 7d pvjua 
Taiov ? 

643. (R. 1891). In a fountain on the upper (eastern) track from 
Sandykli to Tchai-Keui. On a fragment of the entablature of a Aerodn: 

written from right to left in two lines. “Erovs tu’, unvi C. Atp. Bacaos 
B’. rots ldlots ? | réxvows ?} Zwrixd cat AoviAg} cal Bdoow (—). a.D. 258. 

644. (R. 1891). Jbidem: two fragments much defaced, which may 
belong to one stone. I could not decipher the inscr., in which perhaps 
[—lev dp'xrepalo du evo] occurs. 

645. (R. 1883). Near Kusura on the road to Ballyk in a fountain. 
Mapxos OtAmtos Nexrdpeos xat Mdpxos OvAmos SaPeivos erefuncay rov 

éautayv matépa. eo’. AD, 120-121. The date by letters alone also occurs 
IN NO. 350. 

MAPKOC OVANIOCNEKTAPEOCKAI 

Ds , 
ve. i¢ bel 

e 
1 Sittengesch. I p. 194 (ed. VI). remaining lines. I have CEKO-, BCH 
2 BCH ends EIAETOA omitting the has CEKON. 

VOL. I. PT. II. A& 
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The two sons were evidently born in the reign of M. Ulpius Trajanus; 
the cognomen of the younger belongs to the Flavian dynasty. We have 
here probably a Phrygian family that had been raised to the civitae. 
The ornamentation underneath formerly seemed to me to contain a Chr. 
symbol; but, on better knowledge of Phrygian monuments, the style 
seems to me rather to be native Phrygian, and to bear no resemblance to 
any known Chr. symbolism. Moreover it is very doubtful whether the 
cross had been adopted as a Chr. symbol so early as a.p. 120. 

646,647. (R. 1883). Ibidem. [—]rld8os yuvaixds. 

5. EvKarpia. 

648. (R. 1883). On the acropolis near Emir-Hissar. CIG 3968 
differently. ’AzovAatelo|v xat Aovxlas. alavtlots alzoinoay (Alves. 

I thought the inser. was complete; but the more grammatical restora- 
tion of Franz ’AmovAaleto's ... . ov cat Aovxtds alavrlots is perhaps to be 
preferred, as there is a gap unengraved at the end of the first line. 

649. (R. 1883). Emir-Hissar. [—] rots dovvxplrows yovetor p. x. 
Door-stone. | 

650. Sorkun. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 275: 
two fragments [7 detva Atp. Aov?]An xalt Ap. Piriame cal Ap. Aovxlo 
kat Aip. Evdadli'p xat Atp. [OcoBdpq rots éauris réxvors érolnoer p. x. 

APPENDIX ILI. 

BISHOPS OF THE PENTAPOLIS. 

Avircits MaRrceE.L.us c. 180-200 in Hieropolis or Hierapolis: it is 
not proved that he was actually more than presbyter. 

Zotikos of Otrous, bishop or presbyter, contemporary. 
Aberkios, according to the legend, succeeded Avircius Marcellus: this 

authority is absolutely devoid of value. 
Flaccus Hierapolitanus 325 might belong to either city Hierapolis Phr. ; 

but Flaccus ab Teropoli 347 is probably the same as the preceding, and of 
Salutaris, 

Eugenius Eucarpiensis 325. 
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Auxamanos! Eucarpiensis 381. 
Aberkios ‘IepamcAews 451. 
Kyriakos Evxaprias 451. 

Basilios méAews “Orpov 451 (absent). So always, not ’Orpod. 
Photeinos Otri ¢ 460. 

Helladios méAews Texroptov 451 (absent). 
Auxanon wéAews Bov(ov 451 (absent). 
Dionysios rijs Evxaptéwy médvews 536. 
Paulos méAews Zrexroplov 536, 553. 

Macedonios Bpovonvay ? 536 (see Ch. XIII App. II § 2). 
Michael ‘IepamdAews 787. 
Constantine or Constans?, Kavoras méAews Evxaprias 787. 
Stephanos presbyter romornpnris “Oorpov or “Orpov 787. 
Toannes presb. éx apoodmov tod Opdvov ‘Exropelov (i.e. Zrexroplov) was 

present at Actzo II and IV, but absent later 787. 
Germanus Stectorii 869. 
Constantine Eucarpiae 879. 
Michael Otri 879. 
Georgius Stectorii 879 (given by Le Quien ; not in my transcribed list). 
Germanus rod ‘Exroplov 879: these were probably rival Ignatian 

and Photian bishops. 

APPENDIX. IIL. 

ROUTES IN THE GLAUKOS VALLEY. 

(1) 1881 Nov. (with Mrs, Ramsay and A. C. Blunt) from Synnada by 
Mahmud-Keui, Bash-Euren-Keui, Sandykli (Kusura, Ballyk), Kara- 
Sandykli, Kelendres, Akkarim, over Hassan-Bel to Sitchanli-Ova. 

(2) 1883 June, with Sterrett, from Siblia by Duz-Bel, Mentesh 
(Stektorion, Ille Mesjid), Kizil-Euren, Avshahr, Kazan-Bunar, hence 

excursion to explore Dombai-Ova, returning to Ballyk, Minjile, Kusura, 
Sandykli, Hammam (Maghajil), Kotch-Hissar, Kuyujak, Emuir-Hissar 
(Ala-Geuz, Oda-Keui, Kara-Sandykli, Kelendres, Kuyujak), Sorkun, 

Saltyk, into Moxeanoi. Sterrett made separate excursion to Dut-Agatch, 

Bektash, Karghyn, Ak-Inn, Seljik, and Tchai-Keui. 

1 Auxomenos or Auxanomenos is pro- 2 A good example of the equivalence 
bably the correct name: cp. no. 350 of full name and abbreviated name. 
and p. 493. 

Aa&zZ 
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(3) 1883 October (alone) from Metropolis by Haidarli, Ballyk, 
Kusura, Sandykli, Ekin-Hissar, Iressik, Kelendres, Irkut, Kuyujak, 

Tchor-Hissar, Kotch-Hissar, Karadja-Euren, Kizzik, Hadjan, Mah- 

murra, hence over hills by Tchakir-Uzu (3 hrs. 43 min.) to Synnada 
(4 hrs. 9 min.). 

(4) 1887 June (with Hogarth and Brown) from Eumeneia by Sheikh- 

Yakshi, Yimruja, Sorkun, Kizilja-Keui, Kotch-Hissar, thence by Saoran, 

and over mountains by Kalejik to Afion-Kara Hissar. Hogarth and 
Brown made excursion to Sandykli 

(5) 1888 June (with Mrs. Ramsay) from Eumeneia, by Sorkun, 
Murtat, Hammam (Sandykli), over Duz-Bel to Apameia. 

(6) 1891 May (with Mrs. Ramsay) from Apameia over Duz-Bel, 
Mentesh (excursion into hills W.), Sandykli, Tchai-Keui, Bektash, 
Karghyn, over Gumalar-Dagh (in search of sources of river and place 
called Gonyklisia in Acta Abercii) to Yiprak, 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE CHRISTIAN INSCRIPTIONS OF CENTRAL PHRYGIA. 

§ 1. The Pentapolis and Avircius Marcellus p.7o9. .§2. The Legend of 
St. Abercius p. 713. § 3. Diffusion of Christianity in Central Phrygia p. 715- 

Appendix: Inscriptions. (1) The country of the Moxeanoi p.717. (2) The 
Phrygian Pentapolis p. 719. (3) The Synnada District p. 735. (4) Aristion and 
Prymnessos p. 736. (§) Dokimion p. 742. 

§1. THe PenTapoLis AND Avirotius Marce.tus. The Glaukos! 
valley was Christianized early. Nothing is known as to the facts; but 
the tradition that St. Bartholomew was the Apostle of the Lykaones 
makes it probable that Central Phrygia was the country in which his 
mission lay. It is impossible to take Bartholomew as the Apostle of 
Lycaonia, for that position belonged confessedly to Paul. That the 
Lykaones were in Central Phrygia is certain, as they were in the 
conventus of Synnada ; and, if we have rightly assigned their position, 
the Apostle of the Lykaones could hardly avoid preaching also in 
the Pentapolis®. Bartholomew, though the Apostle of the Lykaones, 
is not called the Apostle of the Pentapolis or of any of its cities. This 
seems distinctly to imply that the origin of Christianity there was 
traced back even earlier than the mission of Bartholomew, and that 

can only be to Paul or one of his coadjutors, such as Timothy, 
Mark 3, &e. 

All that is known of the history of the Pentapolis centres round 
the name of Avircius* Marcellus. He is presented to us® as the most 
prominent Church leader in a district already permeated with Chr. 
influence, and the chief figure in the resistance to Montanism in the 
latter part of the second century. His part does not lie in conversion 

1 The name Glaukos is uncertain, to the Pentapolis. 
Dp. 354. > See note 3 p. 511, and below § 3. 

2 M. Radet actually places the Lyka- * On the name, see no.672. 
ones in the territory which we assign 5 Kuseb. H. E. 
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from paganism: that is a thing of the past: controversies within 
a Church already powerful are the only reason why his name has 
been preserved. To him. as either bishop or presbyter, a treatise 
against the Montanists was dedicated: the unknown author speaks 
of Zotikos of Otrous as ‘our co-presbyter',’ so that all three were 
evidently influential persons in the Church of the Pentapolis. The 
date of the treatise is determined by its reference to the 13 years of 
profound peace for the Church which have just elapsed. These are 
mcst naturally explained as the vears of Commodus 180-192% Avir- 
cius was at that time a man of high standing, and therefore of mature 
age. The remarkable inser. 657 was composed by him about that 
period. 

The purpose which this inscr. was intended to fulfil is of the first 
consequence in studying the text. It was composed in the heat of 
the controversy against the Montanists by one of the anti-Montanist 
leaders. He took the marked and bold course of inscribing on his 
tomb. outside the south gate of the city, a declaration of his unalter- 
able sentiments, and of the experience which showed him that, alike 

in Rome and the extreme E., his sentiments were those of the Uni- 

versal Church 8. The key to his intention is given by the word 
gavepos in 1.2. He intended this declaration, inscribed in a con- 
Spicuous position before the public eye, to be an imperishable record 
of his testimony and of the message which he had to deliver to 
mankind in favour of the one and indivisible Church catholic, and 

against Montanism. He took care before his death that his testament, 
inscribed on his grave, should continue for ever to protest against the 
Montanists. Publicity, permanence. and unalterability were the 
objects which the ancients aimed at in inscribing their laws and 
other important documents on marble or bronze, and placing them 
in a public place where all could see and read; and Avircius Marcellus 
desired that his testament should be ‘ befure the eyes of men.’ In 
comparison with this powerful and strikingly appropriate sentiment, 
the reading of MSS. (xa:p) is singularly commonplace and weak ‘. 
It is impossible to believe that the imitator, who put on his own 

grave (no. 656) some lines of Avircius's testament, improved so much 
on his model; and the fact that he read davep[@s] must be taken as 

1 cuurpeosurepos nov: the term was 

quite applicable, if one or all three 
were bishops. 
2M. Duchesne dates the treatise 

c. A.D .211: Lightfoot, Zabn, De Rossi, 
Bonwetsch and many others agree in 

the date 192-193. 
5 See no. 657. 

* Citizen of a Select City, I have 
made this in my lifetime in order that 
I may have in due time a place for my 
body.’ 
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a proof that it was in the original epitaph of Avircius. Yet many 
recent scholars! prefer the feeble and vapid reading xa:p@ against the 
testimony of the ancient inscr. 

In composing his testament for permanent publicity, Avircius had 
to adapt it to the circumstances of the time. As we have seen 2, it 
was not possible to put forth in such a public way a statement that 
was overtly Chr. The testament was necessarily composed in such 
terms as should be capable of passing as an ordinary metrical epitaph ; 
but 1. 19, ‘let him who comprehends these words, viz. every one who 

is in sympathy with the author, pray for him, contains an obvious 
reference to the esoteric sense that underlies the words. The success 
with which the aim was achieved has been unintentionally set in 
strong relief by Dr. Ficker, who has essayed the proof® that there is 
not a word or phrase in it which might not have been used by a 
priest of Cybele. His paper is a remarkable example of ingenuity in 
details and failure to conceive the document as a whole; and it is 
hard to say whether the scholar who can understand this epitaph as 
the public testament of a priest of Cybele shows more misapprehen- 
sion of the character of second century paganism or want of appfe- 
ciation of the spirit of second century Christianity. The testament 
of Avircius, then, was intended to bear both an exoteric sense, satis- 

factory to the ordinary reader, and an esoteric sense for ‘him who 
comprehends.’ | 

Avircius lays great stress on his travels, his visit to Rome and to 
the East ; and he obviously intended that the sense should spring 
into the mind of the ordinary reader, ‘in Rome I saw the Emperor 
and the Empress.’ His real purpose, however, was to bring out that 
he had visited the Church in Rome and the E., and could bear witness 

to the unanimity and intercommunion of the members of all the parts 
of the Church‘, In the same way Hegesippus laid stress on the fact 
that everywhere ‘he found himself in harmony with the authorities of 
the Church 5,’ It is probable that already at that time great stress was 

* So Duchesne, Lightfoot, Marucchi, 
Harnack, De Rossi (who says dubitanter 

recepi). Zahn is here very good: so 
Schulze. 

2 See pp. 500 f. 
> Berl. Akad. Sitz. 1894 pp. 87 ff. 
* See Church in R. E. pp. 288, 318 f. 

Basil Caes. Epist. 191 speaks of r@ dp- 
Xuig ei8er tas ayamns THs éxxAncias, ToUs 
map éxardpov pépous Badi{ovras ray ade - 

hay ws tdta péAn mpoctépevot xr. 
§ Eusebius IV 22 év éxdory wédet ovros 

éxes ws 6 vdpos xnovocet xal of mpopirat 
cat 6 Kupios: cp. Westcott N. T. Canon 
p. 187, Ritschl Entstehung d. K. p. 268. 
He says that at Corinth cuvaverrdinpey 
tp dpOp Ady (cp. Rom. XV 32), where 
Hort (from whom I quote) would insert 
ev, Jud. Christ. p. 167. 
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laid by the Chr. on visiting Rome and Syria: Polyearp visited Rome 
in 154, and he speaks to the Philippians of his intention to visit 
Syria: Melito visited Syria’. Pionius says at a later date, in terms 
strikingly like those used by Avircius, ego namque transgressus 

omnen Judaeorum terram cuncta perdidici, et Jordane transmisso 
vidi terram, &e. 

The wish of Avircius to continue to speak thus after death to the 
Church is natural. M. Le Blant, II p. 161 has observed the ten- 
dency to put on the grave some profession of faith which is directed 
against any heresy provalent in the same region. In the neighbour- 
hood of Lyon, and nowhere else, he finds a large number of epitaphs 
in which the hope for resurrection is formally stated?. He explains 
this from the fact that Gnosticism, which denied the resurrection of 

the body and declared that the resurrection was purely spiritual, had 
been introduced into Gaul in the second century. Irenaeus wrote 
against this dogma; and the letter of the Churches of Lyon and 
Vienne insists on the belief in the resurrection of the body. The fact 
that the heresy spread in the Lyonnaise district produced a corre- 
sponding insistence on the orthodox dogma in the same district 3. 
Another heretical tenet was that Christ had not a material body, and 
had not personally suffered death ; and this idea (closely connected 
with the other) was also denounced by Irenaeus and on some inscrip- 
tions of the Lyonnaise ¢. 

At the age of 72, Avircius prepared a grave for himself, according 
to the common fashion of the country, and composed an epitaph 
which was engraved on it under his own direction, no. 657. This 
document has become famous; it formed the centre of a legend, and 
was preserved thereby. The tombstone stood by the roadside near 
the southern gate of the city Hieropolia for centuries, and was natur- 
ally greatly respected by the Chr. of the district. Its language 
affected other Chr. writers®; and it was imitated in the Pentapolis. 
One of these imitations, no. 656, was composed by Alexander, son of 

Antonius, in A.D. 216. The epitaph of Avircius was therefore composed 
earlier than that year and already respected in the city, Further 

1 Euseb. H. E. IV 26. 
2 surrectura cum dominus adrenerit, 

surrecturus in XPO, in spe resurrectionis 
misericordiae, and many others. 

5 Le Blant explains the representa- 
tions of Daniel and of the deceased 
standing in the attitude of prayer as 

a symbolic insistence on the same 

dogma; and quotes from Augustine Ep. 
LV § 15 stantes oramus quod est signum 

resurrectionis. 

* Le Blant II p. 198 Cristi morte re- 
demttus. 

* The Chr. author of Lib. Sibyll. V 
(see comm. on no. 657), Acta Pionti (see 

p. 714). 
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when we compare the two inscr., the change in the lettering is so 
great that a considerable interval must be placed between them: we 
can hardly date Avircius’s epitaph much later than 192, and it might 
well be earlier. But the boldness with which it was placed in a 
public position suggests that it was composed after peace for the 
Church had lasted some time!: hence 192 seems a probable date, 
implying that Avircius was born in 121 A.D. 
§ 2. THE Lraenp or St. ABERcIus. About two centuries after 

the epitaph of Avircius was composed, another glimpse of the state of 
the Pentapolis is opened up by the Acta S. Aberciz, in which the 
name is used only in its later form, no. 672.. The Acta exist in 
several MSS., and in some variations. The best and earliest form 

is still unpublished; but some extracts which Rev. H. Thurston has 
sent me show how much more valuable it is than the published 
forms?. The date of ccmposition is shown by the fact that it calls 
the province Ppvyia Mixpd: now it has been shown above that this 
name was in use during the fourth century (the examples range from 
325 onwards), and began to be supplanted towards the end of the 
century by the name Salutaris, which soon became universal*. The 
Acta therefore can hardly be dated much later than 400, while they 
are professedly later than 364 *. 

In the Acta the historical Avircius Marcellus is transformed into 
the legendary St. Abercius. He is the hero of the evangelization of 
Phrygia, and a worker of miracles; he goes to Rome on the summons 
of Marcus Aurelius to cast a devil out of his daughter Lucilla; he 
orders the devil to carry an altar from the Circus in Rome to Hiero- 
polis; and he uses this altar as his tombstone. He has become 
a centre round which has collected a religious myth, embodying both 
the popular conception of the early history of Christianity in Phrygia, 
and several local legends connected with natural features of the 
district. The production of the hot springs 8. of Hieropolis and of 
the spring at the Place of the Knee-bending on the mountain that 
overlooks Lysias, which were doubtless formerly attributed to some 
pagan deity, were by the Chr. attributed to St. Abercius; and the 
story how he sat on the stone by the village Aulon, and the villagers 

1 See p. 5ol. criticism is called siegreich by Zahn 
* Quotutions from it pp. 342, 710. p. 62 n. (see above p. 344). Duchesne 
3 See p 82. My first short statement prefers a date under Justinian. 

to this effect (JHS 12882 p. 344) was * The reference to Julian suits better 
disputed by M. Duchesne Rer. Quest. a date within the century following 
Hist. 1883 p.21; and the reply to his him. 
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ridiculed him, is evidently modelled on the tale of Demeter sitting on 
the ayéXaoros mérpa (which makes it probable that a tale similar 
to the Eleusinian was current in the Pentapolis). Along with these, 
more vulgar pieces of rustic wit were connected with the Saint: his 
detection of the dishonesty of his travelling companion, and his 
affliction of the villagers-of Aulon with insatiable appetite, are 
exaniples. 

The legend grew in the valley, and, except in some details, was not 
the free invention of any writer. It was caught from the popular 
mouth by the author, who copied the epitaph from the stone and 
incorporated it in his work, about A.D. 4co. The plan of composi- 
tion is similar to that of the Vita Polycarpi composed by Pseudo- 
Pionius, which in an almost valueless biography incorporated genuine 
ancient documents!. The author was certainly well acquainted with 
the Pentapolis and the neighbouring country. The local features are 
caught with accuracy. The journey of the Imperial couriers (magis- 
triant) from Rome to Byzantium is described badly, but from Byzan- 
tium to Hieropolis well. The change from the Imperial post-road at 
Synnada to the difficult track across the mountains leading to Hiero- 
polis is marked: as far as Synnada the road was unmistakable, but 
after Synnada the couriers required to employ guides, and arrived in 
Hieropolis the same day at the ninth hour. The Saint himself knew 
the easiest and best way of travelling to Rome. Leaving the magis- 
triant to return by their toilsome land journey, he took the road 
S. to Attaleia (which he could easily reach in five days), and there 

took one of the many ships coasting along from Syria or Egypt? 
towards Rome. 

The local legend may have contained some historical facts. The 
benefaction to the poor of Hieropolis, which was abrogated by Julian, 
may probably be real, though it cannot have been instituted so early 
as the time of Avircius: nothing of the kind could have survived 
Diocletian, even if it had been possible before. The ‘ Place of Knee- 
bending’ was probably a secluded place in the mountains, where 
secret conventicles had been held in the times of persecution’, Any 
communication with M. Aurelius seems wholly improbable‘; and 
the incident of the Princess Lucilla is a threadbare tale that has done 
duty time after time, and was worked up by the author. This part 
of the Acta is probably to a considerable extent a free invention of the 

1 See Lightfoot Ignat. and Polyc. IT * Church in R. E. p. 436 2: see also 
p. 1007. below pp. 754 ff. 

2 See my St. Paul the Trar. p. 319. * See comm. on no. 657 l. 7. 
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author '!, who has taken some trouble to fit his invention into the his- 

torical facts, though not always successfully. There was a strong 
inclination, shown in some other tales, to make the good Emperor 
Aurelius into a semi-Chr. : 
§ 38. Dirrusion OF CHRISTIANITY IN CENTRAL Puryaia. That the 

Pentapolis was Christianized very early is plain from the facts above 
stated. The evidence of inscr. is to the same effect. We have here 
seven Chr. inscr. before Constantine’, and only two later. In the 
country of the Moxeanoi, which lies between the Pentapolis and 
the district discussed in Ch. XII, we have two Chr. inser. before 

Constantine and one later. It is therefore clear, both from formulae 

and from the relative numbers, that these districts must be classed 

along with the country of Eumeneia and Apameia in the early history 
of Christianity. At the same time, along with the similarities, there is 
a distinct difference of style in some respects between the Pentapoli- 
tan and the Eumenian epitaphs. The Pentapolis had an independent 
development, parallel to that of the Eumenian valley ; and doubtless 
it too experienced the destroying effect of Diocletian’s action. 

The origin of Christianity in this district goes back to the Pauline 
circle. Avircius Marcellus, probably, bears witness to the Pauline 
authorization of their Church, when he speaks of Paul and Paul 
alone as his companion on his journeys, no. 657. Now Paul would 
pass through the skirts of the Pentapolis on his journey from Pisidian 
Antioch to Ephesos through the higher lying country‘; and on no 
other occasion could he have touched the Pentapolis or Eumeneia. 
In the obscurity that envelopes the history of the time, we can make 
no assertion; but the little evidence which exists points to Paul’s 
journey across the higher lying parts of Phrygia as the first beginning 
of the movement in it®. It is true that he seems not to have pro- 
duced any effect in the districts of Metropolis or Motella®, which he 
also crossed; but it is characteristic of all his journeys, that he was 

influential only at certain central points, and apparently made no 
impression on many others. 

——w 

1 JHS 1882 p. 348, ‘it is not probable 3 See above § I. 
that there is any historical element * Acts XIX 1. See Church in. R. E. 
underlying the tale’ of Lucilla. This p. 94 (ed. II or later); and below 
has been demonstrated by Mr. Cony- App. II. 
beare in Academy 1896 I pp. 468 f. © SceXkOww Acts XIX 1 implies evan- 

* Also inscr. 635, which shows a mix- _ gelization, as has been shown in Ex- 
ture of Chr. and pagan expression, and  positor 1894. 
therefore attests the influence of Chris- § See above p. 510. 
tianity in the district. 
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But the range of this impulse evidently did not cross the mountains 
E. or N. of the Pentapolis. In the Synnada district we find no Chr. 
inscr. before Constantine, and 8 after: in the valley of Aristion and 
Kidyessos none before, and 2 after; in Prymnessos none before, and 
8 after; in Dokimion none before, and 13 after. Many of these 
31 inscr. belong certainly to the fourth century; and it is clear that 
the revulsion from the persecution of Diocletian, and the impres- 
sion produced by the endurance of the martyrs, resulted in a rapid 
diffusion of religion in Central Phrygia generally’. That does not, of 
course, imply that the diffusion only began in the fourth century ; 
but that the new religion had previously not been strong in those 
regions until then. At the same time intolerance on the one side 
produced intolerance on the other, and the development of the whole 
country was permanently injured by the sweeping massacre: Ch. XII 

§ 9. 
We notice, in passing, how irreconcilable are the facts of Chr. 

development in Phrygia with the theory that St. Paul founded 
a series of important churches in North Galatia, about Pessinus, and 

that he travelled from them across Phrygia to Ephesos, preaching 
by the way. The nearer we approach the Galatian frontier, the later 
are the traces of Christianity. Only near his routes in Lycaonia, 
Galatic Phrygia, and along the higher lying road from Pisidian 
Antioch to Ephesos, do we find proof of Chr. influence at an early 
date. 

Few martyrs are known from this part of Phrygia. Ariadne of 
Prymnessos, May 27, is a mere name, unknown to the oldest Mar- 
tyrologies. The Acta of Trophimos, Sabbatios, and Dorymedon, 
martyred at Synnada, is an interesting document. It is however 
a later composition, probably springing from the same literary move- 
ment which produced the Acta S. Aberciz. In both documents 
Phrygia is conceived as divided into two provinces; but the gover- 
nor of Little Phrygia (Salutaris) is not of the higher rank (consularis), 
which he attained at some time between A.D. 412 (Not. Dign. Or.) 
and 530 (Hierocles). 

1 In the districts where the ‘Kume-_ bers in the country immediately W. 
nian formula’ was used in the third and N.W. of those districts are 1 and 9, 
century, there are known at least 57 in the country immediately E.and N.E. 

Chr. inscr. older than A.D. 300 and only o and 31. , 
15 later. On the contrary the num- 
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INSCRIPTIONS. 

1. Tae CountRY OF THE MOXEANOT. 

651. (R. 1883). Hodjalar. Ramsay in JHS 1883 p. 428, Cumont 
157. Avpnatoe | Tdios cat Mnvddtdros ad cotparedy, | maides Atp. "AoKxAa 

Pavorov xat Aip. | Adurns Elpnvalioly, roy Bwpdy xat thy | car’ abrod copdv 
ow Tp TEepiBdAM KollvOs Katecoxevacay éavrois Kai | rats yuvaély abtav 
Mecoadelvy | Mana xal Baothg Ev&évou' as pndert | éerépw eLetvar) émoe- 

vevkety 7 Oetvat | Lvov vexpdv 7% copdv, pdvors yunators | yudv réxvors* el dé 

tis Umevavtloy Tour|[oet - + sJov[-Jp*, 2orar abr@ mpds tov Gedy, | [kal ddcer] 
t® rapelw [Snv. —. rovrlov dv[rlyp|a[pov amerdby els ra apxeial. 

The age of this epitaph is uncertain; but, judging from its whole 
character, we may place it towards the middle of the third century. The 
name Menophilos recalls no. 371 at Eumeneia. Gaius Chr. no. 354, 654 
(perhaps 231). 

The use of Aurelius (generally Aur. simply) as a praenomen is treated 
on no. 235. [Such a case as Aurelia Pontiana CIG 3509 does not come 
under the principle there stated, for Aurelia is in this case the nomen 

(which was regularly used for Roman women’s names): hence there is no 
objection as regards name to the date c. 115, assigned by Waddington, 
Mommeen, &c., to the inscr., but disputed by Maass de Sibyll. Indicibus 
p- 41 on account of the name (as I learn from Schiirer Prophetin Isabel 
p- 49). Aurelia Pontiana must be understood to be a Roman woman, if 
her date is c. 115 A.D. | 

The question of military service among the early Christians is touched 
on by M. Le Blant I p. 85. He points out the much smaller proportion 
of soldiers mentioned in Christian epitaphs as compared with pagan °. 
He compares this with the small number of Christians designated on 

1 The engraver wrote ééiva: and then > His figures are 5-42 p.c. pagan sol- 
inserted a small e. diers, and -57 p.c. Christian. See no. 

2 Apparently NPG or NOoo. 209. 
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their epitaphs as slaves! ; and concludes that the Church, while accepting 
both military service? and slavery as part of the established social order, 
Inculcated on its adherents that their position as soldiers and slaves of 
Christ absorbed and replaced any other kind of service in which they had 
been engaged. Hence many authorities, such as Tertullian and Clement 
of Alexandria, absolutely forbade that Christians should be soldiers or 
bear arms; but the Church as a whole never sanctioned this prohibition, 
or called on its converts to abandon the ranks or on its adherents to 
refuse to enter them. 

652. (R. 1883). Kilter, three miles N. E. from Yannik Euren, whence 
the stones in it are said to be brought. JHS 1883 p. 405, Cumont 156. 
Erous the’, un(vds) y’. | Adp. "AcxAnmod|dpa xateoxedjacey rd Hpyor | [élavr7 
kal rp yAv|xurdr@ pov alvdpt Adp. Talp | Edr[v]xou cat r@ | yAvaurdre | pov 
téxyv@ | Adp. Kovdpr | p. x. | ef 8° Erepdy tis ealioevévnes els r/d pampetor, 
€rre TO | mpds (rov Oedv'. A.D. 260. 

t@ for aire, as in no. 367. 

653. (R. 1883). Kilter. JHS 1883 p. 405. [timtp edyfis? ’Avacrac ?- 
Cov xe tis cuvBnov avrod xé [rlév [rléxvov avrod + éxvplOc & d0dd0s rod 
[(Oeod xrA. 

The formulae mark this inscr. as of fourth (or fifth) century. 
It would be important to determine the exact age of this inscr., as the 

formulae in it are so frequent. The opening formula (if correctly 
restored *) occurs in no, 458 f., 668 f., and many others. The simple 
cross begins to be used in epitaphs at Rome about 450 and in Gaul about 
500: but there can be hardly any doubt that it is decidedly earlier in 
Asia Minor. CIG 3857 ¢ (quoted Ch. XII § 2) is not later than the 
fourth century, and may belong to the third ; and at Seleuceia Isaur. the 
simple cross perhaps occurs probably soon after 350 (see no. 673 note). 
But the spelling and lettering are here late; and a date after 400 is 
probable. dofAo0s rod Bet, famulus dei, dates in Gaul about a. Dd. 449- 
552, but is earlier in the East (no. 428): éxousnOn 6 8. is a developed 

and therefore later formula. 

1 The numberof cases where Christians 
indicate themselves as of servile rank 
is very much smaller than the military 
epitaphs. There were of course a con- 
siderable number of cases in which the 
Christian felt proud of honourable 
military service, but hardly any in 
which he felt proud of being the slave 
of an earthly master. Thus S. Julius 
says, sub arma militari et ordine meo 

egressus sum teteranus semper; tamen 
Deum virum qui fecit caelum et terram 

colui; and S. Gordianus, num militaris 

ordo desperatam salutem habet ? (Ruinart 
quoted by Le Blant I p. 86.) 

2 One or two soldiers at Seleuceia 
Isaur., no. 673 footnote. 

§ [uvnua diabepoy ‘Avacraci]ov is quite 
possible, 
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2. THE PHRYGIAN PENTAPOLIS. 

- 654. (R. 1883). Maghajil. JHS 1884 p. 429, Cumont 181. Adp. 
Atovolovos mpecfiv]repos (Gv xarerxevacey Td Koyntyptov. elpyyn mact 

Tots adeAdois. 

AYP: ASONO! 
CIOCTIPEEB 
“E POLE ZQNKA 

EEKEYALEN 

TOKOIMI-PI 
ONE! PEN-NALI 
TOICAAEAGG 

~ | 

The Chr. term xousnrfpioy was in use as early as A.D. 251, no. 445. 
The lettering of this inscr. might be of the later third or the fourth 
century. The term mpecAvrepos was not overtly Chr. The interesting 
salutation ‘to all the Brethren’ is a mark of early date; and De Rossi 
would class an inscr. containing it as pre-Constantinian. I formerly 
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attributed this to the fourth century ; but am now disposed to assign it to 
the later third century. No. 654 and 655 probably belong to Stektorion. 
On the symbols see p. 490. 

655. (R. 1883.) Maghajil. JHS 1884 p. 429, Cumont 182. Adpy- 
Atos | "AoxAnmddy[s] | exoinoey ro[dj|ro rd Kowpn[ry]|pcov. elpyv'n! | aden 

tH adeAlpdrnrh. Kai Ss dy | dvopién, Seca? «rd. or perhaps éorat 
avT@ KTA.| 

The stone is strikingly similar to no. 654, and must be attributed to 
the same period. The penalty favours a third century date. It is note- 
worthy that the collective ddeA¢dérms had already been formed. The 
salutation which was given to every one in earlier inscr. (656, 658) is now 
confined to the Brotherhood. 

656. (R, 1881, 1883). Kelendres. Ramsay BCH 1882 p. 518, with 
wrong restoration of first two lines, but correct epigraphic text : frequently 
republished, especially by De Rossi Iuscr. Christ, Rom. II p. xviii, 
Cumont 178.’ A good photograph from a paper impression is published 
by M. Duchesne in Mél. d’ Arch. et d’ Hist. 1895 Plate I. 

"Ex'Aextis mé[Aelws 6 moAeiltns tlotr’ énoll[noa 
(av, Ty éxw davelpGs| caparos évOa Geary. 
otvona "Adé£avdpos *Avrwrlov, padnrys woysévos dyvod. 

ov pévror TUEBH Tis eno Erepdy Tiva Onoe 

a & oty, “Pwpatey rapetp Onoet dioxelALa ypvoa 
Kal xpnoty marpld: ‘lepomdAer yeiAra xpvoa. 
typddn erect’ MQpyvi s’, Covtos. 

elpyvn Tapayovow Kat pynoKoperots tept Uav. 

The date of this remarkable inscription, early in a.D. 216, is of the 
highest importance. At this period we see that the Chr. character in 
inscr, was carefully concealed; and nothing except the phrases paéyrijs 
a. a, and elpjyn a. (both of which are only @wravra fureroto.w) here 
reveals the religion. The religion is made still clearer by comparison of 

no. 657, which is here imitated. The imitation of metrical models in 
unskilful fashion was widespread in Phrygia. As yet we have seen few 
or no examples of it, for it was commonest in the society where Greek 
was beginning to spread: the Maeander valley was early hellenized, and 
that class of epitaphs is not exemplified there’. In N. Phrygia, where 
Greek spread later, this class of metrical epitaphs, sometimes barely 
metrical, is exceedingly common; also in Central and E. Phrygia. The 

1 Except the Tchal district (Dionyso- of the kind occurs, which I have not 
polis &c.); and there a good example published, as it is incomplete. 
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influence of lost models is often apparent, unsuitable names being 
substituted unmetrically for the original names. In the present case 
the model is preserved, and we see that ’AAéfavdpos ’Avrwylov has been 

a 
ia ft Hy 

LINE : 
ea 

| 
| ai K 

_ ——_—_ ES EG La 
———S—— 

substituted for ’Aovipxios. M. Le Blant II pp. 179 f. gives many examples 
of similar errors, and also of verbatim reproduction of a formula in 

a rather unsuitable way. See comm. on no. 657. 
In the Chr. inser. given in Ch. XII and XVII the amount of the fines 

mentioned is never extremely large, varying from 500 to 2000. Much 
VOL. I. PT. II. B 
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larger numbers are named in inscr. about a.p. 3co or later: 3000000 
and 1000000 d/h. Mitth. 1881 p. 259 (Mordtmann), 500000 and 
250000 ibid. p. 260, 200000 Rénan Mission en Phénicie 255. Such 

numbers of denarii denote, as Mordtmann remarks !, not the silver denarius 

of earlier time, but the small copper of late imperial time (6000 in the 
solidus). Even numbers like 10000 CIG 2832, 2834, Wood Ephesus, 

inscr. fr. tombs 18, LW 1639, 20000 Kaibel 1904, hardly occur in early 
inscr. The numbers became larger as the date became later; and this 
consideration agrees with the view we have taken as to the date of the 
class of Chr. inser. concerned. 

Fines were commonly made payable in gold in the fifth century 
inscriptions found at Concordia (Kaibel 2324 ff); but such a provision 
is exceedingly rare in the second or third century. Prof. G. Hirschfeld 
in his useful study, Grabschriften welche Geldstrafen anordnen (Kénigsberger 
Studien I p. 144) finds only four examples besides this one, at Adramyttion 
(fine 25 xpvoots, Smyrn. Mous. no. £a’), at Smyrna (fine 22 ypvcois BCH 
1879 p. 328, Smyrn. Mous. no. 166), and at Philippi and in Thrace’. 
The amount here named, 3000 gold coins, is apparently enormous, 
especially in comparison with the 22 and 25 of the parallel cases. Prof. 
G. Hirschfeld*® quotes from Hultsch Bletrologie p. 324 2. 4 (ed. II) the 
rule in force from the time of Elagabalus that payment to public bureaux 
must be made in gold, and regards this as decisive of the date of CIG 
2040, where payment in gold is required. But here and in no, 657 gold 
payment is required in A.D. 216 and (probably) 192. 

657. (R. 1883, confirmed 1888). In the bath-house at the hot springs 
three miles S. of Hieropolis (now in the Lateran Museum). Ramsay in 
JHS 1883 p. 424, Cumont 177. Many other copies taken from the 
stone have been published since the stone was brought to Rome: all 
agree with R.’s published copy, except in places where the stone has 
suffered in transit. 

In the following text those letters or words, which occur neither on 
the actual stones (656, 657) nor in any published MS. of Acta Abercii, 
are enclosed in square brackets. 

éxAextns méAews 6 troAdeltns Todt’ émolnca 

(av, ty’ exw havepd[s| odparos évOa Oeorp, 
ovvop’ *Aovipxios (dr, 6] padntys Tomévos ayvod, 

4 ds Béoxet mpoBdtwv dyéras dpecty| wedlots Te, 

dpOadrpovs bs exer peyddous [kat mavd’] épdwvras” 

» Ath, Mitth. 1881 p. 259: cp. 8. Rei- 2 He omits the inscr. of Concordia. 
nach Epigr. Gr. p. 430. 5 Grabschriften p. 89 1. 3. 
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ovros ydp p édidagte [--+++--> ] ypdppata mord, 
els ‘Popny bs émepwey euty Bacidjay aOphoa 

8 Kat Bacititooay ideiy ypvadorodoy xpvaonéediAov’ 
Aaoyv 8 eldov éxet Aaunpay cdhpayetday éxovra’ 

kat Supins médov etda xal dorea mdavra, NioiBuy, 

SUppatny SiaBas' mavrn 38 écxov orvopry{ders'. 

12 Watdov éxwv éxdipnv)|, Miors mavrn 8& mpojye 

kal mapéOnxe tpodyy mdvrn, ‘lyPbv and mnyis, 

mavueyébn, xadapdv, dy eipakato Tapbévos ayvn, 
kal todrov énédwxe dlros éxbew 1a Tavrds, 

16 otvoy xpyordy éxovoa, xépacpa did0dca per’ &prov. 

Tatra mapeotas etrov *Aovipxios dd€ ypadpivar’ 

éBdounxootoy eros kal Sevtepoy Hyov GAnOds. 
¢€ raid’ 6 vody evfad’ trip [adrod] mas 6 ovvpdds. 

20 ov pévror ruuBy Tis uw Erepdy Tiva OijoeEe 
el 8 obv, “Pwpalwy rapelp Orjoer dioxelALa xpvaa, 

kat xpnotn marplde ‘lepdzoA[t] xeiAta xpvoa. 

Many errors have crept into the MSS. text, partly perhaps from false 
copying of faint letters, but much more from corruption in the trans- 
mission of the MSS.: thus we have 1 108’, 2 Karp, evOdde, 3 6 dy», 
4 ovpect, 5 mavta Ka0opdwyras, and so on in 

most of the lines. Too much stress therefore 
must not be laid on the reading of the MSS. 
in settling the text. Excellent photographs 
of the text are published by Marucchi in 
Nuovo Bullettino di Archeologia Cristiana 1895 
Pl. III-VII; but as the edges of the stone 
have suffered much in transmission and a 
number of letters have thus been lost, I add 

the copy taken by Prof. Sterrett and myself 
in 1883. 

The discussions of this inser. by Zahn (for- 
schungen zur Gesch.d. N. 7. Kanons V pp. 57 ff), 
Lightfoot /gn. and Polyc. I pp. 476 ff, Duchesne 
(Rev. Quest. Ihst, 1883 1 ff, and Mel. d’Archéol, 
1895 pp. 155 ff), De Rossi (Laser. Chr. Urb. Rom. 

II pp. XII ff), Harnack (Zerte und Unters. 
XII 4b), Ficker (Berl. Akad. Sitz. 1894 pp. 
87 ff), Marucchi (¥. Bull. Arch. Crist. 1895 

pp. 17 ff) and many others, will be consulted 
by the student. I may also mention my own 

EISPcoMi 
EMENBAS AH 
KAIBASIAIS 
TOAONXP 
NAONAEIAONK 
ZDPAFEIAANE 
KAISYPIHSTIE 
KAIASTEATIA 
E¥DPATHNAIA 
THAESXONE¥NC 
T ¥AOATVONETIO 
ti2ztilteal 

K AITTAPEOHKE 
TIANTHIXOYNAP 
TIANEFEOFKAO 
EAPAZATOTIAPOFr 
KAITO¥ TONEIF 
AnI"“rsa 

in JHS 1882 pp. 339 ff, 1883 pp. 424 ff, Expositor 1889 IX pp. 253 ff. 
Bb2 
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The circumstances in which this epitaph was composed bear intimately 

on its meaning, see above § 1. Some notes on the text are added. 
L. 1. The éxAexrh zédts is exoterically Hieropolis ypyory; but esoteri- 

eally it is the heavenly city. Ignatius calls the Church in Tralleis 
éxAexty; but Prof. Harnack is certainly right against M. Duchesne in 

urging that Avircius could not have intended to call Hieropolis éxAexr?. 
The thought in the mind of the writer of this epitaph is obviously 
the same as that in the mind of Hermas, when he wrote! 7 yap méXs 
tay paxpdy éorw and rhs méAews tavrns. As Philo (see p. 652 note 2) 
called Jerusalem the Jews’ metropolis, and their native city their zarpls, 

so Avircius distinguishes the ‘Select City’ from his zarpis ‘Iepdoats 1. 22. 
2. mavep is certain in no, 656 (the fifth letter can only be P or LF). 

The MSS. read xarpw. The person who copied the epitaph when com- 
posing the biography found the letters worn and difficult to distinguish : 
5 xpdvos tpetre car’ dAlyov tis axpiBelas kal nuaprnucvws éxew THY ypadny 

mapeoxevacev. The last words seem to imply that the writing had faults 
due to time, which the copyist was obliged to correct. One of these 
was, I think, in this line: the OA had become faint, and he did not 
observe it, and NEPQ he read as KEPQ, i.e. x(at)pp. But the stone of 
Alexander, combined with the sense (see above, § 1), proves that davepds 
is the true text. 

3. MSS. 6 av paénris, which is condemned by the metre. The text 
&v, 6 padnrns involves a bad use of the article; but it may be defended 
by a similar case, 6 woAcirys, 1. 1. It is safer to keep near the MSS. 

than to read eluf (but ep. no. 241). 
4. MSS. otpeo.. The metre demands some change. Other editors are 

agreed in dpeow, and I have therefore printed it. But I retain my 
previous view that a probable cause of corruption was transposition: the 

stone began otpeow ds (order as in line 5, 7), and this order was altered 
to bring ovpect medlois te side by side, though the poetic form was 
retained unmetrically. Mr. Bywater pointed out to me that, if dpeow 
medlos re had been the original text, it would be most unlikely to be 
altered into the unmetrical reading of the MSS. Moreover in Orac. Sibyl. 
V 434 ff, which is obviously influenced by the language of Avircius, the 
line occurs ovpeo ev xpucéots kai vdpasivy Evdprrao. 

5. MSS. aavta xafopdwyras. Some change is necessary. The editors 

are agreed in reading mdavtn xaOopGvtas. Here again, as Prof. Bywater 
pointed out, the poetic form -opdwyras is not likely to have been intro- 
duced, and advra to have been substituted against metre. The text 
probably was xal mdvra épdwvtas. The scribe omitted xaf and added it 

1 See note on no. 364. 
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in margin or above the line; thus it came into the wrong place after 
mayra, and produced xadopdéwvras. 

6. The word (or words) after édiSa€e is uncertain. I inserted d:3dcxwp, 

on the advice of an Oxford scholar, Pitra, De Rossi have ra (wijs, Zahn 

and Schulze Adyovs xai (so A. Souter independently). I have not been 
able, as yet, to gather any aid from the Armenian translation published by 
Mr. Conybeare in the Classical Review 1896. The line which he suggests 
apOdprovs’ obrds pw edidake xal ypdupart more is unworthy of this epitaph. 

7. BAZ AH was on the stone distinct and certain in 1883 and 1888. 
In the course of transport by cart and train and steamer, and train again 
and cart or other conveyance, from the Pentapolis to Rome, the sharp 
edge of the stone has suffered ', and the H on the extreme edge has been 
obliterated. ‘The H was read by Sterrett and myself in 1883. We knew 
the importance of the inscr., and verified every letter repeatedly with the 
most scrupulous care”; and the letter H is beyond question except on the 
view that we are unfit to copy an inscr. In 1888 I returned, in order to 
report to M. De Rossi (at his request) about the possibility of moving the 
stone. I took the opportunity of revising the text; and again read H 
without hesitation. The copy made by Sterrett and myself is published 
in JHS 1883 p. 424 (compare p. 370), and accepted by most editors. 
Yet M. Duchesne prints BaciA{ecav!, and in discussing the text does not 
even allude to our reading from the stone. The reading BAZIAH is 
undoubtedly inconvenient for his interpretation ; but it is not a justifiable 
proceeding to pass in silence over adverse evidence*. Apart from these 

difficulties his reading would give a satisfactory sense. He takes BaotAelay 
as ‘kingly dignity,’ tout ce qui pour un provincial constituait le prestige de 

la cilé reine’. 

BaoiA7 avabpioa: is read by Zahn, Schulze, and others; but I have 
every sympathy with M, Duchesne in rejecting it: it is a monstrum 
informe, Pacthjay &Opjoa must be accepted. The addition of v to the 

1 T notice that the letters on the edge 
have suffered in other places also. 

2 I made an impression in 1883, 
which I sent for inspection by some 
person, whom I have forgotten and 
cannot trace after enquiring of many 
scholars with whom I have been in 
communication, 

5‘ The most charitable supposition is 
that M. Duchesne wished to save him- 
self the disagreeable duty of saying 
that our copy was not worthy of con- 

sideration. 
* M. Duchesne quotes Clemens Rom- 

(lequel s'est exprimé sur T empire, sa hiér- 
archie, son armée, en termes enthousiastes, 

attendris méme § 37, 60, 61), and recalls 

the enthusiasm of the monk Fulgentius 
in 500 A. D. (but that was a Chr. Rome). 
It would be easier to get that sense by 
reading Baciieay ‘the Queen Rome,’ 
cp. 7 BuctXis ‘Popyin inscr., Kaibel 1819, 
CIG 2801, 5910, 5853, BCH 1885 p. 128, 
CIG 2595, Just. Mart. Apol. I 26, 56. 
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accusative of III Decl. nouns is a well-known phenomenon of later Greek, 
which has been treated elaborately by the grammarians, who discuss the 
relation of ancient to modern Greek, Examples occur among our inscr , 
éGvay no. 445, éAmlday no. 382, euév in this epitaph 1. 7 (CIG 3440)!. 
Lightfoot has very ingeniously observed that, in the biography, the Saint 
is represented as having seen in Rome only the Empress and the Princess, 
while the Emperor was absent. We see, therefore, that the author of the 
biography either read incorrectly BaclAeay, or interpreted Bactvnay as an 
equivalent spelling to Baciveav. The latter is a possible interpretation. 
The spelling y for e is a well-known epigraphic phenomenon (com- 
monest in the time of Augustus ”). 

Further, perhaps it is not wholly impossible that Avircius intended 
a double sense of BaciAjay esoterically as equivalent to BactAclay*, and 

exoterically equivalent to BaciAéa; but this seems improbable. I would 
take BaotAjav in the natural sense, accus. of BactAeds. There seems 

no insuperable difficulty in understanding that Baoivevs may have had 
a mystical sense in early Chr. usage as well as Baoldea or Bacltiooa. 
But it seems quite possible that Avircius meant BaciAjay as the 
Emperor, the centre and embodiment of the roya] dignity and the great- 
ness of Rome. The Christian Church was not disloyal in principle to the 
Empire. On the contrary it claimed to be entirely loyal to the Emperor 
and to all constituted authorities. The most simple and at the same time 
the most satisfactory interpretation seems to be that Avircius represented 
himself as going to Rome to see the ‘ King,’ as the supreme head of the 
State, and the ‘Queen,’ exoterically the Empress, but esoterically the 
Church of Christ. 

Again, in a poem of an allegorical and mystical character like this, 

with an esoteric sense carefully hidden under words that must be capable 
of a plain sense, it is absurd to expect that every word should have the 
fullest mystic sense. Some words suit only the exoteric interpretation : 
e.g. in I, 10, NiotSuv is mentioned without esoteric intention. 

8. Basilissa was certainly intended in a double sense, exoterically the 
Empress, esoterically the Church of Christ. On ypucomédiAos cp. Passio 
S. Perpetuae, where the deacon appears vesti/us discinctam candidam, 
habens multiplices Galliculas (etyev 8% Towxida trodjpara): afterwards 

1 Misconception of this added -» 
has caused some errors: Kaibel Ep. e 
Lapp. rejects it. Leemans mistakes the 
phrase eikagdpery (1.¢. -evot) pyrépay 
"Avaare in his Grieksche Opschr. uit 
Klein-Azie in Leiden p. 10. I had at 
first explained -y as due to the influence 
of the Phrygian language, mm which 

final »y was retained in such accusatives 
(like m in Latin); but Prof. Bywater 
proved to me that it is true of later 
Greek everywhere. See no. 395. 

2 §. Reinach Epigr. Grecque p. 263. 
5 Accepting M. Duchesne'’s interpreta- 

tion. 
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Perpetua saw a man of wondrous size discinctatus purpuram inter duos 
claros per medium pectus, habens Galliculas multiformes ex auro et argento 

factas', Compare Orac. Sibyll. V 434 BaBvdAwv xpvodotorAe ypvoo- 
meédire. 

10. NiéoiBw, taken at the beginning of the hexameter, by the older 
editors, Halloix, Pitra, &c., must be the last word of the hexameter, and 

is so given for the first time in my publication JHS 1883 p. 425; this 
arrangement of the lines was taken up, and the length of the second 
syllable of NioiBiw justified, by Lightfoot Jgn. and Polyc. I p. 481; and 

is universally accepted now. 
11. Euphrates and otpeow occur together in Orac. Silyll. V 437 (quoted 

on 4). At this point the stone has been injured. Formerly I thought 
it had been intentionally cut, from dislike of the name TTA¥AON, which 
has been nearly obliterated ; but in 1888 I found that at this point began — 
a fracture which had detached the lower corner of the stone with all the 
following lines. This fragment was then quite separate, whereas in 1883 
the two fragments were held together by surrounding masonry so tightly 
that I thought there was no fracture*. The injury to the text would 
therefore be easily explicable by the fracture, which occurred, doubtless, 
when the stone was transported to be utilized in the building. But the 
fact that the text of MSS. is unusually bad here, ETTO.MHN] being 
omitted and Eo being read for EX6, shows that the surface was 
already injured when the author copied the inscr.; still he was able to 
read TTAYAON and several other words, which have been injured by the 
fracture. Accidental injury to the surface (as in |. 2), therefore, was all 
that had occurred before a.p. 400. 

The stone still has [YNO at end of 11, and the author copied some- 
thing which appears in MSS. as the unmetrical and non-existent word 
ovropnytpovs. Before it the MSS. have adyras 8 écxov, which is either 
a corruption or a false reading by the author from the stone, which had 
nmavTH. Probably the author read [¥NOMH on the stone, and adapted 
the conclusion to suit wdyvras, ‘all gathered together.’ We need then 
a final word adapted to mavrn ; and the only two are cvvopurpets (conjunctos) 

™ Compare Hermas Sim. VIII 1, where 
a glorious angel of the Lord, exceedingly 
tall, gives rods to various persons (in 
Perpetua’s vision the man held a green 
rod with golden apples). These suggest 
a mystic sense for BactAnar. 

3 Decay of the masonry dislodged the 
fragment, which in 1888 was obviously 
in danger of being lost at any moment. 

The stone was valueless to the pea- 
santry; but its loss to science would 
have been serious; and I therefore 

carried it away. When the stone was 
brought to a safe place in Rome, the 
same principle, which prescribed that 
I should carry away the loose fragment 
in 1888, prescribed that I should now 
place it with the rest. 
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and cvvoynders (qui eisdem utuntur moribus), of which the last gives the 
best sense (explained and justified, p. 711). 

12. The reading ElIOpny still seems to me the only possible text: the 
antithesis of éréynv and mpojye in the two corresponding positions in the 
hexameter is a familiar device. TlaiAoy éxwy is practically certain on the 
stone, and has caused much discussion!. In an inscr. like this, the sudden 
unexplained reference to Paul, must be interpreted of some personage 
familiar to r@ voodvri (19), and that can only be the Apostle: ‘ Avircius 
with Paul followed, while Faith everywhere led the way.’ After careful 
study of what Zahn, Harnack, Lightfoot, and others say on this point, 
my impression is deepened that these words prove Paul to have been the 
Apostle whom Avircius and of voodyres revered above all others, whom he 
had with him as an ideal before his mind, and as a teacher (by his writings) 
before his eyes and in his hands. Many read ézro!xov}. 

12. MSS. alors 8% wayrf. But there remains an upright stroke on the 
stone showing that A was not the letter. Probably 3: was transposed to 
the second position in the line, as more usual ; and then mdyrn was changed 

to wayr( on metrical grounds before zporye. 

14. tmappeyeOn. ‘Tertullian distinguishes the Chr. as pisciculs from 
"ly6us noster (de Bapt. 1); and in representations of the Last Supper in 
early Chr. art, the Ixus that lies on the table is of extraordinary size ’ 
(Schulze). 

17. The true form was corrupted in MSS. into the current late form 
"ABépxios, no, 672. 

18. é83° pynxoordy (with short vowel slurred in weak position before the 
secondary accent) was the pronunciation. Zahn is mistaken in taking 
éBsounk. as a dactyl. 

19. The article is used in Avircius’s usual, but unidiomatic style, 
cp. I, 3- 6 vody, i.e. ‘he that appreciates the real and esoteric sense of 
these words.’ was 6 cvvwdds, ‘every one that agrees with my sentiments,’ 
i.e. probably ‘every anti-Montanist.’? Many take it as ‘ every Chr.,’ but 
6 voéy embraces every Chr., and cvv@dds defines more explicitly. Avircius 
did not desire the prayers of the Montanists. 

tntp ABepxiov cannot have been the original text. (1) It gives the 
late form, which was not used in the second century, see no. 672. (2) It 
is violently unmetrical. Zahn supposes that Avircius Marcellus took an 
older line, and substituted unmetrically his own name for another; but 

1 Zahn thought I had miscopied X__ every detail of the copy made by Ster- 
for [ in 1.12; but the stone in Rome rett and me, except where the edge 
is clear. Other doubts have been ex- has suffered in transit, and a mark has 
pressed of my reading in other points; disappeared. 
but the stone triumphantly justifies 
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this epitaph bears the stamp of originality and considerable power of 

expression (especially when we remember the conditions by which its 
language was governed, pp. 501, 700); and this line (especially 6 vody) 
is obviously an integral part of the whole. It seems clear that ’ABepx«lov 
is a gloss explaining the pronoun used in the original text. Pitra and 
Lightfoot read imép pov, but this leaves the metre almost as bad, while 

the sense would be so clear that no gloss would be necessary: the MS. 
text is far preferable. The pronoun used was one that seemed toa glossator 
to need an explanatory word; and all who familiarize themselves with 
Phrygian inscr. before commenting on this one, will recognize at once 
that airod was the word used. The variation between the use of first 

person and avrds (or éavrod) in inser. is one of the most marked character- 

istics of Phrygian Greek, and especially in the Chr. epitaphs, cp. no. 238, 
258, 310, 336, 355 f, 358, 360 ff, 364, 367 f, ete.! Now atrod is not 
nearly so clear as pov, and in fact, any one reading the text to a class 

would certainly add, ‘i.e. Avircius.’ 
21. The fine is payable to the treasury of the Romans, according to 

acommon form. It is often difficult to determine whether the fameion 
to which fines are made payable in epitaphs is the Roman or the city 

treasury, but here the point is made clear: so also [rapelo] rod djpou 
‘Papaiwy CIG 2834, els 7d epdpioy Sjpov ‘Pwyalwy S.Reinach Epigr. Gr. 

P+ 430. 
The consensus of MSS, and no. 656 in this unmetrical line is certainly 

strong; yet I cannot believe that Avircius wrote thus: I think he wrote 
‘Pwpatlors Oyoe. (using an uncommon expression mefri causa), and that 

this poetic expression was explained by the obvious equivalent ‘Pwopaloy 
Tapel, 

22. ‘IepowdAe is impossible metrically. It is shown in Ch. XVI § 3 
that ‘IepdmoAts was the usual local name in all places where Greek feeling 
had not been fully assimilated ; but was rejected by Chr. feeling in later 
time. Both as a writer of some literary power, and as a leader anticipating 
the tendency of Chr. feeling, Avircius would use the form Hierapolis, as 
in MSS.; but Alexander in no, 656, naturally substituted the common 
local form. Had MSS. agreed, I should accept the local form; but, as 
the case stands, I must follow MSS. and metre and the Chr. feeling. 
‘fepdroAt must probably be taken as vocative: in Orac. Sibyll. V, which 

furnishes so many parallels to this inscr., we find a similar vocative xat 
‘lepaoAt yata povyn TAOVT® pty Oeioa (1. 318). 

1,In many of these cases there is feel clear that in Phrygia atrés was 
a strong temptation to read atrod (as used in the sense of ‘self.’ 
formerly I sometimes did); but I now 
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658. CIG 9266 with bad restoration, Cumont 1791. 

(A). €IPHNHTOICTTAPAFO 

YCINTTACINATTOTOY 

OEOY 

AYPAAE=ANAPOC 

5 MAPKOYOTWNEA 

NEOYANECTHCA 

EINIKATHCEICTO 

PrFHCYMITONKA 

AANOYCPFAYKYTATA 

10 MOYTEKNAOEC.. 

TEIMHT AENIPHNH 

TOYOEOYENKENTOY 

TOYCETHCATHNEITI 

MHNXAPINMNHMHC 

15 €EYTENIHKAIMAPKEA 

AHK AIAAEZANAPQ 

KEMAKEAONIKENON 

NHTOICFAYKYTATOIC 

TEKNOIC - TO- CYTTOENA 

20 KEPONONHCEICINTO 

THCZWHCMEPOC 

OCANAETI-- OCKOYIZ=E 
NOCTWTYNBWTOYTW 
AM - ATEKNAX WC 

(B). EICTHNAE 
TOHWTO 
NKOINO 
NTWNA 

5 AEAIW 
N 

(A). Elpyyn rots mapayo- 
vow TacwW amd TOU 

Ocod 

Atp. ’AdeLavdpos 
Mdpxov 6 ray Ed- 

v[dlov avéornca 

etytxa tis eloro- 

pyns [xal]t ro[d] xd- 
AAovs yAuKUrara, 

pov réxva. Oe[ddiAa, 
reynta év lonyn 

Tod Oeod. Ev[e]xev rov- 
tov [éa|rnoa rH el[o]ri- 
AAlnv ? xdpw pvnuns 
Edyevln wat Mapxéa- 
An kal ’Arcédvdpy 

xt Maxeddv xe Nop- 

yn Tots yAuKUTaTots 
Téxvols, Tots Umd eva 

xepov [d]vn[Oletoww 7rd 
THs Cwis pépos. 

ds av 8e ml plooxdyn fé- 
vos Tw TULBY TOUTY, 
d[wpla rékva [€ywor 

(B). Els ryvde (or etorqy be) 

£3 ‘fp]6leo- 
y Kowvo- 
y TOY a- 

deA(p]a- 
V. 

In the copy of ITamilton, IT p. 475, on which the restoration depends, 
there is an unusual number of errors, showing that the letters must have 
been indistinct when he copied it *. It is therefore important to notice the 
kind of errors which are found in his copies of this and of other similar 
inscr.; and thus we may determine the probable restoration in difficult 

1 Mordtmann Ath. Afitth. 1890 p. 158 5 Comparison of the inscr. which he 
gives some notes on the readings, as copied immediately before, pp. 470- 
does M. Cumont. 475, shows how much worse this one is 

? Perhaps ei{a ]r[ nA ]ny. copied. 
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places. The original stone will probably be rediscovered hereafter; but 
both Hogarth and I searched and offered rewards in vain. 

In the difficult 1. 8, it seems allowable to take YM as an error for KA!, 

and N for Y, and to read [xalt ro[é]?. The only other serious difficulty 1s 
in 1. 5-6. The text given above entails only the slight alteration of 
€ into O, which is justified by the changes required in 13 and 20; but 
the result is not satisfactory. ’AA¢fardpos 6 rév Zav[Olov seems hardly 
comprehensible (possibly we may take it ‘of the family from Xanthos,’ 
or as @ covert expression for ‘ the (bishop ?) of them of Xanthus’). Now 
the alteration of NZEANEOY into NEANOOY seems slight ?: in that case 
OTW might be taken for the genitive TOY (transposition of T and O, as 
of € and C in 1. 13) or else for a false genitive TW *: thus we should have 
a simple text ’AAéavdpos Mdpxov r& (or [rod]) N[e]dvOov. It 1s however 
safest to follow the copy as closely as possible °. 

On the forms elcropyjjs and efa]r{AA]ny compare no. 267, 453: M for 
AA is @ common error among copyists, and even among engravers (no. 41). 
These forms, with efyixa, the omission of article in ]. 9, the construction 

ds + +++ ([élxwor |, 24, show that the author was not a master of the Greek 
language, and suggest also that the engraver was unskilful. Hence it 
is not improbable that © for O, € for C or O, omission of. letter in 12, 
24, &ce. may be the fault, not of Hamilton, but of the engraver. These 

facts justify Mordtmann’s interpretation of (B) 1. 1 elorjy for éorly. 
The salutation, unexampled at Eumeneia, is characteristic of the Pen- 

tapolis: no. 654-658, and 673. The word, Pax or elpyvn, is peculiarly 

characteristic of Christian inscriptions, for obvious reasons. But it is not 
peculiar to them: Paz aeterna, Paci et quieti perpetuae are known on pagan 
tombstones (Le Blant II p. 268). In Juscr. Br. Mus. 674 elpjyy is possibly 
pagan ; though more probably Mr. Hicks is right in thinking it Chr.; 
but his restoration elpyvn o[ot] pera ris ’A]kpomd[Aews] seems strange and 
unsatisfying. 

It is in the last degree improbable that five children of a family should 
perish by any natural cause in one day. In a Gallic inscr. recording the 
burial of three children within twenty-seven days, M. Le Blant, 460 a, 

Hamilton in 1. 3. 
* O then must be taken as falsely 

inserted: but I find no parallel in 
Hamilton's copies. 

1 Y and K are often confused. M was 
read for by Hamilton in 1. 14. 

3 ipi[v] roli]s xadAo[«]s Cumont, dpfe]y 
Mordtmann. 

5 One objection has prevented me 
from putting it in the text; €, not E, 
is the form in this insecr., but a mix- 

ture of forms is sometimes found; 

and even in this inser. E is given by 

5 [ have hesitated for years between 
the two restorations: in Expositor VIII 
1888 p. 411, I deleted from the proof 
sheets the one which I now print in the 
text, and substituted rod Nea»dov. 
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is reminded of the plague that devastated Gaul in the sixth century; 
and the same thought rises in his mind when 621 records the death of 
three sons within a year. But even a plague would hardly kill five 
children in one day. It is not a plague, but martyrdom, that was the 
cause of death, and the beginning of life!, to the five mentioned here. 
Even in that case it is hardly probable that a father here makes the 
monument to five of his own children, who perished in one day. It is 
more probable that a leader in the Church (probably bishop) makes the 
grave of five members of the Church, whom he affectionately styles his 
children. Similarly in Acta Carpi, when Papylos at his trial was asked 
if he had any children (réxva éxets ;), he answered that he had many in 
God (xat zoAAa@ 8a Tov Gedy) ; and Lightfoot argues that the reply proves 
him to have been bishop. 

g—10, cp. Ignat. Blagn. 6, 1, d:axdvwr rv euol yAvkurdtrwv. The open 
burial does not tell against the view that the five were martyrs. Rome 
did not war against the dead ; and the remains of martyrs were allowed 
to be buried by their friends. In Diocletian’s persecution this permis- 
sion was refused, and for that and other reasons this epitaph must be 
placed earlier, perhaps under Decius, about 250%. The curse at the end 
(which is not of a very Chr. spirit) is apparently directed against possible 
ill-will among pagans: gw2 offenditur cp. 1 Peter II 8. 

The sepulchral formula dvécryoa with accus. of person buried, like 
ériunoa with accus., is very common in EK, Phrygia and Lycaonia: see 
Sterrett W. E. no. 18, 22, 26, 38, 39, &c. Both formulae occur in the 
Pentapolis. éxéoyznoa is a similar form. 

The name Nonna is interesting: it is said to be an Egyptian word for 
‘old woman,’ applied to those women, virgins or widows, who professed 
chastity and became almost a special order in the Church. 

(B), on another side of the stone, makes the tomb common to the 
brethren (cp. no. 654). Mordtmann interprets elorjy asa false form for 
éoriv, probably rightly. But the analogy of 380 might be adduced in 
favour of els ryvde, ‘Up to this (stele), the herodn is common to the 
brethren” I cannot sympathize with M. Cumont, who understands 
the brethren here as the five named above: the writer, who had just 
enumerated the five for whom he has made the tomb, would not add ‘the 

tomb is common to the (five) brothers.’ On the freedom in admitting to 
the grave among the Chr., see no. 280. The sentiment which led the 
early Chr. to esteem as a privilege and honour the opportunity of burial 

1 Martyrdom was regarded as the life, i.e. the true life, 1. 19-20. 
‘birthday’ dies natalis; hence the five 2 This date is confirmed by no. 65g 
gained simultaneously the portion of (see comm.). 
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near the grave of any distinguished saints or martyrs! is natural in 
itself, and is attested by numerous examples, and is formally approved by 
the authority of several of the Fathers. As time went on, this honour 
became reserved for persons of distinction; but originally it seems to 
have been allowed to all the brethren. It became after a time compli- 

cated by conflicting with another feeling, viz. the dislike for interment 
within the city. That healthy feeling was very strong in pre-Christian 
times, and was made a part of the public law in the XII Tables, and was 

formally renewed in a rescript of Hadrian?, again by Diocletian, and in 
290, and by several Christian Emperors * in 381, &c. An exception how- 
ever had occasionally been made in favour of great citizens under the 
Republic; and in Chr. times the remains of saints were received into 

cities as protectors and patrons, This led to a desire to be buried beside 
the saint, conflicting with that prejudice against burial within the city 
which was originally as strong among the Christians as among the 
pagans. Step by step the old prejudice yielded to the new desire, until 
at last most churches were filled and surrounded with graves. 

659. (R. 1887). Kotch-Hissar. Incomplete in BCH 1893 p. 2764. 
Adp. ’Avdpdyalbos (Gv éav|ra xé THUG OalAla]ule] xe rH yuval[ex}t Tlarlg ?] rd 
kupl[nriptloy Kareoxelvacey p.|x.| ef S€ Tes emirndevor, Onor els TO Tapiov 
nv. [+ °] 

This and the following inscr. show the Eumenian formula affecting the 
Pentapolis. Now, as in Eumeneia the formula was at its strongest 
c. 255 A.D, (dates, p. 516), it is likely to have penetrated into the Pentapolis 
about that time; and no. 659 f are likely to date then or later. The 
date of no. 660 about a.p. 258 is evident on other grounds. No. 658 
belongs to the older type, and should therefore not be later than 250. 

660. (R. 1891). By the road-side near a bridge 3 miles from Maghajil 
on the road to Sandykli. Adp. ’Avrwmos éaute@ xe rH yAv[kujrarn ovvBiy 
[uvn|ans xdpwv. [obx] egdy etve &lrepd'y riva eme[yBalre, ent (i.e. éxet) adr[@ 
ora [m]pds roy [Oed]y. 

The lettering of this inscr. is very like no. 643 (dated a. p. 258); but 
is not retrograde. See no. 659. 

1 Sociatus sanctis martyribus, sociart 
sanctorum sepulcris, positus ad sanctos, 
&c. The place of burial is defined retro 
sanctos, ante Domna Emerita, at Ippolitu, 

ad Sanctum Martyre(m), Martyris ad lae- 
tam, ante pedes Martini. See Le Blant 
I p. 81, 398, 471, {1 219 &c. (who gives 
the facts here quoted). Inter electos has 

a similar sense Le Blant I p. 163. 

? Dig. 47, 12, 3, 5. 
® Cod. III 44, 12, Cod. Theod. IX 17, 6. 
‘ In BCH the words after xdpw are 

omitted (cp. no. 632); OdA[A@] is re- 
stored, but my copy shows M (though 
marked doubtful): and the name T[a- 
ria ?] is omitted. 
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661. (R. 1891). Mentesh. On an altar. [‘O d¢eiva] | yuvaicl [yAv«v]|- 
rary p.| x. Kal av] ro Cv" évopx(e]| (cuevole rio[y]|} Oedy wy tes o[kv'|Ajnoes? 
tuvBov | caparos hpelrépov. 

The concluding formula is generally Chr. ; they dreaded hurt or insult 
to the grave, the pagans’ wrongful intrusion (a feeling which at first 
remained strong among the Chr.). Cp. dpx(6) ce xara rot Oe0d rod 
mavroxpatopos pndéva atras oxtAd Tore f Kaibel 187: py pov oxvAns 
tov BdOpov CIG 9473: ef Tis Ta doTa pov oxvdci, ota: atte mpds THY 
éwepxounéevny dpynv CIG 9802: ds av 8& oxvdAn Td prjpa, 800. 4077 
(Ancyra). But CIG 6625 Kaibel 1901 with the dedication ©. K. is 
probably pagan (ds 8 ay oxvdn). Cp. also no. 219, 332, CIG 3757 
(Nikaia Bith.). 

It is difficult to distinguish between parts of the verbs cxvAAw vero and 
oxvAdw spolio: Kaibel and Kirchhoff seem to prefer the connexion with 
oxtAAw (necessary in oxdAe aor. infin, for oxiAat). The accentuation is 
equally difficult: Steph. These. has pi—oxvdAjs, Kirchhoff CIG 9473 
axvAns, 9802 oxvdci, Kaibel 1901 in text oxvAy and in index oxvan, 

Béckh CIG 3757 and Franz CIG 4077 cxvdj. oxvdAdw is a common 
Chr. word, and in Chr. inser. probably we should read oxvAns, oxvAn. 

With the use of evopx(Couat cp. Kaibel 187 (just quoted). Both are 
Chr. Compare also the Jewish Chr. epitaph CIG 9270, évOa xeivre dotéa 
To} awdpovos TlavAov d:axovov. évopxiCopu[e]O[a] rov mavt[o|xpdro[pla O(«d)y 
aa[—]. Compare also the following: (1) in museum of Bukarest 3, ém- 
kaAotpat kat G&t@ Tor Gedy tov tYroroy ror KUpioy Tav TvEVPaTwY Kal TdoNns 

capxos (Numbers XVI 22) emi rots 36Am govedoartas...... THY &wpov 
“HpaxAelay ... 2.66. iva odtws yérntat tots povevoacw avriy...... Kat 

TOUS TEKVOLS QUT@V...... Kvpte 6 mavta épopady kai of dyyeAot Oeod. (2) 
Egyptian papyrus‘, émxadodpat oe toy ev To xeveo, mvetpa 7 Sevor, 
ddparov, mavroxpatopa Oedv Bear. 

662. Kara-Sandykli. A hasty sketch, the accuracy of which I 
cannot guarantee in details, is here reproduced. I was not at that time 

interested in Chr. antiquities, or I should have asked Mr. Blunt to make 
a careful drawing of this stone (see Ch. XVI § 4); but the effective 
character of the design induced me to make a rapid sketch in my note- 
book. The rarity of Chr. symbols in the published monuments of Phrygia 
lends interest to my rough drawing (p. 490). I have completed the 
arches conjecturally, assuming that they were semi-circular; but the 

Se a 

1 OTTO! in copy for OITOI. vol. 77, 1874, p. 404. 
2 Perhaps o[v]Anoee. * Wachsmuth in Rh. Mus. N. F., 
® OHirschfeld in Wien. Sitzungsber. XVIII p. 560. 
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parts thus added where fracture is indicated are not vouched for by any 
notes or indications in my sketch. The marble, which is broken on three 
sides, was perhaps part of a church. 

663. (R. 1881). Kara-Sandykli [—] ENOIAEIAN xe mas tis dAAos 
Tw —— Tlov evade rapevta BaoyAnoy, (yoavta év dyedla Blov +. Late 

lettering: on a stele ornamented in much coarser and later style than 
no. 662. 7 

8. Tne Synnapa District. 

664. (R. 1891). Oinan., (Kvpile, or [Xpior]é, Bone Apy ... vos lov x{at 
Tod olkov avtrov?| Perhaps ’Ap[réuwlyos should be read. The inscr. is 
late. The earliest example of the formula Xp. Bo7Oe: is LW 2704, dated 
A.D. 331. 

664 dis. (R. 1891). At Yiprak in the valley of Metropolis I found 
a late Chr. inscr. undecipherable, 

665. (R. 1883). Aghzi-Kara. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 
1893 p. 288 (incomplete), Cumont 187. + t7tp wrjuns cal dramavlcews 
Avgwrlov dpxtréxtlovos Kat trép evxiis “Lralrias cai "Avdpéou xal EvorBlals). 
kal evéduern ti edyaly | éé]eréAcoay + 

The stone had suffered since I copied it, for the text in BCH is 
evéaperny rip efx egjereAc(oOn!. The spelling » for o. in evédyevn is 

very unusual: v for of in nom. plur. occurs in the inscr. quoted 
no. 657 1. 7. 

666. (R. 1884). Aghzi-Kara. A cross within a circle: under it 
Tptydptos ap(eaBvrepos). 

667. Alayunt. MM. Legrand and Chamonard in BCH 1803 p. 287, 
Cumont 183. +d7ép pyjpns Ke dvaratcelos ‘Epyy Relief: Rose Movo- 
tptxod. No. 667-670 ‘ pierrese funéraires Chrét. en forme de chapileauz,’ 
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668. Ibidem, Cumont 184. +p edyiis [ Pls kat rév edlwy 
aris | Médovro{s}| xe Tavylov, xe imép dvalmavceos Tarylov xe | rév medloy 
avrod | Tpodplpou xe "Emgavov. 

669. Ilidem, Cumont 185. wmép edxijs ToAv|xpovyjov Pwdrevrod | xe ris 

ovvBiov abrod | xe rév me[dlwv airdv. Probably [B]wAevrod for BovAevrod 
is the form here intended. 

dw ,C 
670. lbidem, Cumont 186. awtH 

4, ARISTION AND PRYMNESSOS. 

671. (R. 1881). Geune (Aristion): CIG 3877 (unintelligibly). [KWpre 
PonAel wept edyliis Eldvoulov x[@ mjavrds tod of'kov airc'd + +] orpa- 
ve ws ?}. 

The work of paving a church or the approach to it was perhaps under- 
taken as a pious duty by Eunomios. 

671 bis. (R. 1881). I copied, at considerable risk, an inscr. on the upright 
central dividing stone in the window of a ruined church near Sultan-Boyali 
at E. end of Sitchanli-Ova. My copy is lost; but a future traveller may 
easily find the inscr., and get help from the village to reach it. 

672. (R. 1884). Seulun (Prymnessos). Church in R. E. p. 440. MM. 
Legrand and Chamonard give the text in BCH 1893 p. 290 (without 
noticing that it has been several times published), Cumont 190. ’Afip- 
kios Tloppuplov didxwv xareoxevaca Td peudptoy éavT@ Kal 77) cupBiw pou 
Opevipemin Ke Tots Téxvors. 

The accompanying drawing by Mrs. Ramsay shows the interesting 
sculpture on this stone, one of the earliest representations of the Saviour 
(who, as in other early sculptures, is represented as a youth). He stands 
in the attitude of instructing or admonishing, raising the right hand 
with thumb and two forefingers extended. He is shown facing to the 
front, but the face is in profile, because the artist was used to represent 
the face in that way. The figure has the squat proportions that mark 
the declining art of the late third or the fourth century (e.g. on the arch 
of Constantine at Thessalonica). 

The heads of Abirkios and his wife are on a larger scale, one on each 
side. That of Abirkios is of a conventional expressionless type; but 
Theuprepia has individuality and beauty, beyond what appears in the 
reproduction. The face is that of a matron, plump, with a slight ten- 
dency to double chin, features graceful, dignified, wearing the placid 
expression that indicates comfortable circumstances and a happy life. 
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We observe the gradual degeneration of the name Avircius in the 
Greek language. It was an Italian name, CIL VI 12923-12925!; 
and the Phrygian bishop is called by Eusebius ’Aovipxios. But towards 
the end of the second century, the use of 8 to represent Latin V began ; 
and in the third century it became almost universal*, Hence the name 
became ’ABipxios, as we see it here in these fourth-century inscr., 672, 

673. Alongside of Avircius or ’ABlpxios appears a form Avercius CIL 
XII 1052 (in Gaul), and ’ABépxios ®: these have the appearance of being 
provincial, degenerate, and later forms: ’ABépxtos is found in the fifth 

century ‘, in the tenth century 5, and in all published MSS. of Acta Abercis 
(none of which are very early): ’ABéAxtos occurs in no. 431, which may 
be of fifth century or later. Abourgios is a Cappadocian variation, due 
to the thick coarse pronunciation of Greek in that country®. See also 
no. 673. 

Avircius, then, is the name which candid criticism must give the 
historical bishop; and it is a strange example of wrong method and 
wrong principle that so many writers insist on calling him Abercius, 
against which I record my continual protest. 

Theodosius and Theodosia are very often written Theudosius and 
Theudosia in Latin’: Claudian Bell. Gild. 216 begins a hexameter with 
Theudosii (as it should be written, or at least must be scanned): cp. 
the epitaph of the Gallic martyr in Rome Theudosia, Le Blant II 655. 

673. (R. 1881). Afion-Kara-Hissar, Cumont 191 (who wrongly 
quotes it from BCH). 

ATW A-Xplrds]- Q- 
YPAWPO Alip. Awpé- 

SEOCABIP deos "ABip- 
VIOYKA x]lov xa- 

5 FECKEYA TEgKEeva-~ 

CATOHPWI ga TO Npw- 
ONAIAYTW ov alaurw 

1 Aburcus in an old inscr. at Falerii as second name of Iason. 

may be connected. Deecke Falisker * a.D. 451: Ch. XVI App. IL. 
p. 214 conjectures [C]aburcus. ® Constantine Porph. de Adm. Imp. 

2 See comm. on no. 577. § So. 
* An enigmatical word occurs at La- ® Basil Caes. Epist. 33. Philostr. Vit. 

gina BCH 1890 p. 366, lepevs ’Idowy ‘Op- Soph. II 13 says wayeig ry yAorry nai as 
O@woiov Kodsopyeds ’ABépor. M. Foucart Kammaddéxas fuvnbes, Evyxpovey pev ra 
says the last word is certain and pro- fp dwva roy crotxeiwy, ovoréAdAwy 8 Ta 
bably complete; but he admits the  pnxuvdpeva, cal pnxvvwy ra Bpaxéa. 
possibility that "ASépors was intended, 7 Cp. Dittenberger Syll. 102 (A.8.). 

VOL. I. PT. IT. cc 
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IT-M-TPI kalt ry pyrpl 

MOYMAPKA pov MapxeA- 

10 AIN-KAITOIC Alyy xat rots 
IAIOICMOY idlors prov 

ITOICANE kali rots dye- 
YIOICMOY Yot pov. 
XAIPETEO! xalpere ol 

15 TIAPION Taptov- 

TEC? TES 

It is impossible to be certain as to the origin of the inscr. now at 
Afion-Kara-Hissar, unless they contain evidence in their contents, 
Stones are brought to a large trading centre like this from all sides, 
often from a great distance. A peasant, coming from a village to buy 
in the city, brings with him in an ox-wagon some thing that he can 
turn into money, usually produce of his ground; but the stone-cutters 
are ready to buy a good stone, and he can always make a small sum by 
bringing a marble: hence, in cities like Afion-Kara-Hissar or Ushak, 
the traveller should always visit the stone-cutters’ yards. But this 
remark applies only to the great cities; and it would be mere perversity 
to argue that a stone found in a village is carried from a great distance 
(p. 583). Stones go ¢o the great centres, not away from them, and the 
smaller the village the more nearly certain is it that the stones in it 
come from the neighbouring ancient site (for the villages, as a rule, do 
not stand actually on the old site, but near it). Exceptions may occur, 
and the conditions which may cause exceptions are stated on p. 366; 

but except where several ancient sites are very close together (as in the 
Pentapolis, Ch. XVI dpp. 1), I have found no exception in my own 
experience. Only in the great centres (Attaleia, Kutaya, &c.) have 
I found travelled stones. In Afion-Kara-Hissar, stones from Dokimion 

are certain ?, and from other places (like Kidyessos) probable ; but, where 
evidence is wanting, I assign them to Prymnessos, two miles distant 
(no. 678 f to Akroénos, the Byzantine fortress renamed Kara-Hissar by 
the Turks). No. 673 has names common both with 672 (Prymnessos) 
and 684 (Dokimion). 

Aur. Dorotheos was son of Abirkios and Marcellina. The names of 
both parents suggest some connexion with Avircius Marcellus: either 
the connexion may be by blood, or admiration and respect may bave 

1 In L 4 the upper oblique stroke of inserted as a correction. 
the first [K] is shown in my copy: in 5 2 E.g. Ath. Mitth. 1882 p. 134 and a 
TE, in 6 HP, in 7 TW, in 12 NE, in 14 __ long series of blocks of Dokimian marble 
TE, lide. In 7 the fofa isa small letter with no. 682. 
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spread the names among the Chr. of Central Phrygia (no.672). A salu- 
tation is here added to the epitaph, as was customary in the Pentapolis, 
no. 654-658; and this fact favours the connexion of Dorotheos with 
Hieropolis. Salutations, addressed either to the spirit of the departed by the 
survivors, or by the spirit to the survivors or passers by, are common in 
pagan epigraphy; and were adopted by the early Christians, but were 
gradually disused by them. MM. De Rossi and Le Blant find their 
occurrence in Chr. epitaphs a sure proof of comparatively early date. 
In pagan epitaphs we find [exe rexofcoa, ovdels dOdvaros Kaibel 1353, 
cp. 1531, 1536, 1806, 1832. evdaudvet, ovdels AOdvaros 1743, ev ifxetl, 

mapodetra Kaibel 1465; but more commonly, such encouragements are 
addressed to the spirit of the dead (Kaibel 1488 is very clear, cp. 1782). 
edyvxet with the name of deceased in vocative is very common (Kaibel 
1314, 1400, 1554, 1555, 1594, 1633, 1699, &c.). 

The monogram T is of later origin than &. As M. Le Blant points 
out & is used in Rome between a.p. 298 or 3231 and 451 or 474, and in 
Gaul between 377 and 493 ?, while f appears in Rome from 355 to 542— 
565 and in Gaul from ec. 400 to 525-540. ‘The monogram and symbols 
AX W occur in a Phoenician inscription bearing the date 625, which, if 
it is calculated by the Seleucid era, is a.p. 313°. The next dated eastern 
inscription with this monogram is of a.D. 399 (LW 2263). It occurs as 
late as A.D. 500 in an inscr. of the northern Hauran (along with the 
symbols XMI-), Wright and Souter in Pal, Expl. F. Quart. Statem. 1895 
p- 52%. An inscr. of Mauretania, dated a.p. 384, has the heading 

Dp aAfw MS 
Dates a little earlier are likely to rule in the East than in Rome, as 

a general survey of the facts presented in Ch. XII and XVII shows; 
but it is not probable that the present inscr. can be placed earlier than 
A.D. 330. At the same time none of the signs of lateness occur in it; 
and probably 350 is the latest date that can safely be suggested for it. 
The maker of the tomb is named first. Now in Roman inscr. the maker 
of the tomb ceases to be mentioned a.p. 408, in Gaulish 470. Saluta- 
tions rarely occur in Chr. inscr. after Constantine; and in all respects 
except the symbols and a slightly elongated formation of the letters, this 

1 The first certain occurrence in in this inscription, see Rev. Arch. 1876 
A.D. 323. (Nov.) p. 289) thinks this date impro- 

2 De Rossi Inscr. Christ. no.127; Le bable. The further study of eastern 
Blant Inser. Chrét. no. 369, Manuel Chr. inscr. has greatly diminished the 
p. 29. improbability; and the date must be 

® Renan Mission de Phénicie p. 390; accepted. 
but M. Bayet (from whom I learn about ‘ Cp. Mél. d' Arch. 1895 p. 50. 

Cc2 
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inscr. has the ordinary third-century character. The date then is perhaps 
A.D. 330-350. 

M. Duchesne dates several inscriptions at Seleuceia-Isauriae with the 
monogram ¥ about a.p. 3501. That they belong to the fourth century 
is practically certain; some may probably be as early as the time of 
Constantine, 

674. (R. 1881). Afion-Kara-Hissar. CIG 8935, LW 1711, Cumont 
188. [Aov]oacGe, xabapoi yéverOat, (aplércrat ras tmovnpllas d}rd trav Woy dy 
tuav, mavoacvba amd tOv trovnpel'Gy tplev, pdberar xaddv rovety, éy(yty- 

care kpicew, pulcacbe dlbixovpevoy, xplvare dppave xai dixardoalre | xnpav'] 
kal dedre Kal dreAeyyOGpev, Adyes [xUpltos, cal? edv] Gow dyav al duapriac 

ws powrxod{y], @s xi dva | AevklavG’ édy 82 ws Kdxxivov *, ds Eptoy AevKavG. 
This quotation from Isaiah I 16-18 evidently formed part of the 

epigraphic adornment of an early Byzantine church ‘ (probably at Prym- 
nessos). The church, apparently, contained a series of texts from Isaiah, 
another of which is preserved, no. 675. Eusebius in describing the great 
church at Antioch, 77. #. X 4, makes a series of quotations from Isaiah ; 

and it was evidently a custom from the fourth century to use quotations 
from Isaiah as the epigraphic equipment of a church. A third example 
occurs at Philomelion no. 676. 

675. (R. 1883). Afion-Kara-Hissar. [v(edpu)a Kv(plo)v én’ epéd, of 
elvexev [xplesév pe’ [ayadAtaoOw] | 7 [lox pov em K(upl wo évéducey ydp 
pe eiu{driov owrtn'|p{i'ov cat xtrGva edppocivns’ ws vuvd io repréOy|xé por 

pltpay Kal ws vivny xatexdo|unody pe xdcluo]. Kat moujor 6 O(ed)s 
K(vpto)s ZaBawd waoww rolts EOvecw]. | ext 1d dpos rovro melovrar edppo- 
ov[vnr', melov)|rat otvov, xpeloovrat pupov év [r@ dpet rovTe|. 

This is compounded of Jsaiah LXI 1 and 1o and XXV 6. The 
words from dyaAAtdoOw to kde occur in Eusebius’s description of the 
Church at Antioch ; and were evidently commonly employed to describe 
the adornment of architecture with which the Church is equipped. The 
first eight words are the opening of a quotation in Luse IV 18, the text 
of Jesus’s sermon at Nazareth. It apparently broke off suddenly in this 
inscr. 

——— 

1 BCH 1880 pp.196 f. Inall,24Chr. plain, and are perhaps about 350- 
epitaphs are there published: of these 400. 
5 or 6 mention the occupation of the 2 Probably «ai was not expressed : 
deceased (which, as M. Le Blant points there seems no room for it. 
out) ceased at a comparatively early 3 So Pococke: Hamilton -nvoy, 
time to be mentioned), 1 or 2 of them * Or the baptistery connected with it. 
being soldiers. Some of them have 
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676. (R. 1883). Ak-Sheher (Philomelion). qwrel(ov gwrel(ov “Tepov- 
gaAnp, Hikes ydp cov Td as], | kat » 3d€a K(vplo emt oe dvaréradrxer. 
[tod oxdros Kal] | yodpos xadvpe yay emt COvy: e[mt 8 oe havijcellrac 
Ku(pto)s, cal » dd€a abrod ém oe dpOy{oerar’ cat ropev||covrar Bacirets rp 

gwrl cov, cat (€0vn Ty Aapmpd]irnrl cov. EL +--+ FOIKTIL--IIWNe-N. 
Isaiah LX 1-3 here appears in the commonest type of text (see the 

notes of Dr. Swete, who in his text gives oxdros kad. yijv, kal yv. én’ 0). 
The inscription continues for at least 4 lines more (which I could not 
decipher); but does not continue this passage of Isaiah: the next word 
began with EC or Ef (or EIT ?). 

This inscr. is given out of proper local order, in order to illustrate the 
custom seen in no. 674 f. 

677. Mikhail. MM, Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 289, 
Cumont 192. +éyd rd Civ Xpiords! xt 7d drodaviv xépdos. *Apdparros | 

didxwy eAdcewds SodA0s Kuplov, évBrdpas tiv tod mpoaxépov Blov | Cony mévre 

pev dexddas redécas Bovvlolis(?) ody rp adeppy Kulpillaxg, edfanévns rijs 
purépos atray Lodporlys, erinocay rd pyijpa | rotro éavris xe res ocvpPlus 
av’téy Tlarmavys xé Waryaplns xe tév | yAvxurdtav rédwv Adpryns cal 
mdavrov T&[y GAA]oy TGv KAnpovopovyTwy Tov Tevixpdy Blov + Bre de 4 
dvay.woéoxwv Ste 6 Odvatos Tact Arvpaore. One line follows, which could 
not be deciphered. Compare Phil. I 21, Matth. XXIV 15 (A. Souter). 

This inser. is probably of the fourth century. The style represents 
a transition from the earlier forms: the salutations at the beginning 
(no. 658) and end (654-656) have become markedly Chr. in character ; 
but still exist (no. 673), and the maker of the tomb is mentioned (no. 
454). No. 455 dis seems to belong to the same stage of development’ ; 
now, in Prymnessos, Christianity was established later than at Laodiceia ; 

and the stages of development would naturally be a little later. Hence 
about 370 seems a probable date for this inscr. The editors doubt their 
own reading Bovvots, See no. 385, 399 Jie. 

678. (R. 1881). Afion-Kara-Hissar. R. in Mitth. Ath. 1882 p. 144, 
Cumont 189. On a small marble pillar which formed part of an 
Armenian church recently burned. It is said that this church was very 
old, and originally Greek. The second line runs completely round the 
pillar, so that the same cross is at the beginning and the end of it. 

dytos @ Beds, Gytos [® Beds, &ytos @ Oeds] 
+ ’Apydvyede MeyanaA, eAenoov rhy médt cov xlalt pion adtny and rod 

mommp(od)+. Compare Matth. VI 13, Luke XI 4 (A. Souter). 

' Compare réy menypoy Bioy and roy Bpaxny Biov. 
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pron for pica, ep. no, 684, 692, and 359. The worship of Michael 
appears at Colossai pp. 214 ff, Temenothyrai no. 442, Motella no. 404, 

Gordium-Eudokias BCH 1883 p. 231, coast of the Bosphorus Sozomen 
II 3, Cedrenus II p. 210, Hist, Geogr. p. 157: see also above p. 31, 
Church in R. E. p. 477, 4A SS 29 Sept. pp. 4 ff and pp. 32 f (on worship 
of angels). Mr. Conybeare thinks that Michael was selected above others 
because of Daniel XII 1. 

679. (R. 1883, 1887). Afion-Kara-Hissar: very late fantastic letter- 
ing: accents marked as here given. ’*Evratra xeide 6 d00A0s Trot Ocod 
’Anolar(iis éx xara PircroundAeos xoplov | KAnoovpas’ xat dvatavor avrop | 
6 Kupuos év xéAtots ’ABpdap. 

Comparison of CIG 9276-9278 suggests that the very common initial 
formula belongs to cent. VI. M. Le Blant Manuel p. 85 says that the 
concluding formula is characteristic of Egypt and Sicily (usually with 
kat "Ioadx xai "Iaxw8). InI p. 95 note he quotes several examples from 
the West, Greek and Latin (quiescenti in sinus Abr. et Is. et Iac., in gremio 
Abr.). 

The Kleisoura at Philippopolis is probably one of the passes over the 
Balkans. 

5. DoxKIMION. 

680. Istcha-Kara-Hissar (usually printed Eski-K. H.), Dokimion. 
CIG 9267, LW 1714, Cumont 196. 

TIousévos aplorov tay Oeoppnrav Adywv 

WW, Tapodira, pyjpa ths pynyns xapuw’ 
Ma€eiuloy érev€e rotro trois movots. 

GAN’ els plwow FAVE to xpdvw tore, 
rep cuvuTdpxe Tots xpdvors vanpéris. 

6 3° Ebvdpuecos xawloas tHyv ovoraciy 

@s copes tmdpxwy larpos xal yevyddas 

Tyetpey avTd mpoyouxns onus xapwy 
avros mpodvpws KAnpovounoas @s mda. 

The tomb of an ancient bishop of Dokimion, erected by Maximion, had 
fallen into decay, and was restored by one of his descendants, Eunomios. 
As Waddington remarks, Maximion would probably not be named, unless 
he had been the bishop. He had prepared his own tomb, according 
to the usual custom of early centuries. Kirchhoff refers this inser. to 
cent. VII (though his reasons only point to the conclusion that it cannot 
be later): I should take it as probably earlier. 

1 Read [r]o “Apx:orparnye é[avrdv ?] mapadots, évOude x[etrae ?] Seornpsxos. 
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681. (R. 1881). Istcha-Kara-Hissar. Letters very faint and worn. 
Each senarius fills two lines on the stone. 

+ vovuplny popéovta, drepméa xGpov (Od. d 94, A.S.) édvra, 

your[ov xlexun@ra [élots xredrreoow (!) eylpas, 
Eivduios xéopnoe, Laropyellvo.o| yevebAn, 

4 eloopdiwy| werd mdvra méXew cal Todd’ dAe(wpyly 

Eunomios, son of Saturninus, is evidently the same person as in no. 680. 

A piece of waste land was beautified by Eunomios, apparently to serve as 
a cemetery, 1. 4. vovupla, dxrera, dcadera Hesych. (A. Souter). 

682. (R. 1881). Afion-Kara-Hissar: a fragment. 
Mleorptavds yeveripos éod [pera viata Moipns + 
nupyoly eujov® redxe [xlojuacw €b% [xopicas?] + 
eloért tov youvotow — | 

This must have been brought from Dokimion, to which Mestrianos 
belonged, no. 683. Allusions to the Moirai are quite usual in Chr. 
epigrams, see p. 387 2. 4. 

683. (R. 1881). Istcha-Kara-Hissar. Ornate letters of fair style. 
els aléva 1d pynpdovvor | rod tis Aaumpas pununs | Meotpravod | xai rijs 
rovrov | Ovyatpés | OeoreBlys. 

The fifth century is a probable date. 

684. (R. 1883). Istcha-Kara-Hissar. Epigraphic text, p. 744. 
mapbévot w@xijzopat Alptos [warépos dvaTivov, 
modAois] abdpors Opyvors mevOovpevar alel, 
buas atrds] COpeya mpos ydpov [nd arlrndAa 

4 Oppnoely 32 AffAawp x” ekexdipicoer, Srws pi 
dvdper|ow pepdrerot Blov rédros [eloadloibe. 
of pléy yap Oxjoxovow év dx[un rod Bidroto 
alt ddvres Boxiuiy alote[ws Ths ev ppeciy otons’ 

8 ajAA’ ey dpiy KAnpos anlopOiysévats Adxev GAdos. 
To 82 dcepxouev[p Blov eb, menxpdv mep éovta, 
7) ve(Qunua dlxn[s avOpeimos moor dédecxrau. 
Aopddeos apecB. ’Alrplp? cat Tarcavz? 

12 rékvois Adpolts tiv oTHAnY pyins xdapw 
dvéOnxa’ et tis [3€ GAAOS TH pyyuel- 
@ Kaxijy xipa mplocevéyxn, Ecrat at Tpo- 
s tov Oedv. 

1 Copy: COIC in]. 2, AAEF IN in 4. 2 Copy: ION. 
> Copy: EYT. 
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A large part of the restoration is due to Mr. J.G. C. Anderson, In 
. 10 there seems no room for any letter at the beginning; but yet an 

extra syllable is distinctly neces- 
sary. Dorotheos, presbyter of the 
church in Dokimion, prepared the 
tomb of his two young daughters. 
The persistence of the old pagan 

FCINNePoTTES BloYTeNoc J oF: formalasan a whole, prove Ze C ° seeeeia 2 B roel anders amend the date to be not later than cen- 

Pre ghd lth eneeenriy 

ww MOP A)AIP ION 
STC AYU POI C @PHNO : 
SEQPEYATIPOCT AM Ge 

NAEAHAAY KER EKO 

Tia AcAleP Xo HE! pentane placed so early as century IIT. 
HE XH KAAIKH 4 The concluding formula has here 

AoPoeéoc TT Pec Bi spread far N.E. On AfAay com- 

SS pare no. 678. 
= The winds (like the Harpies 
ft or the @veAAat in Homer) had 

pA dati PAT hurried away the maidens from 
the earth before their prime. 
Some people die at the acme of 

their career, after giving proof of the faith that is in them; but they 
had a different lot. Yet he who lives his life well, however poor and 
short (no. 455 bis, 677), has shown himself a pattern to all men. 

685. (R. 1881). Istcha-Kara- Hissar. 
pvwduevot mpoydvov ++-B--++ rdéde ypay dpd[deApor ? 
Zulrijxos ECDETEPOY “lovdd fa» CY OC! xAnpovopor 

“Eppoy[ély[n|s xat “Eoprdotos xat JIanlas, 
4 TovTw pyre yin doln pir’ ovdpaves evpis, 

pyre Bv0ds xaprov[s], unre [xOlov [ay]Aad 8apa., 

The gap in sense at the beginning of 4 implies an omission of some 
words by the engraver. Nothing but the obviously late date implies 
Chr. origin ; it may be the epitaph of a fourth-centyry pagan. 

686. (R. 1881). Istcha-Kara-Hissar. 

trép Oeodovpor : either for -ovAov or -wpov. 

1 Perhaps [9] ov[(vy]os (not vi[ydJos, as part of a letter T or Z remains). 
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687, (R. 1884). Gebejiler, two miles S. of Dokimion. [tmép edyijs 
Awpo0é ?'ov xé mavtés Tod UKov [avrod. 

688, (R. 1884). Gebejiler. [ 
xe ac[— Very late. 

] ris dylas 8ecmjvns tyadv Ocordxov 

689. (R. 1881). Seidilar, near Dokimion. MM. Legrand and Chamo- 
nard BCH 1893 p. 291, Cumont 198. 6 []O0[vd]s | ears xdusoros, | exe 
8 ayabdy | te péyicrov' rixe| robs POovepors | eAéyywv thy xaxlny, | @ 
POovepe rl POoris ; | odd&y wA€ov | THRs Eavrdy (or THKt ceavTov). | Oeod 
yap éort mdvitja aa POoly'et|s: mapéxes tacw rots éAmiclovoew els adtdy’ 

av 8& Ady’, @ | POovepd, Ke O€AwY apex ov | duvaceE, Ke POovar eloxvets 
o[d]ey | dvgém ody els ri xaxlay | cov’ rods 8& Kaxovs xe | POovepods 6 
cos wavrore pilot. 

‘Les premiéres lignes reproduisent une épigramme de /’Anthologie XI 
193, & peine alterée: 6 POdvos earl xdxtoros, exer 8€ Te Kaddv ey atta, 
Tykes yap POovepav Gupara kal xpad(nv. Ces vers se retrouvent dans une 
épitaphe de Lyon, Kaibel 2533’ (Cumont). The column on which this 
inscr. is engraved may have been one of a series in a church, with moral 
maxims engraved on them. 

690. (R. 1881). In the marble quarries near Dokimion, on the rock. 
+ Kupte, Bo7n6t rod rotcavros aitny + Movolwvos B’ 6 valwv (2) roi (2). 

ax 
YY 

+kyPicBe DOW 
HolToY TTol 4/ 
CANT OCAN 

THN+ I\ 
Mov(/ wyoc 

BonojJUNT°Y 

aurjqy is probably (rqv elxdva). The inscr. is perhaps an early stage in 
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the Iconodoulic movement, cp. no. 402. The symbolism of this exceed- 

ingly rude work is interesting. 

691. (R. 1881). Seidilar. The seven-branched candle- 
stick on this stone is the only remaining memorial of 
a Jewish colony at Dokimion. See no. 561. 

692. (R. 1881). Istcha-Kara-Hissar. [vatp edyfjs] | Tpv[p]ewrio[s] | 
édaxlarov | mperBvrépolv] | cat rod ay[8[l]lov adrod x[é] [mello Glas xat | dva- 
travce|[wls rOv you[é|wy) a(v)rod. 

IIndloy for madiov, see no. 678. The phrase d[né]p dd(e)ias seems 
a certain restoration; but I can quote no parallel. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

LINE OF THE TRADE-ROUTE TO THE EAST 

§ 1. The Trade-Route to the East p. 747. § 2. Metropolitanus Campus p. 749. 
§ 3. Euphorbium p.750. § 4. Okokliap.751. §5. Sibidoundap.751. § 6. Lysias 
p.754. §7. Oiniatal p. 755. 

Appendix. Inscriptions p. 756. 

§1. THe Trape-RouTe To THE East. My intention was to 
describe the great Highway in this chapter. But the evidence is 
still very inadequate, and few points are fixed with certainty; and, 
as Mr. J. G. C. Anderson expects to explore the region very soon, it 
seems better to reserve the fuller discussion to the next volume, and 
give here only a few facts that seem fairly certain, and may guide 
further exploration. 

The Eastern Highway, after traversing the valley of Aurokra 
_ (Dombai-Ova, 3400), crosses a mountain ridge (where its course 

is plainly visible to the traveller whose eyes are open), ascend- 
ing from Akche-Keui and reaching a summit level of slightly over 
4000 ft, At 19 miles from Apameia by railway survey (probably 12 
in direct distance! by road), it enters Gungermez-Ova, a small glen 
among the hills, 3976 ft. over sea level; and about 22 miles it reaches 
the long level plain called Tchul-Ovasi or Turkmen-Ova, Campus 
Metropolitanus, stretching towards N.E., and entirely shut in by 
mountains, on the left Gumalar-Dagh (p. 677), and on the right 
Korru-Dagh (dividing it from the plain of Apollonia, Kara-Arslan 
Ova). At 31 miles it passes Okchular near Metropolis, the lowest 
point in the plain, 3770 ft., where the water of the valley collects in 
a marsh (in winter probably a small lake). 

At 39 miles, the railway passes Gumulu, 4002 ft., and then crosses 
the Kiz-Kapan pass at no great elevation (41 miles), and enters 
another valley of irregular shape and considerable extent, called by 

1 The projected railway has great and thereafter from Dombai-Ova: it 
difficulty in rising first from Dineir-Ova loses probably 7 miles in winding 
2850 to cross Djebel-Sultan (tunnel 3600), course. 
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various names, especially Oinan-Ova. At 50 miles, it passes (at 

a level of 3700 ft.) under the village Kara-Dil-li, high on the right, 
and, soon after, Oinan and Aresli, between which was the ancient 

Lysias. It then crosses (about 54 miles) another ridge, and enters the 
long valley, Karamyk-Ova, stretching towards N.E., whose water 
gathers in a lake and great marsh at the S.W. end beside Geneli, about 
3300 ft. Towards the N.E. end is Karadja-Euren, near an ancient site 
(where formerly I wrongly placed Lysias), 744 miles ; and soon after the 
railway ascends a low gently sloping ridge past Bazar-Agatch (Holmoi), 
descends sharply into the great plain of Phrygia-Paroreios, and reaches 
Tchai, 3286 ft. (perhaps Julia-Ipsos), at 82 miles from Apameia (pro- 
bably 71 by road). 

This line is clearly marked by nature. It is hemmed in on the 
right side by a lofty ridge, which, under the names Kilij-Takhan, 
Korru, and Kara-Kush, extends from the knot of mountains near 

Ai-Doghmush on 8.W. to join Sultan-Dagh (the great ridge bounding 
Paroreios on W.) on N.E. Trade by waggons could never cross this 
high and steep ridge; and hence the trade-route had to keep away 
round Korru- and Sultan-Dagh through a succession of valleys. 

In the valleys along this great road, we should expect to find 
a series of cities; but evidence is very defective. In Karamyk-Ova, 
no proper explorations have ever been made: I traversed it once, in 
1883, under unpropitious conditions’; and (as I now know from 
longer experience) I went along the side on which Greek foundations 
need not be looked for, viz. the higher-lying side (see Ch. XVII § 1, 2). 
In that great valley more than one site must be discoverable. Kin- 
naborion is the only ancient name that can be assigned with any 
confidence to this valley ; and it is more likely to be on the S. side 
than up near Karadja-Euren. 

Gungermez-Ova is probably too small to have contained an ancient 
city ; but both Tchul-Ova and Oinan-Ova are likely to have held 
each more than one. 

Strabo’s interesting account of this great road contains a serious 
error in one of the numbers. The stages are 

(1) Ephesos to Karoura—740 stadia. 
(2) Karoura by Apameia, Metropolis, Khelidonia, Holmoi—g2o0 st. 

1] was travelling with only one vant, a Turk, was afraid of the Circas- 
servant, making an experiment for  sians, who have a village in the finest 
economy's sake, which proved quite part of the valley, and would not go 
unsatisfactory. The weather was also near them, 
bad and rainy; and, finally, my ser- 
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(3) Holmoi by Philomelion to Tyriaion—510 st.! 
(4) Tyriaion by Koropassos to Garsaoura (Ak-Serai)—960 st. 
(5) Garsaoura by Soandos and Sadakora to Mazaka-Caesareia— 

680 st. 
(6) Mazaka by Herpha on Karmalas to Tomisa on Euphrates— 

1440 st. 

It is obvious that the numbers in stages (2) and (6) are much under- 
estimated 2, while stage (1) is perfectly accurate °, and the others seem 
very fair approximations. From Karoura to Metropolis is very near 
117 M.P. or 936 stadia, and the total distance from Karoura to Holmoi 
must be about 161 M, P. or 1288 stadia. 
§ 2. MerTrRopotitants Campus. In his paper téber Kelainai- 

Apameia, p. 22, published in 1875, Prof. G. Hirschfeld indicated his 
belief that Metropolis was situated in the Tchul-Ova; but in his 
Reisebericht, published in 1879, he retracted this opinion, and argued 
that Metropolitanus Cumpus was Kara-Arslan-Ova‘. There is no 
perfectly conclusive proof of the position of Metropolis; but Strabo, 
p. 663, places it on the great Eastern Highway between Apameia and 
the Paroreios; and it must therefore have been situated in one of 

the three valleys just described. Further, the evidence quoted on 
inscr. 695 makes it in the highest degree probable that the city which 
struck coins with the legend MHTPOTTOAEITON - OPY was not far 
from the village Horrou, which is about 4 miles W. from Okchular, on 
the edge of the Tchul-Ova. Those coins belong to a city in the 
conventus of Apameia®; and the Tchul-Ova is likely to have been 
included in that conventus. 

The probable situation of Metropolis was near the middle of the 
valley, on a slight rising ground, Nemryk-Mezarlik, about midway 
between Haidarli and Tatarli. This low mound was evidently the 
site of an ancient city ; and its inscriptions would naturally be carried 
to the villages around, Horrou, Okchular and Tatarli (no. 699). It 
is now quite deserted, and marked only by graves; the modern 
villages almost all lie on the edges of the plain, where springs are 

1 pixp@ mdeious tay mevraxooioyv. | take 
Holmoi at Bazar-Agatch. 

? Agathemeros in Geog. Gr. Min. IT 
p. 476, gives the distances Ephesos to 
Mazaka 3990 st. and Mazaka to Ku- 
phrates 1950 st. Strabo’s totals are 
3810 and 1440. Pliny II 172, V 106, 
XVI 240, mentions this road, and gives 
the distances Kphesos to Mazaka 415 

M.P. (3320 st.) and Mazaka to Euphrates 
319 M.P. (2552 st., a ridiculous over- 
estimate). ‘To Strabo’s numbers we 
must add 350 and 300 (read émra- for 
retpa-Kogtous in 6). 

5 Measurement. proves this. 
* Berl. Akad. Monatsber. 1879 p. 319. 
® The formula with mapa is Apamean, 

no. 695 and p. 276: see also no. 307. 
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closer: the ancient city lay in the centre, and must have been supplied 
by an aqueduct (Ch. XVI § 2). 

It is remarkable that Metropolis was detached from Phrygia, either 
by Diocletian or about A.D. 371, and attached to Pisidia. But it is 
evident that Metropolis was in close relations with Apollonia and 
Antioch; its inser. and customs are more of the Pisidian than the 

Phrygian type (see no. 695); and the direct horse-road and foot-road 
to the East connected it closely with Antioch (pp. 579 ff). The later 
classification sprang naturally from its historical development. 

The fact that Metropolis, which is so near the N.E. end of the 
valley, was in Pisidia under the Byzantine classification, proves that 

a city at Tatarli (if one existed! there) must certainly have been in 
Pisidia, and that a city at Ginik was probably in Pisidia (though 
possibly it might be attached to Phrygia Salutaris). This has an 
important bearing on topographical reasoning. 
§ 3. EUPHORBIUM is mentioned only by Pliny, who names the Euphor- 

beni in the conventus of Apameia, and on the Peutinger Table, where 
it is placed on the road from Apameia to Synnada, XXVIII M. P. from 
each. Now the course of that road is quite certain: it coincided with 
the Eastern Highway as far as Metropolis. There it diverged, and 
went almost due north past the village of Ginik, across the mountains 
to Synnada. Near Ginik there is, on the edge of the plain, and near 
the line of the road, an ancient site, now deserted: this site is about 

XXVIII M.P. from Apameia, and XVIII from Synnada. With this 
slight correction, the Table may be quoted as evidence that Euphorbium 
was situated here. 

If we have rightly placed these names, Metropolis must be taken as 
the trading city of later Greek and Roman times, while Euphorbium 
was the older foundation, retaining more of the purely native character. 
Hence the latter struck no coins, while in Metropolis the wealth and 
civilization of the valley were concentrated. 

The hero Euphorbus played some considerable part in Phrygian 
legend. In Diogenes Laertius I 25 and Diodoros X 6, 4, there is quoted 

a passage of Callimachus relating to him*. Euphorbus discovered the 
science of rectilinear geometry, and Thales advanced it. At Aizanoi, 

ee Se 

1 See § 4. gav | mdyres. Rev. Et. Gr. 1895 p. 272. 
2 M. Th. Reinach proposes to restore 3 otros mponyayev éri meiorov, d gyot 

it as follows e£etpe Ppvé EvqopBos, darts KaddAipayos €v rois iauSous E’popBoy evpeiy 
avOpwros | rpiywva cai oxaAnva kal KUKA@y Tov Ppvya, oloy oxadrnva kai tpiywva Kat 
pnxn| [p@ros péerpnoe cai] di8use vnorev- doa ypappixis €xerat Gewpias Diog. Laert. 
ey | rev éumvedvrmy’ of 8 dp’ ovx trnxov- I 1, 3 (25). 
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also, Euphorbus was a figure in old religious legend'. The name 
therefore goes back to the primitive Phrygian period; and it has 
probably been modified in Greek, so as to be significant in that 
language. 
§ 4. OKoKLIA. It is quite probable that there may have been a third 

ancient town in the Tchul-Ova. Inscribed stones are so numerous 
at Tatarli, that one feels inclined to regard it as an ancient site. In 
that case it would have to be distinguished from Metropolis. Now 
a city Okoklia is known from its coins, but is never mentioned by any 
ancient author or in any list of bishoprics. M. Imhoof-Blumer infers 
from its coins that it was situated beside Lysias?. The situation 
of Tatarli would suit this condition well ; and we might explain the 
silence of the ecclesiastical lists about Okoklia, because it was so near 

Metropolis that the two might well be classed in a single bishopric, 
6 Mnrporédreas xai ’Oxoxdclas. 
§ 5. SisrpounDA’. The situation of this city on or near the direct 

road from Euphorbium to Synnada is made probable by the boundary 
stone, no. 693. The course of the road is determined by the plain 
traces of it which remain: cuttings were needed to secure easy 
gradients across the mountains that separate the Metropolitan valley 
from the Synnada valley, and the explorer can go along the road with 
perfect ease and confidence. In 1888 I started from Synnada with 
the intention of exploring this route completely. We ascended the 
hills by the village Baljik-Hissar, above which is an ancient site on 
a rounded hill*. Round the side of this hill, we for the first time 

caught the line of the Roman road; and for several miles we rode 
along ‘a finely engineered path, the cuttings and curves of which’ are 
quite clear’, I have seen no such instructive example of Roman 
engineering skill; and though I had previously not believed that 
a Roman road took this route, I was at once convinced that I was 

on the line of a Roman road (in 1891 this was confirmed by the 
Termini no. 693 at the side of the road further to S.). 

At this stage we were high up on the mountains, and we reached 
a point whence we looked down towards the left into a great deep 

? See Steph. Byz. s. v. "Afavoi and the 
chapter on the city. 

2 Rev. Suisse Numism. 1895, zur Munzk. 
Kleinas. p. 4. 

7 On the name see pp. 753 f, 144, 

169 1. 435 1 
* Being eager to examine the road, 

I unfortunately accepted the evidence 

of the villagers that no inscribed stones, 
but only wells, remained on this site; 
and did not go up to explore it 
thoroughly. I now see that Sibidonda 
was probablysituated there; and bitterly 
regret that I did not satisfy myself 
about its character. 

5 Hist. Geogr. p. 170. 
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cleft, between two spurs, at the mouth of which lay the village Atly- 
Hissar. It was obviously impossible that a road suited for traffic 
could have been engineered up the steep sides of the cleft; and the 
view from that point showed me how skilfully the road along which 
we had been rising by a gentle, continuous slope had been chosen by 
the Roman engineers!. The discovery of this road caused me to 
discard the view which I had previously held, derived from my 
journeys of 1881, 1883, and 1884--a view which is expressed in CB 
(map and § xxxv)*—that the Roman road followed the line of the 
modern waggon-road between Synnada and Metropolis, going round 
by Oinan-Ova. In 1881 we traversed that road; and rejected the 
direct road across the mountains as impossible*. But I now can see 
no reason for such a4 carefully engineered road as that which passes by 
Baljik-Hissar, unless it were made by the Romans to carry at least 
the lighter trade from Dokimion and Synnada to Metropolis. 

I was eager to verify this view by going the whole way to the 
Metropolitan valley along this road. But, unhappily, shortly after 
passing out of sight of Atly-Hissar, I was tempted away from the 
road towards the right up the mountains to see a reported inscr.; 
and, after wasting much time among trackless rocks at a great eleva- 
tion, we descended to the Metropolitan valley by a different route. 
The reported inser. could not be found; but I now recognize from the 
description that it was probably a boundary stone similar to no. 693. 
This unfortunate detour spoiled my exploration, and leaves the road 
uncertain. M. Radet (Lin Phrygie p. 123) has recently returned to my 
first view that the Roman road went through Oinan-Ova‘; and the 
line must remain a matter for a future explorer to determine certainly. 
It may well be that my first view was right; and if M. Radet had 
examined the evidence for both routes, and then preferred one, 

I should accept his conclusion ; but, as he has traversed only one, and 

has given an elroneous and exaggerated account of the other, drawn 
from a lively fancy and not from actual experience, the difficulties 

1 Below Baljik-Hissar, the road has 
been washed away or covered up by soil 
from above. 

* JHS 1887 p. 481. 
§ JHS l.c. ‘No straight road is pos- 

sible from .... Metropolis to Synnada: 
only a difficult mountain path leads 
from Metropolis to Atly-Hissar.’ But, 
as I have now found, there is this levelled 

and built road by Baljik-Hissar. 

* His map distinguishes his road, 
which goes past a ‘ Fontaine,’ from mine, 
which goes by Uzun-Bunar. The error 
is with M. Radet : his Fontaine is iden- 
tical with Uzun-Bunar. The road passes 
a little N. of Atly-Hissar. Kiepert places 
Uzun-Bunar and Gazuk-Keui wrong. 
[For clearness I use in this section 
the customary name Baljik-Hissar; but 
Baghche-Hissar is the true form.] 
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which caused me to abandon my first view remain unsolved. His 
valuable discovery of a milestone at Atly-Hissar certainly tells rather 
in favour of the Oinan-Ova line; but it is not conclusive, for the 

stone lies away from both roads (see M. Radet’s route map), and might 
readily have been carried from either. 

But it seems not impossible that there were two roads, alike in 
ancient as in modern time; and that, just as we have recognized both 
a trade-route and a horse-road from Ephesos to the east, so we should 
recognize a double road between Metropolis and Synnada. It would 
in that case remain uncertain on which of the two roads Melissa lay ; 
but, perhaps, probability would incline to place it on the horse-road 
and at Baljik-Hissar. Alcibiades was slain there, and he was likely 
to be travelling by the direct road. Similarly, Hadrian, who built at 
Melissa a monument to Alcibiades, was likely to prefer the direct path 
from desire to see the place where the famous Athenian perished. 

In that case the ancient site at Bedesh on the road between 
Synnada and Baljik-Hissar, whose existence is determined by 
M. Radet, would be the city Sibidonda; and the marbles of Dokimion 
would be carried from Synnada through Sibidonda round by the west 
end of Oinan-Ova to Metropolis. As to Sibidonda, the only choice 
seems to lie between Baljik-Hissar and Bedesh: future exploration 
will decide the question, but at present probability leans to the 
latter site. See Note, p. 755. 

Sibidonda is mentioned at the council of Chalcedon, where Mirus 

Bilandensis' was present among the bishops of Phrygia Salutaris 
(read [.Si]bidandensis, where A has been corrupted to A). M. Radet 
has rightly recognized that the Debalikia ? of Hierocles is a corruption 
of Sibidonda: here we have a clear case where = has passed by 
& copyist’s error into A, and A into A. The order Sibidonda, Lysias, 
Synnada, is natural, when we recognize that Lysias was in Oinan- 
Ova, and that thus the three cities were closely connected by a line of 
road. The order in all Notitiae, Prymnessos, Meros, Sibidonda, 

Phyteia, is not good’. The strange name Sibidonda, or Sibidounda, 

1 The variety of forms is puzzling: 
EvAdvdpav, Eulandrae, Eulandrorum, also 
occur. In the classified list in <Actio 
XV, it is placed in Salutaris; and in 
the other lists it usually comes before 
Ipsos and Lysias. Elias of Blaundos in 
Lydia was also present. On the whole 
these forms are most easily explicable 
by the theory that A has been corrupted 

VOL. I. PT. II. 

to A, and that the form should be 
[Si]bidandensis; with the intrusion of 
p compare Ptolemy's BdAé¢av8pos for 
BAavvdos. 

3 I wrongly took Debali-kia as a cor- 
ruption of two names Beudos, Kinna- 
borion. 

5 If Phyteia be Beudos, as I formerly 
suggested, it was near Sibidonda (being 

Dd 
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was exposed to many corruptions, Sebindos, Sibildos, Sinbindos, 
Sibindos, and Siknodos (where B has passed into K by corruption). 
§ 6. Lystas. This city is hardly ever alluded to in literature. 

Strabo mentions it in an enumeration so vague as to be of little 
value, if it is not corrupt!; but his words show that he placed 
Lysias, neither in Pisidian Phrygia, nor in Paroreios, nor in the region 
of Amorion and Akmonia and Synnada, but in the remaining district 
of S. and S.W. Phrygia, lying round Apameia and Laodiceia; and he 
names Lysias as an outlying city of this group towards E.? We 
gather from Strabo, then, that Lysias was E. from Apameia, 8S. from 
the line Amorion-Synnada, W. from Paroreios, and N. from the line 

Apollonia-Antioch. Hence I formerly placed it on the road from 
Metropolis to Julia-Ipsos, near the point where that road enters 
Paroreios. | 

That situation however was too far E. The order of the Notitiae 
connects Lysias with Eukarpia, Augustopolis (W. of Afion-Kara- 
Hissar), and Brouzos. Hierocles connects it with Sibidonda and Syn- 
nada. Ptolemy mentions it between Konne (N. of Afion-Kara-Hissar) 
and the unknown (perhaps corrupt) Kerkopia. Combining these indi- 
cations with the evidence of Strabo, we are brought nearer to Metro- 

polis and Sibidonda, S. or S.E. from Synnada?, while we are absolutely 
debarred from placing it in the Synnada valley‘ by the classification 
of Strabo. 

I am indebted to Rev. H. Thurston, 8.J., for the following important 
passage, which is almost conclusive: in the Acta S. Aberciz® it is 
stated that in the country of the Pentapolis there was a lofty mountain, 
which is defined as ‘opposite the city of Lysias. Now considering 

only five miles N. from Synnada); and 
Meros might be a transposed name, 
leaving a good order. 

? Quoted and emended Ch. XIV App. 
III; the emendation does not affect the 

reasoning of this paragraph. 
2 His enumeration Peltai, Tabai, Eu- 

karpia, Lysias, seems to move eastwards 
(I regard Tabai as a corruption, for 
Strabo distinctly considers Tabai as a 
city of Pisidia p. 570). 

8 There is no possible situation S.W. 
from Synnada without getting into the 
Pentapolis. 

* As M. Radet does; he places it at 
Effe-Keui, six or seven miles N.N.E. from 
Synnada. 

5 Bibl. Nat. Paris Cod. 1540 fol. 150 v: 
the text of this unpublished MS. is as 
follows: mepinyey oly thy Xopay macay 
Oeparevwy rovs vorodyras kat Satidma ex- 
BadrAwy amd Tay évoxAouperwov. ouveBy 
ouv airov ev pia Tov Hyepov yeverOu eis 
Gpos vYnroy, Orep €otiv avrikpu TIS TOAEwS 
Avaias* kat 8ipnoayros avrov re kat tay 
per’ avrov, xAlvas ra yovata mpoonvguro 

kat aveBrvoev myyy Kaapod vaparos. Kat 
mavres of Swavres €£€ avrou exopéoOycay. 
6 b€ roros €& éxetvou Tov Kaipov TovuxAtola 
émexAnOn. The form Avoia is used here, 
in one MS. of Hierocles, and perhaps at 
the Council of AD. 347 Theagenes epi- 
scopus a Lyzia (taken by Le Quien as 
Lysias, probably rightly). 
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(1) the geographical situation of the Pentapolis, as described Ch. XVI 
§ 1, (2) the results we have already reached about Lysias, we cannot 
doubt that this lofty mountain was part of the chain bounding the 
Pentapolis on E. Further, the mountain direct E. from Sandykli 
lies over Synnada, and it is clear that the author distinguishes the 
‘mountain opposite Lysias’ from the Synnada range, which was 
alluded to in describing the journey of the Magistrianoi from Synnada 
to Hieropolis (Ch. XVII § 2). This mountain opposite Lysias was 
evidently south from the Synnada range; and the sacred fountain 
and place of Knee-bending (Ch. XVII § 2) ought to be discoverable. 
In 1891 we ascended from Karghyn, but bad weather and dense mist 
rendered exploration impossible. We came down on Yiprak at N. end 
of Campus Metropolitanus. Now Lysias cannot be placed in that 
valley (see § 2 and 4), while the mountain on our left, as we crossed 
the ridge, is naturally defined as opposite Oinan!: therefore we 
conclude that Lysias was the city whose ruins are seen ona mound 
between Oinan and Aresli. 
§ 7. OINIATAI, a people mentioned only in the Tekmorian lists 

found near the N. end of Bey-Sheher lake ?, seem to have been the 
Phrygian tribe that inhabited Oinan-Ova. In their territory, on the 

great road, Lysias, a general of Antiochus the Great, founded the Greek 
city Lysias, during the last struggle for Seleucid domination over Asia 
Minor, near 200 B.o. A village of the Oiniatai seems to have been 
called Deiaga, no. 708 ; and near the West end of Oinan-Ova, evidently, 
was situated Dinia (or Khelidonia *), which Manlius traversed between 
Metropolis and Synnada. 

1 Qinan is far enough away to be 2 Hist. Geogr. pp. 411 ff. 
‘opposite’ the mountain and not 8 Hist. Geogr. p. 171: 80 M. Radet En 
‘under’ it. Phrygie (map). Can Dinia be Oinia? 

Note 1. It is noteworthy that a characteristic Pisidian type, Helena between 
the Dioskouroi, occurs at Sibidounda; and I bought two coins of Sibidounda on 
the Pisidian frontier near Olbasa. 

Note 2. Okoklia is indicated (perhaps rightly) as the city of the tribe Lykaones 
in my Church in R. E., map: that would explain why it is so rarely mentioned. 
It was corrupted into Ptolemy's Kerkopia between Lysias and Eukarpia (V 2, 23). 

pda 



APPENDIX. 

INSCRIPTIONS. 

], Merrororitanus Campvs. 

693. (R. 1891). On the surface of a rock projecting a little above the 
level of the hillside, about 80 yds. left (west) of the Roman and modern 
road leading from the plain of Metropolis to Synnada, on the brow of 
the hill, about an hour N. of Ginik: letters very slightly cut on the 
rough rock surface. Termini positi ab Irenaeo Aug. [llib. proc. i{n]ter 
Sibfidjind[-] et? E - - - orcenos ?. 

TERNAIN \ 
POSITINE 
IETNNEOnGL 
ade lt 

CIR NIOGEF 

EI OR CRKIOC 
This important inscr. is very difficult ; and I had an unlucky day, dark 

and rainy. The next day was sunny and I rode back to take advantage 
of the bright light (which often reveals hidden symbols, when light and 
shade are made to alternate on the surface); but, as we were looking 
for the stone, the rain began, and the day proved worse than the pre- 
ceding. A future traveller may have better luck. The stone is very 
hard to find, and few of the peasants know of it. A man from Yiprak 

was our guide. If no guide can be found, the traveller will find, well 
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up the rather steep slope out of the plain, a place near the brow where 
the low rocks! form a sort of gate through which the road passes. Here 
he should turn left at right angles to the line of the road, and, when he 
comes near the edge of the ravine, he will find the Zermint near him. 
This description will be clearer to him on the spot, though at a distance 
it seems vague. 

The two local names are doubtful. The second ends almost certainly 
-orcenos or -orgenos: I tried to make the word Euphorbenos ; but that was 
not on the stone. There was however nothing on the stone inconsistent 
with the reading E|uphlorgenos, if such a variant be possible. The first 
name also escaped me, when copying the inscr. I did not then think of 
Sibidonda or Sibindos; but shortly afterwards the‘suitability of the copy 
to that name occurred to me. The first letter I had taken as C; but § 

(with tail below the line) seems a probable form. 
The name of Irenaeus, in all probability, belongs to a freedman and 

procurator of Trajan, known from two inscriptions on two blocks of 
Synnada marble, found in Rome, and published by P. Bruzza Bullett. d. 
Inst. 1870 p. 150 no. 258 f (and given below in the chapter on Synnada). 
In a.D. 137 he was evidently procurator of Phrygia (see no. 641); and 
the two Roman inscr. were probably cut in Synnada on blocks destined 
for Rome (rationis urbicae). During his office he apparently regulated 
the frontiers around Synnada, where his centre of administration was. 

In the position of the inscr., it is clear that Sibidonda lay towards N., 
and the E---orceniS. That makes it practically certain that the site 
of Sibidonda was either at Baljik-Hissar or at Bedesh, on the S. edge of 
the Synnada valley. 

694. (R. 1881). Tatarli. 4 8. wai 6 3. éerelunoe Adp. ’AAéfavdpor 
Kaptxod Mevyéou évddgws veixnoavra [[lv]@inéyv aavxpdriov adyéva Oduews 
Mevveavijs mpétns d00elons ty yAuKurdrn warplds tnd Tod mdaov adrod *. 

The giver of the first Themis Menneane was, of course, Menneas, 
His son was named Karikos, and his grandson Alexander won the 
Pankration at the first Themis. In a Themis (or dyav Oeuarixds) the 
prizes given to victors were not mere garlands (dyaves oredavirat), but 
objects of value, sums of money, &c. (see LW 1209, BCH 1879 p. 341): 
the gen. 6¢uews here used is rare and wrong. Themides were commonly 

1 Rising about 2 or 3 feet above the pp. 251 ff); they do not mention any 
surface. corrections. It is always useful to 

7 MM. Legrand and Chamonard in mention formally the re-copying of an 
1891 copied several (or all) of the inscr. inscr. and to state whether or not it 
which I copied in 1881 and published confirms the published copy. 
in JHS 1883 pp. 58 ff (see BCH 1893 
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named after the wealthy citizen who paid for them (and thus became 
a klistes): cp. Evapeortio: at Oimoanda CIG 4380 m, KadNwmaveios at 
Sagalassos CIG 4369, Tovnotaveios at Side CIG 4352, [poxAntavetos at 

Telmessos CIG 4198, and many others (e.g. LW 1209/7, 1223, 1257, 
above no. 73). The custom was characteristic of Pisidia and Pamphylia, 
and is rare in Phrygia proper: it has spread to Metropolis from Apollonia, 
as the two towns were in easy communication'. The founder was often 
dywvodérns sa Blov (CIG 4198, 4352). 

apotpémea Gat expresses the authorization by the city : cp. rod avAAdyou 
apotpewapévov Mous. Sm. no. oda’ (Teira). 

695. (R. 1881). Horrou. érefunoe Atp. Mevvéas, Oéuews adywvobdrns, 

Aip. ’Aré£avdpov Tr ellov, mporpepapeévns tis méAews, évdd[Elws dywrird- 
‘evoy Tlu@txay mavxpdrcov. 
Aur. Menneas is, in all probability, the founder of the Themis Men- 

neane, mentioned in no. 694, 698. As he does not mention that the 
Themis was second or third, we may infer that it was the first. Alex- 
ander Tieiou, who won the Pankration at this first Themis, was therefore 

the same as Alexander, son of Karikos, mentioned in no. 694. Tieiou then 
is not a patronymic, but an indeclinable personal name (see p. 169 #. 1). 

The letters are faint on the stone’, and I read on it only TICIOY 
(understanding him as son of Tisias); but M. Waddington recognized 
the correction needed by comparison with coins in his collection. 

(1) Obvy. AYT-K- 1 -M-K-TPAAEKINCE. Radiated head of 
Decius rt. 

Rev. Cybele in tetrastyle temple, seated 4 left, holding out patera 
r.: ]. rested on tympanum: lion at each side. TAP - AAEZ- TIEIOY- 
APX . TIP - MHTPOTTOAEITAN - OPY. Mionnet, size 10. 

(2) Obv. EPENNIAN ETPOYCKIAAAN., 

Rev. TIAP- AAEZ - TIEIOY -TIPQ- AP» MHTPOTTOAEITON - &. 
Fortune. Muionnet, size 8. 

To these Mr. Lawson adds two others from his collection : 
(3) Rev. TIA» AAE - TIEIOY - TIP - AP- MHTPOTTOAEITON - OPY. 

Simulacrum resembling that of Artemis Ephesia (here Tauropolos, no. 
701). Mionnet, size 6 (Decius). 

(4) Rev. (TA - AAE - TIEIOY - TIP - AP - MHTPOTTOAEITON - 
PY. Men standing by slightly turned to r., wearing high Phrygian 
cap and short tunic, crescent on shoulders, spear in r., patera in 1. 

Mionnet, size 6 (Decius). 

1 Some other 8S. Phrygian cities had  xai avdpcavreia). 
the custom, no. 73 Antioch Mae. (cp. 7 The scene at its disinterment is 
no. 70 Attoudda Ne[pwma? orehara] tra described in JHS 1. c. 
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It is therefore clear that about a.p. 250, Alexander Tieiou was a leading 
citizen in Metropolis. If he were then aged 48, his victory in the Pan- 
kration at the first Themis took place about 225. But the style of 
lettering of no. 695 ff would rather point to a later date; and the most 
suitable dates for Alexander are, birth c. 220, victory c.240. It is quite 

possible that no. 694 was erected later, when Alexander was a distin- 
guished citizen, and his townsmen were heaping honours on him. The 
fact that an inscription or a statue in honour of a victor may be erected 
long after the event, and that it is unsafe to assume without proof that 
the erection follows immediately on the victory, is very clearly attested 
by an inscription of Attoudda, where a statue of M. Aurelius Apellas is 
erected in honour of his victory in a boys’ stadion by his grandson ac- 
cording to a public promise!, In the present instance the occurrence of 
apétms perhaps (but not necessarily) points to the later date, after other 
Themides Menneanai had been held. 

696. Tatarli. MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 252. 
7 B. xal 6 3. érelunoey Atp. "Adé£avdpoy [—]ov Tplov [— xadds ra d500évra] 

aire@ paptlupe? Wn|plopara. | 
The editors remark that Tiefov should perhaps be read for I'pfov: the 

stone is much worn. If so, the restoration [’AAefdvdplov [Tre]fov would 
be needed, as they recognize in the victor a son of Alexander Tieiou. 

697. (R. 1881). Tatarl. Adp. ’AAd£ar[dpov 'Are€dvdpjou dts Adp. 
PA]Aé£av[3]pos Mevyéou ray éavrod éyyovov. 

The lettering is late, marking the date as 260-290 A.D. 
Alexander, son of Menneas, had a grandson Alexander: the grandson’s 

father had the epithet 5s, and must therefore have been called Alexander 
also (if the inser. is regular). Avp. ’AAé£avdpor rpls would have the same 
sense. Probably Menneas, the father of the first Alexander here, was 
the founder of the Themis Menneane; and the first Alexander was brother 

of Karikos no. 694. The stemma, in that case, is 

Menneas the shan 235 A.D. 

| 
Karikos Manas 

Alexander Tieiou, Alexander 
born c. A. D. 220. honoured c¢. 370. 

? BCH 1890, p. 239 M. Avp. "AweA- "AmeAAa Evr[u]xiwvos avdpds afcoddyou 
Aav, "Adpdorov Aoxp[iov] vidv, év8dgws BovdAevrou xal ypapparews rov éyydvou kal 
[a]lywmoduevoy rraidev oradiol[y] ray dvd- a imécyero rq rapids. 
crac nunoapevou rou avdpidyro[s] M. Avp. 
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698. (R. 1881). Tatarli. An additional line from MM. Legrand and 
Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 253. [) B. xal 6 8.) érefunoay Atp. Dérevxoy 
Bidvopos Tovdevros tov xalt Zwrixdy veixnoavta évddws avdpGy mavxpdatioy 

Oéulwv] Mevvearviy devrépav. 
Seleucus Zoticus, son of Bianor, grandson of Pudens (or son of Bianor 

Pudens, a man with Greek and Latin name, no. 630), won the Pankration 

at the second Themis Menneane,c. A. D. 244. 

699. (R. 1883). Site midway between Tatarli and Haidarli?!: letters 
very faint and worn. [) 8. cal 63.? érelunoay ’Apreluiswpoy Dwobevovs 
TOU "Aprepid|dplov oxoAacrixod, avipa éxlonuoy cal év wodAois xprHoipor 
yeyovdra ™ tarplos, ddvta kat dpyvpioy els dyavos ddbeow, xabas Td eee 
air Whdiopa paprupel 7]. 

‘Le sens du mot scholasticus a été parfaitement déterminé par Godefroy 
(ad Cod. Theodos. VIII 10, 2); il est synonyme d’advocatus, et s’applique 
spécialement aux hommes de loi chargés des intéréte d’une ville, d’un 
temple ou d’une église’ (Waddington, no. 594). 

700. Tatarli, MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 252. 
7 B. wat 6 8. erelunoev Aip. Anuyrpiov ’Aptvrov Aopuvlwva, dvdpa évaperov 

Kai éy moAXots xpyowsoy TH warpids Gluja? cai dywvobdrny, xadas rd do6[ev] 
avT@ Yygiopa paprupel. 

7or. (R. 1881). Tatarli. Imperfect in Hirschfeld wber Kelainai- 
Apameia Berl. Abhandl. 1875 p. 23. 6 8. erelunoey "Andlav Ovyarépa 

"Ade€dvdpov ’Atrddov Aovxicxov, tepacayéyny emipavas Beas PApré]usdos 
T{a]up[o]aédov. 

Artemis Tauropolos is represented of the Ephesian type on coin (3) 
quoted on no. 695. She is doubtless the Mother-Goddess, from whom 
the city was named. At Iconium (CIG 4000) the epithets Demeter 
Achaia (suitable to the Mother-Goddess) and dexdyacos (suitable to the 
Ephesian type) are applied to the goddess of this type. 

702. (R. 1881). Tatarli. 6 3. érefunoe Adp. ’Apréulwlva p’ [—. 

703. (R. 1881). Horrou. rédv yijs cat O[addoons] deondry[y adroxpdl- 
tolpla xaloapa [A. Zenripilov LeVijpov Tepritvaxa] Avyodorov [dvlknrov ?] 
EvoeBi [Evrvyi ? "AdscaBy|vixdy [TapOtxdv? péyio Prov? awrijpa [rdons| 
THs olko[uzerns ex T]Ov dvaAwpdlrwy cvvdAjw[s?]* Adp. Zwalluov. 

. ’ Haidar, lion, a Persian word, common 2 adda xai BCH, perhaps rightly. 
in the Anatolian nomenclature (see > YOYTON doubtfully in copy. 
Pp. 404). * Agel in copy. 
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The letters are faint and worn; and the restoration is not certain, as 
the titles are not quite regular. The date is between 199 (Parth.) and 
2,10 (Brit. omitted). The Roman letter V is here adopted in the name 
of Severus. 

704. Tatarli, MM. Legrand and Chamonard BCH 1893 p. 253. 
I copied the second half in 1883, confirming M. Homolle’s readings. 

[4vdp]a cody xe[d]yqv [7° GAloxoy réde ofjpa [xé]xevdev, 
aldolous és [ylijpas, duddppovals| ey vedrnros, 
Mdgéwuov, dv TIdvrov mepixadris [Odyje Sewarn, 
Kat xapitoBAépapov SxpeBwrlay’ obs wddrts de 
elvexey evoeBlys ayavoppoovuns re eplAncey, 

dv te [Oleots épywy ret£av djudv re dydmyoav. 

705. A long inscription in 5 columns on the rock about 1} hours from 
Yiprak towards NW. remains to be read. I tried in vain to reach it with 
a hastily improvised rope-ladder in 1891 : some weeks later MM. Legrand 
and Chamonard ascended with the aid of mechanical appliances placed at 

. their service by Mr. J. Walker of the O. R.; but they could only read 
thy dvelxnrov Gedy. I thought I read Ait from below. A powerful glass 
might be useful. 

706. (R. 1881). Okchular, CIL III 7053. A fragmentary Latin 
epitaph, of no interest except pos ovit[um} for post obitum. 
A second undecipherable Latin inscr. and several Greek fragments were 

copied by me in 1881 in this and other villages, 

2. Ornta AND Lysias. 

707. (R. 1891). In a fountain between Gumulu and Kara-Dil-li, 
4 hour from the foot of the slope ascending to the latter. [MJdvdpos 
lepeds | [av]éOnxev. 

Defaced relief, or garland, under the inscr. The name Mdvdpwyr at 

Tralleis BCH 1881 p. 345. 
In a fountain at the foot of the slope up to Kara-Dil-li is an inser. in 

the Phrygian language (carefully defaced), which will be published with 
the other Phrygian inscr. in a later chapter. 

708, (R. 1891). Oinan. Worn and faint letters. (— aarp xal 
Atovy ?jols unrnp Aeraynvod lle réxvig] y. x. ’A[t]rd[Ag ?] réxvp. Ad[p)idia 
yuvn [xai?] Zwrexds vids [—] dvé[Onx]ev. 

The conclusion might perhaps be dvé[ornoay pyelas] évfexal, but there 
is hardly room. 
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709. (R. 1886, 1891). Aresli. Defaced and hardly legible. TiBtos 
"AakAados | ‘EppoxAjjs Evrvyov | MeAlrwv Adéwyvros | "Inav Ziclvov. The 
letters are often uncertain, but the names are all practically certain, 
except the first (possibly TICIOC) and the sixth (probably Addevros : 
Addwyvos usual gen., but Addovros is quoted from Corinna. The stone is 
complete, but only one face is exposed to view. 

710. (R. 1886). Aresli: ina fountain. Viereck Sermo Graecue p. 51 
(whose restoration is followed). 

o'Brus 
lw d10pAe- 

[COTO w « we owe ee ee a SE ES - ] eyévero 7p0- 
[RepOD 4 a ee ee OE eG . « jos tadra xipia peé- 
[vey . . x “we 2 eae OUVKANTOV. 
[ept dy Kéivros Gbpias 01h: Mdéipos PJéios Atxlyywos =TlomAlov 
[vids Téras tarot Adyous émoujcavjro, wept rovrov mpdypatos ob- 
[rws é0fev" Soa Bactrdeds MiOpaddry)s éypapey H ESwxdy tiow h adel- 
(Aero, fva ratra xipia pelvn oftw Kadds] edwpyoaro els eoxdrny npépay, 

[wept re rév AowtGv tva xplywow ot 3éxa] mperBevral els *Aclay diaBdvres. 

The Senatus Consultum quoted at the end of this inscr. is dated by the 
consuls of 116 B.c. Phrygia Magna had been given to Mithridates V 
by the Romans ; and was on his death in 120 probably placed in a state 
of semi-dependence on the province Asia (see pp. 341, 423). Ten /egati 
were sent to Asia to regulate affairs; and the opening lines seem to be 
part of a letter addressed perhaps by them! to the city of Lysias, quoting 
the decree under which they were authorized to act. The general prin- 
ciple laid down was to confirm all the acts of Mithridates. Probably 
Lysias had something to gain by this confirmation; and therefore 
recorded the decree and letter. The letters are small and good, and 
probably the inscr. dates shortly after 116. 

1 Viereck however considers that the guidance). But in that case we should 
letter is from the consuls (addressed in have to suppose that a letter from the 
that case, 1 presume, to the ambas- ambassadors to Lysias also formed part 
sadors, and laying down a rule for their’ of the inscr. when complete. 



INDEX OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES 

IN VOLUME I. PARTS I AND II 

By A. SOUTER, Calus COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE. 

[N.B. The important passages are in thicker and bolder type. ] 

A. 

Aarassos 317 n. 

Abad I9 n. 
Abulliont 195. 
Accilaenses 319. 

Acrae (Sicil.) 499. 
Actalenses 318, 319 n. 
Actium 108, 607. 
Ada 619. 
Adada 317 n., 318, 319. 
Adalia 97 n., 98, go2, 366 n. 
*Adkol 593. 
Adjama 586 n. 
Adji-Badem or Adji-Payam 168, 253, 254, 

262. 
Adji-Tuz-G61 187 n., 218, 231 n. 
Adramyttion 66 n., 228, 258, 261, 365, 

(conventus), 667, 722. 
‘AdpavovOhpas 144. 
Aegarorum civ, 618 (Alia). 
Aegina 524. 
Aemoniae 663. 

_ "Aepvyanay 340 (Keretapa). 
"Aeriayol 575 1. 
Aetos (A) 176, 194, 197, 200 n., 260, 580 n., 

581, 688 ; (B) (Mac. et Thrac.), 197. 
Afion - Kara- Hissar 16 n., IgI n., 226, 

366 n., 599, 620, 622, 635, 666, 677, 694, 
695, 708, 737 ff., 754 : (sometimes Afiom, 
less correctly). 

Agalassos: ses Sagalassos. 
Agathe-Kome 38 n., 261 f., 297, 586 n. 
Agathicum 262. 

Aghar-Hissar 619 f., 652, 660, 666. 
Aghlan-Keui 2732. 
Aghlason 30 n., 298, 3or. 

Aghras 302. 
Aghzi-Kara 735. 

Agrai 302. 

Ahar-Dagh 621, 622, 623, 666, 678. 
Ahat-Keui 564, 614, 619 f., 625 n., 637 ff, 

646 ff., 651, 654 ff. 
Ahat-Keui-Su 621, 622, 623, 625. 

Aidan 31, 129, 241, 242, 245, 377, 380, 383, 
384, 389, 390, 504 D., 505, 530, 533: (see 
Eski-Aidan). 

Aidin 35 n. (Tralleis). 

Ai-Doghmush 221, 237 n., 397, 447, 448; 
671, 748. 

Aidoz 197, 200 n. 

Aigai (Aeol.) 99 n., 273, 679 n. 
Aigai (Cilic.) 301. 
Aigai (Phr.) ? 3or. 

Ain-Wassel 596. 
Aivali 666. 

Aizanoi 20 n., 33 n., 67 n., 89, 104, 109, 

121, 147, 201 n., 370, 376, 429 N., 430, 
442 D., 469, 473; 559) 573 D., 594) 597) 
615, 644, 696 n., 750, 751 n. 

Akanda 144. 

Akche-Badarik 623, 666. 
Akche-Keui 747. 

Ak-Dagh 123, 222, 223, 235, 237 D., 397; 
447, 671, 678. 

Ak-Dere-Devrent 620. 
Ak-Euren 308. 
Akharaka 191, 442. 

Akharako-Kome 132 n. 
Akilisene 95. 

Ak-Inn 707. 
Akkarim 707. 

Akkar-Su 621, 622, 633. 
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Akkilaion 319. 
*"Axpovedas 234 D. 
Akmonia 83, 105, 109 n., 117, 237; 239) 

243, 294 D-, 359, 365 D-, 371, 376, 389, 
428 n., 429 1., 433, 436, 442 n., 482, 499, 
510, 511, 515, 562 ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 572, 

584, 585, 588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 
595, 597, 613, 621 f%, 6387 ff. (Inacr.), 

660, 663 (Bishops’, 665, 667, 672, 673 f., 
675, 686, 691, 699, 754, 791. 

Akrisias 222 n. 
Akristis 222 n. 

Akroénos 16 n., 27, 207, 226, 480, 599, 

695, 696, 738. 
Ak-Serai 749. 
“Ax-cepa: aI n. 
Ak-Sheher 301, 741. 
“Ax-c.apn 21 D. 
Ak-Tcheshme 89 n., 124 n. 
Alaaibria 577. 

Alabanda 6 n., 37, 69, 186, 343, 377; 429 D., 
434, 594- 

Alabanda, conventus of 165, 167, 171, 173, 
183, 191. 

Ala-Dagh 239. 
Ala-Geuz 707. 
Alaja-Inn 962. 
Ala-Kir a1 n., 239. 
Ala-Kurt 208, 239. 
Ala-Mesjid 704 n. 

Alamsalam 180 n. 
Alasenses 318 n. 
Ala-Sheher 239 n. 
Alassenses 318 n. 

Alastos 305 n., 307, 308, 309, 318, 321 f. , 339. 

Alayunt 735 f. 
Aldedizen 634. 
Aldizoun 634. 

Aleision 168. 

6 ’AAevpot 322. 
“Adevs (gen. pl. ’AAdwv) 618. 
Alexandria 59, 80 n , 647, 669, 674. 

Alfaklar 619. 

Alia (A) 435 n., 594; (B) 169n., 435 n., 
559, 56a ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 570, 586, 

582 ff., 599, 613 ff. (Inscr.’, 618, Bishops), 

633, 635, 641. 
"AAravo 618, 

6 'AAtepov 322. 
d ’AXinvav 593, 618. 
Ali-Fachreddin Yaila 267, 268. 
Alimne aso, 266. 

Alina 577 n., 593, 635 (Alia). 
Alinda 435 n. 

Alionorum 618 (Alia). 

INDEX OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. 

Alouda 585. 
Aloudda 144, 150 n., 169 2., 243, 435 2, 

575 2., 585 ff., 588, 589, 590, 608 
Altyntash 366, 584 n. 
Aludda 585. 

Alydda 585, 617. 

Amaseia 551. 

Amastris 179. 
Amblada 317 n. 

Ameria 11 n. 

Amisos 68 n., 212, 416, 

Amorgos 63, 67 n. 

Amoriana 109 n. 

Amorion 214 n., 248, 384, 423 0., 597, 612, 

636, 665, 695, 754. 
Amphipolis 577, 632. 
Amynanda 144. 

Anaboura 317 n. 

Anaitis 231 n. 
Anastasiopolis rog, 121, 188 f., 130, 157, 

158, 184, 241 n., 243, 256, 542. 
Anatolia, for Antalia 97 n. 
Anatolic (Theme) 14, 83, 214, 226. 
Anava (lake and town) 5, 187 n., 210, 218, 

219, 221, 226, 229, 380 f., 276, 299, 447, 
448. 

Anazarbos 575 n., 632. 

Ancyra (N.W. Phryg.) 231, 248, 376, 397 n., 
521, 573 D-» 594- 

Ancyra (Gal.) 53 n., 65, 106, 318, 348, 

397 D., 470 D., 530, 550 n., 642, 648 ff., 
673, 734- 

Ancyrosynaos 234 n. 

Andanian mysteries (of Messenia) 147. 

Andeda 302, 317 n., 557. 

Andria 209. 
Andronicopolis 25 n. 
Androsiorum 481 n. (Aurokra). 
Andya 302. 

Angora 65, 106. 

Aninetensis 617. 

Ankyra fo09, 121. 

Anotetarte rgr. 
Antalia 97. 

Antandros 241. 

Anthemusiae 395 (Attanassos). 
Antiocheia Mae. 1, 19, 21, 23, 59, 66n., 

161, 162, 163 n., 165, 168, 170, 17T, 175, 

176, 177 n., 178, 184, 185, 186, 187, 190, 

201, 252, 263, 366 n., 758 n., 786. 

Antioch (Pis.) rr n., 56, 68 n., 97, 136, 

140, 221, 298, 316, 319, 327, 332, 360, 
396 D., 423 D., 446, 498, 499, 510, 511, 

515) 577 0.) 579, 610, 663, 665, 675, 715, 
716, 750, 754- 
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Antiocheia (Syr.) 419, 545, 668, 669, 678, 
7140. 

Antiocheia Parva (Isaur.) 185 in. 

Antoniopolis (i.e. Tripolis) 193. 

Apamean conventus 129, 203, 276, 277, 341, 
365, 459, 462, 664, 749 f. 

Apameia (Kelainai, Kibotos) 11, 13, 55 n., 

66 n., 71, 88, 105, 126, 129 N., 154, 155, 
167 N., 170 D., 204, 209, 218, 219, 220, 

231, 222, 223, 224, 226 n., 227, 228, 230, 

232, 236, 238 n., 240, 241, 253 0., 255, 
259, 269, 276, 277, 278, 296, 297, 298, 
317 N., 318, 323, 324, 326 n., 397 n., 329, 
330-332, 341, 348, 359, 367, 370, 372, 
376, 377, 886 ff, 457 ff. (Inser.), 491 n., 
492, 494, 498 n., 508 ff, 515, 516, 520, 
526, 588 ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 568, 573, 580, 

582, 587, 597, 603, 625, 646, 665, 667 ff., 

675, 689, 695, 708, 715, 747, 748, 749 f., 
7154, 787 (Chr.Inser.). 

Apameia (Bith.) 921 n., 227 n., 450, 483, 
679 n. 

Aphrodisias 1 n., 6n., 69 n., 76, 77, 145, 

154, 159 0., 169, 165, 166, 167, 169 n., 

183, 184, 185, 186, 187 ff., 190, 191, 266, 

344, 360, 366, 369, 370, 376, 378, 384, 
385, 429 D., 441 N., 442 Dy SIT, 554; 556, 
610, 650 n., 653 n., 665. 

Apia 482, 588 n., 597, 615, 622, 630 n. 
Apianensis 482. 
Apollonia-Sozopolis (Pisid.) 59, 187, 229, 

Zor, 316, 327 n., 332, 360, 397, 411, 
423 0., 447, 448, 474, 480, 537, O10, 665, 
747; 15°, 754, 758. 

Apollonia (Mys.) 195, 203, 461, 647. 
Apollonia (i.e. Tripolis) 10, 192, 193: 

confirmed by Imhoof Rev. Num. Suisse 
1896. 

Apollonia-Salbake 166 n., 184, 191, 192, 
253, 254. 

Apollonieron : see Apollonos-Hieron. 
Apollonis 206, 643. 

Apollonos-Hieron 6, 50, 175, 176, 178, 179, 
192, 104 f., 196, 197, 206. 

Aporidos-Kome xviii n., 3or, 

326 n., 327, 411, 451, 481. 
Apps 72, 77, 78, 219, 227, 230, 347, 539. 
Appia 482, 568, 615, 630 n. 
Araboul-dou 407, 408 n. 
Aram-Tchai 621, 622 n., 623, 678. 

Arasa 319 n. 
Arasenses 318, 

Araxa 319 n. 
Ardabau 573. 
Apdiser 238 (Lounda). 

825 ny 

. Aristion 623, 

795 

Aresli 748, 755, 762. 
Argaous (Arm.) 214. 
Ariassorum 663 (Aristion). 
Ariassos 285 n., 317 n., 318 n., 327, 352. 
Ariste (Bith.) 663 n. 

633 f., 662 (Inscr.), 
663 (Bishops), 716, 736 ff. (Chr. Inscr.). 

"Apicrov wéAews 663 (Aristion). 
Askania (lake Bith.) 360, 671, 688. 
Askania (lake) 126 n., 219, 229, 276, 278, 

279, 283 n., 297, 208 f., 316, 317, 318, 
320, 322, 323, 324, 326, 327, 331, 332, 
335, 336, 337, 361, 397 D.. 411, 447, 448, 
481, 511, 691. 

Asopos 35, 36, 38, 74, 453, 785. 
Assar 78 n., 160, 165, 171, 172. 

Asseris 11 n. 

Assos 71, 427, 521, 699. 
Astypalaia 47 n. 

Atala (Lyd.) 230 n. 

"Aravacoot 395 (Attanassos). 
Ateus 581 n. 
*"Adavagcov 395 (Attanassos). 

Athens 47, 53 n., 418 n., 442 n., 488, 555) 
629. 

Athribis (Egypt) 388, 652 f. 
Athymbra 172. 

Athymbrada 1728. 
Atly-Hissar 752 f. 
Arovewpn 584 n. 
Attaia (lake and city) 132, 169 n., 43 n. 
Attaleia (Lyd.) 116, 206, 353 n. 

Attaleia (Pamph.) 97 n., 126, 163 n., 263, 

299, 300, 302, 352, 953 D., 520, 714, 738. 
Attalyda 132. 

Attanassos 31, 130, 238, 241 ff, 245, 249 

(Bishops), 355 ff., 365, 367, 374, 375) 
377, 385 (Bishops), 504, 505, 680. 

Attiou-Kome 132, 584 n. 

Attouda (or Attoudda) 3, 4, 6, 9, 27, 35) 

37) 592, 71, 90, 109, I3I, 133, 144, 159, 
165 ff., 169, 171, 172, 173, 181 (Inscr.), 

183, 184, 188, 189, 191, 207, 222, 266, 
357 D., 413, 4395 D., 585, 588, 597, 758 n., 
159- 

Atyokhorion, 
584 n., 587. 

Augustopolis 754. 

Aulinda (-eis) 278. 
Aulocrenus (mons) 448, 481. 
Aulokra 412, 443 n., 452, 480, 481, 482. 

Aulokrene 126, 220, 236 n., 327 n., 406 

(mt. of), 400 ff., 432, 449, 451 ff, 480, 
481. 

Aulon 713 f. 

132, 146, 571, 580, 585, 
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Aulotrene 481 n. 
AtpaxAca 480. 
Aurocrene 211, 327 D., 412, 480, 481. 

Aurokla 480, 481 n., 48a. 

Aurokra 290, 397, 412, 493, 428 n., 445, 
446, 448, 449 f., 480 ff, 677, 678, 689, 

7417: 
Autoclinus 481 n. (Aurokra). 

Avgan 579, 619. 
Avilann-Pasha 666. 
Avshahr 256, 302, 707. 

Ayas 301. 
Ayaz-Inn 229 n. 

Azanoi 751: see Aizanoi. 

Azizie 188, 

B. 

Baba-Dagh a2. 
Babylonia 668, 674, 727. 
Badem-Agatch 317 n. 

Badinlar 127, 146, 149, 150, I51, 152, 

154, 155, 619 f. 
Baganda 288. 
Bayaydevs 281 n., 288. 

Bagis 153. 
Baharlar 199, 200 n., 346. 
Bair-Aghlan 239. 
Baklan-Ova a1, 187 n., 208, 218 n., 239, 

373, 397, 572, 696 n. 
Bala-Hissar 41 n. 
Badaydov 617 (Blaundos). 
Balat 592 n. 

Balawat 362. 

Balboura 265, 266. 

Badevrias 663. 

Baljik-Hissar 246, 381, 751 ff., 757. 

Balkans 742. 

Ballyk 705, 707 f. 

Balma 619. 
Balmama 666. 

Bapfex«n 348. 

Banaz 615. 

Banaz-Ova 21, 198, 221, 235, 236 n., 237, 

239, 243, 303 0., 372, 373, 510, 569 ff, 
621, 622, 623, 632, 696 n., 697. 

Banaz-Tchai 542, 570, 572, 578, 581 n., 

583, 584 n., 613, 615 n., 621, 622, 623, 

641 n. 

Baradis 301, 325 n., 326 n., 327, 336. 

Barbalissos 420 n. 

Barbis 278 n., 317 D., 319, 324. 

Bargylia 126 n., 186, 555. 

Baris 278 n., 300, 301, 316, 319 n., 324, 

334, 335, 397 0., 645 (Pisid.). 
Barkousa 617. 

INDEX OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. 
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Bash-Agatch 678. 
Bash-Euren-Keui 707. 

Bash-Tcheshme 218, 228, 229. 
Basilika 248 n. 

Bazar-Agatch 748, 749 n. 

Bazis 141, 153. 

Beder-Bey 251. 

Bedesh 753, 757. 
Bedr-ed-din 251 n. 

Bei-Keui: see Bey-. 
Bekirli 128, 142, 540, 581, 619 f. 

Bektash 686 n., 707 f. 
Belenli 320. 
Belevi 124 n., 620. 

Belevi-Dagh 208. 
Bel-Kavak 678. 

Bembineis 157. 

Bennioi 157. 
Bereanus (adj.), 616 (Bria). 
Bereket 338. 

Berga 382, 577, 616. 
Bergoula (Thrac.) 382, 524, 577. 

Berianensis (adj.) 616 (Bria). 
Berianus (adj.) 616 (Bria. 
Besh-Bunar 221 n., 222 0., 223 N., 407 0., 

450. 
Beshik-Kaya 2. 
Besh-Karish-Eyuk 622 n. 
Besh-Parmak 187, 218 n., 219, 235. 

Beudos 753 n. 

Beuyeuk Yaka 557. 

Beyilli 620. 

Bey-Keui 250, 267, 448, 449, 479, 480, 
482, 619, 622 n. 

Bey-Sheher (lake) 19, 300, 447, 619, 755. 

Bilandensis 753 (Sibidonda). 

Billara 31, 192. 

Binda (inscr.) 334 ff. 

Bivdaov (kTnua) 222 n., 316 N., 324 n., 326, 

327 D., 515. 
Bissa 187. 

Bithynia ‘prov.) 81 n., 207, 247, 248. 

Bizya 33 n. 

Blados 592 n. 
Blandos 592 n., 617. 

Blaudos 592 n. 

Blaundeis-Makedones 198, 200, 592, 600, 

611. 

Blaundos 142, 179, 180, 198, 205, 206, 237, 

241, 570, 588, 581 f., 597, 600, 617, 625, 
753 Nn. 

Bleandri 617, 753 n. (Blaundos}. 

Boghaz 180, 197. 

Boghaz-Keui 87, 294 n. 

Bolatli 230. 
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Bononia 7or. 

Borlu-Dagh 397. 
Borzos (Borza) 561, 605, 616. 
Bostra 120, 154. 

Boubon 265, 266, 32. 
Boudaili 575, 599, 620. 
Boudeia 483. 

Boz-Eyuk 223, 225, 232, 454, 539. 
Bozis 141, 152 (or Boza), 153. 

Branchidai 415, 442, 496. 

Brea 577. 

Breia 577. 

Breiza 616, 

Bria 237, 243, 244, 268 n., 355, 382, 383, 
510, 570, 572, 576 ff, 586, 587, 605, 616, 
617. 

Briana 268 n., 480 n., 576, 593, 616. 

Briges 222 n. 

Brioula 31, 178, 183, 101 f., 199 n., 382, 

577: 

Briya 577. 
Brousis (Mac.) 683. 
Brouzos 240, 433, 616, 677, 678, 679, 

683 ff, 687, 688, 691, 693, 700 ff. 

(Inscr.), 702 f., 707 (Bishops), 754. 
Brozos 605, 616. 

Bruges 222 n. 
Brugoi 2432 n. 
Bpv(ov 707. 
Bruseni 616. 
Bubassos 329. 

Budjak 383. 

Bukarest 734. ; 

Buldur 298, 332, 339 (Burdur). 

Buldur-G6l 279, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 
41I n. 

Bulja 666. 

Bulladan (or Bullandénn) 24 n., 40 n., 

194, 195, 197, 619. 
Bunar-Bashi 410, 411, 412, 449, 456, 480, 

581, 605, 619. 
Burdur 97, 98, 269, 324, 326, 328 n., 332, 

335, 337, 338. 
Burdur-Gdl 219. 

Burgas 244, 382 (two places), 524, 576, 
577 (two places), 585, 588, 589, 599, 619. 

Burgas Dagh 123, 235, 236, 237 n., 397, 
569, 570, 572, 577, 578, 581, 625, 678. 

Butritinus (adj.) 616 n. (Bria). 

Byzantine Road to East 219 ff, 579 ff. 

C. 

Cadmos : see Kadmos. 
Caesareia (Bith.) 450. 

Caesareia (Pal.) 553. 
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Caesareia-Mazaka (Capp.) 11, 50 n., 80 n., 

332 D., 420, 749. 
Caesareia: see Daldis, Tralleis, Cibyra. 
Campsade 450 n. 
Cappadocia (Theme of) 226, 695. 
Carcasonne 652 n. 

Carina 209. 
Cassaba 411 n. 

Catana (Sicil.) 537. 

Cayster 17, 19, 22, 24, 196, 199, 202, 272, 
219 nN. 

Cedisosi 663 (Kidyessos). 
Chardak : see Tchardak. 

Charonion 86, 87, 93. 
Chios, 111 n., 376, 470 n. 

Chrysaoris 188. 
Chrysoroas 86 n., 210 n. 
Cibyra6n.,11n., 12, 45N., 99 N., 100, 171, 

184 N., 203, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 

259 n., 265 f., 269, 272, 273 (Bishops), 

274, 275, 277 n. (Caesareia), 280, 282, 286, 

291, 296, 305, 306, 307, 308, 310, 311, 
314, 318n., 326, 327 n., 328, 330 n., 331, 
332, 334 2. 347, 512 (Caesareia), 556, 
597, 646, 665. 

Cibyratic conventus 85, 108, 129, 171, 179 n., 

173, 193, 203, 265, 266, 341, 365 n. 
Cibyratic gate (of Laodiceia) 35 n. 
Cibyratis 265, 266 ff., 347. 
Cidissosi 663 (Kidyessos). 
Clanudda 585 n, (Klannoudda). 

Claudiopolis 247, 446. 

Cludrus 222, 354, 677 n. 

Cnidos 442 n. 

Cocleo 588 n. (Kotiaion). 
Cogamos 194. 
Colonia Capp. 617 n. 

Colopton 88, 

Colossai 4, 5, 6, 9, 23, 35, 38 n., 40n., 67 n., 
714, 85, 160, 161, 164 n., 168, 172, 173 n., 

174, 175 n., 184, 208 ff., aar, 230, 234, 

235, 238, 239, 275, 277, 341, 443 0., 444n., 
446, 448, 512, 556, 665, 675, 742. 

Colossian valley 4 n., 5, 235, 236, 239, 341. 

Comamenses 318. 
Comenses 318, 319 n. 

Commagene (northern) 141. 
Commenses 318 n. 
Comum 630 n. 

Concordia 722. 
Conium 209 n. (Iconium). 
Conni 691 n. (Konne). 
Constantinople 13, 15, 81 n., 125, 224, 226, 

ya 248, 249, 445, 446, 652 n., 678, 694, 
5. 
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Cormasa (Cormassa) 253 n., 285, 268, 
316 n., 317, 3a1, 826 ff., 338, 339 (Inscr.). 

Coronea 469. 
Corycos 332 n. 

Cos 76 n., 116 n., 186, 343 n., 376, 496. 
Cotieo 588 n. (Kotiaion). 
Crete 9a. 
Cutchuk-Oturak, 615 n. 

Cutchuk-Sitchanli-Ova 678, 694. 
Cyllanian : see Killanian. 

Cyme 43, 53 0., 240, 371, 416, 617. 
Cyprus 91, 133, 144, 251, 647f., 672, 693 n. 
Cyzicos 33 D., 53 n., 55, 62, 67 n., 76 n., 

78, 170, 188, 296, 365, 370, 384, 385, 

421, 429N., 473, 495 D-., 498, 515, 522, 

554, 629, 646. 

D. 

Dadaleis 177. 
Dakibyza 31, 671 n. 

Daldis 175, 177 ff., 205, 206: called also 
Caesareia 178. 

Dalisandos 96 n., 436. 
Dandalo-Su 1, 186. 

Dandalo 31 (Tantalos). 

Daoul 700. 

Darsa 327 n. 

Davas 30 n., IgI. 

Daz-Kiri 219, 373. 

Debalikia 753 (Sibidonda). 

Dede or Dede-Keui 194, 242, 392, 504 n., 

521, 539. 
Deiaga 755, 761. 

Deli-Heuder or Deli-Heuderli 243, 558 n., 

573 D., 575) 576, S19 f. 
Deliler 619. 

Delos 360, 424. 

Delphi 689. 

Demirji-Keui 128, 155 n., 237, 619 f. 
Demirji-Keui-Dagh 397. 
Denizler 208. 

Denizli 16, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 36, 37, 

48, 159 n., 164, 165, 172 D., 347, 453 
(population of Kaza 27). 

Derbe 382 n., 511. 

Derbent-Boghaz 180, 197, 199, 200. 

Derebol 193 n. 

Dere-Keui 181, 211, 217, 251, 254. 

Destemir 541, 619 f. 
Deuer 317 n., 320 N., 322, 323, 324, 336, 

448 n. 

Develar 127, 141, 149, 155, 156, 61g f. 
Devrent 619. 

Devrent-Keui 641 f. 

Didienses 318, 319 n. 
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Didyenses 318 n. 

Dike}ji 406, 408 n., 464, 472, 473, 475, 476, 
536. 

*Dindymos (mt.) 123, 569, 570, 595, 615, 
622. 

Dineir 373, 397, 399, 406, 408, 410, 412, 
447 D., 456, 537 f., 689. 

Dineir-Ova 747 n. 

Dineir-Su 399, 400, 401, 454, 455- 
Dinia 755. 

Diocaesareia-Keretapa 55 n., 178n., 230, 

512 n.: see Keretapa. 

Diocaesareia-Prakana (Isaur.) 207, 276 n., 

592 n. 

Diocaesureia-Nazianzos (Capp.) 27n. 
Dioklea (Dalm.) 632, 663. 

Diokleia 20a, 622, 623, 625, 6382, 633, 

634 n., 652 (Jewish Inscr.), 660 #& 

(Inscr.), 663 (Bishops). 
Diokletianopolis 624 n., 632, 663. 

Dionysopolis 12n., §2 n., 53 n., 89, 90, 96, 

101, 109, I9I, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126- 

141, 142 ff. (Inscr.), 198, 236, 241 n., 

243, 297, 350, 353 D., 355, 356 D., 357, 
358 B., 359 n., 365 n., 379, 540 (Chr. 
Inscr.), 571, 587, 590 0., 591, 597, 613 
(Insecr.), 688, 720 n. 

Dioskome 360, 561 f. (Chr. Inscr.*‘, 582, 

588 ff., 587, 608 ff. (Inscr.). 
Diospolis 35. 

Diospontos 80, 82. 
Djebel-Sultan 219 n., 220, 221, 222, 397, 

406, 407, 409, 410, 432, 447, 448, 449, 
450, 452, 454, 671, 689, 747 n. 

Dodurga 256, 257 n., 269, 270, 271. 

Doghan-Arslan 791. 

Doghla 620, 632, 660, 666. 

Doghlu 390. 

Doiantos Pedion 483, 623, 625. 

Dokela 572, 632. 

Dokimion 10 n., 123 n., 125, 442 02., 498, 

515, 667, 716, 738, 742 ff (Chr. Inscr.), — 

152; 753: 
Doklea (Dalm.) 632. 

Dokutchlar 666. 
Dolatann 623 n., 666. 

Dombai 448, 449, 678. 

Dombai-Ova(si) 397, 443 D., 449, 677, 678, 
797; 747: 

Domitianopolis-Sala 55 n., 178 n., 180, 

276: see Sala. 

Dorylaion 11 n., 15, 17., 20N., 21N., 224, 

240, 247, 248, 249, 372 N., 377; 478, 479, 
603, 678, 691, 696. 

Doubra 382 n. (Derbe). 
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Dresia 483. 

Duden 407, 409, 412, 455. 
Duden-Su 408, 409 n. 
Duman 235, 232. 

Dumanili 575, 599, 620, 687 n. 
Durakli 620. 
Durdurkar 257 n. 

Dut-Agatch 686 n., 707. 
Duwar 322. 

Duz-Agatch 633 n., 666. 

Duz-Bel (route) 220 f., 447 n., 454, 571, 
579 ff., 677, 691 n., 707 f. 

E. 

Eastern Highway 5, 11, 26, 35, 217 ff, 
221, 396, 411, 421, 588 n., 677, 747 ff 

Edessa 33 2. 
Effe-Keui 754 n. 

Egerdir 324 n. 
Egerdir lake 300. 
Egerdir mt. 300 n. 

Eidir 379, 389, 391, 393. 
Einesh 31: see Eyinesh. 
Ekin-Hissar 686, 708. 

Eksava 31, 620 (Exava). 
*Exropeiov 707 (Stektorion). 
*Exropiov 707. 
Ekiiz-Baba 600, 620. 
Elaea 670. 
Elateia 441 n. 
Elaza 144, 585. 

Eldeniz 585 n. 
Eldesann 623, 634, 666. 

Eleinokapria 36, 37, 270, 786. 
Eleinos 36, 786. 

Eleusis 92, 118 n., 958 n., 975. 

Elis 36. 

Elles 323: see Elyes. 

Elmali 588 n., 619. 
Elousa (Palest.) 617. 

Elouza 144, 575 n., 585, 592, 616, 617. 
Elyes 296, 297 n., 298, 322, 323, 324 0., 

326 n., 331 n.: see Llias. 

Emeldjik 386 n. 
Emiraz 619 f., 645, 655 f., 658, 666. 
Emir-Hassan-Keui, 690 n. 

Emir-Hissar 597 n., 689, 690, 691, 692, 
706, 707. 

Emirjik 385, 386, 391, 392. 
Emir-Keui, 620. 

E... orceni 756 f. 

Ephesian gates, 36, 47, 72. 

Ephesos 11, 14, 16,17, 19, 23, 24 n., 36, 
38 n., 50, 55, 58n., 60, 6a, 64, 66 n., 67, 
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87, 90, 91, T05 N., 107, TIO N., L132, 113 N., 

131 N., 144, 147, 148, 150, 157, 160, 162, 
163 n., 169 n., 178 n., 185, 196, 203, 212, 

221, 296, 318, 330, 331, 343) 349, 357, 360, 
379, 371, 398, 416, 422, 424, 426 n., 428 n., 

429, 430, 434, 435, 438 D., 441 D., 444 D., 
459 n., 460, 478 n., 511, 522, 539, 553) 
554, 555 ., 563, 572, 579, 581, 596, 631, 
632, 642, 646, 648, 672, 699, 715, 716, 
7122, 748, 749 0., 753, 758, 760. 

Ephesos, conventus of 173, I9I, 195, 197; 

365. 
Epiktetos (Phrygia) 665. 
Erasinus a1 n. 
Eresos 54. 

Erezos 254 (Eriza). 
Erikmen 694. 

Eriza 36, 130, 168, 184, 251, 252, 253 f., 

256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 265, 266, 321 n. 
Erjesh 619, 649. 
Erythrai 147, 148, 470 n. 

Erziler 619. 
Eski-Aidan 242. 

Eski-Hissar 26, 186. 
Eski-Kara-Hissar 742. 

Eski-Seid 237 n., 619. 

Eski-Yere 324, 337, 338. 
Esseler 619. 
"Erevva 177 0. 

Eudokias 61s. 
Eudoxiopolis 324 n., 326. 

Eukarpia 471, 594, 597 0., 6a2 n., 665, 678, 
679, 680, 690 ff., 706f. (Inscr. and 

Bishops), 754, 755 0. 
Eukhaita 450 n. 

EtAdydpey 753 n. 

Eumeneia 10, 12n., 20n., 60,, 68 n., 75 n., 

77, 83, 123, 126, 127, 129, 204, a18n., 
219, 220 N., 221, 223, 223, 227, 228, 232, 

233, 235, 236, 237, 240, 241, 242, 243, 245, 

294 ., 337 0., 343, 352, 353 ff., 396 n., 
402, 428 n., 434, 442, 443 D., 444 D., 454, 
473, 478, 483, 492, 494, 497, 498, 499, 
500, 502 ff., 506, 508, 509, 510, 5II, 
514 ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 550 n., 569, 571; 

572, 573) 574) 578, 579, 580 n., 582, 587, 
590, 597, 604, O10, 620, 623 n., 625, 658, 

665, 667, 678, 680, 688, 691, 696 n., 704, 
708, 715, 717, 733- 

Euphorbium 588 n., 750 f., 757. 

Euphorgenos 757. 

Euphrates 231 n., 420, 723 f., 727, 749. 
Euphratesia Commagene 120, 
Euromos 177 0. 

Europa (prov.) 81 n. 

Ee 
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Ev’ravagood 395 (Attanassos). 
Evgara 31. 

Evjiler 227, 347, 539. 
Exava 31, 620. 
Eyinesh 31, 301, 322, 328. 
Eyuk 139, 140. 

Falerii 737 n. 
Fandas 324 n. 
Fassiller 436. 
Ferentinum 631. 

Filaction 255, 280 n. 
Flaviopolis, i.e. Daldis 178 n. 
Flaviopolis, i.e, Temenothyrai 178 n., 180, 

596, 597, 613, 618. 
Flaviopolis (Cilic.) 579. 
Florence jor. 
Fughla goa. 
Fulvia 237. 

Gaili 620. 
Tay(anvoi 577 0. 

Garsaoura 749. 

Garsaouria: see Strategia G. 
Gazena 296. 
Gebejiler 745. 
Gebren 31, 279, 281, 301, 307. 
Gebren Ova 379, 283, 285, 301. 

Gebren-Tchai 278, 279, 296. 
Gedikler 620, 657. 
Gediz jo n. 

Geiklar 447. 

Geira 1 n., 186 n. 

Gelon 407 f., 452 ff. 

Geneli 748. 

Genj-Ali 533. 

Gereli 22, 23, 30, 36, 168, 171, 181, 575 n. 

Germaniceia : see Marash. 
Germe 612. 

Geubek 180, 571, 573, 586 n., 590, 592, 611, 
619. 

Geuk-Bunar 228, 407 n. 

Geuk-Bunar-Su 36. 
Geukche-Eyuk 666. 
Geuk-Gdl: see Gok-. 

Geulde 339. 

Geune 179, 180, 193 N., 197, 251, 590 N., 

619, 633, 662, 666, 736. 
Geunen 301. 

Geuzlar 124 n., 127, 619 f. 

Geuzlar-Kahve 123. 

Geveze 31, 144, 599, 613, 619. 

Gherriz 124. 
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Giaour-Euren 326 n., 327, 339, 595, 619. 

Giaour-Keui 16, 227 n. 

Ginik 666, 750, 756. 

Glaukos 220, 223 n., 235, 236, 241, 354, 

371 1., 397, 510, 522 n., §98, 6a1, 677 f., 

696, 707 f., 709, 714. 
Glympia, Glyppia 347. 
Gdk-G61 222 n., 223 n. (Geuk better), 
Gol-Hissar 250, 266, 267. 

Gondane 347, 577 n. 
Gonyklisia 708, 713 f., 754 D., 755- 
Gordiou-teichos 165, 187, 191 n., 252. 
Gordium-Eudokias 742. 

Gordorinia 248 n., 249. 
Gordos 617. 

Gordoserba 249. 
Gozo 537. 

Graos-Gala 4 n., 208, 228 ff., 448. 

Grimenothyrai 144, 198, 239 (wrong, see 

P- 595), 579, 571, 595) 596, 599- 
Gudubez 666, 

Gumalar-Dagh 220, 677, 689, 708, 747. 
Gumje 620. 
Gumulu 615, 747, 761. 
Gumush-Tchai 36. 
Gungermez-Ova 747, 748. 
Gurgum 141 (Gurzum, misprint). 
Gygaean lake 89, 100. 

H. 
Hadjan 708. 
Hadji-Eyub-li 77, 78. 

Hadji-Ibrahim 160, 

Hadjilar 237. 

Hadjim 586. 

Hadjimlar 571, 586, 590, 591, 608, 619. 
Hadriana 284, 285, 321, 340 (Bishops). 
Hadriani 554. 

Hadrianopolis (Stratonikaia) 308, 340, 524, 

594, OIT. 
Hadrianoutherai : see ‘Adp. 
Haemus mons (prov.) 81 n. 
Haidarli 404 n., 708, 749, 760. 
Halaslar 623, 660. 

Halikarnassos 133, 186, 359 n., 496, 629. 
Halys 363, 417. 

Hambat-Kiri 218, 229, 373. 

Hammam 707 f. 

Hammam-Boghaz 593 n. 

Hammam-Su 572, 593, 613, 619 f., 6a1, 622, 
623, 633, 641 n., 658, 666. 

Harmala 186 f. 

Harpasa 186. 

Harpasos 190, 192. 

Hassan-Bel 678 n., 707. 
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Hassan-Keui 615. 
Hassan-Pasha 278, 281, 308, 320. 

Hauran 555, 739. 
Haz-Keui 168, 542, 620. 
Hedja 331. 
Helenopontos 8o. 

Hellespontiaca (Phrygia) 665. 

Hellespontos (prov.) 81 n., 207, 247, 592 n. 

Herakleia 147, 169 n., 186, 266. 

Herakleia (Thrac.) 498, 514 0., 527. 

Herakleia (ad Latmum) 351, 645. 
Herakleia Salbake 146 n., 189 ff., 254. 

Herakleia (Pont.) 450 n. 
Herakleopolis -Sebastopolis (= Herakleia 

Capp.) 450 nD. 
Hermokapelia 416. 
Hermos 17, 25, 132 n., 160, 180, 196, 252, 

569, 571, 587, 588, 596. 
Herpha 749. 
Hexapolis (Bith.) 679 n. 
Hexapolis (Phryg.) 679 n. 
Hiconenses 318 n. (Iconium). 
Hierakoryphites 300. 
Hierapolis (Hieropolis) 3, 4, 5,6 n., 9, 12, 

14, 27, 34 D., 35, 38 D., 45 D., 50, 52 D., 53, 
59n., 68 n., 83, 84 ff, 129, 123, 124, 125, 

133, 136, 141, 142, 144, 148, 149, 152, 
(Kydrara) 161, 167 n., 169, 173, 174,175, 
179 N., 181, 192, 193, 195,199 N., 209, 218, 
219, 229, 238 n., 255 n., 264, 277, 341%, 
343, 344) 345) 35°, 352, 367, 413, 416, 

429 D., 440, 494, 500, SII D., 512, 520, 

541, 545 ff. (Chr. Insecr.), 559, 563, 571, 
580, 581, 587, 597, 620, 624, 630 n., 632, 
665, 681, 706. 

Hierapolis (Cil.) 11 n., 681 (Hieropolis- 
Kastabala). 

Hierapolis (Syr.) 120, 348, 681, 682 (Hiero- 
polis-Mabog). 

Hierapolitana Phrygia 172. 
Hierapolitan gate (of Laodiceia) 35 n. 
Hierocaesareia 132 n., 177, 179, 206. 
Hierokharax 592, 633. 

Hierokome (or Hiera Kome) 132, 584 n. 
Hieronenses 318 n. 
Hieropolis Phr. (Hierapolis) 87, 109 n.,167, 

500, 664, 665, 677f., 679 ff, 686, 687, 689, 
698 ff. (Inscr.\, 706 f. (Bishops), 712 ff, 
qao ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 739, 755, 788. 

Hieropolis (Capp.) 681: see also Komana, 
‘Iepdwokus 652 n. (i.e. Jerusalem), 
Hierorenses 318, 319 n.. 

Hippourios 570, 573, 586, 588, 591, 596. 
Hissar 165 n., 597, 598, 607. 
Hissar-Abad, 19 n., 341, 598 D., 679, 696. 
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Hodjalar 623, 633, 634, 666, 717. 
Holmoi 748 f. 

Horrou 749, 758, 760. 
Huda-verdi 400, 455. 
Hyaleis 177, 178. 
Hyalos 195 n. 

Hyde 3109. 
Hydenses, 318, 319. 
Hydrela 85, 89 n., 172 ff., 179 n., 183. 
Hydreleitai 6, 85. 
Hyelion 175 ff., 178. 

Hyllarima 186, 256, 
Hyllos 596. 
Hyllouala 195. 
Hypaipa 24 n. 
Hyrgalean mts. 236. 
Hyrgaleis 122, 128 f., 130, 191 N., 141, 142, 

198, 237, 238, 245, 581. 
Hyrgaletici campi 192, 126 f., 129, 132, 

141, 168, 236 n., 237, 246, 393, 540 @. 

(Chr. Inser.), 569, 573 2. 

Hyrkanoi 205, 206, 655. 

‘Tpwpijs, 177 0. 

I, J. 

Jabar 619. 
Tasos 33 n., 56, 109, 110 N., III N., I1gN,, 

186, 203 n., 256, 350, 384, 425, 472; 
478 n., 496, 699. 

“IBnpa 222 n. 
Ibria 576, 578 (Bria). 

Ibriz 4or. 

“IBwpa 222 n. 
Iconium 15, 19, 97, 178, 186, 209 n., 224, 

227 D., 300, 301, 318, 336, 348, 420, 447, 
487 n., 511, 544, 586n., 667, 673, 675, 
695 n., 760. 

Ida (Mt.) r7o. 
Idalion 345. 

Jebi-Dere 160, 

Jerusalem 80 n., 369, 552, 667, 669, 694, 
724, 741. 

Ikaria 404 n. 

Iki-Serai 619. 
"Iepia 578 (Bria). 

Hlias 30, 296, 297 n., 322, 327 D., 331, 332, 
333, 334: see Elyes. 

Tlidja 401, 680. 

Llium 376, 442 n., 471, 55t- 
Ille-Mesjid 689, 691, 704, 707. 
"Vov(ey 578, 585, 617. 
Imaion 226 n. 
Indjerli-Su 408, 409. 
Indos (river) 250 ff., 278, 296, gor, 331. 
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Ine 571, 572, 587, 588, 589, 590, 591, S10, 
619 f. 

Ine-G3l, 199, 346. 
Inn-Hammam 3. 
Inn-obu 248. 
Insulae (prov.) 81 n. 
Jordan 712. 

Iotapa 68 n. 
"lovydpag 633. 

"Tovxapdrat 633. 
Ipsili-Hissar 165 n. 
Ipsos 421, 753 n.: see Iulia. 
Iressik 708. 

Irje-Keui 620. 
Irje-Tchiflik 620. 

Irk-Bunar 593, 619. 
Irkut 708. 

Irle Nahya (or Iborle) 276 n., 295. 

Isa-bey 237, 245, 619 f. 
Isaura 426 n. 

Isbarta 298, 301) 317, 324, 325. 
Ishekli 328, 235, 246, 354, 361, 365, 373, 

374, 377; 378, 379, 380, 381, 383, 384, 
385, 388, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, 
514, 520, 592, 525 ff., 579, 604, 679. 

Ishkian Bazar 168, 254. 

Isinda 255, 257, 258, 267, 268, 283, 317 n., 
318 n., 326, 327 ., 371. 

Islam-Keui 239, 564, 571, 572, 587, 588, 

589, 590, 592, 593; 595, 599, 613 f., 6r9f,, 
622, 641, 655, 6,8, 666. 

Istanoz 302. 
Istcha-Kara-Hissar 742 ff., 746. 

Is-tefani 279, 393. 

Itoana 165 n. 

Iulia 588 n. 

Iulia-Gordos 462, 523. 

Iulia-Ipsos 748, 754. 

Iuliopolis 64, 247. 
Iustinianopolis 213, 223, 224, 225, 227, 

574, 575, 578, 579, 616, 633 n., 787. 
Iustinianopolis (i.e. Barkousa) 617 n. 
[ustinianopolis-Palia 224. 
Iustinianopolis: see Nova I. Gordi. 

Tustinopolis 575 n. 

Ivria 576. 

K. 

Kab-Agatch 3. 
Kabalar 141, 156, 619 f. 
Kabalian Tetrapolis 265. 

Kabalis (or Kabalia) 251, 26a, 265, 266 ff., 

269, 278 n., 314, 317 D., 319; 320, 347. 
Kadi-Keui 3, 27, 40 n., 160, 165, 172. 

Kadmos (river) 4, 35, 36, 210, 299, 785. 
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Kadmos (mt.) 3, 5, 36, 40, 48, 208, 218, 
250, 251) 254, 275) 433- 

KddofFo: 156, 249 n., 314, 688 n. 

Kadonvol 255 0., 314, 664. 
Kadoi 30 n., 109, 121, 177 f., 200, 249 n., 

314. 
Kadyanda 144, 156, 426 n., 444 D. 
Kadys 156. 
Kagyetta 141, 155, 156. 
Kai-Bazar (or Kayi-) 128, 168, 619. 
Kai-Hissar 253. 
Kaikilli 620, 
Kaikos go n. 
Kaili 565, 651, 656. 
Kaklik 351. 
Kalabantia 267 n. 

Kadafariavol 267 n. 
Kadafaros 267 n. 

Kalandos 206, 617. 
Kaldjik 305, 320 n. 

Kalejik 694, 708. 

Kalin-Kilisa 579, 586, 589, 590, 591 (spelt 
Kalinkese or kase, 591 n.), 619. 

Kallatebos or Kallataba 85, 174 n., 180, 

199 f., 346, §73 n. 
Kalynda 144. 
Kamsadon 450 n. 

Kapros 35, 36, 87, 40, 52n., 167, 168, 
170 N., 173, 210, 433, 785. 

Kara-Agatchlar 391, 392 

Karayashilar). 
Kara-Aitlar 352. 
Kara-Arslan-Ova 187, 747, 749. 

Kara-at-li 277 n., 328. 

Karadadiler 408 n. 

Kara Dagh 235 n., 409 n., 677. 

Kara-Dil-li 748, 761. 

Karadja-Ahmed 589, 619. 

Karadja Assar 186, 
Karadja-Euren 633, 634, 662, 666, 686, 

708, 748. 
Kara-Eyuk-Bazar 168, 252 n., 253, 254, 

262, 331, 556. 
Kara-Eyuk-Ova 250, 665, 678 n. 

Karagatch-Euren 366. 
Kara-Halilli 573 n., 575, 619 f., (244 

Karahalli incorrectly): see also Karg- 
hali. 

Kara-Hissar 27, 191 n., 359, 677, 738. 

Karaishlar 392 n.: see Kara-Agatchlar. 

Kara-Kush 748. 

Karalis 447 n. 

Karalitis (lake) 263, 266, 267, 268, 390 n. 

Karamanli 278, 280, 290, 297, 303, 304, 
321, 322, 576. 

(Karaishlar, 
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Karamyk-Ova 748. 
Kara-Sandykli 683, 691, 700 ff., 707, 734 f. 

Kara-Su 1 n., 186 n., 187. 

Kara-Tash 205 n. 
Karayashilar 240, 392 n.: 

Agatchlar. 
KdpdaBa 573 n. 
Karghali 244, 558n., 575 n. (more cor- 

rectly Kara-Halil-li). 

Karghyn 677 n., 686 n., 707 f., 755. 
Karia 22, 23, 30, 168, 185, 186, 216, 588. 
Kaplas : see Ibria. 

Karib-Hassan 243, 559, 575; 578, 600, 619, 
620. 

Karji 2 n. 
Karmalas 749. 

Karoura 3, 6, 7, 29, 85, 159, 161, 164 n., 
167, 168, 170 £., 184, 414, 748 f. 

Karyanda 144. 
Karystos 125. 
Katakekaumene (Lyd.) 33, 90, 91, 138, 

140 N., 147, 149 D., 153, 154, 169 n., 

178, 196, 197, 203, 213 D., 247, 342, 357 D., 
569, 570. 

Katarrhaktes 399 ff, 
Kaulares (river) 266. 
Kavorpiayol 200. 
Kavaklar 246, 620. 
Kayadibi 168, 218, 276, 277, 278, 328, 329. 
Kaya-Djik 305 n. 

Kazan-Bunar 707. 
Kazanes 173, 250 ff., 278, 299, 301, 341, 688. 

Kebrene 279. 
Kelainai (Apameia) 160 n., 196, 209, 210, 

ari, 218, 227, 228, 229, 239, 240, 298, 
364, 307 ff., 410, 412 ff, 416 ff., 588, 
671, 680. 

Kelaineus (Zeus), at Apameia 154, 430, 

461, 462, 463, 513, 672. 
Keleneus: see Kelaineus. 

Kelena 435 n. 

Kelendres 687, 702 f., 707 f., 720. 

Keles 212. 

Kemer 301. 
Kennatai 276 n. 

Keraeitai 317 n. 

Keramon-Agora 239 (wrong, see p. 595); 
413, 562 ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 593, 595, 613, 
622, 623, 629, 637 ff. (Inscr.), 787. 

Keramos (Car.) 370. 
Kerasa 206. 

Keretapa (Diocaesareia) 55 n., 168, 178 n., 
203, 215, 216 n., a18, 226 n., 230, 253, 

275 ff., 296, 297, 320 (Inscr.), 328 f., 

332, 340 (Bishops), 431 n., 448, 633 n. 

see Kara- 
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Kerkopia 754, 755 n. 
Keshkesh xiii n. Part I. 
Kestel 302, 326 n., 397. 

Kestel-G5l 268. 
Ketchi-Borlu a98, 408 n. 
Ketis rr n. 
Keukez 619. 

Keul-Keui 619. 
Keul-Kuyu 619. 
Keuneck 662. 
Keuseli 542, 619. 

Khanchallar 157, 619 f. 
Kharax 21, 228 ff., 299, 428 n., 448, 633. 

Kharax (of Alexander) 229, 230. 

Khelidonia 748, 755. 
Khirka 561, 584, 609 f., 619, 662, 666. 
Khoma (Siblia), 17 n., 20, @I D., 3I, 

240-228, 239 f. (Inscr.), 300, 346, 446, 

539 (Chr. Inser.), 578, 695, 696 (incor- 
rectly called Justinianopolis 223: see 

579): 
Khoma (Theme of) 226 f., 695, 
Khoma (Zaxnvév) 224 n. 
Khoma-Dagh 9235 n., 678. 
Khonai (Khonas) 14, 16, 18, 22, 23, 26, 27n., 

go, 83, 172 n., 218 ff., 224, 228, 229, 

234, 277, 346, 373) 447; 696 n. 
Khonas-Dagh 3, 397. 

Khoros 251. 

Kibotos (Bith.) 671. 
Kibotos: see Apameia. 
Kidramos (or Kindramos) 3, 6, 33 2., 

37, 159, 165, 166, 184 f., 256 n., 266 n., 

269, 314. 
Ki8unoceis a55 N., §99, 631, 634, 664. 
Kidyessos 619, 623, 633, 684 f., 636, 66a 

(Inser.), 663 (Bishops), 691, 694, 716, 

738. 
Kilarazos 97, 77. 
Kilbianoi (Lower) 66 n., 200. 

Kili) 296, 298, 324 n., 326, 327 n., 333, 

334, 335. 
Kilij-Arslan 666. 

Kilij-Takhan 748. 
Kilisse 128, cf. 589. 
Killana 278, 279, 281, 310. 
Killanian Plain 251, 268, 272, 278 ff., 

302, 319, 320, 448 n., Estates 280 f., 

296 n., 317 n. 
Kilter 666, 718. 

Kinik 662. 
Kinnaborion 347, 748, 753 0. 

Kios (Bith.) 537. 
Kir-Aghlan 239. 

Kirkaz-Hammam 3. 
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Kirk-Yilan 620. 
Kishla 324, 338. 

Kiskisos xiv n. Part I. 
Kivlana 31, 279. 

Kivrana 279. 
Kizil-Dere 2, 3 n., 178. 
Kizil-Euren 220 n., 689, 707. 
Kizil-Hissar 253. 

Kizilja-Keui 708. 
Kizilje ror. 
Kizilje-Suyut 393, 394, 619. 

Kizil-Kaklik (not Keklik ar7 n.) 217, 
229. 

Kizil-Kaya-Bazar 168. 
Kiz-Kapan 747. 

Kizzik 708. 
Klaeon 407 f., 452 ff. 

Klannoudda 435, 570, 585, 587, 588 f., 
597: 

Kleisoura 742. 
Kleitor 458. 

Klimax 325. 

Kodja-Bash arr n. 
Kodja-Geuzlar 124, 143, 541, 6a0. 

Kodja-Tash 263, 306. 
Kodroula 327. 
Kogamis (see Cogamos) 196, 197, 199, 200, 

346, 569, 571, 589. 
Koxrnpddicar 255. 
Kolbasa 283, 317 n., 318 n., 327, 339, 340 

(Bishops). 
Kolbassos 318 n. 

Kolobatos 267. 

Koloe 205 n., 212, 268 n., (also lake) ara, 

593 n. (also city in Katakekaumene 
213 n.). 

Kodwveias 234 n., 663. 

6 KoAdvns 268 n., 593. 

Komama (colonia) 298, 317 n., 319, 323, 

327, 332, 482, 557 f. 
Komana Capp. 332 n., 681, 699. 

Komana Pontica 95, 102, 137 0. 

Konana 301, 316, 397 n., 480, 482. 

Kone (Konne} 240, 691 n., 696, 754. 
Konia 359. 

Konia vilayet 325 n. 
Konioupolis 241 n. 
K6dpli-Su 570, 588 n., 589. 
Korase 498 n. 

Korbasa or Korbassos, 318 n., 327. 
Koropassos 749. 
Koropedion 4ar. 

Koropissos 11 n. 

Korru-Dagh 747, 748. 

Korsymos 145 n. 
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Korta ? 561. 

Korykos 488. 

Kosluja 328, 666. 
Kotchak 374. 

Kotchelek-Dagh 3 n., 237. 

Kotch-Hissar 679, 680, 699 f., 703, 707 f., 

733- 
Kérevva 177 2. 
Kotiaion 19, 248, 249 n., 948, 366, 446, 

522, 558, 559, 568, 588, 62a, 635 n. 
Koula 149 n., 159 N., 205 D., §71, 593, 

613. 

Kranaos 185. 

Krassos of Phrygia 247 ff. 
Krassos (in Hierocl.) 238 n., 241, 243, 

247 ff. 
Krater 6a1 n. 

Kremna 317 n., 327. 

Kretopolis 317 n., 325. 
Krithina 256, 258, 260. 
Ktema 255. 
Kufu-Tchai 354. 
Kundanli 577 n. 
Kunia (Iconium) 97. 

Kure 596, 619. 
Kurna 324. 
Kusura 687, 705 ff. 
Kutaya 191 n., 366, 738. 

Kuyujak 192, 698, 703, 707 f. 
Kyalos 177, 195 n. 

KvfedAa 306 n. 
KuBedoy 306 n. 
Kybistra (Capp.) 415 n., 420. 

Ku8yoceis 634 n., 664. 
Kud:ocets 664 n. 

Kud:ccov 663. 
Kydrara 85, 161, 164 n., 174, 175 0.) 199 n. 

(Hydrela). 

Kydrareitai 6, 7. 

Kyinda 144, 177 n. 

Kynoschora 214 n. 

Kupwpis 177 n. 

L. 

Ladhik 26, 97, 98, 344 0., 347- 
Ladik 344 n. 

Aadixeia 344 0. 

Adynva 268, 274, 283 n. 
Laghbe 99 n., 256 n., 263, 267 f., 272, 273, 

274 (Bishops;, 282, 326, 327 n. 

Lagina 33 N., 140, 343, 397) 424 D., 443 D., 
629, 737 0. 

6 Aayivow 268. 

| Lagoe 267, 268, 274, 279. 
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Aayonvés 268, 274. 

Lagon 268. 
Lagoue 274. 
Lakerion a1, 239, 572. 
Lampa (n. pl., Crete) 347. 

Lampa 249 n., 347. 
Lampai (Crete) 347. 

Lampe 17, 224, 227 f., 229, 231, 347, 372, 

446, 447, 448, 454, 539 f. (Inscr. Chr.), 
572. 

Lampe (Lappa) of Crete 228 n., 347. 
Lampidda 347. 
Lampsakos 427 n. 
Laodiceia (Caria) 341. 
Laodiceia, conrentus of 151 n., 266. 

Laodiceia 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16 ff, 

82 ff, 72 ff. (Inser.), 78 f. and 543 
(Bishops), 84, 85, 88, 105 n., 109, 114, 

124, 126, 129, 195 n., 139, 161, 16a, 

163 n., 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 

172, 173, 179, 181, 184, 193, 194, 203, 
209, 212, 213, 214 n., 216, 219, 221, 222, 

229, 234, 238, 240, 241, 250, 253, 254, 
255, 257, 261, 262, 264 n., 265, 275, 
296 n., 300, 327 N., 333, 341, 342, 343, 

344, 347, 352, 359, 365 n., 371 n., 372 n., 
374, 421 n., 422, 426 n., 427, 429 D., 

431 N., 432, 446, 494, 511 ff, 542 ff. 
(Chr. Inser.), 572, 580 n., 594 n., 597, 
624, 665, 667, 673 n., 688, 695 n., 696 n., 
741, 754. 

Laodiceia Katakekaumene 421 n., 559, 

Laodiceia (Syr.) 22 n., 59, 544. 
Lappa: see Lampe 228 n. 

(L‘appa = Appa 228 n. 
Laranda 144, 332 n. 

Larba 345. 

Larissa (Thess.) 555. 

Laryma 345. 
Las 169 n. 
Latmos 187. 

Latrileon 280 n., 581 n. 

Laudicium Pylicum 255. 
Laurion 137. 

Leimmokheir 175 ff. 

Lelegon-polis 188, 
Lengeumeu 338. 

Leonna(ia) 583, 585 n., 597 f., 607, 608 ff, 
625. 

Leonton-Kephale 229 n., 423. 
Lethaios go. 

Lidja 401, 402, 403, 404, 407 N., 454, 455. 
Limnai (the) 316, 324 n., 347, 630 n., 665. 

Limnobria 324, 326, 337 ff. (Inser.). 
Limobrama 284, 324. 
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Limyra 344. 

Lopadion 19, 20 n. 
Lérbe 133, 345. 

Léryma 345. 
Louma 21, 187. 
Lounda 12 n., a1, 107 n., 127, I3I Nn, 

169 n., 208, 216, 234, 235, 236, 237 ff., 

240, 241, 243, 245, 246, 247, 249 (Bishops), 
353) 373, 540 ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 645. 

Lychnidos 347. 
Lycos (river and valley) 1 ff., 35. 38, 40, 

83, 84, 85, 87, 12a, 123, 127, 139, 159) 
160, 161, 164, 165, 167, 169, I71, 172, 

173, 174, 175, 176, 178, 179, 180, 192, 
194, 196, 197, 199, 208, 209, 210, aII, 
14, 215, 216, 219, 220, 927, 231, 236, 

237, 239, 252, 262, 275, 303 D., 341, 346, 
367, 397; 414, 422, 433, 446, 453, 511, 
512, 541, 571, 572, 582, 587, 590, 665, 
680, 681, 688, 695, 785. 

Lykaones (tribe) 255, 709, 755 n.- 

Lyon 712, 745. 
Lyrbe 133. 

Lysias 421 n., 423 n., 665, 713, 748, 
153, 754 f., 761 f. (Inscr.). 

Lysinia 278, 283, 285, 309, 316, 317, 331, 
322, 326 ff., 332, 340 (Bishops). 

Lysis 250, 267, 278, 279, 283, 285, 286, 

295, 296, 309, 320, 321, 322, 326, 328, 
352, 397 Nn. 

Lystra 318, 511, 674. 

Lyzia 754 n. 

Maeander (=Cayster) 219 n. 
Maeander 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 17, 19, 29, aI, 

23, 24, 25, 35, 37, 74, 84, 85, 108, 122, 
123, 124, 126, 127, 128, 129 n., 132, 

133 D. (Mafl-ay8pos), 157, 159, 160, 161, 

162, 163, 164, 165, 167, 170, 173, 174; 
175, 176, 178, 180, 183 n., 184, 185, 186, 
187, 191, 192, 194, I99, 210, 211, 218, 

219, 220, 221, 222, 223 n., 227, 228, 235, 

236, 237, 240, 252, 350, 353, 354, 361, 
364, 372, 373, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 
401, 402, 403, 404, 405 ff., 408 n., 409, 

410, 411, 412, 418, 443, 447, 448, 451 &, 
481, 510, 511, 536, 550, 569 ff., 580, 581, 
587, 6a1, 678, 688, 720. 

Maeander (little) 23, arg. 

Maeonia aor n. 

Maghajil 707, 719 f., 733- 
Magnesia (ad Stpylum) 89, 173 n., 422, 522. 

Magnesia (Mae.) 59 n., 66 n., 68 n., go, 
100 n., 106 N., 110 N, 119 N., 133 N., 135, 
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147, 387 D., 392, 422, 429, 430, 431, 432N., 
443, 476, 478 n. 

Mahmud-Ghazi 237, 619. 

Mahmud-Keui 707. 
Mahmurra 708. 
Maimun-Dagh 218, 219. 
Maion 226 n. 
Makedones-Kadoenoi 198 (error for Mok- 

kadenoi). 
Maxpdy Tlediov 308, 309. 
Makuf 189. 
Malea 106. 
Malos 521. 
Manai 267, 268, 273. 
Mandama 30, 89, 124 n., 619 f. 

Mandropolis 267. 
Manegordos 626 n. 
Manesion 626 n. 

Manzikert 15, 
Marash-Germaniceia 141. 
Marathesion 186, 
Marcianopolis 184, 256. 
Maroneia 309. 
Marruvium 348. 

Marsi 348. 
Marsyan Plain (Syr.) 348. 

Marsyas 348, 397, 398, 309 ff., 402, 403, 
406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 418, 
421, 435 n., 451 ff, 670. 

Masdyenoi 180 n. 
Mdons 348. 

Masses 348. 

Massicus Mons 348. 

Massyan plain (Syr.) 348. 
Mastaura 42, 90, 191, 199 n., 348. 

Mastavro gr. 

Matiana 342. 
Matiane (Capp.) 342. 
Maximianopolis 282 n,, 323, 324 n., 332 ff 

(Inser.), 340 (Bishops). 
Mazaka: see Caesareia. 
Medele 31, 141, 155, 157, 619 f.: see 

Motella. 

Medet 191. 
Megalopolis (Arc.) 68r. 
Megalopolis (i.e. Aphrodisias) 188, 
Megara 66 n. 
Melangeia 696. 
Meler 3r. 
Meles 186, 354 n. 

Melissa 753. 
Melitene 47 n., 332 n., 696 n. 
Melokome 141, 156. 
Melos 498, 528. 

Membidj 348. 
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Memphis (Egypt) 376. 
Menderez 399, 407. 
Menderez-Duden 407, 408, 455, 456. 
Menebria 577. 
Menitoleseis : see Toleseis. 
Men Karou (temple of) 159, 161, 164 n., 

167 ff., 170 n., 171, 184, 374, 413, 414, 
680, 

Menokome 132, 156, 171, 584 n. 

Mentesh 689, 690, 704 f., 707 £., 734. 
Meros 240. 

Mesembria 577, 696, 753, 754 0. 
Mesotimolos 206. 

Messogis 2, 3, 4, 5, 33 D., 90, 163, 178, 
184 n., 196, 350. 

Metallopolis or Metellopolis 31, 109, 131, 

141, 158. 
Metropolis 291, 299 n. 327, 411, 470, 

495 n., 665, 677, 708, 715, 735, 747 ff, 
154 f., 756 ff. (Inscr.). 

Metropolitanus Campus 302 n., 451, 481, 

482, 747, 749 f., 751 f, 755. 
Midaion, 247, 617. 

Mikhalitch 31. 
Mikhayil 27, 31, 741. 
Milan 7o1. 
Miletopolis 31 n, 
Miletos 33 n., 62, t110n., 126, 160, 161, 

16a, 186, 344, 416, 417, 425, 429 n., 461, 
47° 0., 549- 

Milli 302, 317 n. 
Milyadic Estates 280 ff., a92, 317 n. 

Milyas 90, 173, 263, 264, 266, 278 n., 279, 
285, 297, 302, 317, 318 n., 319, 320, 324, 
325, 351, 352, 376, 423 n., 448 n. 

Minassos 301, 316, 317, 397 D. 
Minassun 301. 
Minjile 707. 

Misthion 265 n. 
Mlaundos 592. 

Mobolla 308 n. 
Moxadnvoi 664 n. 
Moxxaénvoi 198 (as corrected ), 596, 599, 664. 

Mollah-Mehmet 160. 

Mopsouestia 488. 
Mopsoukrene 81 n. 

Mordiaion 474. 

Morsynos (river) 1, 145, 162, 165, 185, 186, 
187, 348. 

Mossineis 123 n., 198. 
Mossyna 12 n., 68 n., 85, 109, 121, 122 &., 

125, 126, 127, 133, 141, 142, 143, 144, 
145, 146, 158, a30. 

Mossyna (mts. of) 3, 4, 5, 174, 176, 208, 
236, 397 ., 569. 
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Moasynes (Scyth.) 145 n. 
Mossynoikoi (Pontus) 145 n. 
Mostenoi (of Lydia) 145, 200, 206. 
Mosynopolis 158 n. 
Motalla 116, 
Motella 12 n., 31, 90, 116, 122, 131 n., 

141, 142, 147, 151, 152, 155, 158, 180, 
198, 236, 540 ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 569, 570, 
580, 587, 715, 742. 

MovBoAevs 308 n. 

Moxeanoi 255 n., 572, 599, 621, 623, 681 f., 
633 f., 660 (Inscr.), 663, 664, 666, 678, 
694, 707, 715, 717 ff. (Chr. Inser.). 

Moxoupolis 256, 258, 260. 
Mualitch 31 n. 
Mughla 308 n. 
Muglitch 240, 245. 
Murad Dagh 123, 569, 570, 622. 
Muradja 619. 
Murtat 708. 
Mvons 348. 
Mykale 2, 196. 

Mylasa 33 n., 53 n., 66 n., 69, 155, 186, 
320 n., 356, 496. 

MvAwy 679, 696. 
Myodia 283. 
Myra 563. 
Myrikion (Gal.) 395. 
Myrina 116 n. 
Myriokephalon 224 n., 346. 

Mysia 595, 599- 
Mysomakedones 179, 180, 195 ff., 200, 581, 

688. 
Mysotimolos 570, 502, 617. 

Mytilene 76 n., 147, 442, 699. 

N. 

Nadiandos 474, 585 n. 

Nahya Irle [or Iborle] 276 n., 295. 
Nais 570, 587 f., 589, 610. 

Nakoleia ror, 145, 324, 330, 696. 
Nakrasa 206, 612. 
Narbonne 640. 

Naslee 42. 
Nazianzos (see Diocaesareia) 474, 585 n. 
Nazli Bazar 42, 191. 
N.E. Trade Route 588 ff. 
Neapolitani 318. 
Nemrud-Dagh 154 n., 376. 

Nemryk-Mezarlik 749. 

Neocaesareia, 201 (i e. Philadelpheia). 
Neocaesareia (in Pontus) gor. _ 
Nikaia Bithyniae 54, 71, 120, 247, 299, 

442 D., 450, 563, 632, 734- 
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Nikaria 404 n. 
Nikomedeia 13, 69, 79, 112, 442 N., 450 0, 

547, 565, 567, 632. 
Ninoe 154, 188, 653 n. 
Nisibis 723, 727. 
Nonoula 141, 154. 
NépBas 404 n. 

Norgas 404, 405. 
Norgas-Bunar, 404 n. 
Norgas-Dere 405 n. 
Norgas-Tchai 404, 405. 

Nova Justinianopolis Gordi 249. 
Novae Patrae 79. 
Nubia 544 n. 

Nysa (or Nyssa) 33 n., 53 n., 56, 57, 60 n., 
66, 68, 11a, 167 n., 172, 191, 376, 411, 

442, 546, Gor n. 

O. 

Obizene 278 n., 319, 320. 

Obranasga g17, 322 ff. 
Obrimas (river) 269, 408, 406, 408 f., 412, 

451 ff., 483, 533. 
Obrimos 483. 
Ochrida 347. 
Oda-Keui 707. 
Oeandenses 265 n., 318, 319 n. 

Oghurlu 393, 394. 
Oghuz 620, 647 (Inscr.), 655 ff. (Inscr.) 
Oikokome aa3 ff. (wrong), 575, 578, 579, 

581, 787. 
Olxoydpov 578. 

Oinan 735, 748, 755, 761. 
Oinan-Ova 748, 752 f., 755. 

Oiniatai 755, 761 f. (Inscr.). 
Oinoanda 33 n., 90, 144, 265, 266, 758. 
Olvoxdpn 578. 

Okchular 747, 749, 761. 

Okoklia 751, 755. 
Olba 85, 102, 332 n. 

Olbasa 278, 283, 284, 285, 288, 298, 309, 

310, 317, 318, 319, 320, 331, 322, 323, 
326 n. 

Olompia 249 n., 347. 

Olu-Borlu 373. 

Olympenoi 198, 679 n. 

Olympia 347, 424 n. 
Olympokhoria 347. 

Olympos 347 (Lyciae), 544. 
Olypikos 347. 

Omar-Keui 245, 246, 383, 390, 393- 
Omurlu 1g! n. 
Opsikian Theme 247, 248. 

Oraka 633, 635. 
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Orax 633. 
Orbanassa 323. 326. 
“OpBas 404 n. 

Orgas 129 n., 393, 398, 399, 400 f,, 406, 
409, 410 n., 452 ff., 483. 

Orine (-a) 634 n., 635 f. 
Orkistos 132, 145, 330, 563, 700. 

Ormeleis 68 n., 279, 280, 281, 283, 286, 

287 n., 288, 289, 290, 291, 202 ff, 297, 
305 n., 318, 319, 320, 323 N., 332, 334 2. 

Orondenses 265 n., 278 n., 316, 318, 319, 

320. 
Ortaggi 163 n. 
Ortakche, 37, 163, 164, s7o n., 178, 184, 

19I. 
Orta-Keui 197, 128, 130, 149, 150, 153, 

154, 155, 619 f. 
“Oorpov 707. 
Otorkonda 144. 
Otourak, 566, 61g f., 623, 633, 660, 666. 
Otroia (Bith.) 688. 
Otrous 246 n., 573, 678, 679, 685, 686 ff., 

693, 702 ff. (Inscr.), 706 f. (Bishops), 
710. 

Otruai (Bith.) 688. 
Oturak 615 n, 641 n. 
Oturak-tchai 614 n., 641 n. 

QOuerbis 317 n. 
Ovivda 326, 335. 
Obiv(erAa 326. 
Oulouis Yaka 535 n. 

FP. 

Pacatiana (Phrygia) 39, 80 ff., 108, 109, 

171, 172, 207, 216, 222, 261, 297, 344, 
345, 445, 482, 592, 618, 623, 624, 635, 
636, 663. 

Pagrasonus (adj.) 617 n. 
Palaeo-Lounda 237 n. 

Palaeo-Sebaste 237 n., 585 n. 

Palaiapolis 108 n., 283, 285, 617. 

Palaia-Polis-Alastos 305 n., 309, 320, 3a1, 
322, 326 n., 340 (Bishops). 

Palaion Beudos 316 n. 

Palatia 344. 

Palmyra 33 n., 442 n. 

Pambuk-Kalessi 3, 86. 
Pamisos 453. 

Panamara 133 n., 146. 

Panasion 21, 239, 572. 

Pandokeion (of Alexander) 229. 
Panemou Teichos 317 n., 327, 352 n. 

Paphlagonia (prov.) 81 n. 

INDEX OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. 

Pappa 265 n. 
Paraxianus (adj.) 617 n. 

Parion 76, 186. 

Paroreios (Phrygia) 621, 622, 665, 748, 

149; 754- 
Pasa 157, 244, 575 0. 
Pasgousa (lake), 16, 19, 300, 447 n. 
Pasha-Keui 666, 
Pashalar 619. 

Paspasa 157, 244, 575 . 
Payam-Aghlan 577 n., 584, 585 n., 609, 

619. 

Pazon 243 n., 575, 585. 
Tlafovxwpn 575 n. 
Peder-Bey 251 n. 

Pederlar 619. 

Pednelissos 325. 

Tléy-ovapy 21 n. 
Pella (Peltai) 240, 580. 

Peltai 127, 222, 235, 236, 238, 289 ff., 242, 

243, 245, 246, 249 (Bishops), 252 n., 

259, 353, 354, 355, 356, 364, 365 n., 374, 
382, 569, 575, 580 n., 597, 631, 664, 665, 

688, 754 n. 
Peltenoi-Makedones 198, 241, 255 1, 355- 
Pentademitai 198, 679 n. 
Pentakheir a1, 187. 

Pentapolis (of Ravenna) 679 n. 
Pentapolis (of Phr.) 12 n., 16 n., 19 n., 

226, 354, 372, 396, 482, 511, 515. 550 n., 
567 n.. 572, 598, 599, 621, 622, 62g n., 
666, 677 ff., 698 ff. (Inscr.\, 700 ff., 

719 ff. (Chr. Inscr.), 735, 733, 738 f.. 

7154 f. 
Pepouza (A) 575. 

Pepouza (B) 157 n., 248 f., 491, 510, 558 ff. 
(Chr. Insecr.), 570, 572, 578 ff., 578, 
579, 580, 600, 616. 

Perga 90, 91, 253, 255, 325, 327, 382, 616. 
Pergamenian Foundation 127 f., 192 n., 

193, 201, 241, 259, 366 n., 630, 687, 688. 
Pergamos 12 n., 38, 55, 66, 71 n., 99n., 

III n., 123 n., 126, 183, 193, 199, 251, 

273, 285, 294, 295, 321, 330, 331, 336, 
352 N., 359, 360, 366 n., 377, 382, 428 n., 
429 N, 430, 435, 442, 471, 478 n., 522, 

564, O12, 631, 632, 638, 644, 645, 646, 
667, 669. 

Permenda 227 n., 301. 
Perminoda 283 n. 

Perminounda 168, 283, 304. 

Pessinus 318, 336, 376, 498. 514 n., 642, 
716, 

Petara 155. 

Petnelissos 317 n. 
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Petousa 573. 
Pezousa 574 n. 

Pharnakou (Men) 169 n. 
Phaselis 19 n., 300. 

diadcia, 182. 
Philadelpheia ra n., 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 N., 

23 D., 24, 25, 55, 105, 108 n., 126, 162, 175, 

176, 180, 194, 196, 197, 199, 201, 202, 
203 N., 221, 342, 353 N., 365, 366, 372, 
376, 429 N., 4370. 442N., 571, 572, 
573) 579, 580, 581, 587, 588, 589, 590, 
619 f., 696 n. 

Phileta 19 n., 300. 
Philippi 632, 722. 

Philippopolis 345, 742. 
Philomelion 11 n., 16 n., 23, 203, 227 2., 

301, 421 n., 498, 514, 740, 741, 749. 
Philomelion (conrentus) 341, 428, 693. 

PirASporwos (?) 23 n. 

Phlaudos 592 n. 
Phoba 129 f., 153, 158, 179 n., 592 n. 
Phragellion 683. 

Phrougis 683. 
Svpalow 256, 
Phylakaion 184, 255 ff., 259, 289 n., 327 n., 

664, 665, 688, 703. 
Phyteia 753. 
Pisa 187. 

Pissa 186, 187. 
Pityassos 317 n. 
Piyas-Baiae gor. 
Plarasa 188, 189. 
Plotinopolis 207. 
Ploutonion 86. 

Pogla 268, 302, 317 D., 557. 
Poimanenon 296, 430. 

Poltyobria 577. 

TloAvyaAdydou 617. 
Polybotos 17, 227 n. 

Pompeii 631, 670, 693. 
Pompeiopolis 420. 

Porsama 449. 

Pougla 302: see Pogla. 
Poungousa (lake) 16, 447 n. 

Pouza 157 N., 243 0., 244, 575, 585. 
Praipenissos (Prepenissos) 157 n., 636, 790. 
Prakana 206. 

Tip¢ya 383. 
Preia 382. 

Preiza 382, 616. 
Prepenisseis 157 n. 
Pria 382, 616. 

Priene 384. 

Tplya 383. 
Propniasa 636 (Praipenissos). 

7719 

Prostanna 300 N., 324 N., 397 Nn. 

Prousa 247, 470 n. 

Prusias 306. 

Prymnessos 27, 31, 207, 716, 736 ff. (Chr. 

Insecr.), 753- 
Wovovuyros 213. 

Pteria xiv n., 7, 87, 139, 141, 294 D., 363, 
57!. 

Pulcherianopolis 141. 
Pylacium 255. 
Pylakaion 289 n. 
Pyrindos 144. 
Pythopolis (or Antiocheia) 185. 

R. 

Rahat-Dagh 250, 278. 

Regesalamara 284, 323, 324, 326, 336 f. 
(inscr. ). 

Resapha-Sergiopolis 420 n. 
6 pivos 635 n. 
Rhoas 35. 

Rhocreni or Rhocrini Fontes 326 n., 327, 

41a, 457, 481. 
Rhodes 69 n., 173, 183 n., 214, 343 Nn. 
Rhodope (prov.) 81 n. 
Rhotrini Fontes 327 n., 411, 451, 481. 
Rhyndakos 19, 20 n., 227, 572, 696. 

Royal Road 90 n., 153, 198, 332, 571, 596, 
622. 

S. 

Sadakora 749. 

\S)agalassos 30 n., 297, 298, 301, 317, 322, 
324, 825 n., 326, 327, 332, 334, 335. 330, 
338 n., 448 n., 451, 758. 

Salida (Phoen.) 528. 
Saittai 177, 178. 

Sakiji 476. 

Sala (or Domitianopolis’ 50, 55 n., 169 n., 
178 n., 179 f., 198, 200, 205, 206, 276, 

435 D., 579, 571. 
Salamis (Cypr.) 124. 
Salbakos 2, 3, 35, 36, 37, 48, 160, 165, 171, 

184, 189, 224, 237 n., 250, 254. 

Salda (lake and village) 275, 276, 278. 

Salouda 141, 156, 157 n. 169 n, 180 n., 

244, 435 N., 575 0. 
Salsalouda 157, 244, 575 n. 

Saltik 666, 707. 

Salutaris (Phrygia) 99, 80 ff., rog n., 120, 

222, 344, 482, 634, 635, 636, 664, 678, 

682 n., 695, 706, 713, 716, 750, 753- 
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600 ff (Inscr.), 608, 616 f, (Bishops), 

650, 667, 673, 791 (Inscr,) 
Sebaste (Paphl.) 179. 
Sebasteia 30 n., 301, 319 n. 

Sebastopolis (Car.) 68, 171, 191, 253, 254, 

442 D., 444 1. 
Sehindos 754. 

Seid 237 n., 245, 246, 619 f, 
Seidilar 745 f. 
Seidi-Sheher (lake) 193. 
Selef 300. 

Seleukeia (Pisid.) 283 n., 300 n., 302, 316, 
318, 397 n. 

Seleukeia Syr.) 439 n. 

Seleakeia (Isaur.) 428 n., 488, 718, 740. 

Selge 317 n., 325. 
Selinos 36 n. 

Seljak 707. 

Seljakler 27, 303 n.. 560, 561, 576, 58r, 
583. 598, 600 f., 605 f., 608, 619. 

Selki-Serai 447. 

Selymbria 537. 
Semnea .Pamph.) 234 n. 

Senaros 570, 581 n., 586, 587. 
Sennea ax Semnea. 

Serai-Keui 3, 26 n, 27 n., 35, 36, 89 n., 
Iaq. 159 BD. 160 n, 164, 165, 167, 168, 

170 n., 181, 619 f. 
Serikler 619. 
Sestus 330. 

Seatan 736 

Seertar 540, 619 f. 

Shabban 644. 647, 658. 
Sheber-Abad 341, 598 n. 

Neeikh-Arab 406, 407, 538. 
Sheikh-Arab-Su 403, 405, 406, 407, 408 n., 

oom, 412, 452, 455 ff 

Sbheikh-Elym-Dede 619, 
Sheikh-Yakshi 708. 

Ntado anda 144,169 n., 435 n., 751 ff., 757, 
Tsa 

RNa 754 

SWadve 754. 757. 

Shia Rhoma) 16 n., 171, 21 n., 220, 

an:, &88, 925, 296, 227, 228, 232 f., 235, 
ay 243. 276, 307, 372, 374, 446, 447, 

aX 454. 539 f. (Chr. Inser.), 579, 599, 
Gx To; : sv Soublaion.. 

NP Lan 221 ff 

Sake 903, 758 
Spires OS UB. 11a, 113, 116, 267 n., 430, 

9 B.. 520, 
Siphama go. 619. 
Sapuia s22 n., 448. 

Niwea 31. 
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Siknodos 754. 
Silbiani 222. 

Silbion 222, 307, 365 n, 
Sillyon 113, 182, 520. 
Simav 930 n., 231 n. 

Sinan-Pasha 666. 

Sinbindos 754. 

Sinda 266, 267, 317 n. 
Sinir-Keui 666. 

Sinope 416, 470 n., 761. 

Siokharax 133 n., 461, 592, 613, 622, 623, 

682 f., 660, 663 (Bishops). 
Sipylos 89, 441, 613. 

Sis 579. 
Sitchanli-Ova 634, 635, 662, 666, 691, 707, 

736. 
Sitoupolis a41 n., 243. 
Sivas 30 n., 301. 

Sivasli 27, 30 n., 168 n., 303 n., §60, 575 0., 
576, 581, 601 ff., 619, 687. 

Sivri-Dagh 4, 208, 217. 
Sivri-Hissar 41 n., 224. 

Siza 254, 255. 
Xaap-ay8po0s 133 nN. 
Skleros 447 n. 

Skyros 125. 

Smyrna 14, 17, 43, 44, 45, 55, 56, 64, 68, 
69, 70, 76 n., 89, 105, Iog n., 197 n,, 
133 n., 147, 148, 152 n., I9I N., 237 D., 

240, 351, 354 ., 366 n., 370, 376, 377, 
389 D., 395, 413, 416, 428 n., 429 n., 441, 
471, 592, 536 n., 571, 579 n., 587, 588, 
596, 627 n., 631, 632, 646, 650, 668 n., 
683 n., 722. 

Soandos 749. 
Socratu 580. 
Solymoi 265, 286. 
Sondurlu 36r. 
Sorkun 706 ff. 

Soublaion-Siblia 20 n., 155, 222, 224, 295, 
382 n., 446, 454, 579 D.. 786: see Siblia. 

Soura 420 n. 

Sozopolis 18, 22, 219, 224, 300, 447 (Apol- 
lonia). 

Sparta 6a9: (Isbarta), 395, 373. 
ZwArnvoi 664. 
Stabiu 580 n. 
Stablesianoi ? 561. 

XrdAAn 206 n. 
Stauropolis 79, 188. 

Stektorion 290, 321 n., 437 n., 448, 678, 

679, 685, 686, 689 f, 691, 693, 695, 
704 ff. (Inscr.), 707, 790. 

Steunos 89. 

(%)repdvov go. 
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Strategia Garsaouria 420. 
Stratonicea or Stratonikaia (Car.) 93 n., 

67 n., 69 n., 102, 103, 186, 343, 357, 
431 D., 443 n., 469, Gor n., 614, 6a9. 

Stratonikaia (Lyd.) 177, 179, 205, 206, 330) 
594, 611, 612: see Hadrianopolis. 

Su 399 n. 
Sugut Gol, or Suyut 267. 
Suleimanli §91, 619. 
Sultan-Boyali 736. 
Sultan-Dagh 748. 

Sunabensis 298 n. 

Sungurlu 293, 232, 454 n. 

Sunun-Bashi 399, 400. 
Suretli 243, 558 n., 576 n.: see Sarikli. 

Susa 90 n., 239, 571. 
Susuz-Euren 588 n. 

Susuz-Keui 239, 562 ff., 572, 590, 595, 614, 
615 n., 619 f., 6a2, 641, 643 f., 647, 
653 ff. 

Suyut or Sugut 248 n. 
Sylleum 266. 
Symi 495 n. 

Symmaithos 186. 

Synavs 109, 1231, 23t, 234 n. 
Synnada 10, 11 n., 99, 80, 123 n., 125, 

IQI N., 203, 366n., 371, 411 N., 429N., 436, 
481, 511 n., 588 n., 597, 665, 677, 678, 
679, 691, 707 f., 714, 716, 735 f. (Chr. 
Inser.), 750, 751, 752; 753) 754) 755) 75 
157- 

Synnadic conventus 341, 428, 664, 693, 709. 
Syra 555. 
Syracuse 544, 555- 
Syrian Gate (of Laodiceia) 35 n., 36, 44. 

7, 

Tabai 162, 166 n., 171, 184, 185, 187, 189, 

190, 101, 251 n., 252, 253, 377, 278, 
318 n., 665, 754 0. 

Tabaklar 583, 584, 588 n., 608, 619. 
els T4Btoy 580 n. 
Tagena 295. 

Takina 218, 276, 278, 205 ff., 298, 317 n., 

318, 320, 322, 329 f. (Inscr.), 331 n., 
332, 341, 428 n., 445, 448. 

Takineis 295, 297, 298. 
Takmak 571, 619. 

Talbonda 144, 316, 317. 
Tambuk 86 n. 

Tanasha 519. 

Tandala-Keupreu 186 n, 
Tandala-Su 186 n, 
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Tantalos 23, 31, 185 f. 
Tapasa 187, (-assa) 191. 
Tarbaseni 318 n. 

Tarbassos 318. 

Tarsos 428 n., 437 n., 488, 524, 567, 632. 
Tataion 249, 688 n. 

Tatarli 749 ff., 757 ff. 
Tauropolis 188, 348. 
Taurus 213, 250, 251, 259, 283 n., 300, 

317 D., 350, 351, 397, 491, 423, 435, 448. 
Taurus (river) #68, 283, 379 n. 
Tavium 318. 
Tazilar 666. 

Tchai 399 n., 421, 748. 
Tchai-Hissar 666. 
Tchai-Keui 705, 707 f. 
Tchakibdji 476. 
Tchakir-Uzu 798. 
Tchal or Tchal-Ova 27 n., 89 n., 122, 124, 

127-130, 141, 198, 203, 236, 943, 373, 

397; 510, 569, 571, 578, 589, 618 ff. (Chr. 
Inscr.), 696 n., 720 n. 

Tchal Dagh 236, 237 n., 5609. 
Tchalishlar 666. 

Tchalji-Keui 661 f., 666. 
Tchal-Keui 620. 
Teham-Keui 266, 267, 331, 619 f. 
Tchandir-Keupreu 220, 222 n., 223 n. 
Tchandir-Tchiflik 223, 233, 454, 787. 
Tchapali 480. 
Tchardak 21, 218, 228, 229, 619. 

Tcharik-Keui 595, 619. 
Tcheltik 328, 329. 
Tchibuk-Dagh 1, 2, 37, 163, 165. 

Tchiflik-Keui 666. 
Tchitak 620, 

Tchivril 245, 366, 367, 381, 394, 504 n., 
533: 

Tchokakli 619, 
Tchorak-G6] 275. 

Tchor-Hissar 687, 691, 702, 703, 708. 

Tchorum 450 n. 

Tchukalek-Dagh 3 n., 237 (Kotchelek). 

Tchukurdja 623 n., 666, 687. 
Tchukur-Keui 36, 

Tchukur-Tchai 36. 

Tchul-Ova‘si) 302 n., 327, 411, 677, 747; 

748, 749, 751. 
Tchiipni 666. 

Tebaseni 318 n. 
Tefeni 30, 250, 263, 269, 270, 273, 278, 

279, 280, 297, 301, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
576. 

Telpa 144, 202, 646, 758. 

Tekke 170. 
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Tekke-Keui 32, 3, 29, 170. 
Texroplov 707 (Stektorion). 

Telmessos 758. 
Tembre 615. 

Tembrion 615. 

Tembris 469, 582, 615, 6ar, 6aa. 

Tembrogius 6ar, 
Tynuéve: 30 n. 
Temeneia 483. 
Temenos 279. 

Temenothyrai 140 n., 144, 178 n., 180, 274, 

343, 434, 495 ., 568 (Inscr.), 570 f., 590, 
596 f., 599, 612 f., 618, 642 n., 658, 742. 

Temnos 62, 240. 

Teos 69, 96 n., 112, 440 D., 471, 644. 
Tepejik 441. 

Termessos 184 n., 255, 266, 267, 268, 283, 

317 n., 318 n., 320 n., 326, 327 N., 347, 
352 N., 515 n. 

Termessos minor 265, 

Termilai (Lyc.) 917 n., 338 n. (?). 
Thabusion 252, 266 f. 
Thampsioupolis 261, 262, 274. 

Thebae 346. 

Thebasa 318 n., 319 n. 
Thebaseni 318. 

Thebiseni 318 n. 
Themenothirensis 274 (Temenothyrai). 
Themesianensis 274 (Themisonion). 
Themisonion 168, 171, 173, 203. 251, 252 f., 

254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 360 f., 262, 

264, 265, 271, 274 (Bishops), 275, 277, 
278, 296, 297, 327 D., 331, 332, 556, 618, 
633 n., 664, 665, 688, 

Theodosiopolis 326, 

Thera 384. 

Therma 399, 401 ff., 412 n., 455 ff., 680, 
Therma (B) 442. 
Thermai Theseos 599. 

Thessalonica 80 n., 495, 654, 736. 

Thingozlou 26, 

Thiounta 123, 124 ff., 141, 142, 143, 144, 

541. 
Thrakesian (Theme) 14, 39, 83, 214. 
Thyateira 12 n., 67 n., 105, 106, 112, 144, 

202 N., 241, 330, 433) 473) 519, 530, 612, 
645, 651, 672, 685 n. 

Thyessos (@uvnaads and Oveoads) 144. 
Thyia (via) 144. 
Tiamou (Men) 169 n. 

Tiberiopolis (Phr.) 50, §4, 109, 121, 693. 

Tiberiopolis (Pisid.) 265 n. 
Tigris 211 n. 

Timeles (river) r1go. 

Tepddou 617. 
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Timoniacenses 318, 
Timonitis 319 n. 

Tirallis (Capp.) 180 n. 
Tityassos 317 n. 
Tiyan 619. 

Tlos 376. 

Tmolos 4 n., 24 0., 350. 
Tobasa 318 n. 

Tobaseni 318. 

Tobata 318 n., 319 n. 

Tobiseni 318 n. 

Todju 390. 

Toleseis 304, 305. 

Tomara 576 n. 

Tomarena 576 n. 

Tomisa 749. 

Tottaion 249, 688 n. 

Trajanopolis 50, 198, 202, 239, 478 n., 558 
(Chr. Inscr.), 570, 571, 586, 587, 595 ff, 
611, 618, 642. 

Tralla 108 n., 179 f., 200, 202, 206, 260, 

350, 570, 580, 581, 688. 
Tralleis 25 n., 34 n., 47, 66, 68n., 69 n., 

715 n., 76 Nn., 94, 115, I17 n., 136 n., 

147, 176, 177 n., 178, 180 n., 187, 190, 
I9I D., 203, 245, 343, 359, 365, 366 n., 

370, 378, 415, 422, 425, 429N., 432 B., 
44I D., 444 D., 470 1, 724, 761; called 
also Caesareia 178. 

Tralleis (beyond Tauros) 350. 
Tranoupolis 596, 618. 

Trapezopolis 3, 4, 6, 9, 27, 37, 159, 165, 
166, 167, 171 f., 173, 181, 183, 184, 191, 

207. 
Tripolis (Phrygian) 216 f., 234 (Bishops). 
Tripolis 4, 6, 9, 10, 18 n., a1, 24, 25 n., 34, 

38, 84, 85, 87, 90, 98, 107, 108, 161 n., 
162, 172, 173, 175, 176, 178, 180, 184, 
192 ff., 195 n., 196, 197, 199 n., 216, 

238 n., 262, 303 n., 344, 547, 548, 559, 
553 (Chr. Inscr.), 571, 580, 581, 597, 
688 

Trogilos (prom.) 182. 
Trogitis (lake) 133. 

Troy 182 n. 

Tsikin 338. 
Tsille 3or. 

Tunlu-Bunar 620, 657, 666. 

Turkmen-Ova 302 n., 747. 

Turrije-Boghaz 220. 
Tyana Ir n., 141, 153, 157, 415 n., 488. 

Tymandos 145, 316. 

Tymbriada 317 n. 

Tymbrianassos (-a) 822 ff., 336. 

Tymion 574, 575- 
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Tupalay 256. 

Tyriaion 749. 
Tzyvritzi-Kleisoura 346. 

U. 

Ulujaka (Ulu-Yaka) 385 n., 525 n. 
Ulu-Keui 623, 662, 666. 
Urkuk 702. 

‘Tpopijs 177 A. 
Urumlu 35, 36. 

Ushak 180, 239, 373, 448 D., 558, 568, 571, 
586, 588 n., 589, 590 ., 595, 596, 597, 
612 f., 619, 621, 625, 642, 653, 656 ff, 738. 

Utech-Kuyu or Utch-Kuyu-lar 128, 147, 
573 n., 619 f. 

Uzum-Ova(si) 196, 197, 199. 
Uzun-Bunar 758. 

V. 

Valentia 217, 218, 230, 234, 253, 307 f., 

340 (Bishops), 445. 
Venasa Ir n. 

Verbis 319 n., 324. 
Viaros (mt.) 300 n. 
Vicus 579, 580, 581, 787 (223-925 wrong’). 
Vienne 712. 

Vinda 316 n, 
Viompia 347. 

W. 
Wehnta 177 n. 

X. 

Xanthos 363, 434, 730 f. 

Xyline Kome 268, 270 n., 326. 
Xylopolis (Maced.) 260. 

x. 

Yaghdi-Keui 666. 
Yailer 605. 

Yaka-Keui 240, 620. 

Yakasimak 245, 383, 385, 504 n., 518 f., 

523 ff, 530. 
Yamanlar 382, 392. 

Yan-Dagh 218, arg, 224, 237 0., 397) 447; 
671. 

Yannik-Euren 623, 666, 718. 
Yapaklar 586, 588 n., 619. 

Yaparlar 223 n. 
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Yapchilar 619. Yerik-Euren 449. 
Yarashli 218, 276, 295, 297, 322, 329, | Yimruja 708. 

330. Yiprak 677 n., 708, 735, 755, 756, 761. 
Yarashli-Gol 275, 448. Yuruk-Keui 619 f. 
Yarik-Keui 322, 331, 332, 336. Yuvalik 263, 267, 306. 
Yavashlar 666. 

Yazi-Keui 322, 334, 336. 

Yeghiler 620, Z. 
Yenije 652, 657 f. Zeive 146, 619 f. 
Yeni-Keui 24 n., 26, 194, 303 n. Zmyrna 337 0. 



CORRECTIONS OF VIEWS IN PART I. 

Pp. 35 f. In a well-weighed review of Part I in Berl, Phil. Wock. 
1896 p. 465, Dr. Partsch objects to my apportioning of the river names ; 
and I think he has ground for his objection. My identification of the 
Laodicean rivers depended on two fundamental assumptions: (1) that 
the Kadmos has been rightly identified by Arundel, Hamilton, and 

A. H. Smith with Geuk-Bunar-Su (the reason being that Strabo 
describes a Duden in the former, and there is a Duden in the latter): 

(2) that Pliny’s account may be set aside as inexact, because it does not 
originate from an eye-witness (ASP p. 5). 

But, after realizing how accurate Pliny’s account of the Maeander, its 
course, and its tributaries is (pp. 398, 411, 452, cp. 236), I see that 
I was wrong in disregarding his account of the Laodicean streams. Let 
us, then, provisionally accept his statement, and see where it will lead 
us. Laodiceia, as he says, V 105, zmposita est Lyco flumini, latera adluen- 
tibus Asopo et Capro, The two streams that wash the sides of the city 
are Gumush-Tchai and Geuk-Bunar-Su!; and these must be the Asopos 
and Kapros. But which is which? To answer this question, we turn 
to Strabo. He says xat 6 Kdmpos cat 6 Avxos ovpBddAdrdjE te Mardvdpp 
ToTaw®, ToTapos eypeyeOns, ah ov cai @ mpds tm Avcw Aaodlxea A€yerat. 
The form of this sentence is remarkable, and I think Strabo would have 

expressed himself very differently, if he had meant that the Kapros was 
a small stream, like Gumush-Tchai, flowing into the Lycos, and that the 

1 The plan indicates a stream (Bashli- side (owing to the character of the 
Tchai) nearer Laodiceia than Geuk- locality). Bashli-Tchai then flowed 
Bunar-Su, which is two kilometres from through the city (or, rather, its water 

the line of fortifications. But Bashli- was doubtless entirely utilized for the 
Tchai is a poor stream, and, more- city), while Geuk-Bunar-Su literally 
over, the city clearly extended far washed one side of Laodiceia. Finally, 
beyond the narrow limits of the walls. Bashli-Tchai is a mere branch of Geuk- 
Laodiceia was originally small; but it Bunar-Su; and does not run direct into 

grew great under Roman government the Lycos. 
(p. 38), and spread chiefly on the eastern 

VOL. I. PT. II. F f 
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Lycos joined the Maeander. He seems here to indicate that Kapros and 
Lycos, two streams, join the Maeander in a common channel, forming 

together a large stream, which is called Lycos and on which Laodiceia 
is situated’. Now that is the actual fact. There are two important 
streams, Tchuruk-Su and Geuk-Bunar-Su; both are so important, that 

each has some claim to be called the main river; and the name Lyko- 
kapros used in a late document perhaps points to this union of two equally 
important streams in a river’ The union of Lycos and Kapros, 
Tchuruk-Su and Geuk-Bunar-Su, forms the river which gives its name 
to Laodiceia. Geuk-Bunar-Su then must be the Kapros. 

If this be so, the Kadmos must be, not Geuk-Bunar-Su, but one of the 

other streams which flow out of Mt. Kadmos; and if a Duden could be 

found on one of them, the case would be complete. At present, however, 
the fact that a Duden is known only on Geuk-Bunar-Su supports the 
view taken in pp. 35 £; and this piece of evidence formerly seemed to 
me so strong that I wrongly took the case as proved, and never devoted 
any time to thorough exploration of the valley, considering its topo- 
graphy to be settled. In fact there are many districts of Phrygia, 
which I know much better than the Lycos valley, though I have passed 
across the valley no less than 14 times. Kiepert distinguishes Geuk- 
Bunar-Su from the long Tchuruk-Keui-Su ; but I believe they are the 
same stream (Kapros). 

Further, on the view to which Pliny has guided us, the coin described 
on p. 35 would indicate merely that Lycos and Kapros were the two 
chief rivers of the Laodicean territory, and not that they bounded the 
state on two sides. The Eleinos, p. 36, would be a stream near the 
Kapros; and the stone on which the Khoros of the Eleinokapritai 1s 
mentioned stands between Geuk-Bunar-Su and Colossai (though it 1s 

certainly not in its original position). 

P. 786 App. II. Add 3 ds Theophilos, date unknown, mentioned in 
Martyrol. Syr., 27th July: see p. 494. 5 On Eugenios see pp. 513, 
543 ff. 6 Nounechios was at Concil. Ancyr. a.D. 314 (Ruge). 

P. 140. Professor Sayce nghtly points out that the sheep appears in 
the hieroglyphics. 

P. 190, no. 73 can be confidently assigned to Antiocheia Mae., by 
comparison of an inscr. found there by Sterrett F. J. no. 5. 

oe 

1 I formerly understood the passage of this name, but draws from it what 
thus: xai 6 Kazpos (cupBuddXe rp M.), kai «= seems to me a wrong inference. Rev. 
6 Avuxos oupB. rp M., worapos et peyéOns. Univ. Midi 1896 p. 22. He identifies 

? M. Radet has observed the bearing Bashli-Tchai with Kapros. 
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P. 212, n, 2, and p. 111, n. 3 on Ephebarch see p. 444. 

Pp. 223 ff. Justinianopolis and Oikokome must be placed elsewhere, 
pp. 574 f, 578 f. The village near Tchandir and Sungurlu must be 
called simply Vicus, and the fortress above Khoma simply Soublaion or 
Khoma. (This returns to my view in CB part I, and approximates to 
M. Radet’s view.) 

P. 239. Delete the remarks about Keramon-Agora, and see p. 595. 
This returns very nearly to my view in CB part II and fist. Geogr., and 
agrees with M. Radet. 

P. 295. Aristides Or. XXIII vol. I p. 451 (490) mentions ré tepdy rod 
’"AmédAwvos Td ev To dpet to MidAva. Is this the Averon of the Milyadic or 
Kyllanian Estates ? 

In a scholarly review of Part I in Petermanns BMitt. 1896 Heft 11 
no. 705, Dr. Ruge blames me for omitting 4 bishops, Elpidius of Laodi- 
cela A.D. 394, Faustus of Lysinia 381, Eunepios of Maximianopolis 431, 
Basil of Palaeopolis 451. He has been misled by names: Elpidius was 
bishop of Laodiceia of Syria, Eunepios of Maximianopolis of Thrace, 
Basil of Palaeopolis of Asia, while Faustus belonged to Limnai of Pisidia 
(the marginal reading Liminenses is right, Hist. Geogr. Table facing p. 388) : 
Ruge fails to observe that Faustus was a Pisidian Bishop, but Lysinia 
was in Pamphylia II. 



NOTES ON PART II. 

(Dec. 2, 1896). 

1, On p. 538 the belief is expressed that the date in no. 399 has 
been miscopied, and should be read rAd’, instead of vAd’; the reasoning 
throughout Ch. XII points to this correction, which would strengthen 
my case; but I did not venture to insert the conjecture in the text. At 
the last moment, Mr. J, G. C. Anderson writes from Apameia, that rA3’ 
is indubitable on the stone. When the emendation is thus confirmed, 
the contrasted numbers of Chr. inscr. before a.D. 300 and after 325, stated 
on pp. 510 and 716, need correction, and become an even more striking 
proof of the argument in Ch. XII. Mr. Anderson reads also py[vds], 
and says that the last two lines have been erased, but are partially 
legible x2 Ojoe: [els rdv] P[loxoy] dnv[d[prja p (A everywhere for N). 

Mr. Anderson has also found a duplicate of no. 305, confirming my 
reading dwpeq against dwpedy (as given in BCH 1893 p. 247); this 
duplicate has zoAtrevdpevoy and médAeos. 

Further, he thinks CIBI ... LOS probable in no. 693, confirming 

my reading C, not S, as first letter of the name. 

2. Ch. XII and XVII were sent to press before Dietrich’s ingenious 
pamphlet die Grabschrift des Aberkios, 1896, reached me early in 

November. He in no way alters my view, for he violates the funda- 
mental conditions of the problem. 

(1) Any competent epigraphist, who has had some first-hand acquaint- 
ance with Phrygian epigraphy, will recognize beyond doubt after seeing 
the two stones, that no. 657 is distinctly earlier than no. 656; but 

no. 656 is dated a.D. 216, whereas Dietrich’s theory demands for no. 657 
a date about 220. 

(2) The reading Nijorts was certainly not on the stone. As I have 
said from the beginning, the reading [forts is not certain (except in the 

last four letters); but N was distinctly impossible. I had the stone 
under my eyes on many occasions from 1883 onwards 1. 

’ Dietrich casts doubt on my reading Abbé Duchesne and (as I gather from 
here, but accepts my authority for Bact Dietrich) Monsignor Wilpert, in his 
Ayay: some of the Catholics, like the Fractio Panis p. 113, cast doubt on 
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(3) As is shown in Ch. XII, it is natural and necessary that a Chr. 
inscr. about a.D. 200, which was intended to be public, should be so 
expressed as not to offend the sense of the pagans, i.e. it must be capable 
of being read by the ordinary observer without its Chr. origin being 
obvious. But it is unnatural and without parallel that a pagan inscr. 
about A.D. 220 should be expressed in language which could be under- 
stood to express the deepest facts and inmost mysteries of the Chr. 
religion by scholars of such high training and such diverse character 

as Pitra, Lightfoot, De Rossi, Zahn, Duchesne, and a host of others, 
Dietrich does not even attempt to face this insuperable difficulty, or to 
defend it by any analogy’. A pagan of that period, when the opposi- 
tion to Christianity was strongly accentuated, would never have written 
in such terms that his religion might readily be taken as Chr.; whereas 
it was the recognized duty of a Chr. to use carefully veiled language. 
The double character and relations of the inscr. are unintelligible on the 
one theory, but natural on the other ?, 

(4) Our conception of the character of paganism c. 200-220 must be 
revolutionized in many respects, if Dietrich were right: see p. 711 on 
Ficker’s kindred but less ingenious theory. 

(5) According to Dietrich a leader of a strange pagan sect, named 
Aberkios, flourished in Hieropolis about a. p. 150-220, while a leading 
Christian named Avircius Marcellus, co-presbyter with Zoticus of Otrous, 
flourished in the same district about 190. Thereafter the western name 
Abirkios or Aberkios or Abelkios became common among the Christians 
of Central Phrygia, as is shown on no. 672,673. These facts are strange 
on Dietrich’s theory, but natural on our view. 

BaciAnay, but accept miors. This is lich, dass geradeda ein “ fatales Versehen" 
unscientific. As I have pointed out 
on p. 725, Sterrett and I, knowing its 
immense importance, copied the stone 
with scrupulous and jealous care in 
1883, when its edges were more perfect 
than they are now. My copies of 
numerous inscr. stand before the world, 

most of them taken under difficulties, 
hastily, at a brief halt in a fatiguing 
journey, often in bad light and un- 
favourable position (e.g. with the letters 
upside down): they are the guarantee 
of my power to copy correctly at full 
leisure and on more than one occa- 
sion an inscr. which, as I knew, would 
be regarded by the world as the most 
important that I had ever found. To 
use Dietrich’s words, ‘ist es wahrschein- 

Ramsays vorliege ?’ (p. 22). 
1 He merely says that the imacr. 

reveals a sect of pagans from which the 
Christians borrowed the idea that the 
Fish was a symbol of the Saviour, also 
apparently the use of bread and wine 
in the Sacrament, and the other ideas 

of lines 13-16! Dietrich’s own words 
rise to the mind of his reader, ‘ dass ein 
so vortrefflicher Philologe wie’ Dietrich 
‘fiir mobglich halten kann u. 8. 10., gehort 
fir mich zu den Ratseln des Menschen- 
lebens,’ p. 49. 

2 Prof. A. Harnack saw clearly this 
double relationship, and framed his 

theory so as to explain it; and no 
theory which does not explain it has 
any claim to be called scientific. 
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(6) How did the Christians of the district come to regard the grave of 
the leader of a pagan sect as that of one of the apostles of Christianity 
in the district? The subsequent history of the Aberkios-legend, with its 
growth in the popular mind and its elaboration, are a riddle on Dietrich’s 
theory, but natural on our view. 

I may add that Dietrich on p,11 makes much of Robert’s remark 
(Hermes 1894 pp. 424 ff) that lines 1-6 occupied one side, 7-19 a second 

side, 20-22 a third ?. I pointed out years ago (Expositor April 1889 p. 263) 
' the inference that naturally follows from the size &c. of the stone as to 
the distribution, viz. 1-6, 7-17, and 18-22, on three successive sides. 
Wilpert Fractio Panis p. 123 seems (I can judge only from Dietrich’s 
vague words) to come to the same conclusion as I. Robert’s distribution 
is entirely improbable; and Dietrich’s reasons in its favour have no 
weight to those who have seen many such Phrygian stones. Dietrich 
on p. 11 rightly rejects Robert’s idea that the lines of the second side 
were later than the rest; but on p. 18 he introduces it as a subsidiary 
argument, : 

3. P. 566. No. 467-469. Epitynchanos the elder is known also from 
an epigram, which I copied at Doghan-Arslan in the country of the 
Praipenisseis in 1881, and which is recalled to my memory since 
Mr. A. Souter has.prepared it for publication in the Classical Review, 
1897. We see Epitynchanos in this document as an astrologer, astro- 
nomer, and diviner, widely respected, honoured with the citizenship of 
many cities (including Akmonia, no. 467), and leaving sons who were 

equally skilled in his arts. The date is evidently late third century (to 
judge from style and lettering); and no. 467 may be a little later, being 
dated 315. 

10 ths * 88 padnpocdyns ‘Emirivyavoy tsp édvra, 
mos a[m|Adpxtous elddta pavrocvvas, 

Oéopard tr avOpdmoow dAnbéa dyulCovra 

dvTwy peddAOYTWY eooopevwY TpOTEpO DV. 

14 doreot 8 ey moddoiow lOayevéewy Adye Teds, 

Aeias Ké Kovpovs obdéy adavporépous. 

This inser. gives us a clearer conception of the character of Epityn- 
chanos and his successors, confirming and completing the remarks on 
pp. 506 f, 567 f. Epitynchanos must have flourished about 260 to 310, 

1 The middle part was much the 
longest; cp. no. 232, where the dis- 
tribution is 1-8, 9-22, 23-30. 

2 Viz., astrology, described in lines 

1-9. The name E. is in accusative, 
without proper government, on the 

analogy of many honorary inscriptions. 
In 14 the construction changes, and KE. 
is nominative. Again in 16 the con- 
struction changes, and EK. speaks in the 
first person (see p. 729, line 11 f), 
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and exercised wide influence in N.E, Phrygia, which (as is proved in 
Ch. XVII § 3, XII § 10) was not much affected by Chr. influence until 
after 300. The memorials of Epitynchanos are connected with two 
great religious centres, one at or near Akmonia (where he was high- 
priest), the other at the Aeron of the Praipenisseis (situated at Kara- 
Agatch-Euren, a little W. of Doghan-Arslan, beside the late Bishopric 
Spore JHS 1884 p. 259, 1887 p. 512, Hist. Geogr. p. 145). 

4, Zahn in Realencykl. f. prot. Theol., 8.v. Avercius, takes the name as 

Celtic (quoting the proof from NW. & Z. 1895 p. 871, which I cannot 
consult at present). The thought occurred to me many years ago (for 
the name occurs in two Latin inscr. of Gaul); but a high authority, 
whom I consulted, pronounced it not to be Celtic. I have therefore 
taken it as Italic (CA. in R. E. p. 440), but welcome the Celtic origin. 

5. P. 606. The stone on which no. 495 has been engraved has been 
carried to Smyrna to be sold (its origin being concealed)'. A new copy 
is published in BCH 1895 p. 554 by M. Fontrier, who does not observe 
that the inscr. has been previously published. M. Fontrier generally 
confirms MM. Legrand and Chamonard ; but the following differences 
occur, in which he is probably right ? (I add my restorations). 

Line 2 jira pén 86 3 |s? thos (or too’) 
5 mernopoy dx(vipevol mrep ? 6 av ?]rap 10 Atwvicov 
16 O marked doubtfully in OEAON: this suggests that Q 

(required for my text) may be correct. 
18 Jos xat (confirming M. Henri Weil’s reading dpxny]és or mps- 

ttoT]os). 20 xAnCovrat’ ws Kailoap épelAaro 
The alteration of text, which I adopted from Dr. Buresch as a desperate 

expedient in 12, is now proved to be untenable. In Rev. Univ. Midi 1896 
p. 479 M. Weil reads 

ws cal Aids fpape Ovplov 
12 pnpod: rai(s), cwovdn tov éyelvaro véxtapo{s dytl 

dvOp|é7rots. 
In 15, M. Weil takes the same view as I do about ézf (éze(), and ypéa 

as imperfect of xpdw; but he alters the reading to xpde; whereas I regard 
xpéa as a false form, imitating the Ionic éa (first sing. imperfect of elj/). 
In 20, he takes épelAaro for épidaro, as I do. His restoration of 14-20 

has considerable similarity to mine amid differences : but unfortunately 
he gives nothing in lines 1-11 and 21 ff. 

1 Compare the remarks on p. 366 (with ? He is probably wrong in 4 ITAL for 
note 1). TIAIC. 



ERRATA IN PART I. 

(See also the slip facing p. 1.) 

Page 15 n. 1, 1. 5, read Ch. VI § 4. 
36 1. 27, » 00. 92. 

37 1. 4, »»  inscr. 12. 

78 App. II 4, for 12th April, read 8th Oct. 
105 n. 2, l. §, delete comma after yadxeis. 

141 1. 15, read Gurgum. 
179 l. 2, for or, read of. 
230 1. 8, read Appa. 
236 1. 6, insert comma after Siblia. 
276 1. 24, read Ch. V § 4. 

3141.14, ,, Oms .the comparison with ddos ts disputed). 
319 1. 26, ,, Obizenen. 

331 no. 142, read 1884. 

343 1. 12, 13, ,,  Alabanda. 

351 1. 16, »» menologion. 

ERRATUM IN PART II. 

Page 563 1.20. The reference to Josephus is wrong; but I fail to find the proper 
correction. 
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The Church in the Roman Empire 
Before A.D. 170. 

FOURTH EDITION, WITH MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS. 

8vo, cloth, 12s. 

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS. 

‘The whole volume is full of fresh- 
ness and originality....I lay down 
his book with warm and sincere 
admiration. He has succeeded in 
investing a number of critical dis- 
cussions with extraordinary vivid- 
ness and reality. He has done so 
because he writes always ‘with his 
eye upon the object,’ and that an 
object seen in the light of ei chia 
which in its own special sphere (the 
geography of Asia Minor and Roman 
administration) iS unrivalled.’— 
Pror. W. Sanpay, in The Expositor. 

‘The volume is the most impor- 
tant contribution to the study of 
early Church history which has heen 
published in this country since the 
great work of Bishop Lightfoot on 
the apostolic fathers. It 1s, too, 
unless our memory fails us, without 
a rival in any foreign country.... 
Alike in its methods and conclusions, 
its value is unique.... In the first 
portion, Professor Ramsay uses a 
wealth of topographical and anti- 
quarian knowledge to illustrate the 
missionary journeyings of St. Paul, 
and succeeds, we believe, completely 
in demonstrating the thoroughly 
historical character of the account we 
possess. ... He has reconstructed 
the cities and the city life of the past, 
and with this picture before his eyes 
he has examined every line and 
word of the original authorities.’— 
Guardian. 

‘This is a book of the very first 
importance, and is a fine example 
of the service ancient geography 
and archacology can render to sacred 
history and criticism. Professor 

Ramsay brings to his work not only 
enthusiasm,but the trained penandthe 
first-hand knowledge of the explorer 
who has done so much towards the 
discovery of the riches buried in 
Asia Minor, and also rare inde- 
pendence of judgement, critical 
Sagacity, and sureness of insight. 

e have read this book with grow- 
ing admiration and delight, and we 
have finished it with the feeling that, 
while he has made all students of 
the older world his debtors, the 
heaviest debt is owed by the students 
of theology and the Church. He has 
supplied them with new materials, 
new points of view, and new 
branches of inquiry.’—Speaker. 

‘Professor W. M. Ramsay is the 
greatest living authority on the 
geography of Asia Minor and on the 
historical and archaeological questions 
associated with its study. Of these 
uestions none are more important 

than those connected with the early 
history of the Christian Church.... 
The first part of the volume, which 
is added to the lectures as originally 
delivered, deals with St. Paul in 
Asia Minor, a subject in the treat- 
ment of which Professor Ramsay is 
peculiarly at home, and which he 
treats with singular freshness of 
erudition. The latter part, coverin 
the period a.p. 64-170, consists o 
the material originally employed for 
the lectures delivered at Mansfield 
College, but now entirely recast 
and considerably enlarged.... His 
results are of profound interest to all 
students of early ecclesiastical 
history.’— Zimes. 

London: HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27 Paternoster Row. 



BY THE SAME AUTHOR. 

St. Paul the Traveller and the 

Roman Citizen. 
Fourth Thousand, 8vo, cloth, with Map, 10s. 6d. 

EXTRACTS FROM REVIEWS. 

‘Professor Ramsay brings not only 
his own great experience as a 
traveller and archaeologist, but the 
resources of an ingenious mind and 
a lively style. The book is, like 
everything Professor Ramsay does, 
extraordinarilyalive. Itshowsevery- 
where personal learning, personal 
impression ; it has the sharp touch 
of the traveller and the eye-witness.’ 
— Times. 

‘By his important work ‘The 
Church in the Roman Empire,’ Pro- 
fessor Ramsay established his re- 
putation as an authority on questions 
of Christian antiquity, and in this 
new work, in which he follows the 

footsteps of St. Paul in his great 
missionary journey, his knowledge 
of Roman law and custom, and 

personal researches in the countries 
through which the Apostle travelled, 
enable him to throw light on many 
points in Luke's narrative The 
book Is interesting and instructive, 
and must be cordially commended 
to the attention of the New Testa- 
ment student.’— Scotsman. 

‘His book is at once a critical 
reconstruction of the narrative in 
‘‘Acts,” a new reading of the life 
of the Apostle of the Gentiles, a 
fresh explanation of the relation 
between first-century Christianity 
and the social and political condi- 

tions amid which it developed, and 
an announcement of the discovery 
of an historical star of the first 
magnitude. The light thrown by 
Professor Ramsay on the career of 
the Apostle Paul is often startling 
in its freshness. There is, indeed. 

scarcely a single incident in the 
Apostle’s life upon which he has 
not something new to say. — Glasgow 
Herald, 

‘This book marks a real step 
forward in the historical interpreta- 
tion of St. Paul. We feel at times 
as if the man and his world had 
alike become resurgent, and as if 
we were spectators of the events 
described. Professor Ramsay has 
here made a solid and valuable con- 
tribution to the interpretation of the 
apostolic literature and age, a con- 
tribution distinguished no less by 
ripe scholarship, independent judge- 
ment, keen vision and easy mastery 
of material, than freshness of thought, 
boldness of combination, and striking 
originality of view.’ — Speaker. 

‘No one can rise from reading 
this most interesting and suggestive 
volume without feeling that this book 
of the Acts has acquired for him a 
reality that it never had before. The 
gratitude of all students of the New 
Testament is due to the author’s 

; invaluable volume.’— Spectator. 

London: HODDER & STOUGHTON, 27 Paternoster Row. | 
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